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SITTING OF TUESDAY, 14 MARCH 1978
Con ten ts
1. Opening of tbe annual session
2. Address by tbe oldest Representatiae
3. Election of the President 
.
4. Statement b1 the President
Election of Vice-Presidents :
Explanation of oote : hlrs Eraing
Procedural motions : ,fuIr Rippon; Mr
Dalltell ; Mr Fellermaier; .fuIr Klepscb . . .
-fuIe rn b e rs b ip of comm i t t e es
Change in tbe name of a group
8. Documents submitted
9. Order of business
Limit on speaking time
Procedure witbout report .
Votes :
Y-eat! r1Port (Doc. 538/77): Amendment of
tbe Rules of Procedure :
Alr Klepsch
Question No 4, b1 Mr Jahn (see Annex)
Question No 5, b1 Mrs lYalz : Euroltean
Youth Orcltestra:
hIr Jenkins, President of tbe Contmission ;
fu|r lVascagni ; fu[r Jenhinr
Question No 5, by hlr Dalyell : Confiden-tialitl of proposed proceedings concerning
oiolation of the Treaties b? frIembir
States :
A[r Jenkins ; Alr Dalyell ; tuIr Jenkins
Question No 7, by llr Coustl: Situaticn in
tbe iron and steel industry:
AtIr Datignon, A4ember of tbe Commission ;
,fuIr Coust6; lIr Daaignon ; ltr Dalyell ;tllr Daaignon ; hIr Osborn ; .foIr Dauignon ;
-foIr Lange; .foIr Daaignon ; .fuIr Brosnan ;tVr Dauignon ; fuIr Fellermaier; hlr
Dauignon; fuIr Aliiller-Herntann ; .fuIr
Daoignon ; lIr Hans-lYerner A4iiller; fuIr
Daaignon
Procedural motion : .fuIr Jahn
-foIr Notenboom
Debete following Question Time on the
situation in tbe iron and steel industry:
Mr Schwdrer, on behalf of the Christian-
Democratic Group (EPP) ; .tuIr Fellermaier;hlr Schwdrer ; Mr Ellis, on behatf of tbe
Socialist Group; fuIr Normanton, on
bebalf tf tbe European Conseraatiue
Group; Mr Lange; tVr .fuIilller-HermAnn;
-fuIr Lange ; hlr .fuIiiller-Hermann ; l4r
Osborn; .fuIr fuIasullo ; fuIr Prescott ; Mr
Starke ; Mr Fellermaier; Mr Starhe ; tWr
Daoignon, hlentber of tbe Commission ; A4r
Starke ; Alr Fellermaier; .foIr Starke ; tVr
Daaignon ; tllr Coust/; tVr Lange, on
bebalf ,f the Socialist Group ; tVr
Daoignon
Agenda:
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13. Question Time (Doc. 1/78):
Questions to the Commission of tbe Euro-
pean Communities :
Question No 1, b1 hlr Corrie : Commercial
policy conceming quota.s :
tVr Haferkamp, Vice-President of tbe
Commission
{aestion No 2, by Mr Klepscb : Trad.e rela-
tions uitb Eastern bloc countries :
hlr Haferkamp; tuIr Klepscb ; .tuIr Hafer-
hamp
Question No 3, by -fuIr Vandewiele : Ihe
principle of reciprocitl in trade negotia-
tions :
ilr Haferh,amp; ,fuIr Vandewiele; _fuIr
Haferkamp; A4r uan Aerssen; futr Hafer-
hamp; -l,Ir Norrnanton; .fuIr Haferkimp
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16. 1ral Question with debate: Communitl
policy on education (Doc. 572/77):
)llr l4eintz, autbor of tbe questiott
Mr Brunner, hlember of tbe Commission ;
-tulr Danker, on bebalf of tbe Socialist
Group ; Mr Hans-ll'erner .fuIiiller, 0n
bebalf of the Christian-Democratic Group ;
.tulr Cifurelli, on behalf of the Liberal and
Democratic Group (EPP); *[r fuIascagni,
on bebalf of the Conrtnunist and Allies
Group; Mr Lleintz
European Foundation to foster public
support for European objectiues and poli-
cies 
- 
Interim. report by Nr Jobnston, on
behalf of tbe Political Affairs Committee
(Doc. 575/77):
Air Jo hnsto n, rappo rt e u r
IN THE CHAIR: MR BREGEGERE
Oldest Representatiae
(The sitting uas opened at 10.30 a.m)
President. 
- 
The sitting is open.
1. Opening of tbe annual session
President. 
- 
Pursuant to Rule I of the Rules of
Procedure, I declare the 1978-79 session of the Euro-
pean Parliament open.
2. Address by the oldest Representatiae
President. 
- 
Ladies and gentlemen, today, for the
first time, the doubtful privilege of age gives me the
honour and privilege of opening the annual session of
the European Parliament. My predecessor was my
eminent colleague and compatriot, Mr Houdet, who,
as the only Member of this Assembly to have been
born just inside the 19th century, was entitled to this
honour for several years. We could perhaps consider
as a turning point the fact that now, for the first time,
the oldest Member of the European Parliament was
born just inside the 20th century.
President Houdet and myself represent two centuries
which have sought to ensure that politics and the prof-
essions continue to further the humanist outlook
which, like all things in this world, has had its
successes and its failures.
Before beginning the main part of my address, I
should like to pay tribute to my predecessor and
Mr Seefeld, on behalf of the Socialist
Group ; hlr Vergeer, on bebalf o.f the Cbris-
tian-Denrocratic Group (EPP); Alr Ci.fa-
relli, on behalf of tbe Libcral and Dcnto-
cratic Group ; Ai[r Brugba, on bcbalf ol tbc
Groult of European Progrcssiuc Dcno-
cratr ; l[r Ri1t1ton, on beha( o.f tbe Euro-
pean Conseroatiae Groult ; fuIr Alasullo, on
behalf of the Communist and Allics
Groult ; .foIr Brunner, llembe r of tbc
Commission ; fuIr John-rton ; A4r Sccleld;
tllr Riltpon
Agenda for tbc n(xt sitting
Annex
friend, who is leaving us today after having compe-
tently and ably chaired the Committee on Agriculture
for several years.
I pay tribute to his great vitality and his intellectual
ability and to the fact that, despite his age, he is still
passionately committed to seeing things done well
and is still able to admire such achievements and .o
admire people of ability.
As for you, colleagues and friends, I appeal for your
indulgence towards this opening address by a Presi-
dent who is but President for a moment. I wish I were
better able to express my welcome to you and to
thank you for your attention.
I welcome you as the representatives of 'old' Europe
bounded by the North Sea, the'West Atlantic and the
South Mediterranean. 'We are all only a few hours
travel from our capital cities 
- 
London, Rome, Brus-
sels, Paris, Bonn and the others. Despite our differ-
ences, there is a common heritage that unites us all.
Let me try to illustrate what I mean from our history
and our civilization.
lThenever I think of the Loire, I cannot help thinking
of Mary Stuart and of Scotland. And of the Gaelic
language, which is also the language of Brittany and
Wales 
- 
and of the impressive singing you can hear
on the terracing at Cardiff Arms Park. rU7hen I think
of Denmark, I think too of the Vikings and of their
settlements in Normandy. Later there came the centu-
ry-long English occupation of my native Peiigord, to
which English-style country farmhouses still bear
witness. And there is even more to Europe : Bavaria
and its castles ; the majestic Rhine which runs
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through France, Germany and the Netherlands ;
Rome, the eternal city, whose history dominates all
our civilization.
There is the history of the arts, with so many artists
who came from one country but found their full
expression in others ; Rubens was born in Cologne,
was brought up in Ant'werp, studied in Rome and
finally became an ambassador in Paris and Madrid ;
Leonardo Da Vinci was born near Florence and
painted the Mona Lisa and many frescos in Italy, was
patronized by Francis lst of France and ended his
days near the castle of Amboise.
There is Belgium, with its Celtic and Germanic
origins and its close links with France. Every Euro-
pean will remember the part played by the Spaak
Government in launching the Community. There is
Luxembourg, whose Robert Schuman, together with
the Frenchman, Jean Monnet, was the founder of
Europe; and Luxembourg, is now the home of our
most important organizations.
There is lreland, with its magnanimous, determined
people 
- 
Celts, with distant Mediterranean origins ;
there is Holland, and its generous people.
Tomorrow there will be Greece, with Mount Olympus
and its gods, and its great philosophers, spanning
rational discourse and poetry, aesthetics and science.
That is Europe, with its beauty and its weaknesses, its
errors and achievements, its failures and successes.
That is our common heritage, the resemblances and
the differences between us, our moderate climate and
our joy in life.
Our attempts today and in the future to preserve,
embellish and increase this heritage will require a
supreme effort and can only succeed in an organized
and powerful economic Europe, which will lead to a
strong political Europe, able to safeguard the future of
the people and the city.
I referred to the 'city' because I still remember Presi-
dent Simonet describing the role of the Commission
as similar to that of the watchman in a medieval city,
who, in time of danger, raised the alarm to warn the
ciry that it must rally its forces and face up to its
responsibilities if it was to survive.
This must be our attitude towards the difficulties now
facing us. It is essential that in the future we are
totally united in our efforts to resist the storms which
seem to be threatening.
It is true that the old dream of uniting our continent
has met with many obstacles. But remember that the
Carolingian and Napoleonic empires and the League
of Princes of the Holy Alliance foundered because
they sought to construct Europe by force, and not on
the basis of a common civilization and common inter-
ests. The task undertaken amid the ruins of the
Second \7orld \Var was based on different principles
for those which had hitherto determined the shaping
of Europe 
- 
dominance by one class or nation. Its
founders wished European union to be based on
equality of all partners and on democratic principles.
!7hile respecting individual nations they rejeited
nationalism and saw in past differences a reason for
believing in future unify. The socialist orator, Jeafl
Jaurds, who would, I am sure, have been proud to sitin our Assembly, said that a little internationalism
leads one away from ones country, while wholehearted
internationalism leads one back.
It is not my task today to assess all Parliament's initia-
tives and efforts during the last year. Faced with the
economic crisis which still casts a shadow over the'
future of our countries, Europe has had great difficulty
in remaining united and in furthering its integration.
Quite apart from our economic and monetary
problems, although the accession to the Community
in 1973 of the United Kingdom, Ireland and
Denmark is now an accepted fact, new questions are
raised by the applications for membership from
Greece, Portugal and Spain.
There are few who would deny that for major political
reasons, it is inevitable that Greece, Spain and
Portugal will join the Community. But that does not
mean that the Communiry should not protect itself
against the upheaval which the accession of these
countries would cause, at least in certain sectors,
without adequate preparation. The least that can be
said is that in the last year more emphasis has been
placed on the disadvantages than the advantages,
whether political or economic, and this is undoubt-
edly because of the failure to prepare and adequately
inform public opinion. In the coming year it is essen-
tial that we consider these matters more calmly and
prepare the negotiations on the accession of these
countries on clearly defined terms. This means that.
the Community must respect the rights and interests'
of its future partners, while at the same time ensuring
that their accession does not ruin already vulnerable
sectors, in particular agriculture. This is the only way
in which the enlargement of Europe can be achieved
in such a way as to respect the interests of all parties,
strengthen recently established democracies and
further the integration of the Community.
To turn more to our hopes for the future, the first is
of course the election of Parliament by direct
universal suffrage. Even more, befpre the European
Council has fixed the definite date for the election 
-as it will do at its forthcoming meeting 
- 
we are
convinced that the disappointment of 1978 was but a
temporary setback and that the election, which will
open a new era of public participation in government,
will take place during 1979.
There is no need to dwell on all that this election
means for Europe and for its citizens. As my eminent
colleague, President Sp6nale, pointed out it represents
the rising importance of the individual in the Commu-
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nity. For the first time, the citizens of countries which
were at war for centuries will together help to create a
new form of democracy. They will bring to Europe
the voice of the people, freedom of expression, a
democratic decision and a consistent and responsible
conception of their future.
At this point I should like to pay tribute to those
whose efforts now enable us to believe that this new
area will really begin.
Firstly, of course, the Presidents who have led our
debates and have done their utmost to achieve the
aim for which we are all striving : direct elections. In
recent years after the unfortunate failure of the first
initiatives based on the Dehousse Report, our hopes
have been revived by the report by my young
colleague and friend, Schelto Patijn, whose realism
and determination have overcome many obstacles
including the most serious one of apathy.
These Presidents fought to achieve direct elections,
but they did not lose sight of the need to develop the
powers, the functions and influence of our Assembly.
The most recent of them, Presidents Scelba, Behrendt,
Berkhouwer and Sp6nale, were responsible for the
development of our budgetary powers, the introduc-
tion of consultations with the Council, the first steps
towards legislative power for Parliament and the imple-
mentation of the Consultative Assembly and the
Convention of Lom6.
Our current President, Mr Colombo, has also conti-
nued these efforts and has been concerned to ensure
that the directly-elected Parliament will from the
outset be able to operate under satisfactory working
conditions.
As the oldest Representative, I do not wish to become
involved in the delicate political problem of the future
seat of Parliament and of its institutions, but I think
we have a duty to ensure that our future colleagues,
elected by universal suffrage, can hold their very first
meetings in satisfactory working conditions, thus
enabling them to make this Parliament the basis for a
new and decisive era in the construction of Europe.
Before concluding my address I would like to pay
special tribute 
- 
and I would ask you to excuse my
'nationalism' 
- 
to a man who has for many years
been a part of the European Parliament. I am refer-
ring to our esteemed colleague, President Poher.
Although my age today entitles me to the honour of
presiding over Parliament, Alain Poher, who is now
leaving us, was until yesterday the real oldest member.
On behalf of us all I should like to thank him most
deeply and sincerely for everything he has done for
Parliament and for Europe, as a Member and as a Pres-
ident, and pay tribute to him for the high office he
has held in my own country.
(Applt u.tc)
I cannot mention all those who are leaving us 
- 
and
I would ask for their forgiveness 
- 
or who have
already left us, nor can I forget that many of our
eminent colleagues have died during the past year.
Hence this last year represents a new turning point in
the history of our Parliament ; the coming year will
also see great changes, the most important being of
course direct elections.
Although I am the oldest Representative and therefore
bound to be impartial, I cannot forget that there will
very likely be changes in the future. I hope that as far
as Europd is concerned these changes will be to the
benefit of the citizens. That is our ultimate aim and
one we should not forget : a dehumanized Europe
would be no more than a vast soulless entiry. Our task
and that of our directly-elected successors 
- 
among
whom I hope there will be many of you to give the
new Parliament the benefit of your ability and your
experience 
- 
is to strive constantly to ensure that
Europe and its institutions serve the interests of ordi-
nary people and not private interests. I am sure that
Europe can depend on you to fulfil this difficult task.
I am a fully committed European. I come from a
French province which for a long time was the route
for invaders from the south or from overseas, a
province which managed to avoid sterile introversion.
I believe in the noble-mindedness of the founders of
Europe who saw in the Community the possibility of
lasting peace in Europe and of a prosperity which
would enable our countries, thus united, to compete
economically with the two major world powers. I
shared then and I share now the hopes raised by the
Treaty of Rome, the 20th anniversary of whose
signing we celebrated in March 1977.
Twenty years: the age when nothing has yet been
ventured and where everything is possible. The ambi-
tion which one feels at that age will soon give way to
disillusion or to success, depending on the means at
one's disposal and one's determination.
I should also like to mention the dangers threatening
Europe. Prospects for the future have already
worsened. The crisis is hitting all the Community
countries, to a greater or lesser degree, and may give
rise to nationalistic attitudes wiich would threaten our
uniry. I solemnly call first to join forces to overcome
the crisis.
'!(i'e have the means to succeed : the European Founda-
tion for the Improvement of Living and !florking
Conditions, the European Centre for the Develop-
ment of Vocational Training, and of course the Euro-
pean Social Fund, which is particularly aimed at
dealing with unemployment. Ifle should increase their
powers, give them precise tasks and also effdctive
means of taking action.
The future of Europe lies in its democratization ; the
Europe of nations must become a Europe for the
people.
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Ladies and gentlemen, when I am sitting in the
Senate in Paris it sometimes happens that I glance at
the seat once occupied by Victor Hugo. I think then
of the prophetic words with which the poet concluded
his appeal for unity among peoples :
The secret of achieving peace in internal as well as
foreign policy, between countries and between classes rn
one country, in Europe and in society, is perhaps quite
simple : bring the north closer to the south and grve the
people their share of power.
Humanism gave birth to the European ideal and it is
humanism which must bind our Community
together. One of the first humanists, Goethe, realized
this and, at a time when nationalism was reviving, he
described the 'European man', saying that we must
accept our differences and our likenesses; I would go
further, and as a last word of advice would call on all
Europeans to make the most of our differences.
I apologize for having spoken for so long, but it is
impossible to speak of Europe dispassionately.
Europe must exemplify, adopt and promote the noble
principles on which it is based and not let itself get
bound up in futile and time-wasting discussions. If
that should happen, Europe would simply fade from
men's minds, and there would be some who would be
only too ready to bury the idea for ever.
(Altplausc)
3. Election of the President
President.- The next item is the election of the
President of the European Parliament.
I have received from the chairman of the Christian-
Democratic Group the nomination of Mr Colombo.
As no other nomination has been submitted, I believe
the European Parliament will wish to re-elect Mr
Colombo by acclamation if no Member calls for a
ballot.
(Applausc)
I therefore declare Mr Colombo President of the Euro-
pean Parliament. I congratulate him on his re-election
and invite him to take the Chair.
(Loud altltlause)
IN THE CHAIR: MR COLOMBO
Presidcnt
4. Stutttttcnt by'thc Presidcnt
President. 
- 
Honourable Members you have just
re-elected me as President by unanimous acclamation.
This is an expression of confidence in me by which I
am deeply moved and for which I thank you very
sincerely.
I should like in particular to thank the oldest Repre-
sentative for the flattering things he said about me, as
well as for the interesting analysis he gave of past
achievements and the current situation, ancl his confi-
dence in our future prospects.
I do not intend to give an account of our activitres
over the last year but I would like to express my deep
satisfaction at the dynamism the Parliament has
brought to its activities in this transitional period
leading up to direct elections by universal suffrage.
It is only natural that our ideas should centre on those
bodies of our institution which have done most to
impart drive and vitality to our actions.
I think of my fellow members of the Bureau who
have dedicated themselves to the organization of our
proceedings. and more particularly the three quaes-
tors, who have successfully coped with a number of
extremely difficult administrative problems.
I think too of the political groups, without whom our
proceedings would lack an essential political conrpo-
nent and in particular of the contributions by their
chairman to our debates in the plenary Assembly and
to the work of the enlarged Bureau.
I think too of the sense of commitment and responsi-
bility which our committees bring to our proceedings,
and of the skill and tact displayed by their charrmen
in the difficult task of reconciling mutually
conflicting political views, often in difficult circum-
stances, and of the rapporteurs who have enrrched our
debates by producing reports of a consistently high
standard.
I think too of our parliamentary delegations who, by
establishing bilateral contacts with Parliamentary dele-
gates from third countries, have shown the democratic
face of the European Comn.runity to the whole world.
I think too of the Consultative Assembly unitirrg the
European Parliament with representatives of the Assoc-
iated African, Pacific and Caribbean Statcs, thereby
providing the Association with the specific political
ability to overcome difficult econonric problems and,
above all, responding to the appeals for solidarity
repeatedly made by the countries of the Third \World.
Honourable Members the direct electior.r of Parlia-
ment by universal suffrage was the ntost intercstilrg
single problem we had to deal with over the past year,
as I am sure it will continue to be ln the months to
come. \While we are obviously disappointed by the
postponement of the date set for direct elections, it is
important for us to reaffirm our commitment to them
on this occasion and to take every possible opportu-
nity to stress the importance of decisive action to
enable European politicians of all affiliations to
prepare European public opinion for this nrajor
democratic innovation.
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It is important for us to ioin forces to ensure that the
Council of Ministers fixes a final date for the elec-
tions, that the people of our countries are enabled to
vote i'l these elections with a full awareness of the
responsibility this entails, and that the directly-elected
European Parliament is adequately equipped to carry
out its duties.
Other major objectives include strengthening the solid-
arity of our Community in order to solve fundamental
problems 
- 
overcoming the economic crisis, success-
fully combating unemployment, especially among
young people, and finding effective ways of combating
violence.
'!7e must improve relations between the institutions of
the Community by enabling them to adapt their parti-
cular structure and internal procedures to each other,
so that they will be in a better position to tackle
economic and social problems more efficiently and
more quickly.
\U7e must look to the enlargement of the Communiry
to include Greece, Portugal and Spain and lay down
the basic principles of a European external policy to
cope with the major world problems of today 
- 
the
Middle East and the African continent, aid to deve-
loping countries, relations between the major powers,
the return of the pluralist democratic system to coun-
tries which have lost it.
Now that the prospect of direct elections is before us,
the European Parliament and all the other Commu-
nity institutions have all the more reason to ensure
that the electorate, and particularly the younger elec-
torate, will look on the European Community as a
living and working reality capable of tackling the
fundamental problems of our time.
The European Parliament will and should succeed, as
it has done in the past, through the individual efforts
of each one of us in giving the political impact neces-
sary for the achievement of the basic objectives laid
down for this Community by the great statesman who
founded it, and so as not to fail the expectations of
our people, especially the young.
(Applause)
5. Election of Vice-Presidents
President. 
- 
The next item is the election of Vice-
Presidents of the European Parliament. The following
Members are candidates : Mr Adams, Mr Berkhouwer,
Mr Bordu, Mr Deschamps, Mrs Ewing, Sir Geoffrey de
Freitas, Mr Holst, Mr Lticker, Mr Meintz, Mr Scott-
Hopkins, Mr Sp6nale, Mr Yeats, Mr Zagari.
Since the number of candidates is greater than the
number of seats to be filled, a secret ballot will be
held, pursuant to Rule 7 (l) of the Rules of Procedure.
I would remind the House that Rule 7 $) of the Rules
of Procedure states as follows :
Those who on the first ballot obtain an absolute majoriry
of the votes cast shall be declared elected. Should the
number of candidates elected be less than the number of
seats to be filled, a second ballot shall be held under the
same conditions among candidates not yet elected.
Should a third ballot be necessary, a relative mafority
shall suffice for election to the remaining seats, and in
the event of a tie the oldest candidates shall be declared
elected.
I would also point out that under Rule 5 (l) of the
Rules of Procedure, the number of Vice-Presidents to
be elected is twelve.
The voting procedure will be the same as for the elec-
tion of the President.
I shall now suspend the proceedings briefly to allow
ballot papers to be printed and distributed.
(The sitting was suspended at 11.10 a.m. and resutned
at 11.25 a.m)
President. 
- 
The sitting is resumed.
I call Mrs Ewing to give an explanation of vote.
Mrs Ewing. 
- 
Mr President, honourable Members, I
merely want to say that the reason for my vote, which
will be for myself, is that I think women are under-
represented in Parliament. There is no woman
engaged in running the institution, there are only I I
women out of 198 Members, and of the many
employees, very few women are in the top grades. It is
for that reason, representing, as I do, a minority, that I
am putting my name forward.
President. 
- 
Mrs Ewing, I must ask you not to open
a debate at this stage in our proceedings.
The ballot papers and envelopes have been distri-
buted.
I now ask Members to indicate the name of the
candidate of their choice on the ballot papei, to-place
the ballot paper in the envelope and to deposit it in
the ballot box when their name is called.
I would remind the House that at its meeting of 19
April 1972, the Bureau decided that the names of the
representatives who have participated in a vote by
secret ballot will be published in the minutes of
proceedings. In order to facilitate implementation of
this procedure, I would ask Members to sign the list
which has been placed in front of the rostrum before
depositing their envelopes in the ballot box, and to
pass between the ballot box and the rostrum and
return to their places from the other side.
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The names of the four tellers will now be drawn by
lot.
(Tfu lot ua.t drarun)
The four tellers for the election of the Vice-Presidents
are : Mr Damsc.aux, Mr Schreiber, Sir Brandon Rhys
\Tilliams and Mr Howell.
The name of the Member with whom voting will
commence will now be drawn by lot.
(Thc lot was druun)
Voting will begin with Mr Eberhard.
The vote will now begin. I ask the Secretary-General
to call the roll.
(Tlx roll uas calld)
Does anyone else wish to vote ?
The vote is closed.
I now ask thc tcllcrs to go to Roonr 1099 where the
votcs will be courrtecl.
'I'hc sittrrrg is suspenclcd.
('l'ltt .tttlrtt,! tt'tt.\ .\tt\fr.'D(lt'l tt 11.50 d,tn. ttDi rcstttncd
trt 12.55 lt.ttt,)
President. 
- 
The sitting is resumed.
Since I have not yet received the result of the vote, I
propose that the sitting be suspended until 3.00 p.m.
I call Mr Rippon.
Mr Rippon. 
- 
Mr President, it may well be that a
further vote might have to be deferred, but I am sure
it cannot be held at 3.00 p.m. A lot of Members are
not present now, and marry of them will be going to
the meetings of their respective committees. The
plenary sitting, I worlld suggest, cannot resume until
4.45 p.m.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Dalyell.
Mr Dalyell. 
- 
Mr President, in the event of there
being another vote, are you going to allow every
candidate to say why he or she is going to vote for
himself or herself, as Mrs Ewing did last time ?
Because, frankly, it is news to some of us that a
candidate can give a reason for a vote in the course of
an election. Could we have a ruling from you on this
subject 2 I hasten to add that I am not criticizing the
Chair; it is very difficult, when a Member suddenly
does something out of the blue, to expect the Chair to
react at once, but I think it is an issue of principle
whether a candidate should be allowed to give a
reason, good or bad, for voting for himself or herself
in one of our elections.
President, 
- 
Mr Dalyell, if you wish to raise this
matter you may do so in connection with the approval
of the minutes, but not at this point in the proceed-
ings.
I call Mr Fellermaier.
Mr Fellermaier. 
- 
(D) I support Mr Rippon's proce-
dural motion.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Klepsch.
Mr Klepsch. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I do not wish to
hold up the proceedings. I gladly agree, but I would
point out that it will not be possible to go ahead with
the constituent meetings of the committees at 3 p.m
because the election of the Vice-Presidents must be
completed first. I thought this fact should be noted,
but I certainly shall not object if it is felt that some
Members will not be back here until 4.45 p.m. Of
course the sitting must in that case be suspended until
then.
President. 
- 
I have now received the result of the
vote, which is as follows :
- 
Number of Members voting: 144
- 
Blank or spoiled ballot papers: 2
- 
Votes cast: 142
- 
Absolute maiority : 72
The votes received were as follows :
Mr Deschamps
Mr Li.icker
Mr Sp6nale
Mr Meintz
Mr Yeats
Mr Scott-Hopkins
Mr Adams
Mr Zagari
Mr Berkhouwer
Sir Geoffrey de Freitas
Mr Holst
Mr Bordu
Mrs Ewing
The following Members voted:
100
98
91
86
85
83
80
78
77
/J
66
5l
32
Mr Adams, Mr van Aerssen, Mr Aigher, Mr A.jello, Mr
Albertini, Mr Amadei, Mr Andersen, Lord Ardwick, Mr
Baas, Mr Bangemann, Mr Berkhouwer, Mr Bersani, Mr
Bertrand, Lord Bessborough, Mr Blumenfeld, Mr Bour-
dellds, Mr Br6g6gdre, Lord Brimelow, Mr Broeksz, Mr
Brosnan, Lord Bruce of Donington, Mr Brugha, Mr Cale-
waert, Lord Castle, Mr Cifarelli, Mr Colin, Mr Colombo,
Mr Corrie, Mr Coust6, Mr Covelli, Mr Crole, Mrs
Dahlerup, Mr Dalyell, Mr Damseaux, Mr Dankert, Mr de
Clercq, Mr De Keersmaeker, Mr Delmotte, Mr
Deschamps, Mr Dewulf, Mr Drdier, Mr Dinesen, Mr
Dondelinger, Mrs Dunwoody, Mr,Durand, Mr Durieux,
Mr Eberhard, Mr Edwards, Mr Ellis, Mrs Ewing, Mr Feller-
maier, Mr Fitch, Mr Flamig, Miss Flesch, Mr Fletcher-
Cooke, Sir Geoffrey de Freitas, Mr Friih, Mr Fuchs, Mr
Galluzzi, Mr Guerlin, Mr van der Gun, Mr Hamrlton, Mr
Hansen, Mr Herbert, Mr Holst, Mr Howell, Mr Hughes,
Mr lbrLgger, Mr Jahn, Mr Jensen, Mr Johnston, Mr Jung,
Mr Kaspereit, Mrs Kellett-Bowman, Lord Kennet, Mr
Klepsch, Mr Klinker, Mr Kofoed, Mr Lagorce, Mr
Lamberts, Mr Lange, Mr Lemp, Mr Lezzi, Mr Lucker, Mr
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Luster, Mr McDonald, Mr Martinelli, Mr Mascagni, Mr
Masullo, Mr Meintz, Mr Mitchell, Mr Mont, Mr N7. Milller,
Mr Miiller-Hermann, Mr E. Muller, Mr Ney, Mr Nod, Mr
Nolan, Mr Normanton, Mr Notenboom, Mr Nyborg, Mr
Osborn, Mr Patiin, Mr Pintat, Mr Pistillo, Mr Prescott, Mr
Pucci, Mr Radoux, Lord Reay, Sir Brandon Rhys
Villiams, Mr Ripamonti, Mr Rippon, Mr Riz, Mr Ryan,
Lord St Oswald, Mr Sandri, Mr Santer, Mr Scelba, Mr
Schreiber, Mr Schworer, Mr Schyns, Mr Scott-Hopkins,
Mr Seefeld, Mr Shaw, Mr Sieglerschmidt, Mr Sp6nale, Mr
Spicer, Mr Spinelli, Mrs Squarcialupi, Mr Stetter, Mr
Tolman, Mr Vandewiele, Mr Vergeer, Mr Verhaegen, Mr
Vernaschi, Mr Veronesi, Mr Vitale, Sir Derek $Talker-
Smith, Mrs I7alz, Mr '!7awrzik, Mr Viirtz, Mr Yeats, Mr
Zrgari and Mr Zeyer.
The following have obtained an absolute majority of
rhe votes cast:
Mr Deschamps, Mr L0cker, Mr Sp6nale, Mr Meintz, Mr
Yeats, Mr Scott-Hopkins, Mr Adams, Mr Zagari, Mr Berk-
houwer and Sir Geoffrey de Freitas.
Since. two seats for Vice-President are still to be filled,
a seiond ballot will be held immediately.
Voting will now begin. I ask the Secretary-General to
call the roll.
(Tbe roll uas cdlled)
Does anyone else wish to vote ?
The voting is closed.
I now ask the tellers to proceed to the same room as
before to count the votes.
I shall announce the result of the vote at 3 p.m. and
we shall then proceed with the appointment of
members of committees. The sitting will therefore be
resumed at 4.45 p.m. with the order of business laid
down in the agenda.
The sitting is suspended.
(Tbe sitting was susltended at 1.30 1t.tn. and resumed
at 3 p.m)
President. 
- 
The sitting is resumed.
The result of the second ballot is as follows :
- 
Number of Members voting:125
- 
6lank or spoiled ballot oapers: 2
- 
Votes cast: 123
- 
Absolute majority : 62
Votes received were as follows :
Mr Holst 99
Mr Bordu 54
Mrs Ewing 38
The following Members voted:
Mr Adams, Mr van Aerssen, Mr Aigner, Mr Ajello, Mr
Albertini, Mr Amadei, Mr Andersen, Lord Ardwick, Mr
Baas, Mr Bangemann, Mr Berkhouwer, Mr Bersanr, Mr
Bertrand, Lord Bessborough, Mr Bourdellds, Lord
Brimelow, Mr Broeksz, Mr Brosnan, Lord Bruce of
Donington, Mr Brugha, Mr Calewaert, Lord Castle, Mr
Cifarelli, Mr Colombo, Mr Corrie, Mr Covelli, Mr Croze,
Mr Cunnrngham, Mrs Dahlerup, Mr Dalyell, Mr
Damseaux, Mr Dankert, Mr De Clerq, Mr De Keers-
maeker, Mr Delmotte, Mr Deschamps, De Dewulf, Mr
Dinesen, Mrs Dunwoody, Mr Durieux, Mr Eberhard, Mr
Edwards, Mr Ellis, Mrs Ewing, Mr Fellermaier, Mr Fitch,
Mr Flhmig, Mr Fletcher-Cooke, Sir Geoffrey de Freitas,
Mr Friih, Mr Fuchs, Mr Galluzzi, Mr van der Gun, Mr
Hamilton, Mr Hansen, Mr Herbert, Mr Holst, Mr Howell,
Mr Hughes, Mr Jahn, Mr Jensen, Mr Johnston, Mr Jung,
Mrs Kellett-Bowman, Lord Kennet, Mr Klepsch, Mr
Klinker, Mr Kofoed, Mr Lange, Mr Lemp, Mr Lezzr, Mr
Ldcker, Mr Luster, Mr Martinelli, Mr Mascagni, Mr
Masullo, Mr Meintz, Mr Mrtchell, Mr Mont, Mr H-V
Mirller, Mr \fl. Mdller, Mr Miiller-Hermann, Mr E. Miiller,
Mr Ney, Mr Nod, Mr Nolan, Mr Normanton, Mr Noten-
boom, Mr Nyborg, Mr Patijn, Mr Pintat, Mr Prstillo, Mr
Prescott, Mr Pucci, Mr Radoux, Srr Brandon Rhys
'l7illiams, Mr Ripamonti, Lord St Oswald, Mr Sandri, Mr
Scelba, Mr Schreiber, Mr Schw6rer, Mr Schyns, Mr Scott-
Hopkins, Mr Seefeld, Mr Shaw, Mr Sreglerschmrdt, Mr
Spicer, Mr Spinelli, Mrs Squarcialupr, Mr Stetter, Mr
Tolman, Mr Vandewiele, Mr Vergeer, Mr Verhaegen, Mr
Vernaschi, Mr Veronesi, Mr Vitale, Srr Derek lValker-
Smith, Mrs \Valz, Mr lVawrzrk, Mr lVurz, Mr Yeats, Mr
Zagari and Mr Zeyer.
Mr Holst and Mr Bordu have obtained an absolute
majority of the votes cast.
As a result of the two ballots which have been held, I
declare the following Members elected Vice-Presidents
of the European Parliament : Mr Deschamps, Mr
Lticker, Mr Sp6nale, Mr Meintz, Mr Yeats, Mr Scott-
Hopkins, Mr Adams, Mr Zagari, Mr Berkhouwer, Sir
Geoffrey de Freitas, Mr Holst and Mr Bordu.
I congratulate the Vice-Presidents on their elections.
(Applause)
a
Under Rule 7 (5) of the Rules of Procedure, the Vice-
Presidents will take precendence in the order in
which they have been elected.
The Community institutions will be notified of the
new composition of the Bureau.
I now ask the members of the Bureau as now consti-
tuted and the chairmen of the political groups to go
immediately to Room No. J for a meeting to consider
the membership of Parliament's committees.
Thereafter, the sitting will be resumed for l5 minutes
to allow the Members to be appointed to the commit-
tees, after which the committecs will hold their
constituent meetings.
The sitting is suspended.
(Tbe sitting uas -ru-sfcnded at 3.10 1t.ttt. and rcsuntcd
at 3.35 1t.m.)
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President. 
- 
The sitting is resumed.
The next item is the appointment of members of the
European Parliament's committees.
Pursuant to Rule 37(Z) of the Rules of Procedure, the
Bureau has drawn up a list of candidates for appoint-
ment to committees and delegations.
The list which has been printed and distributed, is as
follows:
l) PolitrcaI AJ.l,ttr.' Connittee
Mr Amader, Mr Amendola, Mr Ansart, Mr Bangemann,
Mr Berkhouwer, Mr Bertrand, Mr Bettiza, Mr Blumenfeld,
Mr Brugha, Mr Colin, Mr Covelli, Mr Durieux, Mr Faure,
Mr Granelli, Mr Fletcher-Cooke, Mr Hamilton, Mr Holst,
Mr Jahn, Mr Johnston, Mr Klepsch, Mr de la Maldne, Mr
Mitchell, Mr Pati.jn, Mr Prescott, Mr Radoux, Lord Reay,
Mr Rippon, Mr Ryan, Mr Scelba, Mr Seefeld, Mr Sieglers-
chmidt, Mr Sprnellr, Mr Terrenoire, Mr Vergeer, Mr
Zagarr.
2'1 Legal A.lJairs Contnittec
Mr Alber, Lord Ardwick, Mr Bangemann, Mr Bayerl, Mr
Bouquerel, Lord Brimelow, Mr Broeksz, Mr Brosnan, Mr
Calewaert, Mr de Keersmaeker, Mrs Ewing, Mr Fletcher-
Cooke, Sir Geoffrey de Freitas, Mr de Gaay Fortman, Mr
Geurtsen, Mrs Iotti, Mr Krieg, Mr Lagorce, Mr Luster, Mr
Masullo, Mr Pianta, Mr Plebe, Mr Pucci, Mr Radoux, Mr
Rivierez, Mr Riz, Mr Santer, Mr Scelba, Mr Schmidt, Mr
Schworer, Mr Shaw, Mr Sreglerschmidt, Mrs Squarcialupi,
Srr Derek Walker-Smrth, Mr Zagari.
3) Co,tnn,ttce on Econonic dn.l .lVonct.tr)' Alldrrs
Lord Ardwick, Mr Bordu, Mr Brugha, Mr Carpentier, I\4r
Cointat, Mr Coust6, Mrs Dahlerup, Mr Damseaux, Mr
Dankert, Mr de Keersmaeker, Mr Deschamps, Mr Ellis,
Mr Feit, Mr Glinne, Mr Van der Gun, Mr Haase, Mr
Jakobsen, Mr Lange, Mr Leonardr, Mr H.-V. Mdller, Mr
Muller-Hermann, Mr Normanton, Mr Notenboom, Mr
Nyborg, Mr Prescott, Sir Brandon Rhys Willrams, Mr
Ripamonti, Mr Schworer, Mr Sp6nale, Mr Spinellr, Mr
Starke, Mr Stetter, Mr Vernaschi, Mr Zagan, Mr Zywrctz.
4) Committee on Budgets
Mr van Aerssen, Mr Aigner, Mr Alber, Mr Amadei, Mr
Bangemann, Lord Bessborough, Lord Bruce of
Donington, Mr Caillavet, Mr Caro, Mr Corntat, Mr Croze,
Mrs Dahlerup, Mr Dalyell, Mr Dankert, Mr Frirh, Mr
Hamilton, Mr Hansen, Mr Kofoed, Mr Lange, Mr Meintz,
Mr H.-V. Muller, Mr Notenboom, Mr Petersen, Mr
Prsanr, Mr Radoux, Mr Ripamonti, Mr Ryan, Mr
Schreibcr, Mr Scott-Hopkins, Mr Shaw, Mr Sprnelh, Mr
Terrenorrc, Mr Vrtalc, Mr lVurtz, Mr Yeats.
5) Conrntttttc on |'ot'tal A.f.ftir.t, Enflot'ntnt.tnd
Edttctt I ton
Mr Adams, Mr Alberts, Mr Bertrand, Mr Bouquerel, Mr
Caro, Mr Carpentrer, Mrs Cassanmagnago Cerrettr, Mr
Cunningham, Mr Delmotte, Mr Dinesen, Mr Donde-
linger, Mrs Dunwoody, Mr Eberhard, Mr Feit, Lady Frsher
of Rednal, Mr Geurtsen, Mr Granelli, Mr Van der Gun,
Mr Howell, Mr Kavanagh, Mrs Kellett-Bowman, Mr
Lezzi, Mr Merntz, Mr Nolan, Mr Pianta, Mr Prsoni, Mr
Pistillo, Mr Power, Sir Brandon Rhys-\Villiants, Mr
Santer, Mr Schreiber, Mrs Squarcralupr, Mr Vandewicle,
Mr Vanvelthoven, Mr 'Wawrzrk.
6) Connittct on Agrtcttlttnt
Mr Albertini, Mr Andersen, Mr Bourdellds, Mr tsr6g6gdre,
Lord Brimelow, Mr Brugger, Mr Cifarelli, Mr Corrre, Mr
Dewulf, Mrs Dunwoody, Mr Durand, Mr Fruh, Mr
Hansen, Mr Herbert, Mr Hoffmann, Mr Howell, Mr
Hughes, Mr Hunault, Mr Joxe, Mr Klinker, Mr Kofoed,
Mrs Krouwel-Vlam, Mr Lemoine, Mr Lemp, Mr
L'Estrange, Mr Lrgros, Mr Lrogrer, Mr \V. Muller, Mr Ney,
Mr Pisoni, Mr Prstrllo, Mr Pucci, Mr Scott-Hopkrns, Mr
Tolman, Mr Vitale.
7) Comnrittct on Rtgtonrtl Poliq', I?qtontl Pltnnrng,rnd
Trantport
Mr Albers, Mr Brosnan, Lord Bruce of Donington, Mr
Brugger, Mr Cifarelh, Mr Colrn, Mr Corrie, Mr Damscaux,
Mr Delmottc, Mr Durand, Mrs Ewirrg, Mr Frtch, Mr
Fuchs, Mr Haase, Mr Hoffnrarrn, Mr Huglrcs, Mr'
Ibriigger, Mr Johnston, Mr Joxc, Mr Jung, Mr Kavanagh,
Mrs Kellett-Bowman, Mr Ligios, Mr Liogrer, Mr McDo-
nald, Mr Mascagni, Mr Nod, Mr Nyborg, Mr Osborn, Mr
Pistillo, Mr Schyns, Mr Seefeld, Mr Starke, Mr Tolman,
Mr Zagarr.
8) Comntttee on tl)( Enrtrunnttnl, Publtt Hultlt ,tn,/
Clnsunttr Prolttttort
Mr Adams, Mr van Aersscn, Mr A;ello, Mr Alber, Mr
Andersen, Mr Baas, Lord Bethell, Mr Bourdellds, Mr
Br6g6gdre, Mr Brown, Mrs Cassanmagnago Cerretti, Mr
Didier, Mr Edwards, Mr Ellis, Mr Guerlrr.r, Mr Inschauspi,
Mr Jahn, Lord Kennet, Mrs Krouwel-Vlam, Mr Lamberts,
Mr McDonald, Mr'W. Muller, Mr E. Muller, Mr Ney, Mr
Nod, Mr Plebe, Mr Power, Mr Rrvrerez, Lord St. Oswald,
Mr Schyns, Mr Sprcer, Mrs Squarcialupr, Mr Verl.raegcn,
Mr Veronest, Mr Vawrzik.
9) (.ttltttttlltt ttn l:p11.u.1,ttt.l llt'r.ntlt
Lord Bcssborough, Mr lJltrnrcrrteltl, Mr llrowrr, Mr Crt,r'
rcllr, Mr Covcllr, Mr Drlvcll, MI l)c Clcrrq, NIr litlu,rrtl',
Mr Frorct, Mr Frtch, Mr Fl.rlrg, Mr IiLrtlts, Mt (ltrttltrt,
Mr Holst, Mr Ibrugger, Mt lnclt.rtttpc, NIr.ft'rtscrt, N4r
Krrcg, Mr L.tur[>crt\, Mr [.con.udr. N'lr [-tzzr. Nlr [.togtt't,
Mr Mrtchell, Mr H.-V. Mullcr, NII Nor'. N{r Nortlt,ttttot't,
Mr Osborrt, Mr l)nttat, Mt llrp.rrttorrtt. NIr V,rrtvelrltolert,
Mr Vcrgce r, Mr Vcrh,rege tr, Mr \/e tortest, Mrs W,rlz, Nlr
Zyw tert -
l0) Connittcc on Extcrnal Eronottrrt lltlalrort.t
Mr van Aerssen, Mr Amadei, Mr Baas, Mr Bayerl, Mr
Bersanr, Lord Brrmclow, Mr Brugha, Lord Castle, Mr
Coust6, Mr De Clercq, Mr Drclrer, Mr Eberhard, Mr Frtch,
Mr Galluzzi, Mr Kasperert, Lord Kennct, Mr L'Estrangc,
Mr Luster, Mr Martinelli, Mr Mor.rt, Mr Muller-Hern-rann,
Mr E. Muller, Mr Patrjn, Mr Petcrscn, Mr Prntat, Mr
Pisani, Mr Radoux, Lorcl St. Oswald, Mr Sandrr, Mr
Schmrdt, Mr Schworcr, Mr Scott-Hopkrns, Mr Sprcer, Mr
Tolman, Mr Vandewrelc.
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ll) Contnittec on Dcualopment and Cooperation
Mr Bersani, Mr Broeksz, Lord Castle, Mr Croze, Mr
Deschamps, Mr Dewulf, Mr Dondelinger, Mr Durieux,
Mr Eberhard, Mr Fioret, Lady Fisher of Rednal, Mr
Flemig, Miss Flesch, Sir Geoffrey de Freitas, Mr Glinne,
Mr Hunault, Mrs Iotti, Mr Jakobsen, Mr Jung, Mr Kaspe-
reit, Mr Lagorce, Mt Lezzi, Mr Lircker, Mr Martinelli, Mr
Nolan, Mr Nyborg, Lord Reay, Lord St. Oswald, Mr
Sandri, Mr Sp6nale, Mr Vergeer, Mr Vernaschi, Mrs !flalz,
Mr \flawrzik, Mr rVtrrtz.
12) Conntittec on tbe Rules of Proeedure and Petitions
Mr Berkhouwer, Mr Calewaert, Mr Cunningham, Mr
Dewulf, Mr de Gaay Fortman, Mr Hamilton, Mr Lagorce,
Mr Lemp, Mr Leonardi, Mr Luster, Mr Masullo, Mr 'W.
Miiller, Lord Reay, Mr Rivierez, Mr Riz, Mr Santer, Sir
Derek Walker-Smith, Mr Yeats.
l3) Dcltgation to the Jornt Parliantentar! Committee of
t bt EEC-Grece Assoaat ion
Mr Aigner, Mr Amadei, Lord Bethell, Mr Caillavet, Mr
Cunningham, Mr De Clercq, Mr Galluzzi, Mr Glinne, Mr
Jakobsen, Mr L'Estrange, Mr Liicker, Mr Patiin, Mr
Pisoni, Mr Rivierez, Mr Schmidt, Mr Sp6nale, Mr Terre-
noire, Mr Vandewiele.
14) Delcgatiot, to the Joint Parliamentary Committee of
tbe EEC-Tvrkelt Atsociation
Mr Adams, Mr van Aerssen, Mr Baas, Mr Bertrand, Mr
Carpentier, Mr Coust6, Mr Dankert, Mr Edwards, Mr
Fellermaier, Mr van der Gun, Mr Hansen, Mr Jahn, Mr
Lemoine, Mr Lezzi, Mr Ligios, Mr E, Muller, Mr Pintat,
Mr Spicer.
Are there any objections ?
The appointments are approved.
.!(/e 
shall now suspend our proceedings yet again and
resume at 4.45 p.m. to enable the committees to hold
their formal constituent meetings.
The sitting is suspended.
(Thc sitting u(ts suslrcnded at 3.40 p.m. and resumed
at 4.50 p.n.)
President : 
- 
The sitting is resumed.
7. Chan14c in tbc name of a political group
President : 
- 
The Christian-Democratic group has
informed me that with effect from today its name has
been changed to: Christian-Democratic Group 
-Group oJ' tbc European Peoltle\ Party.
8. Documents submitted
President. 
- 
I have received from the Council
requests for opinions on the following Commission
proposals :
I. the fixing of prices for certain agricultural products
and certain related measures ;
II. a regulation laying down transitional measure for the
Community financing of a consumer subsidy for
butter referred to in Regulation (EEC) No 880/77.
(Doc. 582/77).
Proposal No I has been referred to the Committee on
Agriculture as the committee responsible, and to the
Committee on Budgets and the Committee on the
Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protec-
tion for their opinions, and proposal No II to the
Committee on Agriculture.
I have also received a proposal for a
regulation on support for joint hydrocarbon exploration
profects (Doc. 583/77)
which has been referred to the Committee on Energy
and Research as the committee responsible and to the
Committee on Budgets and the Legal Affairs
Committee .for their opinions.
9. Order o.f business
President.- The next item is the order of business.
At its meeting of 2 March 1978, the enlarged Bureau
prepared the draft agenda which has been distributed.
Following yesterday's discussion, the enlarged Bureau
proposes including a statement by the President-in-
Office of the Council on preparations for elections to
the European Parliament by direct universal suffrage
as the first ite-m on the agenda for \Tednesday, 15
March 1978.
I therefore propose the following agenda for this part-
session :
Tbis afternoon:
- 
Procedure without report
- 
Vote on the motion for a resolution contained in the
Yeats report on the amendment of the Rules of Proce-
dure of Parliament
- 
Question Time (questions to the Commission)
- 
Oral question with debate to the Commission on the
Community policy on education
- 
Oral questions with debate to the Council and
Commission on the legal policy ol the Communities
- 
Johnston interim report on fostering public support
for Europe
Wednesday, 15 Marcb 1978,
10 a.m. and afternoon :
- 
Council statement on direct elections to Parliament
- 
Shaw supplementary report on the draft amending
and supplementary budget No 2 for 1978
- 
Hughes report on the fixing of prices for certain agri-
cultural products
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- 
Question Time (questions to the Council and the
foreign ministers)
4.30 1t.m,
- 
Vote
- 
on the draft amending and supplementary budget
No 2 and the motion for a resolution in the Shaw
rePort
- 
on motiolts for resolutions on whch the debate
has closed
- 
Hughes report on the fixing of prices for certain agri-
cultural products (continuation of debate)
Tbur.tdal, 16 ll,lareb 1978, 10 a.m. and aftemoon
- 
Hughes report on the fixing of prices for certain agri-
cultural products (continuation and conclusion of
debate)
- 
Scott-Hopkins report on sugar and isoglucose
- 
Fliimig report on radioactive waste and the repro-
cessing of irradiated nuclear fuels
- 
Oral question with debate to the Commission on the
working languages of the European Parliament
Not lattr tban 12 noon
- 
Vote on the motion for a resolution in the Hughes
rePort
3 1t.n.
- 
Question Time (questions to the Commission)
3.45 f.n.:
- 
Vote on motions for resolutions on which the debate
has closed
Frida.1,, 17 llarch 1978, 9 a.n.
- 
Procedure without report
- 
Possibly continuation of Thursday's agenda
- 
Zywietz report on a three-year plan of action on
information
- 
Nod motion for a resolution on Community regional
policy.
- 
Bangemann report on the budgetary and financial
policy of the Communities in 1979
End o.f titting:
- 
Vote on motions for resolutions on which the debate
has closed
Are there any comments ?
That is agreed.
10. Limit on speaking tinte
President. 
- 
In accordance with our usual practice, I
propose that, except for the Hughes report on agricul-
tural prices (Doc. 579177), speaking time on all reporrs
and motions for resolutions be limited as follows:
- 
I 5 minutes for the rapporteur and for one speaker
only on behalf of each political group;
- 
l0 minutes for other speakers.
At its meeting of 2 March 1978 the enlarged Bureau
decided, pursuant to Rr.:e 28 of the Rules of proce-
dure, that speaking time in the debate on agricultural
prices (Doc. 579177) would be allocated as follows:
Presentation of the report by the rapporteur: 30 mins.
Draftsmen of opinions : 30 mins. (2 x l5 mins.)
Council and Commission (possibly) :
- 
Socialist Group :
Christian-Democratic Group (Group of
the European People's Party) : 90 mins.
Liberal and Democratic Group : 45 mins.
Group of European Progressive Democrats : 35 mins.
European Conservative Group : 35 mins.
Communist and Allies Group : 35 miris.
Non-attached Members : l0 mins.
Replies by the rapporteur and the
Commission : 50 mins.
This means that the debate on l7ednesday should last
for approximately five hours, in addition to the time
allocated for the introduction. The continuation of the
debate on Thursday morning will last for not more
than one hour, with a further " hour set aside for
comments from the rapporteur and the Commission.
The vote could therefore begin not later than midday.
Are there any objections ?
That is agreed.
I propose that Members and political groups should
inform the sessional services of the names of those
who wish to speak in the debate on agricultural prices
by 10.00 a.m. tomorrow at the latest.
Are there any objections ?
That is agreed.
11. Procedure uithout ret)ort
President. 
- 
Pursuant to Rule 27A (5) of the Rules
of Procedure, the following proposals from the
Commission to the Council have been included in
the agenda of this part-session for consideration
without report:
- 
Agreements on the accession of the Democratic Repu-
blic of Sao Tom6 and Princip6, the Republic of Cape
Verde and the Republic of Papua New Guinea to the
ACP-EEC Convention of Lom6, (Doc. 490177),
which had been referred to the Committee on Develop-
ment and Cooperation as the committee responsible and
to the Committee on External Economic Relations, the
Committee on Agriculture and the Committee on
Budgets for their opinions ;
- 
regulation on advance implementation of certain
provisions of the ACP-EEC Convention of Lom6
relating to trade in respect of certain states that
have signed Agreements 'of Accession to the
Convention (Doc. 491 177)
which had been referred to the Committee on Develop-
ment and Cooperation as the committee responsible and
to the Committee on Budgets for its opinion ;
- 
directive supplementing Directive 72l280lEEC of 3l
July 1972 on the statisrical suweys to be made by
Member States on milk and milk products (Doc.
sse 177)
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which had been referred to the Committee on Agricul-
ture as the committee responsible and to rhe Committee
on Budgets for its opinion ;
- 
regulation amending Regulation (EEC) No.
1418176 on the common organization of the
market in rice (Doc. 562177)
which had been referred to the Committee on Agricul-
ture as the committee responsible and to the Committee
on Development and Cooperation and the Committee on
Budgets for their opinions;
- 
regulation laying down a transitional measure for
the Community financing of a consumer subsidy
for butter referred to in Regulation (EEC) No
880177 (Doc. 582177)
which had been referred ro the Committee on Agricul-
ture.
12. Vote
President. 
- 
The next item is the vote on the
motion for a resolution contained in the report (Doc.
538177) by Mr Yeats, on behalf of the Committee on
the Rules of Procedure and Petititions, on the amend-
ment of Parliament's Rules of Procedure.
I would remind the House that, pursuant to Rule 54
of the Rules of Procedure, motions for resolutions
arirending these Rules shall be adopted only if they
secure the votes of a maioriry of the Members of Parlia-
ment.
Since a majority is not present, I propose that this
vote be postponed.
Are there any comments ?
I call Mr Klepsch.
Mr Klepsch. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I agree with you.
However, we are in a rather unfortunate situation
because Members of the House are somewhat handi-
capped by the fact that the business of this sitting has
been dealt with more quickly than had been expected.
I propose that the vote on the Yeat's report should be
postponed and taken jointly with the vote on rhe agri-
cultural resolutions. I believe we shall then certainly
have the necessary majority.
President. 
- 
Mr Klepsch has proposed that the vote
on this motion for a resolution should be held at the
samg time as that on the motion contained in the
Hughes report on agricultural prices.
Are there any objections ?
That is agreed.
13. Question Tirne
President. 
- 
The next irem is the first part of Ques-
tion Time (Doc. l/78). !7e shall begin with questions
to the Commission.
I now ask the Commission representatives responsible
to answer the questions and any supplementary ques-
tions put to them.
Question No l, by Mr Corrie :
Subject : Commercial policy concerning quotas
Does the Commission ever initiate action 
- 
wlthout
previously being requested to do so by a Member Govern-
ment 
- 
to enlarge quotas accorded to State trading coun-
tries, and does the Commissron consider that, in order to
achieve a more genuine common commercial policy, it
itself should have a greater role of initiative in enlarging
quotas of this kind 
- 
in this context which are the main
obstacles in achieving a common commercial policy
concerning quotas, with special regard to the State
trading countries, and what measures have the Commis-
sion taken to overcome these obstacles ?
Mr Haferkarnp, Vicc-President o.f tbc Contni.s.siott.
- 
(D) The Commission makes annual proposals on
the fixing of import quotas. In so doing it tries to
balance the quotas for individual Member States. As
you know the final decision on that proposal rests
with the Council of Ministers. The Commission
would welcome, as suggested by the honourable
Member, a greater power of initiative in this matter
than is provided in the 1975 directive. At presenr
there are some obstacles to a common commercial
policy in respect of these quotes. I would draw parti-
cular attention to the different levels of liberalization
reached in the Member States. Moreover, the quotas
also differ from one Member State to another. In the
Committee on the State-Trading Countries, the
Commission is urging the Member States to coordi-
nate as far as possible the autonomous import regula-
tions applicable to the state trading countries.
President. 
- 
Question No 2, by Mr Klepsch :
Subiect: Trade relations with Eastern bloc countries
rVhat measures does the Commission plan to adopt to
put an end to the unofficial status of trade relations with
indirlldual Eastern European state-trading countries
which has existed for more rhan three years following the
expiry of the bilateral trade agreements between Member
States of the Community and countries of the Eastern
bloc ?
Mr Haferkafitp, Vicc-Prcsitlcnt o.f tbc Contmis.sion.
- 
(D) Mr President, there is no legal vacuum in
respect of our trade with the European state trading
countries. Through unilateral autonomous measures
the Commission has created the necessary basis for
commercial exchanges. In addition there is a possi-
bility, in multilateral agencies such as GATT, for
contacts and dialogue with the state trading countries
which also belong to that organization ; Poland,
Romania, Hungary and Czecho-slovakia. In addition
the Community has concluded a textile agreement
with Romania. \(/e are now negotiating an agreement
on steel with that country. Negotiations on textiles are
also in progress with other countries. That is the
present situation as it has developed over recent years;
developments will certainly continue.
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Mr Klepsch. 
- 
(D) The Commission's answer seems
to me to reflect an extraordinarily resigned attitude
and I gather from it that the Commission sees little
likelihood in the foreseeable future of a settlement
which would change the present situation. Now that
the follow-up conference in Belgrade has been held,
and the subject to which my question relates must
surely have been raised there, I should like to ask
whether new departures were made during the discus-
sions and negotiations on this matter in Belgrade and
what action was in fact taken ?
Mr Haferkamp. 
- 
(D) Let me say at once that my
attitude on this matter is not one of resignation. I
have not raised my voice in an enthuslastic speech
because this is, after all, Question Time. I thought the
facts to which I referred would have made it perfectly
clear that things are on the move and that progress is
being madc. I referred to existing sectoral agreements,
and to agreements being negotiated with individual
countries in individual arcas. I might say in passing
that similar discussions or negotiations have been in
progress in another sector, that of fisheries, for a long
time but have not yet been completed for reasons
with which you are familiar. This is certainly not a
situation which gives cause for resignation. Then there
are thc possibilities of cooperation in GATf to which
I referred. You know that positions differ among the
countries which belong to COMECON. tWe try in our
practical policies to take account of the genuine possi-
bilities. As you know this was not a matter which
stood in the forefront of discussions in Belgrade.
President. 
- 
Question No 3, by Mr Vandewiele:
Subject: The princrple of reciprocity rn trade negotra-
trons
rVhat demands has the Community put forward in the
GAfi negotiations to ensure greater respect for the prin-
ciple of equalrty, especrally in trade relattons with the
COMECON countnes ?
Mr Haferkarnp, Vi*-Prctttltnt tt.t' tbc Connti.tsiott.
- 
(D) First on the general tenor of the question. '!7e
are in the middle of the Tokio round negotiations in
GATT. The decisive phase of those negotiations began
on 23 January. The Commission quite naturally
attached importance in its proposals, and in its reac-
tions to proposals by others, to the discussion of a
balanced sct of negotiating documents and we shall
see to it that thcse ncgotiations do lead to a balanced
result which naturall) also cntalls reciprocity in rela-
tions. That holds good both for the dismantling of
customs tarrffs and for thc many matters pertaining to
non-tariff arcas.
Clearly there are special problems in dealing with
state trading countries for which customs, custom
duties, tariff reductions and similar factors do not play
the same importance in trade as in our dealings with
other countries. We are negotiating orr thcsc nlrlttcrs
too. We have made certain demands on agriculturc to
ensure that we are not placed at a disadvantagc atltl wc
are now preparing our rcqucsts in the irrcltrstrial scctor
for submission during thc currertt Itegotrations. I ar.rr
sure you will bear with me in thc fact that I carrnot
speak now about the details of thcsc ncgotiating posi-
tions for the current round of neSotiatlons.
Mr Vandewiele. 
- 
(NL) If my irrformatiorr is
correct, a few weeks ago thc Comnltrrrity rcduccd thc
quantity of products from statc tracling cotttltrics itt
respect of which quantitative rcstrictiotrs alrcady
apply. There are thus to be been ccrtain rcdtrctiorls.
Has the Commission included this mcastrre irr thc
GATT negotiations or does it rntend to do so ?
Mr Haferkamp. 
- 
(D)l statecl itrst now in answcr to
a previous question that we have concltrded an agrcc-
ment on textiles with one statc trading cotllltry,.
Romania, and that we are discussing textiles with
other countries and also ncgotiating on stccl with
Romania. These talks arc in progress at prcsctrt itlclc-
pendently of the GATT negotiations. The GATT ncgo-
tiations relate to the problems which I discusscd ;trst
now, and the other negotiations are continttillg.
Mr van Aerssen. 
- 
(D) Docs thc Commissiorr sharc
the view that most-favoured nation status for tllc state
trading countrics can only be guararttccd itr rctttrn for
specific promiscs that thc particular forcign trade
quotas in the annual State plans can be raiscd by a
given percentage each year, respecting thc principlc of
equality and equal treatment ?
Mr Haferkamp. 
- 
(D/ I considcr thc honourablc
Member's suggestion to be a vc'ry intcresting possi-
bility which we shall certairrly look at, but wc shall
not confinc ourselves to that singlc possibility during
our negotiations.
Mr Normanton. 
- 
The Hotrsc has trndoubtcclly
welcomcd the statements by thc Commissroll, pflrtictr-
larly in view of the fact that GATT has, in its long
life, made a valuable cor-rtributiorr towards thc cxpall-
sion of international tradc, but thc political and
economic factors today are vcry diffcrcrlt fronr tltosc
which applied when this instrument of intcrrlational
machinery was established. \Would thc Cotrrnrissiotr
therefore be prepared not only to give attcntlorl to thc
defects of GATT in its preser.rt form, but to consiclcr
launching an intcrnational initiativc orr a worltlwide
basis to producc a more appropriatc allcl nlore rclc-
vant instrunrcnt ainrcd at thc obicctivcs which GATT
was originally cstablishcd to achicvc, btrt which it is
now lamentably and incrcasirrgly failing to achicve ?
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Mr Haferkamp. 
- 
(D) I want to say first that we
should make a real effort, and the Community is in
fact doing so, to bring the present GATT negotiations
to a successful conclusion.
Secondly. we believe that, in view of the uncertain situ-
ation of the world economy and the difficulties of
world trade , it is extraordinarily important for the
international organizations involved here to be streng-
thened and for all the participants to respect interna-
tional rules and international procedures.
Thirdly, we consider that over and above the
successful conclusion of the negotiations and a streng-
thening of international institutions in these matters,
we should also make efforts ro place GATT in a posi-
tion which reflects these requirements and the deve-
lopments of the world economy.
President. 
- 
Since its author, Mr Jahn, is not
present, Question No 4 will receive a written answer. I
Question No .5, by Mrs IUTalz :
Subject : European Youth Orchestra
Has the Community subsidy for the European Youth
Orchestra enabled young musicians from all the Member
States to be represented in this valuable project and does
the Commission have precise information on the number
of those taking part ?
Mr Jenkins, Presidtnt o.f the Contntission. 
- 
The
Community gave a subsidy of f.2000 in 1977 to the
European Youth Orchestra. This was not earmarked
for any specific purpose. However, I am glad to say
that this has helped in the launching of the orchestra,
which will have between 137 and 140 young players,
chosen after numerous auditions. Each Member State
is represented amongst those chosen.
Mr Mascagni. 
- 
(I) In view of the fact that regional
and then national selections of candidates have been
made for this orchestra in Italy, can Mr Jenkins say
whether an equally serious and stringent procedure
has been followed in the other countries ?
Mr Jenkins. 
- 
I am not aware of the detailed
methods of selection, which are, of course, not a
Commission responsibility. \U7e take interest in this
valuable cultural European project, but the amount of
financial support we were able to give was limited and
it does not involve a responsibility on our part for the
methods of selection or, still less, the choices which
were made.
President. 
- 
Question No 5, by Mr Dalyell :
Subject:Confidentiality of proposed proceedings
concerning violations of the Treaties by
Member States
Vhen the Commission is considering the institution of
proceedings against an individual Member State in
respect of alleged violations of the Treaties, does it apply
any criteria or principles governing confidentialiry, prior
to the formal opening of proceedings against the Member
State concerned ? If so, what are they ?
Mr Jenkins, President oJ' tbe Contnu'riion.- I can
confirm the reply the Commission gave to a written
question last October by Mr \U7i.irtz on violations of
the Treaties by the Member States. The Commission
indicated then that it does not normally consider it
appropriate to publish information on the initial
stages of proceedings against Member States and that
it seeks to maintain even stricter confidentially when
it is merely considering the possibility of opening a
formal infringement procedure against a Member
State. The principle on which this policy is based is
that a Member State should always have the opportu-
nity to counter the substance of the Commission's alle-
gations before any public mention of the issue is
made. In the initial stage, moreover, the Commission
may lack information on either a fact or a point of law
necessary to a full appreciation of the issues involved.
Mr Dalyell. 
- 
IUflhat has the Commission learnr
from the incident on temporary employment
subsidies entailing maximum embarrassment, not
only for the British Government, but for pro-
Europeans in Britain, as a result of Mr Vouel's
actions ?
Mr Jenkins. 
- 
There have, as I think the honourable
Member may know, been talks with the British
Government, and I hope there may be a satisfactory
outcome to these talks. But as my honourable friend
knows, there is no perfect system to guarantee that the
principles of confidentially which are laid down and
which we endeavour to preserve are maintained. Leaks
can occur in all systems from time to time, and that
was certainly the case here. But that, I am afraid, is
not confined to Community proceedings. rVe have
them in national government proceedings and in
many other fora. Nonetheless I hope that, in spite of
the matters to which the honourable Member draws
attention, the talks which have taken place may have a
satisfactory outcome.
President. 
- 
Question No 7, by Mr Coust6 :
Subiect: Situation in the iron and steel industry
Six weeks after the decisions concerning the Communiry
steel market, can the Commission summarize the initial
results both as regards the negotiations conducted with
certain countries and as regards compliance by the
producers with recent Communiry directives ?
Mr Davignon, foIentber of tbe Comnission. 
- 
(F)Mr
President, I am a little embarrassed because my
answer to the question should normally be extremelyI See Annex.
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short; however, a great deal has happencd in the past
six weeks and I know that several groups in Parlia-
nrcnt are interested in this questiorr. I shall therefore
try to strikc a conrpronrisc between a short answcr and
a vcry dctailed rcply.
You will rcnrcnrbcr that thc anti-crisis programme
approvcd by the Council on a proposal from the
Con'rmission on 20 Decembe r comprised several
aspccts. The first relatcd to thc situation to be restored
within the Comnrunity to enable the steel industry to
adapt and reorganizc its structures in face of change.
In that rcspect I anr able to report favourably today as
regards thc stecl industry. All the measures adopted
on 20 Dccember are being respected ; prices have
been corrsolidatcd within the Community ; the order
books have not shown a strong uptunl yet but we find
oursclvcs in a situation that certainly enables the
restructuring progranrnre which forms the very basis
of thc Commission's policy to be envisaged.
As rcgar<ls restructunng, oLrr convcrsations with the
tunions antl wrtlr tltc 1;roduccrs ancl inclividual cout't-
trres crrable us to cnvislSc thc first inrplcntentirrg
nlcasulcs antl prograrrllcs ln thc frrst six mortths of
this year. Srnrrlarly tltc Cottrtrrtssion will cstablish thc
ovcrall franrcwork wrthin which to ptrrsuc our rcstruc-
turing prograrnnrc in tlre first stx nrottths ancl in thc
longcr ternr: I rcfcr to thc gcttcral targcts for I9ti5.
Finallx at thc intcrnal lcvel there have bcen, as was to
bc cxpcctccl, ccrtain clifficulties of adaptation since the
stecl uscrs who had bccn accustomed to procuring
steel at very low prices, cxpericnccd certain problcms.
Tl.rc Conrnrissiorr has lrctd long discussions with the
users. It cven hcld tnlks with thcrrr hcre in Strasbourg
aftcr which wc published a joint communiqu6. The
stcel uscrs wcre able to notc that thc Commission was
secking practical ways of hclping thcm to solvc thc'ir
problcnrs. Wc havc settlcd the difficulty of current
contracts and arc now discussing morc delicate issue's
such as ship-burlding anci clrilling rigs. I have the
rnrprcssion that progrcss has bccn madc in this arca.
As rcgarcls thc cxtcrnal aspcct, I would rcntind you, to
prevcnt any anrbiguity, that thc Conrmission's atnr is
not, as sonretrn"rcs suggcsted, to rcdttce steel inlports
into thc Conrnrunity. Thc dccision of 20 Deccn.rbcr is
clcar : rt inclicatcs tlrat tlre norntal conrmercial pattcrn
nrrrst bc nrairrtairrccl. Thc initial nrcasures relatcd
cxclusrvely to thc ncw nrcthods by which the Commis-
sion was to apply the artti-clunrping procedurcs ; this
provcd cffcctivc but bilatcral contractual n'lcasurcs
werc to [>e takcn at thc carlcst possiblc datc. In this
conncction I anr happy to annour-lcc to Parlianlent
that we havc concluclccl arrangcme nts with EFTA
countrics so that thc whole of Europe is now applying
tl.rc Europcarr Cornr.nunity's principles to fight the
cLisis. This wcek wc have hatl dcctsivc cortvcrsations
wrth southcnr Atrrca, Japarr ancl Spairr which wc hcrpc
will lead to a successful outcontc. Discussrorts with
Brazil and South Korea will then follow. A special
difficulty arose with the East European countries
which created a real problem for one Member State at
the level of imports into the Comnrunity, while also
being very important to the proper operation of the
system. As Mr Haferkamp said 
.iust now we hav6 held
talks with the Romanians this week and we hope to
arrive at a satisfactory outcome. All in all, contrary to
our fears at one time, it now seems that we shall come
to an arrangement with most East European countries.
'We are up to date with our plans to replace unilateral
measures by bilateral contractual measures taking into
account the interests of both sides and, as regards the
internal system, it is true to say that tl.re situation has
improved since last year.
Mr Coust6. 
- 
(F) Although this is Question Time,
Mr Davignon's statement was important enough to
warrant a thorough debate. I should like then to Put a
supplcmentary question relating to both the internal
and external aspects.
My supplementary question is simple : as regards
prices he suggested that we were in a favourable situa-
tion. But, Mr Davignol'1, our concern is to know
whether there has been a quantitative upturn, in other
words whether the economic situation is improving in
this sector from the point of view of the users or, if it
has not already improved, whether there is a genuine
tendency towards improvement as we fccl is the case
in a number of countrics.
As to the external aspect I would take this opportunity
to assurc the Conrmission of our full and faithful
support because these negotiations are not easy. Vhile
the difficulties have been ovcrcome with the Euro-
pean Free Trade Area, on whrch the Commission is to
be congratulatcd, it seerns to me that the problems
remain as difficult as beforc in relation not only to
Spain ancl South Africa but above a[[ to Japan and
South Korea. I think then that we nlust give the
Commission our cncouragcntcllt altd strong stlPPort
on this point. I want to put just one strpplcr-r-rentary
question : can we really hope to reach a satisfactory
situ,rtion in our rclations with the East European coun-
trics ? That ls thc crux of the matter.
Mr Davignon.- (F) It is a.littlc early to givc a
prccise answcr to the first part of that question,
namcly whether there is a gcnuinc upturn. lWc have
seen an inrprovcmct-tt in the orclcr books in January
but February was not very good. It is therefore diffi-
cult to know cxactly what will happcn. But the impor-
tant factor in our eyes is that all those who are
depenclcnt on the stecl industry now accePt thc
systcm. In other words ordcrs arc not bcilrg withhcld
on principle.
As to thc cxternal aspcct I ant rathcr morc optinlistlc
than Mr Coust['. Of course thc negotiations arc vcry
difficult but I believe that both parties havc such a
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keen interest in establishing a contractual situation,
rather than remaining with a unilateral situation
which inevitably leads ro confrontation in the long
term, that we can face the future with some confi-
dence. The effectiveness of our anti-dumping
measures which remain within the GATT rules has
brought home to the other partners the fact that they
could no longer flood the Community market with
cheap products. If therefore we are sincere and want
to ensure proper operation of the system rather than
reduce quantities, we must for our part give the
importing countries contractural guarantees so that
their traditional exports can continue. In other words
both partners have an interest here, and I remain
convinced that we shall achieve satisfactory results
despite the difficulties.
Mr Dalyell. 
- 
Can help be given to those areas
where there are coal mines where seams producing
coking-coal have had to be closed down precisely
because of problems in the steel industry ?
Mr Davignon.- (F) In a situation as difficult as this
the various problems are obviously closely related and
it is true that in this sector we are faced with a situa-
tion .where the interests of the various parties conflict.
As regards the use of Community coal, the steel
industry is trying to gain access to the cheapest
possible source of energy to remain competitive and
here too we must see that a spirit of solidarity comes
into play. To the extent that there is an upturn in the
activities of the steel industry, it is easier to allow for
the problems of other industries. In certain circum-
stances steel producers and steel users are confronted
with the same problem ; that is why the situation of
the producers must first be improved to achieve
Breater flcxibility in solving the problems which arise
in other industries and for coal ; we are doing all we
can to achieve this as shown by the proposals put
forward by Mr Brunner a few weeks ago.
Mr Osborn. 
- 
Vhile welcomrng Mr Davignon's
initiative, may I ask whether it is not a fact that it is
desirable that steel producers should come together at
this time ? Vhile I welcome the fact that the consoh-
dation of prices is leading to restructuring, in spite of
difficulties in Britain at Eastmoors and Shelton for
instance, will he comment on rhe initiative of Vouel
last month 
- 
the competition directive trying to
discourage steel stockholders from stockholding Euro-
pean steel at this time ?
Mr Davign (F) The Treaty sripulates in
extremely clear terms what may and may not be done
on the market. As regards the stockholders, the deci-
sion of 20 December last placed them under the same
obligations as the producers in cases where minimum
prices apply. Secondly, the Treaty stipulates that rhe
producers may not sell to stockholders at prices below
the rates they themselves have published ; this means
that the stockholders thcmselves must adhere to thesc
rates. We held long meetings with the stockholdcrs at
the end of last year and tripartitc mectings with the
stockholders and procluccrs. \fle shall [rave further
meetings to ensure that thc stockholdcrs do partici-
pate in the mcasures to control the crisis. In some
cases there was a time whcn the produccrs took action
to penalize steel merchants in general when they wcre
unwilling to obtain their supplies from a singlc
source. That of course went far beyond the limits of
competition policy. That being so, we drew attention
to the need for stockholders to participate in thc
overall measures of disciplinc. \We arc continuing to
encourage them to persevere on those lines and we
shall be meeting thcm with the producers in Brussels
to rule out any misunderstanding. But of course this
does not mean that the producers are entitled to ask
for all the steel sold in their country ro come fron.r
their factories. That would be contrary to our concepts
of both external and internal trade. There have been
misunderstandings but we shall have no difficulty in
clearing them up.
Mr Lange. 
- 
(D) In subsrance I have only one
marginal question to put to the Commission. Does
the Commission consider it right, that given the terms
of the anti-dumping measures and the anti-dunrping
customs regulation .578, material in quality group IIa
which has hitherto been dealt in quitc lcgally cspe-
cially sheet steel which does not l.ravc standard tlinrcr.r.
sions and the quality of high grade sheet 
- 
in other
words steel which was dcalt in perfectly normally and
legally, should be penalized by this mcAsure ro sucl.r
an extent that trade in this material has become practi-
cally impossible and the undertakings concerned arc
facing serious difficulties ? In short, is thar rhe ain.r of
the Commission's measures ?
Mr Davignon. 
- 
(D Thc inrplemenrarion of the
system cloes raise ccrrain spccific problcnts which will
have to bc solvcd. I rcfcr for cxample to thc diffi-
culties of ship-building and the construcrion of
drilling rigs for which we are at prcscnt secking rrrl
il:oc solutions. Our aim is not to disturb the ntarket or
introduce new rules but on the contrary to consolidate
a normal situation. That is why wc havc l.reld discus-
sions with the produccrs on a problcm of spcciaI sizes
and grades of steel: wc should like to see a sinrpler
and more transparent system on the ntarket which
would enable these drfficulrics to be avoided.
Mr Brosnan. 
- 
Moy I ask the Commissioner if he
will agree that the position of the steel industry in
Ireland is unique in many ways, in particular because
of the fact that there is only onc steel-mill in the
country, and that the position warrallts special treat-
ment from the Con-rmissiorr, arrd if he has any propo-
sals to deal with the situation in my country ?
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- 
(F) The Commission is well-
informed of the special problem of the steel mill in
Ireland. I have held talks on the subject with the Irish
Government and with the industries concerned and
we are convinced that in Ireland, as indeed elsewhere,
we must arrive at a form of industrial restructuring
which will guarantee stable employmenr. One point is
still being studied : since the production of this
factory will exceed the needs of the Irish market, how
is it possible, by organizing industrial cooperation, to
obtain an efficient and competitive tool in Ireland
which will guarantee employment and be assured of
disposing of its producrion under satisfactory condi-
tions ? lVe hope to find a solution which will be
acceptable to all concerned.
Mr Fellermaier. 
- 
(D M, Davignon, a general
survey of the situation must include an answer to the
question as to whether compliance with Conrmunity
directives and the negotiations with individual cour.r-
tries will have implications for the employment sirua-
tion in the European steel industry in the short,
medium and long-term. If the answer is yes, what
short, medium and long-term prospects do you see
and in that context how do you judge the published
plans of the ARBED steel concern in Luxembourg
which, in addition to its l.rolding in the Saarland, is
now trying to establish holdings in Belgium, thus
concentrating its operations through rationalization
and reducing the number of workers employed, the
result being higher unemployment ?
Mr Davignon. 
- 
(F) One of the basic reasons for
which thc Commission has acted in the steel sector
and adopted a firm policy suggested by the Treaty, is
precisely that we find ourselves confronted with a
problem which is not strictly economic but also socral
and regional with a strong bearing on employment.
The steel industry employs ti00 000 workers : rhar is a
key factor in our programme.
In the shortterm we are taking measures aimed at
improving the market situation to avoid having to
close factories faced with bankruptcy because of the
sharp fall in prices or to flood them with subsidies
making restructuring impossrble. That is why our
programme to control the crisis comprises a first
phase whrch consists in recreating the conditions of
reasonable operatior-r.
Moreover since the crisis in the steel rndustry is not
only cyclical but also strucrural in nature throughout
the world, the creation of a steel rndustry capable of
facing up to the difficulties through rts own resources
necessarily leads to a loss of jobs. !7hat can we do for
an industry wlrich rs no longer expanding? We are
trying to proposc thc insrruntents capable of creating
the maximunr possrblc employment stability because
they arc effrcrcnt ancl contpetitive and we want to
allow other inclustrralists the time necessary to adapt.
That is why we are negotiating with third countries to
achieve solidarity in our efforts to controI thc crisis.
It is also obvious that we cannot hope to achieve arr
internationally competitive steel industry without
simultaneaous action for reconvcrsion and in thc
social sector, in other words actiotr to create new jobs
to compensate for the employmcnt that Itas bccn lost ;
otherwise we are liable to find oursclves in a blocked
situation which would not bc acccptable to tl.rc
Commission. We have therefore incrcascd our finan-
cial resources for intervention to enablc new indus-
tries to be created. We have also increased our social
credits to allow for training nre:lsures, retircntent and
allowances during the transitional period.
This is therefore an overall problent without rcstruc-
turing, the whole indusrry is facrng a crisis but restruc-
turing is inconceivable withotrt social nteasures and
reconversion. In the Commission's view, those two
types of action are inseparable.
Mr Miiller-Herman. 
- 
(D) I wantcd ro pur two
questions to Mr Davignon. Tlrcrc arc not only steel
producers but stecl proccssutg cor-npanics. After the
measures taken by tl-rc Conrntission how do you vicw
the situation of the steel processing conrpar.ries which-
have to maintain their intcrrrational contpetitivity
with prices higher than thosc chargcd on the world
market ? This too has a bearing on employnrcnt.
Secondly could yotr indicate whcther thc nreasures
now taken might pcrhaps slow down thc proccss of
restructuring which is so urgently neccssary in the
steel industry, or do you think that with the prcscr.rt
measures you have any certainty that the structural
adaptation which is so necessary to acl-ricve lorrg-tern'r
international compctitiver-ress will rtot be intpaiLccl ?
Mr Davignon. 
- 
(F) This rs a poutt on which I
spoke too brrefly in my reply. A rcsunrption of activity
in the Conrnrur-rity stee l industry creatcs certain
problems for the users. That is why we have begun by
clarifying the situation whicl.r enabled thcnr to nrain-
tain their current contracts in cases wherc contracts
had been concludc.d in good faith bclow fixed prices.
Secondly we have analysed with thcnr thc true reper-
cussions of this incrcasc nr stccl priccs on thcrr owr.r
prices. Steel represents L5 o/o oi thc costs of thc arrto-
mobile sector but as nruch as tiO o/o irr the shrpyards.
'We must therefore take account of that urargin. In
fixing prices we try to ensure that they are rrot higher
than those charged on thc dontcstrc ntarkct of thc
principal competitors. In the nrcral [abrication scctor
prices are even hrgher in Japan ancl thc Unitcd Statcs
than rn the Cornmtrnity. Thar rs a point which wc arc'
at prescnt discussrng with thc users : for the frrst tinre
they are in the sanrc situatrolr on thc clontcstic markct
or in the EFTA coLrntrics which is arr advantagc to
them. W'e are also discussing discotrnts which nright
be granted to make thent contpctitivc nt rclatron to
third corrntrics.
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On the second point, we are trying to ensure that the
domestic prices simply enable the industry concerned
to face up to thc present situation rather more flexib-
ibly than hithc'rto but there can be no question of the
industry failing to adapt to changed circumstances
because of these prices. If the effort of restructuring
were to slacken because the industry was able to
develop behind an artificial protective barrier, we
should certainly correct our measures.
Mr Hans-\Terner MiilleL 
- 
(D) Mr President, Mr
Davignon, you lrave held out the prospect of substan-
tial Commurrity aids for restructuring in the steel
crisis and the progranrmcs also make provision of this.
Thcse aids are, ltowever, added to those granted by the
individual Comn-runity countrles to their own steel
industry. Do you think that this might create distor-
sions of competition rn the steel industry ? May such
distortion occur, and if so what does the Commission
think about it ?
Mr Davignon.- (F) The Treaty is perfectly clear. It
stipulates that natronal aids may not be granted in the
steel industry without the agreement of the Commis-
sion of the High Authority. That means that as soon
as we have established our general objectives and
definld the general strategy within which the industry
will be rcsponsiblc fr.lr seeing to its own restructuring,
we shall ensure that no national aid runs counter to
the aims of restnrcturing -- and we have the means of
doing so.
President, 
- 
I calI Mr Jahn on a procedural motion.
Mr Jahn. 
- 
(D) Mr President, on behalf of a number
of colleagucs and in my own name, I should like to
make the modest request that in future plenary
sittings should not begin until the last constituent
meetings are over so that we can all take part from the
start in such important debates as this, especially if we
ourselves would like to put questions. I cannot now
ask to put my question because I have not heard the
answcrs to previous questions.
President. 
- 
I do not understand the reason for your
request, Mr Jahn. Our proceedings were begun at the
time laid down in the agenda and all Members had
the opportunity to take part.
Mr Jahn. 
- 
(D) Mr President, you have misunder-
stood me because the constituent meetinS and elec-
tions of the committee officers were still in progress,
the Members involved could therefore not be here
punctually at the time stated on the agenda. There
might be now an impression that they neglecteo to be
present for their own questions.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Notenboom.
Mr Nootenboom. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, assuming
that this was the last question on this point I now
have the honour to request on behalf of the Christian-
Democratic Group, that a debate be held on this
subject after Question Time. lUfe should very much
like to give more attention to various aspects of these
problems and that can only be done if extra time is
allowed. Hence our request. This possibility was
already discussed yesterday with the group chairmen.
President. 
- 
I declare the first part of Question
Time closed.
14. Debate following Question Tinte on tbe situation
in the iron and steel industry
President. 
- 
On a proposal submitted by Mr Noten-
boom, on behalf of the Christian-Democratic Group,
we shall now hold a topical debate, pursuant to Rule
478 of the Rules of Procedure with a time limit of
one hour, on the situation in the iron and steel
industry.
I call Mr Schworer to speak on behalf of the Christian-
Democratic Group.
Mr Schwiirer. 
- 
(D) Mr President, Ladies and
Gentlemen we have asked for this topical debate
because we believe that the aspect of the steel
consumers has not been given sufficient attention.
The automobile industry is not the only user of steel ;
there is the large mechanical engineering sector in the
Community, an industry which consists predomi-
nantly of medium-sized undertakings and, taking the
example of the German industry, sells two-thirds of its
output on export markets, a second important figure
is that one-third of the costs of the mechanical engi-
neering industry is accounted for by the raw material
- 
steel, The steel processing industry is having to
struggle hard and my group and I cannot accept that
the steel processing industry in the Community
should have to bear the full load of this new
minimum price regulation.
Mr Davignon, you gave an example of prices iust now.
I also want to quote an example. The export price of
European steel bars is DM 420 per tonne f.o.b.
Antwerp and in the Federal Republic of Germany we
have a target price for the same steel of DM 615, in
other words 50 7o more than the world market price
for the same steel. The European industry exports 25
million tonnes per year at world market prices.
I wonder whether the sales are to be permanently
compensated by the 50 % higher prices within the
Community ? Are the domestic prices meant in prac-
tice to subsidize foreign sales ? That would be intoler-
able. At the last part-session of the European Parlia-
ment here in Strasbourg we debated the Notenboom
Report dealing with the situation of small and medi-
um-sized undertakings. In that report, the Commis-
sion and all the political groups sang the praises of
small busineses and promised them their support. I
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therefore think we should consider whether this
in.rportant sector can reasonably be burdened so
heavily and indeed placed at risk by such Comrnunity
ntcasu rcs.
I would likc to quotc just one figure: in the Federal
Rcpublic l-l timcs as many people are employed in
nretal proccssing as in tl.re steel industry ; in terms of
thc nunrbcr of employed, the steel consuming
companics enrploy 13 times more people than the
stcel producers. And if it was intolerable in the past
that in certain Community countries the tax-payer
should have had to foot the bill for the losses of the
n.rajor stecl companies, I think it is even worse for the
steel procc.ssors to bc required to pay out without any
option of falling back on cheaper foreign materials. In
this way n.rillions of workplaces are being put at risk.
These steel processing concerns must now compete
with third countries which already have advantages in
ternrs of wage levels and social costs. Now they are
enjoying the addcd advantage of being able to buy
thcir stccl nruclr nrorc cheaply. How is this great Euro-
pean industry to continue to exist let alone expand ? I
wondcr what the result will be when the burden is
shiftcd from the big companies ro the small and medi-
unr-sizcd concerns, thus endangering the necessary
and important secure market basis for the steel
industry. Surcly that carlnot be in the interest of the
steel producers.
This is always the case where the processing concerns
cannot pass on tl-re steel price rises because of the
compctitive situatiorr. I have heard of a great many
instanccs whcrc this applies and fixed prices prevent
allowancc fronr being made for the higher steel prices.
But whcre prices are raise d because of this massive
irtcreasc in thc pricc of stccl there is another negative
consequcncc : thc high rise in material prices
frightens investors of further investment in many
plants and thus holds up the process of cyclical
recovcry. Mr Davignon, the Commission should
considcr what furthcr action it can take to stimulate
the general econonly, especially through measures to
pronlote private investment which is at present the
worst placcd. If the investnrcnt situation were better
thc situation of thc steel producers would also
inrprove...
Mr Fellermaier. 
- 
(D) Vlith better investment
control . . .
Mr Schwcirer. 
- 
. . . As I was sayirrg, with better
investmcnt conditions the situation of the steel
producers would improve. I am sure you too take an
interest in tl.rat, Mr Fellermaier. The minimum price
solutior.r will simply bring further difficulties without
solving those that exist already.
I would ask you, Mr Davignon, for a clear answer
whethe r the Cornnrission is prepared to take the
action recomn.rerrded in the Notenboom Report and
to refrairr fronr introducing any new Community regu-
lations wl.rich are dctrimental to small and medium
comparrics. I should likc. to l.rear your answer on that.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Ellis to speak on behalf of the
Socialist Group.
Mr Ellis. 
- 
Mr President, I am very happy to take
part in this debate on behalf of my group. I feel that,
desperately serious though the position is in the steel
industry, many people still do not seem to have
appreciated quite how serious it is. Moreover, because
of its serious nature the measures to do som'ething
about the problem are inevitably going to be difficult
and are going to hurt a lot of people. It is a question
simply of being cruel to be kind.
In an attempt to point out how desperately serious the
problems confronting the steel industry are, perhaps-I
might give a few figures concerning, the position in
America and Europe and in my own country, about
which I can speak best. The plain fact of the matter is
that in 1958, the last year that America imported less
steel than she exported, there were 540 000 people
working in the steel industry in the States. Last year,
that figure had dropped to 370 000 ; and during the
course of last year 20 000 men we?e sacked from the
industry and there were 50 000 either on short time or
temporarily laid off. And the estimates in Vashington
are that if nothing were done about the problems
facing that country 
- 
imports of steel and so forth 
-another 30 000 people at least would have to be
sacked from the industry this year.
The same sort of thing, of course, applies to Europe,
where at present we have 100 000 people out of a total
labour force of something over 700 000 either on
short time or having had to be laid off temporarily. In
my own country, we have had a problem in the steel
industry which has been clear to us for many years,
and I am sorry to say that we failed in my country to
tackle the problem vray back in 1972. And that is now
5 years ago. Monies were made available to try to
restructure the British steel industry ; f3 000 million
were made available in 1972, and I suppo:e that is
now equal to something like six or seven thousand
million pounds. And one might add that, up to a
couple of years ago, hardly a penny of it had been
spent because of the failure to grasp the nettle, really
to get stuck into the job of doing somerhing about the
problenr. But Ncn'resis is inevitably going to ovcrtake
us, and it is really, I feel, thanks to the Conrntission
that at last there rs some evidencc that something is
going to be donc, that sonte backbone is now being
put into the politicians in my own country 
- 
and
when I say nry own country, I anr thinking specifi-
cally of Vales. There is a proposal there now tro close
a steel-works, and a third of the monies that are
required to bring about this particular closure is
coming from EEC funds. The British Steel Corpora-
tion estimates that the closure of this steel-works at
Cardiff will cost f9 million, but that if the steel-works
were not to be closed, then, over tl-re course of the
next two years, it would cost f20 million pounds.
I have given all those figures to try to illustrate and to
ram home the point that we are in a desperately
serious position. And, of course, the seriousncss has
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been growing more and more over the last decade or
more 
- 
since, I suppose, the end of the fifties, when
the Japanese industry began fundamentally to restruc-
ture, as it were, the world steel industry. It is a stag-
gering thought that a little over 20 years ago Japan, an
island state with no coking-coal and no iron ore, was
producing about 2 million tonnes of steel a year. She
is now producing about 90 million tonnes. That sums
up the situation confronting countries like those of
the EEC who have been resting a little on their laurels
and now are having some very difficult problems to
contend with.
This development that went on in Japan is of course,
also going on in many other countries, and it is inter-
esting to see that less-developed countries, countries
like Korea and so forth, are now producing an
increasing share of the world's steel and are
accounting for an increasing share of world steel
exports. I see that in 1957, for example, Third-Vorld
countries, to use the term loosely, countries outside
the -inain steel-producing countries 
- 
the United
States, Japan, the EEC, Russia and China 
- 
produced
about l5 0/o of the world's steel. They have now
reached 28 o/0, and people in those countries say that
they'are going to continue this trend. So the problem
is extremely serious and it has to be tackled.
Now I can sympathize with the steel consumers, those
who buy steel, and I should to put a question to the
Commissioner which arises out of his answer to Mr
Osborn. I got the impression from that answer that
the Commission accepts, at least in part, the allega-
tions that the British Steel Corporation and the
British Independent Steel Producers' Association
together have gone beyond the measures of December
20 and may well have been acting illegally in respect
of their arrangements with stockholders and so on.
Now, I wonder whether Mr Davignon could tell us
whether, as a result of his approaches to those two
institutions, they have now in fact modified their
policy. I understand that it is only two or three weeks
since he saw them, but I think he has now had suffi-
cient time to be able to tell us whether under this
voluntary arrangement he has been successful in
getting those particular institutions to modify their
policies in a way which would meet, at least in part,
some of the complaints coming from the steel
consumers.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Normanton to speak on
behalf of the European Conservative Group.
Mr Normanton. 
- 
Mr President, may I very briefly
contribute to this debate, firstly by offering congrarula-
tions to Mr Schworer for his initiative in drawing to
the attention of the House, and of all involved in the
industry, the extremely critical situation faced by the
State-owned British Steel Corporation. Because that
really is, in my opinion, the heart and core of this
question, although perhaps Mr Schworer may not
have had that in particular in mind. As spokesman for
the European Conservative Group, I am totally
opposed 
- 
and my group, I know, backs me unreser-
vedly on this 
- 
to the policy of the State's increas-
ingly taking over responsibility for the manufacturirrg
processes of our economy. It would be very easy for
me and my group to attribute the crisis in the Brrtish
Steel Corporation to State interventionism 
- 
Mr Ellis
has already rightly and yustifiably made critical
comment on politicians. Nemesis is going to overtake
each and every section of those sectors of the
economy in any Member State which ignore the
economic facts of life. And the economic facts of life
are unreservedly, and without any concessions
whatever, that the European economy has got to be
competitive on a Community and Europearr basis.
There is no possibility 
- 
and surely the crisis in the
iron-and-steel industry should have brought this
lesson home by now 
- 
that a single sector of any
major industry of the European economy can stand
isolated from what is going on in the Community and
remain effective on a world basis. That surcly is the
lesson which we should have learnt by now.
Mr Ellis referred to Nemesis being about to overtake
us ' 
- 
it inevitably will, unless we, as Me mbers of this
House and of our own national parliamcnts, recognize
that common problems can only be solved by
common solutions. I endorse very strongly the ac-tion
of Mr Davignon, the Commissioner responsible, in
courageously trying to put into operation a Commu-
nity approach to this problem. 'fhe message should
certainly go out from this House that the view of our
group 
- 
and I think of most of the political groups
in this House 
- 
is that myopia, regrettably, is still
influencing the taking of decisions on marrers such as
this problem in the steel industry ar Mentber-State
political level, in defiance of the facts of the situation.
May I therefore give Mr Davignon every encourage-
ment to proceed on a common policy to deal with a
problem which is common to each and every sector of
the iron-and-steel industry.
There is flo alternative, and the sooner this House
knows it, confirms it and puts that message firmly on
the record, the sooncr there will be a chzrnce for each
and every major inclustry to look forward construc-
tively to the future and stop indulging those who
believe that the State will prorect them from the
economic facts of life. It cannot, and it never wil[.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Lange.
Mr Lange. (D) Mr President, Ladies and
Gentlemen, I want to add a word to the comments
made by my colleague, Tom Ellis, on behalf of the
Socialist Group, but I want also to comment on the
conduct of undertakings not only in the steel industry
but also in other branches of industry and in other
sectors of the economy. \7hen everything is going
well we are told that the good results arc due to the
enterprises themselves, but when things turn bad it
ceases to be a problem for the undertakings and appar-
ently becomes a problem for the public authorities
which are called in to help. It is unfortunately a fact
that when economic circumstances are difficult the
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State is always called upon to assist and State subsidies
or cheap loans and so on are demanded. But can
things go on like this ? Either you want one thing or
the other, and if you try to combine both something
must be done to take account of the public interest
which comes into play in this context by making the
necessary funds available.
The question then arises which Mr Fellermaier put, if
only as an example, during Question Time. I did not
hear an answer by the Commissroner to Mr Feller-
marer's question about ARBED. I could quote other
examples. ln l97l when the situation in the steel
industry was buoyant, it failed to take the necessary
action and we could probably then have achieved
transfers of workers more easily than in the present
economic situation. Today we have to work with
public funds and a question arises as to what action is
being taken ? What are the Commission's views on
restructuring and on social security for employees to
ensure that econontic difficulties are not passed off
onto the weakest link in the chain, namely the
workers ? If jobs do havc to be given up, what ideas
are being developed on social security on the lines of
the social plans with which we are familiar in the
Federal Republic ? The Commission musr clarify with
the Member States how the steel industry on a scale
necessary for the foreseeable steel market in the medi-
um-term is to develop according to th necessary polit-
ical criteria.
I should be grateful, Mr Davignon, if you could give a
rather more detarlcd answcr to this question than you
have so far. As I said, I heard no reply to Mr Feller-
maier's question.
Allow me to make a further remark. It relates to
consumers but perhaps also to stockholders. I touched
previously on a nrarginal problem relating to antr-
dumping. Is the Commission prepared, in the area to
which I refe rred e arlier, to prevent the national
custonls authoritics fronr acting according to this
arrangement in thc intcrim ? If it is nor, iobs will be
lost wholesale, because son.re stockholders are simply
unable to bear tl'rc burden of the kind planned at
present because the levies are far higher than on
normal steel qualitics.
Mr Davignon, I have me ntioned a number of
problems which we shall have to discuss in this
context and evcn in a topical debate we shall not have
time to clarify thc wholc issue. One further point : if
we givc publrc assist.rrr(c in our countries through the
Conrnrunity, wc slrotrlil nrakc sure that the aid does
not take tlrc fornr of wastcd subsidies but is paid back
in full in <luc cotrrsc, unclcr specially facilitated condi-
tions at prescnt. It is quite unacceptable for public aid
to bcnefit solely the owners of undertakirrgs and no
longer flow back to the public. lVe raised rhe same
subject on an earlier occasion in dealing with the
financing of coal stocks. But it seems equally appro-
priate in this corrtcxt.
I shall confine myself to those renrarks.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Miillcr-Hernrann.
Mr Miiller-Hermann. 
- 
(D) Mr Presidcnt I did not
actually wish to speak but since you have callcd mc I
shall say a few words.
I have never concealed my doubts about the principle
of minimum priccs because there is a bcginning and
no end. Vhat happens is a chain of circunrstanccs as
we have on this occasiorr. The Commission is in a
very difficult position. The problent is urrusually
complicated. There is one rentark by Mr Lange whiclr
I fully endorse : it is a fact that ntany companies failed
to grasp the opportunity for restructuring and adapta-
tion in the phase of economic buoyancy, perhaps
because the pressure of competition was not strong
enough in every country to force thenr to do so. It is
extremely difficult to undertakc structural adjustnrcrrts
now in a phase of low econonric activity arrd unfavour-..
able conditions of intcrnational conrpctition.
The state may be criticizcd for failing to excrcisc thc
necessary pressure when the economy was flourishirrg
to compel undertakings to adapt and, Mr Lange, the
public authorities may be criticized for not always
having created fair and equal starting conditions in
international competition, howevcr, difficult that nray
be...
Mr Lange. 
-- 
(D) Mr Miiller-Herntann, statc irltcFrerl-
tion was certainly called for but thc owncrs of thc
companies rejected any intervention.
Mr Miiller-Hermann. No, no, yorr ntusr
make a clear distinctiorr herc. Thc Statc and thc politi-
cians must see to it that thc framcwork conditions arc
correct. But the undertakings nrust be called upon
under their own responsibility to rcspcct tlrc ntarkct
conditions not just at present but also in thc futurc 
-and that is the problem.
I want to make one last renrark dircctcd at the
Commission:just as I had nry doubts abotrt thc prin-
ciple of nrininrum priccs 
- 
although I rcalizc that
the problem is cliffictrlt and recogrrizc thc goodwill
shown by the Commissiorr and Mr Davignon 
- 
I also
have grave doubts about tl.re dcsirability of protcctivc
measures. At present thcre is an expanding trcnd to
protectionism throughout the world. But lct nlc wan,
you that if we wish, as a stror.lg Contnturrity, ro cxport
more tharr in the past, not least irr thc intcrcsts of
employnrent, we shall bc creating difficultics for
ourselves if we resort to protcctivc nreasurcs, however
cautiously, in this Conrnrrrnity. I thcrcfore urgcntly
appcal to the Comnrissiorr to bcar irr ntind that thcsc
nlcasurcs must bc brought to arr crrcl bccausc thc nrrrirr.
tenance of these measres is liablc to <lo nrorc harnr
than good to us all and in particular to our workcrs.
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President. 
- 
I call Mr Osborn.
Mr Osborn. 
- 
Mr President, last Friday I attended a
meeting in my city, sheffield, where the prospect of
rising unemployment, and particularly youth unem-
ployment, throughout the summer reflects that in
many industrial areas throughout the Community.
Therefore, I welcome Mr Schworer's initiative and the
opportunity for this Parliament, as well as the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs, to
hear the latest views of the Commissioner, Mr
Davignon. The hard fact, Mr President, is that steel is
now being sold in a buyers' market. Users may feel
they are paying too much, that prices are too high, but
they should also bear in mind that low throughputs
raise costs of production and consequential losses, and
this is a fact that all users must face up to. \Ufe as poli-
ticians must understand that aspect as well.
Mr President, price-cutting destroyed rny city in the
1930's. Users were able to destroy the producers and
the capital that was there. This also happened in other.
areas. In the 1930's in Great Britain the trade associa-
tions grew. They were also price-fixing associations.
The iron-and-steel industry had a price arrangement
until nationalization, but in allied industries these
continued until the Restricted Trade Practices Act.
The industry I entered in l94l as an apprentice, and
again re-entered, was an industry where producers
came together. That is why I have raised the question :
is 'Buy British', 'Buy European', necessatily wrong,
and are we satisfied that there are no cheap inroads
into our stockholders and into our markets ? That is
why I ask the question; is the Commissioner, Mr
Davignon, satisfied that the pricing arrangements
which have been agreed within the European Coal
and Steel Community are being applied at this time
of real strain, and that the producers can come
together to discuss this without being chastized by the
competition directorate ?
I support my colleague, Mr Normanton, by
condemning the fact that state industries are making
huge losses, but I hope Commissioner Davignon will
regularly keep us informed on what the tonnage and
value of sales of all the Community steelworks are 
-the losses and the profits 
- 
so we can have up-to-
date comparisons and know what is happening.
I will conclude by raising three big issues. Reorganiza-
tion, restructuring and particularly, capital investment
in new plant, must continue, firstly, to replace old
plant ; secondly, to ensure higher productivity ; and
thirdly 
- 
and this is by far the most important 
- 
to
acquire new apparatus that gives us the high quality to
ensure that competitiveness in Europe which other
countries, in the Third World, the Far East, and else-
where, have gained.
There is also the question of the siting of steel plant.
Can we maintain the siting of steelworks in the
Community bearing in mind that coal, at $ 35 a ton,
as against $ SS a ton, is available throughout the
world, and iron ore is cheaper and available at other
sources ?
Thirdly, I value a revised schedule, not only within
the Community and European countries, but
throughout the world, of the world demand for steel,
the European demand for steel and the capacity that
is now likely to be required to meet it 
- 
not over the
next two or three years, but over five, ten and fifteen
years. A reappraisal on that scale would condition our
throughts at this time of very great stress, and I wish
to support Commissioner Davignon in a very difficult
task at this time.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Masullo.
Mr Masullo. 
- 
(I)Mr Davignon, it seems to me that
rwo basic lines of thought have emerged from this
debate. Some speakers favoured interventions while
others objected to it. I find all this extremely
surprising and I have asked to speak because in my
view intervention can never be conceived as a mechan-
ical response to a particular set of circumstances.
If we are trying to build a European Community and
to breath life into a Community reality, it is obvious
that the instruments at our disposal and the political
and moral authority in which we can Place our trust
must be brought into play to overcome this kind of
dilemma which is always insoluble through an inter-
ventionist or non-interventionist approach. 'W'e must
take the path of programmed development; that
holds good for the specific sector of the steel industry,
although we must proceed with all the caution
required by the complexity of the problems at issue.
\7hile it is true that steel policy has an enormous
weight on the development and crisis of the world
economy 
- 
especially in the Community countries
- 
it seems to me that one point on which we must
begin to agree is the need to embark uPon a
programmed policy in the medium and long-term
with commensurate immediate forms of intervention.
Our agencies 
- 
and in particular the commission 
-must therefore study this problem and put concrete
proposals to Parliament which will not be designed
solely to overcome the short-term situation with all
the criticism which may be made in all quarters of
short-term measures, but on the contrary will lay the
foundations of an overall forward-looking policy and
strategy or 
- 
and I believe this is the term now used
in the most modern economic and political circles 
-a programmed policy.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Prescott.
Mr Prescott. 
- 
Mr President, having listened to this
debate and not having originally intended to inter-
vene, I cannot help but comment on the hypocrisy in
some of the speeches that have been made 
- 
aPart
from the obvious ones, like Mr Normanton, who
constantly sees everything so wrong in state interven-
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tion. I think my comrade Mr Lange made it clear that
in these circumstances the problems are so intense
that, be it the state, the Commission or the cartel,
sonrc fornr of body will have to come in to attempt to
rcgularizc a situation which is in the nature of a crisis.
'We havc nlany cxarnples of that, whether private or
statc.
\7e wholeheartedly welcome a debate on such a funda-
mental problem as steel. Mr Schworer's basic point 
-a legitimate point 
- 
was that the result of interfering
with the minimum price of a product to other indus-
tries raises the cost of that product and so increases
their costs in general more than is necessarily
required 
- 
indecd, 55 % higher prices are being paid
- 
and he made the poweful point that 13 times as
many people are employed in these industries
dependent upon steel as a basic raw material. But I
have ncver hcard too much from Mr Schworer about
the other basic point that the Common Agricultural
Policy achieves exactly the same thing : its prices are
highcr than the world nrarket prices. Now the subject
of Mr Schworer's basic complaint is exactly at the
heart of the only Community policy we have at the
moment, which is to keep at a moderate level the
prices of basic food products which keep people alive
to work on the production line in fact we all pay more
than the worlcl market price. I have not seen him in
the lobbies with us, calling for changes for reform of
the CAP.
So that, I think, is one basic point we have to
concedc : we are in a situation where we are prepared
to take nreasures, on a European scale, to achieve a
particular purpose. No laws are sacrosallct : in this situ-
ation we arc prepared to operate market controls. That
is the first political point that one has to recognize in
this debate. It is not a matter of approving controls or
indeed of opposing a higher price if that be neces-
sary; it is whether that price is necessary and justified
in the circunlstances, and I do not think that that has
been proved at thc monlcnt.
The steel industry is going through a recession that
has lasted twice as long as was predicted and twice as
long as has becn the experience in the past. rU7hy ?
Because wc krrow for a fact that many of the indus-
trics which arc dependent on steel are facing cut-
backs tlrenrsclves. A low rate of growth in the world
economy is going to be our common destiny in the
inrmediatc future, for cars, shipbuilding and all thc
other industries which supply the demand for the
steel industry are themselves faced with curbacks
reflecting the fall in worlcl demand. So to that extent
we have a crisis, arrd that is what justifies the interven-
tion of thc Commission. If there is a rnaniiest crisis,
thcy arc entitlc(l undcr thc Trcaty 
- 
I do not particu-
larly lrke it ntyself but I understand the argunrent, and
it is there as part of that Treaty 
- 
to intervene. There
is no doubt anlong us that there is a nrar-rifcst crisis. If
you just takc jobs as one of the crrteria, 20 000 were
lost last year and we are losing them now at the rate
of 3 000 a month; 100 000 workers are on short time,
and this will increase at a phenomenal rate 
- 
of that
there is no doubt. So of the existence of a crisis we are
in no doubt among ourselves.
History has taught us, if it has taught us anything in
this field, that in these situations the industry has
always operated through cartels. Indeed, the very
essence of control by the Commission is to operate
through the cartel of private owners 
- 
that is in fact
what we are doing 
- 
because we have no power to
exercise controls, and as a Socialist I am not very
happy that we should operate by giving powers in
order that capitalist or private industries can be well
prepared for crises and can re(over some degree of effi-
ciency and comoetitiver-ress.
The days of efficient competition are finished, and it
is about time we began to recogpize that fundaental
fact. The Japanese are beginning to realize it with
regard to Brazil, Taiwan and South Korea. !7hen we
went on a delegation to America, the Americans
advanced the same arguments against us about Euro-
pean steel coming onto their markets. The question
we have to recognize 
- 
and I think the Commission
is right in addressing its attention to this 
- 
is how
you regulate a market when there is an excess capacity
and when we have a moral obligation to help the
Thrid \7orld develop and give them access to our
markets : how do we regulate that situation ? ri7e can
argue about the means, but what is true is that it will
be at a higher cost. The idea that you can expect a
solution at the lowest cost, that the price of steel will
now be determined by supply and demand, as envis-
aged in the Treaty, is finrshed. Because if that idea
were true all the exports could come from Brazil and
Taiwan and you could write off your steel industries in
Europc. The problems facing the Commission are :
how we maintain a steel industry, what size it is to be,
how we are to regulate it and what we do in the transi-
tional period. I obviously support the Commission's
attempt to solve thcse problems. Another question is
what tl're nation states will have to do : you know,
frar.rkly, my own views on the role of the market, but
what is true even for me is that in inter-continental
bargaining between all the countries that have been
mentioned by the Commission, we are stronger when
we bargain on a European plane than as individual
nation states. That is the pcilitical reality of the new
world economic order 
- 
p.tcc Mr Lange, who always
challenges this expression of tl.re 'new economic
order'. It is like the argunrent about the elephant: I
might not be able to describe an elephant, but, by
God, I know one when I see one. That is exactely the
point with the new economic order.
So, Mr President, there is not much time left to speak
further on this. I am not happy that we are giving
over to Europe and to private companies that control
which in effcct is required, but I am happy that the
Commission recognize, as they have done in
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committee, that we are going to have to control
markets in some way or other : the heyday of free
trade and low producer costs is finished, and the
quicker we appreciate that fact, the quicker we shall
be facing the reality of the situation.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Starke.
Mr Starke. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I wish to speak very
briefly and my remarks have a bearing on something
that Mr Prescott said just now.
I found 
- 
and I hope my impression is shared by Mr
Davignon 
- 
the comparison drawn by such a promi-
nent Member as Mr Prescott between European agri-
cultural policy and steel policy, extraordinarily inter-
esting. !7e must bear in mind a comment made by
my colleague, Mr Schwdrer, namely the consequences
of the measures now been taken in the steel produc-
tion sector for the steel processors. If you travel
through my own country, Germany, and talk to the
people concerned they ask you the same question as
they would in Belgium or elsewhere: what are we to
do ? The Japanese will now capture the markets of
third countries from us because they are able to work
with cheaper steel. I am quite sure Mr Davignon
would say to us that all these matters will be looked
into and analysed, followed by negotiations. I am sure
there will be a great many negotiations.
But to return to my colleague, Mr Prescott. His ques-
tion is completely justified. But I hope that, in
replying, Mr Davignon will bear in mind the question
put previously by Mr Schworer : what is to happen
about processing ? In Germany the steel processing
sector employs l3 times more people than the produc-
tion sector. The situation must be the same elsewhere
and we know that in agricultural policy the processing
sector has to be included 
- 
you can reject that policy
if you like, but if it is pursued the processing sector
must be covered. 'We cannot treat the canning
industry and the food industry in Europe in the same
way as in the United States while at the same time
pursuing our agricultural policy. That is impossible.
That is why there was a quite different system of agri-
cultural policy in England.
This comparison is therefore extremely rnteresting in
relation to the answer which the Commissioner will
give us. We must not underestimate the problem of
procegsing. I want to touch again briefly on the textile
agreements. Although that is quite a different subject,
we all know that there have been broader implica-
tions. There were predecessors in the shape of textile
agreements. There was worldwide competition
extending to our own market to which forced struc-
tural changes had to be made, with great difficulty in
the Federal Republic. But the structural changes were
successfully made. Anyone who has looked into the
problem must surely agree to that. Here the situation
is different and far more regulations are needed, not
perhaps for the reasons which you suppose, Mr Feller-
maier, but for reasons inherent in the nature of the
problem and the system of the steel industry. All
embracing regulations are vital here, Mr Davignon,
and I believe we are extremely keen to sec how you
will deal with the steel processing and metal inclustry
in rather more detail than you did in answcr to the
first question. For how long is the proccssing industry
to be left to manage on its own ? To what extent will
the system be broadened to include it ?
That brings us to the question touched on by Mr Pres-
cott. In agricultural policy appropriate action was
taken and action has now been takcn for steel. But I
do not think 
- 
and here I agree wrth Mr Milllcr-
Hermann and am also turning to Mr Prcscott 
- 
that
the problem of unemployment can be avoided in the
steel industry or in other sectors bccausc oncc the
present minor boom in the automobile sector has
passed, the automobile industry will begin to look to
Japanese steel suppliers, and, Mr Davignon, you know
what a terrible problem is in store for us there. lVe
shall not then be dealing with a subjcct likc agricul-
tural policy which has aiways becn a special area. We
must now be quite clear in our own nrinds wherc alI
this is leading. That is the central problcm, or at lcast
that is how I see it.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Fellermaier.
Mr Fellermaier. 
- 
(D) I should like to put a que,s-
tion to you, Mr Starke.
I cannot do that directly now in the shape of a ques-
tion but I shall do so indirectly to give you the oppor-
tunity of clarifying the matter in your group, bccause
we should conduct this debate in a spirit of intcllec-
tual honesty to clarify our different positions.
If I have rightly understood your interprctation of Mr
Schworer's views of the problcms facing thc
processing industry, it sccms to mc, Mr Starkc, that
you actually favour an extenslon of thc cor-rtrol instru-
ments ol the Hrgh Authority to thc proccssing
industry becarrse 
- 
| x61 l)utting the leading qucstion
because we must clarrfy the positions of tl-re groups 
-you cannot, and this is where the diffcrcnccs bcgir.r,
speak of investment pron'rotion, wlrich was a lcitnrotif
in the remarks by my Chrrstran- Dcmocrrtic
colleagucs, without at thc samc timc answcrrng the
central question of whethcr strongcr controlling
mechanisms are necessary so tltat thc cvents which
occurred in Cardiff, to which Mr Ellis rcfcrrcrl, are not
repeated, namely that Statc- subsrdrcs arc used to build
up something which is eventually clisnrantled so that
taxpayers' money is used twice anci ultimatcly the
workers concerned foot thc bill. If the qucstron of thc
processing industry is to bc considercd, as Mr Starkc
has done, you cannot avoid thc issue of thc cxtcnsiorr
of controlling mechanisms. Ancl wc must concluct our
debatc in such a way that thcrc is clarity on thc lcgisla-
tive side, bccausc it will thcn be casicr to obtlin a
suitable reply fronr thc Conrnrissioncr rcsponsiblc.
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President. 
- 
I call Mr Starke.
Mr Starke. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I understood those
remarks as a question to me and wish to respond
quite briefly.
I must say that I failed to understand certain points,
because I said quite clearly that we are dealing here
with a question about steel and Mr Schworer asked :
what about the processing industry ? A reference was
made to agricultural policy and I sard : think where
that is leading. If you start wrth tl.re farmers you have
to go on to the food industry and you have to do so
on a large scale. That is the problem. I then said 
-and I know this better than you probably do 
- 
that I
would like to hear from Mr Davignon how he intends
to continue the work begun with the powers of the
High Authrotiy under the ECSC Treaty. You cannot
overlook the fact that the processing industry is facing
problems. That is my answer to Mr Fcllermaier.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Davignon.
Mr Davignon, lLcntbcr o| tbe Contmi.rston. 
- 
(F)Mr
President, a number of fundamental questions and a
number of specific questions have been put in this
debate. I hope Mr Schworer will bear with me if I
begin by explaining the action which we are trying to
take in the steel seitor before turning to the problem
of the processing industry ; otherwise we shall be
inverting the pyramid and I do not think that is a
good way of dealing with these problems.
Looking back to the point of departure we find a
perfectly clear fact : the Treaty of Paris gives the High
Authority 
- 
now the Commission 
- 
specific powers
to ensure a healthy market in the coal and steel
industry in the Community. Who today would not
agree that the steel industry is living through the
gravest crisis it has ever known ? Given that our
companies are working at only 59 o/o of their capacity
and that we are faced with the enrployment problems
described by several speakers, namely short-time
working, loss of jobs and 
- 
ultimately even ntore
serious 
- 
uncertainty about the future for all those
who are employed in the steel industry, we can see
where the problem lies. In addition steel products
have been imported into the Community under condi-
tions which conflict with international rules to which
we have subscribed. That is the context in which we
have to work.
But beyond this lcgal obligation the Comnrission
believes tl.rat thclc is a ftrndan'rental political problem :
'What is thc trse of Europe and the Community if it
remains indiffcrent to the difficulties in an area hke
this ? Ctearly restructuring, adaptation and reconver-
sion cannot be cffected at national level. Vhy ?
Because rro one can know whether the effort made by
one state for its steel industry will or will not lead to
an improvement rn the general situation. And unless
action is taken against the background of an overview
of the situation and after defining what is necessary at
European level, nobody will be able to ntakc thc ncces-
sary effort on his own.
This is a higly specific insrance rn which a deter-
mined approach by the Conrnrur.rity providcs a polit-
ical example of what Europe can do to solvc a nuntbcr
of problems.
That being so, I think Mr Langc' is right ro say thar we
must begin by definlng otrr objectives. It is quitc tr.ue
that I replied too bricfly to Mr Fcllcrnraier''s qucstiorrjust now but it was not I who chosc thc proceclurc
consistrng of answering an urgcnt qucstiorr in whrch l
had to be brief only to fir,d aftcrwards thar I would
have time to cxplain nry vicws in gcrrcral. I say this
without any trace of aninrosity but, I rcpeat, I did not
choose the proccdure. I tl-rcrefore apologizc to thosc
Members to whonr I gavc blicf answcrs.
I shall now reply at rather more length. It is true that
we are facing the situation so aprly described by Mr
Prescott in which certain basic industrial sectors, not
only steel, are undergoing a process of structural
change because the timcs have changed; thc situation
facing us is very complex and we find that a country
like Japan has developed an industrial technology
enabling it to produce at prices lower than our own.
Now Japan is in direct competition with us on the
market. But there is one point which I should like atl
those who are interesred in thc proccssrng industry to
remember : prices in Japan are highe r in that scctor
than prices in the Comnrurrity. Irr otlrcr words tl-rc
prices paid by Japanese proccssing concents are
higher than those paid by their counterparrs in
Europe.
The American market represents a secorrd situation :
here prices are even highcr than in Japan bccausc the
United States has to some extent linrited in.rports on
its market. At a time when demand is constantly
falling while new production capacitics are bcing
opened in Brazil, India ancl Saudi Arabia, wc find
ourselves faced with increasingly kecn contpctitiorr on
the market of third countries and orr our own nrarket.
That is how matters stand at prcscllt.
And so we must ask ourselvcs a qtrcstion : What lcvcl
of stcel industry activity do you wish to retain in
Europe, given that there are c'conontic problcn-rs, r.c.
the ability to producc undcr satisfactory conditions,
and socral problcnts, i.e. thc srtuatrolt facutg us today
and in the future ? It is not for nre to pass judgnrcnt
on what has happened rn the past ; it is for us to
consider the situation now facing us and it rs truc that
from time to tinte we are faccd with thc sitr.ratiolr
described by Mr Lange, nanrcly that rt ls now vcry
difficult to support thc conscquences of carlicr
mistaken judgntents on illvcstntcnt. This is what wc
have to exanrilre togethL'l arrcl it sec.urs to ntc to bc a
second fundantentaI issuc.
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But there is a third fundamental point : the need to
give thought to the level of steel production necessary
to supply the Community's domestic market. Is the
European Community to become dependent on
outside sources of raw materials and semi-finished
products ? Are we to work solely on the basis of the
level of import prices with all that implies ? Everyone
knows perfectly well that in. a period when competi-
tion is keen prices remain at reasonable levels but we
also know what happens when the Japanese gain
60 o/o of the market for television tubes. And then
what happens ? The price of those tubes goes up again
and who gains in the process ? Certainly not the
consumer, especially when our own industries have
disappeared. I do not see that approach as a Progress
for Europe.,ln other words we must define a general
objective for the steel industry in Europe, working on
the basis of these three considerations and not iust on
one of them.
This we have decided to do. And we are at Present
holding discussions with the producers, countries and
trade unions to define in the second half of this year
what we call general targets. \7e shall be discussing
them with the Parliament's Committee on Economic
and Monetary Affairs. Our task will therefore be to
determine the steel production capacity which we
need for all these reasons. And then, once we know
what the needs are as a function of the estimated
demand, we shall see how to ensure that the
producing industry is as competitive as possible
within these target levels. Here the factor of solidarity
will come into play and we shall have to make sure
that those countries whose industry requires the grea-
test adaptation bring the necessary changes about, and
do not corrtinue to operate by taxing more efficient
industries, thus depriving them of'their basic advan-
tage. This problem was raised by several of you ; it is a
delicate problem which needs detailed discussion.
Finally, we shalI havc specific instances where there
are conccrrtrations or groups whrch increase their
proclrrctivity ; ultinratcly that should make for
progrcss. For traditional polrtrcal reasons, the steel
indtrstry used to bc systematically confined to national
terrrtories. There is no transfrorrtier cooperation in the
stcel rrrclustry scctor. But when you have two factories
orr sitcs only .50 kilonrctres apart, manufacturing the
sanre prodtrcts, it is unreasonable to allow them to
corrtirruc to compctc with one another simply because
thcy are situated on crthcr side of the national fron-
tie r ; if we do that we double capacity which we need.
The days wherr producitivity was calculated solely on
an t'conomic basis have passed. \What did those calcu-
lations mean and why do we have too much produc-
tivity ? Thc reasoning was this : the Japanese produce
a tonne of stccl at such and such a price, let us also
producc a tonne of stcel at the same price as them.
How can wc do so ? And so investments are calculated
and productivity gains worked out ; capacity is tripled
but one thing is forgotten : the market does not need
these capacities so that the whole reasoning is
unfounded.
That is the difficulty facing us today. But what are we
doing about it ? We stand by indifferently or try,
within the limites of these general objectives, to
ensure that the best possible forms of cooperation
enable the existing instruments to be used most effec-
tively ; and those instruments are capable of further
improvement on the basis of industrial cooperation.
'\U7e must then examine the various proiects and see
whether these cooperation formulae correspond to our
obiectives.
\(ill this situation also have repercussions on employ-
ment ? I can only repeat what I have already said to
the Consultative Committees and to the trade unions:
if we want to maintain a viable steel industry 
- 
and
God knows we want to do that ! 
- 
we shall have to
accept that it must be on a different scale than
hitherro. It wiil have to be scaled down because,
bearing in mind all the factors I have quoted and
which Mr Prescott summarized so well, we are
confronted with the need to maintain an industry
while also taking account of the rest of the world. !7e
must then find answers to the social problems which
arise but 
- 
as the Italian Member clearly indicated 
-the choice is not between intervention or non-inter-
vention but between a good policy and a bad policy.
Vhen it comcs to employment we must ensure that
the greatest possible number of workers of all kinds
have a future in the steel industry aqd tnat will only
be possible if the steel industry is rationalized. For
those who cannot have a future under the same condi-
tions we must work a precise Programme and I can
give an assurance to Mr Fellermaier and Mr Lange
who put the question to me 
- 
that is why in my very
brief reply now I used the word 'indissociable' to
point 'out that the Commission cannot accept a
restructuring programme without a simultaneous
social and reconversion programme 
- 
that we will
not agree to progress in one are a without simul-
taneous progress in another. Of course this also
implies greater economic cohesion at Community
level than exists at present because we shall not do
what is necessary through sectoral measures alone. We
shall attain our ends through a concerted economic
policy 
- 
sectoral policy will help but it is not
enough. Otherwise we shall not be creating the condi-
tions to encourage the investment which is so neces-
sary in the growth sectors ; here 'there is room for a
wide-ranging debate which I should like to see take
place one day in Parliament because this raises the
whole question of the conditiorrS we need, nbt 'simply
to manage the crisis but to overcome it 
- 
arid that is
something quite different.
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I think then that the general programme which we
envisage is very important. And then the question
arises as to whether we must take a protectionist atti-
tude. Mr Miiller-Hermann put that question and Mr
Starke took it up again. My answer is no. !7e must not
pursue a protectionist policy. !flhy ? Because a protec-
tionist policy implies hiding behind an artificial wall
to pretend that the outside world does not exist. 'We
cannot run that risk. It is therefore important for us
not to put an end to imports into the Community;
but it is equally vital for the Community no longer to
be an area in which products that no one would dare
sell at similar prices on their domestic market can be
dumped on any terms, thus favouring all kinds of spec-
ulation. It is not the rule of international cooperation
to allow products to be dumped in our countries at
prices below the cost in the country of origin and in
quantities large enough to cause real damage to us.
Vhat are we trying to do in this discussion ? Mr Pres-
cott put it very neatly. In the discussion we are
saying : let us try to agree with the third countries ;
you can continue to export to us but you must export
under price conditions which do not distort and
disturb our market and do not prevent our industry
from restructuring.
Ilrat is thc wholc ainr of the international discussion
and qtritc obviously a discussion of tl.rat kind can only
bc pursucd at Europcan lcvel bccause that is the only
way to rrrake surc thlt others take us seriously. It is in
tltcir irrtercst too to cxport to our markets at better
priccs. It is worth givirrg a nroment's thought to the
fact that Japan which is capable of producing steel at
costs far bclow our owrr has decided that the steel
indr.rstry was facing a crisis; it transpired that the
industry did not havc thc future which had been
cxpectcd arrd Japan has taken a whole range of
Irational mcasures to ildapt its industry at a tirne when
it is alrcady irr a far nrore competitive position than
our own. \i?hat is tlrc rcsult ? Quite simply that Japan
is also ilrtcrcstccl irr sceing prices rise on the markets
of third courrtrics. In tlris rcspect I must say I was a
littlc disappointcd that the spokesmen for the
Clrristian-Dcnrocratic Group ntade no mention of the
fact tlrat priccs on third country ntarkets have
irrcrcasccl by 2.5 to.]0 dollars per tonne since the
nrcasurcs takcn l>y tlre Contutunity. They have not
irrcrcaserl by 25 to .]0 dollars per tonne because the
dollar has l>ccn dcvalucd 1>rrt bccause everybody is
wcll awarc that whcrr clcnrartd is not rising, it is absurd
ancl sclf-dcstructivc to scll at prices wl.rich have only
arr irrci<lcntal rclatiorrship to production costs and are
not based on a propcr cconontic foundation.
Such then is the situation facing us.
I come now to the subject of concern to Mr Schworer
and other speakers 
- 
the processing industry. I want
to say to him with the sincerity and frankness which
characterize our relationships, that, in all obiectivity, I
did not wait for his question before looking into the
matter. !fle indicated in a clear and precise manner
when we drew up our price plan that this plan would
be unsatisfactory if it merely transferred the crisis
from one industry to another. That had to be avoided,
otherwise we would find ourselves having to deal
successively with crises which we had ouiselves
helped to create. That would be absurd and I cannot
believe that Mr Schworer could imagine the Commis-
sion, supported by the Member States and even by a
resolution adopted almost unanimously by Parliament,
could be conducting a policy of that kind.
I7hat has happened ? Mr Schworer, what happened
was that the Commission was not believed when it
stated that we would take a number of measures and I
heard no protests when we fixed prices at certain
levels and the steel producers harmonized their rates
with those prices, because everyone was convinced
that the old habit of failing to observe the rules would
apply yet again. And that is my answer to the speaker
who asked whether our programmes are applied effec-
tively. The answer is perfectly simple, and if they were
not applied effectively we should not have heard ques-
tions this afternoon about the problems.facing users
because the hidden discounts, failure to observe the
published rates and the whole list of commercial prac-
tices which seek to evade proper rules, would have
continued ; now people are recognizing their mistake
and that may indeed pose problems.
I shall try now to point out the exact nature of the
problem and the action we are taking to solve them. I
think first that the problems must be seen in their
proper perspective. The processing concerns still work
mainly on the Community and European markets.
IThere the price of steel is an essential. consideration
their exports do not go beyond that geographical area.
\fle have made calculations and would like to indicate
exactly how much steel accounts for in the costs of
the processing concerns. In the mechanical engi-
neering industry the figure is l0 %, in other words
steel represents 1/10 of their prices; in the motor
vehicle industry the figure is 15 % while in the
shipyards 
- 
and I have already said that the shipyard
market was so depressed that the problem would have
to be approached differently 
- 
the figure is 25 o/o ; in
the metal construction sector steel accounts for 30 %
of total prices and this is a 'very importanti sector
because 
- 
as you rightly pointed out 
- 
it employs a
great many persons, often in fairly small undertakings.
30 7o means that an increase in our prices may affect
the output prices in the sector to the tune of 3 0/o and,
in a period of depression, I certainly do not underesti-
mate that problem.
!7hat then have we done ? Firstly, where firm
contracts existed and even where those contracts had
been signed at prices different from those agreed by
us we recognized the good faith of the processing
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companies and said that those contracts would not
result in any legal action for infringement ; in other
words the de facto situation was stabilized. Let no one
say to me then that we created overnight an irrevers-
ible situation for the processing industry. That is not
true. However, if there are individual cases of real diffi-
culty they should be reported to me so that we can
remedy them. The second element in the internal
Community situation is that fairer competition has
now been created between the processing companies
because of this new control and system of verifica-
tion; all the Community processing companies now
receive their raw materials at the same price, which
means that the conditions of competition are also the
same. Through the agreements we have concluded
with EFTA we have extended the situation to that area
as well. This is something new and amounts to a real
step forward.
As to the external market, a distinction must be drawn
between two cases : the first concerns the competitors
of our processing companies in the industrialized
couritries. They receive steel at prices which are even
higher than those charged to our processing
companies. They are perfectly aware of the situation
because we are engaged in negotiations with them;
otherwise they would not have published a joint
communiqu6 with the Commission indicating their
satisfaction at the way in which we are examining
their problems. I am surprised that no mention
should be made of this. The users were not forced to
published a joint communiqu6 with us. lfhen an
article about the discontent among the users was
published h the Financial Tirnes, the users' associa-
tions wrote to the newspaper to establish the true
facts. They understand that there must be a measure
of solidarity between the processors and the
producers. \(ithout a steel industry in Europe you
need not think that there will be a processing industry
working solely on the basis of imports. $7e are
familiar with the situation : it is the same when we are
dependent in our imports on the price of the raw
material fixed by countries which also undertake the
first processing operations. That is at present the case
with South Africa which is Europe's principal supplier
of manganese while also exporting ferro-manganese.
\(e therefore have the choice benween buying the raw
material at a very high price or the processed products
at a lower price than in Europe : the ferro-manganese
industry is thus experiencing very real difficulties. The
users therefore realize that there is an inevitable solid-
arity between them and the producers.
As to possible export difficulties where other countries
may perhaps benefit from products coming from East
European countries at prices lower than our own, we
are at present engaged in discussions with the
processing companies to establish to what extent
discounts may be granted on indirect exports whrle
complying with the Treaty to enable them to compete
on the same footing with others. Ve recognize that
there is a problem for users (ofterl small and nlctlttttrl-
sized companies) in the Conrn-rtrtrity artcl arc
examining with them each of their practical pro[.>lenrs
as they affect tubes, clrawtl protltrcts or prodtrcts of
initial processing; we warrt to scc whcthcr thcy rrl fact
need a period of acliustntertt bccattse tltcy rrsctl to lrc
alone in fixing priccs wltcrr tltc stccl itltltrstry was trl
such a difficult sittratiorr that rt lracl Iro optiorl than to
sell at any price. Today, howcver, nlatcrial inlported
and produced in the Comn.runity rs offcrctl at thc
same price to the processing conccrns. Thcre is tlre rc-
fore no distortion of thc Conrn-rtrlrity n-rarkct. Thc sittr-
ation is moving back into balarrcc irt relation to thc
major industrializcd corrrttncs ; thcrc rcnrail.ts thc qtrcs-
tion of indirect discour.rts whrch we arc looking irrto.
As to the problem of aids it is evident that to the
extent that we have a general programme we can only
accept Community and national aids which are not
contradictory ; both must help to attain the same
objective.
I have also outlined the problems of ensuring effective
control following the changes in price levels. I have
indicated why we want to reach agreements in the
area of our external relations with the importing coun-
tries rather than working unilaterally and giving_ the
impression that the method of dumping was used as a
mechanism designed in effect to restrict the condi-
tions of trade. Mr Lange asked me what would happen
if the problem of dumping were to present itself seri-
ously. \)7e must examine ways of avoiding results
which are in conflict with our objective and to do so
we must consider every aspect. That is what we are
doing at present and I think this is essential. I was
also asked whether there was a contradiction between
the policy we are pursuing and that pursued by our
competitors.
I want to say quite definitely that all the actions
concerning stockholders are pursued with the partici-
pation of all the services and Commissioners
concerned. As to the specific question of whether a
procedure for infringement has been opened in Great
Britain because we felt that the cooperation betwcen
stockholders and producers had gone further than was
permissible, the answer is no. It is true that certain
rumours had come to our ears to the effect that there
had been certain infringements of the perfect system
we should like to see operating. Ve therefore sent a
warning letter and not a letter setting out sanctions.
To the extent that problems continue to exist we shall
examine them between the producers and stockhol-
ders in Brussels with the Commission. The services of
the Commission responsible for industry, competition
and external relations will all be represented.
In conslusion, Mr President, the Community had no
alternative to action when faced with a far-reaching
crisis and I want to thank those who have supported
us in our action. Of course all action creates problems
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and the only way to avoid all criticism would have
been to take no action ar alM have always thought
that Parliament supported us in our action and refusal
to stand idly by. Our action must be comprehensive
because it will lead to 50 % less unemployed, but the
users too will have a few extra problems which we will
have to solve.
I hope that the precise answers I have given will
convince all those who show good faith 
- 
clearly
they cannot convince persons *ho hur. decided not
to listen. And when I see you shake your head, Mr
Starke, I imagine that my remark is not unfounded.
IUTe think then that we are finding practical and
specific solutions to the additional pioblems as they
arise. The constant view of the Commission is that the
existence of problenrs does not imply that its policy is
wrong : problems arise and justify additional poiicy
elements to cover all aspects of the question at Euro_
pean level, without privileging one particular secror,
so that ultimately we can give the reply which industri-
alists, workers and governments are entitled to expect.
(Apltlatsc)
here I come back to what Mr prcscott sarcl 
- 
that
your plan makes too littlc allowancc for tactors
relating. to competition and I pointcd out 
- 
althouglr
you did not take me up on thc point 
- 
that in tirc
textiles sector, for exan-rplc, you havc put forwarcl I
solution against wl-rrch thcrc rs a grcat rleal to lrc saitl.
But one thing rs certain : conrpctitrorr lt that scctor
was always extrcntely kecrr . . .
Mr Fellermaier. 
- 
(D) Economrc conclitions were
different...!
Mr Starke. 
- 
You are right, Mr Fcllcrrrraicr, you
have anticipated me for I was going to point out rn all
modesty to. Mr Davignon that if he began by clainting
authority from the ECSC Tre aty, that Treaty was
concluded at a time when the in-rportant thrng was to
prevent hereditary emnities in Europc front causir.rg
further wars. This was why the coal and stccl rnclus--
tries were merged and certain powcrs wcrc grarrtccl for
reasons that no longer apply today.
(Criu; o.f 'Hca r ! ltta t. !)
At that time tlrere were shortagcs altcl the nlost rntpor-
tant thing was to cope with thenr ; today wc arc
applying the same regulations ancl to this I havc no
objection.
I simply wanted ro say, Mr President, that my bricf
observations were based on thc experience of a quarter
of a century following the cnd of the war in duropc
and during that time we havc reburlt, both at natiorlal
and European level. I wishcd to say on the strength of
this experience that we ,tow find oursclvcs in the
inrtial phasc of a period of clcvclopnrent which I vicw
more circumspectly although l always rcmaln opcn to
persuasion. But your line of arguntcnt, Mr Davignolr
- 
and I can say this because I have always beerr ancl
still am a friend of the farn.rer 
- 
was so unmistakebly
agricultural that I fcar that by adopting it, we shall
end up with a dirigist sysrem wrth which I wrll havc
nothing to do. But I would tikc to lrclp rhc sreel
industry, though not simply through Gou".,.,nt",.,t
regulations but through prottctivc nrcasurcs which I
consider necessary at the prescnt 
,uncturc; but thcsc
should go hand in hand with a fair nrcasurc oi conrpc-
tition which would othcrwisc l.ravc to bc rcplacecl witlr
state initiative. And in thc last analysis, this nrearrs
control and dirrgisnre.
This, ladics and gentlen-ren, rs thc dangcr wrth which
we are faced. I do not criticisc Cor.r.rr-rrissrorrer
Davignon 
- 
althotrgh l nrrght criticisc orhers 
- 
forjudging things from a socialist pornr of vrew. No, dirr-
gisme is itself, quite apart fronr party consiclcratiorrs, a
dangcr and, what is worse, it is son-re tl-rrng that sprcacls
like wildfire. This rs what I fcar and this is thi.only
thing I wished to warn against; it was rrot at all nry
intention to spark off a frcsh dcbatc. But I dicl not
come here in order not to bc pcrstradecl and I find
:l:: 
,ntr accusation oughr nor to bc lcvcllcd agairrst
IN THE CHAIR: MR ZAGARI
Vicc-Prcs idcn t
President. 
- 
I call Mr Starke.
.M.r _St_a+e. 
- 
(D) Mr president, I shall be extremely
brief. I have been listening most carefully to what Mi
Davignon has been saying and I really don't know
Tlo _o_, what gave him the idea that he could say inthis House 
- 
which is not a bureaucracy 
- 
that
anyone who thought differently than himself was
simply not open to persuasion. A holier-than-thou atti_
tude of this kind does not, I feel, advance our discus_
sions.
I anr sorry, Mr Prcsidcnt, but I anr gcrruincly alarn-rccl;I havc heard thrs sort of thing orr only oric pr..viou,
occasion and it also canrc fronr a nrcnrbcr of tic IJrgh
Authority 
- 
ancl Count Davignon too is l.rcre today'as
thc ntcntbcr resl>onsil;lc for ECSC ntattcrs. Thc ques-
tion at lssuL, olt that l)rcvlous occasiorr was the a^i1,,.,g
of a statc of crnergcncy. I srrcl at thc tintc that if thc.
Hrgh Authority won thc day, it woulrl bc a pyr.rhrc
victory. It drd win ancl you krrow that it was a pyrrhrc
victory arrcl what Itappcnccl aftcrwarcls.
I believe that we should look more closely at the diffi-
culties involved. I am an old man, Mr President, and I
remember the timc whcn I started out in politics after
the war. I oftcn c.rnrc across people high up in the
bureaucracy 
- 
arrd thrs rs where I have misgivings,
Count Davig who believed that by upptying
their intellcct, thcy could tidy up the myriad reLationi
that go to nrakc up economic life through analyses
and estimates of future requirements. I find 
- 
and
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I have been sitting here quietly all the time, quite
reacly to be pcrsuaded. You have not quite succeeded,
I agrce, l>r-rt it is lrot because of any intention on my
part.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Davignon.
Mr Davignon. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I did not offer
any criticisms, I simply put forward views which some
people may not share. I also hoped that the facts I
adduced would perstrade those who were oPen to
persuasion. As I see it, this is something which, in any
denrocratic and parliamcntary language, comes well
within the bounds of acceptability.
Mr Starke says that we fail to take sufficient account of
thc rnarket economy and that we are introducing a
permanent system and a changed common steel
policy. I should like to say very briefly in reply that
there is no question of this and that of all the
measures involved, none of them are controlled by the
individual states but by the Commission ; the decision
on whether or not to maintain them therefore lies
with the Commission alone. As I said earlier to Mr
Mi.iller-Hcrmann, if the measures we take were to
hold up the vital process of restructuring, wc should
have to take corrective action because our funda-
mental purpose is to put the steel industry on its feet
again. \Wher.r we are asked to satisfy ourselves that
national and Community aids are needed to bring
about thc fundamental changes required, we are faced
with a difficult task that takes some time and we can
only provide aid if we know thc obiectives we wish to
achieve. How can we decide that a measure is good or
bad if we do rrot know what the general objective is ?
This general oblective 
- 
and this is why there is no
dirigisme involved 
- 
cannot be spelled out by us
alone for it is the outcome of a consensus with the
nranutacturers, the users and the trade union, and this
consensus will be sought by the ECSC Consultative
Committee, which is an extremely important body,
comprising as it docs rcpresentatives of the manufac-
turers, the users and the trade unions, in order to take
due account of the full range of interests that go to
make up an cconomy. It is with this strategy 
- 
I have
never used the term policy, let alone common policy
- 
and with those obiectives that we shall aim for
success.
Finally, perhaps you who attach as much importance
to Europe as I do, could tell me what would have
happened if Europe had failed to act. Each of our
countries would have taken the fate of this vast
industry into its own hands and there would have
been no debate today, for there wotrld have been no
common market in steel.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Coust6.
Mr Coust6. 
- 
(F) Mr President, during Question
Time, I put down Question No 7 on the sittration in
the steel industry. In view of the debate which we
have just had on the initiative of the Christian Democ-
ratic Group 
- 
and I thank my colleague Mr Schwdrer
- 
I feel that the Committee on Economic and Mone-
tary Affairs should draw up a new rePort on the steel
industry as a whole. Speaking as the Member resPon-
sible for the last report, I believe that at parliamentary
level we must draw the proper conclusions from this
important debate and from the clear reply we have
had from the Commission who are simply carrying
out 
- 
and I congratulate them 
- 
the instructions
given by the Council as part of the overall measures
decided on 20 December. I therefore believe, Mr Presi-
dent, that at Bureau level, we should take this opPortu-
nity to have the Committee on Economic and Mone-
tary Affairs draw up a general rePort on a matter
whose importance, not only in the economic but also
in the social sphere, I need hardly emphasise.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Lange to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
Mr Lange. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I should like to
make a comment on the procedure which Mr Coust6
has just proposed. The Committee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs can quite easily put this question on
its agenda and can request the Commissioner to
attend, as he has always done so far. If the need for a
report is recognised, it can be drawn up without
further ado for it was said in the first report that the
question would be kept under review. There is there-
fore no need for the Bureau to intervene further.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Davignon.
Mr Davignon. 
- 
(F) Mr President, the Commission
too welcomes this debate. I feel that I have taken suffi-
cient pains to keep the Committee informed for it to
know that on questions of this sort, my desire is that
we should closely debate and discuss the full technical-
ities of the entire range of problems involved. I under-
stand what Mr Lange has iust said, which is that the
Members of the Commission should order their busi-
ness to take account of the Parliament's and Commis-
sion's wish to keep in constant touch on these matters
with the appropriate parliamentary committee.
President. 
- 
Does anyone else wish to speak ?
The debate is closed.
15. Agenda
President. 
- 
I call Mr Fellermaier.
Mr Fellermaier. 
- 
(D) Mr President, on behalf of
my Group, I should like to make a comment on items
4 and 5 of the agenda which provided for a compreh-
ensive discusiion of the problems of legal policy in
the European Community.
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Givcn tlrat thc Council cannot bc present, that we are
alrcacly far ltto thc wcck and that legal policy must
not bc givcn secorrcl-class trcatnrcnt in this House, I
should likc, on behalf of nry group, to withdraw the
two oral qucsttons [)ut to anllounce at the same tin]e,
Mr Prcsiclcnt, thirt wc should likc to havc thent dealt
witlr as pnonty rtcnts on tlrc Vcdncsday's agenda in
April, so tlrlt both Courrcrl and Con.rn.rission can take
Prrt irr a lotnt rlebate on thosc ntattcrs.
President. 
- 
Thcsc rwo oral qucsrior.rs (Docs. 569177
and 570/77) will thcrefore be postponed until the
Aprrl part-scssiolr.
I6. Cont nt trtt it-.1. 1toI iq' on r.irrtitIiott
President. 
- 
The next item is thc oral question with
dcbatc (Doc. 572177), by Mr Me rntz, Mr Durieux, and
Mr Cifarclli, on bchalf of the Liberal and Democratic
Group, to thc Conrntission of the European Commu-
nitics:
Sublcct : Irrtroducrrrg Conrntunrty polrcy into education
In thc lrght of a ccrtain wcakerring of the Communrty
sprrrt arrd thc lack of knowle dge among the general
publrc of Europcarr proccdures and institutrons, does not
thc Comnrissron of thc Communrtres feel that one of the
n.rost cffectivc nreans of'laying the Ioundatrons oI an ever
closcr union bctwecn the peoplcs of Europe' consist of
pro,ects arnrcd at provrding bettcr information and educa-
trorr tor lts cltlzcrls about thc European Communrtres ?
Docs rrot thc Conrnrissron fcel that for thrs purpose rt rs
esserrtial to cncorlrflge at all acadentrc levcls rnstructron
orr thc Contnlullltres and thc.rr historrcal, geographrcal,
politrLal, lcgal ancl ccononric as1>ccts ?
Srncc, at the prcscrrt stage oI Contntunrty tntegration, the
Treatrcs clo not pcrnrrt binclrng Con.rntunrty nteasures to
bc takerr in thrs ntatter, calt thc Conrnrissron exantrne the
possibilrty of subrrtrttir.rg a propos.rl tor a Councrl recom-
nrcndatron whrch would provr<le guidance and encourage
the natronal pro,ects at prcscnt being studied ?
I call Mr Mcrrrtz.
Mr Meintz. 
- 
(t:) Mr Pre.sident, symbols have only
thc valLre we attach to thcnt but for sonteone who has
taken up cudgels on behalf of eclucatron ever since lte
l.ras bccrr a Me nrbcr of this Parliamcr.rt, it is
conrforting to ltotc that thc frrst rtcnr on thc agetlda oi
tl.ris ncw sessiorr rs clcvotcd to thc ropic, although
nonc of the provisrons of rhc Treaty nrakes provisiorr
for a Europcarr crlucatron policy.
And yct rro-one today, Mr President, disputes the neecl
for Conrnrurrity action in this fietd, for tl.re achieve-
nrcnt o[ Errropcarr trnion vcry ntuch depends on the
iutcrcst ancl undcrstandrng, in thc ycars ahcad, of thc
.50 nrillron or so youllg pcoplc who arc strll in our
schools today.
It nrr.rst l>c said that if thc idca of Europe has lost
somc of its lttractrorr and conviction, part of thc expla-
nation is doubtless to be found in the many crises
which the Community has gone through, but it is also
to a great extent because our schools are not yet the
purveyors of objective information, rn other words the
basic information on Europe which alone can help to
dispel false and partial impressions and to mobilise
energies for a positive dralogue on the Europe which
we all wish to build.
Lack of understanding and even ignorance of Euro-
pean realities are all too frequently to be found in
nrany young people and even in many adults. But
there is nothing really astonisl.ring in this. It 
- 
is
pointed out in a report by Professor Henri Janne of
the University of Brussels that European studies do
not figure at all prominently in school curricula.
Vhen Europe is in fact dealt with, it is often in a
summary, incomplete and even incorrect fashion and
our school books contain glaring gabs. The European
Economic Community, for instance, is very often
described as no more than an area of economic liber-
alisnr, as a'Europe of shopkeepers', an approach
which is unlikely to give a profound and human view
of the Community in which we live.
If Europc's cause is to be advanced, it must be studied
on as broad a basis as possrble and the teaching of
Community subjects, embracing its historical, geogra-
phical, political, legal and economic aspects, must be
promoted and 
- 
most important of all 
- 
promored
at all levels. For it is it is only if they are given an
overall prcture of the construction of Europe, with its
problenrs, its opportunities and its objectives, that
young people will be nrade awarc of its dcvelopment
in recent times and put in a position to appreciate
and criticise what has been achieved and to go about
the daily busrness of living in this Community as we
arc' living it. Only our schools are capablc of providirrg
this olrjcctive information, for wl.rat our young people
learn about Europe. outsidc school is often centred on
the spcctacular 
- 
we r-rcccl only corrsider our mass
media at the present tinrc 
- 
and we know full well
that the spectacular is very oftcn ccr-rtred on wl-rat is
negative, oll evcrv crisrs that we go through, but never
on the progress that we are nraking.
Succcss rn this fiekl clearly dcpends to a large extent
on teachcr-trillning. Lacking as rvc do clear-cut sylla-
buses with a European oricntatior-r and given thb
lacurrae on our school book3, thc quality of our
prescr.rt tcachirrg largely depcnds on the personal initi-
ativc shown by each tcacher. And unfortunatcly, as we
all know, our teachers too have as yet llo more than a
highly fragmented and datcd view of what Europe has
achieved simply bccause thcy lack adequate.ir.rforma-
tion arrd training. They are consequcntly unable to
expand their teaching of Europcan subiects and what
they do tcach is only a fraction of what should bc
dorre. [Jut pcrhaps you arc gorng to say 
- 
and tl-rc'
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Commissioner will assuredly make the point 
- 
that
all this is covered in the first action programme for
education adopted by the Council of Ministers on 9
February 1976. The programme does in fact call for a
European dimensron to be added to the experience of
both teachers ancl pupits, for study visits and
exchanges within the Community and for the promo-
tion of European-oriented school activities. Certain
schemes have even been introduced and these are to
be welcomed. I am thinking, for example, of the publi-
cation of a pupils' guide to higher education in the
European Community. Furthermore, Mr Brunner, the
Commissioner responsible for education, has
announced that between now and 1981, 1300 Persons
will take part in study visits in the Community. \We
can only welcome and encourage measures of this
kind but I fear that they will not be enough to bring
Europe into our scl-rools, or at least not all of our
schools, for like the teaching done at the institute in
Florence, they are intcnded primarily for specialists,
professors or university students. Of course, we know
how 
-'useful 
all those people are as disseminators, but
to my mind, it is essential to give a European educa-
tion to all our young people at all levels : primary,
secondary and university. If we are to have a democ-
ratic Europe, we ntust not reserve this education for
the elitist minority that scales the academic heights
but we must ensure that everyone feels concerned
with Europe. This is why, in my view, the ordinary
teacher must be closely associated in this plan and I
am thinking particularly of teacher training institutes
and textbook publishers.
Ten years ago, when I was still an official, the
Commission launched a proiect under the name of
Junior Etrro-pre.t.r, in which I was involved, designed
to familiarise young people with Europe in comics
like Tintin, Spiron, etc. This was an excellent idea but
it did not meet with the success it deserved, perhaps
because the political will was lacking. 'We must take
up this idea once more and bring in the publishers of
both theoretical and practical textbooks. This is the
only way to reach pupils everywhere,
Since we are meetrng in the Council of Europe
building, we should not forget what is being done
here with history and geography textbooks ; a number
of studies have been made, for example, which we
might find usefu[. Education policy is extremely
important in all our Member States and is linked with
the social and economic situation rn which they find
themselves. Vhat is involved is certainly not thc
harmonisation of school structures on the nine coun-
tries of the Community. But at the present time, our
school systems are undergoing profound changes and
we must take advantage of those changes to give our
schools a European drmension. The prospect of early
direct elections to the European Parliament, Mr Presi-
dent, adds to thc importance of this task for the
success of those electtons largely depends on a broad
information campaign on the prtrPosc arltl tlcccssity
of going to the polls. \Vhat wc havc to do ts to
pronrote trttdcrstart<ltrrg of thc proble nls thc opl)orttrrli-
ties, the difficultrcs arrd thc l)trrPoscs oi a Etrropc
which until now, wc nrrtst cottccclc, lttls vcry oftctl
appeared technocrattc artd far-rentovecl. This rs a<lntrt-
tedly a long-tcrn-r task btrt ottc vital rrllportarlcc, for lct
us not forget thtt totrtorrow's Etlropc will bc [rrrilt rrl
the schools of today and ttnforttttratcly, rt is still vcry
much an absentee.
President. 
- 
I call Mr llrtrnncr.
Mr Brunner, fo|t'ntbtr o.f tltt' (.'rtrttrrrr'.tirttt. -- (D) Mr
Presidcnt, I find rt gratifyrrrg that thrs topic hrrs bccn
raised by the Liberals, for I too anr a Li[>cral.
It is a fact that thc people of Europc sec thc Corlrnrtt-
nity primarily as an economic conccrn. Evet-r its social
aspect is not felt as strongly as it rlcscrvcs to bc. Still
less do they feel that the Con.rnrr-rnity has also got
something to clo with youth and with the dcvclop-
ment of the indrvidtral. If wc tlo rrot sttcccctl ill
communicating this feclrng to thc pcoplc of Etrropc,
we shall have lost at the very outset. Wc shall only
succeed in removing thc barricrs that still stalld rrl thc
way of trade, in harmonrsing whcrc harntortlsatiorl is
necessary, if our purposc ls to nlakc thc Conlnltrllrty a
genuine Comn-runity, and wc shall orrly sttcccc<l tlt
developrng a Europcan civtc sensc tf wc are rcsolvccl
to face the future as a dcmocracy ancl it wc do whar
needs to be done in cclucattot-t. Urtless we crcatc tttldcr-
standlnS betwccn pcople, ttttlcss we sce to it tllat
Europe plays a part in that phase of httnratr lrfc that
brings new knowledge artd prcpares for a carecr,
Europe will not endure. That is why it was qurte
rightly said a moment ago that thcsc ntattcrs arc jcal-
ously watclyd over l.t all the Mcnrbcr Statcs lrtrt that
some thing stitl hrrd to lrc clonc by thc Ettropcall
Comnruntty.
You wcre right to say, Mr Mcirttz, that I wotrlcl rcfcr to
the 1976 action programme approvcd by thc Mirristcrs
of Education. Thcn indcccl wc dicl takc a frrst stcp arrcl
we must now contlnuc in that clircctiott. Thc furtcls
that we set asidc for tlrc pLlrposc arc r.t.toclest,
amounting to a nrere l'2 million tr.a. Thc proiccts we
wish to fund with this nroncy arc urteresting, howcver,
and point a way to thc f r.rture . T'ltcy cove r threc
sectors:we wish to cnsure that Europc ar-rd thc Euro-
pean Community takcs its placc as a subicct ttr Euro-
pean education. It is a subject that must be tarlored to
the different needs of thc various mcnlbcr countries.
In other words, we must ensure that it is fittcd into
the various curricula. Thrs cannot bc done bv trcating
all alike; it cannot bc clonc throtrglt a crantped
harmonisation of curricula in Europc, it carr only be
done by carcful ;rtljustntcnt to thc rtrultittrdc of cttrrl-
cula tlrat we havc in Etrropc. This is thc way we
intencl to procecd.
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Secondly, we wish to use the money to promote
teacher exchanges so that they can discuss their
teaching experiences in this new subfect: the 'Euro-
pean dimension'. Ve have already made a beginning
and we shall give the green light for further projects
of this kind in future. I believe that in this way, we
can win over those people that Mr Meintz called
disseminators for the spread of the European ideal.
Thirdly, we must introduce this new subject into all
our school books. \We must now make more intensive
use of the experience we have gathered and to which
Mr Meintz referred. 'We must ensure that we obtain
new and more lively teaching material so rhat rhe
subject becomes a permanent feature of school educa-
tion throughout Europe.
Too little had been done before and we took up this
whole matter at a time when we felt that the opposi-
tion of the Member States could be overcome and
their agreement obtained. The time was rightly
chosen and initial progress has been made. rVe shall
persevere on this task and we shall not let things slide.
If we let things slide, we shall be hazarding the future
of Europe, for we shall fail to win the hearts and
minds of Europe's youth for European unification.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Dankert to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
Mr Dankert.- (NL) Mr President, I am grateful to
the Liberal and Allies Group, and in particular to Mr
Meintz and the Commissioner, for seeing to it that the
European dimension of education rs given attention
in this Parliament. My group also considers this
subject to be of great importance to the futurc of
Europe.
When I was at home last week, I saw my ten year old
son filling in a map of Europe with the nine Member
States on a Europearr atlas. That in itself rs evidence
that the European dintension rs not entirely forgotten
in the early stages of education. On the other hand, at
a meeting of history teachers I heard a discussion of
way. in which the role of de Gaulle in the process of
European unification could be made cle ar to a
secondary school class ; they said it was impossible to
illustrate his role through onc of his televised press
conferences bccausc Dutch pupils no longer under-
stand any French. The subject of the European dimcn-
sion irr cducation raises enormously important consid-
erafions.
I am therefore pleased with the questions and grati-
fied that plans are at long last to be drawn up,
although Mr Brtrnner's rcply was rather vague. The
European <lirtrcnsiou in cducatron is necessary, not so
much to spreacl tlrc liuropcan idea 
- 
I thought that a
dangerotrs rcmark or-r the part of Mr Brunner 
- 
as to
show the closc links cxisting in Europe in all kinds of
areas and to dcrnonstrate how everything is bound up.
I was pleased to see mention ntade of the Council of
Europe because there are furrdanrcntal aspects of
Europe, just as for exan'rplc dcmocratic Eulopc is a
European dinrension, which go beyond the scopc of
the EEC. I think that cxccssivc conce ntratiorr on
'spreading the European idca' might lcad to political
controversy tn edlrcatron in sontc cot-tntfles 
- 
I alil
thinking of England and Dcnntark 
- 
and that
controversy must bc avoidcd rf at all possible . I tltcrc-
fore feel that the cnteria for achicving thc Etrropcarr
dimension must be looked into by cducational spccial-
ists and in a spirit of respcct for natior.ral indcpcrr-
dence. In view of the linrrtcd resources availablc to us
it seems obvious to nte that prioritrcs will have to bc
chosen. I think it would be very difficult ro rncludc
both primary and scconclary cducation and both
teachers and training courscs in thc prograntntcs
simultaneously, espccially if provision is to bc nrade
for exchange programmes and so or-r. Perhaps rt wor-rlcl
be right to give frrst priorrty to trairrrrrg cot-trscs
designed to produce educators and othcr teaching staff
to act as disseminators, as the Contn'rrssior.rcr rightly
said. I would also give pnonty to puprls who lcave
school at the agc of 1.5 or l6 and the rr rrr gcncral no
longer come into contact with Europc or thc Euto-
pean dimension but will ncvcrthclcss lravc to futrction
as clectors irr Europc. I thrrrk thcn that rt wotrld bc'
useful to give sonte priorrty to lowcr vocatiorral
training establishments, lowcr tcchrtrcal schools,
domestic science schools and so on.
After all, senior seconclary school pupils havc a suffi-
ciently solid grounclrng to deal with thc subjcct thcnr-
selves. It seems to me that thc group I refcrre<l to ;ust
now is liable to becornc lc:rst awarc of thc intplrca-
tions of Etrropcan crtizcnship arrd should thcrcfore bc
given priority.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Hans-Wcrncr Mullel to spcak
on behali of thc Chrrstian-Dcnrocraric Group 
-Group of the Europearr Peoplc's Party.
Mr Hans-Werner Miiller. 
- 
(D) Mr Prcsident,
ladies and gentle nrcn, spcaking on bchalf of tlrc Chris-
tian Denrocratic Group I carr orrly wclcor-r'rc the initra-
tivc takcn by our collcagues rn thc Libcral arrci Dcnroc-
ratic Group. Mr Mcuttz gavc us arr cxccllcrrt irrtro<luc-
tion to thc sub;ect and thc observations rtra<lc by thc
prevlous speakcrs, particulilrly by Mr llrunrrcr, wcre
hrghly intercsting.
We kr-row fronr thc ntarry srrrvcys that hnve becrr tlatlc
that, as the question puts it, intercst in tlte Contntrr-
nity has waned somewl-rat and thc publrc at largc is
insufficie ntly familiar witl.r Conrnrturity proccclure s
and institutions. Where this lack of [anrilrarity with
Comnrur-rity procedures and institutions rs conccrnccl
it must unfortunatcly bc sard that the prrblic rncltrclcs
broad sections, and cven pcople in high posrtions in
public lifc, who really ought to havc an opinion or.r
the instrtutrons anci affairs of thc Conrnrunity.
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It should further be noted that the lack of interest in
thc Community in general is widespread. Although
opinion polls show that people have a positive atti-
tude towards the Community, individual contacts
make it equally clear 
- 
and this is also my personal
impression 
- 
that Community matters arouse no
more than moderate interest. Especially since we are
shortly to have direct elections, the time has come to
mobilize and motivate people in the cause of Europe.
And, as has already been pointed out, what better way
of setting about it than in the schools.
But we should not delude ourselves, Mr President,
ladies and gentlemen ; political instruction on
Community affairs is not a sublect that is infinitely
extensible. The number of topics that the educatiion
authorities in the various countries would like to Pack
into it is amazing ! Countless books have been written
on the significance of the sub.iect, on curricula and on
teaching methods and if I understood Mr Meintz prop-
erly, he would like to see Community affairs put in
the category of an educational principle. If this inten-
tion, which is implicit in the question that was tabled,
is to be translated into practice, the required
programmes must, in my view, be built up in five
stages : first, instruction on the powers of the Euro-
pean institutions ; secondly, insight into the relations
between all European bodies ; thirdly, helping the
pupils to form their own views on what they have
learned about these powers and relationships;
fourthly, the learning of attitudes towards the Commu-
nity institutions and fifthly, assistance in reaching deci-
sions on political processes in general and Commu-
nity processes in particular.
Ladies and gentlemen, this is all easier said than done.
It is a task, however, that must be tackled for we all
know that in the long run, the best way to success is
through the schools. In both the Community's and
Parliament's budget we have set aside substantial
amounts of money to ensure the spread of our Euro-
pean intellectual heritage and of information about
the Community. Mr Brunner mentioned the point.
But as far as I am aware, no serious attemPt has yet
been made to ascertain how effective such spending
is, and it would be an extremely difficult thing to do.
But it would not be all that difficult to promote
specific measures in the educational field. !7e should
go about it in much the same way as with other
disseminators like journalists. Programmes of this sort
achieve the greatest effect when they begin with
teacher training, as Mr Meintz has already pointed out.
Vith specific projects in this sector, future teachers
can be given the necessary grounding but it is also
quite feasible to take teachers already in the profes-
sion and, through what is known as contact study,
provide them with the means of bringing their know-
ledge up-to-date.
Ladies and gentlemen, I should like to take this oppor-
tunity to make an entirely different point. The ques-
tion before us suggests that Sreater attention should be
paid in schools to the historical, geographical, polit-
ical, legal and economic aspects of European affairs.
This House must also at some stage send out an
appeal to those responsible for adult education in the
broadest sense of the term, perhaps to our chambers
of commerce, business associations or similar organiza-
tions to provide our young people with the informa-
tion on the Community required for closer contacts,
especially in the business world. Where, for example,
can a young man find out about the special problems
of Community trade, the countries and peoples
involved etc. ? If, for instance, a German rvishes to sell
machine parts in Italy, he should know something
more than just the current rate of exchange of the lira.
It should be the Commission's task to give every
support to the efforts that are already being hopefully
made in some parts of Europe for I believe, Mr Presi-
dent, that their efforts would earn lasting appreciation'
President. 
- 
I call Mr Cifarelli to speak on behalf of
the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr Cifarelli. (I) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I am one of the authors of this question,
which has been so clearly explained by Mr Meintz. I
too would like to say a few words on behalf of my
group, in order to express our full suPPort for the
ideas on which the question is based, and also because
I feel that some points ought to be given Particular
attention.
Mr Meintz considers it a good omen that this should
be the first subject dealt with at the new session ; I do
not want to be accused of perversity or pessimism but
I fear that this is not the most oPPortune moment to
discuss these problems. \tr7e have recently discussed at
length and with passion the problems of the steel
sector, but we must remember that the Community is
not only concerned with solving the problems of iron
and steel. For us, the fundamental objective of the
Community is to provide Europeans and all free Euro-
pean countries with a federal or quasi-federal State,
capable of dealing with today's problems.
This Europe that we want to see emerge, as advocated
by its early and recent champions, is the Europe
which has behind it the two terrible tragedies of the
First and Second \World Wars. This Europe was not
conceived with the intention of extending the market
of German industry, supporting the pound, aiding
French farmers or tackling unemployment in Italy.
Economic action was seen as a means of attaining a
final objective, just as military action was in other
epochs. To us this is obvious, but it is not always so to
the great majority of citizens. I am referring here to
the experience of ltaly, a country which perhaps faces
more serious problems than the other countries of the
Community, but in which all the political forces agree
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on the need for European Union. But in Italy, where
both its citizens and the constitutional political forces
are in favour of European Union, there is a lack of
adequate and dctailed information on the Commu-
nity.
e
I rrow come to the three points I wanted to empha-
size. My own experience shows that, even in educated
circles, in a country like Italy we have to explain the
difference between the Council of Europe and the
European Council. There rs thus a need for education,
going beyond information. In a country such as Italy,
even in educated circles, we must make it clear that
Europe will not collapse merely because we fail to
solve the problems regarding Community spinach
production or apples from Emilia-Romagna. \fle must
explain that our current efforts are not the result of a
clrance decision to look into this particular problem,
and that this problem is the most fundamental of all.
Italy was the country of the Renaissance, which
produced Leonardo da Vinci and Michelangelo, but
owing to the failure to create a state in tune with the
times, then became a series of colonies ; the battles of
other eras were fought in Italy 
- 
at Marignano, Pavia,
Fornovo and Bitonto. Italy became the land of the
Medicis, the Estes and the Gonzagas, rhen a Spanish
colony for three centuries, before falling under the
yoke of France and Austria until the advent of
Mazzinr, Cavour and Garibaldi. There is a moral here
for all Europcan countries. The people of London,
Bonn, Paris and elscwhere must all realize that the
choicc is to construct Europe, or become a colony.
Therc is no alternative : we must back Europe or we
wrll sink into chaos, and this danger must be made
clear to young people.
As I come to nry second point, I wish to point out
that in Italy the crisis in the schools and among
young people is perhaps more serious than elsewhere.
Young people in Italy are particularly confused : we
havc turned their heads with sociology, sometimes
with sociological untruths, and with permissive educa-
tional nrethods, but we have failed to show them the
causes for which they must fight. And so in Italy 
-the country which includes among its famous volun-
teer fighters in the great causes of freedom men such
as Santorrc di Santarosa, who died fighting for the
frcedonr of Greecc ; Garibaldi, who fought for the
independencc of Uruguay ; Francesco Nullo, who
fought for the independence and freedom of Poland;
Antonio Fratti, who died fighting for the freedom of
Greece, and Bruno and Costante Garibaldi, who
fought in the Argonne offensivc of 1914 
- 
has
become the country where manifestations of violence
include the unmotivated destruction of the cars of
poor crtizens who look on blameless and uncompre-
hending. For this reason, we must build a Europe
capable of cleahng with today's problems.
This is the task that lies before us and thus, in addi-
tion to providing people with information, we must
make them understand that European unity is the
solution to current problems.
Mr Brunner has shown 
- 
and I thank him for it 
-the laborious process involved in carrying out action
which Parliament had already discussed and approved
three years ago. However, this will not be enough : it
is a good thing to train teachers and gather young
people together, but what I wish to emphasize, as is
indicated in our question, is the need for a Council
recommendation stressing to governments the
desperate urgency of these problems. We must n-ot
allow ourselves to be discouraged by the fact that the
Treaties do not provide for such actions : the Euro:
pean Parliament's task is not confined to the slavish
application of every single provision of the Treaty ; in
the words of Sir Peter Kirk, who at the beginning of
1973 brought us the benefit of British parliamentary
experience, 'a parliament is entitled to do anything
which is not expressly prohibited'. {e can be the first
to move in this direction, and we therefore ask the
Commission to take the necessary preparatory
measures with the Council. Europe is conscious of its
own identity; but Mazzini taught that a nation
emerges not because its people speak the same
language or share the same origins, but rather because
they share a common consciousness. The people of
Europe possess this common consciousness ; it is felt
in the countries of Shakespeare, Beethoven, Dante and
Victor Hugo, and it should now be instilled in young
people, in whose interests we have put down this ques-
tion.
President. 
- 
I cal! Mr Mascagni to speak on behalf
of the Communist and Allies Group.
Mr Mascagni. 
- 
(I) Mr President, the problem
raised by Mr Meintz's question is of great importance,
for reasons which seem to me fundamental : if it is
true that the process of European integration repre-
sents a synthesis of objective and sub.jective factors, an
essential condition of integration is thus to give the
citizens of our countries clearer ancl rnorc frequent
explanations of Community problems. We must help
them to feel that they have a real part to play and are
not mere spectators, and to enable them to contribute
actively to the shaping of a general political will.
Naturally, any hard-and-fast. distrnction between
subjective and objective factors should be rejecied. We
must understand clearly the logical relationship and
interdependence between structural questions, particu-
larly with regard to the economic field (problems
which are in a sense objective), and the views and
requirements of citzens (subiective problems).
In other words, we must reiect any view which sees
determinant factors on the one hand and individual
desires on the other.
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Even if all this is obvious, we can still not deny that
the two phenomena 
- 
structures and their effect, as
against ideas 
- 
exist to some extent independently,
and we must take heed of this when considering the
citizen's ability to make judgements and take practical
action on the problem of information and education,
in order to stimulate contemporary and historical
awareness of the current process of integration.
As is said in the question by Mr Meintz, we must over-
come public ignorance of the underlying problems of
the European institutions.
However, we would be making a serious mistake i{ we
concentrated on general information with the inten-
tion of teaching people 
- 
above all young people in
schools 
- 
about problems which have already been
identified or situations which are clearly defined or,
worse still, from any preconceptions.
The information and education of young people and,
generally speaking, a wider sector of public opinion,
calls for an open approach without eschewing the
problems involved, to make people think hard and get
to the bottom of issues, and compare different polit-
ical positions and ideals.
If we are to tackle the problem of comparing different
countries, it will be necessary and productive to single
out and place in historical context the obiective
distinctions existing between the various peoples.
However, this task must be seen as a search, through
rational comparison, for comprehension and mutual
respect in present-day and historical terms. It must
not give rise ( as is too often the case) to false and
ambiguous theories about countries' differences,
which inevitably lead to distortion, counter-arguments
and, in the final analysis, nationalism, whether
implicit or explicit.
As well as preventing the distortion of national charac-
teristics in studies of peoples and their traditions, we
must resist the tendency to harp on the picturesque,
or to lay superficial emphasis on certain ways of life,
on particular habits or rare customs, for this leads to
over-simplification and obviates a closer and more
serious study of the history of the individual countries
and their peoples.
I was pleased to read that Mr Brunner recently, as I
understand, spoke of the need to break down cultural
barriers. I hope that he really means this. However,
this great task concerns not only culture in the sense
of literature, history, philosophy and science which,
by the nature of things, stands to benefit from
contacts and competition between the various coun-
tries. The breaking down of barriers particularly
concerns popular culture, which helps to weave the
real social fabric of countries and which should not be
confused either with popularization 
- 
which often
has profit-making connotations 
- 
or with the pseudo-
culture of the consumer society.
!7e must act within the basic cultural framcwork of
our countries. As representatives of drffcrcnt political
systems and cultures, a great task lies bcfore trs: that
of instilling in public opinion an nrtcrest ancl cnthtt-
siasm in the comparison of cliffcring political idcals.
This is a fascinating prospect, but at thc sanrc ttnrc, in
order to resist the breakaway forces tn cviclcncc today,
we must give fresh impetus to the proccss of builcling
a Europe which sets store on work alld cttltttrc, as
opposed to nationalism and selfishness.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Meintz.
Mr Meintz. 
- 
(F) Very briefly, Mr Prcsident, I
should like to thank all those who have spoken in this
debate and in particular Mr Brunner for giving son.re
of the information I was hoping for.
'We have of course mentioned the political back-
ground and Mr Mtiller has explained the five pornts
which summarize what should be the aim of educa-
tion in general, but I feel that Mr Dankcrt was also
right when he said that we must also cortce rn
ourselves with primary and technical education and
this poses praciical pioblems. \We naturally have no
wish to create another branch of education concerned
entirely with Europe : that would bc both disastrous
and futile. But we should like school tcxtbooks to
refer to Europe and to ensure that it is consiclcrcd as a
reality. That is why I wish to ask thc Conrnrission to
bring as much pressure as possible to bear on the
writers of textbooks and on cclucational institutions so
that Europe becomes an cveryday concept in schools.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
17. Eurr.tltt*rt Fottndutiott to 
.fo.tttr public :rrpport .lor
Etrx-tfunt objtcti L't.t trttd polrcir.t
President. 
- 
The next item is the interim rcport
(Doc. 575177) by Mr Johnston, on behalf of the Polrt-
ical Affairs Committee, on the
the creation of a European Foundation with a vtew to
fostering public support for European objectrves and poli-
cies.
I call Mr Johnston.
Mr Johnston, rdl)Portcttr. 
- 
Mr President, we are
asked today to give an initial, not a final, response to a
proposition originally made by Mr Leo Tindemans,
then, and indeed still, the Belgian Prime Minister, to
establish a European Foundation as part of the report
he was asked by his fellow heads of govcrnment to
produce, indicating ways in which the European
Community might develop within itself a better under-
standing among its members of their mutual
problems, their diffe rerrt cultures, their common
human experiences. A part of Mr Tindeman's report is
quoted as an annex to my report, and I think it might
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perhaps be of general assistance if I read some of this.
Mr Tindemans said :
I propose that the European Council should decide to
create a European Foundation, to be financed partly by
subsidies from the Community or the States, but whose
activities will to a large extent be financed from private
funds. Its object will be to promote, erther drrectly or by
assrsting existing bodres, anything which could help
towards greater understanding among our peoples by
placing the emphasrs on human contact : youth activrties,
university exchanges, scientific debates and symposra,
meetings between the socio-professional categories,
cultural and information actrvltles. Thrs Foundation will
also have a r6le to play in presenting abroad the image of
a united Europe.
By virtue of its character, thrs Foundatron will often be
able to intervene more flexibly and more effectrvely than
national or European authontres. It will also offer the
innumerable supporters of European unrficatron in our
countnes an opportunity to make a personal contrbution
by aidrng the Foundatron. In this manner it will be more
clearly apparent that the creation of the Union can and
must be a matter for us all.
Now, since then, Mr President, there has been a lot of
thought devoted to this proposition. The idea of
improving human contact has, I think, few detractors,
but there have been doubts expressed about this parti.
cular method, and I will return to those in a moment.
Even those who approve the method have suspended
final judgment on just how best to work it out in prac-
tice. In our Parliament there has been a resolution,
referred to in the annex, which was promoted by three
of the political groups. Equally, some 500 000 u.a.
were allocated to this proiect in the 1978 budget.
In our different countries thought has been given to
the matter, and since I am British, perhaps I might be
excused for referring to a motion in the British House
of Commons, presented by Mr Geoffrey Rippon, now
leader of the European Conservative Group in this
Parliament, which attracted a large number of signa-
tures. This, I think, represented slightly more than
half the members of the House of Commons, and I
may say it is very rarely that a motion on the orcler
paper of that House attracts so large a number of
suPPorters.
In iecember last year the European Council agreed
in principle to the idea. The Commission response
has been to set up a committee, which has produced a
draft outline proposal on how such a foundation
might work, and which the Political Affairs
Committce has had an opportunity of looking at.
Perhaps agaur rt worrld be helpful if I quoted from
this comn-rruucatiolr, which was addressed to the
Council on 8 Fcbrurry:
The Commission is persuaded that a European Founda-
tron should be farrly sharply focused, and that it should
bc reasonably modest in rts frnancral and staffrng rmplica-
tions. It also belreves that thc Foundatron shoultl havc
both autonomy and flexrbrlrty lf lt ls to coopcrirte cffcr-
tively with private and publrc bodrcs. Furtlrcrnrorc, rt rs
persuaded that it shoulii avoid duplrcatron wrtlr cxr\trlg
Communrty progranrnres or othcr orgalilzatlor'rs a(tlve il]
the same frcld, and thc conrnrurrrcatrorr h,rs lrecn rlraftcrl
wrth thls frrnrly rn nrrnd. Thc prnrciplc suggcstions, thcrc-
fore, of the Conrnrrssrorr arrsnrg or.rt of tlrc rcport whrch rt
passed to the European Councrl rn Decenrber, arc as
follows : first, that rts actlvltles should bc corrccntrirtctl
withrn the present Cornmunity ancl thc applrcant cotrn-
tries . . .
It is worthy of some enrpl.rasis that the applicant courr-
tries are referred to, because I think that this could bc
very important rn preparrng tl-renr for cntry. Thc
communication goL's on :
Second the Foundation should take as its prronty thc crca-
tion of exchange and other contact programmcs for thosc
groups and rndivrduals who would not r.rorntally havc thc
opportunity for rntra-Commulrlty actrvrties The Conrnri:-
sion also proposes that such progranlllcs bc closcly
hnked with the provisron ol rnrl;roverl languagc trallul'rg.
Third the 16le of thc Fotrntlatrorr wotrld prrrrcrpally bc
rndtrect, that rs, rt woultl rnrtratc prograll,rres rrthcr tlrat.r
manage them dircctly.
This debate provides the first opportunity for our Parli-
ament to express views ol.r l-row such a for.urclation
might work, taking into account thc Conrnrrssion's
preliminary thoughts, but not in any way bcing bound
by them. If paragraph 2 of the nrotion for a rcsolution
is accepted 
- 
and I will rctunr to that 
- 
px1lix111u111
u,ill have a last word on the nrattcr. It also fits irr very
well with the previous debate initiated by Ivlr Mcintz
on education, since it seems to nrc to bc nrotivatcd by
very similar hopes, aims arrd objectivcs.
Now what in fact are the ob;cctions to the proposal
for a European for-rndation ? It is not always possiblc
to anticipate every ob;cctrorl that might bc n.racle to
somethinS, but as I undcrstand it three nrain rcscr.ra-
tions have beerr advanccd with rcgar<l to thc iclca of
the foundation : (l) that it will duphcatc cfforts already
being made ; (2) that it will be burcaucratrc 
- 
an exe r-
cise to assemble large nunrbcrs of Euro-civil scnvarrts
and (.)) that it will divert itrncls fronr exrstrng ulstitu-
tiorrs.
Let us takc thcsc objcctrons rn orclcr. L'irstly, thc
Conrn'rissior-r conrnrunication, in palagra[)h .5, stiltcs :
In the pursuit of its ob;cctives, the Founclatron shall
ensure that lts activltlcs do rrot ovcrlap wrth, arrd alc
complementary to, thosc bcrng undcrtakcn by otlrer
organizatrons. Thc Four.rdatron shall avord any rluplrca-
tlon wrth Comnrunity progran.rres.
Obviously, platitudinous dcclaratrons of intent rcplc'-
sent no safcguard against thc trndcsirablc devclop-
ments tl.rey seek to avoid. I accept that. But I think
that there is a very clear appreciatior.r of the foolish-
ness of duplication, coupled with the Iivcly knowledgc
that there are many gaps to fill.
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Secondly, paragraph 8 of the Commission's communi-
cation states:
The structures of the Foundatron should be light and its
administratrve arrangcntents modest.
Again, whilc this sounds great, I accept there is no
guarantce that this would in fact happen. Neverthe-
less, if one is aware in advance of what one should
seek to avoid, there rs mote chance of avoiding it.
Thirdly, and this is perhaps a matter of greater
substance, a lot of concern has been expressed by
existing foundations which do similar things (and
there are, I think, something like 13 or 14 throughout
our Community) that if a new foundation becomes a
centre for private contribution, it will not have the
effect of releasing untapped private sources, but of
diverting existing contributions from existing founda-
tions to the new one. Now this seems to be a very
valid concern. For example, take the European
Cultural Fourrdation, which was founded in Geneva in
19.54 by Robert Schuman and since 1960 has been
based in Amsterdanr. The kind of things it does .are
very similar to the kind of things which one would
conceive as the European Foundation doing.
Howcver, I think those people who favour the idea do
not all conceive of the Foundation as acting in compe-
tition with institutrons like the European Cultural
Foundation. Vhile the European Foundation might
ultimately bc a focus for private contribution in the
way that Leo Tindemans saw, for the thing to work
effectively it would probably for the first few years be
largely financed from public funds, and would use
these funds, seldom directly, btrt rather in cooperation
with such institutions as the Europearr Cultural Foun-
dation. By matching their contributions, it would
enable their work to be greatly extended. In other
words, the objcct of the exercise would be complemen-
tary, not competitive, a facilitating and prompting
initiative. It seems to me, therefore, that today, as a
Parliament, we ilre in a very positive situation. Ve
know what the broad intentions of the proposal are,
and also some of the specific ideas now being circu-
lated. Ve can say what we think, but even if we are
not attached to the idea, the probability is that it will
comc lrack to us again for final comment and
approval or disapproval. For this reason, because of
the interinr nature of this debate, I hope very much
that it will be possible for those who have doubts
about the matter to refrain seeking a vote now. The
time to say no, if they must say no, would, I think, be
later.
I said that in all probability the proposal will come
back to us again, and thrs is referred to in paragraph 2
of the motion for a resolution, where I say that the
Commission should submit proposals on the basis of
Article 235 of the EEC Treaty. I understand that it is
lrkely that the European Council will discuss this
matter again at a meeting next month, and one issue
which they should at once resolve is the question of
how the Foundation will be set up if it is to be set up.
There are two options : through Article 235 or Article
236.
If I may briefly read these articles, which are not very
long, Article 2J5 states :
If actron by the Community should prove necessary to
attain, in the course of the operation of the common
market, one of the obiectives of the Community and this
Treaty has not provided the necessary powers, the
Council shall, acting unantmously on a proposal from the
Commrssion and after consulting tfre Assembly, take the
appropnate measures.
Article 236 states :
The Government of any Member State or the Commis-
slon may submit to the Council proposals for the amend-
ment of this Treaty.
If the Council, after consulting the Assembly and, where
appropriate, the Commission, delivers an opinion in
favour of calling a conference of representatives of the
Governments of the Member States, the conference shall
be convened by the President of the Council for the
purpose of determining by common accord the amend-
ments to be made to this Treaty.
The amendments shall enter into force after being rati-
fied by all the Member States in accordance with their
respective constitutional requirements.
In other words, under Article 235, the r6le of our Parli-
ament would be very considerably diminished. It
seems to me quite clear that we should express a pref-
erence for Article 23-5, which provides a r6le for this
Parliament in the final working out of what is done. I
do not, in fact, foresee that the Council would in any
way object to this, but I think it reqtrires that we
should assert it.
I conclude, Mr President, by saying this : Mr Tinde-
mans saw this Foundation not simply as some sort of
ritualistic commemoration of twenty years of the
Community's life, but as a constructive step forward
in that life. Since 19.57, much has been achieved and
many old barriers have been broken down forever.
Since 197 3, in regard to the United Kingdom,
Denmark and lreland, the process has begun again.
yet throughout, and, I believe, for as long ahead in
time as we can visualize 
- 
and this is no bad thing
- 
the individuality of our peoples' languages, their
attitudes and style and their conceptions of life will
persist. But surely we must do everything we can to
further this mutual understanding and tolerance and
compatibility.
So even if there are some here, and I dare say there
are quite a few, who reiect ideas of federal union and
so on such as I would embrace, I cannot see how they
can reject the proposal to build on the understanding
we have achieved in Europe since the war, to conso-
lidate it and to extend it. And that essentially is what
the establishment of such a foundation is all about. It
is about human contact, as Mr Tindemans said, and I
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would recommend Parliament to accept the draft
interim report, to express views on how it sees the
Foundation devcloping, and then to reach a final
conclusion at a later date.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Sccfcld to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
Mr Seefeld. 
- 
(D) I anr morc than willing to take to
heart what you said just now, Mr President, but I
should just likc to nrake one or two comments on
behalf of my political group. The members of the
Socialist Group orr ttre Political Affairs Committee
werc unablc to agrec to vote for Mr Johnston's proP-
osal. Sonrc of thcrr abstained and some voted against.
Afte r a vcry carcful drscussion within my political
group, I should likc to cxplain why we are at present
unable to go for a European Foundation.
I am cxtrenrcly sorry, Mr Johnstorr, that much as I
rcspcct you, I anr r,u-rablc to approve the report which
you havc sulrnrittcd, but, as you know there are one or
two re asons for this, arrd indeed you were kind
enough to arlticipate sonrc objections it-r your speech.
So I shall rrot rrcc'ci to deal with them at length.
I should thereforc likc to take up your comment that
we should say yes at the irrterinr report stage and that
in your vrcw a detailcd and critical cxamination of the
qucstion could takc place with the final report, when
wc could 
- 
1f 1rcgg55xry 
- 
say no. You said that
there woukl still bc tin'rc for diaspproval later on ; but
we fecl, ladies arrd gcrltlcnr<:n, that we should today
statc whcrc wc stand with rcgard to this Foundation
and sct out or-ll' views ort it.
T'llerc can llc rro doubt that thc qucstiolls we are here
discussing arc of current importance. The lead given
by Mr Meintz in the debate before this 
- 
and I would
rcnrind colleagrrcs that hc drew attention to the
public's lack of fanriliarity with Conrmunity proce-
durcs, so that thc qtrcstion of education about Europe
irr our schools nrust now bc takcn up 
- 
shows how
topical thc wholc subje ct is, but we arc just not
convinccd, Mr Johnston, that public understanding
arrcl ap1;rcciatron of tlte Conrmttrrity are Iikely to be
pronrotcd by this Fourrclation, as you havc stated in
your nlotiorl ior a rcsolution.
My frrends arrd I bclicve tlrat there are a large number
of organizatiorts ancl associations in this Community
of ours which arc cxccllcrrtly placed to discuss the
strbjccts which cor-rccnl you, as indeed they conccrn
me. For instalrcc, thcre is the Europearr Movement,
which has its nattotral councils irr the variotts coun-
tries, arrcl thcrc is thc Europearr Uniorr in nrany
diffcrent cor-nltrtcs. I anr assuming that the govern-
nrcnts the msclves are working at the business of
ir-rcreasirrg public awarcncss; all our parties, whether
tl-rcy arc rcprescnted herc or lrot, are concerned with
this su[>icct, thc tlacles tttriol.ts and the employers' asso-
ciatior-rs arc irrvolved arrd so arc the youth orSflrliza-
tions.
As you know, ladies and gentlemen, we have discussed
the European youth movement at great length. The
Committee on Social Affairs, Employment and Educa-
tion is currently considering how we can promote
adult education in residential centres. In short, there
are a great many opportunities and I believe that the
existing organizations should not be hemmed in by a
new Foundation of this kind 
- 
indeed I would go
further and say that all the money which is in future
to be used for this Foundation should be given to all
these independent associations and organizations, and
to the foundations which the political groups have iust
recently begun to establish at Community level. I
would say that that is where the money would be put
to excellent use and, as I have for years been contri-
buting to debates on the youth forum and youth work
in Europe, I feel that we should be more generous
there and provide more opportunities for self-develop-
ment.
Mr President, as a precxutionary measure I also
discussed this question again with my owrt govern-
ment last week, as I wanted to clarify it for my polit-
ical group, and I raised the question in the German
Bundestag of how this is all to be financed. I have
some misgivings when I read that contributions are
expected from the national governments. As I under-
stand it, no proposals have yet been put forward on
how and with what financial resources this Founda-
tion is to be supported ; negotiations are going on in
Brussels at Community level, but I do know very well
that every governnlent ls continually striving to ensure
that Conrnrunity experrditure does not increase still
furthe r.
Mr President, if I may now come to what I believe is a
crucial question, the suspicion is growing anlong my
political frrends that in December last year the eight
Heads of Governments felt they needed to make a
friendly gesture to Mr Tindenrans, their Be lgian
colleaguc'. Mr Tindemans has crystallized the question
of European Unrorr in a neat and diligent piece of
work, and yet no progress l.ras becn nrade. Thcy didn't
know what to do. so they are now fobbing off Mr
Tindemans with a carrot, and a sectiorl of his inrpor-
tant work is to be put into effect by the other Heads
of Governmcnts 
- 
witl-r the agreement of Mr Tinde-
nrans of course 
- 
with all speetl, to show sonretl-ring
is really l.rappening or that a bit of progress is being
nrade. So now they can all say that Mr Ttndemans has
done well and achieved somethirlg, atrd we n-rust all
praise and respect him and support his work, and this
little section from his Dtd!!ntt,n of tt.r on European
Union is what we are now putting into effect.
Ladies and gentlemen, I should like to say very clearly
that I fee I we should not be tryir.rg to bring the
Conrmunity closer to the ctttzens of otrr countrres by
organizational mearrs. I want to see a Europealr policy
which is more transparent front the citizen's poirrt of
view, as the current phrase has it. This means, in nry
view, that the nine Heads of Governnrcnt should be
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discussing how to speed up their decision-making, for
they should not be dragging their feet so much, how
to overcome national chauvinism and thus give a clear
vote in favour of a European Community, and that
means campaigning not for this or that nationaI State
but for the Community as a whole. You cannot make
up for the absence of European poticy by creatrng a
European Foundation. I have the impression that that
is what is missing ; and now the public is to be
informed why we are in favour of Europe, and next we
shall be needing a Secretary-General and a supervisory
board, and then a new bureaucratic institution witl be
set up, despite the fact, as I would again point out,
that there are other organizations in existence already.
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, my fnends and I
feel that the public is not going to be swayed in
favour of this Community by a European Foundation.
They will be convinced when they regard this Euro-
pean Community as an extension of their home
country, when they accept and understand this
Community and feel at home in it ; and to do this,
.the national govcrnments will need to set a good
example by adopting pro-European auitudes. But
those who leave themselves wide open to attack,
encouraging the public to cast doubt on the need for
the Community and the rightncss of our policies,
Cannot make good their shortcomings by means of
organized goodwill in the shape of rnternational for.rn-
dations.
Let us therefore see whether we cannot make more
funds available under the information policy, whether
we can set up the Residentral Adult Education Centre,
which is being discussed in the Social Affairs
Committee, whether we can strengthen youth work in
Europe, and how we, the Parliament and the Commis-
sion, can support the work of all these European
organizations, which already exist and which can
summon up so much goodwill, so much idealrsm.
I must ask you not to misunderstand our criticism,
ladies and gentlemen. I would emphasize that the
Socialist Group rs not saying that we do not wanr to
strerrgthen the feeling of solidarity. That is not our
intention. Nor does our disapproval mean that we do
not want the Community, or that we do not want to
bring people together. rVhat we do want for this
Community is to give stronger support in future to
the organizations wl-rich have proved themselves ; and
we'believe that a European Foundation is unnecessary.
'We want to see a genuine policy, for that is what will
make it easier for a sense of solidarity to devclop rn
our citizens in the next few years, without such organi-
zational measures as setting up this Foundation.
It is in this spirit that I should Iike to inform you rhat
we are at present unable to support the European
Foundation. My colleague, Mr Johnston, is aware of
the arguments which I have advanced and will know
that they are not levelled at him or his report, but are
concerned purely and simply with the matter in hand.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Vergeer to speak on bchalf of
the Christian-Democratic Group 
- 
Group oI thc
Europcan People's Party.
Mr Vergeer. 
- 
(NI) Mr Prcsrclcnt, Laclics and
Gentlemen, I shorrld Iikc to ntake a fcw lentarks
about this report on behalf oi thc Clrristrarr-
Democratic Group.
First of all I should likc to thank Mr Johnston for his
report and the explanatory conrnrcnts hc has givcn trs
this evening. The Christian-Dcnrocratic Group rs vcry
much in favour of the idea clcalt with by this rcport,
namely the setting up of a Europcan Founclatiorr to
mobilizc the public interest in Europcan atfairs. Onc
may of course object that too many bodics arc bcing
created. \We should not however losc oursclvcs to thc
reality. It is not only important tl.rat therc should be
some certainty about thc datc of direct clcctions, rt rsjust as important, pcrhaps evcn ntorc so, thrrt thc
people of our countrics should bc frrlly involvecl in
them. The citizens of Europe must bc unclcr no obliga-
tion to elect a European Parliamcnt. 'fl-rcy rnust fecl
themselves involvecl out of their own convictron.
The degree of involvement of the nran in thc strcct in
this future milestone in Europcan politics varrcs fron.r
one Member State to anothcr. Rcccnt figutcs havc
confirmcd this. Now, I should likc to suggcst in all
senousness that thosc in thc natiorral partics who havc
to deal with the basis of thcsc partics, with thc ordi-
nary elcctor, nrust recognizc that thrs ilrvolvcntcrrt is
not very great. We ought to bc conccrrrccl about tlris.
This is not mcant as crrtrcisnr of our natrorral partrcs,
it is not meant as criticism of thc othcr organizatiorrs
and bodies which dcal with thcsc nrattcrs in our
Member States. Vhat is lacking is prrncipally a clcar
coordination of activitics. I think that the Foundatiorr
which is beirig proposcd hcrc coulcl havc a stinru-
lating cffc.ct, could clevelop complenrcntary acrivitics,
but shoulcl in particular takc olr a coorulrnatirrg rolc. I
admit{rs unfortunatcly wc ltavc secn so often with this
sort of instrtution an<l thrs is also nry group's position
that this Founclrrtion must natrrrally not l)c allowcrl to
become top heavy. It must rcnrail.r a sinrplc arrrl 1;rac-
tical organization, rt must be clyr-rantrc. Thcre ntust l>c
no duplication of effort. Thc cn-rphasrs ntust l)c l)ut on
coordil-ration. Thc Christian-Dcntocratrc Grotrp there-
fore considcrs thrs idca a valuablc oltc dcsprtc thc
risks involved. Wc must acccpt tltc challcngc, wc ntust
set up this Foundatiorr. If we wish to hold clrrcct clcc-
tions in 1979, we havc alrcacly rcachccl five ntrr.rutcs
before midnight. It is thereforc hrgh timc rhat wc
really involve our people rn this cntcrpnsc.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Cifarclli to spcak on bchalf of
the Lrbcral and Dcmocratic Group.
Mr Cifarelli. 
- 
(l) Mr Prcsiclcnt, I shall scruptrlor.rsly
keep to the speaking time allocatccl. I support thc
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proposal and the arguments on which it is founded
and particularly welcome the reference to Article 23.5
of the Treaty as a workable legal basis.
\With the pernrissiorr of my Socialist colleagues, I
should like to say that I do not feel that the Europcan
Council, with all its linritations and shortconrings.
would trcat one of thc reprcsentattves of tl-rc Mcn-rbcr
States as a chilcl which l.rad to bc giverl some sort of
reward. I do not bclicve the Europear.r Council would
accept a proposal or irritratc arl action n-rercly to show
its gratitudc to thc persorl wl.ro <lrew uP thc report orl
European uniorr which rtow, throtrgh rlo fault of Mr
Tindemans, lics in a clrawer itr solnc offrce usccl by
the Europcan Cottrrcrl. \$7c do llot agrec with tlrc prop-
osal out of toyalty towarcls thc Europcarl Council, btrt
for a serious reason which wrll havc undoubtcdly not
have escaped our Socialist collcagucs. It is eflsy to say
that there may bc mrstrsc. !/hcn a child is born, it is
easy to say that it may bccorl]c a clclirlque nt ; l-rowcve r,
this depends on the way rn wlrrcl.r l'rc rs brought trp.
'\)fle are perfectty awarc of thc- cxistctrcc of orgatrtza-
tions and tnstitutions which have fulfrltcd or dcpartcd
from tl.rcir original tasks ; but this docs rlot mcan that
we must autor.uatically krll proiccts off. Instcacl, we
shoulcl ask wl-rcther thc trtcasttrc ltl qucstiotr allcl the
coordrrratiott rcqutrccl 
- 
tl-rc c'ffort to bc nlatlc atlcl
the coordination of exrstirrg actrvitics urlclcr a work-
able unrbrclla-systcnr 
- 
arc lustrfiable arld, abovc all,
neccssary ltt thc Prcscltt sittrltiott.
The Christian-Democratic Member who spoke before
me said, in order to speed things up : 'it is fivc
minutes to midnight'. I should like to say that if
public opinion had not bcetr extremely imnrature, thc
postpon....tt for one year of the elections, after so
much had been said on the subiect, would have
provoked a hail of Protest, particularly because this
pottpon"rn.nt is due to an electoral systcm, whrcl-r,
moreover, will perpetuate an iniustice at thc expellse
of our political group, whrch will be insufficiently
represented in the electeci European Parliament on
account of a legal device. Instead, the postponemertt
was accepted almost as a normal administrative occur-
rence. However, I do not wish to gct off thc subject,
but merely to say that this very fact demonstrates the
lack of success in harnessrng European public
opinion. The attainment of specific objectivcs rrust be
entrusted to spe cific organizattons. Thc USA, for
example, has creatcd the Tennessee Valley Authorrty,
and Iialy tl.re Funcl for the Mezzogtorno. Each of thcsc
organizatzions, evcn with linlitecl Powcrs' has made a
signrficant contribution, re legating to the hrstory
books the' problems which led to rts crcatron' How
can one exPect two Statcs with innunlc'rable problcms
ics, clcctoral changcs, changes of govern-
ment, inicrr-raI attcl cxtcrtral concerns 
- 
to relentlessly
pursue a specriic artrl whcn, at any tinlc, thcy nlust
also tak" accolrrrt of public opinion ? A iournalist has
saicl 
- 
I do not know whether he was being malr-
cious 
- 
that at the critical nloment rn thc Frc'nch
election, virtually all the partics avoicled ally rllcntiorr
on the divisive subiect of Francc's relatlons with
Europe. I wonder how thc Frcnch ancl Italiarr Govcrrr-
ments, in the thick of thc battlc ovcr wlnc, can satisfac-
torily inforn.r and guide ptrblrc opiniorr. A fottnclatiorr,
on the other hand, or arl ttrclcllcrltlct'tt instittrtion
funded by the Comnrtrr-rity or cvcl'l prrvatcly fror-rr
within thc Con.rn.rttnity, could do thc job arrcl pcrse-
vere in finding a solution.
For these reasons, Mr Preside nt, n)y gror-rP ts itl tavottr
of the practical implenlctrtatrorl of thc Dccistorl
adopted by the Europt:atr Cotttrcil irr Deccnlbcr lc)77,
and thercforc approves the irlterirlr rcport whicll has
been presented so conrpetently lry Mr Jolrnston'
President. 
- 
I r:all Mr llrLrgha to sPcak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressivc Dcnlocrats.
Mr Brugha. 
- 
Mr Prcsident, I woultl likc to say a
few words on thrs debate, alld itl orclcr to shor:tcrr it I
am goirrg to try to cottcclltratc oll thc rcasons why I
belreve this ntotiolt is worthy of strpl>ort.
I think the printe oblcct of such a fotrnciatiotl as thts
must [re, as has becrt satcl, to nrobilizc thc citizclls of
the Community in thc servrcc of thc Europcan idcal'
The European natiorts have a conrnlorr clcstrrly which
can only be reached by conrtng togcthcr. How thcy
decide to comc togethcr ttl thc ftrture is a lllattcr for
the future, ar.rd for thc clectors oi that tir.r'rc, but the
European F'ounclation, as it has bectl sct out, cotrlcl bc
a means of nlakirlg the evcrltr'ral ir-rtcgratior-r of Eu[opc
the concern of thc people of thc Menll;cr Statcs.
\)Thilst man must have sttbstarlcc irl orclcr to survrvc,
he will find himself uncble to cio so withotrt a worth-
whrle ainr, ancl it is irl thts scnsc that thc ainls of thc
founders of the Comnlunlty llecd to bc kc1>t alrvc lrv a
deterntitred ar-rd decp-scated iclealisr-rl wlrrch carl find
expression though a fotrrttlatroll sttch as is proposcd
here to Parliamcnt. Sr.rclr a fottttclattolr carl be a lirlk
between w[rat may bc scct't as tltc [rtlrcattcrattc irlstittt-
tions of thc Contrtttttlrty, arrcl all thc citizcrls. Many of
us appreciate how difficult it is to nrobilizc suPPort
for the Conrn.runity on thc basis oi what thcy scc as
balance sheets for futlcls rccctvccl fronr, or Paylllents
madc to the Corttrrttssion. It is, thcrt, cssetlttrl th:tt
onc objcct of such a fottnclatiort slrotrlcl bc to re<lttce
the renrotctress of thc Col-t-ttltttrlity in thc nlirlcls of
cltizcns, altcl brrrlg hot.t.tc to thc ordttlary persotr tllc
full in.r1:act, opporttrnity and Potctltixl o[ .rrr irrtcgr''rtccl
Conrn-rtrrrtty of 27(l rlltllrorl peol>lc orgarlizrrlg thctrt-
selvcs into onc social ancl ccol.tonric tlrlit, lttltl cvcllttl-
ally into one polrtical ur-rit clcdrcatccl to pcace ancl tlre
bettcrnrent of thc hunlatl racc. It tlrc Ettrol;e'rrl
Con-rnrunity is to strrvive the Ettropcarl tclcal rrlttst
form a lasting philosophy, alld a wholc Ircw Scllela-
tion of young people now growirlg uP lllr'rst tlot orlly
be abte to rdcr-rtrfy thcnlsclvr-'s casily with thrt Conltlltt-
nity, but nlust also have the opPort[lllitv to t'ttrtlcrstalltl
the nrottvcs oi rts fotrllclels so ils to [.>c a1.>le to colltrt-
bute to their iclcal.
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Now it has been said that this is the job of political
parties. But of course we have an unusual situation in
this Furopean Community. \U7e have all our political
parties in all our Member countries, all of whom must
direct their main attention to rhe electoral battles that
take place in the Member States. So we have to find
some other means of trying to reach the mind of the
citizen of the Community.
As has been set out in the Commission's proposals,
such a foundation could provide a useful fiameworkfor indicating areas of cooperation between the
Community and the Member States, such as, if I may
cite..a. couple of examples, allowing greater e*change
facilities for students, apprentices and workers in all
Member States ; secondly, the speedy adoption and
application of regulations governing the mutual recog_
nition of diplomas, degrees and other qualificationi;
and thirdly, possibly, encouraging ine idea of
earmarking resources under the European Social Fund
to provide a trans-European technical institute for the
,llilinq of young people in modern technological
skills. I admit, Mr President, that this is departing
slightly, but it is merely what comes into one,i minlin connection with the ideas that are being talked
about.
However, we must be alert to the fact that in today's
world it is not easy to present the Community to
youth in a positive way. They are too disenchanted
with life to be impressed with what they see, as I said
earlier, as an area of balance-sheets of monopoly capi-
talism. The sterile clich6s and dogmas of the-past have
no place in their minds, and while there is uniersrand_
able frustration. amongst rhem, due to high unemploy_
ment, the only acceptable solution for them is a
Community that will offer full expression and fulfil-
ment to them in their lives and the knowledge that
they are engaging in a worthwhile adventure in life.
It is for reasons such as these that I think that a foun_
dation of this kind, should it take shape, should pay
particular attenrion to the needs of youth, and give ihe
citizens of tomorrow a more decisive role. I believe
the Foundation, if it does develop, should ensure that
well-researched proposals and papers be discussed,
involving the different interest-groups in the Commu_
nity, Parliamenr itself would also have to be vigilant in
ensuring that such a foundation carried out its
mandate and did not become either 6litist or
in-growing.
Finally, I would like to say a word of commendation,
because he has been mentioned, of the idea that Mr
Tindemans visualized, because I think ir was a worth_
while idea, and I think it is worth supporting. I would
also like to thank the rapporteur, Mi ;ohniton, for a
very excellent speech.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Rippon to speak on behalf of
the European Conservative Group.
Mr Rippon. 
- 
Mr President, this is a matter about
which I feel particularly strongly. Mr Johnston, in his
admirable report referred to me and my initial interestin this proposition. It began with a suggestion that I
made in a letter to The Times on 17 January last yearto the effect that, at a time when Europe was not
making progress in many fields, a modeit initiative
might be taken towards the creation of a .citizen,s
Europe' on the lines suggested by Mr Tindemans in
his concept of the European Foundation. And I sugg-
ested then, following very much his thoughts, that the
aim 
.would be to promote, either directly or by
assisting existing bodies, anything which- helped
towards greater understanding of our European aim _
placing the emphasis on human .ontrit, such as
youth activities, university exchanges, town-twinnings
and the like. Now, as has been said, while many
people may not go all the way towards a federal
Europe very few people can obiect to an activity of
that character. Indeed, even if we did not have a Euro_
pean Community, one would have hoped that there
would be support for human contacts oi that kind. At
any rate, as a result of my floating this idea of
marking the twentieth anniversary of the signing of
the Treaty of Rome, as Mr Johnston has said]with all
parties' support, an absolute majority of Members of
the House of Commons supported the idea and this,
as he said is fairly rare, because Members of the
Government are not allowed to sign private Members'
motions.
But that was not the end of the matter. euite contraryin what Mr Seefeld has implied, support came from a
wide range of organizations, including the interna_
tional councils of the European morim.rrt, of the
European League for Economic Cooperation, of the
Council of European Municipalities, and althorgh the
European Cultural Foundation was one of the bodies
which was anxious that such a foundation should not
interfere with its work, it too has come forward in
favour of the idea and asked me to become a member
of its governing body, which I 'gladly accepted. It
has even gone so far as to say that it could ,"ir., ,ry,I 50 000 for certain acrivities, and there could be
matching funds from the Foundation : that is the
basic idea that we all have in mind.
At any rate, as a result of the House of Common,s
motion, our Prime Minister, Mr Callaghan, put
forward_ this proposition to the meetir;g of ihe
Council of Ministers in Rome last year, ,=nd it *",
accepted. It was suggested that it would be a suitable
way to mark the 20th anniversary of the signing of the
Treaty, but as Mr Johnston says, that *.. -not t"he sole
purpose : it was to give effect to an idea which had a
much wider measure of support than many of the
issues now before us in Europe today. It was not iust a
carrot to Mr Tindemans, as Mr Seefeld so deplorably
and snidely suggested: even those of our present
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leaders who sometimes seem to be devoted to Pygmy
politics are not so petty, as Mr Seefeld suggested, as to
propose a serious proposition of this kind iust as a
way of placating Mr Tindemans. At any rate, they set
up, under Mr Olivi's direction and guidance, a
working-party of whrch I have the honour to be a
member, so I nrust, I suppose, declare an interest to
that extent (l joincd it bcfore I became a Member of
this House). \We prepared a report, and that has been
accepted unanimously in principle by the Council of
Ministers, including, of course, the Head of the
German Government, who has apParently now indi-
cated that he has some doubts about the matter. As a
result of that, there is now the final report by the
Commissiorr to the Council, which the Council will
consider at its next meeting in April.
The original proposals have been sharpened up, I
think quite rightly, in the light of the various views
that have been expressed, and I certainly have no
complaint about that, although personally, I would
have hoped that in due course its activities would not
be confined either to the existing Members of the
Community or to the new applicants, but would
embrace some of the activities of the Council of
Europe, which has done a great deal of work in the
field of promoting Ettroltd No.tlra, the European
cultural heritage and matters of that kind.
i am sure that those people who read this rePort care-
fully must understand that it is designed to ensure
that there is no duplication of existing activities and
that the prime thrust is to help existing organizations
who are very short of funds and find Sreat difficulty in
present times in carrying out their work effectively. I
do not see how the Socralist Group in this Parliament
can honestly object to a Foundation designed to
extend opportunities for contacts between the peoples
of the Community so as to develoP greater under-
standing of the European Community and the rich
diversity of the European heritage. I cannot under-
stand how they can obiect to the promotion of
contacts between persons from all Parts of the
Community and from the countries who have
requested accession to foster personal and group
contact based on professional, vocational, social,
cultural and leisure interests, particularly as it empha-
sizes over and over again that there should be no over-
lapping and tl.rat there should be maximum flexibility.
As far as financing is concerned, the Commission
make the very sensible proposition that it should
operate principally by granting subsidies or aids to
projects or measures carried out by appropriate organi-
zations and that its financial contributions should as
far as possible do no more than supplement contribu-
tions from other sources, particularly from govern-
ments, private individuals or other foundations.
Now it seems to me that the way in which the
Commission have expressed this is designed particu-
larly to deal with the quite legitimate questions that
were asked about the obiectives. As far as the contribu-
tion from the Community budget is concerned 
- 
I'm
sorry Germany has apparently become so Poor it can't
contemplate making a reasonable contribution 
- 
the
Commission proposes a contribution from the
Community budget of 5 million units of account for
the first year, l0 million units of account for the
second and approximately 20 million thereafter. And
what is more, of course, we ourselves in this Parlia-
ment, without any opposition, made a proposition in
our own budget for a national amount.
I nrust say I found Mr Secfcld's speech exceptionally
depressing. I entircly agree with Mr Vergeer that tl're-re
is no cause for delay: as far as Europe is concerned it
is fivc n'rinutes to twelvc, btrt as far as Mr Seefeld is
concerned, I believe the curtain has already con.re
down. He gave the impression 
- 
I don't know
whether l.re gave it deliberately 
- 
that thcre was all
tl.ris opposition irrside the Europearl nlovemerrt arld
other bodies, when he knows, or otrght to kr.row, that
no such opposition in fact cxists. I 
^ 
believe tl.rat the
most vicrous fornr of anti-Europeanisnl is rePresellted
by the sort of hypocritical speech we have heard
tonight when pcoplc who pretend to bc good Euro-
peans in fact seek every oPPortunity to undermine, by
every possible means in their power, the European
ideal and the whole concePt of Etrropean unity' I
hope that this Parliamcrrt wrll not listen to that sort of
vorce, that it will show sonle real imagir-ration in a
fietd in whrch there ought not to be this sort of Petty
party-political diatribe which wc hear fronr the Social-
ists so ofterl 
- 
ntore oftcn, I nltlst say, fronl some of
nry British Socialist colleagtrcs than fronl a Germart
colleague. I hope the Cotrncil of Mrllistcrs will grasp
this nettle ; thc'y have accepted tl.re position irr prin-
ciple and I hope they witl procecd, as Mr Johr.rstor.t
has said, to deal with this nlattcr expcdttiously : prcfer-
ably 
- 
I would l.ravc tl.rought, obviotrsly 
- 
by way of
regulatiorr under Articlc 2.1.5 of the Treaty.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Masullo to speak on behalf of
the Communist and Allies GrouP.
Mr Masullo. 
- 
(I)Mr President, I feel that this short
debate is not a very effective expression of European
Community spirit, given the tone of indignation
which has coloured the exchange of opposing views,
although I would have thought everyone had the right
to his own opinion. i
\7e in the Communist Group naturally appreciate the
spirit in which this proposal has been outlined here
today. Nevertheless, we have certain doubts on the
practical side and on the real eflectiveness of this prop-
osal. It seems to us that it is not clear on one or two
points and is somewhat ambiguous. Permit me to give
u b.i.f explanation: on the one hand, I have heard
evoked 
- 
and have read 
- 
the name of Mr Tinde-
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mans and his document ; on the other hand, I have
heard talk of urgency, linked with the fact that Euro-
pean elections 
- 
or so we certainly hope 
- 
may be
held next year.
If we look at the Tindemans report, we find a docu-
ment which does not concern the immediacy of elec-
tions, but takes a long-term view of things. Conver-
sely, the need to inform the people of Europe about
the Community reality with an eye to direct elections
is a legitimate, real and pressing problem of public
relations, but 
- 
forgive me if I say this 
- 
it is
nevertheless quite another matter.
The Tindemans report is a wide-ranging document
which sets out medium and long-term objectives ; the
motion for a resolution, on the other hand, concerns a
topical and urgent proposal of immediate concern.
These two documents are thus at cross-purposes.
The real problem facing us, over and above that of
Community public relations and a rapid provision of
information for European people, is essentially that of
constructing Europe. The construction of Europe 
-and I am gratified that this debate comes immediately
after that on the question about education 
- 
does not
mean defining a common concept, but teaching
people to think along the same lines. Real unity must
be reflected in our approach rather than in a formula-
tion of abstract concepts. The real problem is thus not
to disseminate information 
- 
although this would be
a positive step in the immediate future 
- 
but to
launch a wide-ranging and general debate on Euro-
pean education.
Indeed, if we launched a searching debate on schools,
teaching methods, and exchanges 
- 
not iust to
promote tourism or friendly relations, which would be
admirable but would not solve anything, but within
the framework of the common organization of the
educational and teaching systems of the various Euro-
pean societies 
- 
we could then adopt Article 100 of
the EEC Treaty as the basis for such action. The
House is doubtless aware of the conclusions of
economic studies carried out in, above all, the United
States, quantifying the increase in productivity
consequent upon the development of education at all
levels.
Edtcation is also an economic factor ; the divergences
between the educational systems of the Memb.istrt.,
not only affect the construction of Europe, but main-
tain those countries in a state of unequal competition.
That is the root of the problem, which has unfortu-
nately been ignored in this proposal. Hence our
doubts on its merits.
Do we really need a Foundation to boost these
exchanges, or do the means already exist ? Even if the
Foundation helped to coordinate more closely the
various efforts made, its action would remain for ever
rooted in the present. Vhat we would like to s€e, on
the other hand, is action on all the suggestions and
implications contained in the Tindemans report.
If Europe is to become a workablc idca and not to
remain an abstract ideal, we ntust takc practrcal :tcps
to enable the individual citrzcrrs of Europc to start
thinking, acting, choosing for thcnrsclvcs arrd working
from a common ancl European stan(lpontt.
For this reason, Mr Presrdent, our group will bc
abstaining on thrs proposal. Vc shall not votc against
it because that would appear as a colrclcnrrl.ltion of its
spint, but we cannot vote in favour bccausc this
subject needs to be examrncd, dcbatcd anc.l app-
roached from every angle and in tlrc lighr of the long-
term implications.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Brunrrcr.
Mr Brunner, 
-fuIentbcr o.f thc Contnt115ie11. 
- 
(D)Mr
President, I shall prudently refrain fronr jorning in the
argurlent, but I should like briefly to say what ideas
the Commission has developed on this mattcr.
Since the decision was taken on 5 ancl 5 Decentber by
the Heads of Governments we havc clrawn up the
broad outlines; wc havc rdeas about its structurc; we
have ideas on the means of finance ; wc havc iclcas orr
its objectives. 'W'e want to build on thcm and create
something flexible and autonomous. \7c don'r want a
bureaucratic institution, we want to proviclc a new
impetus.
To this end we shall concer-rtratc on thrcc aspects.
Firstly, the Foundation shotrld be conccrncd wirh the
Member States of the Commurrity ancl the applicant
countries. Secondly, the Foundation shoulcl, where
possible, exert an indirect rnfluence, i.e. it should
create the momentum for gettrng things going. But it
should not try to do everything itsclf.
Thirdli, the Founclation should conccnrrarc on
contacts betwccn thosc groups which do not norn-rally
experience exchangcs at Etrropean lcvcl to thc dcsired
extent, who are not sufficicntly involved. If the Foun-
dation does this, we feel that valuablc progress can bc.
made. After all, this Parliament drd approve half a
million units of account for thc preparatory work. I
think we have used this money wisety. The quesrion
now arises: how are we to proceed further ? There are
two possible merhods : either we proceed under
Articlc 23.5, which means that we take a Community
decision and make the Foundation part of the
Community. This procedure has certain advantages,
but it has disadvantages too. One advant.rge is that we
can maintain closer contact between parliament and
the Foundation; another is the advantages of secure
finance through the budget.
The disadvantages are also obvious cnough; a certain
amount of bureaucracy might develop. This we want
to avoid, because we believe that despite this disadvan_
tage it is the only possible wav. The alternative would
be for an inter-State agreement with a long process of
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ratification. There would then be a considerable
period in which we should be unable to do what is
necessary. That is why we hope the Heads of Govern-
mcnts will take the decision on the basis of Article
2.1.5 of the Treaty at their meeting in April.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Johnston.
Mr Johnston, rltfPorttttr. 
- 
I can afford to be quite
brief, Mr President. First of all I would thank Mr
Brunner for the positive reaction from the Commis-
sion indicating and underlining what a number of
spcakers have said from the different groups, that
what is sought is something which should be flexible,
autollomous, a provider of incentive and initiative, and
for indicating, as I understood it, that, although there
werc drawbacks to proceeding under Article 235, that
was what the Commission proposed to do, in line
with what the Parlianrent is seeking.
I woultl th:rrtk thosc wlro spokc on bchalf of thc Chris-
trrrn-l)cntocrrrtic Glotrp, the Libcral ar-rd Dcmocratic
(ilotrl-l, tlre Grotrp of littropcatr Progressive Dcmocrats
anrl tltc Cottsctvrttvc Grotrp tor the positrvc rcnlarks
thut tlrey rratlc itr crttphastzirtg, in tl-re case of Mr
Vcrgcer for the Clrristlarr-l)ctlrocrats, the need for
coorrltrtrttiotr irrtcl thc trlvolvenlctlt of thc poptllation,
rrr tlrc citse of Mr lltrrglra, tor thc Progressive Democ-
rilts, thc iact that wc clo tlcccl a bridgc or lrrrk betweetl
thc burcattct'acy atrtl thc people, N{r Cifarelli, for
t,rlkrrrt of thc rrced to recaPttrrc the idealism of youth,
whrrh we arc alwrtys tryitlS to clo, sonlctinles stlccess-
tully rnd sot.t.tctitttcs llot, atl(l Mr Rippon, who himsclf
Itrrs hrrtl so tnttclt rctrvely to do with the promotion of
the rdca, for erlpltitsizirlg agarrl that thc tt.ttclrtion ts
tlrirt tlrc printc tltrttst wotrltl lrc to lre lp e xisting orgarli-
/atlolls wlttch arc short oi fttnds at prcsellt.
Turning to the Communist and Allies Group and the
contribution made by Mr Masullo, I accept that his
group is taking what you might call a neutral position
in this regard, and obviously a neutral position is
much better than an antagonistic position. But,
although I am always reluctant to argue with profes-
sors, I would suggest to him that if he argues, as he
was doing, that the important thing is to develop a
common way of thinking, that it is that which
promotes unity, and that E.rrope must be more, as he
said, than an abstract ideology, then surely the
approach of Tindemans in emphasizing, as he did, the
need always to promote human contact was a very
practical proposal in building this unity and contri-
buting to the development of this common way of
thinking in a positive, practical way.
I turn finally to my friend, Horst Seefeld, who has
already been battered about by Mr Rippon. I do not
propose to do that, though I know he is a very resi-
lient gentleman. I know that the Socialist Group has
considered this matter carefully, and had a long
meeting in consideration of it. But I think that on the
basis that second thoughts are very often the best, he
should give the matter some further consideration,
because thcre is no need to take up an absolute posi-
tion at this time. The argtrments that l.re advanced
were basically that there are sr.rfficient organizations in
existence already, all we would be doing would be
creatir-tg one more, and he made the Point about
bureaucracy which a lot of speakers have touched on'
But I would not only poir.lt out, as Mr Rippon already
clid, that the European movement as such is broadly
in favour of this idea, I would also look at this irom
another angle and say that the European nlovement in
nlany ways is a political organization. Certainly in its
operation within the Unitcd Kingdom, rt advocates
certain polirical objectives which I personally agree
with, but which ntany othcr people do not agree with,
so that they would frnd it difficult to operate under
that particular ttnrbrella. And I would beg of Mr
Seefeld to contemplate the fact that one of the advan-
tages of a politically fairly neutral foundation of this
sort is that it would be welcomed by a great nlany
people who feel reluctant to operate ttnclcr the ae'gis of
existing organizattons, although I qtrrtc accept that
rnany organizatior-rs do exist. Btrt strrcly it mtlst be a
valrd point that thc bulk of thesc orgar.rizatiorrs are
now favourably disposcd towarcls the idc'a'
I would ask Mr Seefeld to give some further considera-
tion to this matter. I know he is a careful man, and I
am sure that further consideration might at least lead
him to the point at which on this occasion he might
abstain and allow further consideration to be given
later on.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Seefeld.
Mr Seefeld. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I don't wish to
detain anyone further, but the remarks made by my
colleague Mr Rippon simply compel me to set the
record straight. Mr Rippon is quite entitled to find my
speech depressing. The feeling is mutual to that
extent : his remarks have iust the same effect on me.
But to allege that I had made a hypocritical speech
would be like my saying that his speech was dema-
gogic. I must protest at this. I most emphatically
resent his implication that I am an anti-EuroPean. If
he persists in this belief, all I can say is, either he was
not listening, or didn't want to listen, or is incapable
of listening when anyone expresses opinions different
from his own.
Secondly, he mentioned the German Government in
connection with myself. I do not rePresent the
German Federal Government in this House. I must
ask him to understand that these Members of Parlia-
ment are fre.ely elected Members responsible to no
one, not even their Sovernments. So what is the point
of such statements in this debate ? They are out of
place. I must ask Mr Rippon to read my speech again
tomorrow. He will then observe that he has produced
nothing factual to counter my argument but has
merely tried to set out his own position, which I do
not understand, in a very polemical way.
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Mr President. 
- 
I call Mr Rippon.
Mr Rippon. 
- 
I did not, of course, suggest that Mr
Seefeld represented the German Government. I only
got the inrprcssion that he thought there were doubts
in thosc circlcs. It may bc that I misunderstood him. I
will certainly read his speech tomorrow. All I was
saying is that thc Gerntan Government has endorsed
the prrnciplc and presunrably meant what it said.
President. 
- 
I note that no one else wishes to speak.
Thc motion for a resolution will be put to the vote, as
it stands, tonrorrow at the time set aside for voting.
The dcbatc rs closed.
18. Agendt 
.for tbc il(rt ritti,tg
President. 
- 
The next sitting will be held tomorrow,
\Wednesday 1.5 March 1978, at 10.00 a.m. and 3.00
p.m. with the following agenda :
10.00 a.m. and afternoon :
- 
Council statement on direct elections to Parhament ;
- 
Shaw supplementary report on draft amending and
supplementary budget No 2 fot 1978;
- 
Hughes report on the frxrng of prices for certain agn-
cultural products;
3.00 p.trt.
-Question Time (Questrons to the Council and theForeign Ministers)
4.30 p.nr. :
- 
Voting time
- 
Vote on draft amending and supplementary
budget No. 2 and on the motion for a resolution
contained in the Shaw report;
- 
Vote on motlons for resolutions on which the
debate has closed ;
- 
Hughes report on the fixing of prices for certain agri-
cultural products (continuation of debate).
The sitting is closed.
(Tlte .titting uLts cloicd at 9.25 p,n.)
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ANNEX
Quetlion.s u'lticb cotrld not l.tc,tttsttt'rtl itrrrntt
Qtrt.'ttttn Tinq rtllt trrittttt .ltt.\u ( t'.\
Qtrtttrort b.1' Mr .f ,rltn
Subiect : Ncgotratrons with Comecon
In the forthcoming negotratrons wrth Conrecon orr thc crcatron of treaty lcl.tttortr. wrll thc
Comntunrty take lnto account the drfferent fields of rcsponsibrlity of both InstltUtlons 1
Answcr
In shaping the Community's relations with individual Eastern European States or wrth the Councrl
for Mutual Economrc Assistance, the Community rs guided by prevailing realities. These reflect not
only objectives of all the participants, but also the actual conduct of their affairs, especrally rn the
context of external relations and the rules and procedures which have been laid down within the
Communiry and the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance.
Subject to this basic principle, the Community believes that treary relatrons in the sphere of trade
should be established between the Community and each individual Eastern European country. The
Community has rn fact created a cornmon trade policy, while the Eastern European State-tradrng
countries continue to form their external trade policy individually.
'With regard to the possible creation of relations between the Comrnunity and the Council for
Mutual Economlc Assrstance, the Community takes the view that, in partrcular rn the frelds of
exchanges of economic informatron, environment protection and standardization, favourable opportu-
nities for cooperation exist. The Council for Mutual Economic Assistance has independent expcri-
ence in these areas, so that the initiation of working relatrons would be rn the Communrty's rntcrcsts.
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SITTING OF $TEDNESDAY, 15 MARCH 1978
Co n ten ts
l. Approaal of nrinutes
Petitions
3. Urgent debate
Council statement on direct elections to
Parliament:
Agcnda-
Wclconte
Point of order: Mr Patijn
AtIr Andersen, President-in-Office of the
Council ; Sir Geoffrey de Freitas ; lVr
Patijn ; hlr Bertrand, cbairntan of tbePolitical Affairs Contmittee ; lVr
Andersen ; frtr Bertrand; Mr Patijn ; futr
Fe I lennaie r ; M r Ande rs en
5. Draft amending and sup?lernentdry
budget No 2 for 1978 
- 
Oral supltlemei-
tary report drawn up by Mr Shaw on
bebalf of tbe Committee on Budgets :
tVr Andersen, President-in-Olfice of tbe
Council; .fufr Sbaw, rapporteur; Mr Lange,
chairman of tbe Conntittee on Budget:s ;
Lord Bruce of Donington, on behalf of tbe
Socialist Group; l4r Andersett
6. Fixing of ltrices for certain agriculturalproducts 
- 
Report draun ul, b1 tVr
Hugbes on bebalf of the Connittce on
Agriculture (Doc. 579/77) :
rllr Hugbes, rafiltorteur; Mr Caillauet,
draftsntan of the oltinion of tbe Cornmittce
on Budgets ; hlr lVilli Miiller, dralt-rman
of the opinion of the Contnittee on the
Enuironntent, Public Health and
Consumer Protection ; fuIr Gundclacb, Vice-
President of the Comrnission; Mr Burke,
^fu[entber of tbe Contmission; Mr Dalsager,
President-in-Officc of the Council; 'Mr
Hoffnrann, on bchalf of the Socialist
Grotrlt
49
49
49
9. Question Tinte
Anderscn
Qucttion No 45 fu tVr Dondelirtger: lle ui-
l;ion of the Treatie.t of Rone :
Mr Andersen ; Mr l%illi Miillo; tVr
Andersen; fr[rs Ewing; -tVr Andcr-ten ; SirDerek ll/alker-Snith; Mr Andu.tctt ; Mr
aan Aerssen ; llr Ander.sen ; Mr pre-tcoil ;Mr Andersen ; fuIr Dantscaux ; Mr
Ande rsen ; Mr Patijn; Mr Anduscrt
Q.uestion No 47 fu Mr Hanilton (see
Annex)
Qtte-ttion No 48 b1' Mr Houcll : Grcen
pound deualuation:
lVr Ander-sen ; Mr Hou;ell ; llr Andcr.scn ;fuIrs Ewing; tVr Andersen i Mr
L'Estrange ; .fuIr Andcr-rctt
Que-stion No 49 fu Mr Ryctn: Connon
fisherie-r policy :
Questions to the Countil o.f tfu Errroputn
Comntunities :
Questiott No 42 by Mr Riputtottti; Spact
policy :
Mr Andersen, President-in-O.ll'icc o.l' tbc
Council ; lllr Ripanonti ; Mr An,itrscn ;l4r Noi ; fuIr Ander.ren ; Mr Brou,n ; Mr
Andersen
Question No 43 fu .futr Scbl,ns: U.tc ol coal
lor electricity generdtion ;
/Vr Andersen ; Mr Scb1ns ; Mr Andtr:;e n ;
fuIr 1sborn ; lllr Andersen ; Mr Ripanonti ;
A4r Andersen ; fuIr Brorun ; Mr Andcncn
Queylon No 44 by Mr Osborn : IIse o.l'STABEX funds:
A4r Andersett ; hlr Osborn ; Mr Antlcr.sen
Question No 45 b1 fuIr Pisoni: Standards
for skinnted milh ltotatlcr:
fuIr Andersen; fuIr Pisoni; Mr Antlcr.ten;
A4r tVitchell; fuIr Antlcr-tcn ; Mr Rilttt-
monti ; Mr Andersen ; hIr L,Estrangc ; tVr
7l
50
50
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53
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73
75
77
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Nr Andtncn; A4r ll.ltrn; fulr Andcrscn;
rl4r Corric ; l4r Andtrscn ; Mrs Euing; tllr
Andcrtcn
Qrrt:tion No 50 b.y lVr ,\lcDttnald: Alloca-
tion o.f tcltti.sion clttnntl.r:
^foIr Andtrscn ; Nr tVcDonald; JlIr
Andcr.rcn ; A4r uun Acrsstn ; tltr Anderscn
Qtc.ttion No 51 b.y fu|r Bortqucrcl : Statc-
nrcnt.t b.1'tbt Prcsidtnt-in-}.fficc o.f tbe
Cotrncil :
,fulr Andtr.ttn ; Mr Bottqttcrcl ; fu|r
Andtrscn ; Nr I'}ati.jn ; A4r Andcrsen
Qttc.ttront to thc Frtrtigtt llinisttrs
Qttcstiott No 52 b.y Nr Eduurds: Amncstl
Intcrnational:
A4r Andtrscn, I>rcsidcnt-in-Officc of tbe
Fortign fuIinittcrs; fu|r Edwards; fu[r
Andtr.ttn ; ktrd Castlt; tVr Andcrscn ; llr
I'Estrangc: tVr Andtrscn ; Sir Geoffrey de
Frcittts ; fuIr Ando'.vn ; .fu[rs Ewing; hlr
Andcrscn ; fu[r urn Acrt.ttn ; A4r Andersen
Qucstion No 53 b.1, Lord Rcay : Codc of
condttct 
.for Etrropun .firnt.r in Soutb
A.frica :
.l4r Andcrsttt ; Lnrd llca.t' ; l4r Andcrscn ;hlr Patijn ; .filr Andu'scn ; Mr Bersani ;
.fuIr Andcrsct
Qut.ttion No 54 by' llr ll.1'an : Belgrade
Con-fcrenct :
A4r Andcr.tcn ; fuIr lllan ; Mr Andersen ;
fr{r Joltnttort ; A4r Attdcrscn ; fuIr Albers ;
.lVr Andcr.tut
IN THE CHAIR: MR COLOMBO
President
(Ihe sitting was opened at 10,00 a.rn)
President. 
- 
The sitting is open.
l. Approaal of minutes
President. 
- 
The minutes of proceedings of yester-
day's sitting have been distributed.
Are there any comments ?
The minutes of proceedings are approved.
2. Petitions
President. 
- 
I have received from Mrs Herzberg and
nine other signatories a petition on Community
10. Votcs
Sbau, relrort (Doc. 581/77): DraJi
ancnding and supflcntcnta4, btdgct No 2
Jor 1978:
Anrcndncnt aJ'ttr ltaragrrtltb 3 : fu|r Shau,
rd|Port?ur 84
Antcndncnt a.ftcr paragraph 4 8:t.-
Adoftion o.f tbc rc.rolution 84
Jobnston rcpnrt (Doc. t7t/77): Eurofean
.foundatittn to fostcr ltublic support for
Etropcan objcctiue-r and policies :
Adoftion of tbc rcsoltttion 84
11. Fixing of ltrices -for certain agricultural
products (continued):
Point of ordtr: fuIr Baa.r 84
.foIr Friilt, on behal_f of the Christian-
Democratic Group ; .fuIr Baas, on behalf of
thc Libcral and Dentocratic Group ; fulr
Herbert, on bcbal.f of tbe Groult of Euro-
peafi Progressic'c Denrocrals ; Alr Scott-
Hophins, on bebalf of tbc European Conser-
uatiue Groult ; tVr Vitale, on bebalf of the
Contntuni-tt and Allies Group i hlr Alber-
tini; Mr Pisoni; Jllr Cifarelli; Mr
Hunault; fuIr Ebcrbard; A4r tVitcbell; fuLr
Tolntan ; A4r Nlborg; Lord Bruce 
"fDonington; Mr Nyborg; ,fuIr Dewulf ; fuIr
Howell ; fuIrs Krouwcl-Vlant, on bebalf of
the Socialist Groult | fuIr L'Estrange ; Mr E.
Andersen ;tVr Ligio.t ; llr fuIcDonald . . . 84
12. Agenda for ncxt sitting I 15
Anncx 116
support for the educational experiment at the Decroly
French State school.
This petition has been entered under No l/78 in the
register provided for in Rule a8 Q) of the Rules of
Procedure, and referred to the Committee on the
Rules of Procedure and Petitions pursuant to para-
graph 3 of the same Rule.
3. Urgent debate
President, 
- 
I have receved from Mr van Aerssen,
Mr Bertrand, Mr Blumenfeld, Mr Brugha, Mrs
Dunwoody, Mrs Ewing, Mr Johnston, Mr Klepsch, Mr
Mtiller-Hermann, Mr Normanton and Mrs 'V/alz a
motion for a resolution, with request for debate by
urgent procedure pursuant to Rule 14 of the Rules of
Procedure, on the latest attack by Palestinian terrorists
on Israeli citzens (Doc. al78).
79
79
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79
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President
Pursuant to Rule 14 (1), second subparagraph, of the
Rules of Procedure, I shall consult Parliament on the
adoption of urgent procedure for this motion for a
resolution at the beginning of tomorrow's sitting.
4. Cottncil itLttcncnt on tlircct clcctiorts to Parlia-
,ncn t
President. 
- 
The next item is the statement by the
Council of the European Communities on direct elec-
tions to the European Parliament. In accordance with
the Rules of Procedure, the enlarged Bureau has
decided that the debate must not last longer than 20
minutes.
I call Mr Patijn.
Mr Patijn. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, at the momenr
there are fewer Members of Parliament present than
Members of the Council.
Could we not suspend the proceedings until the
Group meetings are finished ? I feel that if the Presi-
dent of the Council comes here, there should be more
than eight of us to listen ro him. I think that the
Group meetings are lasting rather longer than was anti-
cipated and that we should therefore wait a while,
unless Mr Andersen has any objections.
President. 
- 
I should be very pleased to be able to
grant your request, but I do not think there is any
reason to suspend the proceedings unless it is to estab-
lish whether there is a quorum.
I call Mr Andersen.
Mr K.B, Andersen, Prc-ride nt-in-Office tf tbe
Council. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, I have no wish to
intervene in a question of procedure, but I would say
that we are all accustomed to coming to Parliament
when the benches are not exactly overflowing, and as
far as I am concerned I do not take it amiss. I thought
you might like to know that.
I should like to begin by congratulating the President
of Parliament on his re-election to this high office.
rVe here from the Concil and the Commission believe
that the way in which he exercises his duties plays a
major part in giving this Parliament the authority and
dignity to which it is entitled. I therefore congratulate
him on his re-election.
The last time I spoke to you on this subject was ar the
February part-session, when I promised to report
briefly to you today on whar had happened at the
Council meeting on 7 March. At this Council meeting
there was an exchange of views on the date for
holding the direct elections to the European Parlia-
ment. During the Council meeting, as the honourable
Members will undoubtedly know, I had the pleasure
of meeting the President of Parliament, Mr Colombo,
to learn of the Bureau's views on this matter. This
contact was continued later that day immediately after
the Council meeting, since the Council was anxious
to inform Parliament 
- 
through its Prcsiclent and
before the news could come from othcr sourccs 
-about what it had discussed.
At this Council meeting I informed my colleagues of
the resolution on direct clections adopted by this
House on l5 February last. All the ministcrs agrced
that the European Council would be able to issue a
political declaration on the date for the elections. It
was frequently stressed that it was important to choose
a realistic date, i.e. to avoid picking a date in April,
only to find subsequently that this date could not be
met. This would appear to be a sensible requirement,
which takes account of the differences between the
Member States in progress in passing the requisite
legislation. \J7e also agreed at our March meering that,
at its next meeting on 4 April, the Council would
again discuss the matter in preparation for the Euro-
pean Council meeting of 7 and 8 April in Copen-
hagen. As I made quite clear last time, it is the
Council which will takc the formal decision on a date
for the elections after a debate in Parliament. This
debate will be held once the Convention of 20
September 1975 has come into force, in other words
once all Member States have informed us of the ratifi-
cation of this Convention. I am hopeful that, at its
meeting in April, the Council will be able to reach a
policy decision on the election date, and it goes
without saying that I shall keep Parliament constanrly
informed of any developments in this important ques-
tion at the Council meering on 4 April and at the
European Council in Copenhagen.
(Altltlause)
President. 
- 
Mr President, I should like to thank
you for your kind words.
I call Sir Geoffrey de Freitas.
Sir Geoffrey de Freitas. 
- 
Mr President, I have no
right whatsoever to speak for the Assembly. But I am
sure that my colleagues who were here 
- 
all fourteen
of us 
- 
when the President of the Commission rose
to speak very much regretted that not many others of
our colleagues were here. I am grateful to the Presi-
dent for keeping his undertaking and making a state-
ment, and I hope we shall have a debate in April or
May when the European Council has finally made its
decision. Because I know from what the President-in-
Office has said that that decision will be conrmuni-
cated to us, and it will then be for us to commenr on
it and to discuss it in depth.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Patijn.
Mr Patijn. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I was interested to
hear what Mr Andersen said about the meeting of the
Council on 7 March. However, he failed to refer to
one thing which everyone has had a chance to read
about in the press. Mr Andersen is making out that
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nothing happened at the meeting and that the talk
was exclusively of 'realistic dates'. \(iell of course, we
must have realistic dates, but I should like to ask Mr
Andcrscn whcther it is true that two dates were in fact
discusscd, nanrely 17 to 20 May 1979 and/or 7 to l0
Junc 1979. lf Mr Ar.rderscn takes these to be 'realistic
dates', thcn he has nry wholchearted support, because
thesc wcrc precisely the dates that I as rapporteur had
in mind. I should therefore like to know whether
thesc two dates, and thesc two only, are the ones
undcr discussion.
The second point is : where do we go from here ? This
is somcthing I should like to hear about. The Council
of Ministcrs will bc meeting on 4 April. They will be
followed on 8 April by the European Council, which
will have the task of fixing a provisional date 
- 
but
without taking a formal decision on whether one of
the two dates I have mentioned will be the date of the
direct elections. We dealt at length last month with
the consequences of this, and I should like to draw
your attention here to the observations made by Mr
Bertrand on the kind of decision reached by the Euro-
pean Council in Copenhagen. Because the Member
States will not all have ratified the Convention by
April, the Copenhagcn decision can be nothing more
than a 'gentlemen's agreement' on a new date. Only at
some later stage 
- 
once all the Member States have
completed the ratification procedure 
- 
will Parlia-
ment be consulted on the formal Council proposal. I
should like to know whether this is indeed the plan,
because we must know how we are to organize our
business.
One final question : lWhen you speak of a 'realistic
date', taking account of national legislation, may I
assume that at its meeting on 7 March, the Council
assumed that, taking into consideration progress to
date in passing the national legislation, all the
Member States now regard the dates in May or June
1979 as realistic dates for direct elections i I should
apprcciate an explicit answer from Mr Andersen on
this point.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bertrand.
Mr Bertrand, chairnratt ol thc Political AfJ'airs
Contntittct 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I should like to
thank Mr Andersen for keeping his word to us by
informing us of the latest developments within the
Council on the preparations for direct elections. I am
grateful to him for this, but I am less than pleased
about the Council's going round and round in circles
again.
The Council met on 7 March to hold an exchange of
views. Like Mr Patijn, I should like to know whether
the views exchanged concerned the two dates and
whether any Membcr States have lodged their ratifica-
tion documcnts. How many Member States have
already lodged their acts of ratification officially with
the Council secretariat ? The Council has decidcd to
discuss this subject once again in April to cnablc it to
pass its advice on directly to thc Europcarr Courrcil
without involving Parlian.rcnt in thc process, wl.ricl.r
means that Parlianrcnt will havc no chance of
bringing its influcnce to bcar or.r thc Europcarr
Council. In thcse circunrstanccs, wc are duty bound to
protest in vicw of the policy thc Europcan Council
may decide to adopt on 7 and 8 April. If I havc undcr-
stood you correctly, Mr Anderserr, you said quitc
clearly that the European Council wotrld do no nlorc
than adopt very general policy guidclincs on 7 and ti
April. On behalf of the groups whosc intcrcsts I havc
been authorized to represent hcre today, I would say
that we insist that 7 and 8 April should scc thc fixing
of a definitive and binding date for dircct elcctior.rs.
Our experiences over the last few months in various
other fields have sadly led us to concludc that ccrtairr
decisions of principle taken by the Europcar.r Council
simply get torn apart by the experts and called into
question by the Council, with tl're rcsult that we finish
up with no definitive decisions at all. Lct nre take as a
case in point the European Foundatiorr, which was
agreed on in principle by the Etrropearr Council, but
whose future has now once again bccrr cast into doubt
thanks to the efforts of the experts who have drean.rt
up all manner of problems to prevcl.rt the Council
from taking a decision. I anr afraid of thc same thing
happening on direct elections, and I could citc othcr
cases.
I therefore hope that the Europear.r Council will 
- 
at
its meeting on 7 ancl 8 April 
- 
set a date which is
binding on the Council, so that at its first nrccting
after the European Council, the Council can put
forward a formal proposal which Parliament can thcn
consider and offer its advice on, so tl.rat the final deci-
sion can be taken immediately aftcr-wards.
But this whole business lies under tlre threat of the
sword of Damocles. \What I n.rcan by this is that a deci-
sion can only be taken once the nine Member States
have lodged their acts of ratification. Until that
happens, Parliament cannot officially be asked for its
advice. This seems to me to be one of tlre nrajor
hazards threatening the Europcan Council's basic dcci-
sion. Of course, the Council can clainr after the event
that it is very sorry but one or two Mcmber States
have still not lodged thcir acts of ratification, so that
the Council has no legal grounds for taking a forrnal
decision and consulting Parlianrent. So I would appeal
to the President-in-Office of the Council to use his
position to urge the Member States to lodge their acts
of ratification. If the nine national parlianrcnts havc in
fact ratified the Convention and there are no basic
difficulties left in the way, I 
- 
along with Mr Patijn
- 
wonder why it should not be possible to fix May or
)une 1979 as the date for direct electior.rs. We must
therefore press for the acts of ratification to be lodgcd
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with the Council Secretariat forthwith, so that a defini-
tive decision can be taken.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Andersen.
Mr K.B. Andersen, President-in-Office ol the
Council. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, one good feature of
the Danish Parliament is that we speak our minds. I
should like to say that I do not understand one single
word of this debate. Not because of language
problems 
- 
the interpreting is very good 
- 
but
because I fail to understand a single one of tEe
speeches which have been made. Let me tell you why.
First of all I was asked by Mr Patijn whether it was
true that we had discussed particular dates reported in
the press. I did not mention any dates to the press. I
did not think it right to mention any dates to the
press before the meeting ofthe European Council 
-this would have been improper, and I did not do such
a thing. Some dates may have been mentioned to the
press, but it was not I who did so, and I cannot do so
today. However, Coreper has naturally been doing the
preparatory work we asked it to do with a view to
establishing when these elections can be held, and the
dates proposed to the European Council are thus
realistic dates which will not subsequently have to be
dropped for some reason or other.
Mr Patijn asked whether, when I said that we would
choose realistic dates, this meant that I could name
these dates. Realistic dates mean dates which can be
adhered to, so that we do not again have to change
them and dash the hopes of the peoples of the nine
Member States. The date we choose will be adhered to
- 
that is what we mean by realistic.
Mr Patijn also asked what exactly would be happening
on 4 April and 7-8 April. Mr Bertrand went further
and asked whether we would be deciding on a date on
7-8 April and how Parliament would be informed of
this. I have been asked this before by Mr Bertrand,
and I would draw your attention to my reply to him
on Col. 382 of the Report of Proceedings of last
month's part-session, where I said :
I have stressed quite emphatically that obviously no final,
official decisron can be taken by the Council until rhe
Act has been ratified by all Member States. Thrs also
means that the relevant procedure cannot formally take
place in this Parliament before the Act is ratifred. This rs
quite clear.
That was the reply I gave last month, and I willingly
repeat it here today, and I shall willingly repeat it
when I am here again in April. That is how things
stand.
The European Council cannot take any decision, and
it is extremely important to emphasize this. If there
are decisions to be taken on Community matters, and
for which other institutions are competent 
- 
in this
case the Council after consulting Parliament 
- 
the
European Council can only reach what I have called
policy guideline decisions. Parliament should not, in
its eagerness to promote the direct elections, which we
all want to see, call upon the European Council to do
something which its underlying principles and prac-
tice do not allow it to do. It cannot take decisions, it
cannot 
- 
and will not 
- 
usurp the powers of the
Council of Ministers. It should not be asked to do
this. rUTe must on no account be asked to comc to the
European Parliament before the Convention is ratifred
in all the Member States and to short-circuit the
natronal parliaments. This would certainly not be
right. I therefore fail to understand your impatience, if
I may put it that way.
'We are pressing ahead as fast as we can. We are
adhering strictly to the procedure approved by Parha-
ment, and as I have just said, I fail to understand what
the aim is unless it is to make us deviate from the
procedure we have to follow. However, as long as I am
President-in-Office of the Council, I shall make a
point of observing proper relations with Parliaments,
with my colleagues in the Councils, wrth the Commis-
sion and with the European Council, and the proce-
dure must therefore remain thc one I described last
time I was here, as I described this morning, as I have
now described for the third time, and as I shall gladly
describe again in April if your President will allow
me.
(Applausc)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bertrand.
Mr Bertrand. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, the nine
Member States have all passed the ratification legisla-
tion, thereby completing the procedure. What I
should like to know now is how many Member States
have officially lodged their acts of ratification witl.r the
Council Secretariat. That is what really matters. The
process of ratification has been completed in all the
Member States, and so there is nothing whatever to
prevent the acts from being lodged with the Council
and a decision being taken.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Patijn.
Mr Patijn. 
- 
(NL) May I add one more comment,
Mr President ? Mr Andersen speaks of realistic datcs
but won't quote any. Clearly the press must have got
wind of the dates from some other source, because
they certainly did not get them from Mr Andersen. So
only one date has been fixed, and that is May or Junc
of this year. If this date has now been abandoned, and
if the elections have been postponed to 1979, I should
like at least to be told. Is the Council still considering
a date in 1978 ? lf so, we must surely be told, so that
we know where we are and can arrange our tin-retable
accordingly. If Mr Andersen is ur.rable to give a date,
can be not at least tell us in what year the direct elec-
tions will be held ?
President. 
- 
I call Mr Fellerntaier.
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Mr Fellermaier. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I have decided
to intervene in this debate because Mr Bertrand has
twice appealed to the President-in-Office of the
Council and thus given the impression that the Presi-
dent-in-Office was to blame for the fact that no
progress was being made in some Member States on
the question of ratification. !7hat we should be
concerned with though is not addressing appeals to
the President-in-Office of the Council to bring his
influence to bear, but rather seeing to it that the
Members of Parliament delegated to this House exert
pressure on their own governments back home to get
the ratification documents lodged with the Council.
Our job is to seek a dialogue with our own national
governments should there be any delay in lodging the
act with the Council after ratification.
The President-in-Office of the Council has extensive
powers, but in reality these powers are limited by his
being ltrintrs inttr paret in the Council of Ministers,
and the political pressure should be exerted by the
legislative bodies in our nine Member States. I felt I
had to make this point after Mr Bertrand had twice
implied that an appeal to the President-in-Office of
the Council was all that was needed.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Andersen.
Mr Andersen, Prcsrdtnt-in-O.f.ficc ol tbc Council. 
-(DK) Mr President, it is not true that the procedure
has been completed in all the Member States. Five
countries have ratified the Convention. As Mr Feller-
maier said, I hope you will use some of the energy
you expend upon the Council on ensuring that the
procedure is completed in those national parliaments
where this is not already the case, so that we can then
move on.
Mr Patiin asked whether it would be 1978 or 1979.
The answer is simple. No matter how many times you
ask today you will not get me to act improperly
towards the Council or the European Council. As
regards a personal guess, I would point out that Mr
Patijn has already asked me this in Parliament, and I
would draw your attention to my reply then : My
personal guess is the spring of 1979. You can read this
reply to Mr Patijn in Col. 378 of last month's Report
of Proceedings. I shall gladly repeat it in April.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
5. Dra.ft amending ttnd supplcmentetry
budget No 2 Jor 1978
President. 
- 
The next item is the oral supplemen-
tary report, drawn up by Mr Shaw on behalf of the
Committee on Budgets, on
draft amending and supplementary budget No 2 of the
European Communities for the financial year 1978,
drawn up by the Council.
I call Mr Andersen.
budget. As you know, I was unfortunately una
present at the debate on Monday.
As Members are aware, the President of the il
Mr K. B. Andersen, President-in-Office
Council. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, I am grateful
opportunity you have given me today to say
words on this draft amending and supplem
generally has the somewhat depressing task,
presenting the draft budget to the European
ment, of trying to explain 
- 
some of you
ably say 'explain away' 
- 
the difference
draft and the provisional proposals submitted
Commission.
Today I am in the very fortunate position of
able to tell you that, in any case as far as thi
budget is concerned, the Council has approved
ally all the Commission's proposals, apart fr
couple of minor points which are little
formalities.
thanking Parliament, and in particular the
of the Committee on Budgets, Mr Lange,
rapporteur, Mr Shaw, for the friendly recepti
Mr Shaw, rap|orteur. 
- 
Mr President, we
course, as you recall, have a discussion on thi
this morning and for the opportunity to
words to him. I am glad that his first inc
budgetary affairs has come about on an
when, in the end, we are all agreed. I think
very happy augury at the start of what can
be a rather stormy passage.
As I said, there were only fwo points on
wanted to consult the Commission on
there was the nature of the 84 posts that'
created to deal with the work on the steel
sectors. Second, there was the wording of a
agreed to the insertion of two new paragraph
and No 4a, into the original text of the motr
resolution. I think that the text will be
quite self-explanatory.
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I also understand 
- 
and I hope that this in
is correct 
- 
that in the debate to date no q ons
have been put to, or special comments from
the Council, and I can therefore limit myself yto
draft budget has received in this House. I ed to
speak simply to express my thanks.
(Apltlause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Shaw.
lrman
the
this
did of
matter
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being
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on Monday. There were two points on which I ished
laterto take counscl with the Committee on
that evening, and as a result of that we have t h"ppy
budge-opportunity of being able to welcome to our
tary debates the President-in-Office of the ncil,
Mr Andersen. '1tr7e are grateful to him for bei g here
a few
lsa
mes
graph relating to the financial contribution milk
producers. The Committee on Budgets and it
No 3a
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On the first text, relating to the employment of this
additional staff, I would remind the House that we
hope the difficulties that are at present worrying the
steel and textile industries will be of a temporary
nature. If that is the case, we hope the need for the
additional staff will irself be temporary. Arising from
that, the Committee on Budgets hopes very much that
temporary staff can be used wherever possible. So the
purpose of the alteration has been quite simply to
show that we are concerned that the temporary nature
of the problem as we see it is reflected in the use,
wherever possible, of temporary staff. That appears in
the motion for a resolution. Secondly, we would like
to show that we shall be concerned to watch the
progress of the appointment of this staff, to see iusthow possible it is to ger temporary staff. Ve have
therefore asked in this proposal that the Commission
keep us informed by reviewing the situation later in
the year 
- 
in June 
- 
and I hope that, with the
mutual goodwill that we always seek with the Commis-
sion, they will assist us in that review by giving us
information later in the year.
Finally, I would say on this point that if the figure
they give in their own proposal of l3 temporary posts
out of 84 in fact exceeded, by having more than 13
temporary staff, we should be very gratified indeed.
'We want to encourage the Commission to use as
many temporary staff as possible.
As regars the financial contribution of milk producers,
the anrendment to the motion for a resolution in the
form of a new paragraph 4a is also before the House. I
do not think that colleagues will have any particular
difficulty with this text, which promises that the pres-
entation of the budget insofar as the co-responsibility
levy is concerned will be looked at again when we
exanrine the draft budget for 1979. rWe have done
what we can to bring clarity now, and we will look at
it again under the efficient guidance of the next
rapporteur, Mr Bangemann, in 1979.
rWith those few words, Mr President, I would like to
comnrend the document and the motion for a resolu-
tion with the two amendments, for approval by the
House.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Lange.
Mr Lange, cbairntrttt o.f tbc Conntittcc ott Budgcts.
- 
(D) Mr President, I do not wish to add anything to
what Mr Shaw has said on the supplementary budget.
I should only like to make a plea to the Council.
'!7e have noted with satisfaction the Council's recogni-
tion of the fact that this Parliament has waived its
right to the periods permitted to it by the terms of the
Treaty and has dealt with the amending and supple-
mentary budget in such a way that its provisions can
be implemented promptly. However, Mr President of
the Council, the Council really must think hard about
allowing this state of affairs to arise again in connec-
tion with other critical questions. \fle do not believe
that this should be allowed to happen again, and we
think that, when the Council sees a specific need for
decisions to be taken towards the end of the year, it
should try to include these decisions, with their budge-
tary consequences, directly in the budgetary proce-
dure, so that in the future we can avoid such unsatis-
factory procedures as those we now have to accept, as
well as an 
- 
in my view 
- 
quite superfluous supple-
mentary budget.
I therefore urge the Council most emphatically to
adapt its procedures somewhat to the budgetary proce-
dure and to live up to its own standards, for the
Council has told us often enough, as have individual
members of the Council at conciliation meetings, that
it is as reluctant to have supplementary budgets as
Parliament is. !7e should therefore very much like to
see the Council making some progress in this respect,
since it will not be long before we have to start
dealing with the budgetary procedure for 1979.
President. 
- 
I call Lord Bruce to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
Lord Bruce of Donington. 
- 
Mr President, once
again, the clarity with which Mr Shaw, the rapporteur,
has presented these two further items makes it unnec-
essary for me to add anything. My group will support
the steps that he has taken.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Andersen.
Mr. K. B. Andersen, President-in-O.ffbcc o.f tbe
Council. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, I shall not enter into
the details of the Parliamentary debate at this time,
but I should like to say that I am fully conscious of
the problem raised by Mr Lange and completely
understand his request to the Council. I can state cate-
gorically that we shall do our utrncst, in cooperation
with the Commission, to avoid situations of this kind
and such as Mr Lange warned us against. However, I
believe that you all understand that we can give no
absolute promises, for situations can arise, such as the
crises in the steel and textile industries, which do not
allow us to wait until a new budget, and where the
only possibility is a supplementary budget. As
Members are aware the reason this time was not so
much that we needed the .money, for we could have
avoided a supplementary budget if the only question
had been one of finance, and the Commission
deserves praise for ensuring that this problem could
be solved without a request for funds. However, purely
formal considerations made it n€cessary for us to have
these items included in the budget framework and
this is why we landed in this situation. Nevertheless,
as I said, I can inform Mr Lange and Parliament that I
agree with the points he made. \We shall do our best
to ensure that we do not get into this situation again.
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President, 
- 
I note that there are no more requests
to speak.
The vote on the motion for a resolution contained in
Doc. 565177, together with the amendments which
have been tabled, will take place during voting time at
4.30 p.m. today.
The debate is closed.
6. Fixing o.f ltrices for certain agricultural products
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
579177), drawn up by Mr Hughes on behalf of the
Committee on Agriculture, on the
proposals from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council on the fixing of prices for
certain agricultural products and on certain related
measures for the 1978 -1979 marketing yeat.
I would point out that, with regard to the organization
of the debate, the speeches by the rapporteur and the
draftsmen of opinions will be followed by an initial
statement by the Commission. It has been decided
that these speeches must not take longer than one and
a half hours from the moment the general debate
begins.
I call Mr Hughes.
Mr Hughes, rdl)porteur. 
- 
Mr President, opening
this debate on what is clearly the largest sector of this
Community's budget, the expenditure on a very diffi-
cult area in the whole of the Community's activities,
we start from a clear problem : incomes in agricultural
activity are getting further and further apart. The
growth in the disparity between one part of the
Community and another, between one sort of farming
and another, is acceleratinS i the prosperous farmers
appear to be getting more prosperous, while the less
prosperous farmers in other parts of the Community
are getting relatively less prosperous. The objectives of
Article 39 of the Treaty of Rome 
- 
increasing agricul-
tural productivity, ensuring fair standards of living for
the agricultural community, stabilizing markets,
ensuring availability of supplies and that those
supplies reach consumers at reasonable prices 
- 
are
getting harder and harder to realize. It is against that
background that one must try to judge the Commis-
sion's proposals and the report I have the honour to
present on behalf of the Committee on Agriculture.
I think I must make it clear at this stage that in the
debate in that committee, and in the final vote, I was
not able to vote in favour of the report that is in my
name. Amendments were made in the committee
with which I so fundamentally disagreed that in the
end I could no longer vote in favour of the report that
carries my name.
nity ; the necessity to try to contribute to the fight
In determining where to set the level of agric
prices, in addition to the specific problems
agrarian sector, a number of external factors
be taken into account: the necessity to contri
the fight against inflation throughout the
against the unacceptable Ievels of uncmplo
throughout the Community ; the desirability of
Beyond this technical difficulty facing
countries, there was also the problem
products 
- 
and in particular for the
ral
the
to
eto
mu-
t
taining and even strenthening the stability
Community, and of limiting monetary dive
f the
within the Community. It is in these areas thatl some
of the proposals to come from the Committec orrl Agri-
culture became less and less acceptable. The Cofnmis-
sion originally proposed an increase of 2 %l with
various deviations from that norm for certain prbducts
- 
oil seeds, 4 o/o, pigmeat I o/r,, and so forth, ujltn in
other cases, proposals that were significantly I lower
than the suggested 2o/o.That this set of propos{ls was
clearly not in line with the figure arrived at fy the
so-called objective method was accepted the
Commission. But in the Committee on Agri{ulture
and in the representations that were receive{ from
COPA it was made clear that the interests bf the
farmers, demanding at least 4'2o/o, frequenily l4'7 0/o
and in the end 5 70, were to have parmountcy.-pithin
the various Member States of the Communilty the
paradox arose that it was precisely in thosc cof.rntrics
where there was no possibility of using adjustmpnts in
green currencies to assist the income of far
the discrepancies in farmers' incomes
aln-
that
most
many
t uPon
severe. In the Benelux countries and in G{rmany
during 1977 it is quite clear 
- 
and the latest liulletin
of the Statistical Office bears this out 
- 
thdt farm
incomes have tended to declinc, whereas in cduntries
such as Britain, Ireland and Denmark, where thf possi-
bilities of green-rate adjustments existed arf d still
exist, the increase in farm incomes has most
noted. Therefore an overall price increase of pu/o or
5 0/o can do little to offset the difficulties facfng the
hard-currency countries within the snake.l Their
farmers will still be relatively disadvan AS
compared with the farmers in other countrie{ of the
Community, even if they get .5 0/o rather thln 2o/o.
which two-fifths of all our expenditure on agricultural
support is spent, to wit, milk 
- 
the level of sfrrpluses
is growing at an alarnring rate and that the grlowth in
this surplus seems to lrc scarcely capable {f Ueing
controlled by even the most prudent of price policies.
Because the evidence is increasingly prescnt {hat it is
the increased yield per lactation of the coui that is
causing the increase in thc quantity of milklcoming
on to the Community market. Although thelnumber
of cows in the Community is tending to go , the
amount of milk being produced is consisten{y going
up. At the same time, the consumer d to take
away and utilize this product is at best stati{, and in
many cases declining. As a result of raphic
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changes, a decline in the birth rate and the high speci-
ficity of milk-drinking among the youngest in the
Community, the under-fives, of whom we have very
few compared with say, ten or fifteen years ago, there
are now fewer mouths prepared to drink milk, and yet
we are producing more and more of it. It is against
this pattern of surplus in the dairy sector that one
must ask: how can you achieve an average increase of
5 o/o without giving a significant increase in the dairy
sector 
- 
which takes up two-fifths of the support
price in any case 
- 
without yet further exacerbating
the problem of surplus ?
In aother field, sugar, one has a somewhat similar posi-
tion. A few years ago, when the world sugar market
was in deficit, the Community decided to increase
considerably the price given to beet sugar producers
in order to increase its self-sufficiency. Noteworthily,
it did achieve that. The position however now is that
on top of some 9 million tonnes of consumption,
there is gross production, plus Lom6-guaranteed
imports, of the order of 12 million tonnes. This
coming year the Community will be in surplus on
sugar to the tune of some 3 million tonnes How can
it get rid of that surplus ? In the same way, how can it
get rid of the surplus in the dairy sector ? On sugar,
the problem of our international obligations and the
existence of the International Sugar Agreement,
makes it very difficult to see how, within our obliga-
tions, we can off-load this sugar surplus on to the
world market. If we sell it at world price with massive
Community subsidies 
- 
that is, restitutions ro bring
it down to that price from the guaranteed internal
intervention level 
- 
then we can only further depress
the world price itself and the incomes of the
producers in some of the poorest parts of the world.
In the case of milk products, the selling of butter to
Russia 
- 
I need scarcely remind this House 
- 
at
prices of a third or so of the price being asked of the
internal Community consumer is something which is
politically very difficult to defend.
Therefore if you continue along the path of crating
ever-greater surpluses, you run into both a political
unwillingness to finance those surpluses, and an
economic inability to get rid of them. It was with
these considerations in mind, I am sure, that the
Commission embarked on its cautious price policy,
recognizrng that, of itself, a cautious price policy was
not a s,rfficient and total instrument, but that it was
the firsL and essential step towards bringing produc-
tion, supply and demand for agricultural products into
balance. There are sectors of Community agricultural
production where we are in permanent deficit. This is
notably so in the case of protein oils, and here the
Community and the Com'nission have taken impor-
tant steps to try to rectifiy this deficit. It is here that
there is the opportunity to switch from beet-sugar
production to production of protein oils, which would
satisfy the need for farmers to maintain their incomes
fronr that sort of land up to a point. Here one must
however recognize the technical impossibility of easy
switching from beet sugar into many of thesc other
products. It is not easy for the indvidual farmer to do
it, because of the limitations of his land, water supply,
and so forth. It is not an easy switch that is berng
asked for, it will take some time to make tl.re transi-
tion. Vithin that area of proble ms one saw the
Commission proposing a decrease in B quota sugar
from 35 o/o to 20 o/0, and by saying nothing about it in
the report, I take it that the Committe on Agriculture
implicitly accepts that reduction in the B quora sugar.
There is an amendment which puts back in explicitly
what, by saying nothing at all abour sugar, was
implied implicitly.
For many consumers in the Community, the great
achievement of the common agricultural policy 
-and this may sound paradoxical, particularly to nty
own country has been the stability of prices
for the consumer. In most of continental Europe over.
the last l0 or 12 years, the consumer price for foocl-
stuffs has been marvellously stable. They have been
able to achieve a stability of price, although thar is not
what one would normally read in the British press.
For the British comrng up to that high stablc level has
caused a major trauma. But for much of the rest of the
Community one of the great achievements of the
common agricultural policy has been a level of stable
prices which we would be very foolish, from the
narrow British point of view, to underestimate. Thrs
gives to many of the consumers in the Community a
sense of security as to their future expenditure. But
that does not mean that they are totally indifferent to
unnecessary increases in those prices. They do not see,
even those who have en joyed this relative pricr.
stability, any reason why there should be an increase
in consumer prices for products in which there is a
major and growing surplus. Even tl.rose who have bene-
fited from that stability find it difficult to accept thc
need to increase the price of those products wherc
there is this major surplus.
In external relations there is clearly a division,
reflected in the Committee on Agriculture and
reflected in this House, between those wl.ro see the
need for a much closer level of protectionisn-r, and
those who feel that, in rtself, protcctionism is no solu-
tion to the long-tern.r problems facing the European
farmer and consumer. The protcctionist argunrent is
most noted in the Mediterranean region and in the
case of Meditc.rranean prodtrcts, arrd I strspect it is not
unassociated with the possibility of the accession of
Spain, Greece and Portugal to the Comn.runity. The
objective method of looking ar how, and by l.row
much, to improve farmers' incomes, assumes no
change in the level of protectionism. It assuntcs that
you are not artificially raising the market price by
tariff barriers and so forth. Vhereas, if one expands
and extends the degree of protectionism, then thc gap
between rntervention price and ntarkct pnce is lrable
to increase, and farmers who get thcrr return, rrot fron-r
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intervention but from market prices, will benefit very
considerably, it is thought, by a greater degree of
protection. I think, as a trading Community in which
our ability to buy agricultural producrs from third
countries is essential to enable them to afford our
industrial exports, protectionism in agricultural
products is not a road we should follow without a
great deal of careful consideration. I would be reluc-
tant to see any extension of the degree of protec-
tionism already enjoyed for many products within the
Community.
I should like to divide my 30 minutes to answer many
of the points that will be raised during the rest of the
debate. I will conclude now by saying that I cannot
recommend the major element of this report. I recom-
mend more warmly the explanatory statement. I
cannot accept the major recommendation of a price
increase of the order of 5o/0. I did not vote for that in
the Committee on Agriculture. I believe it to be notor-
iously against the interests of the farmers themselves
as well as those of the consumer. An unfocused
increase of 5 o/o across the board will not solve the
problem of the small family farmer whose income
level, compared with incomes available in the indus-
trial sector, has declined and is declining. It will not
solve the problems facing, in particular, Belgium, the
Netherlands, Luxembourg, and Germany. The 5 % of
itself will not alter the relative prosperiry of French
agriculture against the prosperity of Germany or the
United Kingdom. It will not achieve those ends; the
budgetary cost, on the unlikely assumption that 5 7o
will neither decrease consumption nor increase
supply, when it in all probabiliry will do both, is at
least 500 million units of account, and may well rise
to over 800 or 900 million. I therefore do not believe
it will serve either the farmers' interest, or the
consumers' intersts. But most seriously of all, if this
Parliament is seen to be little more than the mouth-
piece of the farmers organizations, it will bring this
Parliament itself into disrepute.
(Applause)
(IN THE CHAIR: MR SCOTT.HOPKINS)
Vice-President
President. 
- 
I call Mr Caillavet to present the
opinion of the Committee on Budgets.
Mr Caillavet, draftsman of an opinion. 
- 
(F) Mr
President, ladies and gentlemen, I find myself in the
same boat as Mr Hughes but for different reasons.
'Whereas the rapporteur 
- 
contrary to the opinion of
his committee 
- 
proposed a lower rate of increase for
certain farm prices, I in the Committee on Budgets 
-and for the opposite reasons 
- 
proposed an increase
which my committee refused to accept.
\7e shall be debating this matter again in a few weeks
during the April part-session, and shall then be
as possible on the subject matter of this
would refer you to the written opinion, which gi
accurate account of the political and technical
tions formulated by the Committee on Bu
Despite my own opinion, the Committee on ts
accepts the Commission's proposals. On the w e, it
feels able to support the Commission's proposa f.or a
2 o/o price increase. As rapporteur I ori
requested an increase of 4'2 o/o for reason of
inally
and consistency. Prior to this the Commissio
been persuaded, on the strength of certain eco
arity
had
lc
indicators, to accept farm price inceases of 3 r
Using the same indicators and applying them
pean agriculture I arrived at an increase of 4'
therefore proposed to the Committee on Budge that
it should apply this objective method and upon
commenting on a number of points in an opi
the milk sector, the beef market, cereals and
starch.
I shall now comment as straightforwardly and
Parliament to support an average overall inc
4'2o/o in farm prices.
400 million units of account. Besides, I beli
Europe should preserve its independence in
ture in order to shield itself against the b
world politics. I also pointed out to my coller
the Committee on Budgets that my proposa
4'2 o/o rise in farm target prices would not in
much of a burden to the Community. Fut
this increase represented only 0'3 0/o of the
negligible change on the Guarantee Section
EAGGF.
finally, because this debate also has political o
the continuation of the co-responsibility levy
and levies on isoglucose.
The Committee on Budgets has accepted all
related measures. It believes that they will
lead to the rationalization of agricultural m
on
tato
rrly
.I
an
7 o/o.
Euro-
oh. I
of
I particularly favoured this method because,
applied, it was capable of producing results ich I
found to be more logical, as its cost did not xceed
that
icul-
ets of
on
for a
tbe
DP, A
the
Despite this, I failed to get the Committee to to
my proposal. The Committee on Budgets call uPon
for athe House to accept the Commission
2 o/o increase.
I am therefore in the same anomalous positi
Hughes. He proposed 2 o/o and has to
while I proposed 4.2o/o and have to be
2o/o. But we can console ourselves, at least, by
our disappointment.
I now turn to the related measures proposed by the
' brief.Commission, and here again I shall be ve
These are the reduction of the quotas to h the
sugar price guarantee will apply, the extensi of the
calving premium, aid to processed feedi , and
as Mr
5 o/o,
: with
rtones,
milk,
these
tually
ets and
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make agricultural produce more profitable. But it has
asked me to comment on the co-responsibility levy,
which poses a major budgetary problem. As far as
budgetary democracy is concerned, there is no doubt
that if we want to adhere to the rules of dialogue and
conciliation, the Committee on Budgets must make a
number of observations.
It is true that last year we voted rather hastily and
simply gave an opinion on the application of the
co-responsibility levy on milk. The policy pursued at
present is that the Council sets the amount of this
levy and then decides in consultation with the Euro-
pean professional organizations how it is to be used.
IUTe find that the Council has great difficulty in
achieving an effective balance. Hence the amend-
ments and the successive attempts to achieve a
perfectly balanced budget. The Committee on
Budgets regrets that it is unable to supervise the deci-
sions of the Executive. Democracy in Europe is unat-
tainable if Parliament is deprived of its right of super-
vision by technicalities.
I made a number of proposals to the Committee on
Budgets. I first asked that it should refuse to discuss
the co-responsibility levy until it has been 'budge-
tized', as it is clear that once this has been done we
shall normally be able to deal with it. The Committee
on Budgets did not adopt this proposal.
I presented a further proposal to the effect that the
levy should not be applied until we knew the opinion
of the newly created Court of Auditors. Here again my
colleagues 
- 
no doubt wisely 
- 
were unwilling to
adopt the proposal, and I bowed to the views of the
majority.
The Committee on Budgets says that while it accepts
the levy on 1980, it hopes that it will be presented
within the context of the budget to enable us to exer-
cise budgetary control, without which the Commis-
sion can do as it pleases while we carry the responsi-
bility. Therefore, the Committee on Budgets hopes 
-or rather demands 
- 
that the Commission and
Council should declare their willingness to include
the tax in next year's budget so that the tax may be
debated, and then approved or rejected by Parliament,
thus ensuring that the democratic rules are respected.
This brings me to my third point, namely the agri-
monetary measures.
I am required to deal only with the budgetary aspects
of this matter, as a special rapporteur is due to speak
later. \U7e have found that monetary compensatory
amounts have some bearing on levies and that they
therefore indirectly affect the budget. The Commis-
sion has proposed to us that monetary compensatory
amounts should be phased out over seven years by
one-seventh each year.
My committee found this proposal unrealistic and
thought that greater account should be taken of
economic developments which could arise at any
time. It therefore proposes that this period of seven
years should be cut to three or five years, but it does
not want a formal plan to be applied as this would be
too inflexible, and the committee feels that the situa-
tion should be re-assessed yearly.
The Committee on Budgets has found that it
constantly has to deal with supplementary budgets
and that these are increasing in size, a trend which it
considers very unfortunate. Now the Council and
Commission are submitting a series of 'packages' to us
in which they propose to undertake definite commit-
ments on new policies. During the April part-session
I shall, as rapporteur, be commenting on the new
Commission proposals, which relate mainly to milk,
beef and cereals.
The Committee on Budgets is surprised at this policy
and objects to it because it prevents the committee
from considering the Community's agricultural policy
as a whole. '\tr7e are debating the matter in several
phases, whereas we should be taking an overall view of
the situation. W'e are called upon today to approve a
supplementary budget on agriculture, and this poses a
threat, directly and indirectly, to the single character
of the budget. I am entitled to ask the Commission
and Council how they hope to implement two 
- 
and
if they are not careful 
- 
three successive budgets. \Ufe
must, therefore, try to use our imagination, and the
Committee on Budgets requests the Council and the
Commission to think about this problem.
I should now like to state the conclusions reached by
the Committee on Budgets.
The Committee on Budgets requests the committee
responsible to take account in its motion for a resolu-
tion of the following conclusions:
a) the price increase should be limited to 2 o/o as
proposed by the Commission, on the understanding
that there should be no price increases for surplus
products ;
b) the Commission's proposals concerning agri-mone-
tary and related measures are to be welcomed since
they should lead to improvements in the common
market organizations.
The Committee on Budgets further requests the
committee responsible to include the following provi-
sions in its motion for a resolution :
a) the Commission is invited to propose, in the 1979
budget, a system of budgetizing revenue and expendi-
ture connected with the co-responsibility levy on milk
which fully guarantees the budgetary rights of the
European Parliament, which, I stress, must never
under any circumstances become a mere rubber-
stamp Parliament ;
b) the Commission is also irrvited to submit proposals
capable of solving in future the problems connected
with agricultural supplementary budgets ;
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c) Parliament reserves the right to initiate the concilia-
tion procedure should the Council intend to deviate
from its opinion.
I should like to wind up these brief commenrs by
drawing attention to this last paragraph. This has a
nullifying effect because, as we can opt to engage in
the conciliation procedure with the Council, we can
insist that we are not required to decide hastily and
without a proper dialogue. The conciliation procedure
is undeniably the most attractive solution from the
democratic standpoint. Now that it has completed its
examination the Committee on Budgets calls upon
Parliament to approve the proposals submitted to it.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Mtiller to present the opinion
of the Committee on the Environment, Public Health
and Consumer Protection.
Mr tWilli Miiller, draftsman of an opinion. 
- 
(D)
Mr President, I have the much easier task of
presenting an opinion which was adopted unani-
mously by the Committee on the Environment,
Public Health and Consumer Protection. I hope that
this will be taken into account by whoever is respon-
sible for taking the final decision on these questions.
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, we are very
pleased that for the first time in such a round of nego-
tiations, we have managed to get away from the usual
practice of taking a blueprint as the basis for
discussing price proposals for agricultural products.
'$fle are also pleased that a different committee, repre-
senting the interests of European consumers, is
getting a look in for a change. Like the previous
speaker, I shall restrict my remarks to a few basic
considerations, since we have tried in our Opinion to
set out our thoughts on this subject in more detail.
Getting down to essentials, we feel that the Commis-
sion has come up with sensible proposals, amounting
to an average 2o/o increase in prices for the coming
marketing year. This is at least considerably below the
average increases in administrative prices in previous
years, and in particular in 1975 and 1976.
The Committee on the Environment, Public Health
and Consumer Protection welcomes the Commis-
sion's proposals as a sign of a cautious anti-infla-
tionary price policy and as a long-term instrument
designed to remove the present imbalances on some
of the European agricultural markets. The Committee
trusts that the Commisssion will 
- 
with the support
of this House 
- 
succeed in getting its price proposals
accepted by the Council. In our scrutiny of the
Commission's price proposals, we took account of the
fact that the overall economic situation is still charac-
terized by a high level of unemployment and infla-
tion. The unemployment rate in Europe is around
5'5 %, and the Community's rate of inflation in 1977
was over 9 o/o, a relatively high figure in our opinion.
rWe must not forget that the agricultural sector
wise affected by this situation. !7e fully reali
farmer's operating costs are rising. It has
much more difficult for smallholders to find alterna-
tive employment, and so it has become pracfically
impossible for these smallholders to give upltheir
unprofitable holdings. The Committee felt it sfrould
take these factors into account in its assessment bf the
Commission's price package.
It is all too easy to say that we are all in t same
thcre
rr thc
boat. But, Mr President, ladies and gcntlemcn
are different jobs to be clone on a boat : some
oars while othcrs grasp the rudder. And this is we
a year thanks to our European organizatior-r of l-
tural markets and which the beneficiarics 
- 
a
have adopted a very clear stancc or1 this wholc s
rUTe should not forget the privileges which thc a
tural sector has enjoyed as a matter of course
is a point of criticism which I would pe
endorse 
- 
are somewhat loth to publicize.
something I would particularly likc to strcss.
duties and countervailing charges levied on
tomatoes and peaches from third countries are
that European farmers are ensured a market
products at fixed, guaranteed prices even wh
tomatoes are cultivated at stupendous cost in
European greenhouses ?
This being so, and in the light of what I
policy of privileged treatment for European
ture going back over many years, how can we
still speak of the European farmer struggling
pace with rising incomes in other sectors
economy ? How long can we go on feedi
myths to the European public without losing
bility ? How should we go about explaining 
I
'\tr7hat we need 
- 
and what the Consumer Co
has been calling for 
- 
is co-responsibility, ir
in particular those groups of European fa
have so far done nothing but cash in on all t
lct.
;ricu [-
many
tl.r is
nally
ris is
rstoms
cheap
high
Unlike their counterparts in other sectors -pf tne
economy, farmers have price and marketing Sfuaran-
tees for more than 75o/o of. their products. Thet enjoy
protection from cheap imports form third cofrntries
and they receive compensatory payments to Frotect
them from currency fluctuations. To a certainlextent
then, farmers can rely on increased
destined for sale to a guaranteed market to sa{eguard
their level of income. Vhere else could it n-
and this is a legitimate question 
- 
that the
of 5 o/o for products lrke milk, sugar, wine beef to
a critical European public at a time when the i
tion stores are not only brim-full but overflow
these products ?
r their
their
ibly
keep
of the
these
credi-
nse
mlttee
volving
who
privi-
leges provided by the Common Agricult Policy.
simplyAnd what I am talking abut is more
symbolic co-responsibility. Symbolic co-res blility
like-
that
call a
g with
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levies, as applied in the milk sector alongside simul-
taneous massive price increases, are not in line with
our current intervention planning.
Mr Presiedent, my motto for this debate was 'all there
is to sacred cows is beef', and I mean to stick to this
motto. I readily admit that the Consumer Committee
would much rather have seen a complete freeze on
the prices of surplus products, but we decided to spare
a thought for the countless smallholders and reject the
demands put forward by the BEUC 
- 
one of the
European consumers' assosiations 
- 
because we
thought this would be the wrong way to go about
things. \7e therefore came out in favour of the
Commission's price proposals, and I should like to
emphasize the fact that I regard the Committee on
Agriculture's call for a 5 0/o price rise as exaggerated.
For the reasons I have just mentioned, there is no way
we could justify a price rise of these proportions to the
public at large. The laugh is always on the loser, but if
it is price stability that loses out, our approval will not
be forthcoming. The effect of a price rise of thrs
magnitude on the inflationary spiral would be all too
predictable. The effect on the imbalances in certarn
agricultural markets would in our opinion be disas-
trous, and there could be no justification for the effect
on the Community's agricultural budget, more than
20 o/o of which even now goes on the stockpiling of
intervention produce. Let me repeat that figure : 20 o/o
of all expenditure goes on the cost of storage.
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I just wonder how
this House will face the 265 million European electors
next year if it has nothing more to offer than a
Common Agricultural Policy which results in inflated
food prices, which devours 75o/o of our Community
budget and which is responsible for producing sense-
less surpluses. 'ufle know that this deplorable state of
affairs is being watched anxiously even by European
farmers.
If, despite all this, a strong agricultural lobby both
within and outside this House does not tire of laying
claim to privileges as if they were inherent rights and
demanding price rises way beyond what can possibly
be lustified, then I think it is time for this European
Parliament to declare itself and stand up for what is
objectively feasible. Our aim is nct to call the
Common Agricultural Policy into question, but
simply to see that common sense prevails in fixing
the prices for the coming marketing year. \7hat
matters is the readiness and willingess of all
concerned to make sacrifice for the good of a
common Europe.
The Commission deserves 
- 
and this was the view
taken by the Committee on the Environment, Public
Health and Consumer Protection 
- 
our wholehearted
support in getting its price package accepted by the
Council. It was for this reason that the Committee on
the Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protec-
tion unanimously adopted the Opinion whrch I havc
had the honour to present here today.
(Altltlaust)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Gundelach.
Mr Gundelach, Vict-Prc.ridcnt o.f tbc Cotrtttti.tsion.
- 
Mr President, the Commission's proposals on
prices and related matters for 1978-79 are the subjcct
of the report now before Parliament, for which I
would like to express the thanks and appreciation of
the Commission. These proposals by the Commission
are part of a comprehensive strategy to restore the
wellbeing and the credibility of the common agricul-
tural policy. It aims to do this by pursuing a policy of
price moderation, by developing the instruments of
structural policy, by restoring the unity of the
common agricultural market, by stimulating agricul-
ture in the Community's poorest regions and, finally,
by making sure that the policy will be able to cope
with the enlargement of the Comn.runity.
In my remarks I shall focus on agricultural pricc
policy, but of course we mLlst not lose, and are not
losing, sight of the overall policy framework. The days
when the agricultural policy was only a price policy
have gone, but that does not mean that prices no
longer play an important role. because they influcnce
the prices which have to be paid by the consumers,
and they are also important in de termining the
income of farmers. Progess in other areas than price
policy may not always be as fast as one would wish,
but the Commission is pushing hard, and it has a
clear view of the way in which the different instru-
ments should knit together.
May I, at this pont, Mr President, call the attention of
the House to the fact tl.rat the Comn.rission has, over
the last few n.ronths, submitted to the Council and to
Parliament proposals for updating the structural poli-
cies already in force on nrodcrnization of farms, free
pensions and other measures of this kind. \We have
furthermore put forward more substantive proposals in
regard to structural reform than were ever put forwartl
before in the Community, in particular with regard to
the least favoured zones of the Comnrur-rity that is, the
Mediterranean areas 
- 
without, however, forgetting
the poorer zones in othcr parts of thc Comnrunity,
such as western Ireland and sonrc of thc northern
most areas of the United Kingdont. These arc ntassivc
proposals which are on your table ancl which arc only
for discussion at a later stage; that should not bc lost
sight of when you are taking an overall view of thc
Community's policies in regard to agriculture. They
do stress the importancc of prices, but they have
demonstrated in fact a willingncss, an ability to put
forward dynamic proposals to dcal with structural
imbalances, be it from a conrmodity point of vrew or,
more importantly, from the regional pornts of wicw
which cxist rn our Conrmurrity.
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Two things are essential if we are to restore the well-
being and the credibility of the common agricultural
policy. \(le must always keep in mind the goals and
needs of general economic policy, and we must end
the waste of resources that is represented by unwanted
surpluses. Both these considerations affect our policy
towards agricultural prices. 'What does that mean in
other words ? \tr7e are under a Treaty obligation, which
we intend to honour, to secure reasonable incomes for
farmers, because that is, from the social point of view,
of importance to the Community, not least in a situa-
tion of high unemployment. \What responsible politi-
cian would, under those circumstances, wish to push
people out of the land into an industrial environment
which is, at the present moment, not in a position to
offer an alternative ? But it is also of interest to the
consumer that agriculture is in a position to earn a
living, because thereby the security of supply can be
obtained.
I quite agree with the rapporteur of the Committee on
Budgets that it would be folly to rely to a very large
extent on foreign supplies of Foodstuffs. rUTe all know
that international markets of foodstuffs are artificial.
They are plagued by violent swings in prices and
therefore to dismantle our own agricultural produc-
tion, which is a trump card in international politics,
would not be desirable and is not what we are seeking.
'!7e also want a policy of stability, by the way, in inter-
national relations. Here, I refer to one of the amend-
ments which have been put down to the report, and
can do that with a very good conscience, since until a
few days ago, we continued to fight for a greater
degree of stability in trade and agricultural commodi-
ties, including prices. If we want that, we must also
accept that there must be stocks, because stocks serve
the purpose of stabilizing prices and securing supplies,
be it within the Community or be it to meet our
commitments, to a world which is short of foodstuffs,
though not necessarily those where we are most
dramatically in surplus.
But when all is said and done, I must repeat, as I have
said many times before, that whilst a steady level of
stocks is a normal and valid aspect and instrument of
the common agricultural policy which must be main-
tained, a permanent increase in these stocks confronts
us with the situation where we are producing certain
major agricultural commodities for a market which
does not exist today and which will not exist
tomorrow, even if we are, as we have been doing, in
particular throughout the year 1977, wing to a very
large extent export restitutions and aids for uses inside
the Community. Even with such substantial financial
means to support the consumption, both inside and
outside the Community, of surplus commodities, we
are still producing major commodities for a non-ex-
istent market and a market which is not going to
come into existence either tomorrow or the day after
tomorrow. That is what I call a structural surplus.
is the kind of surplus which is contrary to the
and the meaning of the common agricultural
and whose continuation in the future will brin
common agricultural policy into disrepute.
aspect must be dealt with, and whilst it will n
dealt with by the foremost instrument of the
agricultural policy as now conceived 
- 
the
policy together with the strucutral policy as
which I referred 
- 
to shrink back from that
bility will be to push us in one of two di
either into a situation where we are no longer
the price policy for any serious market pu
must rely on a income aid system which will
nitely more expensive to the Community th
present system and which will freeze indefinir
farm structure which is not in accordance wit
economic realities today ; or into controlling
of agricultural production in the Community,
would mean abandoning the type of agricult
which we are accustomed, with its individual
and the competition between them, and
towards a type of agriculture which has been a
in other parts of the world and which has
declining efficiency and loss of wealth. You
find me willing at any stage to defend either
decide the 1978-79 agricultural prices. The
sion's proposals have therefore to be under
the light of the Community's most
economic recession. The economic recovery
been working to bring about has faltered. Infla
the Community still averages about 9
although it has been reduced, the.
economy is balanced on a knife edge.
Agriculture is, to some extent, sheltered
recession, and, for the political and social
just indicated, that is just as well. Farmers can
their business in the knowledge that a large
tory amounts. Financial support from Commur
national resources amounts to about a quarte
total value of all agricultural production.
i1161s35s5- and this I want you to note-
incomes on average rose last year, and remem
this followed a 2'6 o/o increase in real
incomes in 1975.
fwo extremes. The solution therefore has to be nd
by using the methods and mechanisms at our I
in the present agricultural policy, together wi
various structural policies to which I h
referred.
Agriculture is not an economic island.
impact on price and income levels, it plays a
in the general economy of all Member
general economy is still plagued by inflati
unemployment, and we must face this fact w
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Here we should not forget that price increases have
multiplying effect on farmer's income. 'S7e are not
fixing market prices, we are fixing guaranteed prices,
thc safety net. It is wrong to think that a 2 0/o increase
in prices leads to a mere 2 o/o increase in incomes.
The inconre left to the farmers rises more because of
this multiplier. Let nre give you an example. A price
increase of. 2 o/o witl lead to a 4.5 Yo increase in the
inconres of Belgran farmers, even allowing for
increased costs.
Our second consideration must be an attack, as I have
just said, on tlle waste of resources represented by
unwanted surpluses. Something approaching 15o/o of
all milk delivered to dairies cannot find a market,
even with heary financial support. We have an expor-
table surplus of 3'8 million tonnes of sugar. 'We have
beef-stocks of more than 350 000 tonnes. !U7e have
studicd in depth the markets experiencing difficulties.
In nrost cases, we have discovered that our prices
frequently encourage an unwarranted increase in
production. In other words, farmers in some sectors
are producing for the intervention store, as I have just
saicl. Here again, we have found that when prices
irrcreasc, consunlption is discouraged. It sounds
sin'rple, but it has been part of the philosophy of
many, that price increases had no impact on the level
of consumption. All studies on what has happened in
the last five to eight years demonstate the opposite. If
we continue to increase prices for agricultural
comnroditics beyond reasonable levels, we are going
to have the sanre set-back in consumption as we have
experienced for a number of dairy products, and not
least beef and sugar. The only sensible policy under
these circumstances is one of price moderation.
Thc Commission is proposing to raise prices for the
rrext nrarketing year by an average of 2o/o. In the case
of some of those products which are in surplus,
market conditions certainly do not justify even this
increase ; but the Commission has sought to propose
an increase that would allow some development of
farm incomes. The needs of the farmers themselves, as
I said earlier on, must not be forgotten either in this
policy mix. There must be a balance between the inter-
ests of farmers, of consumers and of taxpayers. Condi-
tions in the general economy and the persistent
surpluse s on several Community markets demand,
however, a response in price policy. A policy of price
nroderation avoids the brutal effects for the individual
farme r of a price squeeze. Remember the social
tcnsions in the farn.r population of the early 1970's
and the subsequerrt price explosion.
Price moderation has the further advantage of passing
on, in mitigated form, the right market signals.
Farmers who can increase their productivity 
- 
and
tl.rcy are in the nrajority 
- 
will go on covering their
costs ; those who cannot have time to look for alterna-
tives. There are those who attack price moderation on
the grounds that it prompts farmerd'to increase their
output to prevent falling incomes. This is too simple
an argument. It may be true for some sectors over a
vcry short period of tin.re, but price moderation over
several years, which is what we are seeking, will cause
many farmers to switch to other lines of production,
and our policies are put together in such a way as to
encourage them to do precisely that. Those who
remain will increase their efficiency and thereby make
a moderate, consumer-oriented price policy possible.
One thing is absolutely certain, however : a bigger
price rise will lead to a bigger increase in production
than a moderate price rise and also to a fall in
consumption.
The conclusion one must draw, therefore, is that price
moderation must be pursued over a number of years if
it is to be effective. Let me say clearly that I strongly
oppose the suggestion that prices should be raised by
5 0/0. Given the present state of the general economy,
the surpluses on some markets, the harmful effects on
consumption of unwarranted price rises and the extra
budgetary costs, the move being proposed by the
Committee on Agriculture 
- 
I am sorry to use such
strong words 
- 
is in my view utter folly.
(Altltlause)
It is also, I believe, out of keeping with the
Committee on Agriculture's own motion for a resolu-
tion. This motion points out that (l) serious market
imbalances exist in a number of agricultural sectors,
(2) large price increases cannot equally benefit large
and small farmers 
- 
in other words, they increase
income disparities 
- 
and (3) in certain sectors price
increases beyond those proposed by the Commission
would increase the problem of surplus production.
These are all sentiments with which we can agree, but
I would submit that it becomes mere word-play, mere
political shadow-boxing, if such statements are
followed by a call for a 5 o/o average price increase.
Such an increase, associated in several Member States
with price rises already in the pipeline as a result of
the green-rate adaptations, would feed inflation, stimu-
late agricultural production and reduce consumption.
Please do your arithmetic : add 5 to Ttlz in the United
Kingdom, 5 in Italy and how much in France ? We
must be consistent. Having started on a policy of price
moderation, we must have the courage and determina-
tion to see it through. It is our fob to give farmers a
clear indication of how they should develop their
farms. $7e must not confuse them by blowing cool
one year and hot the next.
There are those who argue that a 2 0/o price rise is
unnecessarily severe basing their view on the fact that
the so-called objective method produced a figure of
4.2o/o. But this argument is based on a misunder-
standing. The objective method is an indicator, it is
one of a whole host of facts that have to be taken into
account when considering price increases. In addition,
we have to consider market balance, the interest of
consumers, budgetary consequences and the need for
price stability. The method is based on a nrathemat-
ical formula, and building a policy on a simple
formula would be a serious mistake. It would simply
mean a political abdication of responsibility for the
common agricultural policy. I quite agree with the
Committee on Agriculture that the objective method
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of calculating increases should, following my own
suggestions, be improved, but I must insist that this is
one element among others. It has always been thus,
there is no change in the way we are using the objec-
tive method this time as compared with previous occa-
sions.
There are, then, serious objections to a 5 o/o price
increase. It would aggravate market difficulties by
increasing production and lowering consumption ; it
would have inflationary consequences; it would very
seriously discredit the agricultural policy, and it would
display political inconsistency. To this must be added
the extra cost to the Community taxpayer : an extra
30 million units of accounr in 1978,300 million in
the full l2-month period, and the likelihood of strin-
gent measures in the not-too-distant future. lvhat
gains could be set against these disadvantages ? An
increase in the incomes of some farmers but not all
- 
the large but not the small, the cereal-grower but
not the cereal-user.
A policy of price moderation must be supported by
other measures, as I said previously, if it is to be truly
effective ; and in referring to these, perhaps I may also
mention a few specific points in the reports of the
committees in front of you. In the milk sector, we are
continuing the measures to reduce milk suppiies and
to increase and diversify the demand for milk and
milk products. If we can diversify this demand, we can
reduce the role of intervention. This is the view of the
Committee on Agriculture, and it is a view I share. In
this connection, I would recall that the Commission
has proposed the prolongation of the non-marketing
and conversion premium scheme, as we think that
this measure has just now begun to get off the ground.
Since last September we have increased the subsidies
available for the feeding of skimmed milk to animals,
both in powder and liquid form. Ifle are now pro-
posing to increase still further those for powder. rU7ith
the expansion of the various measures to support the
skimmed milk powder market and skimmed milk
generally, there has been a continuing decline in sales
of powder to intervention over the last three years. In
1975 intervention pruchases were about 875 thousand
tonnes ; in 1976,540 thousand tonnes, but that was
due to the drought. But in 1977, owing to the addi-
tional measures we have taken, the figure fell to 470
thousand tonnes. Because these schemes are now
providing new and significant support for the market,
we feel justified in proposing the suspension in
respect of skimmed milk powder in the winter of
1978179. There must be a counterpoint to the market
support measures in the intervention system. This is a
clear example of the way in which diversified demand
can reduce the role of intervention with no loss to
producers.
In regard to butter, the funds raised from the
co-responsibility levy can also contribute to this objec-
tive. The committee advising on fund management 
-
the final decision lies with the Commission
Council 
- 
has already voted funds for school
butter and ice-cream schemes and for the procl
of butter concentrates. We hope next week to
on funds for the promotion of milk and
products. This is a valuable part of the effort to
sify demand for milk products and thus
the
rilk,
itlon
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role of intervention. Along with many ccnt
measures designed to establish a balance in thc
market, it is only now beginning to work. It is
fore too early, in my opinion, to say rhar ir is i
tual and should be abandonned.
May I in regard to the budgeting proccdures,
have been referred to in particular by the Conr
on Budgets, say that the Commission has .,., lop"n
mind on the budgetary procedures to be applifd to
the co-responsibility funds. I would only hke to irnake
the political comment that the co-responsibilit{ levy
brings in a very timited amount of money t[ the
Commission and those drrectly concerned I with
marketing these products. They have acce the
financial burden giving a reasonable influencel over
the way in which the money is being used. must
be safeguarded. This tax is therefore diffcrentlfronr
other taxes. That I want to be borne in mifid in
settling technical budgetary questions or politicallques-
tions. I quite agree these have to be settled, arlrd *e
must keep an open mind. But I consider the ntarnte-
nance of the aspect of co-responsibility to *tf icn t
have just referred to be a more important step
than the 200m u.a. as such. Furthermore, tol haue
treated this as own resources would have reduired
changes in basic documents, ratification in n{tionat
parliaments, and we could never have intrdduced
co-responsibility at the time of peak difficulties lin the
milk sector. That is a practical consideratiof you
might wish to take into account and whrch Ilthink
you did take into account when you approved laft year
the way in which we were handlingl this
co-responsibility levy. Apart from that, we h{ve an
open mind on the right budgetary solution for
with this subject.
alrng
Turning to beef, and considering the relarive ltrencls
for beef consumption and production, it is diffi[ult to
guarantee income by the use of the interr,lention
system alone. We agrec with that. But I do thirfk that
the various premiurns available to beef
since 1974 have meant that incomes have beeir kept
at a reasonable level. S7e havc alrcady publ Prop-
osals which would increase consumption in perfiods of
plentiful supply. !0'e also *.nt ih.se to Uf futty
discussed in this Parliament ; we have not that
yet. In the meantime we will conrinue with thf avail-
able slaughter premium and the calf pr{mium.
Furthermore, I think there are certain im ts
in the intervention system that will be
introduced in the 1978179 year. The im
cial if
am suggesting is that, if in a particular State
)re-
ich
ttce
rd
rS
tI
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or region, the market price for a particular category of
beef is above the intervention buying price for that
category, then intervention can be suspended. This
would get round many other known disadvantages
and would save us up to 40m u.a. of unnecessary
expenditure in a full year. As I said, this proposal has
been put to the Council and I am sure the Parliament
will examine it carefully.
I want in regard to sheepmeat briefly to repeat what I
said at the last part-session but one in this House. The
Commission will be putting forward in connection
with this price package a recommendation concerning
sheepmeat which will be adequate to maintain the
free trade in this product stipulated after 1 January
1978. The proposal will shortly be available to Parlia-
ment in order that it may be discussed with the other
supplementary measures to which I have referred.
The Community's policy of a different approach to
animal and vegetable fats was set out as far back as
1964. For the latter the broad policy we have followed,
and are forced to follow, subsequent to the develop-
ments in the multilateral trade negotiations, is one of
a rather open door for oil imports with a Community
policy based on income aids and intervention for the
main productse. The main justification for this policy
lies in our level of self-sufficiency 
- 
20 0/o for these
products 
- 
and our international obligations entered
into in the 50's. But, as I have often said before, this
policy is not without serious problems. One which I
want only briefly to recall is that of oil and other
imported feedingstuffs competing with our own
feedingstuffs, including our own animal protein. We
can only make our own products competitive 
- 
and I
have just explained how we are doing that 
- 
with a
massive input of money. That leads people to say :
why don't we put a tax on imports of protein from
third countries ? In that case, breeders, who would
carry the economic burden in a different way, would
have to pass their extra costs on to the consumer. This
would probably cause even greater difficulty. Further-
more, as I said, we have Treaty obligations to stick to
the present system. If we were to replace that by a
duty or tax, we would have to pay compensation to
the tune of 600 to 800 u.a. in industrial concessions.
Given the climate in the industrial world in the
Community these days, I hardly see how they could
be found.
'\U7ith 
regard to our own production, in the olive oil
sector we run the risk of considerable surpluses, with
attendant budgetary problems, if no action is taken to
improve the market organization. The existing market
organization for olive oil has three main deficiencies :
it does not effectively meet the problems of price
competition from other vegetable oils, it poses severe
problems of control, as you know, and finally, there
are unavoidabte delays in payments to producers 
-up to three years in certain regions. The proposals we
have put forward aim to remedy these defects. Thc
variable aids at the level of the industry will enable
olive oil to compete effectively with other vegetable
oils. This is good for the consumer ; the flat rate aid to
all producers will enable the waiting time for
payments to be cut back to nearcr six months. This
element alone will be worth an increase of about
10 Yo on the target price to prodr.rccrs. Therefore I
hope you will reconsider your position on this point. I
do recognize there are a number of technical clcntcnts
which will have to be further discussed. \Wc shall do
that in the light of the views you are putting forward
and in the light of the views of the Membcr States
concerned.
Production of other oil-bearing plants 
- 
sunflowers,
cotton seeds, soya 
- 
remains at a relativcly low level
in the Community, partly because of low yields, partly
because of lack of expe rience rr.r their cultivation, parti-
cularly in the case of soya. But you will sce fronr our
proposals that we are going a lorrg way to incrcasrng
prices over and above the averagc price incrcases wc
are proposing. 'We are also suggestir.rg various othcr
measures to stimulate production of thcse products i11
the Community. I think we will achieve a certain
increase, but I mtrst say thcre is no reason to bclicvc
that that would lead to self-sufficiency or anything
near it. Some alternative production is possiblc, but
not miracles.
For cereals we are again proposing to raise the intcr-
vention price for maize to the levcl of thc singlc inter-
vention price for fodder grains. Thc systcm has
worked well this year despitc thc very large barley
crop. There have been very substantial increascs irr
common prices for durum wheat in rcccnt ycars, in
particular 1974, and the pricc rclatiorrship with soft
wheat has become significantly out of linc. We arc
now trying to correct this relationship, which is inrpor-
tant, without harn.ring the inconrcs of producers in
areas where yields are low. Here again, back to the
regions and the question of alterrrative production. To
this end we have proposed a substarrtial incrcasc in
aid from 60 to 66 u.a. per hcctarc, but havc linritcd it
to the low yield areas in the Mczzogionlo, as wc
proposed last year. \We do not thirrk tlrere is a gcncral
problem of revcnue for durunr wl'rcat, rathcr that
stocks in some areas arc rather low, and it is tlrcsc
areas that we arc trying to hclp.
In tl-re case of rye, howcvcr, therc are scnolrs
problems. Intervcntion stocks arc now at 27.] thotr-
sand tonnes. That is considerably higher than it
should be, of course. \i7e produce about 3'.5 nrillion
tonnes of rye in the Con.rnrunity, of which about l'4
million goes to human consumption. \We need to
make sure that the remainder can be disposed of and
does not move into intervention. The Conrnrissiorr is
fully prepared to see reasonablc support for rye of
bread-making quality, but we do rrot thirrk that all rye
should be supported at that lcvcl. As a result, we havc
proposed a reduction irr thc support pricc but a
substantral irrcrcasc fronr .l'l tr.a. to 6'l u.a. pcr tolrrrc
in thc prcnriur-n for brcad-nraking ryc.
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I told you previously that we expect to have an export-
able surplus of 3'8 million tonnes of sugar. The world
market is becoming more and more tight and is
increasirrgly governed by international sugar agree-
ments, which are the subject of some disagreement in
the Council. In those circumstances we are proposing
a reduction of l -5 percentage points in the maximum
quota. We must consider this proposal in relation to
the figures I have iust referred to, the state of the
world market and our own internal markets. To those
like Mr Howell, who want, to a certain extent, to
control agricultural production inside the Community
by quota arrangements, I would say : here is the test
case. If Parliament and the Council cannot agree, in a
situation of excessive surpluses, to use the quota
system for the purposes for which it was made, if they
refrain for political reasons I cannot quite understand,
then I do not think anybody should have the courage
to stand up and speak about controls by quotas any
more. The test lies here. If we use these quota systems
to bring production into line with obvious market
possibilities, even with this cut of 15 percentage
points, we will still have a difficult time selling inside
and outside the Conrmunity.
In another debate tomorrow I am to be asked whether
we could not bring about better stability by increasing
food aid and subsidized internal consumption. But,
gentlemen, the less developed countries are producing
sugar themselves ; that is not one of the items they
need the most, just as they do not need our butter.
Subsidizing internal consumption can in certain
circumstances be a good idea, but if it just replaces
normal consumption, which would be the case with
sugar, it may be good for the consumer but it certainly
would not solve the surplus production problem.
Therefore, on this point, I must insist.
'We discussed isoglucose at great length last year. It is
an industry which benefits from the general policy on
sugar, and must therefore carry some part of the
burden. Ve have trred to put it at a rcasonable level. 
.
A study is being carried out and we may modify the
tax in the light of the results.
Let me turn to the fruit and vegetables sector and to
wine. I think, Mr President, on this I can be relatively
brief. Of course these are matters to which we shall
have to come back when debating the Mediterranean
policy next month. Here is an area where it is impos-
sible to distinguish between the structural measures of
great importance we have put forward, in that
package, and the questions concerning prices, and
mechanisms concerning protection. I will therefore
withhold any further significant comments on this
score at the present moment. I would like, however,
since criticism has been made in the report on the
distillation of wine, to call the House's attention to
the fact that the rules have been significantly changed
since the heavy years of intervention, 1974175, which
means that intervention now only takes place ith
55 % of the guide price. In addition, this , for
the first time, aids for the storage of wines are li ited
to those with an alcohol content higher than I Yo,
nes
meeting very strict quality criteria. Conseque
have had less intervention.
and long-term storage aids are only available for
Since the question of the introduction of a floorjprice
in the wine trade has been referred to in the rpport,
even if this matter is to be discussed further ifr the
Mediterranean package, I want to make it cleaf that
this market aspect is, in the Commission's vied inti-
mately linked with the execution of our
concerning restructuring wine production by thelgrub-
bing up of the less valuable vineygards, thereby {imin-
ishing the production of cheaper wines. I ld
further like to point out that this floor idea
would not be automatic but would be decide{ upon
by the Council on a proposal by the Commissfon, in
the event of serious market disturbance, that,
secondly, it would be applicable throughof t the
Community and therefore does not involte any
measures at national frontiers. I would ask Parlliament
to wait before passing final judgement until it $as had
the opportunity to examine all aspects of thislmatter
in the context of the discussions on the Meditefranean
,W€
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policy. The same goes for certain minor modiffcations
in the caluclation of reference prices on imforts of
frurt and vegetables and other measures in r
this subject. Mr President, I referred heavil
Mediterranean package. I presented this yto
the House. I do not want to go over t
elements of it again. But even if it is
discussed until a later stage in the House,
have it in your mind when you are decidin{ on the
price package in front of you today. Otherwis{ you are
not keeping in your minds the whole picturfe as the
Commission has presented it to you.
In regard to monetary affairs, to which we fnay also
have to revert before the Council take theirldecision
or start this year's discussions, and in respect pf which
the Commission must retain the opportunityf to make
additional proposals, a great deal has happerfed since
we formulated our price proposal. That is w$y I want
to maintain a certain flexibility with you, an{ that was
the view of the Committee on Agriculture w$en I'met
them a little more than a week ago. !7e orlS-
inally to reduce MCA's in general by 117 afyear, and
this would have been in keeping with plan to
phase out over a reasonable period of time.fThis year
has seen a considerable unblocking of MCA
logjam. There have already been green rafe adapta-
tions for France, Italy and the United King{om, and I
have begun to wonder if a seven-year efimination
period is not too pessimistic. On the otherf hand, the
iecent fall of the dollar has affected the Cofnmunity's
freely floating currencies and shown yet fgain how
volatile the monetary markets are. It I has also
ls
to the
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reminded us of the necessity of an agri-monetary
system as a first line of de fence against monetary insta-
bility for consunlcrs and producers.
Our policy, there fore, still remains to phase out
MCA's ovcr a reasonable period of time and to return
to a unifrcd agricultural market as quickly as possible.
But 'as quickly as possible' does not mean at the cost
of introducing an irresponsible price policy. Therefore
we suggested seven years. It might have been six years
of five years 
- 
the shorter the better 
- 
but not at the
cost of an irresponsible price policy. I would further-
more like to ntake the point, Mr President, that events
over the last tl.rree or four months have indicated that
if changcs in grecn currencies are decided upon ad
Itoc, as thc n'ronths go by the significance of the
dcbates in Parlian'rcnt and the Council, and of the
Commissior-r's price proposals, becomes eroded.
Bccausc bc'forc wc start, prices have already been
irrcrcased by 7.5o/o in the United Kingdom, by 6o/o
in Italy, by nearly 4 o/o in France. How, in those
circuntstances can we carry out a real price review ?
The truth bcrtrg, under present circumstances, that the
prices to thc farnrers cor-rsist of two elements, in units
of account arrd in grecn currencies. Reforms in the
field of monetary compensatory amounts must there-
fore', ir.r my view, first and foremost bring back into
thc orbit of price packages, except in very special
circumstances decisions in regard to green currencies,
in order that the political institutions of the Commu-
nity may take an overall view of where the agricultural
policy is going in the light of the general economic
situatior.r, and take resporrsible decisions which have
not bcen prcjudrccd before and by decisions on an dl
Doc basis, except in cinrcumstances where special
consideratiorrs apply.
Mr President, I have focused these remarks 
- 
which I
regret havc been too long, but there have been a
number of contmeltts in the reports and numerous
amendnrcnts on the Contmunity's agricultural policy
- 
on prices, btrt also showing how structural policy
will trelp us to balance, to some extent, the conflicting
objectives of a farr irrcor-t-rc to farmers and reasonable
prices to conslrnlcrs. The central issue concerning
prices is whether we continue with the policy of price
mode ratior-r that we began last year. Parliament's
Con-rmittec on Agriculture says no. But the rapporteur
personally says, yes, while in other parliamentary
comnrittces, tl-rc Committee on Budgets says yes but
its rapporteur says no and the Committee on the Envi-
ronment, Public Health and Consumer Protection
says yes. Mode ratiorr rs dictated by the needs of
general economic policy, by the need for market
balar.rce, tl.re need for political consistency and, I am
convinced, the need for credibility in the common
agricultural policy and in the political institutions of
the Community.
If we all recognizc that the Community faccs growing
problems of ovcr-strpply, and we obvrously do, then
there is only one course we can take. We must have
the courage to draw the political conclusions from our
own factual analysis. And we must therefore be
consistent in pursuing our goals.
(Applarr.rc)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Burke.
Mr Burke, .lVenrber o.f tbe Connti-t-rion. 
- 
Mr Presi-
dent, I would like to join with my colleague, Mr
Gundelach, in thanking the three rapporteurs from
the Committees on Agricultural, Budgets and
Consumer Affairs, for their contributions, which have
opened what promises to be a fundamental and inter-
esting debate.
Among the duties given to me as Commissioner in
the new Commission formed in January 1977 was
responsibility for consumer affairs. As I have already
indicated on a number of occasions, and indeed in
response to discussions in this House, the Commis-
sion in April 1977 decided to change the emphasis of
its policy from the protection of consumers to the
protection and the promotion of the interests of
consumers. In this regard the Commission decided
that the service for the protection of the environment
and for consumer affairs should be consulted over a
wide area of Community policy, so as to ensure that
the voice of consunrers should be given a weight
commensurate with its importance as foreseen in the
Treaty, and particularly in the articles on agriculture
and competition, as further elaborated at the Paris
summit oI 1972. In view of the importance of this, the
Community institutions in 1974 and 1975 elaborated
the preliminary programme for a consumer protection
and information policy. I am glad to be able to tell
Parliarnent that the consumer protection and environ-
ment service was involved for the first time in the
preparation of the price proposals this year. It is
against this background that I intervene in this debate,
to deal specifically with the implications of the agricul-
tural price proposals for the coming marketing year,
as they affect our 250 million consumers.
It has long been recognized that the income problem,
which ls a severe one in many rural areas of the
Community, cannot be dealt with adequately and
fairly by price policy alone. The same is true of the
related social problems and of the structural problems.
One very interesting note which I have found in the
debate this year is the observation made by your
Committee on the Environment, Publrc Healih and
Consumer Protection, to the effect that a drastic price
policy consisting of a price frceze for surplus products
would have anti-social effects on many snrall farmers
in the present, difficult economic climate.
The statement that price policy alonc cannot deal
with rncome, social and structural problcnrs, has a
logical corollary which has been pointed out by that
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Committee. It is that price policy on its own seems to
be a most unsuitable instrument for restoring market
balance in the short term. Other measures too, are
needed. The Commission agrees with this view. Our
proposals have been carefully developed with full
consideration being given to the general economic
background. In particular, they take account of the
unsatisfactory growth, rate of real, disposable income
in the Community. Looked at from the consumer's
point of view, this is clearly a factor of major impor-
tance. Equally, it is a very important factor from the
producer's point of view. The evidence of this state-
ment can be clearly seen in the abundant indications
of price resistance on the part of consumers, especially
in relation to products in which we have structural
surpluses. 'We cannot overstress the fact that it is in
the interests of both consumers and producers to
ensure a better balance between supply and demand.
The continued production of large quantities of agri-
cultural commodities destined for intervention stores
cannot be a viable policy. It will eventually work to
the producer's disadvantage, indeed it has already
done so, fust as it already works to the disadvantage of
the consumer. In some sectors, selling to intervention
amounts almost to a normal practice for many opera-
tors. Large-scale intervention, carried out over a long
period, divorces producers from the realities of the
market, and can sometimes lead to a scleorsis of the
normal marketing function.
I would like to underline some of the reasons why
consumers take particularly close interest in the
common agricultural policy. Firstly, they must pay the
prevailing prices for foodstuffs. These prices are influ-
enced to a varying, but usually substantial extent by
the level of Community prices fixed in the context of
the CAP. Secondly, individual consumers pay a consid-
erable proportion of total taxes in all Member States.
For the moment, an important proportion of the
Community budget is financed from Member States'
revenues. Thirdly, levies and duties on imports of agri-
cultural products from third countries affect consumer
prices, and constitute part of the Community's own
resources used to finance the budget. Lastly, when our
own-resources system comes into full operation, value
added tax, which is a tax on consumption, would
provide a substantial proportion of Community finan-
cial resources.
To sum up, consumers pay prices which are partly
determined by our market support mechanisms, and
they pay a substantial proportion of the cost of
operating these mechanisms.
Consumers benefit directly from some of our CAP
measures: the beef premium is a good example. In
addition there is a long-term benefit from our struc-
tural policy. These are both areas to which consumer
opinion wishes to see greater attention given. In addi-
tion, of course, there is the very important element of
price stability, referred to in Mr Hughes's contribu-
The agri-monetary system was originally conce as
tion. Stability of agricultural prices in the Commu
which results from our agricultural policy, and w
contrasts markedly with the situation in
markets, has a very positive value for our consu
So much then for the background to our p
close examination of these proposals will, I t
show the importance we attach to the va
elements I have outlined. Everybody will agree
the price increase proposed is a modest one. It
think the smallest overall price increase in uni
account ever proposed by the Commission. Th
justified by reference to the general economic s
tion, the state of the markets, and trends in su
and demand, and by a concern to ensure, in
policy area, that we reinforce action beirrg tak
hold down the general level of inflation. Ve c
have to judge the balance of effects on the diff,
groups concerned. I believe you will find that
balance has been struck in a way which takes
of all the elements of Article .19 of the Treaty.
Our price proposals are of course accompan
Vice-President Gundelach has pointed out, by an
monetary proposal. The result of this is that the
effect of the package are different in each Me
State.
a means of cushioning the effects of excha
fluctuations on both production and consum
such an adjustment mechanism should be a
become a permanent fixture.
allow normal market forces a greater role i
process of adiustment. Ve believe that there
Consultative Committee. formed from consume
ciations, cooperatives, family associations and
unions adopted an opinion which sup
Commission's proposals. This opinion, whi
my impression is that these supplementary
would also command a large measure of
the Consumers' Consultative Committee.
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agricultural products. Vith a system of co n
prices, the effect of a given exchange fluctuati on
consumption is the opposite of that on prod
The same applies to measures which we take to
out the cushioning mechansim. Thcse e ffect
unfortunately inevitable since we cannot
are
that
to
'We have also, as you have iust recently
forward a number of supplementary proposals
milk, beef and starch sectors. In the milk and
sectors these proposals meet much of the ern
expressed in the context of our surplus proble s. In
the beef sector in particular, our proposal amou to
a refinement of the intervention system in
put
the
beef
strong arguments for this from the point of both
of the consumer ancl of the producer, and I ld
remind you that in Dccember last the ers
,r to
the
very
asso-
trade
the
has
.t,
ls
been sent to you, was of course adopted be the
Commission's supplementary proposals. Mr Pre
tin
this
t
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I would conclude therefore that our proposals for
1978/79 represent a serious attempt at securing an
equitable balance between the various interests
involved by making further progress towards
improving the fundamental balance of the market. I
would ask the European Parliament to have regard, as
I have just indicated, to the interests of 260 million
consumers in supporting the price levels suggested by
the Commission, which we judge to be in the best
long-tern-r interests of producers and consumers alike.
President. 
- 
It gives me great pleasure to welcome
the President-in-Office of the Council, who was a
Member of this House before being elevated to his
present position of responsiblitity.
I call Mr Dalsager.
Mr Dalsager, Prttidrnt-in-O.fJict tl tbt o.f tht
Countil. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,
it is a great pleasure for me to be here today at Parlia-
ment's debate on the proposal for agricultural prices
for the marketing year 197811979 and the associated
measures.
It is of major importance for the Council's ongoing
work in this field that I, as President-in-Office, should
have the opportunity of acquainting myself with your
views on these vital issues. It is surely not necessary
for me to describe in detail the situation facing us this
year.
The Commission's proposals to the Council list the
objectives to be attained, the difficulties to be over-
come and the means the Commission feels should be
used. In addition to this, Mr Hughes's report and the
discussions and conclusions of your Committee on
Agriculture have provided you with an introductory
analysis and a sound basis for reaching your own
assessment. To this can be added the statement made
by the Committee or.r Economic and Monetary Affairs
on 2 March, of which thc Council has taken note.
I can therefore restrict mysclf to making a few general
remarks on a numbcr of the main points. As is
customary for a President-in-Office, these remarks will
be marked by a certain degree of caution, so as not to
anticipiate the difficult talks the Council will bc
having on these questions in April.
One particularly pressing problem is the agri-mone-
tary question. S7e have heard of the difficulties the
Council had to overcome with regard to the effects of
the monetary compensatory amounts in some
Member States.
These difficulties reflect a situation which has been
with us now for a number of years and which has
progressivcly worsened, so that many Mcmber States
now fcel it can no longer be tolerated, and that it is
difficult to reconcile with the principles of the
Common Agricultural Policy.
The monetary compensatory amounts havc reaclrcd
major proportions, at least in sonrc Mcnrbcr Statcs,
and in contradiction to the origial irrtentiorr thc diffcr-
ences between exchange ratcs arc nraintaincd longcr
than is necessary for the costs to adjusr to changcs in
the actual markct rates.
In its justification for the proposed phasing-out plan,
the Commission also points out that thc nroncrary
compensatory amounts split the conrnton agricultural
market into seven monetary zones, each with its own
price level. This is a deplorable sitation. In sonrc
monetary zones the nationaI prices arc totally
different from the Community prices. This n.rakcs it
more difficult to ad just thc contntorr agricultural
prices annually and to use the price policy as a ntcarts
of reestablishing equilibrium in the markcts. Sonrc
Member States also complain that thc nronctary
compensation system leads to a distortion of conrpcti-
tion.
Another major problenr is the avcragc incrcasc in agri-
cultural prices. The Conrnrission's proposal for arr
average 2o/o price rise, acconrpanied by nronetary
ad.justments which will causc a furthcr I 01, avemge
rise in national prices, will have slightly varying
effects on prices in the individual Mentbcr Statcs.
There is neverthclcss a certain cor.rncctiorr bctwccrr
cost trends and pricc incrcascs irr thc various cor.ln-
tries. In particular, in sonrc collntnes whosc currclrrrcs
have been revaluecl, problcnrs nray anse in that rhc
ad;ustmcnt of thcir grccn currcncres kce ps thc 1>rrcc
rtscs dowr-r evcn if costs irr thosc coulrtrics havc latcly
becn rising fairly rapidly.
Apart from these monetary consequences, I ant awarc
that farmers in some Membcr States have cxpresscd
dissatisfaction at an increasc which thcy fecl does rrot
cover the increasecl production costs alld thc gcrreral
increase in the cost of living.
In this context, I wish only to draw your attclltroll to
the extremely sensible arguments put forward by thc
Comn.rission in support of its proposals. Thc Conrnris-
sion is in favour of a cautious price policy which takcs
account of the intercsts of both consurncrs ancl
producers, the fight agarlst inflation arrd thc rreccl to
avoid an increase in surpluscs. To achicvc this, thc
Commissiorr proposcs pricc incrcascs which arc lowcr
than thc average in tlre case of products which are
already in surplus, c.g. butter and skimnred milk
powder, while granting above-averagc price riscs for
products in which there is no risk of a stnrctural
surplus, such as pigmeat, seeds ancl protc'ins and oil
products.
As a further argument in favotrr of a cautious prrcc
policy, the Con.rmissiorr poirrts out that, thanks to thc
markct organizations, thc econonllc risks facing
farnre rs in the currcr.tt pcriod oI reccssiorr arrd rrsirrg
unemployment are lcss tharr in othcr scctors.
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For these various reasons, it would appear difficult
simply to adopt the conclusions blamed by applying
thc so-callcd objcctrve methods and the Council must
take all thcsc arguments into account. Ve shall not go
into dctails as regards the particular problems facing
thc individual products. In this context, I can refer
you to the Commission's proposals and the numerous
dctails cor.rtained in Mr Hughes' report and in Mr
Gunclelach's speech today.
As regarcls one of the most important and most contro-
versial sectors in the Community 
- 
namely the dairy
scctor 
- 
I would, however, point out that the action
programme adopted last year has to some extent
slowed down the grouth in surpluses, particularly in
the case of butter. The problems are not yet solved,
however, and that is why the Commission has
proposed continuing last year's policy, including the
co-responsibility levy.
There is another group of products which occupies a
special position. I am referring to wine, fruit and vege-
tables, including olive oil. These products must be
considered partly in the light of the agricultural policy
and partly in the light of the Mediterranean policy.
The wine sector poses particularly difficult problems,
since there are various objectives in this field. Produc-
tion must be controlled so as to improve quality and
keep output down to avoid new surpluses.
At the same time, the wine-grower's incomes must be
effectively stabilized, and finally the aim is to achieve
a restructuring and conversion of the wine-growing
areas. The Commission has put forward various propo-
sals to this end, but the experts have ndt yet finished
studying these.
Parliament will have an opportunity to debate the
Mediterranean products and their major problems at
the next part-session, when the Mediterranean policy
is on the agenda. This is a vital question to which
great importance is attached 
- 
and not iust by the
Member States directly involved.
In addition to the subjects I have mentioned, there are
many other important points in the Commission's
proposals on prices and associated measures, as well as
in the other proposals which are being considered
alongside this. The Council is naturally interested in
hearing Parliament's views on these matters as well.
Thank you for your attention. My main purpose in
coming here today is to listen, and you may rest
assured that all that has been said will be noted, and I
shall make it my duty to convey your views and assess-
ments to my colleagues in the Council.
(Altplausc)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Hoffmann to speak on behalf
of the Socialist Group.
Mr Hoffmann. 
- 
(D/ I should like first of all to
thank the rapporteur on behalf of the Socialist Group
Public Health and Consumer Protection. I07 also
agree in principle with the substantive nts
for the excellent job of work he has done. The
teur has already mentioned his own attitude
report's recommendations, and the remarks I
make are intended to give a very quick survey
opinion of the Socialist Group.
In principle, we agree entirely with
Gundelach said. In principle, we agree wi
comments of the Committee on the Enviro
made by the Committee on Budgets and we
the personal interpretation of the discussion
Committee on agriculture given here by the co
tee's rapporteur, Mr Hughes.
After all the detailed discussion which has ta
here, you will not expect me to go into all th
tions again. I should therefore like to keep my
bution very short and to concentrate on a few
tial points.
This debate should really concern itself with
questions, the first being the more specific one
products at low prices. The Member of the Co
sion pointed out earlier 
- 
in our view, quite
consumer problems in isolation. Thirdly, w
important is that we should be in a position tr
developments and of course in terms of those
tural regional changes which are having such ,
effect on the labour markets. Judging by what
seen so far in my short acquaintance with this
too much on prices and other questions affecti
culture.
Today's discussion has shown 
- 
and I thin
came out in the committee as well 
- 
that we
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agri-
cultural production, concentrating on wa of
ensuring fairer conditions for the agri Itural
andproducers at the production, marketing
processing stages.
Secondly, we must ask ourselves how can
ualityguarantee the consumer an adequate supply of
mls-
tly
- 
that it was not sufficient to discuss agricult and
these problems in terms of economic and m ry
ls
vlew
great
have
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agrt-
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we have 
- 
up to a short time ago 
- 
concen far
longer taking such a narrow view of things.
still, in my opinion, too concerned with
prices should rise by 0o/0,2 o/o or 5 %, but I thi
have at least made some progress towards
kwe
things in a wider context. So I am pleased to
elng
able
to say that we, the Socialist Group, the
findCommission's statements in principle and
them, in part, very encouraging.
'We welcome the proposed 2 o/o increase in asa
ndi-sensible policy adapted to current economic
tions and one which will have a moderating in
on consumer price trends.
Along with the price proposals, the Commissi has
put forward proposals on agriculture in the terra-
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nean region and on the mechanism of monetary
compensatory amounts.
Mr Gundelach, you made a point of saying that all
thcse aspects belonged together, and so I should just
likc to say brrefly that we endorse your view of the
inrportarrce of kccping the whole picture in mind.
Mr Hughcs pointcd out in his introduction to this
debate that therc were growing disparities in agricul-
tural incomes. A largc proportion of the producers in
tl.re less prospcrous regions are living on the breadline,
whereas othcr farmers are gaining more and more
advantages conrpared with the standard of living of
rndustrial workcrs. This is something we should be
devoting more atterltion to. Trying to tackle this
problenr using only price policy as a regulating instru-
nlent encourages surplus production, widens the
inconres gap and ignores both the resultant long-term
cffects on the re-distribution of income and the fact
that the effects of a very high level of agricultural
priccs on tlrc industrial sector is a point which also
requircs furtl.rcr stucly. In other words, far too little
attcntion l.ras beerr paid to the fact that a constantly
high lcvct of agricultural prices has a completely
diffcrent effect on industrial resources and the distribu-
tion of those resources from what we would perhaps
wish, and in turn affccts our relations with the Third
Vorld. This is too short for me to go into more detail
on this question hcrc.
ln fornrulating price policy, therefore, we must take
account of the degree of self-sufficiency or surplus
production, arrd we must differerrtiate between the
varying inconrc lcvcls of the producers. We therefore
take the vicw that this policy should in principle
assunle a low rate of increase. For this reason, we n'lust
provide spccial assistance for low-income producers to
ensure that tl-rc largc-scalc producers are not the sole
bene f icia rics.
Ccrtain price problcms are, however, consistently and
wrongly laid at the door of the agricultural sector. It is
not the fault of agriculturc that there is still no
economic and monetary union and so we must add
that sorrrc of thcse drfficulties can only be overcome
oncc we have at last nrade some progress towards
EMU.
Thc unifornr rlarkct for agricultural products is also
still only rudinrentary. The problem of monetary
conrpensatory amounts has already been n-rentioned,
so I shall kcep nry conrments very brief. Ve feel that
oncc thc nlonctary compensatory amounts become a
pernrancnt fcature, going beyond their original role of
snroothurg out fluctuations in the currency system,
thcy thcr.r bcgin to eat away at the structural edifice
they sl.rould thcrefore be done away with as qurckly as
possiblc. Othe rwise, if they beconre a lorrg-ternr
fixturc, they tend in hard currency countries to
subsidize the producers and/or thc exporters and I-rave
a contraly cffcct orr the consunrcrs, where;rs prcciscly
the opposite applies in those countries with weak
currencies.
This is a much-discussed problem and the Commis-
sion has meanwhile produced material setting out the
overall picture. \J7e therefore take the view that the
monetary compensatory amounts should be quickly
done away with.
However, the Socialist Group has always viewed this
problem in the light of the basic question of mone-
tary policy, namely the question of the green currency
rates. Again, this problem has been dealt with by a
previous speaker and so I shall not take it up again.
The Socialist Group has traditionally called for a price
policy geared to the modern farm and taking into
consideration both production costs and direct
income support for those who have to be guaranteed
an adequate minimum income.
On this latter point, the Commission has still not
managed to produce any nreaningful and practicable
models and I suspect that there may well be differ-
ences of opinion within the Commission itself on this
subject. lifle realize that progress is still awaited on this
point and we have the greatest possible sympathy for
the difficulties arising in certain Member States and in
certain regions of the Community, as for example, in
all those regions in which agricultural incomes are
very low and in which problems abound. I am
thinking here in particular of certain regions in the
south of France, in Italy and, of course, in Ireland.
The Commission has 
- 
and we regard this as qualita-
tively a new departure 
- 
produced a draft which we
very much welcome and which seeks to demonstrate
the connections with regional policy from the exam-
ples of the Mezzogiorno and Languedoc-Roussillon.
Of course, we feel that far too little has as yet been
done and that the connection with regional policy has
still not been sufficiently clearly established. we do,
however, want to say that we greatly hope that the
Comn.rission will contirrue working along these lines,
and we would pornt out that the funds set aside for
thesc nreasurcs are still very ntuch lower than those
made available for the programme of price supports.
Nor has any connection been established with socral
policy measures.
As far as consumer policy is concerned, I should like
to reiterate most forcefully what was said by the
rapporteur of the Committee on the Environment,
Public Health and Consumer Protection. Ve join with
that committee in calling for a curb on surplus produc-
tion, more stringent co-responsibility rules for the
producers in the case of surplus production, and a
forward-looking production, consumption and
marketing analysis for agricultural products.
Finally, I should like to acldress a few remarks to Mr
Gundelach. You have our full support in your efforts
to achieve comparable levels of income and standards
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of living for the producers by way of these cautious
and stability-orientated price proposals. We shall like-
wise lend our full support to any attempt to cut down
structural surpluses. As I mentioned before, there are
slight differences of opinion as to whether direct
income transfers are a suitable instrument or whether
it would not be preferable to develop a model.
In conclusion, I would say that in the future we must
pay lar more attention than we have done so far to the
way in which our price policy is affected by 
- 
or,
looking at it from the opposite point of view, impeded
by the systems of marketing and further
processing. I think a good deal of the efficiency of our
price system is lost at the producer or marketing stage,
with the result that the farmers do not derive the full
income benefits and the positive benefits for the
consumer are partially eliminated. More attention
should be paid to this problem and I would therefore
ask the Commission to go beyond the data that have
already been made available and to investigate the
question more deeply to help us find the right solu-
tion.
(Applause)
President. The proceedings will now be
suspended until 3.00 p.m.
The House will rise.
(Tbe sitting was suspcnded at 12,55 f,nr. and resumed
at 3.00 p.m.)
IN THE CHAIR: tuIR C)LOtuIBO
President
President. 
- 
The sitting is resumed.
7. Agenda
President. 
- 
The Bureau had decided to place the
oral question by Mr Fioret and others on the working
languages of the European Parliament (Doc. 571177)
on the agenda for Thursday, 16 March 1978.
In the meantime the authors have asked me to post-
pone this question to the April part-session. I would
remind the House that, pursuant to Rule 47 (7) of the
Rules of Procedure, an oral question with debate may
be immediately taken over under the conditions set
out in paragraph l, with the agreement of Parliament
deciding by vote without debate.
I note that no-one wishes to maintain this item by
taking over the question.
I therefore consult Parliament on the request to post-
pone this question to the next part-session.
Since there are no objections, that is agreed.
welcome to a large group of members of the eek
Parliament who have taken their seats in the l Iors
gallery. Their visit to this Parliament rcinforc thc
links which already exist within the EEC-Grecc Joint
Committee and which have already bcen f by
tomeetings and visits by parliamentarians who bel
it.
On behalf of all the Mcmbers of this Parlia
should like to express the hopc that this visit
fruitful.
(Apf lautt)
9. Qucstion 'linc
8. ll'tlconc
President. 
- 
I should like to extend a
President. 
- 
The next item is the second
Question Time (Doc. l/7tl). \7e shall begin w
questions addressed to the Council. Thc Presi
Office of the Council is asked to answer them
supplementary questions. I call Qucstion No
Mr Ripamonti:
If the Councrl was aware that the USSR had
satellites with atomic material on board, did rt c
taking any special measures when Amerrcan
trsts established that the USSR had lost control of
Cosmos 954 and rt seemed possrble that rt would
grate and that the debris would fall to earth, and
considering taking any measures rn future to
better control of space, possrbly through the char
the European Space Agency ?
Mr K.B. Andersen, Prc.tidcnt-in-O.ffict
Council. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, I must a
We in Denmark havc initiated studies aimed a
taining what measurcs may be taken with
protecting the people of Denmark as
possible in any similar cases in the future.
At the international level, Canada and Sweden i
cular stressed at a Fcbruary meeting of
Committee on the peaceful use of space the
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regarding guidelines for the exchange of int
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on uncontrolled satellites and, in particular, notifica-
tion of the countrres in which such a satellite might
land if there should be any similar occurences in the
future. If the countries involved can agree to draw up
guidelines of this kind, the negotiations could begin
officially in the Committee's legal sub-committee
which holds its next meeting in Geneva in Marcl.r and
April of this year. This is a matter which concerns us
all, and it gave me great pleasure to add these few
facts with which I am familiar as a result of my
acquaintance with the problem from the Danish point
of view. I must, however, repeat what I said at the
beginning, namely that the Council as such cannot
take measures in this field.
Mr Ripamonti. 
- 
(I) Given that the superpowers
are racing to gain military control of space even to the
extent of developing anti-satellite weapons, known as
'killer satellites', does not the Council feel that it is
essential for the sake of the peaceful use of space ancl
for reasons of security, that the Community should
approach the problen.r of space research by partici-
pating directly in thc European Space Agency which
includes e ight of the nine Member States of the
Community among its members ?
Mr K.B. Andersen. 
- 
(DK) All I can say to Mr
Ripamonti is that, as I pointed out iust a few
moments ago, this lies outside the competency of the
Council and the Community and, as I also porntcd
out, these vital questior-rs are being discussed in other
international forums. I cannot, howcver, give an
answer on behalf of the Community since . rt lies
outside the competency of the Community.
Mr Noi. 
- 
(I) Does not the President-in-Office of
the Council feel that this attitude is a little our of
keeping with thc posrtion we will adopt romorrow
when we come to discuss thc Flamig rcport whrch
states, among other things, that it would not be a good
idea to dispose of long-lived radioactive wastc, i.e. thc
actinides in space, in case they fell to earth ? Ir has
been scientifically proved that this long-livcd waste
could in fact fall back to earth, but only at thc tinrc of
launching, since it would subsequently go into an
extra terrestnal orbit. However, the satellite which fell
on Canada, for example, also produccd waste sinrilar
to the actinidcs but in this case it was possible for the
wast to fall to carth not only at the time of launching,
but all thc timc the satcllite was in a terrestrial orbit.
Mr K.B. Andersen. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, I should
lrkc to rcpeat what I am obliged to say on various occa-
srons, namelv that, however strange it may seem that
one sl.rould not be able to adopt a Community posi-
tion on an extremely vital issue, onc cannot do so if
this issue falls outside the compete ncc of thc Conrnru-
nrty. Neither I nor any of my collcagucs can do this. I
should like to point out, however, in connection with
what Mr Nod has said, that as far as I can scc therc
can be no doubt that thc intcrcsts of thc vanous
Member Statc's will coirrcrde to a grcat dcgrce rrr thc
vital issue. This will beconrc clear whcrr thc qtrestiorr
is discussed in the United Nations, for exanrplc, arrd if
we need to adopt a position on any aspcct of thrs ques-
tion in the UN we wrll discuss it, not within the
context of Contr-nunity coopcration, lrut undcr polrt-
ical cooperation. I do r.rot, howcvcr, doubt for a
moment that the Nine will have a contnron attitudc
to this vital question. It is just not possiblc to discrrss
this matter within the context of the Conrrrurrity.
Mr Brown. 
- 
\7ill the President-in-Officc bear in
mind that at our last part-session, I did raise tl.rc
problem of satellitcs in geosrationary orbrt that
contailr nuclear weapolts ? Ve know that thc Russians
were already developing a systenr in thc sixties for
what they uscd to call FOBS-Fractional Orbrtal
Bombardment Systenr. Thc objcct of that systcnl is to
launch ir.rto geostationary orbit a dcvice which coLrlcl
be released arry tinrc ovcr any dcsired spot. Ir gor
round the United Nations protocol on thc grouncis
that, since it was not actually in orbit round thc carth,
it did not fall within the ternrs of the outcr-spacc
protocol. Does thc Presidcnt-in-Officc not considcr it
nonsense for arry natiou to be allowcd to park ul gco-
statlonary orbit a satcllitc containing a nuclcar
wcapor-r ?
Mr K.B. Andersen. 
- 
(DK) If I wcrc to answcr ilr
my capacity as Danish Foreign Minister, I would usc
the same expression as the qucstioner used, rranrcly
'nonsensc'. Indeed, this is perhaps putting it sontc-
what mildly. Howcver, thc questrorr lics complctely
outsiclc thc competcnce of thc Conrnrunity, and for
thrs reason thcre woulcl hardly bc any point in
discussrng rt hc'rc. It wrll bc possible to bring rt up on
a suitable occasloll uncicr polrtical coopcratiorr, but I
see little point rn wasting Parlianrcnt's tin-re toclay or-r
discussrng a nratter which Ircs corrpletely outsidc thc
Comn-runity's competcncc.
President. 
- 
I call Qucstion No 43 try Mr Schyns:
At its 49 lst lucctlr.lg on l.J l)cccntbcr 1977 tl.rc Councrl,
under the presrdcncy of the Bclgrarr Mir.rrste r for
Economic Affarrs, Mr V. Clacs, dccr<lcd, wrthur thc
framework of a ratronal cncrgy polrcy, to lntroduc(.
'Conrmunrty frnaltcial ntcasurcs to prontotc thc usc ot
coal tor elcctrrcrty gcncratiolt'.
Can tlrc Councrl grvc Parlr.rnrcnt nlorc [)rcclsc rnfornra-
tlon about thcsc nrc.rsures ?
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Mr. K.B. Andersen, Prcsidtnt'in-Off ice ,J the
Cotrntrl. 
- 
(DK) The questioner has misunderstood
the nature of the decision reached at the Council
nlcctrng of t-] Deccmber 1977. The Council was not
ablc to agrce on the introduction of Community finan-
cral measures to prontote the use of coal for electricity
generation. Tl-re Cotrncil in fact requested Coreper to
continue rts examination of the proposal with a view
to including it on the agenda for the next meeting of
the Council of Energy Ministers which, as far as we
know at present, will be held at the end of May. The
proposal discussed at the Council meeting provides
for invcstment aicl for the construction of new coal-
fired power stations and the conversion of existing oil-
fired power stations. I should like to add for the sake
of completeness that the Commission recently issued
a communlcation regarding suPPort measures aimed
at promoting sales of Contmunity coal. The intention
of this proposal is to promote the sales of Community
coal on a competitive basis to power stations in those
Member States which do not themselves produce coal.
$/ith this end in view, the proposal provides for a
Community subsrdy at a fixed rate per tonne as a
supplement to the existing national subsidies' This
proposal will also be included on the agenda for the
nleeting of the Energy Ministers I have iust
mentioned to allow the Council to adopt it in prin-
ciple.
Mr Schyns. 
- 
(F)I am not satisfied with this answer
since, in my view, what the President-in-Office of the
Council said at the beginnrng of his answer is clearly
at variance with the communiqu6 published by the
Ministers of Economic Affairs on l3 December 1977.
In addition, the Commission forwarded a communica-
tion (COM (78) 70 final) to the Council on 22
February containing a proposal to the effect that
Community-produced coal should be used more exten-
sively in Community generating stations. It was
proposed to introduce measures to Promote the use of
ti-9 million tonnes more coal per year in existing
power stations, and financial aid amounting to some
120 million u.a. has even been provided for. The coal-
producing Member States are also to make a similar
financial contribution. Can the President-in-Office of
the Council tell me when the Council will make a
statement on this programme to which the coal-pro-
ducing countries are looking forward with impatience
and great interest, since they hope it may permit them
to dispose of their existing stocks and avoid extensive
unemployment in this sector ? The coal-producing
Member States would no doubt be grateful for a
precise answer from the Council.
Mr K.B. Andersen 
- 
(DK) The Commission's
communication of February [ast, which has iust been
mentioned, is what I was speaking about in my
answer a few moments ago in which I explained that
the Commission had recently submitted a communica-
tion regardinS support measures designed to Promote
sales of Community coal. The support measure I was
speaking about was the same as the on
mentioned, i.e. the Commission's commun
dating from the end of February this year. This
that it is not only Parliament which is greatly u-
pied'with this subiect 
- 
this is clear from
iesolutions it has adopted on this matter and f
just
:ion
question here today 
- 
but that this interest is
by both the Commission and the Council. As
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record levels, and if we are not to force a mai need
before, I expect it will be possible to discu
matter at the next meeting of the Council of M
for Energy in May.
Mr Osborn. 
- 
Is the President-in-Office a
this Parliament has passed two measures to en
the use of coal, one relating to stocking of
the other to the use of coal for electricity gene
to cut back at the end of the year, is there
urgent need to devise ways and means of conr
Community coal in order that we may have th
genous strategic reserve in good order for any
ality in the future ?
Mr K.B. Andersen. 
- 
(DK) I have li
great interest to the points which have bee
under the Carter Plan in the United States, it
to develop a binding Community-level
programme for the nine Member States,
context of which the part played by coal in
- 
that it is my wish to bring about some
this matter , but nevertheless I shall be quite
repeat it. One of the tasks which the Danish
ties, and I think this is one of the fields in
we have also stated quite clearly already,
perhaps not been sufficient solidarity wit
Community up to now. As has already been
out, this would be a good thing from the poin
here today and I will take them into account
future negotiations in the Council.
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Mr Ripamonti 
- 
(I) Does not the Presiden n-Of-
fice of the Council feel that, in view of the seri
of the energy problem and the measures P d for
time
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supplies could be determined with a view
loping coal production and utilization ?
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Mr K.B. Andersen. 
- 
(DK) I think I have ade it
quite clear 
- 
and I am sure Mr Ripamonti I agree
ency has put high on its list of priorities 
-
are
not all that many things a presidency can but at
least we can give priority to certain matters is to
establish, if possible, an energy plan for the ,muni-
ich, as
in
to
Presid-
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of view
a goodof the energy situation, and it would also be
thing for many other reasons including em ment.
' planN/e will do what we can to Promote an ene
with a view to reducing our dependency on i ported
oil, and this will involve, among other thin
use of coal.
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Mr Brown. 
- 
Beforc the President-in-Office takes
too kindly to thc suggcstion bc'ing put to him, would
hc nrakc surc that tltc Conrntission evaluates what the
cost to thc cnvrror.tr.ncnt would be of increasing the
usc of coal for powcr stations ? Are we going to
exanrir.rc tllc cost of corrvcrting power stations and
putting ln all thc nccessary equipntent to stop the
atnrosphcre bcing pollutcd; is he prepared to say what
this witl nrcan in increased costs for electricity
gcneratecl ? Bccausc that is why we stopped using coal
irr tl-re past.
Mr K.B. Andersen. 
- 
(DK) This is surely a ques-
tion for thc Conrr.r.rission, but I should lrke to say that
I anr not all that kccn or-r usirrg coal and I would not
likc yoLr to gct thc rnrprcssion that I ant. However, if
wc hope to ntakc ourselves less dependent on
inrported oil, onc of the ways in which we could do
this is, whcthcr wc likc it or not, to make greater use
of coal. This raiscs obvious environmental problems,
as Mr llrown r-ncntioncd, but I would prefer to save
thcsc argumcnts for when we are discussing the
nrattcr with pcoplc who are against the use of nuclear
errcrgy. I sonrctrnrcs fccl it could bc pointed out to
pcoplc who are against the' use of nuclear energy and
woLrld prcfcr coal to be used instead that this is not a
partrcularly appropriate solution to the problem, at
lcast fronr thc crrvironntental point of view.
President. 
- 
I call Question No 44 by Mr Osborn :
Do the Mrnrsrcrs expect reciprocity from recrplents of
STAIIEX funds by thcrr purchasing goods and services
trom Contntunrty firnrs ?
Mr K.B. Andersen, Pruidtnt-rn-0.1.f ict o.t thc
Cotrncil. 
- 
(DK) The situation rs that under Article
20 of the Lon.r6 Corrventior.r the ACP States them-
selves decrde lrow tl.re STABEX resources will be used.
In ordcr to discover the purpose of this system we
need only look at Article l5 which states thar it is
inter.rdcd to renredy the harntful effects of the insta-
bility of export carnings and enable the ACP States to
achrcve thc stability, profitability and sustained growth
of thcir ccononrrcs. In order to do so they can rratur-
ally choose to purchasc goods arrd services from
Cornrrruurty firnrs ancl it is clear fronr the information
with which thc Council l.ras been provided by the
Conrnrrssion 
- 
arld I slrould likc to draw Mr
Osborn's attcntion to this point 
- 
that this is in fact
what happcrrccl in the case of certain funds for 1975.
'Wc can thcrcforc cxpect the same thing to happen
again, brrt I nrust stress that the system does not bind
or comnrit the ACP States irr this respect.
Mr Osborn. 
- 
This question is to seek information
and to dctcrnrinc to what extent the benefits of the
Stabcx proposals are proving to be mutual. Just as
contracts should go to Community suppliers for ACP
Lon.r6 Conventiorr proiccts, should not the ACP coun-
trics bcncfiting front Stabex agreements purchase
manufactured 61oods fronr the Community ? To what
extcnt, thcrc[ore, is this happening in practice, and is
thc Cotrrrcil oi Ministc-rs satisfied that rhis trcnd is
being adcquately nronitored ?
Mr K.B. Andersen. 
- 
(DK) I can only repeat that
this is not the purpose of the system, and I should
perhaps also point out that however natural it may be
for the developing countries to purchase goods from
the Community 
- 
and I can see no reason why they
should not 
- 
I feel sure none of us of here would
simply want something in the nature of equilibrium,
in the literal sense of the word, in our trade with each
individual county, and it is not the purpose of this
system to help to establish equilibrium of this kind.
Its purpose is to bring some order into the economies
of the countries involved. However, this also makes it
possible for these countries to buy goods from
Member States.
President. 
- 
I call Question No 4.5 by Mr Pisoni :
Vhat stage have the Council's dehberations reached on
the harmonization of narional health regulations
regardrng skimmed-nrilk powder and its reconstitutions
as liquid milk and on the adding of dyes to milk powder
to denature rt so that it rs used exclusivcly for animal feed
and not human consumption ?
Mr K.B. Andersen, Pt'c.tidcnt-tn-O.llicc o.l' thc
Conncil. 
- 
(DK) The Council has already laid down
Community regulations governing the description and
composition of skimmed milk powder both for
human consumption and for animal feed. However,
there has as yet been no porposal concerning the
quality of skimmed milk powder destined for human
consumption from the hygienic and microbiological
point of view. As regards the reconstitution . of
skimmed milk powder, the Council has introduced a
provision whereby the Member States may produce
condensed milk for human consumption using a
maximum of 25 o/o milk powder. Apart from this,
there are no harmonized Community regulations on
this matter.
Finally, I should like to add that the Council has
discussed the question of how useful and practicable it
would be to mix the skimmed milk powder with a
special substance in order to prevent the milk
produced specially for animal feed being used for
other purposes within the Common Market. ri7ork on
this matter should continue, particularly with a view
to finding the most efficient nlethods possible of
preventing fraud.
Mr Pisoni. 
- 
(l) lVe are awarc that not only Italy
but other Member States too could consume a larger
amount of skimmed milk powder, especially '[or
animal feed, if it was not permitted to reconstitute if
for human consumption.
Does not the Council therefore feel that steps should
be taken to dispose of the milk-powdcr mountain and
at the same time avoid various frauds in the food
sector by permitting countries such as ltaly to make
greater use of animal protcrns in meat production ?
Mr K.B. Andersen. 
- 
(DK) I fully understand the
problcms Mr Pisoni has just mentioned, but I should
likc to point out that the reason why a numbe r of dele-
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gations have not as yet been prepared to take the line
put forward here is because major administrative diffi-
culties are anticipated, and perhaps also because it is
felt that cases of fraud are not in fact as common in
practice as some people suspect. There are a number
of administrative problems, but as we said, we will
continue work on this matter, and I agree with the
questioner as regards the problem mentioned both in
his question and when he spoke lust now.
Mr Mitchell. 
- 
$7ould the President-in-Office of
the Council agree that any harmonization of national
health regulations that takes place should be in the
interests of health, and not a back-door method of
dealing with the skimmed milk problem ?
Mr K.B. Andersen. 
- 
(DK) \fle must weigh two
legitimate interests, if I may describe them as such,
against each other, and this is one of the questions we
are currently working on.
Mr Ripamonti. 
- 
(I) ln view of the widespread
famine in the world and the major surplus of milk
powder, does not the President-in-Office of the
Council feel that market research is called for with a
view to establishing new ways in which the milk
surpluses could be used, e.g. for export or as food aid
to those countries which are currently underdeveloped
and underfed.
Mr K.B. Andersen. 
- 
(DK) It is as the honourable
Members will no doubt be aware, up to the Commis-
sion to make proposals on a matter such as this.
However, the Council has already frequent decided to
provide this very form of aid.
Mr L'Estrange. 
- 
\flould the President-in-Office of
the Council tell me why he believes it is necessary to
go deeply into this question, and what administrative
difficulties he foresees ? rU7ould it not be better to add
the dyes on time, and not wait until the fraud starts,
in order not to be closing the stable door when the
horse has bolted ?
Mr K.B. Andersen. 
- 
(DK) It is not necessary to go
deeply into this question. I concur with the Honour-
able Member's view that this problem is one which
calls for swift action, but the task of the Council is of
course to ensure that the measures taken produce posi-
tive results which outweigh the administrative diffi-
culties which will doubtless arise. This is what we
hope to achieve by our current work. It is not our
intention to delay progress in this matter.
President. 
- 
I call Question No 45 by Mr Donde-
linger, for whom Mr \filli Miiller is deputizing :
Does not the Council share the opinion of Mr Brice
Lalonde, a spokesman for Europe's ecologists, that it
would be desirable to reword Article 2 of the EEC Treaty,
which emphasizes economic expansron alone to the detri-
ment of environmental protection and the quality of
life ?
Article 2 of the EEC Treaty does not in any way
sively stress economic expansion. Thc articlc
:xclu-
stresses that economic developmerrt sltoukl tak
n fact
place
q ucs-in a harmonious and bllanccd nrantrcr, ancl t
tioner's concern wrth the environnrcnt arrd thc ua lity
Mr K.B. Andersen, Prt.tiicttt'tn-O.fltct
Cr.tttncil, 
- 
(DK) The Council is convittcc
of life was stressed by the Heads of State ancl
ment at their meeting in Paris in 1972 wl
issued a declaration from which I shoukl
quote :
accordance wrth the European spirit, particular r
must be paid to non-material values and wealth
protection of the environment wrth a view to
progress serve mankrnd.
Since the adoption of this declaration, which
makes its point very clearly, the Council has,
know adopted environmental programnres and
tion in which account is taken both of ccononrl
lopment and environmental prote ction and
quality of life. I should like to add that, as
clear from what I have said, the Council in
regards these two considerations as incompatib
principle totally at variancc with cach other.
Mr Willi M0ller. 
- 
(D) I have only steppcd
today on behalf of Mr Dondelinger who
present. However, it strikes me on examinr
question that the central point has been
somewhat. !7hat the question asks is whet
the Council sees a need for the Treaty of R
amended in such a way that the quality of
receive particular attention in acldition to all t
questions covered by this Treaty. This
vital, since it is something to which the
mental protection organizations in thc world
attach great importance.
However, I should also like to take this opport
putting a supllementary question. In view of
that the Council has repeatedly said how im
regards the improvement of the quality of
Europe, how is it that it has been dragging i
this, i.e. that decisions adopted by this Parlia
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Mr K.B. Andersen. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, I admit
that this would be a very suitable subject for a debate,
but this is not the point. There is no reason why
Article 2 should be amended, and I made this quite
clear in my answer. There is nothing in Article 2
implying economic growth and nothing else 
- 
there
is scope for the question of the environment too. One
programme has been adopted and another is in prepa-
ration. A great deal of work is being done on these
matters, but we should not go to the other extreme of
thinking that we can improve the quality of life
without economic growth. At least, this is a view
which people earning a little less than most of us here
would find difficult to understand.
Mrs Ewing. 
- 
Would the Council not accepr that, as
the very name of the Community includes the word
'economic', and that in view of the wording of Article
2, it may very well be that many outsiders, who are
going to be voters soon view the Community as being
too materialistic ? Vill the Council not look again at
this request, which seems to me reasonable, and
would it do so before direct elections, when we want
as many people as possible to be interested and to
vote ?
Mr K.B. Andersen : 
- 
(DK) Something could be
done about changing this situation if either the
Commission or a government, who are entitled to do
so, were to submit a proposal to this effect. No such
proposals are currently before the Council, however,
and I am sure that tl.ris is because such proposals are
considered superfluous since our objectives are stated
quite clearly in Artrcle 2, and one nrrght well ask how
one could do most for the environment 
- 
whether
one does not do more for it by implementing environ-
mental programmes than by arnending an Article
which does not need to be amended.
Sir Derek rValker-Smith. Vhile I wholly
endorse and support the importance of environntental
considerations in the life of the Community and its
Member States, will the President-in-Office of the
Council ntakc rt clear tl'rat hrs refcrcrrces to opinions
expressed by the Council do not in ar.ry way suggest
that either the task of amending the Treaty or the
interpre tation of the Treaty is in any way vested in the
Council ? \Would he cor-rfirn-r that as a matter of consti-
tutional law, amcrrdments to Article 2, or to any other
provisions of the Treaty, can only be made subject to
the provisions of Article 236 and ratification by the
Member States according to their constitutional proce-
dures, and that the interpretation of the Treaty is
vested in arrothe r institution of the Community,
namely thc European Court of Justice ?
Mr K.B. Andersen. 
- 
(D) Yes.
(La tr tltt t r)
Mr van Aerssen. 
- 
(D) Since the Presrdent-in-Of-
fice is no doubt fantiliar with the many proposals for
extending the EC Treaty to rncludc cltvrrolrr-rrcntal
policy, I should like to ask whctlrcr hc sccs arry
chance of any practical stcps lrcrng takcn, arrrl
whether he personally is prcparcd ro press for tlrc
Treaty of Rome to be antcndccl rlr tltc rrrtcrests of arr
improved envirorrntental protcction policy. Thcrc arc
three main aspects to thc antelt(lntcnt I havc rrr ntind.
Firstly Article .l shotrld bc anrcnclccl to nrakc cxplrcit
mention of environmental protection policy, sccorrdly
Article 92 should be amendcd to includc thc conrpul-
sory granting of aid if econontic rcstructuring is rrcccs-
sary in the interests of an environnrcntal protcction
policy, and thirdly, thc third part of thc EC Treaty
should be extended to inclrrde a Titlc .1, 'Envirorr-
mental Policy', setting out the progranrnrcs and ilrstr.u-
ments with which the Errropcarr Conrnrurrity could
tackle this problenr ?
Mr K. B. Andersen.- (DK) I nrusr adnrit thrt irr
my view 
- 
and I hopc the honourablc Mcnrbcr will
understand this 
- 
we should usc our cncrgy to
improve the environment by mcans of joint Conrnru-
nity action in this field and not wasrc it in changing .r
treaty whlch can in no way intpcclc nlovcs to protcct
e nvironment.
Mr Prescott, If the President-in-Officc cartr.rot acccpt
the clear conflict between environntcrrtal objcctivcs
and the economic objectives of thc Trcaty, carr hc
possibly accept, since tl.rc Council has cnclorscd thc
Comn-rission's proposals ir-r lcgarcl to stce I arrcl textilcs
and otl.rer areas of industrial policy, whe rc srrpply arrd
demand do not dctcntlinc pricc any r-norc, that both
the pricc and thc quotas rclcascd on to thc nlarkct arc
deternrined by intcrvcntiorr by the Cor.r.rr-r.rrssiorr,
supported by the Council 
- 
surely a clcar brcach of
the Treaty showing its dimrnished relevarrce to tlrc
problem ?
Mr K.B. Andersen. 
- 
(DK) I should lusr Irkc to sayin connc'ction with stccl ar-rd tcxtilcs, whiclr are aftcr
all merely a sidc issuc hcrc, tlrat our llltclttion ls to
re-establish the propcr markcts. I clo not, howcvcr,
understand how it can be that various Mcnrbcrs appar-
ently think that thc Council is not awarc of any
problems whatsover in this entirc frcld. I did not sny
this. !7hat I said was that in nty vicw 
- 
and thc
Council in general shares thrs vicw 
- 
zero growth is
no way to improve the qtrality of lifc. If I nright nrakc
an additional rentark in n'ry capaclty as thc Danish
Foreign Mirrrster, I should like to rcpcat what I said
before, namely that I have noticcd it is ncithcr thc
poor developing countries nor thc less privilcgcd
sections of the Comntunity in our Mcntber Statcs who
are so opposed to econontic growth. Thcy takc thc
view that growth carr bc recorrcilctl with rntprovc-
ments in the quality of lifc.
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Mr Damseaux. 
- 
(Q No-one is disputing the fact
that reasorrab[e economic growth is a necessity, even a
priority, cvcr.r though this view may be materialistic.
The qucstion put by nry honourable colleague there-
fore strrkes nrc as a little tendentious in its use of the
cxprcssron 'to thc dctrinrent of', which implies'jeopar-
dizing'.
I should tlrcrefore lrke to ask the President of the
Council if, in his view, the Council or Commission
has cvcr rntcrprcted Article 2 of the Treaty as on the
onc hancl rccommcnding economic expansion, and
orr thc othcr rccommending the destruction of the
cnvironnrcrrt or a poor quality of life.
Mr K. B. Andersen. 
- 
(DK) I think it would be
useful if I read out Article 2 which is, after all, very
brie f. lt l'uns as follows :
Thc Con.rn.runity shall have as rts task, by estabhshrng a
Comnron Marke t and progressively approximating the
econonric polrcrcs of Member States, to promote
throughout thc Conrmunrty a harmonious development
of econonric actrvrtics, a continuous and balanced expan-
slon, an nrcrcase in stability, an accelerated raising of the
standarcl of living and closer relations between the States
bclongrrrg to rt.
Therc is nothing in this 
- 
and this remark is not
meant for the last speaker, since we are in complete
agrecmcnt on this point 
- 
there is nothing in this to
prcvcnt us using, as we should, the growth we can
achicvc in order to inrprove the quality of life.
Mr Patiin. 
- 
(NL) This is an interesting discussion,
but does the President-in-Office of the Council have
any idea as to whether a majority in the Council
would be rn favour of revising the Treaty on this
point ?
Mr K.B. Andersen. 
- 
(DK) I presume and hope that
if there were such a majority, it would have made its
presence known by submitting some proposals. So far,
no proposals have been made, and I for my part
would like to close this discussion by pointing out to
those Menrbers who are so afraid of growth that one
can speak about growth in the same way as wealthy
peoplc speak aLrout money, i.e. it is not everything but
it is the key to the rest.
President. 
- 
Since the author is not present, Ques-
tion No 47 by Mr Hamilton will receive a written
reply. I
I call Question No 48 by Mr Howell:
How does the Council lustify rts apparent double stand-
ards in allowing certain Member States to devalue their
'green rates' at will, yet by contrast causing delay over
United Kingdom devaluation requests specifically
approved by the House of Commons ?
sterling in the agricultural sector. These p ls
were dealt with in the same way as all previous
sals in this field. As regards the British request i
Mr K.B. Andersen, President'in').fJ'icc
Council. 
- 
(DK) I take the question to refer
way in which the Council recently dealt wit
draft regulations involving adjustments o:
exchange rate for the Italian lira and the
cular, certain questions regarding the dates
regulation would enter into force for certain
had to be examined in relatively great detail.
regulations referred to have, as you know,
adopted and came into force on 2 February thi
Mr Howell. 
- 
Vhile I can fully understand t
culty which the President-in-Office has in t
explain the procedure which were adopted
Britain asked for u Ttlz o/o devaluation of the
Firstly, the actual case brought up here
currently under discussion in the Council of
tural Ministers. Secondly, I should like to
the circumstances surrounding the last
regarding the pound were very exception
finally, I should like to add in my capacity as
tock and that under every single heading of li'
there has been a tremendous decrease and t
derstanding for as I said before, the decisi
which was the date put forward by the Commi ln
its proposal.
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pound when it had already been granted wit t any
difficulty to Ireland, I feel that his explanati was
totally inadequate. It really did not answer thi
tion at all, and I feel that he should give me a
explanation. Is the President-in-Office aware
huge distortion which is caused in the market i
cultural produce, particularly in cattle and
between Ireland and Britain and the damage
inflicting on British livestock producers ?
agree that this is the very negation of a co
market and that proceeding in this way is doi
harm to the credibility of the EEC itself ?
Mr K.B. Andersen. 
- 
(DK) I can say three lngs.
Foreign Minister that no country is more kee than
Denmark to eliminate the monetary ry
amounts because of the many unfortunate
have on this entire sector.
they
Mrs Ewing. 
- 
Is the Council aware that Iture
is not only one of the major industries of the
Kingdom, but is the major industry in Scotla
70 o/o of the population there is dependent
now acute anxiety about the future of this vi sector
of the industry in Scotland ? IUTould the Council
sider the urgency involved in this matter of green
pound, which seems to many of us to be an e Lmple
nity ?of extreme unfairness meted out by the Com
Mr K.B. Andersen. 
- 
(DK) There must be a
I See Annex already been taken.
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Mr L'Estrange. 
- 
As the President-in-Office of the
Cotrncil is aware, thc grecn currcncies help the coun-
tries wrtlr weak currcr.rcies and enstrrc that producers
f ronr suclt countncs, if thcir governnlcut seeks devalua-
tron of thc pound, gct a farr price for their produce. If
tlrcy seck devaluation of the pound, would the Presr-
rlcnt-rn-Offrcc not agrec that Ireland ntade application
at thc propcr trntc, that she plays according to the
rulcs of thc ganrc at all trn.res, that she kicks the ball
to thc bcst advantage, which rs in her own interests,
and that the British Government, if they so liked,
cotrld gct a furtl.rer l5-20 o/o devaluation of the
pound ? Is he further aware that there would not be
such distortrons if the British Government did make
applicatron for strch clevaluation 7
Mr K.B. Andersen. 
- 
(DK) My answer can be very
brrcf. Two poirrts havc becn brought up here today.
Frrstly, thcre is tlre procedural qucstion, and my
answcr on this point was very clear. Secondly, there is
a nrajor qucstion of principle which is not a matter for
discussion herc today but should be dealt with in the
context of thc debatc or1 the agricultLrral policy in
gerrcral.
President. 
- 
I call Question No 49 by Mr Ryan :
In vrcw ot thc facr that thc report by Mr Klrnker on some
aspccts of the commou fishenes polrcy, whrch has been
forwardcd to thc Councrl, contair.rs radrcal proposals
whrch woulcl appcar to conflict wlth the sovereign rrgl.rts
of Mcnrbcr Statcs and wlth lnternational law, would the
Council cxanunc thrs report as a ntattcr of urgency ?
Mr K.B. Andersen, Pttttdcnt-in-}.l.lict 0.1 tht
(.otrncil, 
- 
(DK) Mr President, if the Council n.rakes a
dccision on the Conrnrission's proposal regarding
control of frshcries, it wrll r-ratural[y exan-rine more
closcly thc resolution adopted by Parliantent at its
Fe brrrary part session on thc basis of thc Klinker
rcport nrcrrtroned prcviotrsly. This is contplerely in
accorclancc wrth tlrc Courrcil's obligations arrcl the
pr'nctrcc rt has always followcd, and will follow in this
case too.
Mr Ryan. 
- 
\7ill thc Council bcar in mirrd that the
adoptiorr of thc resolution in question has caused very
scrious conccnt irr tlte ntinds of peoplc in tlrosc states
that lrave considcrablc off-shorc watcrs, arrd on tl-rat
account would thc Council endeavoul to ntake a11
car'ly clcclaration which would make it clear that, in
thc abscncc of the surrerrder of sovereigrt rights by
Mcnrbcr States to the Contntunity over the waters
adjoining their coasts, there cannot be any hostile
pursr-rit of fishing-vcssels in waters off Member States
othcr than by vessels of the Member State in ques-
tron ? \Wor.rl<l hc also consider ntaking an early statc-
nrent to nvoid any clifficultrc,s which rtright arist'
whcre vcsscls, without authority, pursuc f isihing-
vessels from third countries in the waters of Member
States ?
Mr K.B. Andersen. 
- 
(DK) Unfortunately, the
Council's negotiations on fisheries policy have broken
down. The question brought up here is one very
important aspect of fisheries policy, but all of us here
know that the negotiations have broken down and we
know why.
Mr Corrie. 
- 
Can the President-in-Office give us
any idea how near we are to reaching agreement on a
fisheries policy ?
Mr K.B. Andersen. 
- 
(DK) No.
(Ldughtcr)
Mrs Ewing. 
- 
As Mr Ryarr has indicated the possi-
bility that this report, if implenrented, would bring us
into a conflict in the field of publrc international law,
could I ask the Council to look at paragraph 10,
which it seems to me, will bring the Community into
conflict on a matter of private international law 
-that is to say, with Scots law, which is a distinct and
separate systenl, where in the administration of the
courts it is a fact of life that fines are part of the
revenue on which the administration of the courts of
justice depends ? This paragraph would seem to me,
therefore, to need most careful reconsideration.
Mr K.B. Andersen. 
- 
(DK) I frrlly agree.
President. 
- 
I call Question No .50 by Mr McDon-
ald:
lVrll the Council make a statentent on the polrcy of
natronal governments of Menrber States in allocating tele-
vision channels, in vrew of rhe problems whrch will be
carrsed to many viewers in Lcinstcr, wl.ro have until now
been able to receive BBC and ITV, by the introductron of
RTE 2?
Mr K.B. Andersen, 
- 
Prc.ttdt,nt-in-O.l.li* o/ tht
Cotrncil. 
- 
(l)K) This quesrion falls conrpletcly
outside thc Council's conrpetclrcc.
Mr McDonald. 
- 
Arising fronr rhe reply by the
Presrdent-in-Offrcc, surely it is not right that a portion
of the nrcdia as inrportant as tclcvrsion should hold
no intcrest for thc Con-rntunity or the Council of
Ministers. $7hat does the President think of thc. case
where one of thc ntcntber governntctrts in effect oper-
ates censorship by sclccting a channeI which is either
the same as or ad;accltt to those of neighbouring
states ? Surely, if we arc ever goilrg to movc towards
European unity, the Council ancl thc Cor.nnrission
should aim at a disscnrinatiorr of lrews, at least once a
week, on somc type of a Errrovision svstcnt ? I think
we have fallcr-r dowrr badlv orr orrr policy rs a Conrnru-
nity towards tclevision, tl-rc allocirtron of cltanncls and
othcr problenrs.
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Mr K.B. Andersen. 
- 
(DK) There is no point in
asking the Council to adopt a position on a question
which falls completely outside its competence.
Mr Van Aersen. 
- 
(D) Even if the question does
not directly come under the Council's competence,
cannot the President-in-Office, nevertheless, see that
it might be useful if we could at least coordinate our
policy on this matter in the context of the UPU in
Berne ?
Mr K.B. Andersen. 
- 
(DK) This question of alloca-
tion of channels involves other countries as well as the
Community, and the problem does not stop at the
borders of the Member States. The existing system of
frequencies dates, if I remember rightly, from t961,
when it was drawn up at the general European confer-
ence. It is not something the Nine can do anythrng
about, and as I have already repeatedly pointed out,
the question falls completely outside the Council's
competence.
President. I call Question No .51 by Mr
Bouquerel :
Is the Presrdent of the Councrl aware that, when makrng
a statement in a third country on the internal situatron of
a Member State, he is speaking not as the leader of a
party, but as President-in-Office of the Council of the
European Communrtres ?
Mr K.B. Andersen, Prc.tidcnt-in-O.fltcc o.f tlsc
Council. 
- 
(DK) This question seems to imply that
the President of the Council makes statements
regarding the internal situation in another Member
State while visiting a third country. This allegation
must rise from a misunderstanding since this has
never happened during the Danish Presidency.
Mr Bouquerel. 
- 
(F) \fle are not satisfied with this
answer, I should be grateful if Mr Andersen would tell
us clearly whether or not he agrees that all the Presi-
dents of the Council are under an obligation to
observe discretion 
- 
particularly in connection with
the internal situation in our Member States 
- 
and
whether this obligation is not even greater in the case
of the Members of the Commission of the European
Communities ?
(Applausc 
.front cu'tctin quLtrtcrs r.tn tbc rtiiltt).
Mr K.B. Andersen. 
- 
(DK) I should merely like to
refer to the answer I have already given. I have
nothing to add or withdraw.
Mr Patijn. 
- 
(NL) If I may address the President-in-
Office of the Council in his capacity as Danish
Minister of Foreign Affairs, does he not think it is reas-
onable for a Social Democrat to hope that a Social
Democrat will win the elections in another country ?
Mr K.B. Andersen. 
- 
(DK) In spite of the friendly
invitation I have no comment to make.
of the nine Member States arc fully awarc of t work
being done by non-govcrnmcntal organizatror rn thc
President. 
- 
\We tum now to qucstrolts
Foreign Ministers of the nirre Menrber Statcs
European Community mceting in political c
tion.
I call Question No .52 by Mr Edwartls :
Have the Foreign Mirristcrs cor:srdcrc<l tlrc latcst
Amnesty International and what action do they
to take on the rssues rarsed thcrein ?
Mr K.B. Andersen., Prt.'iitttt'tn'0lftct
Fortign rl4ini.tttrs. 
- 
(DK) The qucstion is
the Foreign Ministers havc corrsiclcrccl the lat
of Amnesty International, i.e. thc 1977 rc
report has not becn tlrc subjcct of cliscussion
framework of political cooperatron. Thc
moreover, they are frequently bcttcr eqLrippcd
with them themselves in view of thc naturc
activities and aims as a wholc. Thc problcnr
Foreign Ministers have studrcd this vcry i
report, which is a rather sevcre indictnlcrlt orl
our non-European associates, particularly th
are concered in the Lom6 Agrccmcnt. Of tlrc
European potential signatories of thc scco
Agreement, 
-J2 received vcry aclvcrse c
violation of human rights. Twenty-one m
detention without tlial, 9 used torturc against
prisoners and 12 actually operate capital
field of human rights and follow this work wir
attention since they regard it as cxtrcmcly inr
both for the practicaI implcnrcntatiorr of
human rights and for incrcrsinB awilrcness
nature and significance of humarr rights. Sincc
cooperation between statcs, the work of rton-
mental organizations is not subjcct to consi lratlons
of foreign policy, it will not always bc lc for
governments to take actlon on specifrc issuc which
which,
to deal
these organizations find reason to bring up an
port of
t ltt
h cth c-r
rcPort
. This
in thc
r nrcnts
closc
nt,
:ci fic
of tlrc
unlrkc
till-
their
which
q ucs-
at thc
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rry of
who
5.J non-
Lomi'
on tllc
nta r ncd
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ishment
e viola-
the organizations point out or conccnl t sclves
with can, however, bc major factors in thc
making of various governments in thc ficld
tion.
policy-
examined this important and intcrestirrg rc
same way as we in the Danish Foreign Mini
done.
Mr Edwards. 
- 
I am delightcd to hcar
I should also like to point out to Mr Edwr that,
although I do not know exactly, I am hcle ss
convinced that my colleagucs ancl thcrr s Lf f havc
t ln thc
:ry havc
for political offences. In the light of thesc ts, will
the Foreign Ministers meeting in politrcal c pe ratlon
bear these points in mind and at least use t
offices to abolish two of the worst factrrrcs of
r good
tion of human rights, nanrely the usc of urc and
derention without trial. If this rs done, it will lp our
Community and help some of thc people fr
human freedom ir-r thcsc .J6 countrics ment
tirrg for
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Mr K.B. Andersen. 
- 
(DK) Firstly, I should like to
say that I fully agree that both the problems
mentioned and the work which can be done with a
view to remedying them are of major importance.
Indeed, we in the Comnrunity are working on these
problems 
- 
for exantple, in the UN. As you know,
the matter was toucl-red upon in connection with the
Belgrade conference, and all I can say is that all the
governments are fully aware of the resolution adopted
here on t9 January in which thcy are urge d to
support and assist Amnesty International in irs very
valuable work. \i7e are fully aware of this very inrpor-
tant organrzation and of Parliament's support for it.
Lord Castle.- M.y I quite frankly say rhar I anr not
satisfied with the reply of thc. President-in-Offrce wl.ro
seems to turn his back on what we, as Parlianrcnt,
havc beerr pressing for, both by votc and by reports
fronr our contr-r-rittces olt grcatcr and grcatcr political
cooperation bctwecn the Ninc. In this casc it secnts to
me, and I ask the Prcsident-in-Offrce whethcr thrs is
to bc rnfcrred front his rcply, that in thts casc wc arc
relying purely and sinrply upon unilatcral action by
the nine govcrnntcnts. Woulcl hc. not agrcc that it
would be far better if rcprescrrtatiorrs wcre nradr- by
thc Commtrnity as a whole, represented by tl.re
Foreign Ministcrs nteeting in political coopcration orr
such qtrestior-rs as the death penaltry carriecl out
without trial rn places like Rhodcsra and thc colttlltua-
tion of the horrors of apartheid in Sorrth Africa, whiclr
are this ycar's major ob;cctivcs in tl.rc can.rpaign of
Anrnesty ? I would bc gtad if hc cotrld urgc Conrrlu-
nity action on this ntattcr.
Mr K.B. Andersen. (DK) The honourablc
Member must havc eitl-rer totally n-risunderstood or
misheard what I saicl beforc 
- 
thcrc is no othcr
possiblc cxplanation. I said nothrng about relyrng
purely and sinrply upon urTilate ral action. I spoke
about our coopcration in the UN on this matter, the
cooperation betwecn thc Nrne in conncctiorr with thc
Belgrade confcrencc, and I nrrght also nrcntion the
coopcration be twcclr thc Nrrre lll coltne ctiorr with
South Africa ancl thc figlrt agairrst aparrheid. All thcse
things are well kr-rowr-r, and orrly a fcw ntomcnts ago I
drew attcntion to tltc coopcration betwccn the Nine
on thcsc nratters. It strikcs me as a little strangc, thcre-
fore, that sontconc slror-rlcl now get up and ask why I
am spcaking about unilatcral action when I was irr
fact spcakirrg about the vcry oppositc.
Mr Prescott. 
- 
Is the Prcsident-in-Officc aware rhat,
as the Anrncstv Intc'rrratiorral rcport on Argentina has
shown, betwecn twclve and seventeerl thousand polit-
ical prisoncrs werc in gaol or in concentration camps,
while a further fifteen thousand people includrng two
Frencl-r nurrs, havc clrsappeared, dcspite the protests of
thc Frcncl-r Presrdcnt ? In vicw of the fact that tltc
WoLld Cup is berng usccl as major propaganda by thc
Argentrnian regime, is he satisficd that Cortrnrunrty
citizens who choose to attcnd thc World Cup rn
Argentina will bc protectcd agairrst arbltrary cxptrlsron
or inrprrsonntcnt by an Argcrrtrniarr rcgir-rrc whiclr
conducts acts of murder agairrst rts own crtrzclrs alr(l
against non-Argentrnian pcoplc resiclcnt rrr Ar.gcrr-
tina ?
Mr K.B. Andersen. 
- 
(DK) I can assurc Mr l)rcscott
that wc are awarc of this problcnr alr<l that, in rr<l<lr-
tion, it is one of thc ntattcrs to be discussccl at the
polrtical coopcratron nreetutll in Copcnhagcn. Thc
nrccting is being hcld toclay antl tor.norrow, arrrl I
think this rs onc of tltc ntattcrs on thc agcrr<lr for
tonrorrow.
Mr L'Estrange. 
- 
I would likc to ask thc Prcsiclcnt-
in-Offrcc of thc Council, whcn hc speaks al)out coo[)-
eration witltrn thc Nrnc, and wlrcrr he states that they
are far-niliar with thc rcports, anrl whcn wc hcar so
nruch here torlay about Argcntina and abotrt Ilhodcsia,
whctlrcr hc rs awarc that the IiLrssians, and irrrlcctl
certain otllcr countncs lrchrncl thc Irorr Curtarn, show
littlc rcspect for Ituntan rrgltts, and that tltcy have
thotrsands of rrrnoccr.rt people tn gaols or ntcntal
hospitals on trunrped-up political chargcs ? Docs thc
Council think it right and propcr th^t thcsc countr.ies
should gct such long-ternt crcdit fronr the EEC, whrle
tl-rcy arc putting tltclr owlt ntoltey fllt(l rcsot-lrccs lt.lto
sophistrcatccl anls to try to buly pcrhaps cach anrl
every one of us ? Does thc Prcsiclent not think that wc
should bargain wrtlr thc crcdit, wirh thc food ancl tlrc
nrachincry wc arc giving to thosc coulrtrics, arrtl givc
thcn'r orrly to nations who rcspcct, or at lcast nrake arr
effort to protcct, hunran rigl-rts rn thcir owrr cour.r-
trics ?
Mr K.B. Andersen. 
- 
(DK) TItesc are irr fact sonrc
of thc questions which wcrc hotly de batcd at tlrc,
Belgrade conferc.nce whrch has jrrst finishcd. Wc arc
thcrcforc fully aware of thcsc qrrcstions too.
As rcgarrls the ploblcr-rr of crcclrts, I rlust trrgc the
honourablc Merr-rbers to bring thrs up with their owrr
govcrnmcnts, since tl-ris rs a national qucstion
Sir Geoffrey de Freitas. 
- 
\Without gettmg irrvolvcd
in what ouI govcntntents rlo irr thc Urtrtcd Nations or
at Belgrade, in vrcw of oul Conrnturrity's clirect associa-
tion wrth nlany countrics in thc Lontl Convcntiorr,
surc'ly bcfolc orrr ntoncy is spcrrt irr corrntrres irrdictcd
by Amnest Internatiolral, wc slrould at least ntakc tlte
most careful invcstrgations to sce that we arc not
strbsidizing opprcssiorr.
(Ap1tlttr.,t)
Mr K.B. Andersen. 
- 
(DK) I havc alrcady arrswcrcr'l
this qucstion to a ccrtain cxtcnt, but I should likcto
say that the Cotrncrl is currcntlv discussirrg all thc
problenrs to which Srr Gcoffrcv is <lrrrwrng .rrtcrrtiolr
herc.
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Mrs Ewing. 
- 
Could I make the point that I was
not very clear about the answer given by the President-
in-Office as to the future attitude of the Foreign Minis-
tcrs mccting in political cooperation ? Is his answer
tarltamount to saying that these Ministers will not
make a statenrent as rf it conres from the Ministers of
thc Nine ? Bccausc does the President not agree with
me that many vrctinrs nrcntioned in Amnesty Interna-
tronal must look to this forum and to the people here,
and the united voice of this forum, with hope of some
betterment of their plight ? Does he not agree that
statemcnts f rom the Nine would have beneficial
effect, bccausc wc havc known this to happen in the
past, and coulcl I add to the list given by Mr Edwards
the qucstion of thc abuse of the use of psychiatry
which I think was raised originally by Mr Johnston ?
Mr K.B. Andersen. 
- 
(DK) I can only repeat what I
said in my first answer. Clearly, these questions
involve the r-rine governments and they also involve
the nine governments meeting in political coopera-
tion. Lct this be said once more so that there can be
no misunderstanding. However, the point I was
making in my first answer was the positive signifi-
cance of thc work of Amnesty International, since this
organization can say and do things which govern-
ments do not and cannot do. For this reason, these
rton-governmental organizations are, in my view,
extremely important. I greatly approve of Amnesty
International being awarded the Nobel Prize. I think
it was a good thing that Parliament welcomed this,
slnce we need this kind of organization to draw atten-
tion to matters whrch can occasionally 
- 
not always,
but occasionally 
- 
be difficult for governments to
handle for reasons I am sure everyone here under-
stands.
Mr van Aerssen. 
- 
(D) It has undoubtedly not
escaped the attention of the President-in-Office of the
Council that major attempts have been made in the
United States Congress and Senate in recent months
to make foreign trade policy, economic cooperation
with the developing countries, and the development
of the instruments of foreign trade in general, condi-
tional upon the observance of certain principles of
human rights, i.e. the Final Act of Helsinki. Does the
Council go along with this attitude, and is the
Community cooperating with the United States in this
field with a view to finding a common solution to
these problems ?
Mr K.B. Andersen. 
- 
(DK) We are in permanent
contact with the United States regarding this and
many other aspects of foreign policy, but an enormous
number of problems are involved with what I might
call a selective application of human rights evalua-
tions. Most governments here, I think, come to the
conclusion that if one wishes to conduct a very clear
human rights policy, it must also be conducted in a
consistent manner. If it is conducted on a selective
basis depending upon the degree of sympathy one has
for a particular country, one's human rights policy
simply loses credibility.
President. 
- 
I call Question No .53 by Lord Reay :
By what means do the Foreign Ministers propose to
enforce the code of conduct adopted in September 1977
with the object of ensuring that European firms operating
in South Africa safeguard the rights and position of their
black employees ?
Mr K.B. Andersen, Prcsidtnt-in-O.f.ficc oltbe Fore ign
Minr-ttcrs. 
- 
(DK) The Foreign Ministers are asked
how they propose to enforce this code of conduct and
I can reply that the observance of the Nine's code of
conduct will of course primarily depend upon the
extenr to which the individual companies feel an
incentive to follow the recommendations. The nine
governments unanimously agreed to recommend this
code of conduct to parent companies and are at
present discussing its implementation with employers'
and workers' organizations in the Member States. The
code of conduct contains an item dealing specifically
with its practical implementation. I am referring to
paragraph 7 which I should like to read out :
a) Parent companies to which this code is addressed
should publish each year a detailed and fully docu-
mented report on the progress made in applying this
code.
b) The number of black Africans employed in the under-
taking should be specrfied in the report, and progress
rn each of the six areas indicated above should be fully
covered.
c) The governments of the Nine will review annually
progress made in implementing thrs code. To this end
a copy of each company's report should be submitted
to the national government.
The six fields which the report is intended to cover
are as follows : relations within the undertaking,
migrant labour, pay, wage structure and black African
advancement, and finally, racial segregation at places
of work.
As stated in the paragraph quoted above, each under-
taking should publish each year a detailed and fully
documented report which will be examined jointly by
the nine governments.
In view of the great interest in the wage and working
conditions in South Africa among the general public
and, in particular, the trade unions, I am certain that
these reports will be thoroughly examined and
compared by the public, the media and the govern-
ments. In addition, purely from the point of view of
business, companies will do doubt be motivated to
submit these reports, in view of the unfavourable
effects failure to do so would have on their reputation.
Furthermore, the Foreign Ministers of the Nine have
recommended that the governments of the other
OECD countries should also adopt a code of conduct
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of this kirrd with a view to gainirrg wider support for
tl-rcsc prirrcrplcs ancl thcy have been approached on
tltis nratter. If this codc of conduct is adopted more
widcly, this will naturally increase its chances of being
cffcctivc, but, as I sard [>cforc, the first thing we must
do to nrakc thrs coclc of conduct as effcctive as
possiblc rs to rc(prirc tlrrt rcports bc published and
d iscussccl
Lord Reay. 
- 
Docs thc Prcsident-in-Offrce of the
Cotrncil not agrcc tlrat, wltatevcr views may be held
abotrt thc a<lo1'rtion of this code of conduct, now that
it has becn latrrrchcd, it is extremely important to see
that it is propcrly and frrlly, ar.rd also farrly enforced 
-thflt is to say, wrth eqtral cffect with respect to all the
conrpanies or pitrcnt conrpanics which are registered
in thc diffcrent Mcnrbcr States of the Comntunity ? Is
I-rc in a position to givc an undcrtaking to this House
that the Forergrr Mrrristers n'rceting in political cooper-
ation will rcport to this Housc on a regular basis,
giving thcir asscssnre rlt of the implemelttation of this
codc of concluct ?
Mr K.B. Andersen. 
- 
(DK) This was two questions
ilr one. Firstly, whetl-rcr or not I agree that 
- 
as Lord
Ilcay ptrt it, wl.ratcvcr vicws may be held about the
adoption of this codc of conduct 
- 
we should endea-
vour to cnsurc that it is enforced with equal effect, as
far as possiblc, with rcspect, as I understood it, to all
the variorrs conrparrics and all the various countries. I
agrcc conrplctcly, arrd it is nry view that non-discri-
nrinatory inrplcnrentatrorr is one of the most impor-
tant aspccts o[ thrs crrtire qtrcstion, and one to which
thc Nurc nre ;ourtly clcvoting thcir attention.
Thc scconcl qucstrolr was whetlrer I or my successor
will rcport to this Parhanrent. I think it is perfectly
natural that wc should do so, and I will inform my
collcagues irr the Council of this.
Mr Patijn. 
- 
(N'1,) Does not thc President-in-Office
of thc Cotrncrl agrcc that ir is curious that now the
Cotrncil has takcn thc initiative to adopt thrs code of
conduct, rt has ncvt:rthelcss left tlrc tasks of enforce-
nrcnt fln(l nrouitoring cntirely to the Mcntbcr Statcs ?
ls tlre Prcsidcrrt-irr-O[[ice of the Council prcpared to
pronrrsc that all tht' rcports produccd by firms under
this codc oi conduct will be subnritted to the Euro-
pcan Parlianrent, an(l that Parlranrent will also be
inforrrrcd of any refusals on tltc part of firn-rs to report
orr thcir concluct as rcgarcls the African situation. If
not, this is not a Cotrrrcrl codc of conduct but a code
of conduct of thc Nine Mcnrbcr Statcs and that was
ncvcr thc irtter-rtion of thc Cour-rcrl's decisrorr.
Mr K. B. Arrdersen. 
- 
(DK) I agrec with the views
put ior-w.rrd l.ly' Mr Patiyn. I canr.rot, of coursc, nrake
any pronriscs regarcling agrccnrent bctwccn all rrir-re
gove lllnrcnts, [>trt I will r-nake thc proposal that thcse
rc[)orts shotrltl lrc srrbr.nrtte<] to Parlianrer-rt. Thrs
strikes me as a natural thing to do, and I am sure we
all agree that if we have adopted such a code of
conduct, we must all be interested in whether or not it
is observed, so whatever can help to ensure that it is
must be a good thing. I think that the suggestion
made by Mr Patijn is a useful one and I will be glad to
recommend it to my colleagues.
Mr Bersani. 
- 
(I) Vhat line are the Foreign Minis-
ters taking in the talks with the other OECD coun-
tries and what forecasts can the President-in-Office of
the Council make regarding certain developments in
this direction which, by broadening our scope for
action as much as possible, will enable us to achieve
the political results in which we believe ?
Mr K. B. Andersen. 
- 
(DK) I am unfortunately
unable to give a satisfactory answer to this question
today, since the meeting I mentioned regarding the
OECD countries has not yet been held, but is to be
held in the near future when we will discuss the very
issue brought up here. Unless the industrialized coun-
tries are as much as possible united in their wish to
enforce this code of conduct it will not have the
desired effect. This is the point we wish to put before
the other OECD countries at the meeting but, as I
said, it has not yet been held and I am therefore not
in a position to say whether the other countries will
adopt a favourable attitude to the view that the Nine
take. I think they will but I cannot know.
President. 
- 
I call Question No .54 by Mr Ryan :
IVrll the Mrnisters give therr views on thc outcome or the
present state of progress of the Belgrade Conference, espe-
cially with reference to respect for human rights ?
Mr K.B. Andersen, Prttidcnt-tn-O.f.fict o.f tbc
Forcign tllini.ttcrr. 
- 
(DK) At this conference the
implenrentation of the Final Act of Helsinki was
discussed extensively and frankly. In Belgrade, the
Nine drew attcntion to a numbcr of areas, in parti-
cular, human rights and cooperation within humani-
tarian and other fields, where the final act of Helsinki
had been inadequately implentented and whe re
changcs were called for.
I think we can all agrc'e that the .J.5 countries which
took part in the Helsrnki Conference sl.rould meet
occasior-rally rn order to takc stock of the progress
n.rade in thc in.rplcnrentron of the Final Act. This
continuous reviewing of the situation, which is essen-
tial, has been guaranteed by the decision reached the
other day to hold a new meeting in Madrid in 1980.
In addrtion, rt is of grc'at significancc' that tlrc partici-
pant countnes have confirnred their willingness to
continue work on the rnrplcntentation of the Final
Act of Helsinki and the sccuritl' and cooperation
proccss as a wholc.
The final comnluniqu6 of the Belgradc confcre,nce
reaffirnrs the Frnal Act of Helsrrrki in its entircty, and
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I hope the honourable Members will take note of this
fact as it is essential that this Final Act should be
upheld in its entirety since it is a balanced whole in
which human rights and the position of the individual
are important features.
The things I have just described can be regarded as
positive results. However, it has undoubtedly been
disappointing to see that at the Belgrade con{erence
no agreement could be reached on an exhaustive and
dynamic document containing both a realistic descrip-
tion of the current situation as regards implementa-
tion of the Final Act or on a series of important propo-
sals aimed at improving the implementation of the
Act. \7e realize, however, that the process set in
motion by the Conference on Security and Coopera-
tion in Europe is a long-term affair and for this
reason, no dramatic results were to be excepted in
Belgrade. We must now look to the future, first of all
to the meeting in Madrid in 1980.
Mr Ryan. 
- 
I wonder whether the President-in-Of-
fice would consider making a fuller and more consid-
ered statement to Parliament at an early part-session,
possibly the April one, on all aspects of the Belgrade
Coirference, covering the Community and political
cooperation and especially human rights in relation to
the treatment of religious and political minorities in
the USSR. In the meanwhile, would the President-in-
Office say to what extent the Eastern Bloc accepted
that the implementation of the Helsinki declaration
does not imply interference in the internal affairs of
nations who have signed it, and whether the Nine
Foreign Ministers will consider publishing the deliber-
ations of the working-group at the Belgrade Confer-
ence particularly in relation to human rights ?
Mr K.B. Andersen. 
- 
(DK) I should like to make
two points. Firstly, the great virtue of the Final Act of
Helsinki is that countries can no longer dismiss these
matters as an internal affair. The various nations have
signed a document to the effect that these questions
may be discussed openly between the 35 countries,
which in itself is extremely significant. Thus no
nation can dismiss these matters as internal affairs.
As regards the second question concerning the
Belgrade working document, I cannot give a reply on
the spur of the moment. I will, however, look into this
question.
In reply to the third question, namely whether I am
prepared to speak to Parliament again on this point. I
should like to assure you that I am always at Parlia-
ment's disposal.
Mr Johnston. 
- 
Remembering the positive advan-
tages which stemmed from a united Community posi-
tion at Helsinki, and regretting the unilateral French
action at Belgrade, will the President-in-Office of the
Foreign Ministers meeting in political cooperation
give urgent consideration to trying to obtarn a contnrit-
ment from all Member States not to takc irrclividual
initiatives where the Community is cngagcd in a
common negotiation and, at thc very lcast, to Undcr-
take to go through some prcvious intcrnal Conrntu-
nity consultative procedures if tlrcy fecl thcy nrLrst
proceed on their own, and woul<l hc plcasc takc this
up at Copenhagen ?
Mr K.B. Andersen. 
- 
(DK) If onc consiclcrs that
this cooperation has been going on for 6 years now 
-since 1972 
- 
it has been a particularly good cxamplc
of cooperation between the Nine. Indced, it is
possibly the best example of political coopcrarion wc.
have ever experienced. There may, thcreforc, have
been times when things did not run snrootltly, arld
this is regrettable and I can assure you that wc will
discuss this at a subsequcnt meeting in the contcxt of
political cooperation, but nevertheless I should likc to
stress that the few cases in which the views of the
Nine have diverged should not be allowcd to ovcr-
shadow the fact that the Nine have cooperated cffec-
tively and that this has been decisive in proclucing the
results from both Helsinki and Belgradc which 
-from the Western point of view 
- 
are at any ratc
reasonble.
Mr Albers. 
- 
(NL) Is it not extremely hypocritical
and even sanctimonious to go on drawing attcntion to
human rights and particularly the situation in the
Eastern Bloc if one does not at the same timc speak
out against the manufacture and possible use of thc
neutron bomb as a weapon of mass destruction ?
Mr K.B. Andersen. 
- 
(DK) There is no clirect
connection between the two things you have
mentioned. I presume the President will not allow us
to go into a discussion on this other question now,
but I fully agree that there is not, as far as I can sce, a
single country or group of countries which can set
itself up as an impeccable example to thc rcst as
regards the respect for human rights. At lc.ast I do not
know of any.
President. 
- 
The second part of Question Time is
closed.
10. Votc.t
President. 
- 
The next item is the votes on the
motions for resolutions contained in the reports on
which the debate is closed.
\fle shall begin with thc motion for a resolution
contained in rhe Sbaw rcport (Doc. tSl/77): Dra.ft
amending and supltlcntcnt.try buigct No 2 o.f tbc
Europcan Comnunitic.t 
.for tfu .finttncitl .t,c.tr 1978,
drawn up by tbc Council.
I put the preamble and paragraphs I to 3 to the vote.
The preamble and paragraphs I to 3 are adopted.
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After paragraph 3 I have Amendment No 1, tabled by
Mr Shaw on behalf of the Committee on Budgets :
After paragraph 3, insert the following new paragraph:
'3a. Reaffirms its view, already accepted in part by the
Commission, that a substantial number of the posts
needed to carry out the coordinating, monitoring
and reorganizing work in relatron to the steel and
textile sectors should be of a temporary nature and,
in order to assess how far this polcy has proved
possible, asks the Commissron to review the posrtion
rn June ;'.
What is Mr Shaw's position ?
Mr Shaw, rap|orteur. 
- 
I support this amendment,
as I do the other one.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No I to the vote.
Amendment No 1 is adopted.
I put paragraph 4 to the vote.
Paragraph 4 is adopted.
After paragraph 4 I have Amendment No 2, tabled by
Mr Shaw on behalf of the Committee on Budgets:
After paragraph 4, insert the following new paragraph:
'Finanetal eontribution o.f nilh produrcrt
4a. Notes that these proposals attempt to render more trans-
parent the measures for easing structural surpluses of
milk products arising from market imbalances and will
re-examine the presentatron, in the course of its delibera-
trons on the 1979 budget, with a view to full budgetiza-
tion of the financral contributron of milk producers ;'.
I put Amendment No 2 to the vote.
Amendment No 2 is adopted.
I put paragraphs 5 to 9 to the vote.
Paragraphs 5 to 9 are adopted.
I put to the vote the motion for a resolution as a
whole, thus amended.
The resolution is adopted.l
I put to the vote the motion for a resolution contained
in the Johntton intcrin rtlrort : (Doc. 575/77): Etto-
pean loundation to .fotttr publtt' .\ulr7ot't .for Ettrtt-pean objtctit'tt and policic:;. The resolution is
adopted. I
ll. Fixing oJ priu.t 
.for ccrtain agricultttral f roduct.t(continucd)
President. 
- 
The next item is the continuation of
the debate on the report drawn up by Mr Hughes on
the proposals from the Commission of the European
Communrties to the Councll on the fixing of prices for
certain agricultural products and on certarn related
measures for the 1978-1979 marketing year (Doc.
s7e /77).
I call Mr Baas on a point of order.
Mr Baas. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, since the Commis-
sioner is not present, it is extrenrely difficult to start
the debate. I object to the debate bcing continucd in
the absence of the Commissioners who made state-
ments this morning whrch we carlnot accept. I there-
fore ask you to adjourn the debate until both Mr
Gundelach and Mr Burke are present. Mr Burke made
statements thrs morning whrch we can only discuss
when he is here in person.
President. 
- 
I note that Commissioner Gundelach
is now present in the House. We can therefore begin
the debate.
I call Mr Frijh to speak on behalf of the Christian-
Democratic Group (Group of the European People's
Party).
Mr Friih. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,
I should like to start, at the beginning of this debate,
by thanking our rapporteur, Mr Hughes, for the great
deal of effort he has put into this report. As you all
know, the great debate on agricultural prices is held
once a year, and we have had lorrg meetings to
examine all the aspects of the proposals put to us by
the Commission with a view to agreeing on a suitable
price adjustment. I support the position formulated in
the Committee on Agriculture's motion for a resolu-
tion, and it is clear that as far as the price rise is
concerned this position represents an advance on the
Commission's proposals.
In our motion for a resolutron, whrch was adopted in
the Committee on Agriculture by a large majority, we
call for an average price increase of 5 o/0. Many of
those concerned 
- 
and in this morning's debate this
was already apparent from the Commission's remarks
and also from those of other committees 
- 
regard
this, if I may say so, as a nuisance. \fle, however, see
here a sign or beacon indicating how the basic
features of other committees 
- 
regard this, if I may
say so, as a nuisance. \fle, however, see here a sign or
beacon indicating how how the basic features of Euro-
pean agricultural policy ought to be conceived. It is, I
think, surely right for the European agricultural policy
- 
and this has been discussed here many times
before 
- 
to be a cost-oriented prices and market
pohcy, and for efforts to be made 
-- 
using the
extremely varied methods and procedures which have
been developed 
- 
to realize as far as posible this
objective of bringing incomes in agriculture into line
with those in other sectors of society. I hardly need to
point out that in practically all countries these are
below this level.
Now there are many other models for agricultural
policy which are discussed time and again in a more
or less theoretical fashion and which are all aimed at
thrs objective of equalizing incomes. But of all these
models, wl.rich often appear at first sight to be more
socially desirable and just and would often have more
desirable structural effects, none has yet proved
' 
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capable of actually achieving results 
- 
and here, Mr
Gundelach, you deserve a word of thanks. Indeed, the
real question in this great controversy facing us is
whether we want to pursue a price and market policy
based on actual prices and costs or whether we want
to freeze or even lower agricultural prices and thus
operate by means of subsidy schemes. For under the
terms of the Treaty we are obliged to have an incomes
policy for agriculture. And this is why I am grareful to
you, Mr Gundelach, for having said in your speech
this morning that subsidizing incomes would be
considerably more expensive than a price policy based
on farm costs 
- 
the costs, that is, of farms managed
by modern methods.
Let me move on to a second point which is, I think,
of vital importance. I would ask you all to see this in
context for a moment. This European agricultural
policy forms a bond between all nine countries, and
so far it has achieved something ; that is to say, it was
expected to solve an almost insoluble problem,
namely to satisfy the needs of agriculture by fixing
uniform prices despite differences in costs and rates of
inflation. All I can say is that that would be the real
philosopher's stone. So far, however, in the annual
price fixing the aim has always been to lay down Euro-
pean standards which are then modified depending
on the particular situation with regard to costs, prices
and inflation 
- 
unfortunately these have all come to
play a part 
- 
in the individual countries. This year, it
seems, something has happened, Mr Gundelach,
which you also clearly find unacceptable, and which
you in fact criticized earlier. You said that if we went
on like this year the system would be undermined ;
that is, if we change the green exchange rates, in accor-
dance with national needs or interests, before we have
laid down an average European figure as a basis for
higher and lower rates of increase, then the divergen-
il:l";1":r, 
European agricultural policy will of course
Allow me, therefore, once again to explain exactly
what this proposal for an average of 5 o/o means. It
can, of course, only be taken to mean that this 5 %
average is a European base rate and that in relation to
this European rate there are to be increases for coun-
tries with weak currencies and reductions for those
with strong currencies. Our principle here 
- 
and this,
we believe, is in the interests of European agricultural
policy 
- 
must remain to take an average European
rate as our starting point, to fix this figure first and
then 
- 
I know how difficult this is 
- 
ro decide on
the necessary increase and reductions by means of
negotiations in the Council of Ministers.
It was said earlier on, in some context or other, that it
would be folly to make any such price proposal. I
would ask you to consider this : our price proposal, Mr
Gundelach, must on no account be taken to mean
that there is to be 5 o/o at European level plus, to givejust one example, the 7.5 o/o akeady decided in the
United Kingdom.
It was never intended to mean that, but should rather
be seen like this : 5 7o and then, if necessary, an addi-
tion, or indeed a reduction of 2-5 o/o or 3 0/o. This
must, however, be a European decision and not a
unilateral process of taking the lion's share for oneself,
with each country helping itself in a sort of free-
for-all, thus putting the Commission and the Council
in a position where there is nothing left to decide at
European level and virtually no room left for manoe-
uvre, where European activities are thus reduced to a
minimum and issues are dealt with as far as possible
at national level. That is what we think, and this is
also expressed in the motion for a resolution. I can
therefore imagine that both the rapporteur and the
Commission will recognize this proposal as a matter
of European concern such as we are all keen to
suPPort.
I should like to explain this reference to one parti-
cular case. The original motion for a resolution stated
that we should take special measures, for example for
the Benelux countries because they could not manage
with the proposed 2o/o average increase, given their
particular costs and inflation rates. And precisely
because we are expected to take account of national
peculiarities in very different fields, I have the impres-
sion that this is likely to spread like a contagion. !7ith
the European proposal for 5 o/o combined,
however, with the positive and negative adiustments
- 
I think we could prevent that. I am sure you see
the good European thinking behind this proposal and
recognize that it would benefit all of us.
There is a third problem I should like to mention
which dominates our discussions time and again and
also 
- 
this is my impression 
- 
generates far too
much strong feeling. This is the problem of monetary
compensatory amounts. !7e are all well aware that
these are not particularly satisfactory and ultimately
only mean that we have not managed so far to create a
coordinated economic policy and a corresponding
monetary policy. \7e shall continue, however, to have
increasing difficulties unless we tackle this problem.
Let me give an example. The older motorists will
perhaps remember this. Once we used to have cars
without synchromesh, and every time you changed
gear you had to double-declutch. I think these mone-
tary compensatory amounts have rather the same
effect as double-declutching, as we have not yet
managed to coordinate the gearbox and the eng.ine,
and if we now say you need not bother to double-
declutch, you can just slip straight into gear, then it is
true that this can be done, but you all know what
happens then, and the result is more likely to cause us
trouble than help us.
Our conclusion, therefore 
- 
and we are indeed
constantly, and with some success, attempting to do
this 
- 
is that the monetary compensatory amounts
should, as far as it is in our power to do so, be phased
out within the context of cost trends and general
economic developments. In addition, however, there is
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an cqually pressing nccd to synchronize and moder-
nizc thc nracl'rirrcry ancl put it on a new footing in
othcr worcls to pe rsist in our ef forts to coordinate
cconomic and nronctary policy 
- 
for it would be
conrplctcly urrrcalistic to sr-rppose that, given the small
pcrccntagc of GDP involvc<l in the agricultural policy,
it would bc possible to coordinate economic and
nronetary aifairs by mcans of a radical abolitiorr of
lronctary conrpcrlsatory anrollr-tts.
Tlrc Conrr.r'rission l'ras prcpared a very interesting and
corrrprchcrrsrvc study, but even in this document it
shows great uncertainty. At tl.re end there is then a
dcscriptron of thc' course to be followed ; but this
secnrs rathcr artificia[ 
- 
it does not follow logically
fronr thc arguments prcscntcd.
I scc that nry tinrc is up, and fls there is still a very
long list of spcakers, inclucling nrenrbers of our Group
who will clisctrssirrg thc inclividual problenrs, allow me
to sunr up by bricfly nrerrtiorring just two things.
\7hat wc are discussir.rg hcrc is a proposal for fixing
the priccs for various scctors of agriculture and for
tlking a nuurber of back-up measurcs. Orre often has
causc to wonclcr 
- 
an(l this is, I think, a very serious
clucstiorl 
- 
whcrc thc emphasis really lies. Is the
cnrl>hasis orr prices or is it rather on the back-up
nreasurcs ? Wc arc pcrfcctly aware tl'rat the two aspects
cannot be scparatcd. But I l'ravc the impression that if
thcsc back-up nrcasurcs introduce charrges in funda-
n-rcntal fcaturcs of thc currcnt systen'l of market organi-
zatiorr this will constitrrtc something of a stab irr the
back for tlrc agricultural policy as practised up to now,
which wc calrrot acccpt without thorough discussiorr.
I rrrcarr to say that it is quitc unacceptable for back-up
nreflsrrrcs to bc subnritted to Parliament at short
noticc. Thcrc are scvcral tl-rat wc have had no opportu-
rrity of cliscussing, Mr Gurrdelach. The're is the suspen-
sion of interverrtion for skinrnred milk powder 
- 
to
nrcntiorr onc particular casc'. !7e should not ptlt
forward nrcasurcs which involve fundamental changes
turrlcss thcrc has bccn arlequatc political cliscussion 
-arrcl th:rt nrcarrs hcrc in this House.
Thcre is a scconcl point I should like to nrake. This is
not nreant as a rcproach, but wc nlust, I think, be
calcful rrot to conrbirrc thc price packagc put forward
caclr year with quitc so many other supplcnrelltary
rlrcasurcs. Takc thc rlational advance payr-t-tcnts arrd
nlotlctary conrpcnsatory amor.rnts, for instarrcc'. These
arc ccrtairrly re levarrt, but changes in thc market orgar-r-
izations ancl so nrany othcr thirrgs that we arc not suffi-
cicntly fanrilrar with should be avoided, for il so nrany
problenrs arc discussed at the samc tinre in conjunc-
tion with thc plice fixing, then it becontes inrpossiblc
to sce thc wood for thc trees.
\7hat I would likc to prevent is the constantly reiter-
atcd public bclicf that, owing to the way tl.re package
is ticd up ancl thc long all-rright sittirrgs and all that
that inrplics, tlris agricrrlttral policy finally cnds trp
bcirrg irrcorrl>rehcrrsiblc to rll artcl surrdry, lrccattsc wc
hrrvc tlicd to approach thc qucstions trour far too
many sides at once and finally force a decision which
then still fails to satisfy the clear interests of our Euro-
pean agricultural policy.
I am convinced 
- 
and I am sure I can say this on
behalf of my Group 
- 
that our common European
agricultural policy has so far been a success for the
consumer and for the producer. It is not perfect, and
we must keep on working to improve it, but we
should not change its essential feature 
- 
i.e. the fact
that additional measures are taken to supplement a
prices and costs policy and thus achieve the objective
of guaranteeing security of food supplies here in
Europe.
Our Group therefore maintains that we should
support the cost-oriented prices and market policy
and tacklc the great structural task 
- 
and here, I
think, thc.re is often a lack of infra-structural measures
- 
of attracting non-agricultural jobs to the rural
regions and thus helping the people and also contri-
buting to a better balancc in Europe.
(Altplt tr.w)
IN THE CHAIR: MR YEATS
Vicc Prc.tidtnt
President, 
- 
I call Mr Baas to speak on behalf of the
Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr Baas. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I should like to
begin by commenting on Mr Hughes' explanatory
statement on the report fronr the Conrmittee on Agri-
culture. I had, in fact, some difficulty in deciding
whether he was presenting the Committee's report or
his own views. Mr Caillavct corrtinued in the sante
vein, lrut he too shed no light orr the Comn.rittee on
Budgets' real reasons, and then again Mr Gundelach
and Mr Burke did not nrake things at all easy for us
eitl.rer.
I must say, Mr Gundelach, that you l"rave unfortu-
nately dorre nothing to increase corrfidencc in your
present ancl trrture policies. Mr Burkc's corttribtrtion
consisted of telling us tlrat thc pricc itrcreases were
nrodest arrd that we should therefore all bc ablc to
agree on tl.renr. f'hat, Mr President, is no way to argue.
It is rrot primarily a question of whether or not these
two hundred million consumcrs support the price
proposals. It rs a mattcr of our.reaching a conrpronrise
between the drvergent interests involvcd here. These
two hundred million consumcrs are quite likely to
disagree completely with our conclusions, lrut we
nrust still take thc politicrrl decision to put forward
certai,-l proposals.
rVhat I find nrost difficult to acccpt is the way in
which Mr Gurrdclach weiglrs thc vttrious rrtcrcsts orte
against the other in his pr:t'serrtation. Hc pours his
heart otrt in macro-econonric cor-tsidcriltions as to
what is good for the Conrnrtrrtity, arrcl fastcns on the
fight agairrst inflation. I fail to undcrstarrd, Mr Prcsi-
dcnt, why this argunrcrrt should be pushed so hard irr
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this sector when no attention is paid to it in other
sectors. Looking at the wage negotiations in the steel
or textile industries 
- 
two sectors which also have
considerable surpluses 
- 
I have never yet seen argue-
ments such as the fight against inflation or the reduc-
tion of surpluses playing a part in the discussions. But
when it is a question of price proposals in agriculture,
which for the overwhelming majority of agricultural
producers are also wage proposals, then it suddenly
has to be shouted from the rooftops that reducing
inflation, eliminating surpluses and so on have abso-
lute priority. I cannot agree, Mr Gundelach, ro your
discussing the matter in these terms. It is a more or
less effective way of play:ng to the gallery, but it
makes no significant contribution to the debate.
\7hen you say that this is the only way to manage a
common agricultural policy in the Community, your
arguments strike at the very roots of this common
policy.
I have tried, Mr President, to discover for myself why
there should be this great irritarion. Was it necessary,
Mr Gundelach, to speak the way you did in this morn-
ing's debate ? lVas it really necessary 
- 
even if you
are dismayed at the great discrepency between the
Commission's 2 0/o price proposals and the increase of
5 0/o requested by the majority of the Commirtee on
Agriculture ? I appreciate that only after the sitting
has finished 
- 
when we have the transcript of Mr
Gundelach's remarks 
- 
will we be able to find out
whether the translation was perhaps somewhat unfor-
tunate. But if Mr Gundelach calls the report from the
Committee on Agriculture and the proposal for a
price increase of 5 % utter folly 
- 
once again, I take
this back if the translation was incorrbct 
- 
then I
wish to protest. Considering that shortly wc are going
to have to vote on the .5 0/o proposals, would we there-
fore be idiots if we accepted them ? This, Mr
Gundelach, I cannot accept in this House. You can
have your agruments, you can discuss with us, but if
you dismiss a report from the Committee on Agricul-
ture which is trying to reach a compromise 
- 
and
that certainly does not mean that I necessarily support
this 5 % 
- 
with the words 'utter folly', then I think
that we no longer have a basis for discussion. I shall
be very interested to see whether Mr Gundelach takes
this point up again presently, and I hope we shall not
need to play the tape to establish what was said origi-
nally.
But there was one other phrase you used, Mr
Gundelach. You spoke of the 'wastage of unwanted
surpluses'. \flhen I hear that, Mr Gundelach, I wonder
whether you are still able to accept your responsibility
as a Member of the Commission. If not, then I think
there is only one course you can take : resign. But ulti-
mately, in referring to the surpluses as a 'waste' of
resources you really hit the nail on the head. We have
all, Mr Gundelach, played a part in allowing this situa-
tion to develop, and not least the Commission. you
can, of course, say that it is the Council of Ministers
that has, over the past I 5 years, deprived the agricul-
tural policy of any economic basis as a result of the
policies that have been consistcntly followcd in rcccnt
years. But there the situatiorr rs, ancl in nty vicw thc
administration in Brussels also sharcs rcsponsibility
for the surpluses. I always havc thc irnprcssron 
- 
but
this is not the first trmc I have saicl this: I saicl thc
same thing ten years ago wherr rt was Mr Mansholt I
was addressing 
- 
that llrusscls rlocs rrot losc any
sleep over the surpluscs. Thcy rcgartl tlre nr as'atlrrrnis-
trative data'. And that, rn my vicw, is thc nrost serious
mistake that can be maclc in thc world of lrusirrcss. In
commercial terms too, you arc closcly involvcd irr
these surpluses ! Ve havc allowcrl tltcsc surpluscs to
build up.
Mr President, a number of macro-cconor-l-ric corrsrclcra-
tions have becn pr.rt forwarcl hcrc 
- 
but rrr nt icro-
cconomic terms the agricultural procltrccr rcacts quitc
diffcrently. You think rlrar with a nro<lcratc prrcc
policy you can restnct production, but tltc hrstory of
agricultural policy since thc Thirtics shows that any
paring of prices results in irrcrcascd proclrrction 
- 
for
that is the only way thc farnrcr can still carn his
living. He does not react macro-ccorronrically 
- 
his
reaction is exclusively nticro-ccononric, sccking thc
best solution for hrs farm rn thc circuntstarrces. That
is how the man reacts, anc'l thcre is r1o rcason why lrc
should react in any other way. He is rrot intcrestccl in
working hours, he merely asks tlrat thc anrount hc
produces should provide hinr wrth thc inconrc Itc
needs to live on. I do not bclicvc, Mr Gundclach, that
this co-responsibility for surpluscs will ntakc a signifi-
cant contribution to reducing thcnr. Our sugar policy
has, of course, included arr clenrcrrt of proclucer partici-
pation right from the start with, I think, not r.rrtrcaso-
nable results.
However, Mr President, I shoulcl just likc to return to
the great irritation shown by Mr Gundclach and ask
once again : what good can that do ? If wc analysc this
debate presently, we shall find that it rro lorrgcr
contains anything constructivc. Therc wilt pcrhaps
still be the vote, but therc is a completc lack of any
basis for furthering the common agrrcultural policy. It
would have been morc honcst of you, Mr Gtrrrdclach,
to have analysed the conscqucrrccs of this pricc policy
for the countries with currencies. Thcse countrics arc
trying to keep down inflation. Thcy arc doing their
utmost, and in the end it is thcy who are punishecl
because others have reacted differently. Once again,
Mr Gundelach, thrs means that you must givc tl.re
figures for countries with strong currcncics. In thcse
countries the decline of the dollar has had a scrious
effect on price policy. It would rhus bc quite possiblc,
Mr Gundelach, for you to put forward .1..5 % for coun-
tries with strong currcncrcs, but that must then be
taken as a basis. If we are to takc your arguntent seri-
ously, you must indicate to us today what the conse-
quencies are for the three or four countries which
have strong currencles. Thcsc arc tltc test case for your
policy and not all the others. For thcre arc some coun-
trues where no one is conccrnccl about thc rcasons
you put forward, such as inflation and so on, and yet
you want to use this as an arguntcnt.
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Mr President, I want to try and explain once again
how we Liberals would like to tackle the question of
agricultural policy. This policy is threatened, partly
because of the requests made by the Socialists for a
variety of schcmcs for deficiency payments and allo-
wances to be made available. This is a feature that we
must handle with extreme caution. I am willing to
agree with regard to hill farmers, but in introducing
features of this sort we are depriving our agriculture of
its last foundations as a viable economic activity. Ve
are then left with a never ending social policy. Mr
Gundelach has already commented that that is more
expensive than the price policy ; well, he's the one
who said it, but I am not willing to live in a Commu-
nrty which exists only to provided social assistance rn
the form of allowances and so on.
I have the impression, Mr Gundelach, that we have
missed a large number of opportunities, particularly in
discussions with the United States, of reaching certain
bilateral agreements. Over the last ten years we have
seen an enormous increase in soya imports, but in this
same period we have failed to find a way of having the
quotas lifted on exports of dairy products to the
United States. The opportunity was there, however,
and it still exists, but we have, I think, once again put
forward the wrong arguments. \fle wanted a soya levy,
despite he fact that we had formerly removed restric-
tions on soya imports. Vith regard to the sugar ques-
tion too, Mr Gundelach, I do not believe in a world
agreement but rather in the usefulness of a bilateral
agreement with the United States. It is not a question
of imposing our agricultural policy on the United
States but of making use of certain factors which
could lead to close cooperation between us. Soya is
one of the pillars of the United States' agricultural
exports, and we can make use of these soya exports in
negotiations not only on sugar and dairy products but
also, I think, with regard to olive oil, wine and
tobacco. 'We have not succeeded in exploiting the
market potential of such an outstanding product as
olive oil. Ve just sit around looking at one another
and do not get any further. That is alMf you, the
Commission, gave serious attention to these problems
you would, in my view, do much more to promote the
market value of olive oil and wine. You should do
much more in these sectors, and that means that you
should, in my view, put forward some proposals in the
near future.
Mr President, my arguments have matched those of
Mr Gundelach and Mr Burke, which were harsh. My
tone has also been harsh, for if we continue our discus-
sions on this basis it will be impossible to achieve
anything constructive together. And if there is one
thing which must still unite us it is the old objective
of Article 39 on agricultural policy, under which we
are to attempt, working together in political and finan-
cial solidarity, to maintain this open market. That is
why, Mr Gundelach, I do not regard this period of
seven years for adjusting the green currencies as such
a good idea. If you had managed to put it across more
forcefully, to the countries with strong currencies in
particular, that your price proposals were realistic you
would, I think, also have been able to achieve results
more quickly with regard to the green currencies. But
either you lack the political will or the Council is no
Ionger in a position to serve Community interests.
'S7ith regard to prices I think, in fact, that more
detailed discussions in the Committee on Agriculture,
in consultation with the Commissioner, would have
been better than raising the problem now in this
debate. For when we take a vote a large number of
members will perhaps have the feeling that we are no
longer in a position to hold a meaningful dialogue
with one another and that we have failed to form a
common front to defend what unites use to a large
extent, namely this common agricultural policy.
Mr President, for many years I was president of the
farmer's organization and I have never allowed myself
to be pinned down to a percentage. Nor am I going to
pass 
.iudgment on the percentage today. Indeed, I do
not regard it as particularly wise of the Committee on
Agriculture to insist on the full figure when it is to be
expected that 
- 
in all probability 
- 
an attempt
could be made by Mr Gundelach to reach a
compromise. I have the feeling that today's debate,
together with our resolution, is simply going to be
swept under the carpet and that no one will ever give
it a second thought. It is as if we had performed a
compulsory exercise, after which everyone goes home.
Mr Gundelach is"free to do as he pleases, since he can
say what he wants to the Council because ultimately
there is no great enthusiasm for this 5 o/o in the
Council either. I would therefore like to ask Mr
Gundelach to tell us where we not stand with regard
to a vote on price guidelines. Is there still scope for a
compromise on something of a different order of
magnitude than 5 o/o ? A synthesis between what the
Commission has been defending 
- 
albeit weakly, but
an attempt has l;cen made 
- 
and what has been put
forward by Parliament.
(Applausc)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Herbert to speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats.
Mr Herbert. 
- 
Mr President, on behalf of my group
I can give guarded welcome to this report. It contains
essential elements which are acceptable to us, but it
also contains paragraphs which are completely and
totally unacceptable. Consequently, we have submitted
amendments which, if accepted by this Parliament,
will bring about the changes we desire.
It is true to say that the annual agricultural price-
review is the most important decision this Commu-
nity takes. It is all-embracing, it affects both the
consumer and the producer. The prices policy decides,
together with the structural policy, the future of basic
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food production in the Community. I therefore
submit that its importance be over-emphasized. The
central feature of the price-review is the average price
increase for the forthcoming marketing year. I say
clearly that the Commission's proposal of 20 Yo is
unacceptable; it is unrealistic and unreasonable, and
was rightly rejected by the Committee on Agriculture
of this Parliament.
The 5 % increase sought by the committee is realistic
and prudent. It is the minimum price increase accep-
table to the producers. It merely compensates 
- 
just
about 
- 
for increased inputs and inflation.
On listening to the various contributions so far to this
debate, one would think that farmers had not been
the victims of inflation or recession. Their production
costs have increased substantially over recent years,
and prices 
- 
their income 
- 
have lagged very far
behind. Average farm incomes are much lower than
average incomes in the industrial sector. It is correct
that industrial workers should look for and receive
increases of between l0 and l5 o/o, and yet farmers are
being asked to accept a miserable 2 %. This will
further widen the gap between the two sectors and I
say very clearly that this is totally unjust.
The annual price review is also to be considered
against the background of massive unemployment in
the Community, and I said clearly again that a 2o/o
increase will worsen the situation vis-)-vis unemploy-
ment in the Community. It is true to say that agricul-
ture has experienced a degree of stabilrty in recent
years : and but for its stability the economic situation
in the Community would have been far, f.ar worse. It
is important, therefore, to maintain stability in this
vital sector and use it as a strong basis to promote
economic recovery in other sectors. I say that any deci-
sion taken to undermine the continuing stability of
agriculture, such as a 2o/o price-increase, will havc the
effect of slowing down or, worsc still, halting
economic recovery. It is our duty to avoid such a situa-
tion, and the only way we can do this rs to adopt a
reasonable price-increase.
An average increase of 5 o/o would also give the neccs-
sary flexibility to implement reform in the area of
MCAs. It would, moreover, avoid the move tcwards
national aids for the Benelux countries, who have
particular difficulties, we all appreciate, regarding their
MCAs. \fle must realize that MCAs are bedevilling the
entire agricultural sector; but surely fault does not lie
with the producers. The Council must once and for all
take a decision on the final elimrnatron of MCAs. In
this group, we have been consistent in our support of
the Commission's proposals to phase them out. It is
indeed very difficult to understand the Commission's
abandoning of their so-called obiective method. $(/c
all realrze the wcakness of this method ; but we
cannot, and will not, tolerate a departure from this
method until an appropnate alternative is offered by
the Commission.
\fle have listened this mornrng Ltd ild tt.\(,.t,n to
speaker after speaker emphasizing surplus production
and the consequent need to linrit Conrnrunity produc-
tion. Mention has bcerr madc of dairy produce, of
milk products, sugar and bee f. I say that such
surpluses must be vicwcd in rclation to intports and
the availability of substrtutcs produced outsidc thc
system of the market organrzatiorr. The buttcr situa-
tion in the Community suffers seriously fronr contin-
uing imports of New Zealand butter into Britain. If
we want to corrtrol a buttcr surplus, we must control
butter in.rports. The sugar situation is much the same ;
it is a little complicated insofar as it is in the form of
aid to the developing world ; but to argue that to
provide a solutiorl for thc sugar surplus we should
reduce production is trying to pull the wool over our
eyes. It is time indecd that the Comnrunity evolved a
definite, positive, common policy on proteins. !fle
welcome the emphasis rn this n-rotion for a rcsolutron
on grass-based production, and, of course, this will
have the effect of reducrng our dependence on
imported proteins. We are also very disappointed with
the continuing lack of comnron policies on sheep-
meat, potatoes, and alcohol. Ve fail to conrprehend
why the delays on proposing these common policies
should continue. Producers are in an advanced stage
of frustratlon, over this inexcusable delay. We are
disappointed also wrth the continuation of the
co-responsibility milk levy : we have consistently
opposed this l.ry as being discriminatory and
completely and totally unnece ssary, and we shall
continue to oppose this uscless levy.
The Commission has also indicated that it is
preparing proposals to change the intervention system
in skimmed-milk powder anci beef. These proposals
arc, I undcrstand, to bc introduced as part of the
prices package. Introducing proposals of this nature at
this vcry late stage is not, to say the least, very intelli-
gent : it rs, I anr cor-rvinced, a very subtlc and sly
method of trying to get througl.r some unpopular
mcasurcs, and thcsc measurcs we opposc. \We accept
that in-rprovemerlts can be madc in thc interventror-r
systenr, but we will not tolcrate any changes that wrll
undernrine tl-re prices to the produccr.
In conclusion, Mr President, wc who are conccrned
with agriculture detcct a very subtlc move to dilute
the CAP. The consunrcr lobby rs growrng more vocal
and more powerful. Thrs morning, we hearcl an addi-
tional voicc from the Conrn.rission, promoting the
chorus fronr the consumer lobby. One wonders who
speaks for agrrculture here : is Mr Gundelach still
spokesman for thc agricultural scctor, is the Comnris-
sion capable of spcaking with a singlc voicc ? I
suggest wrth all dr.rc rcpscct that this second Conrnris-
sion vorce was unncccssary arrcl inappropriate 
- 
inap-
propriate as thc Conrnrittcc on Agriculturc had
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received verbal subnrissions from the European
consumer organizations. \7e will not tolerate any inter-
ference with, or any dilution of, the common agricul-
tural policy or any interference with its basic instru-
ments 
- 
guaranteed prices, intervention or Commu-
nity preference. Any tinkering with any of these basic
instrume nts will undernrine the CAP and erode
Comnrunity solidarity. In relation to my own country,
any interference with or dilution of the CAP will put
a very severe strain on Ireland's continued member-
ship of the Community.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Scott-Hopkins, to speak on
behalf of the European Conservative Group.
Mr Scott-Hopkins. 
- 
Mr Presiderrt there is at least
one thing on whrch I can agrec with the honourable
gentlemen who has just sat down, and that is that the
monetary contpensatory amounts certainly make a
nonsense of the conrmon agricultural policy' I am not
going to go through, or follow him in all the things
that he has ;ust said. I only hope that some of them
were the hyperbole of his oratory, and were not meant
in the full sense in which they perhaps came over in
this Chamber.
But at least, as I said, I can agrec with him on one
thing : we have not got a real common agricultural
policy, Mr President. I wish we had' The trouble is
that there are so many barriers at the moment to free
trade in agriculture ; there are so many problems. The
MCAs are only one of them. There is no harmoniza-
tion concerning all the various tax measures which
affect farnrers and those who own land. Perhaps that is
something which can be dealt with in the future, but
nevertheless the truth of the matter is that there are
enormous barriers to the free movement of goods in
the agricultural field still, evcn after all thesc years,
and the worst of them at this nroment, and which is
bedevilling everything, is the monetary comPensatory
amounts.
llut what this dcbatc is rcally abotrt is whctl.rcr the
Cor-r.rrrrrssror.t is right oI wrortg to proPosc a 2 u/o risc
acloss the boarcl with, as otlr raPPortcr.lr has said, onc
or two exccptrotts. Arc tltey right or arc tltcy wrong ?
antl wc hnvc hcarci variotts vicws. It has bccrl iasci-
rratrng, Mr Prcsiderrt, to hcar tl-rc rapportctrrs for
variotrs conrt.t.tittces clrsagrecirrg with thcir conlnlittt'c
and puttrng tlteit' owrr vicws [orwarcl. One fclt likc
tryirrg to ask why ttrcy did Irot changc conrnlrttcc and
nrrry be thev woulcl havc bcc'rr quitc' happy if they had.
lf Mr Huglres had bccrr with thc Comn.rittce orr
llu<lge ts arrci Mr Caillavct hacl bccrl with the
Conrrnittcc ort Agriculture, thcy would have been as
happv as sanrlboys both oi thcnr.
In my view, I think the Commission rs being brave.
For the second year rurrning, it is asking the farmers
to accept less, as regards their proposed increases in
prices and their irrcrease irt cost. They are adopting a
realistic vicw of levels arrd the relationship between
prices within the Community, having ragards to the
consumer interest, the farmers' interests and, indeed
current price levels outside the Community. It is abso-
lutely true to say, as Mr Gundelach said 
- 
and I
think this was one of the things Mr Hughes
mentioned too 
- 
that one of the paradoxes of the
common agricultural policy is that, apart from the
United Kingdom and perhaps Italy there has been a
price stability within the Community. High though it
may have been, there has been a stabiliry of price
which has been maintained for the consumer
throughout the Community, with the exception, as I
said, of the United Kingdom and ltaly. This is some-
thing which has been and still is to the great advan-
tage of the consumer and must go to the credit, not
only of the producers, but the Commission as well.
And now I think we are getting to the stage where the
Commission has realized, and certainly the Commis-
sioner realizes, that perhaps we have got to re-adiust a
little and this is the second year that we are trying to
do this.
One of the things which has bedevilled this debate
throughout and has bedevilled the debates in
committee, is this obiective method of calculation.
COPA, the farmers' organization in Brussels, and our
own NFU in the United Kingdom, have latched every-
thing on to the fact that the obiective method of calcu-
lation gives a 4'2o/o increase in costs, and therefore
this must be what the Commissioner should put
forward. As he has said himself, this is only one
element in coming to conclusions as to what should
be the rise in prices. But over the years it has become
the main issue. In good years, this House has said that
the objective method had got to be re-examined and
re-calculated. In bad years such as this 
- 
I will not
say bad years from the farmers' point of view 
- 
it has
said wc have got to hold on to this, this is the all-im-
portant thing. I do beg of the Commissioner either to
bury the damned thing or find sor,re new way of
going about it. Rather the same way, perhaps, as that
whereby the NFU and the various interests in the
United Kingdom get together with the Ministry
before a price review and have an agreed basis of calcu-
lation. But for heaven's sake let us get rid of this
wretched thing called the obfective method, because it
is bedevilling most of our arguments.
But, Mr President, it is veiy difficult to have a
coherent argument here as to whether or not the
Commission are correct in their proposal for a 2o/o
increase or whether it should be 5 % as some people
in the Committee on Agriculture, for instance,
believe, or 4'2o/o, as various other organizations want.
It varies so much from country to country. I have
been looking through on the cost of living in our
various countries. If you take that and the various deva-
luations of the green currencies, the figures are widely
disparate, and if you take the actual differences in the
combined effects of the green rate changes and the
price rises, you get a figure as high as 10'3 o/o for the
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United Kingdom and' as low as I o/o, for the Federal
Republic of Germany. This is rhe actual effect 
-l0 % on the one side and I o/o on the other an
average increase of 2o/o by the Commission. The
main reason for the difference, as I said, is the MCA's.
So one has to be a little bit careful in deciding
whether or not to accept the 2o/o. For myself, let me
say straight out that I believe the Commission has
come to the right conclusion. I think it is not for the
United Kingdom and certainly not for me its to say
that there should be a higher rise. After all, for my
own country and farmers there will be an increase of
l0'3 % at the minimum, probably higher than that.
So for my part, I believe that what the Commission is
recommending in their proposals is correct. But I can
quite understand the problems of other countries.
Indeed my Danish colleagues in the European Conser-
vative Group 
- 
and I must put their point clearly and
concisely to the House and to Mr Gundelach 
- 
do
not agree that 2 o/o is a fair proposal. They go along
with what the Committee on Agriculture has
proposed to this House : that 5 0/o should be neces-
sary. They believe that the Danish farmers will require
this if they are going to maintain their profitability in
the years ahead, but they also feel that the relationship
between the prices of the animal and vegetable
products should be further improved, and this view
also coincides with what Commissioner Gundelach
has been saying. I must say quite clearly that it is the
view of my colleagues from Denmark in our group
that this 2o/o is not sufficient.
The problem breaks down into three parts. If we are
going to have a rise of more than 2 o/o how are we
going to spread this ? The main problem is the
farmers' profitability. One has to maintain profitability
for farming, because if one does not there will be no
produce to argue about. Farmers will not go on
producing at a loss, Mr President, The Commissioner
knows this, and so, at the end of the day, we have got
to come to an arrangement in these proposals
whereby the agricultural industry will continue to
make a profit, and those who serve the agricultral
industry 
- 
the food processors 
- 
will continue to be
able to make a profit. Secondly we must ensure that
the housewife at the end of the chain will not be
stung to glory to buy something which is wrldly over-
priced. The third aspect is surplus production, and
what one is going to do about it.
If, as I believe, 2o/o is round about the right level,
then different countries, as I have said, are going to be
differently affected. Of course, the problem is worst in
the Benelux countries, and I would go so far as to say
that in order to help them, as indeed our rapporteur
said in his speech in this House and also in the
committee, special measures should be proposed for
such countries. I would go so far as to say that they
need special help. After all, the United Kingdom
helped itself, not all that long ago, with beef
premiums. There can be methods whereby, if a
country is particularly in difficulty, the Commissioner
and the national government concerned can come to
an agreement for special aid for special sectors in that
country. I think that in this case, if the 2 o/o is what
the Commissioner is going to stick and the Council
of Ministers agree to, then there is a case for this parti-
cular action. But I must admit I have a little less
sympathy for those, for instance, in France, who are
Soing to get a 6.7 0/o, increase in price for their
farmers, or indeed for the Federal Republic of
Germany.
I was reading this nrornrng bcforc I cantc in hcrc thc
speech made by Mr Tugcndhat in Gcrmany on 9
March to the InstitLrtc irr lvlunich. I rccorrrnrcnd rt to
all honourablc Menrbcrs of this Housc as bcdtinrc
readrng. They won't actually go to slccp whcn thcy
read it, because it is absolutcly rivctirrg. Vhat hc was
saying was quite true 
- 
and I anr surc that cvcrybocly
is aware of this 
- 
that although it pays thc grearcsr
share of the bill 
- 
I will will not go into all thc
figures because they arc quite clear 
- 
thc Fcdcral
Republic of Germany holds 7.](70 of thc Conrnru-
nity's butter stocks, 5l 0/o of thc skinrnrcd ntilk
powder while 22 o/o of total rntcrvcntiorr purchascs of
beef have taken placc there since 1973. lt now ltolds
37 o/o of total rcmainirrg stocks. I anr surc that thc
honourable gentlentan who spoke for thc Christian-
Democratic Group, Mr Fruh is fully aware of rhcsc
facts : that it is the Fcde ral Rcpublrc who arc in point
of fact the mairr 
- 
I would not say villains of thc
piece 
- 
but they are thc nrairr bcncfrcrarics fronr thc
existing structure of thc CAP. Thcy kccp thc priccs
high, their ministcr, goocl ncgotiaror rhat hc is, raiscs
prices 
- 
and refuses to rcvalue the grccn nrark. Or
when he does revalue it, so the prices go up too. The
vast bulk of the interventron stocks contc f,ronr thc
Federal Republic of Germany. It is thcrc that the
small producers are producing straight u'tto intcrucn-
tion, with no regard for what thc ntarkct cirn and
cannot take, Obviously, we are going to havc to dcal
with that situation, and Mr Klinker knows that full
well. This is why I have sonrctinrcs bccn a littlc cross
when I have heard the 'holier-than-thou attitucle' of
some of our delightful collcagucs from the Fcdcral
Republic on thesc particular mattcrs.
But I do believe that we have got to do something
about surpluses. I cannot understand why it is that the
Commission are proposing in the one filed of great
surplus 
- 
milk products 
- 
and I go along with the
rest of their proposals 
- 
to cut the subsidy, not only
to the United Kingdom, but elsewhere throughout the
Community, to those special groups. 'fhere is very
little elasticity in butter demand ; if you raise butter
prices, you inevitability cut down the actual consump-
tion of butter. This has been proved year, after year,
after year. I have a whole sheaf of figures which I will
not weary the House with. But as butter prices have
gone up over recent ears, so the 'disappearance', as it
is called in the trade of butter off the UK market has
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decreased 
- 
less butter is being consumed. !flhen
you think, if this is so, that that butter will then start
moving into intervention, the cost to the Community
will be greater by a very long way, the amount of
butter consumed will go down and the whole process
will be self-defeating. So I really do ask the Commis-
sioner to re-examine his proposals on this and to
think again, because it really will not work.
'We are again faced with the question of where we are
goinS to put the extra amount of money if we are
going to raise it from 2 o/o to 4'2Yo. Of course it
could go into things such as wheat and cereals, but it
is obviously essential, whatever happens 
- 
and the
Commissioner really must hold firm, not only here
but in the Council of Ministers 
- 
that it must not go
into those products which are in surplus. That would
be lunacy, as he himself said in his strong statement
earlier on. That must not happen.
And so the field is a little bit narrow. I ask in one of
my amendments that we should increase the
minimum price of cauliflowers by 8 %. It is minimal,
is marginal, they have had a bad time, but that will
not help at all, on a large scale. One has got to deal
with the bigger fields, like cereals. Perhaps one has
got to do something about the overall level within the
guidance section. I hope that the pamphlet my honou-
rable friend Mr Corrie and myself wrote Putting
forward a rural Community policy will recommend
itself to the Commissioner and to the House as a
method whereby the emphasis can be changed and
more money can be put in to achieving what is
wanted in the structural side of the agricultural polrcy
and encouraging more efficient farming throughout
the Community.
May I ask the Commissioner one question concerning
the wine lake ? I understand from one of his
colleagues that there is a method whereby wine can
now be distilled into agricultural ethyl alcohol, and
that up to I 5 % of this can be added to supergrade
petrol with no damage to car engines and with no
adaptation being needed. If this is true, then Mr Presi-
dent, here is a renewable resource which can be added
to those carboniferous ones which are going to run
out in due course and which will deal with that parti-
cular area of surplus very quickly.
'We are up against the problem of whether or not we
are going to accept the 2o/o. I myself hope that the
House will do so. I believe what our rapporteur has
said 
- 
that, if we go higher than that, neither the big
farmer nor the small farmer is Soing to gain. I believe
we have got to have a long-term food-production
strategy, as recommended by Ecosoc and ourselves. I
believe that, within that long-term food strategy, this
is the year when we have yet again to ask our farmers
to understand, notwithstanding the wide disparity of
the result of the 2 o/o, that this is in their best interest
as an agricultural industry and as individual farmers tn
tl.re various countries, notwithstanding what Mr
Herbert has just said about Ircland. I strll belicvc it is
in the interest of the vast majority of our farnlers, be
they Irish, British, German or Italian that we should
accept in total the proposals which have bccn put
forward by the Commissioner 
- 
accept rn other
words a 2o/o rise over the filcd.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Vitale to seak on behalf of the
Communist and Allres Group.
Mr Vitale. 
- 
(l) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,
we acknowledge that the Conrmission, and particu-
larly Mr Gundelach, has this year followed a line of
action, albeit still timidly and incompletely, which we
Italian Communists regard as generally more corrcct
than that of previous years 
- 
the years of senseless
price increases which made agriculture one of the
causes of inflation, the years in which the accunrula-
tion of surpluses was seen not as an evil to be
combatted but 
- 
to be frank 
- 
as an aim to be
pursued.
A limited increase in agricultural prices, a few partial
measures to reabsorb Present surpluscs and prevent
the accumulation of new surpluses, some attemPt to
differentiate the policres to be pursued for different
regions and production sectors by back-up measures,
the abandonment of the so-called obiective method
- 
which is not at all obiective since the data and the
scientific parameters on which to base price calcula-
tions are lacking 
- 
and finally, the proposal to
dismantle gradually the compensatory amounts, albeit
over too long a period 
- 
the process should be
speeded up by shortenirtg the period considerably 
-all these aspects show that a linc is being followed
which is generally different from that of the past, and
we approve of this. However, it is quite another thing
to talk of new horizons or a historic leap forward, as
Mr Jenkins did last year.
It is said that the crisis and its cause and effect, infla-
tion, should be combated simultaneously, but in spite
of the efforts of the new Commission a coherent, clear
and explicit programme for the long ternr is still
lacking almost as if we were confronted with a short
term economic crisrs to be overcome with provisional
measures of temporary departurcs from thc old poli-
cies. The real problem is a different one 
- 
the crisis
we are passing through is characterized by permanent
structural changes and by new realities inside and
outside Europe which must be tacklecl with long-term
production and market progranlnres and with a wide-
ranging strategy.
'When we discuss prices, we must bear in mind that
European agriculture is subject to various Pressures:
on the one hand, in Europe, the rntensification of the
crisis is leading to a levelling off or decrease in
consumption of many food products 
- 
cereals, milk,
wine, olive oil 
- 
making the contrast between
internal Community prices and world prices even
morc marked. It would be disastrous if we went
bcyond the 2o/o proposcd. Let us rentcnrbcr that thc
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disparity between Community and world prices is
now on average .i0 %. On the other hand, the method
of reducing production costs by the exodus of
producers from the land can no longer be pursued as
it could in the Sixties; on the contrary, even agricul-
ture must today take account of employment
problems, especially those of young people. These are
the problems which must be borne in mind when we
discuss price policy, and more generally, the common
agricultural policy.
Moreover, outside the Community, we must already
start to withstand the offensive of the stronger
American economy, which aims to remove a deficit of
27 000 million dollars in the American balance of
payments. Already in 1971 ir was precisely in the food
products sector that the United States tried out its
expansionist policies, with such success that in the
last five years United States agricultural exports have
gone up from 2l to 26o/o of total exporrs. Also in this
sector, we shall next have to face new demands from
developing countries; in this context let us not forget
that the renewal of the Lom6 Convention is in hand.
Mr Cheysson has already given us some advance indi-
cation of what this entails.
The limitation of the Commission's proposals is that
they seem rather to ignore all this. Ve must review
the very basis of the common agricultural policy 
- 
as
we Communists have urged for years 
- 
and draw up
long-term programmes if we wish to put into practice
the principles contained in Article 39 of the Treary !
In this context I should like to quote the example of
Italy, for once in a positive way, since it is now
drawing up a long-term food production plan with the
united support of all the political parries, in order to
solve not only the problem of agricultural incomes
but also the very serious problem of the balance of
payments, which this year showed a deficit of 3 800
MUA 
- 
I am referring to the food products deficit. I
think that this Italian long-term programme should
not be considered as an anomaly but as an example to
be followed even at the European level, with a view to
a more wide-ranging policy.
'!7hat criteria should we use to reexamine the founda-
tions of this common agricultural policy ? First and
foremost, we must start from the assumption that the
lack of equilibrium in the balance of payments for
food and agricultural products in the various Member
States is not an aid but an obstacle to European inte-
gration, in that it poisons relations between the
Community partners and creates centrifugal forces.
Hence the need for a policy, where there are serious
imbalances between supply and demand at the
regional level, either to finance long-term productive
programmes 
- 
where supply lags far behind demand,
as for example in the livestock sector in ltaly 
- 
or to
reduce surpluses by making the Member States which
prouce them responsible for them beyond a certain
limit. These ideas would assist, and not destroy, Euro-
pean integration. \What we need, then, is a policy
based on a series of differentiated incentives or disin-
centives designed to achieve a balance between supply
and demand, not only, I repeat, at the general level
but also at the various regional levels, and to proceed
from there to achieve a higher level of Community
integration. In the second place, we must achieve a
new balance between price support policy and strucu-
tral policies, avoiding the separation of these two
aspects 
- 
a separation which is noticeable also in this
debate, since price policy is once more being
discussed separately from the package of structural
measures for Mediterranean agriculture.
I should like to state clearly to avoid any misunder-
standing, that we are not opposed to a price policy ; it
is certainly necessary, but we feel that it should be
designed also to overcome structural deficiences,
which should be dealt with not by subsidies but by
arranging the price level, the scale of prices, and the
complementary measures in such a way as to increase
the productive capacity of less advanced holdings. In
other words we consider it to be a function of price
policy to bring about a new balance. The problem is
therefore not merely one of setting aside sums of
money to assist holding which are in difficulry
through a patched-up structural policy, but one of redi-
recting the entire common agricultural policy towards
the renewal of agricultural structures. That was why,
during the October part-session, we put forward the
request, which Parliament approved, that the regula-
tions be reviewed and a ceiling for price support set.
Thridly, in a period in which full use must be made
of all resources, it is necessary to involve in the
process of renewal not only a few groups of large
producers but all the small producers who cover such
a large part of the agricultural area of the Community.
And this means a fundamental recasting of the struc-
tural directives oI 1972, which were based on the
concept of emigration from the land, in order to keep
the labour force as far as possible on the land. This
means also regarding income subsidies not as a public
assistance measure but as a provision designed exclu-
sively to help those who are committed to moderniza-
tion and prepared to contribute to overcoming the
crisis, who are committed in other words to the
productive process.
Unfortunately, the Commission's proposals are only a
timid step in this direction. I have acknowledged Mr
Gundelach's efforts, but we are in fact only at the
beginning of a certain type of logical reasoning. I
should like to quote only two examples 
- 
those of
maize and olive oil. A substantial increase in price is
suggested for maize, with no account being taken of
the fact that this is precisely one of the items in
which some countries have the largest trade deficit.
However, if this increase is thought necessary, the
most dependent, and therefore most indebted, coun-
tries should be given the opportunity to import at
least a certain quota on the world market at world
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prices, so that the world prices themselves can regu-
late the market. Another example is olive oil. The
Commission intend to reduce its price to the
consumer 
- 
which is a legitimate aim 
- 
giving a
part of the subsidy to the retailers. And the point of
this is that the producers will not be deprived of a
single penny, while these payments should bring
about a policy of structural transformation of olive
growing and of productive development which will
make it possible to reduce production costs, reclassify
the prouct, and thus sell the oil at a lower price. Simi-
larly, in the wine sector the aim should be a policy of
changing the varieties of vine, and not that of a
minimum price below which Community markets
would be closed to the product !
'We are opposed to the accumulation of new surpluses,
and this goes also for olive oil and wine. In our view
the problem is not one of increasing guaranteed prices
for Mediterranean products to bring them uP to the
level of the highest ones 
- 
for milk and other
products. It is rather the reverse, a question of gradu-
ally reducing the highest guaranteed prices.
However, these new lines of policy do not aPPear
explicitly in the Commission's proposals, and there-
foie, while appreciating Mr Hughes' efforts to reinter-
pret those proposals in a positive sense and to
i-prou. on them, while appreciating the criticisms
made by him and his excellent analysis of the situa-
tion, our Group will not vote in favour of the motion
for a resolution 
- 
particularly as the Committee on
Agriculture has brought in an amendment which seri-
ously detracts from the motion by asking for an
,r".rg" increase of 5 % in prices. As Mr Baas has said,
this would be madness.
If, during voting on the amendments, the request for a
5 o/o inirease were to be withdrawn, we Italian
Communists would abstain, since, as I have said, some-
thing, albeit not enough, is being done on the right
lineJ, even if not to an extent which would enable us
to approve the proposals. If, on the other hand, the
r.qu"it for a 5 7o increase were to be retained, we
would vote against, since we are convinced that
agricultural incomes should be safeguarded by means
very different fronr price increases. !tr7e have indicated
the basic guidelines, not only responding to the
burning issues raised by the crisis, but also for reop-
ening what we regard as the right road to more rapid
European integration.
(Applanc)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Albertini.
Mr Albertini. (I) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, in speaking in this debate I cannot but
ixpress my surprise and my sympathy with the raPPor-
teur at the fact that his proposals were either ignored
or entirely modified in the Committee on Agriculture,
in such a way as radically to alter the suggestions
contained in his report and even to deprive of all
meaning the Commission's attempt to give a new
direction to the common agricultural policy. This has
led my Group to abstain or even vote against the
report, and it will take the same position in plenary
session if the basic principles initially proposed by Mr
Hughes are not restored by suitable amendments, espe-
cially as regards the percentage price increase.
As Socialists we have always questioned the wisdom of
part decisions of the EEC on price increases for agri-
cultural products. The Italian Socialists have never
considered this a suitable means of achieving the aim
of improving living conditions on the land.
Experience has shown that this policy favours only
the large agricultural producers and the speculators,
with no appreciable benefit either for farmers or for
consumers, who are for the most part working-class.
This is the reason for our disagreement and for our
reservations and criticism of what took Place at the
last meeting of the Committee on Agriculture, when,
on a proposal from some of our Christian-Democratic
colleagues, an amendment designed to increase the
price of food products by 5 o/o was approved, thus viti-
ating the Commission's sensible Plan to limit the
excessive rise in prices and lay the foundations for a
radical reorientation of the common agricultural
policy followed up to now.
Now as before, this increase will benefit only specula-
tors and large undertakings, and will have no effect on
the basic problem at issue today, which concerns the
relationship of man to the soil'
Mr President, whenever the problem of agricultural
prices is examined either by the Commission or by
this House, it is an occasion not only for a compar-
ison but also for a clash of interests among the various
Sroups representing sectoral or regional views, and
this has most unfortunate consequences for the inte-
gration process at which the Communiry should be
aiming.
This seems a good moment to rerssert that as ltalian
Socialists we give our unequivocal support to the
process of integrating Italian agriculture into the
iom-on market, which we hope will further the deve-
lopment of European unity.
However, this does not mean that we aPProve of every-
thing which has so far been achieved in Brussels, and
which has mainly tended towards consolidation of the
position of the strongest capitalist Sroups, accom-
panied by the inevitable internal contradictions
resulting from unequal development.
The united Europe for which we intend to work is
one which will promote the development and social
progress of mankind, encourage cooperation with all
States and thereby become a factor for stabiliry and
peace in the world.
Mr President, it is precisely for this reason that I
should like to voice once more, on behalf of the
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Italian Socialists, our reservations on and criticism of
the basic principles of EEC agricultural policy, and to
express disagreement, as I have done elsewhere, parti-
cularly with regard to the market price policy and
followed by the Community.
The cost of such a policy is in fact borne by the
consumers in inverse proportion to their family and
personal income. Moreover, the indiscriminate price
increases, while they unjustly favour the rich, provide
only transitory relief for the poor.
That is why we Socialists maintain that there is an
urgent need to move from the policy of support for
products to one of support for producers, so as to
defend at the same time both peasant farmers and
working-class consumers.
Our support for the request f.or a 2 0/o increase in
prices cannot be described as contradictory. In the
absence of an income subsidies policy, we have
consistently worked to safeguard farmers' incomes,
which have been severly hit by the general increase in
prices of all the technical equipment necessary for
agriculture.
It is now acknowledged by all that the old common
agricultural policy developed in an irrational and
unharmonious way, and that instead of removing the
imbalances among sectors and among regions it has
worsened them, because in practice the complex
mechanism invented to achieve price and market
standardization has not only turned out to be incap-
able of achieving the aims which had been ser for it,
but also introduced disruptive factors which have
thrown the rules of competition into confusion.
It is undeniable that external factors have played a
fateful and decisive role in these disruptions 
- 
first
and foremost the monetary storms which brought
about the introduction of the system of monetary
compensatory amounts. This system, which originally
had a temporary, contingent and exceptional char-
acter, has become a permanent fixture, and instead of
preventing or at least mitigating the disorder resulting
from exchange rate fluctuations, as was its aim, it has
in fact worsened it by giving the coup de grice to the
unity of agricultural markets and prices, which consti-
tutes or rather ought to constitute one of the pillars of
the common agricultural policy.
If we wish to prevent the debate on agricultural prices
from becoming a weary and ritualistic repetition, we
must tackle some of the crucial points of the common
agricultural policy, seizing this opportunity and
making of it a moment of truth.
In fact the price proposals for the 1978179 season are
this year accompanied by the so-called Mediterranean
package and the draft regulation on fixing representa-
tive conversion rates in the agricultural sector.
Taking the various problems together so as to offer a
unified and coherent argument, I think it necessary to
state a few definitive points.
First and foremost, agreement to the accession of the
three Mediterranean countries which have applied for
membership must be confirmed. Of course this opera-
tion is not without cost, but the cost must be paid by
the whole Community, and by the strongest partners
on its behalf.
But beyond any detailed considerations, what we wish
to emphasize is the need for a basic change in the
co.mmon agricultural policy in order to overcome the
cnsls.
In the first place it is necessary to achieve the disman-
tling of the system of compensatory amounts as
quickly as possible, rather than in the seven years
envisaged. To this end I give my total support to the
wording of the motion for a resolution accompanying
the Hoffmann report, which stresses very concisely
that these amounts :
a) break the unity of the agricultural common
market ;
b) disturb trade between Member States by distorting
competition ;
c) prevent the convergence of the economies of
Member States, thus constituting on obstacle to
progress towards Economic and Monetary Union.
In my view these ideas should be reaffirmed, espe-
cially if we wish to use price policy and the annual
fixing of prices for the marketing year as a menas of
renewal.
This year the Commission is taking some steps
forward and is wisely being cautious in fixing prices,
intending to increase them by an overall average of
less than 3 o/o.
The Commission is showing a greater awareness of
the varying needs of farmers in its attempt to establish
the so-called 'objective method', but that merhod is
still too abstract in character and too mechanical,
while the problem remains one of taking more
account of production costs and especially of adopting
a different policy with regard to prices of agricultural
equipment. As I have already indicated, it is only by
tackling this problem at its roots that one can attempr
to improve the agricultural price policy while at the
same bearing in mind the needs of agricultural
producers and consumers.
Control of the prices of feedingstuffs, insecticides,
services to agricultural and energy, an agricultural
credit policy which could really serve the needs of
farmers and of agriculture, and changing living condi-
tions on the land 
- 
these should be the key elements
of a new price policy and indeed of a new agricultural
policy. In other words, it must be clear that an
increase in agricultural prices is not the right way to
safeguard farmers' incomes, and that it threatens to
harm the interests of the consumer (even if the
Commission is right that the average effect on prices
to the consumer is, all things considered, low, their
psychological effect and the speculation based upon
them must be taken into account), while the safeguard
for farmers is much more effective if the prices of
products and services used in agriculture are
controlled and if public authorities also intervene in
this respect.
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Turning to individual products, on which I do not
intend to dwell at length because others have already
done so or will do so later, I should simply like to
point out that if we really want to reverse the trend
and use price policy to achieve a new balance between
the various sectors, it is necessary to modify not only
the market organizations for Mediterranean products
but also and above all those for the so-called contin-
ental products, and to adopt a differentiated approach.
Let us take the example of milk, and more generally
of the complex dairy/livestock sector. !flhile it is right
to limit production in general terms, it is not clear
why the measures should be applied in an undifferen-
tiated way with no account being taken of the very
serious situations in some regions or whole countries
such as Italy, where an increase in production should
indeed be aimed at ; for until there is real European
planning in the agricultural food sector and a real
Community endowed with effective central political
power, no one will have the right to reduce the self-
sufficiency of each country below a certain level. In
any case it will not always be possible to apply the
system of double standards whereby freedom of move-
ment is claimed for some products, even by applying
the blessed comPensatory amounts (e.g. for milk,
which is flooding the ltalian market), whereas the
same objective of freedom of movement, which is one
of the foundations of the Community, is not achieved
in the wine sector, where various, particularly fiscal,
obstacles are placed in its way in some countries.
Similarly, while a modification of the regulation for
the olive oil sector and therefore of the price policy
and system of integration in that sector is acceptable,
it would be absurd to assume that this could occur
without a review of the entire fats sector, because only
an overall assessment of the connections between the
various products could justify modifications to a sector
such as that of olive oil, which almost exclusively
concerns the Mediterranean regions 
- 
i.e' the less
favoured regions, for whose benefit the Community
says it wants to take action.
Let it not be thought that I am defending natrow
national interests, for I maintain that to defend the
interests of regions which are signif icantly less
favoured is to defend a basic aim of the entire
Community.
And in this context I should like to reaffirm once
more that the eternal paralyzing dilemma of the
Community arises from the direct conflict between
market and price policy on the one hand and struc-
tural policy on the other, in which the latter has
always come off worse.
There is therefore a need for a radical and profound
rethinking of the common agricultural policy, and the
proposals for a Mediterranean package, although
modest and for the moment too restricted in quality
and quantity, are at least a beginning for which the
Commission must be given credit.
And to avoid any misunderstanding, let me say that a
review does not necessarily mean dismantling the
price policy. That policy must, however, become more
flexible and must include action to reestablish a
balance where distortions have occurred in the produc-
tive system and on the market as a result of external
factors. In other words, these prices must once more
be given their original significance as general guide-
lines leaving considerable scope for differentiation.
rVell-organized regional and sectoral differentiation
could correct at least a large proportion of the present
imbalances. Planning must therefore become an essen-
tial part of the new phase of Community policy which
must flow from general and detailed choices and from
a permanent and public interchange between Commu-
nity and national authorities, between the latter and
parliamentarians, the regions and employers and
employed. In this way we shall achieve a form of plan-
ning from which the authoritarian and corporatist
character of the present common agricultural policy
will be eliminated.
It is in this context that one should place the
complaints about the failings hitherto displayed by
Community policy as regards market structures and
the general relationship between supply and demand.
But a better relationship must also be created, through
effective action by public authorities, between agricul-
tural producers and the processing industry, as well as
with those involved in marketing agricultural products
and with the various sectors producing goods for agri-
cultural use (feedingstuffs, fertilizers, various machines
and equipment), in. order to achieve in a relatively
short time that significant increase in agricultural
incomes which is the essential prerequisite for
reducing the present disparities between the various
economic sectors.
(Appltu.rt)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pisoni.
Mr Pisoni. 
- 
(I)Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,
we cannot restrict a debate on agricultural prices
simply to a study of prices. \7e havi to take a broad
look at the application of the common agricultural
policy until now, and in doing so we have to consider
its effects and pick out the good and the bad points.
Unfortunately, we are forced to realize right away that
producers and consumers have lost, and are contin-
uing to lose, faith in our agricultural policy. \fle have
heard Article 39 quoted several times, but this article
has been only partially implemented, whether you
look at consumer prices or the problem of ensuring a
fair standard of living for the agricultural community.
A previous speaker correctly stated that world market
prices are about 50 o/o lower than ours, and for one or
two products 
- 
butter, for example 
- 
the price on
the world market is as low as a quarter of the price in
the Community.
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The proliferation of regulations and directives which
are supposed to bring some order to the untidy
muddle of provisions, and fill up the gaps, only goes
to show that we have been on the wrong course until
now. This is proved by the fact that more and more
privileges and protective measures are being intro-
duced at sectoral and national levels, without our
managing to provide a more integrated market struc-
ture or achieve common prices and market freedom
within the Community.
Protectionist measures are increasing all the time, and
this is an alarming trend. The measures vary in extent
and effect. A form of protectionism is represented by
reference prices which are extended, more or less
openly, to cover a wide range of products. This is an
alarming form of protectionism because it hinders
Community agriculture in its efforts to compete with
non-member countries and other parts of the world.
Protectionist policies may be applied in the short
term, with the aim of supporting certain sectors or
saving certain areas of production, but these really
must be short-term measures to avoid impoverishing
our technological resources.
Smaller undertakings have suffered greatly as a result
of the policy pursued until now. This policy was based
on a price policy accompanied by structural policy
with the aim of placing everyone on the same level.
But this has not been achieved. All producers are not
on the same level, and we have not created the condi-
tions whereby they can all compete, because our
policy has benefited some of them to the detriment of
others.
The rapporteur 
- 
to whom our thanks are due 
-and the Member of the Commission strongly urged a
moderate price increase, since they want to use the
price instrument in an attempt to reduce surpluses
and guide production. \7e go along with this
thinking, because we really feel that it is aimed at
something worthwhile. rUflhat is disturbing, however, is
that the price instrument has unfortunately failed to
bring about this kind of adjustment. The differences
have grown, but the small undertakings cannot be left
to their fate because there is a high rate of unemploy-
ment, and in the final analysis raising or lowering
prices has no real effect one way or the other on small
undertakings.
I am not going to talk about 5 0/o or 2 o/0, but I do
want to draw your attention to some figures
concerning Italy 
- 
supplied by the Ministry 
-which reveal that production costs increased in Italy
during 1977 by 20-22o/o on average, reaching 32o/o
for seeds, 22o/o lor fodder, 20.5o/o for services and
22 o/o for labour. These are the costs of production in
Italy, where a 5 7o adjustment to the green lira and a
5 o/o price increase give a total of. ll o/o, or barely half
the real increase.
This goes to show that the price instrument has failed
so far to improve farming techniques or save the small
undertakings. If we are going to insist on following
this policy, we shall need social measures to protect
the small farmer.
I want to mention briefly the monetary compensatory
amounts. We agree that they are necessary for a short
time, but we are also convinced that they must be
phased out within a period less than the seven years
proposed by the Commission. These MCAs were
supposed to have some kind of stabilizing effect after
the currency upheavals, but in fact they are producing
genuine distortions, with the result that some areas of
the Community are in a privileged position while
others are disadvantaged.
There are one or two basic points of which account
ought to be taken in the agricultural policy. One of
these 
- 
and this is important for us Italians and for
others in the Mediterranean 
- 
is that Community
preferences must be respected at all times. This means
that we must not only review the procedures for fixing
reference prices but also 
- 
and this is really impor-
tant 
- 
arrive at a precise assessment of internal
productive capaciry and internal requirements.
Imports can then be limited to the difference between
what the Communiry produces and what it needs. !7e
feel that this shows a proper regard for Community
production. Somebody will no doubt object that this is
a form of protectionism, the very thing I was
condemning just now. That may be true, but it has to
be dealt with at Community level. You cannot just
eliminate it in one area and let it flourish elsewhere.
We have all observed the tremendous differences in
some sectors between national and international
prices.
Secondly, we want to see the introduction of differenti-
ated assistance 
- 
differentiated in the sense that the
problems of each area, region and sector are really
taken into account. We are not asking for price differ-
entials, but differentiated structural measures and aids.
\flhat this means is that different situations will be
dealt with in different ways, instead of tackling them
in the same way and failing to eradicate the differ-
ences. The measures contained in the Mediterranean
package are, in fact, a first step in this direction..!7e
congratulate the Commission on this, but at the same
time we hope that they are only the first step. !7hen
the time comes, we shall review both their positive
features and their shortcomings.
A third point, which several speakers mentioned, is
planning. !7e need genuine planning to make the
most of what each region can achieve. This is the best
way to eliminate nationalist attitudes and shut-downs.
!7e do not want quotas. Instead, we want each state to
be able to produce what it can, and we want to see
increased trade between states. Naturally, all this
would be encouraged by monetary union since, if we
could get rid of national balances of payments, we
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could get rid of a lot of today's problems. Planning of
this kind, however, can only come from the Commis-
sion, and it is up to the Commission to convince the
Member States and get them to accept this kind of
planning.
We have tabled four amendments, which I should like
to explain very quickly. The first amendment
concerns the price of common wheat. \tr7e are asking
for the reference price to apply solely to the
minimum quality. We realize that it is difficult to
distinguish between minimum, average and best
quality, and we are consequently asking for the price
to be fixed on the basis of the minimum quality.
In the case of durum wheat, we must point out that in
line with the report we have asked for wheat of the
best quality, and not wheat of inferior quality. !7e
have had surpluses in the past because they have been
produced in regions which are not suited to the
growing of durum wheat. I am referring to parts of
France and northern Italy. Durum wheat has to be
grown in areas where the conditions are right to
ensure the best quality.
'We have tabled another amendment for the deletion
of part of paragraph 27, which calls for a report on the
market organization for olive oil. Discussion of this
topic should be postponed until after the debate on
the new regulation for olive oil.
Otrr fourtl'r amerrdmcrrt concenls interventton by the
EAGGF witl.r rcgard to storage of 'Provolone' cheese.
'We have tablcd this partrcular amendmc'r-rt, not
bccausc we arc e spc'cially attracted to this kind of
chccse, br-rt l>ecausc rt is the only way in which the
EAGGF intcrvencs in the dairy sector in Italy. Inter-
vcntion affccts chceses solely of the 'Grana padarro'
ancl'l)arnrigiarro-llcggiano' typcs. rWe want'Provolone'
to bc includcd, becarrsc wc' feel that aid of this kind
could cncourage thc production of this type of cl.reese.
Storage cor.rlcl easc tl-rc r-narkct by allowing consuntp-
tiorr to bc spread over a longer period.
(Altltlauv)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Cifarelli.
Mr Cifarelli.- (I) Mr President, in Italy we say that
three is the perfect number 
- 
and here I am,
following two other Italian speakers. On the other
hand, there is an English saying,'last but not least'. I
shall leave it up to the House to decide which I am :
last or least, I say this only to dispel some of the
boredom 
- 
which I feel at any rate 
- 
which has
crept into this vitally important debate.
Here I am, speaking as the second member of my
Group. But I have already asserted my right to express
my own opinion on the basic issue 
- 
the fixing of
average prices 
- 
at a meeting of the relevant parlia-
mentary committce, when I opposed what the
Member of the Commission has called 'utter folly'. I
do not know whether it is folly or a fundamental
difference of opinion on the assessment of these
problems, but I do have some knowledge of economic
matters and I feel it is a very serious business to raise
the average price increase from 2o/o to 5 0/0. It is a
serious business, not only because of the obvious
effects it will have on inflation, but also because of the
devilish vicious circle which will arise. !flhat I mean is
that inflationary increases affect the 'contingency
scales', as they are called in ltaly. These increases will
push up the cost of labour, with consequent increases
in the cost of agricultural equipment. In ltaly, as in
the rest of free Europe, we no longer turn the soil
with medieval ploughs 
- 
and thank heaven for that !
- 
but use machinery which is a significant factor in
the overall cost of production.
I was against this 5 % increase 
- 
and I still am 
-and as a result I abstained when we came to vote on
the proposals but forward by Mr Hughes, whom I
must thank for the effort he put into preparing this
report. I have also claimed my right within my Group
to express this personal opinion.
rVe have to keep looking back at the history of our
Community. Every so often we rediscover the
common agricultural policy, and when this happens
we forget what it was supposed to achieve and how it
all started. Once we had set up the customs union,
removed customs barriers and got rid of quotas, the
time was particularly ripe 
- 
and not only because the
Treaty said so 
- 
to lay the groundwork for the free
movement of foodstuffs and to compensate for differ-
ences in the costs of producing these foodstuffs in
various parts of the Community by means of some
stable monetary reference. Future historians, we
hoped, would see this at the rebirth of the fabled
golden age.
Once we get this historical background in perspective,
many arguments lose their force. It was not our inten-
tion to protect Community agriculture in this way, by
setting up some kind of customs barrier. Obviously, if
we wanted to ensure the movement of foodstuffs with
different production costs, we had to resort to
marginal alignment and to higher production costs.
And since monetary stability was essential for all this,
it was quite obvious that a currency crisis would lead
to compensatory amounts.
For nine years now I have been discussing this point
with the rest of the Cbmmittee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs, and I must say that we have always
based our discussions on the supposition that these
measures to rectify currency fluctuations would last
only for a certain time. This has not been the case, as
we all know. This leads me to the second point I
should like to draw to the attention of the Commis-
sion, namely, that we approve the plan to emphasize
the exceptional and temporary nature of the compen-
satory amounts, and shall also back every effort by the
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Commission to abolish the system or, at least, to
apply it for less than the seven years scheduled.
In Italy, when something amazing or incredible
happens, we usually say that the good Lord is working
overtime. Now, I do not want to get carried away with
rhetoric, but even though the immediate elimination
of compensatory amounts would be a miracle in
which we do not believe, this is nevertheless the right
course to follows. Otherwise, the likelihood is that we
shall carry on wasting Community resources in a way
which is both unfair and counter-productive, and
which was never imagined when these compensatory
amounts we introduced.
I must add, ladies and gentlemen, that in speaking of
the common agricultural policy we must not refer
solely to Article 39 of the EEC Treaty 
- 
with all that
it says about producers and consumers and stabilizing
markets 
- 
but we must also take a look at the situa-
tion as it really is in the Community. I am sympa-
- 
thetic to the needs of the family holding, but if I have
to state a political, economic and moral preference, I
must say that I favour cooperatives and producer
groups. The one great bane of the Community is the
subborn individualism of the farmers, which means
that they will not get together to run their holdings.
Look at how the herds are managed, despite the wides-
pread shortage of labour, and the disastrous
consequences for the application of farm management
techniques. And this means, too, that there is no
chance of tackling what we feel to be the paramount
problem, namely, how to bridge the gap between what
the farmer gets and what the consumer pays. This
huge difference 
- 
which we can put down to specula-
tion, bad management, high distribution costs and a
chaotic system of distribution and marketing 
- 
is the
real challenge we have to face.
Anyway, the main problem is how to bring together
these agricultural holdings in producer groups. It does
not matter whether they are large or small, although
the smaller holdings have a greater need for producer
groups. In this connection, we do not want to adopt
the traditional attitude to the guidance section of the
EAGGF. This was usually translated as 'let's have
water where the sun shines' 
- 
in other words, irriga-
tion schemes 
- 
or 'let's get rid of holdings that are
too small' or 'let's encourage the use of leases so that
we don't hinder the creation of larger farms with
estate charges.' But what the guidance section should
really provide is a single package of measures for the
restructuring, along modern lines, of the whole agricul-
tural sector, country by country and state by state 
-but above all, area by area. Frontiers are a ridiculous
concept for many reasons, but they are especially ridi-
culous when it comes to agriculture, if it is true 
-and indeed it is 
- 
that what unite or distinguish
various areas are climates and catchment basins and
other criteria quite different from those which
determine regional frontiers.
\flhile we are on this subject, I was among those who
voted in favour of Mr Spinelli's famous amendment. It
was not passed during the budget debate but got a lot
of support. This was the amendment designed to
create a 'ceiling' for the guarantee section of the
EAGGF so that the other part could be used for the
guidance section. I am still convinced that Parliament
ought to establish this ceiling 
- 
its fob, after all, is to
make political judgments 
- 
and that this ceiling
ought to be the firm obiective in the struggle to
modernize the agricultural sector and protect sensibly
the common agricultural policy. There ought to be an
upper limit to this Community stockpiling, this
system of intervention, of protecting the market by
reducing supplies to it, for this is what causes all the
surpluses. In other words, in a given year the Commu-
nity must decide, on the basis of its planning 
- 
this
was mentioned by the Pisoni and a few other speakers
- 
and of its assessments of what is happening, its
producing capaciry and the effects of international
trade in agriculture, the degree to which it is going to
commit its resources. This is what is needed now. \07e
have to worry about the boatmen on our rivers, as we
have too many boats on the rivers of Europe. !7e have
to worry about steel, too. We are always safeg-uarding
the freedom of the market, planning and deciding on
quotas and points of reference.
Of course, all this has to be done in a democratic
fashion, at all stages, and we must not let the state
take over completely because, when that happe ns,
control or criticism is possible.
Having said that, I want to dwell for a moment on a
couple of aspects which directly affect agriculture in
Italy. I agree the line of thought which argues that, as
far as the typically Mediterranean products are
concerned, we ought to wait for the Mediterranean
policy. Furthermore, at a meeting of the Committee
on Agriculture Mr Gundelach stressed the need for a
complete rethink on a number of products in the
context of the Mediterranean policy.
Nevertheless, I want to mention a few points here.
Firstly, olive oil. I was the one who proposed the
amendment which led to the rewording of paragraph
27 in the motion for a resolution tabled by the rappor-
teur.
I have the greatest reservations about the effectiveness
of the new system. I do not mind admitting that
having read and reread it I am still none the wiser.
Let me tell you what my first reservation is. In the
light of what has occurred before, I am ready to say to
the Commission 'OK, you are right' as regards some
points, but I am not so sure about others. I go along
with the Commission when it says that we need more
information about production costs in olive groves,
because if you are going to consider olive oil, you
have to know what current production costs are.
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The Commission argues that standardization will
make things easier and that for this reason the
measures must apply to the old groves and not to the
creation of new olive groves. I agree with that, too,
albeit with one or two doubts, since I do not under-
stand why, in a particular agricultural sector, we have
to let production run down instead of increasing and
modernizing it. I have always maintained that it was
madness to destroy traditional olive groves, which are
an essential part of the ecological pattern and a vital
part of our heritage, with enormous social ramifica-
tions. This is why I am all for saving the traditional
olive groves, which are a fundamental part of agricul-
ture in Italy, and not only in ltaly. As I see it, these
measures should not be applied to new olive groves, at
least provisionally.
As for the new procedure whereby on the one hand
the producer gets aid and on the other the processor
gets a refund based on the market price, this seems to
be complicating things even more. There is a lot to be
said about the producers of olive oil, about controls
and about refiners.
In Italy, at any rate, things have gone badly because
the refiners bought up all the olives and the producers
got nothing, and a lot of shady deals were done. The
Commission says that it will be easier to control
12000 refineries than millions of producers. On the
face of it, this is a strong argument, but when you
have a two-track policy the results are going to be
negative. Some people are probably going to tell me
that the Court of Justice has ruled in favour of oil
producers and not olive growers. My answer to them is
that if we change the regulation 
- 
and the Court
cannot substitute its iudgments for the regulation 
-the whole situation can be resolved.
Of course, this matter has to be considered in the
general light of our policy on vegetable fats. Mind
you, we must be careful here, too, as we are dealing
with large-scale processing and massive monopoly
concerns. The interests involved here have very little
to do with the interests of the agricultural sector
ProPer.
As far as durum wheat is concerned, Mr President, I
have nothing to add to what was said by Mr Pisoni.
However, since I was the one who put foward the
amendment which became paragraph 24 of the
motion for a resolution, I do want to say that I am
delighted that the need to establish strict quality
criteria for durum wheat taken into intervention has
been recognized.
!7hile the spread of durum wheat to areas which are
not suited to its cultivation is to be resisted, in my
view this does not apply in one or two areas of Italy
- 
the Marches, Umbria and Tuscany, for example 
-and other parts of the Community.
'W'e are told that, iust as we have surpluses of olive oil,
we have too much durum wheat. But if you ask me 
-
and I am basing my opinion on the statistics provided
in the Hughes report 
- 
there is no surplus. Consump-
tion is going up, and Italy has often had to buy durum
wheat on unfavourable terms fronr the ma jor
producing countries, Argentina and Canada. Another
cause of increased consumption is that other Euro-
pean countries are getting a taste for pasta made from
durum wheat and copying Italy in this respect.
Going back to the problem of olive oil, higher prices
obviously affect consumption. However, the effect is
limited 
- 
and I hope the Commission's experts
realize this, especially Mr Gundelach, who deserves all
the understanding we can muster for his difficult task
- 
in the sense that the marketing of a product
depends on organization. The large firms producing
seed oil have been able to corner the market in a way
that the olive oil producers could not. Olive oil
producer groups 
- 
this is why they have to get to
gether 
- 
must wake up to the fact that olive oil is the
champagne among oils. Vhat I mean is that the differ-
ence between olive oil and other vegetable fats is the
same as the difference between your quality wines 
-the 'appelation contr6l6e' wines, the great clarets and
Burgundies 
- 
and ordinary table wine.
In the view of those who stand up for a fair and
balanced application of the Mediterranean policy,
there can be no doubt about the necessity 
- 
which
the Commission duly pointed ou 
- 
of drawing up
statistics on the wine-producing areas. We have to
protect areas with a long tradition of wine-making and
areas where the conditions are right to ensure the
production of high-quality wine. In my opinion, all
nations must join together to stop the spread of
vineyards to unsuitable areas and to stem the flow of
poor wine which is flooding the market.
My last point, Mr President, concerns fruit and vegeta-
bles. Vhat we have to do here is to respect the
Community preferenccs. Vhen I hear our colleagues
from newly democratic Spain say, 'You Italians do not
want us in the Common Market because you are
worried about your oranges', my answer is : 'Just go
and have a look in the shops in Brussels or Stras-
bourg, and you will see that the oranges there are
from Spain, not Italy'. And the reason for this is not
apparently because Italian oranges are redder and
might offend those who are touchy about such left-
wing symbols, but because the market organization for
Spanish oranges is in fact very efficient, and having
worked well in the past will go on working well in the
future.
But there is certainly reason to complain when the
situation is critical 
- 
for example, when producers in,
let us say, Cesena or Imola, see themselves pushed out
of the nrarket by imports flooding in, not because
they are better or because the consumer prefers them,
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but because their prices are much lower, before
Community procedures can be set in motion.
Here, too, the solution must be Community prefer-
ence in the organization of the market. So far, Mr Pres-
ident, organization of the market has largely meant
cutting supplies of apples, pears and plums in order to
sustain prices. But organization ought to mean
controlled production of these fruits of human toil
which the good Lord has given us. As an Italian, I
believe that people are frequently disappointed when
they ask for fresh fruit in Europe. It is almost impos-
sible to find, in fact. Now, if we all put our minds to it
- 
the Italians, those in the south of France, the
Greeks and Spaniards, when they join and
attempted to overcome these problems with a bit of
organization, I am sure we could achieve something.
That is what I wanted to say to the House, Mr Presi-
dent. I trust that I have been clear and that I have
kept to the point and to the time allowed to me.
(Applausc)
IN THE CHAIR: MR HOLST
Vicc-Prcsidcn t
President. 
- 
I call Mr Hunault.
Mr Hunault. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, the main purpose of the fixing of farm-
prices should be to give agriculture the means of
contributing to solving the urgent problems currently
facing the Community, namely achieving more
sustained economic growth and greater stability and
reducing the exceptionally high and growing level of
unemployment.
Your proposals, Mr Gundelach, will not help this
objective to be achieved. They are unacceptable to
farmers, in that they take no account of the situation
facing the farmers with regard to trends in both their
costs and their incomes.
Your proposals will have a negative effect on the
whole of agriculture. In conjunction with the weak-
ening of guarantees announced for certain products,
they will seriously affect agricultural incomes as well
as farmers' confidence and their investment capacity.
They are therefore liable to aggtavate the employment
situation in rural areas and in ancillary industries.
One can but deplore the fact that monetary distur-
bances are making it more and more difficult to fix
common agricultural prices. Until significant progress
is made towards achieving economic and monetary
union, currency fluctuations will continue to pose a
threat to the existence of the common agricultural
policy.
In this context, while noting with satisfaction the
efforts made by the Commission to find a solution to
the problems of green exchange rates and monetary
compensatory amounts, we regard the Commission's
proposals as insufficient. The economic situation in
general and that of agriculture in particular mean that
a 5 0/o increase in the general level of farm prices for
the year 1978179 is both necessary and justified, for
the following reasons.
First of all, the inadequacy of the general level of
increase in common farm prices. The increase in the
general price level proposed by the Commission,
which amounts to only 2o/o, is half the necessary
increase which results from the Commission's own
application of the obiective method. 'We cannot
accept the argument put forward to the effect that the
general economic situation, the pattern of agricultural
incomes and prices and the difficult situation in
certain agricultural markets mean that the average
price increase must be considerably below the
increase calculated using the objective method. On
the contrary, we are of the opinion that the result of
the objective method constitutes an absolute
minimum, in view of the fact that the objective
method takes account only of the needs of modern
farms, which make up less than a quarter of all farms
in the Communiry, and indicates the increase in agri-
cultural prices needed to allow the return for work
done on these farms to improve in the following year
at a rate comparable with that of incomes in the other
socio-professional categories. If, on the other hand,
farm prices are fixed at a level appreciably lower than
that resulting from the objective method, that will not
only pose a threat to the financial situation of modern
farms but compromise the implementation of the
Community's own modernization policy in agricul-
ture, particularly with regard to young farmers.
Secondly, the proposals are inadequate in view of the
current economic situation. It is a mistake, from an
economic point of view, to claim that because certain
sectors of the economy are having to face employ-
ment problems and financial difficulties must suffer
the same problems and difficulties. Obviously, if your
price proposals were finally to be accepted, farmers
would be obliged to seek ways of reducing their wage
costs and inputs. This would not only make agricul-
ture less efficient and discourage young farmers from
setting up, but would also threaten the jobs of the 20
million workers in agriculture and the upstream and
downstream industries, which make up some 20 o/o of
the working populition of the Community.
Thirdly, the deteriorating position of agriculture rela-
tive to other sectors of the economy. It is impossible
to accept the Commission's contention that there has
been an upward trend in farm prices and incomes and
that this constitutes an additional argument for a
small price increase this year. The Commission has
thus, for example, estimated that between 1967168
and 1977178 common prices decreased in real terms
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by 1l o/o. As regards farm incomes, the Commission
states that between 1972 and 1976 the value added per
person employed in agriculture increased in real terms
less than in the other sectors of the economy. This
can in no way be regarded as an upward trend. The
situation is all the more serious because the Commis-
sion's data refer to value added in agriculture and not
to disposable income. This value added takes no
account of the considerable costs for which farmers
are liable such as rents, wages, insurance premiums,
interest on borrowed capital etc. According to the agri-
cultural accounts, farmers' real income 
- 
i.e. the
return for their work and their capital investment 
-increased on average by 2 o/o per year between I 970
and 1976, while during the same period the average
increase in income in real terms in the other sectors
was 4o/o. The result is that the considerable disparity
which existed in 1970 between farm incomes and
incomes outside agriculture has increased.
Fourthly, market equilibrium. It is desirable, and in
farmers' own interests, for the agricultural markets to
be in equilibrium, insofar as the existence of surpluses
leads to lower prices. In view of the special nature of
agricultural production, any policy aimed at achieving
better market equilibrium should not, however, be
guided by short-term preoccupations. It requires a
long-term view of supply and demand. In this context,
the independence of supplies, the need to protect
consumers, balance-of-payments equilibrium and the
relief of hunger in the world all constitute imperative
requirements which can only be satisfied by the expan-
sion of Community agriculture. A policy which
discourages agricultural production can thus only be a
very short-term policy, ignoring on the one hand the
important role that agriculture, which is Europe's only
natural resource, can play in the world and on the
other hand the fact that expansion in agriculture
would make a considerable contribution to the
general economic recovery in the Community. It is
true that with regard to certain products there are at
present problems of market equilibrium. Measures
have been adopted to solve these problems. Thus, in
the dairy sector measures have been taken both in the
field of production and with regard to the finding of
new outlets through proper use of the
co-responsibility funds, but there can be no question
of accepting the Commission's additional proposal,
following the imposition of a co-responsibility levy on
farmers 
- 
a measure to which we are still opposed 
-to achieve better market equilibrium by reducing the
rise in prices.
Fifthly, the effect of the increase in farm prices on
inflation and consumers. Farmers are just as interested
as the other sectors of society in reducing the rate of
inflation, both as users of goods and services and as
consumers themselves. If, therefore, they are prepared
to make their contribution to the fight against infla-
tion, they cannot be expected to bear a dispropor-
tionate burden in this fight, as was the case last year,
when the increase in the average level of farm prices
was 3.9 % while the average rate of inflation was
9.5 0/o. Remember that, on the basis of the Commis-
sion's own calculations, a price increase of 5 0/o would
lead to an increase of 0.2o/o in the cost of living.
Sixthly, agri-monetary measures. lfhile we accept that
the system of green exchange rates and monetary
compensatory amounts allows stability to be main-
tained during a period of monetary fluctuations, we
maintain that allowing the gap to widen between
market rates and green rates, as has been the case in a
number of Member States in recent years, is a very
short-sighted policy. !(uhile it can be said that there is
a realistic principle underlying the Commission's new
proposal on the fixing of representative exchange rates
in the agricultural sector, which provides for the
phasing-out of monetary compensatory amounts at
varying rates depending on whether the monetary
compensatory amounts are already in existence when
the proposal is adopted or are newly created as a result
of currency changes after that date, we consider that it
is necessary to reduce the duration of this measure in
respect of monetary compensatory amounts from
seven to rwo years, since there is no doubt that Euro-
pean union 
- 
and thus monetary union 
- 
will
provide the only effective solution. These, Mr
Gundelach, are the few observations that your propo-
sals prompt us to make. !fle have already, in the
Committee on Agriculture, tabled a large number of
amendments, some of which have been adopted, parti-
cularly the proposal for an overall price increase of
5 %. Ve have tabled others today, in plenary session,
concerning in particular the defence of the common
agricultural policy, reforming the system of monetry
compensatory amounts, abolishing he
co-responsibility l.ry in the milk sector and
promoting a policy for fats, the rejection of any
decrease in the B quotas for sugar, the establishment
of a minimum price for Community trade in wine,
and so on. Once again, while reaffirming the impor-
tance we attach to maintaining family holdings, we
would emphasize the inadequacy of your proposals in
view of the current economic situation for which
farmers cannot be expected to suffer.
(Adpl(t il.t()
President. 
- 
I call Mr Eberhard. I understand that
this is your maiden speech in this House, and I
should thus like to congratulate you.
Mr Eberhard. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I am indeed
pleasecl to have this opportuniry of speaking for the
first time in this House, particularly as we are dealing
with such an important question as farm prices.
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These prices are in fact decisive both with regard to
the farmer's standard of living and for the question of
whether or not the national production capacity in
agriculture in each country of the Community is to be
maintained.
Faced with this situation, what is the Commission
proposing? A price increase of 2o/o and the main-
tenane of monetary compensatory amounts until
1983. These are two proposals which French farmers
regard as unacceptable, particularly as at the last part-
session Mr Jenkins suggested that in his view this was
a long-term policy. It is thus a question of freezing, or
increasing by a marginal amount, the prices at which
farmers sell their products while, at the same rime,
their production costs are subject to continuing
increases which amounted, for example, to l0 o/o in
1977. This is therefore a policy which, by eroding
farmers' purchasing power, poses a threat to each
country's agriculture and, moreover, to the Commu-
niry's capacity to meet the needs of its population.
This is why, while w9 accept as justified the demand
for a larger price increase expressed by the farming
organizations and adopted by the Committee on Agri-
culture, we believe that this is not enough : we must
in the near future put an end to the system of compen-
satory amounts and undertake to eliminate the distor-
tions between countries with strong currencies and
countries with weak currencies. This is essential if
Community agriculture is to develop harmoniously in
response to the needs of the population. The fact is,
however, that this is not the course that has been
followed up to now, particularly as regards prices, and
looking back we find that this agricultural policy has
taken a heavy toll : it is in conflict with the objectives
laid down in the Treary of Rome with regard to agri-
culture. I am thinking in particular of the raising of
farm incomes, the optimum utilization of factors of
production and the fixing of reasonable consumer
prices.
These objectives have obviously not been achieved. In
fact, the opposite has happened, i.e. there has been a
decrease in farmers' incomes. There is also the fixing
of excessive consumer prices, which are partly respon-
sible for the insufficient amounts of agricultural
products purchased by consumers. At the same time,
the principles on which the common agricultural
policy was founded have now been almost completely
abandoned. This applies most particularly to the
Community preference rule, which certain Commu-
nity countries have continually made it their business
to whittle away. The constant deterioration in the
Community's degree of self-sufficiency is evidence of
this, while there are increasing distortions between the
countries with strong currencies, such as Germany,
and the others. As proof of this, I would point to what
the Commission said in a recent study which indi-
cated that between 1973 and 1976 intra-Community
deliveries increased twice as much in Germany as in
France. Of twelve products studied, Germany's positin
improved in seven ; France's position, on the other
hand, deteriorated in nine. Furthcrmore, in 1977
France had for the first tinre a deficit on the agricul-
tural food balance. This result alone clearly shows the
current ills of the common agricultural pohcy. And
yet France has the natural conditions, and a large and
qualified agricultural population, which should allow
it to continue to be a net exporter of agricultural
products.
The system of compensatory amounts, we were told,
was to restore equilibrium between the countries
despite increased monetary discrepancies. Instead, the
opposite has happened. Moreover, in addition to distor-
tions between them, the Member States of the
Community have become increasingly dependent on
third countries, especially the United States. This is
particularly clear with regard to soya ; the same will go
for wheat, given the terms on which the Commission
is currently negotiating. The common agriculrutal
policy now also means the growing indebtedness of
Community farmers. A group of experts conzulted by
the Commission has provided figures which are very
revealing. For example, in France the debt burden
increased f.rom 2000 million u.a. in 1960 to 13000
million u.a. in 1973, and in Germany over the same
period from 2 850 million u.a. to 7 900 million u.a.
Beyond these bald figures, what this means for
farmers 
- 
and particularly for young farmers setting
up 
- 
is sorrow and anxiety, particularly in view of the
deterioration in credit terms following the move by
agricultural credit organizations to align their interest
rates with the general market rates.
Is it surprising, in these conditions, that there are
more and more farmers who now see in the common
agricultural policy above all a reduction of their
income ? In France, this is the fifth successive year
that this has been the case, and farmers in my country
cannot be deceived by juggling with figures. For them
the difficulties of making a living are a daily reality.
This is particularly true for the small farmers who are
constantly struggling to keep their holding in opera-
tion. In these circumstances, the co-responsiblity levy
on milk, which the various rapporteurs are proposing
to maintain, is all the more unacceptable because the
reasons adduced to justrfy it no longer apply: there
are no longer any stocks of milk powder in France.
To this negative assessmcnt nrust bc addcd a new
threat to the future of agriculturc. As tltings now
stand, the entry of Portugal, Grecce arrd particularly
Spain into the Common Markct woukl havc scrious
consequences wrth regarcl to farntcrs'incontes and
would result in an accclcratccl clcclinc in our agrrctr[-
tural potential.
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I should also like to remind you that agriculture is
suffering from a continual exodus. Vhile it can be
said that this has been reduced recently, that is
because unfortunately in a large number of the
poorest regions there are not many farms and farmers
left. Thus, the situation continues to get worse. The
active farming population is not being renewed. The
average age of farmers, which is already very high,
continues to rise. The regions of Central France are
on the verge of turning into deserts, with serious
economic, social and even ecological consequences.
'S7e maintain, therefore, that what is needed is to
pursue a completely different course, one where the
guidelines for the commmon agricultural policy
would be part of an overall policy for economic and
social progress. Indeed, policies involving increased
austerity have a negative influence on sales of agricul-
tural products. This was openly admitted by the
Commission in a report issued last December which
said that the economic recession was exerting a Breat
influence on the pattern of food consumption because
of the slow-down in the growth of disposable income
in real terms, which resulted, for example, in a
reduced rate of increase in the consumption of beef
and veal. I would add that this reduction also applies
to milk, fruit and vegetables.
Finally, ladies and gentlemen, since some of you are
concerned about the future and about what is going to
happen in France, let me assure you in conclusion
that a government of the left in France, which would
naturally include Communist ministers, would seek
the broadest possible cooperation between the nine
countries, while respecting the interests of French
farmers. In a spirit of responsibility and initiative, it
would seek to put an end to the great agrrcultural sell-
out, in order to ensure conditions in which agriculture
can develop for the benefit both of the rural commu-
nity and of the population as a whole.
(Apltlausc)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Mitchell.
Mr Mitchell. 
- 
Mr President, I am sorry that Mr
Gundelach has had to leave the Chamber for a few
moments after a long day, not because I want to
attack him, but because I want to praise him and I do
not think, from what I have heard of this debate, that
he has received very much praise today in this
Chamber so far. I have been a Member of this Parha-
ment for three years, and I had almost given up hope
of hearing any common sense in this Chamber
spoken about the common agricultural policy. I must
say that the first ray of hope came when I heard Mr
Gundelach before the Committee on Agriculture a
few weeks ago. He repeated much of that speech here
today. But then, of course the agriculture committee
proceeded to ignore everything he had sard and go
their own sweet way. That perhaps is to be expected,
knowing the composition of the Committee on Agri-
culture. But at last we are having a little comnron
sense talked about the whole problcm of agriculture.
At last there seems to be an recognition that you
cannot solve the agricultural problcnrs of Europc by
means of massive price-increases year aftcr ycar. This
has not solved the problem : rt has r.rot produccd addr-
tonal rncomes for the poorer farmcr. Thcrc is also
recognition of tl.re fact that it is absolutcly esser.rtial for
this Community to get rid of excessive surpluses. This
is a political necessity because thcse excessive
surpluses are bringing the whole of common agricul-
tural policy into political disrepute. And whcn we take
what I accept to be probably tl.re cl.reapest way out,
that of selling off these surpluses to the Sovret Uniorr
at low prices, that makes the whole policy a latrghing-
stock.
Vhat saddens me about that is that thc fact that the
common agricultural policy is beconring a laLrghing-
stock constitutes a politrcal danger for the Commu-
nity as a whole because more and n'rore ordinary
people in the countries of the Communrty, because of
some of the activities of the CAP, are turning against
the Community. I happen to believc very strongly in
the future of the Community, and I do not want to
see people unnecessarily antagonized. And it is not
only people in my country, or Denmark, for example;
I can assure some of my colleageus in this roon-r, it is
also the poeple in Germany and ir.r Francc. It is no
accide nt that last year the spokcsman for thc
consumers invited before the Conrmittcc on Agrrcrrl-
ture was a Frenchnran. I persorrally havc had very
many complaints about thc wholc opcratron of tl-rc
CAP from people living in Paris and in othcr towrls in
France, so it is not only tl.rcse tcrri[>lc Brits, or thc
equally terrible Danes: disillusionment is growing up
in many of the other countries of Europe, vcry Iargely
because of the operation of the CAP.
It is also true that, as has been showrr, price-increases
lead to a fall rn consumption. Therc arc attcnrpts to
pull the wool ovcr orrr eycs on thls issuc to mislcacl rrs
into the belief that thrs does not lead to a fall in
consumption. But whcn butter-priccs increasc, peoplc
do turn to margarine, and thcn wlrat do wc gct ? We
had a question fronr thc' butter lobby today tryrng to
link nrargarine with cancer. I wish Mr Hcrbcrt wcrc
here. I would rathcr say it in his prescrrcc. My rrtarn
critrcism of thc Conrmission's proposaI is in fact, that
they do not go quitc far crrougl.r. I support thc conclu-
sions of the Comnrrttec on Budgcts, which in fact said
that they accept thc ovcrall 2 u/o but thcre' shoulcl be
no increase at all on those conrmoditics whcrc thcre is
a structural surplus. Thc anrcDclnre nt that I and orrc or
two of n'ry collcagr.rcs havc' tablcd, Anrcndnrcnt No 22,
says just tl-rat. Pc'rhaps if tl-ris anrenclnrent wcrc carriccl,
wc shotrlcl havc cnough ovcr arrrl wotrlcl lrc :rblc to
hclp Mr Scott-Hopkrns out with his caulrilowcrs.
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Qurte seriously 
- 
I say this in conclusion 
- 
at last I
believe there is a hope that the common agricultural
policy is getting on to the right lines. I think there is
still a very long way to go, but at least I now have just
a little hope for the future.
(Appltr,uc)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Tolman.
Mr Tolman. 
- 
(IVL) Mr President, there is no point
in repeating a large number of things that have
already been said in this debate. In fact, there are just
three points that I should like to take up. Firstly, the
question of the dairy stocks, secondly the related
measures for promoting equilibrium and thirdly the
principles of price policy. I have said in committee
that I do not like to use the word 'surpluses' and that
the word 'stocks' seems to me to be more appropriate.
I should like to say the same this afternoon. I am of
the opinion that in this debate, as well as in the evalua-
tion of price policy, too much emphasis is laid on
stocks. These stocks also have too great an influence
on the price level.
I noted with approval Mr Gundelach's remark this
morning that in his view stocks had to be maintained.
I agree with him here. This is of great importance,
firstly for consumers in Europe and to a much lesser
degree for producers. For it is clear that in a Commu-
nity with 250 to 270 million inhabitants we cannot
leave the food situation to the vagaries of the world
market. That is therefore my starting point in
examining this question. But I would like to hear
from Mr Gundelach at precisely what level he thinks
the limrt lies for stocks and at what point, when this is
exceeded, you can then talk of surpluses. \(here does
this limit actually lie ? After all, as soon as you exceed
the limit of necessary stocks a great deal of Commu-
nity responsibility is involved. If the agricultural
policy is to mean making a serious attempt to achieve
a balance between production and consumption, then
this has my wholehearted support, but I have grave
objections 
- 
and these objections have been reflected
in a large number of speeches 
- 
to putting the
burden one-sidedly on the shoulders of the producers.
Mr President, I am not only a politician but also a
practising farmer. In my view, we can go on
discussing this questions for years, but I do not think
we shall ever achieve a balance in this field. On a very
temporary basis it may be possible. In general,
however, we shall have either too much or too little.
Agriculture is not an industry. You cannot draw up a
production plan as you can in industry when you
decide to produce 100 000 cars or a million television
sets. In agriculture we shall always be faced with the
uncertainty of the climate, which also means uncer-
tainty as to the level of production.
It is clear that there can also be varying opinions on
the optimum size of stocks. Looking at developments
over the past year, I think that we are on the right
course. The fact is that there has been no increase in
stocks. I am thinking of the amounts of butter. If
every consumer in Europe consumed one extra 250
gramme packet of butter each quarter 
- 
that is four
more packets of butter a yeat 
- 
the whole butter
stock would be used up. There are those who would
describe these quantities of butter as surpluses. In my
view, however, this is a safety margin which definitely
needs to be maintained.
Actually, I think we could well show rather more satis-
faction at the fact that there is enough food, plenty of
it, which is a great boon to the consumer. This satisfac-
tion should, I feel, be rather more in evidence than
the concern at the somewhat over-generous stocks. If
the situation were to change, if there were to be corres-
ponding shortages, then we might see the other side
of the coin : massive price increases, widespread
unrest, with all kinds of unpleasent consequences. I
have the impression that we too easily lose sight of
this.
My second comment concerns the series of measures
to promote market equilibrium. I must say that on
this question I fully agree with the assessment that
has been made. Although we have had to wait rather a
long time, we have introduced a number of measures
in the field of agricultural policy, the slaughtering and
conversion premiums, for example. I do not think
there is any question about whether these should be
continued or suspended. No, once you have embarked
on a policy, you cannot change horses in midstream.
This policy must, therefore, continue for a number of
years.
The same also goes for the much-disputed question of
the milk levy. My view is that this is a measure which
fits into the frame*:ork of measures for promoting
market equilibrium. But, of course, the producers
must not be punished twice. We are given to under-
stand quite clearly that there is a surplus and that
therefore a cautious price policy is necessary. What,
however, is a cautious price policy ? Looking at the
rising costs in the various countries, I regard an
increase of 4 or 5 0/o as a cautious price policy. But if,
in addition to this cautious 
- 
this eyql-s2ufleu5 
-price policy giving a rise of 2 o/0, the levy still has to
be paid, I think the producers are being doubly
punished. And that, I think, is clearly unfair. \Ve shall
have to make a very serious effort with regard to these
measures, of which the milk levy can form part. It is
not just a question of schemes for school milk, there
are other possibilities as well. I come from a country
where we know about milk production. It is 
.some-
times said that the Netherlands is the country with
the biggest dairy exports. May I, however, point out
that the Netherlands is also the biggest importer of
skimmed-milk powder. Production in the Netherlands
last yer was 136 000 tonnes of skimmed-milk
powder, but 250 000 tonnes were imported for animal
feedingstuffs. So, this is also a reasonable way of
reducing the stocks that we have from time to time.
This example, I think, speaks volumes.
With regard to the level of prices, I should like to end
by saying this. The objective method gives 4'2o/o. lf
the Commission departs from this, I think it must
make clear why it does so. I have heard it said that if
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there is a surplus the price must be held down. But it
seems to be that we then come into conflict with one
of our fundamental principles. \fle must incorporate
into the price policy for agriculture which we are now
discussing a clear European policy for agricultural
incomes. In my view, this is not getting a fair crack of
the whip at the moment. In a previous sitting we had
a discussion on equal pay for men and women. I have
no difficulty with that, but if we listen carefully to
what is being said in these debates we find that the
will is lacking to strive for equal pay for men. I note
that the income of farm workers in Europe 
- 
and
their number is not inconsiderable 
- 
falls a long way
behind that of men employed in industry and other
sectors. If the aim is to perpetuate this situation, then
a very tight-fisted price policy is ideal. If, however,
particularly on rhe basis of a social concern for this
category of workers, rt is felt that there must be a
change here, we shall have to move towards a more
generous, more liberal price policy with regard to the
producers, Errrope's farmers.
I wholeheartedly support what the spokesmen for our
Group, Mr Frtrh, said about the price policy and the
higher percentage we advocate. I should just like to
comment on what was said by the rapporteur of the
Con-rmittee on the Environment and Consumer
Production. I generally prefer not to speak in negative
terms about someone who is not present, but in this
case I cannot refrain. His speech was, I think, the least
well-informed and the ntost demagogic of atl the state-
ments we have heard today. I hari no use for a black-
and-white view of the situation, and if we want to
achieve a proper dialogue between consumers and
producers, our arguments must rest on a sounder
basis, otherwise they are better left unsaid.
(Applatrv)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Nyborg.
Mr Nyborg. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, in my view the
Commission's aim of combating overproduction, the
notorious 'lakes' and 'mountains', by means of a price-
regulating mechanism is impracticable. Although the
Commissiorr car-r certainly point to satisfactory results
in the past year I do not believe that this proves very
much, since we must not forget that agriculture is a
sector which reacts only very slowly.
The production of certain crops can admittedly be
reduced very rapidly. But the effect of increased effort
in other areas is only perceptible after some time,
particularly when starting or boosting the production
of meat and/or milk. It is obvious that all the Commis-
sion's proposals will achieve is to transfer overproduc-
tion from one sector to another, since the individual
farmer must naturally find some way of compensating
for the loss of real income, exactly as is done in other
branches of industry. The farmer is no keener than
other categories of the population to see his standard
of Lving drop.
In nry vicw the best way to achieve a more reasonable
distribution of production would be for the EEC as
such to pursue a more aggressive export policy, and
for the Commission to be more sparing of import pref-
erence arrangements. I am thinking here, for instance,
of the agreements wirh New Zealand, and the Lom6
agreements. There has been a lot of discussion in the
lobbies, and I understand also in the Commission,
about the size of the price increases. Last year the
farmers and the agricultural sector as a whole had to
hold back a little 
- 
their wishes and their demands
based on the increases in their costs were not entirely
met. The Commission has now tabled a proposal
which barely guarantees 2 o/0.
COPA and the Danish agricultural sector claim that
this is not enough, that it will not cover the real cost
increases, and that justice demands that there should
be agreement on a 5 0/o rise. This seems a fairly reason-
able demand. But it is extremely difficult ro make
sense of the figures put forward, as statistics have a
strong tendency to show what those who produced
them want them to show. It is consequently very diffi-
cult, and this must be said in the Commission's
defence, to discover what exactly needs to be done.
Nonetheless, there is a strong smell of horse-trading
about all of this. I hope and trust that something
realistic of around 4 o/o wil be found acceptable.
The common agricultural policy must of course be
based on general principles, and there must be no
recourse to national measures which interfe-re with the
common market. The reintroduction of national
measures has in practice always simply meant that the
problems were transferred from one sector to another,
or to put it perhaps more accurately, from one country
to another.
To build up and expand the common agricultural
policy, therefore, it is necessary in my view to abolish
gradually the monetary compensation amounts. Admit-
tedly this can hardly be done in a matter of days, but I
can't lrelp feeling that the seven years proposed by the
Commission is rather a long time. Surely a period of
three years would be feasible.
The distortions arising from the use of the MCAs are
of such an order that something will have to be done
about them urgently. I should also like ro poinr out
that we also consider lt necessary to introduce the use
of the European Unit of Account in the agricultural
sector. I could make a number of observations on this,
but will refrain from doing so, since it has already
been touched upon by earlier speakers.
'S7e also wish to give our support to the principle of
boosting pasture-based production, i.e. the production
of animal products. !flith this, in my view, very short
speech I should like to urge the Conrn.rission and the
Council to pursue a more progressive policy in the
agricultural sector, and thercby strengthen and expand
the common agricultural policy. which is the comer-
stone of our Community.
(Applauv)
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President. 
- 
I call Lord Bruce.
Lord Bruce of Donington. 
- 
Mr President, to
listen to some of the speeches made by honourable
Members in the course of this long debate, one would
wonder whether they had even heard, much less
understood, the speech that was made earlier on by
Mr Gundelach. I am not known in this House as a
fervent supporter of the farming Commissioner, and
in many years past, I have ventured to pass somewhat
severe strictures on the common agricultural policy as
I saw it ; on listening to some of the contributions
today, I am bound to say that, at any rate in my view,
the farm lobby has overreached itself. The farm lobby
should bear in mind that some 90 0/o of the working
population of Europe are not engaged in agriculture.
They therefore are a force, to put it no higher than
that, to be taken into account. There are people of the
non-agricultural community that live in the big cities,
that do not enioy all the advantages 
- 
though, of
course, there are some disadvantages too 
- 
of those
who are euphemistically called agricultural producers,
-vhatever that term may mean. And they are entitled
to be taken into account.
I welcome the speech of the Commissioner today as a
sign. The Commission in this field are beginning to
take a more overall view. They are beginning to regard
themselves not so much as a mere instrument of the
farming community but as Community servants
serving the Community as a whole, whether the popu-
lation be agricultural, industrial or engaged in the
service sector. One of the most significant things
today almost passed unnoticed, and that was the pres-
ence on the front bench today, participating in the
debate, of the Commissioner in charge of consumer
affairs. This does represent a change. It has got a long
way to go yet : the staff available to the Commissioner
in charge of consumer protection is so small as to
make it unable to exercise any considerable influence
on the Commission as a collegiate body ; but we did
welcome Mr Burke here today and welcome his assur-
ance that when matters in the agricultural sphere are
being considered by the Agricultural Commissioner
and by his Directorate-General, then consumer affairs
are brought into the picture and are given proper
consideration.
An even more encouraging symptom lies in the report
that comes from the Committee on Agriculture itself,
which contains two annexes 
- 
the opinion of the
Committee on Budgets, of which I have the honur to
be a member, and the opinion of the Committee on
the Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protec-
tion. The odd thing about it is that all these commir-
tees 
- 
the Committee on Agriculture, the Committee
on Budgets and the Committee of the Environment,
Public Health and Consumer Protection 
- 
are made
up of approximately the same mix, both nationwise
and politically, and both the Committee on Budgets
and the Committee on the Environment, Public
Health and Consumer Protection come out in support
of the Commission. This is a most encouraging sign
and means, of course, that at long last agriculture is
being seen within its proper Community setting
instead of being unreservedly regarded as what I called
it sometime ago 
- 
a sacred cow. All these things are
welcome.
Now, I have said that Mr Gundelach is entitled to be
supported by this Parliament in the task to which he
has addressed himself and in the policy he is now so
resolutely pursuing. He will not expect me to say that
I endorse it in every respect. There is no justification
for paying increased prices in respect of any items
that are in structural surplus. I appreciate the diffi-
culties, but the Cornmittee on Budgets conside red
this, and they considered it to be completely illogical
that for those items that are in structural surplus to a
very considerable extent there should be any increase
in price whatsoever.
I now refer to Mr Tolman from whom we had the
honour of hearing a speech a few moments ago, who
appears to be unaware of the difference between stock-
in-hand and structural surplus. \7ell really, if his own
Group of European Progressive Democrats cannot
instruct him on the difference between stocks and
structural surpluses, it does not say very much'for the
research services available to the European Progressive
Democrats, because anybody knows when an item is
in structural surplus. If he is in any doubt he can read
the speeches that have been made on the subject, not
only by Mr Gundelach but also by his predecessor,
who is no longer with us, Mr Lardinois. It requires no
further definition than that. We should therefore like
to have more progress in this sphere.
I would want to make some appeal, if I may, to the
farm lobby. I believe that farmers, like anybody else,
possess all the virtues, are just as genial and iust as
prone to human weakness as anybody else, and I there-
fore address them as human individuals. Do they
really derive any intellectual or moral satisfaction
from receiving money for produce that they know is
not going to be eaten by anybody, that is going to be
stored, that in many cases is going to be destroyed ? Is
that not really encompassed within the degree of
social conscience which any normal individual would
have ? Is it any satisfaction to them to know that, in
monetary terms, the cost of storing these structural
surpluses with which Europe is gorged at the present
time is, together with interest costs, more than that of
all the remainder of the Community policies taken
together ? Doesn't that really strike them as slightly
incongruous ? Doesn't that really strike them as some-
thing which goes right to the roots of the entire
common agricultural policy and brings the whole idea
of the European Community into desrepute ? Because
really, if they have no conscience on that, if they are
quite content to pursue farming self-interest cloaked
within a progressive, respectable concern for the
so-called security of the consumer, well then ulti-
mately the Community will hold them in contempt.
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I am hopeful that the Council will also address itself
to agricultural matters. So often it seems the Council
lacks the political courage that has been in evidence
in the Commission recently. \7e would hope, there-
fore, that in the wheeling and dealing that will now
take place on the Commission's proposals for the
price-review, there will be no significant change
upwards as part of a political deal arrived at at Council
level. If the Council wants to do the Community a
service, it can begin to address itself, in conjunction
with the Commission, to a radical overhaul of the
CAP on lines at which the Commissioner himself has
already hinted from time to time. It is quite indefens-
ible to make the intervention price mechanism the
principal instrument for achieving that reasonable
standard of living to which farmers 
- 
I willingly
admit and indeed support 
- 
are entitled. It is quite
futile to use this mechanism on its own without
taking into account other factors. We are hopeful that
at sometime, preferably soon, the Commission will
devise arrangements whereby the price mechanism
will be based, not on the necessity of achieving a
certain standard of living for the disadvantaged
farmers, but on efficient farm-prices, on efficient farm-
costs and that, in order to operate more adequately
than under the existing price method, the money
saved by doing that will then be devoted more intelli-
gently, on a planned basis, to the direct aid of the
disadvantaged farmers on the hill-side, on poor lands
or on small-holdings and, if necessary, in conjunction
with the Regional Fund of rhe Community. These are
the things we are hopeful of, but in the meantime, not
wishing to appear too churlish, and uniquely on this
occasion, I for myself wish to offer the farm Commis-
sioner my congratulations on the proposals he has put
forward, the whole artitude he has taken, and above
all, the very great personal diligence and sincerity
which he brings to his task, is warmly appreciated
throughout the Community.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Nyborg on a point of order.
Mr Nyborg. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, allow me to
point out to Lord Bruce for the record that Mr
Tolman is not a member of the Group of European
Progressive Democrats.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Dewulf.
Mr Dewulf. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, perhaps I can try
to cool this debate down a bit, but having listened to
Lord Bruce, I should like first of all to ask just how
powerful the anti-agricultural lobby is in our post-
industrial countries and in the developing countries ?
And is it not a matter of the utmost importance for us
to improve standards in agriculture world-wide as we
have done for other sectors of the economy ?
And the attitude of a certain group in society that
farmers only exist to produce cheap food is also quite
out of date. In particular the instrument which we are
supposed to use to persuade the farmers to cut back
production, namely depressing price, this, Lord Bruce,
is certainly not a structural measure. If you are really
so convinced of the need for structural measures, then
give the Community the wherewithal to carry out a
structural policy !
But look here, I promised to cool this debate down a
bit because it all sounds so unreal. \7hile we have
been discussing the price proposals, the Commission
has put forward fresh proposals which have only just
appeared on our desks and which we shall not have a
chance to discuss until later, although these proposals
are aimed at the working of certain agricultural
markets from the point of view of guarantee prices.
And tinkering with the market regulations can be an
even more hazardous undertaking, Mr Gundelach,
than inadequate price proposals.
Mr Gundelach 
- 
whom I listened to with great
interest in the Dutch simultaneous translation 
-refers to the attitude adopted by the European Parlia-
ment's Committee on Agriculture as 'utter folly'.
Perhaps he was himself a bit shocked by this un-parlia-
mentary expression because, as he said, he was sorry
to use such strong words. He probably said the same
thing to COPA and to the Economic and Social
Committee, both of which had proposed an average
price rise of 5 o/o or 4'2o/o. Let us just take a look at
this utter folly that Mr Gundelach has been going on
about from the Belgian point of view, which is the
only one I can claim to know anything about.
The point of the objective is to give quantitative data
for agricultural prices to compensate for rising produc-
tion costs. And I would point out that in these cost
calculations, only modern farms are taken into
account. Mr Gundelach is shaking his head, but after
all . . . The official Belgian calculations for the last
three years 
- 
1975, 1976 and 1977 
- 
based on this
method clearly show that production costs have risen
by something like 30 o/0. Even after deflating this
p€rcentage by the productivity factor, we are still left
with a rise of 24 o/o in production costs. If we
compare this rate of increase over the last three years
with the two most recent price rises granted, we finish
up with a shortfall from the Belgian point of view of
120/0. But let us stick to the expected increase in
costs for 1978, which will certainly be 5.5 0/0. Under
these circumstances, our proposal for a .5 o/o average
price increase is hardly enough to cancel out the anti-
cipated increase in costs for 1978. Let us then for
heaven's sake be a little realistic and base our respec-
tive arguments on concretc figures rather than
slogans !
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Mr President, much energy is being expended on
decrying the ultimately untenable system of monetary
compensatory amounts. 'What we should be asking is
who is to blame. IUThose interests have been served by
this chaos on the European monetary scene ?
Certainly not the farmers'. And did you hear the
patronizing cynicism of Mr Scott-Hopkins this after-
noon when he attacked this monetary chaos but at the
same time admitted that the British were alright
thank you, because they had already got more than
their fair share from increased agricultural prices via
the currency adjustments. The Commission regards
the monetary compensatory amounts first and fore-
most as a means of bringing about a genuine common
market and we can go along with the Commission in
this view. But why is this monetary chaos not tackled
at source, namely in terms of the difficult cost situa-
tion in hard-currency countries ? Both these argu-
ments apply equally and this is the basic considera-
tion behind our proposal for a 5 0/o price increase. But
I suspect that Mr Gundelach has not read the explana-
tory statement to this proposal.
Mr President, I should like to give the lie to a certain
line of thought which tends to see the Benelux coun-
tries as the sick men of the Community, in need of
support. This is not true ! !7e have a proud and
thrusting agricultural sector, which is one of the
reasons why we felt unable to support the rapporteur's
motion for a resolution, a resolution which draws
attention to the dangers of national measures being
taken to oblige the Belgian and Dutch farmers. These,
it was claimed, would be socially justifiable measures.
But that simply isn't true. Our farming sector is a
paying concern. Admittedly, it has problems to
contend with, Mr Gundelach, problems in controlling
production and stockpiling etc. but they must be
tackled by a more imaginative approach than simply
squeezing prices !
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Howell.
Mr Howell. 
- 
Mr President, I would like to begin by
congratulating Mr Dewulf on his speech, while dis-
agreeing with Lord Bruce. I think perhaps Lord Bruce
would do well to send a copy of his speech to the
National Union of Agricultural and Allied !7orkers. I
think they ought to know of his views, especially
bearing in mind how low-paid they are in relation to
the rest of the working population in Britain, as rhey
will continue to be for as long as he pursues that type
of view.
This is a great non-event, it is the same old mix as
before 
- 
nothing original, and it will do no good. I
suggest that we will have the same debate next yeat, il
we are here, and the year after, if the policy continues
which the Commission, and its President, Mr Jenkins,
and Commissioner Gundelach seem to be insisting
upon at the present time.
As far as the Hughes report is concerned, I do not
think it makes very much difference whether we have
2o/o or 5 %. That is not going to solve this problem;
it will not be done by price, and we have got to find
some other way. It is the most stupid blunt instru-
ment that is being used, and it will not be effective
whether the figure is 20/o or 5o/o. That is why I
intend to abstain in this debate. \U7e have got to look
for a different method.
The Commissioner was good enough to mention me
in his speech. It is rather ironic that he received such
fulsome praise from the Socialist benches, and then
he tells me that I ought to be over there with them,
because of the views that I hold. I just do not under-
stand it. But there we are.
\7e ought to think about the Treaty of Rome, and
what it is meant to do. I am not suggesting that the
Treaty of Rome, as it was drawn up, was right in every
respect, and I am glad to see the good sense thar was
shown in slightly adjusting the Treaty of Rome as far
as the Milk Marketing Board was concerned. That I
think is good progress and is the sort of thing we
must do, because, however appropriate the Treaty of
Rome was 20 years ago, it must, in the light of the
experience of 20 years, now be inadequate in some
respects. I therefore congratulate the Commissioner
for his broadminded attitude as far as the continuance
of the Milk Marketing Board is concerned.
But I am verry sorry to see that he is using this blunt
instrument which is going to be completely opposed
to the intentions of the Treaty of Rome. !7hat you are
going to do, if you conrinue with price moderation to
the point where you drive production down in the
dairy sector, is to drive tens and hundreds of thou-
sands of people off the land, into the big cities. This
in in completc contradiction to the Treaty of Rome.
You are also going to widen the gap between agricul-
tural incomes and incomes elsewhere. On that
account this is completely wrong.
There are two central problems. One, as Mr Dewulf
said, is the green cur..n.y system 
- 
and many other
speakers have talked about the green currency system.
I want to take issue with the Commissioner here. He
talks as if we were all nationalist farmers, although he
is the Commissioner for all European farmers,
including British farmers. ![hen he says that we have
had a price adiustment of.7-5 o/o, and the other would
be added on top of it, this is not the right way of
looking at it. \(/e have been cheated of a great deal of
income because the British Government has not read-justed the green pound. In a recent extraordinary
episode the Council of Ministers refused to allow a
very slow-thinking British government to readjust to
7'5 o/o when it was asked to do so. May I remind him
as a dairy farmer that we have not received our 7.5 o/o
yet ? \7e have been cheated of income which we
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should have had, had we had a government which had
as much sense as the Irish government. I would like
to congratulate all members of the Irish parliament
who are here on that. Surely United Kingdom farmers
are entirled to reasonable prices alongside those of
every other country. That we have not had.
!7e should get rid of the green currency distortions
between Member States as soon as we possibly can.
How can we work towards the EMU that president
Jenkins talks about so often while we have got green
currencies floating about ? How can *e think of
enlarging the Communiry when we would have ten
currencies and at least ten satellite currencies running
around those ? It would be an unthinkable thing t6
do, and we must get rid of the green currenciei as
soon as possible.
Byt the main point I want to make is about getting
rid of the dairy surplus. I do ask the Commissioner to
listen to what I have to say, because until you get rid
of 2 million cows this year, and perhaps : miillon
cows next year 
- 
because every cow is producing
more and more milk year in, year out _ you are
never going ro solve this problem. Mr Hughes says in
his report that cow numbers are going dJwn. I chal_
lenge him. 'Where do these figures come from ? The
figures I see printed show that between 1975 and
1976 cow numbers went up by 206 000. They are srill
going up, and as far as I know, there are no figures
published which show them going down. Cow
numbers have got to be brought down. This measures
we are putting through will not bring them down.
The cow numbers will go marching on and on. And
until you get some measure of production control, I
think you are going to be in this difficulty.
A word about co-responsibiliry. \7hat good has
co-responsibility done ? I do not believe it has done
any good whatsover. It is nothing more than a miniprice cut, and I would like to ask too what has
happened to the money, how much advertising has
taken place go_h9lp sell the surpluses 
- 
and I suggest
none 
- 
and I doubt if anybody really knows what is
going on with this money. I for one am paying it, andI would like to know whar is going on. W'e f,.u. got
to have a much more positive policy. I suggest that
the Commissioner should have an open miriJ on this
subject. He has told us that we havi quotas for sugar
production. As far as I can see we arq going to carry
on having q_uotas for sugar production. ihat-is part of
his system. lVe also have quotas for hop production,
which is being cut back. IUTe are bringing hbp produc-
tion into line.with quotas. There arJplin.,ing quotas
for wine production and a marketing board ior *ine
production, I understand. Now, if all-that is the case,
why on earth can't we have a little bit of order. Why
on earth is it wrong in any way to limit the number of
cows in the Community ? It seems to me that the cow
is more sacred in Europe than it is in India. I do ask
the Commissioner to think of merhods of controlling
excess production. Can I just put this suggestion to
him ? Supposing there were marketing organizations
in the nine countries, and supposing the Commission
said : we wanr to reduce dairy production by 2 % this
year, and the Commission had all the records of every
producer. He would have my records, let us say
100000 
-gallons a yeat. He would say to me: youproduced 100.000 gallons last year, we are .utiing
everybody back by 2o/o. So we are going to give you a
reasonable, decent living price for 98 000 gallons of
milk. You can produce as much as you like, but it will
be at a very prohibitive price after that. So it would be
up to me 
- 
and you would find I would produce just
about 93 000 gallons of milk, because if the price was
otherwise prohibitive, it would not pay 
-e. Thot *uy
we would get some sense into this thing. But as things
stand here is no originality of thought at all, ancl rhis
blanket 2o/o means nothing whatsoever.
I understand that something similar to this occurs in
Canada, in a very similar situation to that in the Euro_
pean Community, and something on these lines is
operating in the United States of America. I beg the
Commissioner not to close his mind to these sugges_
tions. I am convinced that unless we have ,o-.th*ing
les_s blunt than the present price-cutting system, we
will not get our of this embarrassing situ;tion ; and it
is overproduction of milk which is rhe major problem
in the Community. I think it is time that we looked at
the European farm as a whole, as if we had a Minister
of Agriculture trying to get production into those
areas_w-here we really need it most, in a more positive
way. !7hat we are doing now is forever trying io solve
the mistakes of the past. tiTe are forever -trying to
reduce the surpluses which have already been created,
and we are not spending enough time looking forward
to how we could run our agricultural affairs in a more
realistic way.
(Appl(u$c)
President. 
- 
Before I call the nexr speaker, I shoulcl
like to congratulate her since this is once again a
maiden speech.
I call Mrs Krouwel-Vlam.
Mrs Krouwel-Vlam. (NL)Mr president, may I thank
you most sincerely for your kind words on ih. o.ca_
gio.n.9f 
_my first appcarance in this Assembly. Onbehalf of the Socialist Group, I should like to say how
pleased I am that the committee responsibie for
protecting the interests of the consumer has this yearfor the first time had the chance to express its own
views 
.on the agricultural price proposals. TheCommittee on the Environmenr, public'Health and
Consumer Protection was quite right to take this stepin view of the fact that 
- 
as I would remind this
House on behalf of my Group 
- 
the package of
measures we are debating today will have
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consequences not only for the European farmers but
also 
- 
and perl'raps to an ever greater extent 
- 
for all
the people of Europe. These measures are therefore of
importance to both farmers and consumers. In view of
thc forthcoming direct elections, all the Member of
this House should be conscious of their responsibili-
ties in this respect. My Group trusts that the Commis-
sion arrd thc Council will continue along this path in
the futurc. \Whc.never important political decisions
affecting the consumer are taken, the appropriate
comnrittee nrust be consulted.
The committee's advice may then be the first step
towards giving the consumer a greater say in the deci-
sion-nraking process within the Community on
matters directly affecting the interests of the
con sunlcr.
I should likc to restrict my remarks today to certain
points specifically affecting the agricultural price
policy. These points will be taken up later, for
example in the forthcoming own-initiative report
fronr the Conrmittee on the Environment, Public
Health and Consumer Protection on the relationship
between produccr pnces, distributive trade profit
margins and consumer prices. On the one hand, the
Conrn'rurrity's price policy must take account of the
conslrmcrs' needs and of the demand for the various
products ir.r each of the Member States, and must 
-on thc other hand 
- 
aim at a good level of farm
management. At the same time, however, we must
avoid creating the conditions for srructural surpluses
such as we have at present. This is why my Group
supports thc call of tlre Contmittee for Consumer
Protection for coordination in the preparation of
analyscs and forecasts of long-term trends in the
markets for the various agricultural products.
My Group also agrees with the Committee on the
Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protec-
tion that there l-ras been insufficient research lnto the
effect of these price measures on food prices and on
thc cost of living. This rs one of the reasons why my
Group is urging the Commission to publish the
nrarket forecasts and the consequences of the parti-
cular pricc proposals in future by product and by
country.
Previous speakers have already pointed out thar the
Conr nrunity's agricultural price policy ntust be
courplcnrcntcd by a structural policy comprising a
nunrber of elemcr-rts. In addrtion to a social policy, an
inconrcs polrcy and a policy relating to farm intprove-
nrent, thrs structural policy must also pay heed to the
cnvironnrent and the protection of areas of natural
beauty. A structural policy of this kind would remove
sonre of the r-recd for price measures such as we have
talking about today and which have unpleasant
consequences for the consumer.
Finally, and ir.r line with the Comnrittee on Consumer
Protcction's forthcon-ring owrr-initiative report, I
should like to call on the Commission to take steps to
reduce gradually the agricultural surpluses which are
piling up in the Community. These surpluses should
be put to special use for the benefit of the poorest
developing countries and the socially and economi-
cally weakest population groups in the Community.
In my opinion, it is downright scandalous that the
Community's cold stores should be overflowing with
butter, skimmed milk powder, cereals and meat while
two-thirds of the world's population has to go hungry.
I just need to mention names like Bangladesh and the
Sahel countries and everyone will know what I mean.
Finally, I should like once again to emphasize that the
attention which has been paid in rhe course of this
debate to the consumers' interests must not be
allowed to lapse. It is only by keeping the interesrs of
the consumer constantly in mind that this House can
fulfil its role of representing all the Community's
citizens.
(Applautt)
President. 
-
I call Mr L'Estrange.
Mr L'Estrange. 
- 
Mr President, the Irish delegation
- 
Mr Ryan, Mr McDonald and myself 
- 
support the
call of the Committee on Agriculture, of COPA, the
Irish Farmers' Organization and the Irish Creamery
Milk Suppliers' Association for a 5 o/o average increase.
\We believe that the 5 o/o increase, together with the
3 0/o green pound adjustment which we seek, would
bring the total increase to 8 Yo this year. We also want
to see the common agricultural policy for sheepmeat
and potatoes included in this year's price package, as
already promised by Commissioner Gundelach. The
objectives method shows a price requirement of over
4 o/o on a Community-wide basis. Ve all accept that
this is only one factor in deciding each year's prices.
But I believe it is a major factor, and if it appears to
be regarded as relevant, the price decided on must
bear some relationship to that determined by this
method. A proposal for less than half of that sug-
gested by the objective method, taking into considera-
tion farmers' increased costs of production, inflation
etc., is undermining that method and is asking for a
disproportionate effort by farmers in the anti-inflation
can'rpaign. I wculd like to ask Lord Bruce : why are
farmcrs, their wives and famrlies, who very often work
7 days of the week for 36.5 days in the year, called on
to accept less than a 2 o/o increase, while other
sections of the Commurrity are getting increases of
between 8 o/o and 12o/o for a 40-hour, 
-5-day week ? Is
the Commission suggesting that fanners work for one
quarter of thc increases that other sections are
receiving ? This is partrcularly hard to take, when it
follows a year in wl.rich prodrrction costs rose by l0 0/o
while produced prices rosc by only .5 0/o or so.
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If one takes a look at how agricultural prices and
incomes have developed over the medium term, the
case for such harsh treatment of farmers is even less
strong. Between 1958 and 1976, incomes in agricul-
ture rose slightly more than in other sectors, but the
rise was from a very low base. Berween 1972 and
1976, agricuhural incomes rose less than those in
other sectors, and in Ireland we all remember to our
regret the disastrous year, 1974, when farmers got as
low as sixpence per pound from some of our factories
for beef cows.
Now Lord Bruce spoke tonight here about the
strength of the farmers' lobby. I do not think it is as
strong, or as well organized, as the workers' and the
trade union lobby. Remember that as well as cheap
food there is such a thing throughout Europe and
throughout the world as cheap labour, and we have six
million unemployed in the EEC. Had we not the
strong trade union regulations and restrictive prac-
tices, many of those unemployed men and women
could get work, perhaps in factories in England or in
some other countries, and they might produce more
than the well-sheltered workers are producing at the
present time, and I think there is no harm in
reminding the other lobby of that. But I want to say
that I do not advocate that procedure for one
moment. But I would like to see the agricultural
labourer as well paid in Ireland, and indeed in every
other country in Europe, as the industrial worker. I
want to say that I agree that it is the duty of the
Commissioner, and indeed the Commission, to hold
the scales as evenly as possible between the producer
and the consumer, because one is depending on the
other. And indeed, if at all possible, we should stop
the foolish argument of consumer versus producer
here each year. and concentrate on how to satisfy both
effectively.
To Mr Gundelach I would say: do you not believe
that a 1.9 o/o increase will be swallowed up by infla-
tion and increased costs of production, and that
farmers' increases will step further behind other
sectors, with dire consequences of further unemploy-
ment, while in the meantime we may have forced
down production below the level which will be
required in normal times and which would be qurte
difficult to attain ? \7e all hope the economic reces-
sion will end, and end soon, and that consumption
patterns will change for the better. We want to be
ready for that day, and not to be caught on the wrong
foot. I would like to point out to this Parliament that
there is a considerable risk that by acting unduly
harshly on agricultural prices, it will squeeze viable
producers out of farming and aggravate the problem.
Ve do not want to see that happen in Ireland, as our
paramount aim at present is to preserve agricultural
employment. The income of Irish farmers is still low,
and 65 o/o or 70 o/o of their total income comes from
the production of beef and milk, and any tampering
with the amount of beef or milk powder going into
intervention could have disastrous effects for our
farmers.
In conclusion, we accept the need for a prudent price
policy. First, such a policy must not act against the
general economic interest of the Community, and
second, the price level agreed on must be sufficient to
safeguard agricultural employment and protect
farmers from the worst effects of inflation. Therefore
we believe a 5 o/o increase is necessary, and we will
support and vote for a 5 0/o increase.
IN THE CHAIR: SIR GEOFFREY DE FREITAS
Vice President
President. 
- 
I call Mr Erik Andersen.
Mr Erik Andersen. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, I do not
particularly intend to present the Danish views on
these proposals. \7e have tried to assess the case from
a purely European point of view, and we agree with
many of the statements in Mr Hughes' report.
'We must have an agricultural policy which does not
produce excessive surpluses. This means that the
average price increase must not be higher than that
proposed by the Commission. It is also essential for
the monetary compensatory amounts to be wound up.
The current discrepancies between the green rates and
the actual market rates are much too great. This puts a
great burden on budgets and distorts trade'between
the Member States. This distortion is caused not by
the method of assessment or by other details of the
system, but simply by the fact that the green rates are
not ad.iusted quickly enough.
In pnnciple, we agree that the European Unit of
Account should be introduced in the agricultural
sector as well, but this will inevitably cause major
problenrs unless the monetary compensatory amounts
are largely abolished. This must be done first of all. As
regards the price proposals for the individual products,
we agree that the price increases must be snrallest for
those products which are in surplus, e.g. dairy
products, sugar and wine. The cereals prices should in
fact also be lower. An increase in cereals prices bene-
fits the large holdings, and since this increase is
turned into capital, it is rather a pity for the young
farmer wanting to set up business. Since 
-he has to pay
more for the land, he is not at all pleased by an
increase in cereals prices.
'We also agree that the prices can be increased more
in the case of products which are not in surplus. This
applies first and foremost to oilseeds and vegetable
protein, but it also applies to field seeds and to
pigmeat. The market organization for pigmeat has in
fact worked perfectly, and there have never been
surpluses or maior budget expenditure in this sector.
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'We fully agree that there should be a special effort to
improve conditions for Mediterranean products and
that Community resources shoul<l be used to promote
the structural development of the Mediterranean
region. This is essential for the farmers there. More-
over, we must have an effective policy in this sector,
so that we can assimilate the three new Member States
and so that we can strengthen itnd promote democ-
racy in these countries. As regards the Commission's
supplementary proposals on dairy products and beef,
we feel that these adjustments ar: sensible and neces-
sary. These changes will play a major part in stabi-
lizing production in the light of demand, as against
buying into intervention. This w ll be of advantage to
consumers, and it will save budl;et expenditure. This
will avoid a lot of wasted resources, and farmers will
benefit by receiving marketing support rather than
having their produce bought into intervention. The
safety net will always be therr: where it really is
needed. Finally, I should like to call for a more active
export policy. Although it is tnre, as Mr Gundelach
has pointed out, there is no market for many agricul-
tural bulk products such as cereals, sugar and butter,
there is always a large market lor many agricultural
specialties such as cheese, processed meat products
and pastry goods. \tre must not forget that the
Community imports a lot more agricultural produce
than it exports. In the USA it is the other way round,
and it is precisely there that our specialties have
encountered the worst obstacler;. It must surely be
possible for the Community 
- 
the world's greatest
trading power 
- 
to ensure that Community products
are admitted iust as freely to the American market as
American products to the Comrnunity market.
Our main conclusion is thus that the Commission
proposals should be implementrd without any major
changes. This will make the agricultural sector func-
tion more efficiently. It will ensure a continuing
reasonable income for farmers, and it is quite right
that the proposals should fall short, by about 7 o/o, of
covering costs fully. The fact is that the workers in our
countries have also had to mal<e great sacrifices in
order to combat inflation and create the basis for over-
coming the economic crisis. Many wage-earners have
had to put up with a fall in rr:al earnings, and the
Commission's proposals are thur; fair and justified.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Ligios.
Mr Ligios. 
- 
(IIrl, President, :irst of all I must add
my thanks to the rapporteur for the work he has put
in.
Those who have been Members of this Parliament for
several years, as I have, are awar3 that the problem of
fixing agricultural prices is becoming more and more
difficult as each year passes. Sorne of the reasons for
this are quite outside the will and control, not only of
the Committee on Agriculture, but also of the
Commission itself. Of course, it is not feasible to rely
solely on agricultural prices to create a balance
between agricultural supply and demand, and between
the requirements of the Community's internal market
and the international market, to the extent that the
Community supplies the latter. The proposed
increases are insuf ficient to compensate farmers for
the rise in production costs over the past year. An
Irish Member spoke of a rise of 10 0/0, and Mr Pisoni
mentioned some Italian statistics which indicated
increases of 22o/o.I feel I must therefore explain why
I am in favour of 5 o/o.
The price policy is no longer capable on its own of
establishing a proper balance berween the incomes of
agricultural workers and those of workers in other
sectors. The problems are increasing every year as a
result of the economic crisis 
- 
although it is not only
economic 
- 
which has hit the Community. Nor
must we forget how the common agricultural policy
has been affected by the whole endless range of trade
agreements which the Community has been steadily
concluding with an increasing number of countries
from the Mediterranean to the Caribbean, as a result
of the Community's noble efforts in the wide-ranging
context of the Lom6 Convention. In my opinion, as
long as other sectors of the economy were running
smoothly, the Community could easily cope with agri-
cultural preferences and commitments. But when
things started to go badly for the other sectors, espe-
cially industry, the common agricultural policy felt it
too. Take, for example, the Community's commit-
ment to import 1 200 000 tons of sugar from the ACP
countries when we already had a surplus of the stuff.
\7e do not want to appear critical of this report 
- 
it
is a very useful and praiseworthy document 
- 
but we
have to admit that one or two side-effects have
appeared which perhaps were not quite so serious
when the ecorlomy was going well.
There is no doubt that the price instrument is now
even less capable than it was of eliminating or
reducing the disparities between the rich and the poor
regions of the Community, and between the incomes
of farm workers and those in other sectors. Vhat we
need is significant, meaningful and coordinated action
on the regional policy front. The aim of such action
should be more than structural reform in the agricul-
tural sector 
- 
although this itself would be a tremen-
dous step in the right direction 
- 
and should also
cover intervention in other sectors of the economy, so
that a fair and more balanced development can be
achieved in the depressed regions of the Community.
I want to mention again how the economic and social
situation has developed in southern Italy, with its
massive problems of underdevelopment which have
not always been treated with the attention they
deserve by the various Community institutions. The
products of this vast depressed area typical
products such as wine, durum wheat, fruit and vegeta-
bles 
- 
have not had anything like the protection
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which has been given to products from richer regions
of the Community. Producer groups, cooperatives, and
all the various forms of agricultural association in
these depressed regions are having a hard time finding
the right rhythm and working properly, because they
are held back by underdevelopment. Production and
marketing infrastructure have long been established in
thc' rich areas of the Community, but in the poorer
regions they are failing to develop and grow for the
simple reason that these regions are worse off to start
with. There is a dreadful surplus of agricultural
workers ; in son-re areas of the south these workers still
account for about 25-26 o/o of the population. These
are areas of extreme poverty, where the situation is
aggravated by adverse climatic conditions of wind and
littlc rainfall.
The measures for the Mediterranean have been
mentioned by several speakers today. These measures
are certainly very important and will have a tremen-
dous impact. However, until a few years ago 
- 
until
the regional policy was introduced 
- 
the Community
used the sole expedient of agricultural prices in its
efforts to solve these massive problems and eliminate
disparities. But we now have to pay tribute to the
Comn.rission and Mr Gundelach for coming up with a
series of proposals known as the 'Mediterranean
package'. In this way they have shown 
- 
with deeds,
and not simply with promises for the future, as was
the case in the past 
- 
a greater awareness of the
problems of these regions.
Vith a total of about I 000 m u.a. spread over five
years 
- 
of which southern Italy will get about
1.50-160 n1 u.a. 
- 
tlrese proposals, provrded they are
inrplcnrcnted pronrptly and approved together with
the pnce rcvrcw, can trlrn out to be the first real proof,
witl-r action ancl not words, of the desire to close the
gap bctwccr.r the rich and the poor regions. We have
been calling for this for some time. And yet ir is not
all that nruch, rf you consider that the Community's
expcndrture on agrictrlture in the current year 
-tlrrough the guarantcc sectiorr of the EAGGF and agri-
nronctary expenditurc as a result of the notorious
colrpcnsatory antourlts which mainly go to the
northcnr and central regions of the Community 
-conrcs to about 7 (XX) nt u.a.
There is one point which I should hke to draw to Mr
Gunde lach's atte ntion. There is a risk that the
proposcd changes to market organizatrons outlined in
the Mediterranean package n.ray be implemented, with
the aim of preventing surpluses of various products,
without proper attention being glven to the problem
of farn-re rs incomes. Naturally, we are against any
move of this kind 
- 
whether it affects olive oil or the
fixing of a minimum price for the wine trade within
the Community 
- 
because we do not want to add to
the problems of a situation which we feel is particu-
larly alarnting.
To sum up, the Mediterranean measures will be
suitable and cffectivc, only if they are approved along
with agricultural prices. \U7e support these measures.
As I said, we feel that they are the first sign of a
change of policy by the Community institutions.
(Apltlctuse)
President. 
- 
I call Mr McDonald.
Mr McDonald. 
- 
Mr President, the Community's
price proposals have, as we read from Mr Hughes's
excellent report, to meet a number of main criteria.
The first one is partially to compensare the farming
community for increase in the costs of production and
so maintain income trends in the agricultural sector
relative to those in the non-agricultural sector. The
second is to bring about a better balance in produc-
tion and so restrain the tendency of a number of
sectors to exceed the requirements of the domestic
market. These aims are in line with those laid down
for the common agricultural policy in Article 39 (1) of
the EEC Treaty which are, I would like to remind the
House : first, to increase agricultural productivity :
secondly, to ensure fair standards of living for those in
the agricultural sector ; thirdly, to stabilize markets,
fourth, to assure the availability of supplies and fifthly,
to ensure that supplies reach consumers at reasonable
prices. Of course the Commission and the Council of
Ministers truly believe in Article 39 (1) of the EEC
Treaty.
I would like, at the very outset, ro compliment the
Common agricultural policy on being the only policy
in the world that has achieved its original purpose of
feeding the Community, of giving the consumers, not
only sufficient food, but a choice of first-class food at
reasonable prices. But who do the Commission, and
those who spoke supporting the Commission's views
here today, think they are kidding when they propose
an overall price increase for this year of 2o/o with vari-
ations from as low as l.l o/o for sugar to 3 0/o for
pigmeat ? Or when they propose 1.26 o/o for beef and
2o/o for milk, and then they tell us, on the other hand
that their policy is to encourage people to change
from milk to beef ?
These increases are supposedly adequate to meet the
requirenrents of the said Article 39. Our rapporteur,
during his excellent opening speech, tried to persuade
the House that farn-rers would benefit more from an
overall increase of 2 0/o than from one of 5 %. The
Commissioners and many eminent speakers joined
him in these mathematical girations. I accept that in
the United Kingdom they are presently changing to
the metric system, and during a changeover even bril-
liant people can get confused. But, Dr. Hughes, even
under the metric system, basic principles of addition
remain the same.
This evening we heard an excellent, indeed a ntost
enjoyable speech from my colleague, Lord Bruce, who
spoke of a strong farming lobby. As a matter of fact,
he broke the farmers down into big farnrers, and small
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farmers, and even disadvantaged farmers 
- 
but still
taking the line that there are some people, even in the
Commission, who think that all the farmers are
mentally retarded as well. Are the proposers of those
totally inadequate increases really serious in sug-
gesting that they will ensure a fair standard of living
for farmers ? My colleagues who have spoken have
pointed out the increases in the costs of production
over the past year. Now what contribution will these
excuses for price increases make towards redressing
the imbalance between the development of the agricul-
tural industriy in Ireland, shall we say, on the one
hand, compared with Belgium and the Netherlands
on the other ? And we are now full members of the
Economic Community. I submit absolutely none.
How far will these minimum increases go towards
maintaining income trends in agriculture relative to
those in a non-agricultural sector ? In Ireland the
latter are already offered 8 o/o in the current year,
which they have not accepted yet, and my colleague,
Mr Herbert, here earlier this afternoon said that Irish
workers were entitled to a l5 0/o increase. Since he is a
member of our Government's party, obviously that is
the figure that our Government is prepared to go to in
order to get an agreement.
Mr President, we are all indebted to the rapporteur, Mr
Hughes, for the very voluminous report and the
explanatory memorandum and the tremendous
amount of work that he has obviously put into this
task, which has certainly facilitated this debate.
However, I am rather disappointed that he did not
include Irish statistics in the table on regional varia-
tions in income within the Member States. They
would have indeed made an interesting bit of reading
and should have been included, to my mind.
In connection with paragraph 6 of the motion for a
resolution, I should like to ask Commissioner
Gundelach what steps are being taken to make our
Community independent of imports of high-protein
grains from third countries. !7hile I agree that the
cultivation of soya is technically possible in France
and ltaly, I believe there are no real prospects of
producting soya in Europe sufficient ro meet our
needs under the present policies and conditions. !7hat
contribution does the Commission feel will microbial
protein, on which so much has been spent in the last
few years, make to correct the Community's defi-
ciency in this field ? Again, what effect will this
microbial protein have on agricultural production ?
Bearing in mind that farmers are consumers, even agri-
cultural consumers, what effect will microbial protein
have on the cost of pig production, and, on the other
hand, will it adversely affect either barley or grain
producers ? Could I ask in conjunction with that :
what is the state of research in the field of synthetic
vitamins, and what part will they play in future years ?
This, I think, is something that we have been reading
about, and I do know that experiments are under way
in a number of countries.
On the question of sugar beef, Mr President, the statis-
tics do not make pleasant reading. However, the neces-
sity for Irish tillage farmers to have a root crop as part
of a proper rotational programme is obvious, and I
should like to stress the importance to our tillage
farmers and sugar factory workers of maintaining, the
present acreage of beet. Again, can the Commissioner
tell me if the reduction in the quota, as far as Ireland
is concerned, can be expressed in actual acres ?
Noone can deny that there is a problem in the milk
sector, but it must, however, be seen in perspective,
and precipitate action should of course be avoided.
Again, on the question of becf, we have a number of
amendments down. Perhaps the Commissioner might
have an popportunity of speaking briefly on them, as
well as on the main problems of the MCA's and the
green rates. I think quite a number of our colleagues
certainly have strong views on them, but I do hope
that the Commissioner 
- 
and I compliment him on
his patience in listening to all the arguments this after-
noon 
- 
will be able perhaps to include many of
them in his revised policy as regards prices, which I
am sure he will be working on before the next
Council meeting. Go raibh maith agat.
(Apltlause)
President. 
- 
Since Parliament decided to hold the
last hour of the general debate on this subiect
tomorrow morning, the debate is now adjourned.
12. Agenda 
.for ncxt .sitting
President. 
- 
The next sitting will be held tomorrow,
Thurday, 15 March 1978, with the following agenda:
l0 a.n. and in the tJternoon:
- 
vote on the request for urgent debate on the motion
for a resolutron on the latest Palestinian terrorist
attack ;
- 
Hughes report on the fixing of prices for certain agri-
cultural products (contlnuatlon and conclusion of
debate) ;
- 
Scott-Hopkins report on sugar and isoglucose;
- 
Flamig report on radioctive waste and the repro-
cessing of nuclear fuels.
No later tban 12 noon:
- 
vote on the motion for a resolution containcd in the
Hughes report on agricultural prices;
- 
vote on the motion for a resolution contained rn the
Yeats report on the amendment of the Rules of Proce-
dure of Parliament ;
3 p.m, : Question-time (questions to the Commission) :
The sitting is closed.
(Tbe sitting was closed at 9.20. p.m)
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Qtrc.stions u'biclt cottld not bc dntruertd during Quc.ttion Tinc, u.itb u.riiltn ctniters
Qnt:tion b.1'tllr Hrtnilto,, to tl)t Council
Subject : Recommendations on frnancral aid for the Glasgow area
Over a year ago representatives of the Regional Committee of the European Parliament visrted
Scotland ; subsequently they made a report, includrng recommendations for action. The most impor-
tant recommendations were that financral aid be given to help overcome the social and economic
difficulties in the Glasgow area, where these problems are among the most acute in Europe.
Vill the Council say what action, if any, is proposed to implement the recommendatrons of the
committee ?
Antttr
As provided for in the Regulatron of l6 March 1975 establrshing the European Regronal Develop-
ment Fund, assistance from the Fund is decrded exclusively by the Commission, on the basis of
requests submrtted by the Member States and fulfrlhng the formal requrrements laid down by the
Regulation.
Otc'tron b.1'tllr: Eutng to tlr Fo,?tgn /U,ni.\ttt'r (')
Subiect : Nuclear-free zone
Vill the Ministers take action to coordinate their policies on nuclear weapons with a view to estab-
lishing a zone free of these weapons rn the Community ?
A n:t't r
The particular question raised by the honourable Member has not been discussed and rs not likely to
be brought up withrn the framework of European political cooperarion.
(') See Debates of I 5 February 1978
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IN THE CHAIR: MR BERKHOUITER
Vice-President
(Tbe sitting was opened at 10.00 a.m)
President. 
- 
The sitting is open.
1. Statement b1 the President
President. 
- 
Ladies and gentlemen, I would ask for
your attention regarding the terrible news which has
reached us this morning of the kidnapping of Mr
Aldo Moro in Rome and the murder of his five body-
guards.
I would ask you to stand and observe a minute's
silence in memory of these five people who lost their
lives in the performance of their duties.
(Tbe Assembly stood and obseraed a minute\ silence)
2. Approual of minutes
President. 
- 
The minutes of proceedings of yester-
day's sitting have been distributed.
Are there any comments ?
The minutes of proceedings are approved.
3. Documents receiaed
President. 
- 
I have received the following docu-
ments :
a) report drawn up by Mr Bangemann on behalf of the
Committee on Budgets on the European parliament's
guidelines for the budgerary and financial policy of
the European Communities tn 1979 (Part I : General
budgetary and financial policy problems, institutional
matters and budget law questions connected with the
revenue section) 
- 
(Doc. 3/78);
b) motion for a resolution tabled by Mr Bangemann on
behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Group, pursuant
to Rule 25 of the Rules of Procedure, on the violation
of human rights in Bthiopia (Doc. 5/78).
These documents have been referred to the Political
Affairs Committee as the committee responsible and
to the Committee on Development and Cooperation
for its opinion.
4. Amending and supplementary budget
No 2 for 1978
President. 
- 
tU7ith yesterday's vote on the motion
for a resolution tabled by Mr Shaw on behalf of the
Committee on Budgets, Parliament gave its approval,
in accordance with the Treaties, to amending and
supplementary budget No 2 for the financial year
1978, which had been fonwarded to it by the Council.
Consequently amending and supplementary budget
No 2 is finally adopted. The Community Institutions
have been informed of this, and the amending and
supplementary budget will be published in the Offi-
cial Journal of the European Communities.
5. Statement b1 tbe President
President. 
- 
By letter of 14 March l97B the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
informed me that it did not feel competent to draw
up a report on the motion for a resolution (Doc.
310175) on the abuses and fraudulent practices of the
maior pharmaceutical laboratories in Europe, which
had been referred to it, pursuant to Rule 25 of the
Rules of Procedure, on 13 October 1975.
6. Decision on urgenE
President. 
- 
I now consult Parliament on the adop-
tion of urgent procedure for the motion for a resolu-
tion, tabled by Mr van Aerssen, Mr Bertrand, Mr
Blumenfeld, Mr Brugger, Mrs Dunwoody, Mrs Ewing,
Mr Johnston, Mr Klepsch, Mr Miiller-Harmann, Mr
Normanton, Mrs 'S7alz and Mr Ryan, on the latest
attack by Palestinian terrorists on Israeli citizens (Doc.
4178lrev.).
Pursuant to Rule A (2) of the Rules of Procedure, we
may hear one speaker for the adoption of urgent
procedure and one speaker against.
I call Mr Fellermaier.
Mr Fellermaier. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, my Group will not vote for the adoption
of urgent procedure. We think that this motion for a
resolution may be justified. It requires careful examina-
tion, and so we move that it be referred, in accordance
with Rule 25 of the Rules of Procedure, ro the polit-
ical Affairs Committee.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bertrand.
Mr Bertrand. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, ar the time
when the authors of this motion for a resolution
decided to table it, the subsequent events were not
known. Since there has been a new development, I
propose that the motion for a resolution be referred to
the Political Affairs Committee to enable it to re-ex-
amine the whole question before putting forward a
new proposal.
President. 
- 
I note that Mr Bertrand in fact agrees
with Mr Fellermaier's proposal that the matter be
referred to the Political Affairs Committee.
Are there any objections ?
That is agreed.
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7. Fixing of prices for certain agricultural
products (continued)
President. 
- 
The next item is the continuation of
the debate on the Hughes report (Doc. 579177).
I call Mr Bersani.
Mr Bersani. 
- 
(I) Mr President, I am still shocked
by the terrible news you announced to the House. It
shocks all of us, not only us Italians, but all those who
hold dear the principles of democracy and who share
in the struggle to maintain and strengthen freedom,
justice and democracy in Europe. My sincere wishes
go with yours, Mr President, that this already tragic
affair will not result in futher tragedy.
Let me now turn to the subject of this debate. I just
want to say, in the few minutes allotted to me, that
the debate has been marked by a great sense of respon-
sibiliry. As always happens when we discuss the
problem of prices at this time of year, it covers the
entire agricultural policy. Basically, this is what we
have been concentrating on during this debate.
Although the problem of prices is important, I do not
think we ought to blow it up out of all proportion.
'\tr7e all realize 
- 
even those whose opinions differ
from those of our Group have made this clear 
- 
that
this problem affects large and medium-sized holdings
quite differently from all the small farms 
- 
and the
vast majority of farms in the Community are small.
Another point is that, as we are dealing with average
prices, a fair amount of deviation is possible. \tr7e have
to watch that we do not emphasize too strongly one
aspect of the problem. Of course, it is important on
account of the possible links with inflation and the
tricky problem of the difference between Community
and world prices in the context of the severe fluctua-
tions in exchange rates. But if we emphasize one
aspect too much, we shall be pushing aside other
more complex problems which have rightly been
spotlighted during this debate.
!7e agree that we have to speed up the reform of the
system. In this respect the current measures indicate a
trend which suggests a real desire to carry out further
basic changes to revitalize what is a mainstay of the
Communiry structure.
I should like to hope that a clearer idea of planning
will come out of this trend to get things moving and
concentrate on one or two basic issues and essential
points of this reform. '!7e can all see how the strong
areas 
- 
in various ways and for various reasons,
including the compensatory amounts 
- 
end up by
being privileged, while the weak areas merely get
weaker and weaker. Similarly, at sectoral level there is
a whole range of viewpoints which the common agri-
cultural policy fails to coordinate and harmonize. It is
clear that only more detailed planning can get to grips
lwith these negative trends and redirect them in a
more integrated manner, as was the aim at the outset.
'1tr7e are all against surpluses, of course, but this
problem is connected not only with the problem of
prices but 
- 
and this is obvious 
- 
with complex
structural problems. These in turn require us to take a
closer look at the link between the protection of
markets and structural development, between quality
improvement and a firmer control of certain aspects
of the market.
As for the compensatory amounts, the Commission
proposal is a step in the right direction because it
does lay down a timetable, even though it is far too
drawn out. We are all aware how the compensatory
amounts not only affect the general economic and
monetary situation in an adverse manner, but how
they also create distortion among the economies of
the Community, with very serious consequences
which in the end only benefit the stronger areas.
I want to say a couple of words about milk. In our
opinion, it was unfair to apply the system of
co-responsibility indiscriminately because this has
meant depressing a sector which, in the general
interest, we ought to be stimulating. However, it is
vital that revenue from the co-responsibility levy be
genuinely channelled towards getting production
levels above what they are at present.
A brief comment about soya. I find it intriguing that
soya production should be encouraged in an attempt
to improve protein yields in Europe. Apart from
France, there is Sicily and there are other regions in
southern Italy where heavy expenditure on irrigation,
as part of the Mediterranean package, is at least a possi-
biliry. Nonetheless, I feel these proposals are still
inadequate and in my opinion, Mr Gundelach, we
ought to strengthen them so that in this sector 
- 
as
for sheepmeat, which could also be developed in these
areas 
- 
they fit in better with the rest of the Mediter-
ranean measures.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Corrie.
Mr Corrie. 
- 
Mr President, it is rather surprising
looking round this Chamber this morning, to see how
few people are here, when we consider that this is
probably one of the most important subjects in the
whole of the European Communitiy. However, I
would start by declaring an interest, because, as a
farmer, anything I say does have a direct bearing on
myself. I would congratulate and thank the rapporteur
for the tremendous amount of work he has put into
this document, and the Commissioner for his speech
yesterday morning.
I think one has to look at the background in agricul-
ture when talking about prices. It is difficult for
anyone not in that industry really to appreciate and
understand its problems. It is a totally different world
to the industrial world. You cannot throw a switch on
a Friday night and stop and then throw the switch on
Monday morning and start again. You would have
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some mighty uncomfortable cows if you did. It is a
355-day a year job, especially for the small farmer,
who has a very long day indeed. It is long-term
industry with a 3 to 5 year breeding cycle. This means
that one simply cannot change from one product to
another very quickly. 'We have for the last 3 or 4 years
been at the mercy of vicious inflation at the rate of
between 400 o/o and 700 o/o in many cases. Farmers
have no control over their incomes and very little
control over the product that they sell. Politicians
decide that. Irrespective of price rises in the agricul-
tural industry in the last year, at the end of the day
politicians will decide their standard of living for the
coming year.
Mr Hughes mentioned considerations that had to be
taken into account : unemployment, inflation, stability
in the economy, consumer resistance. But all these are
not the fault of the farmer. They are the fault of
Sovernments. Because we are unable to rule our
economy. I do not want to go into depth on the green
pound and MCA's but it is interesting to remember
the fuss there was in Britain when we had a 5 %
increase which eventually became a 7lz o/o increase.
That put one quarter of one percent on the cost of
living index, and there was a tremendous hue and cry
in the press. Last week there was an increase of 2
pence on a pint of beer which put one third of one
percent on the cost of living index. And not a word
was said.
Increases in farm incomes in the last few years have
been caused by increased efficiency and increased
productivity. And this has been forced on farmers
because of rising costs and price being held down. In
fact, for the last ten years the agricultural industry has
increased its out-put by some 20 %. Now we are
penalizing efficiency, we are penalizing capital invest-
ment, because the two areas most developed, the dairy
and the beef sector, where most capital investment has
taken place, are the areas where price increases have
now to be held down. 'I7e are propping up ineffi-
ciency by penalizing efficiency. How can we do this
and encourage reinvestment at the same time ?
Mr Hughes said that the increase in milk-yield in
cows was causing the major problems within the dairy
industry, and he is right. But increased yields mean
increased efficiency. So the more efficiency we have
the more cows will have to be slaughtered.
Perhaps, instead of trying to change the structure of
small farms and the way of life of small farmers, with
all the social problems that would create, we should
be trying to provide incentives to change the produce
of the larger farms. But climate is a problem. You
cannot grow maize and oil seed rape in the northern
regions. Ve should be looking at a regional food-
growing policy of some kind. In each region we
should grow the producrs which grow best there: beef
and sheep on our hills, milk in the lowlands, and
Mediterranean products in those areas best suited for
them. But what has been the effect on the peripheral
regions of inflation and price controls in agriculture ?
Regional balance is important. In northern regions,
such as my country, the picture is indeed gloomy. I
might just quote one or two figures. Last year
beef-cow numbers fell by 2 %, beef heifers in calf for
the first time fell by 13o/o, the lowest level in 10
years. Cattle under one year old were dorvn 3 %, pigs
for breeding were down by 29 o/o. How does one
balance that against Mr Hughes, suggestion that what
we are trying to do with the CAP is ro increase agricul-
tural productivity and to ensure fair standards of living
for the agricultural community ? 
,
There are far too many people taking a profit out of
food between the farm-gate and when it gets to the
housewife. Surely the Commission will agree that
there must be better marketing and better presenta-
tion. Because we are in a 'heads you win, tails I lose'
situation. If we increase prices, we get increased
output and increased surpluses. But irrespective of
what Mr Gundelach says, I still believe that if you
keep prices down, farmers will simply increase output
to increase their income and will therefore still
increase surpluses.
Mr Gundelach, with the greatest respect, the Commis-
sion is in an impossible situation with the CAP. !7e
cannot buy ourselves out of this problem. I know you
are doing your best, and the Commission is doing its
best, but I think thar we have got to try and find a
new line of approach. It is a structural problem, a
regional problem and a social problem. Mr Gundelach
said agriculture is not an economic island. He is right
but agriculture has become an economic football and
gets kicked from every quarter. Mr Gundelach said the
market does not exist, presumably because of
consumer resistance to prices. So the price of food is
the key, and perhaps we are going to have to start
working back from that as well as forward from costs.
Because intervention, at the end of the day, is not in
fact giving the housewife cheap food. Intervention is
costing some 40 o/o of the CAP fund. I wonder, if
those millions of pounds were used to cut the price of
foods in surplus, what the effect would be. Have the
Commission looked at this ? I would also like Mr
Gundelach to define his attitude to flexibility, which
he mentioned in his speech, having had some experi-
ence of flexibility with the Commission on fishing
policy. Does this mean that we are going to see some
major changes, Mr Gundelach, in the package already
presented, in the next week or two ?
I support much of what Mr Hughes has said. I think
we have in particular to watch the balance between
the North and the South as far as the produce is
concerned. I support any move to encourage all crops
that can replace imports such as soya and maize. I
look forward to the urgent introduction of the sheep-
meat regime for this season's lamb. I have grave doubt
on the eventual impact of the co-responsibility levy.
Are all countries operating it, and if not, can the
Commission tell us which ones are not and why not ?
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Might I say a few words on Amendment No 53 in
Lord St. Oswald's name and my own. !7e are sugg-
esting that lupins be included amongst the crops for
assistance in the vegetable protein and oil sectors.
This is a crop that a tremendous amount of work has
been done on in Australia. It can take the place of oil-
seed rape. It is a crop that will grow in most areas
throughout the whole Communiry and I think it is
well worth looking at for this reason.
Finally, might I leave this thought with every-body.
'We are supposed to have a common agricultural
policy. Nothing seems to make us more nationalistic
than when we talk about agriculture. I am sure there
are many occasions when Mr Gundelach feels at times
that 'CAP' stands for 'complicated agricultural
problems' rather than Common Agricultural Policy.
But we have to got to have a strong community agri-
cultural industry. There is no alternative. It is up to
the Commission, the Council and this Parliament to
see that the climate is created where both the farmer
and the consumer get a fair deal.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Klinker.
Mr Klinker.- (D) Mr President, I should just like
to say that the material contained in the Hughes
report should actually have led Mr Hughes to fall in
with the majority opinion of the committee, since it is
really only open to one interpretation.
I should like to add, if I may, that if Mr Gundelach
listened carefully to the committee's deliberations, he
should cross the political bridge which it has built. My
colleague Mr Fnih gave an excellent explanation of
how the 5 o/o demand should be interpreted. $fhat Mr
Scott-Hopkins said is simply unacceptable : 'Ve in
the United Kingdom have 7!z and, as far as we are
concerned, the matter is settled'. But since we have to
deal with countries whose currencies have been reva-
lued and others whose currencies have been devalued
and the correct balance must be preserved, the
committee voted by a large majority for this motion,
which still of course undoubtedly contains many weak-
nesses.
I was, however, surprised yesterday that Mr Gundelach
did not act like a bridge-builder, especially since I
know what was repeatedly explained to him in the
Council's preliminary discussions on price policy in
the form in which he has in fact framed it. I admit, of
course, that he has certainly based his approach on a
maioriry decision by the Commission. I you look at
the political make-up of the Commission and
consider the Socialist camp's political backing for this
proposal in yesterday's debate, it is perfectly clear that
in this Commission, with this political composition,
Mr Gundelach could certainly not offer more than
2 o/o.
But on the basis of the material which has become
available in the meantime he should have felt obliged
to fight in the Commission itself for a just solution
which would take account of the present situation of
agriculture. For the fact is, ladies and gentlemen, that
European agriculture is also a branch of industry and
is iust as dependent on costs as any other. Vhen the
price-cost gap widens, something must also be done
via the prices, and both Mr Hughes and the Commis-
sion have in fact shown in their calculations how
small the effect on consumer prices would be, even if
approval were to be given to a 5 0/o upward or
downward adjustment, if I may adopt the terms used
by Mr Frfih. It therefore strikes me that the Commis-
sion would be well advised to take account of the
committee's vote in its further deliberations.
Ladies and gentlemen, we must never forget either 
-and this is the last problem which I should like to
touch on 
- 
that the European Community is the
largest food importer in the world, and sufficient
weight must be given to this fact at the GAfi negotia-
tions. And at this point I should like to congratulate
Mr Gundelach, since what has so far come to my atten-
tion regading the talks in rUTashington is fully in line
with our European approach, i.e. that our American
partners must be left in no doubt as to where the pref-
erences lie, particularly in respect of European agricul-
tural policy.
To this extent Mr Gundelach has so far handled the
matter with considerable skill. That he was not so
fortunate in the Commission is due to the latter's
political composition, and for this reason I can forgive
him. I should nevertheless like to urge him to devise,
with the backing of the majority vote in committee, a
policy which will lead to the decisions demanded in
our resolution.
President. 
- 
I call .Lord St. Oswald.
Lord St. Oswald. 
- 
Mr President, I am happy to tell
you that I need to use up no time at all, because, by
arrangement between us, my honourable friend Mr
Corrie arranged to say what I wanted to say, about the
usefulness of the new protein source of lupins,
suitable for European soil and the European climate.
President. I call Mrs Ewing.
Mrs Ewing.- Mr President, fellow colleagues, I rise
to support the recommendation of the majority of the
Committee. We are all aware that the EEC transition
period ended on 1 January 1978, but British farmers
are now further below their EEC competitors than
they were when we first joined the Common Market.
This is not of course anything original, but it still has
to be repeated, so I would like to agree with the
general considerations in the Hughes report, regret-
ting the increased disparity in incomes between states
and regions, and the fact that the CAP has not been
able to ensure an adequate income to the family farm.
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In my area, the family farmer is perhaps the most
important unit in this industry, which is one of the
two most important industries in Scotland. I would
like also to agree with the price proposals on page 7
of the Hughes report, which are designed to secure a
reasonable income for farmers, and to enable agricul-
ture to continue to contribute to the revival of the
Communiry's economic activity. Now it is obvious
that we are all consumers, and there is here this
element of consumers against farmers. I would like in
this instance to refer to a parliamentary answer that
was given in the House of Commons on behalf of the
Government on 5 December, when it was stated that a
10 0/o devaluation of the green pound would involve
the retail price index to the extent of half of one
percent. Admittedly when you consider that in rela-
tion to food, it would be of the order of 2. But I think
we should know exactly what the situation is here,
and I think we should separare the long-term plan we
have for the agricultural industry, when we look at the
consumer's interest, and the short-term considera-
tions. Because unless this industry has confidence for
long-term growth, then short-term considerations,
based on the very understandable demands of
consumers, could mean that in the end the consumer
will face much worse price increases if our home
production, which is already exceedingly efficient in
the UK compared to other Member States, is not safe-
guarded.
We are asked in the conclusions of the Hughes report
to look for forecasts of production. Mr Corrie touched
on pig breeding. I would just like to give one or two
statistics which seem to me to be exceedingly impor-
tant in considering the vital nature of this industry to
the whole of the UK, and to Scotland in particular.
The investment in agriculture in the UK is f 10000
per man, or if you like, twice that of the motor
industry. In the years between 1955 and 1975, a whole
decade, farm output rose by 20 0/0, whereas industrial
production in the UK rose by l3tlzo/o. Farm output ofI 5 400 million is three times 
- 
if I may give one
example 
- 
that of the coal industry, and one could
go on with these kind of statistics. But a very signifi-
cant consideration is this : in the battle with the
consumer, as it were, every thousand pounds of agricul-
tural output requires imports from other sections of
industry to the extent of I 800. So the wealth is being
spread around and benefiting other sectors of society.
It is obvious too that it is a key industry so far as jobs
are concerned particularly in Scotland where it is
either the biggest employer 
- 
it varies from year to
year 
- 
or the second biggest employer. The agricul-
tural industry of the UK produces more food than
Canada, and more food than Australia and New
Zealand combined. It is also abvious that it is a
settling type of industry : it helps to maintain a peace-
able society, prosperiry and a settled way of life.
The Scottish Council on Development and Indusrry,
which is a kind of embryo ministry of planning in
Scotland 
- 
a self-help organization with some help
now, of course, from the Government, but which
started off on its own 
- 
has produced statistics indi-
cating that, at this moment, agriculture is one of the
two most important sources of jobs. It also says that
because of the lack of confidence in the long-term
strategy for this industry, there is under-employment,
and that if we could instil confidence into the farming
sector, we would immediately create a lot more jobs.
This would help to reduce the really shocking statis-
tics of unemployment at home.
So far as Scottish production trends are concerned,
there is a very alarming downward graph, showing a
total retrenchment and lack of confidence. As late as
December 1977, we have figures showing that the
total number of cattle in Scotland in 12 months had
fallen by I %, beef cowl numbers 2o/o, beef heifers
and calves 
- 
which is the future after all 
- 
l5o/o,
and that is the lowest level for almost l0 years. Beef
heifers for breeding 
- 
and Scotland is rather famous
for its breeding cattle 
- 
are down 5 % ; the dairy
cowherd is down marginally, and dairy heifers are
down 8 o/o. Again, the future is involved. Cattle under
I year old are down 3 o/o, and, Mr Corrie has
mentioned the pig slump already in his speech. Even
sheep, where we were expecting a 20 o/o increase 
-that was foreseen in the 1975 farm expansion
programme 
- 
are only holding their own. Now why
is this important, Mr President ? It is important
because 70 o/o of this vital industry in Scottish terms is
from the livestock sector. To take Mr Corrie's point
about using the land for what is suitable, our land is
suitable, traditionally famous, for producing high-
qualiry livestock, recognized to be so all over the
world. So these statistics show the acute anxiety that
faces every sector of this industry.
tU7ith regard to the net incomes in farming, there is
really no justice in trying to equate a farmer's net
income with a national incomes policy or with net
salaries.
This is because a farmer's income has got to be
enough to cover the cost of existing assets, which are
nowadays enormous, as one knows, even in small-time
farming, when one considers the cost of tractors and
of improvements of that kind. They have also got to
cover new investment.
The Scottish National Farmers' Union has asked me
to say when the opportunity offered itself, that they
regard the monetary compensatory amounts as the
single most urgent issue facing the industry, and that
as long as the green pound gap, which is so unfair to
the UK persists, then British agriculture is severely
handicapped. You see, other EEC farmers are compen-
sated when they sell in our market, and this really
amounts to a kind of subsidy in certain areas which
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are not as efficient as ours. It is almost like a system
of legalized dumping, and it is questionable whether
any other industry would survive it. In a certain way,
this is a kind of tax on British farm produce.
So we have a system which is encouraging imports,
subsidizing foreign suppliers, and preventing our
industry from exploiting markets. Here the British
Government has to take part of the blame, because of
course they could alter the green pound rate. I keep
hoping for signs that the Commission and the
Council will use whatever pressure they have on the
British Government to take this matter as seriously as
it deserves. Because for many months now, the gap
between the green pound rate and the true value of
sterling has been 30 %. The situation really is that as
late as November 1977, after five years of supposed
transition, a price fixed in Brussels of 100 units of
account per ton, was equivalent to about f 59 in the
UK, 174 in the lrish Republic, 977 in Denmark,
f 78 in the Benelux countries and I 83 in Germany.
I think these figures speak for themselves, and I
would simply like to end by urging the House to
support the recommendations of the Hughes report,
and I would like to add that I shall be considering
each amendment on its merits, as it comes before us.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Nolan.
Mr Nolan. 
- 
Mr President, I would like to pay a
tribute to our spokesman for the Group of European
Progressive Democrats, Mr Herbert, who outlined our
policy on agricultural prices and, in a general way, our
attitude to agriculture within the Community. I would
like also to thank Mr Gundelach for his very open and
interesting speech here yesterday. There are one or
two points I would like him to dwell on when he
speaks again.
He mentioned, for example a sheepmeat policy which
we will have within the next few weeks. His predec-
essor, Mr Lardinois, told us two or three years ago that
we would have a sheepmeat policy within months,
within weeks, but we have still not had it today. I
understand, as far as I am concerned as an Irishman,
that we have got free access to the French market for
our Irish lamb, but only since January 1978:' yet,
considering the importance of sheepmeat in say
Scotland, other parts of the United Kingdom, in
Ireland, and France, it surprises me that when we have
a common agricultural policy for beef, for wheat, for
beet, we have not, as yet, in the twenty first year of
this Community, a common agricultural policy for
sheep. I would like Mr Gundelach, when replying, to
give us more information about his proposals.
I would also like to refer to isoglucose. About two
years ago, in a reply to a question in this Parliament, I
was informed that the Commission would control the
manufacture of isoglucose, which is manufactured
from raw materials imported into the Community, in
particular from maize. I would like to ask you,
Commissioner : is maize subsidized indirectly as it
comes into the Community ? I think we should also
inform the consumers that isoglucose cannot be used
for domestic consumption, it cannot be used in your
coffee or in your tea, it can be used for industrial
purposes only. But at the same time, we have commit-
ments to the ACP countries for l'5 million tons of
sugar, we have our commitment to our own sugar beet
producers within the Community, and a very serious
situation will arise if we allow the manufacture of
isoglucose to go unchecked within the Community.
Certainly, you, as agricultural Commissioner, should
be very cautious 
- 
and I would say very worried 
-about the manufacture of isoglucose.
In conclusion, Mr President, I want fully to support
my colleague, Mr Herbert, and the European Progres-
sive Democrats in our request for a 5 0/o increase in
farm incomes in the current year.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Gundelach.
Mr Gundelach, Vice-President oJ' tbe Comnistion.
- 
Mr President, I would like first and foremost to
thank all the many speakers in this debate for their
contributions. I have noted very carefully what has
been stated. All comments of a specific or detailed
nature will be constructively and positively considered
by the Commission in the work that still has to be
done before the price package can be finalized. I will
not therefore address myself to these points in my
winding-up remarks, but I wanted to make this
comment in order to make it clear, that, for instance,
questions concerning the Italian speciality cheese to
which reference was made, and all other subjects of
this kind, have been duly noted and will be consi-
dered in a constructive spirit.
Under this heading I would also like to repeat what I
said yesterday to the last honourable speaker. The
Commission will live up to its responsibility and
submit before the final price package, and in time for
this Parliament to consider it, a market regulation for
sheepmeat. I do not think this is the moment to go
into the question of the content of this proposal,
which you will have within a little more than a week,
but it certainly will secure the free movement of
sheepmeat inside the Community and will give assis-
tance to sheepmeat production in ill-favoured regions.
These are two points I wish to underline.
I dealt with isoglucose yesterday in my longer speech.
Let me only say, as I have said before, that this is a
product which benefits from our sugar policy in
general, is part of that product-group and is therefore
being treated by us, I hope, in reasonable terms as
part of the sugar policy. In this sense I can give a posi-
tive answer to the last speaker.
Otherwise, Mr President, I would like in winding up
to concentrate on the major issues raised in this
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debate. There were three : the need for price rises
beyond 2o/o; the question of surpluses; and the need
for a quick phase-out of MCAs. Let me first look at
the need for price rises. Mr Scott-Hopkins said
yesterday that I should bury the objective method.
After hearing it misused by speaker after speaker, I
must say I am very tempted to do so. The objective
method does not tell us the price farmers must have if
they are to cover their cost increases. It does not
reflect the actual development of agricultural incomes.
It is quite a different thing. It is an indicator of parity
with other economic groups. It has its defects. It does
not take account, for example, of market imbalance or
the effects of price rises on consumers. It operates
with a fixed rate for increases in productivity year in
and year out, despite the fact that, as we know, produc-
tivity, in agriculture has continued to rise. It is
nothing more than a mathematical formula 
- 
a tool
to be used, but like all tools, used properly. You
cannot build a policy on the use of a mathematical
formula, but only by using political judgment. Much
play is made of the call for a 5 7o increase, but you
must, irrespective of what some have been saying, add
together the price effect of green-rate changes and the
proposed increase in units of account. I am not critic-
ising anybody; it is just a matter of fact. Then you
will see that farmers in the United Kingdom, in
France, and in Italy will all get more rhan 5 %. In
Ireland they will get less, but they have recently has
considerable price increases due to green devaluations,
and there may be more of these.
The question of adding to inflation is indeed relevant
I would have liked to say to Mr Baas, if he had hon-
oured me with his presence today, that it is very much
on the governments' minds in dealing with rates
disputes, and on the Community's mind when dealing
with the industries in deep trouble, like steel and
textiles. That leaves us with the snake countries. The
strength of their currencies means that import prices
have fallen. Think of American soya for Dutch and
German dairy farmers, or energy 
- 
so important to
agriculture in various forms, not just as tractor oil.
This means their costs have risen less than in other
countries. It is logical that their prices should rise less.
Denmark has devalued three times within the last
twelve months, with farming price increases as a
result. We have also studied the case of Belgium.
Looking at the evolution of costs, prices and income,
we have discovered that Belgian farmers are doing
better than their Dutch and German counterparts. If
we set aside potatoes because of the price fall from an
abnormally high point, we find that real Belgian farm
incomes show a small rise in 1977 over a bigger rise
in 1976, against the minimal fall in Holland and a
slightly bigger, but still minimal, fall in Germany.
These figures are naturally at the moment only provi-
sional but they are of that order of magnitude. Prices
received by Belgian farmers since 1970 rose l0 0/o
more than in Germany and about 8 Yo more than in
Holland. Costs rose more quickly it is true, but by
only 6 o/o more than in Germany and 5 o/o more than
in Holland. It is not surprising therefore that real
Belgian farm incomes have risen by 4.1 o/o since 1958
against 1.9 o/o in Holland and 1.7 0/o in Germany. I
refer to the income figures for the last year, which has
been slightly poorer for the snake countries, but over
recent months inflation has decreased, and thereby
the situation in the snake countries has improved
again.
Farmers irre not doing badly. Mr Herbert wants us to
believe that the growth of farm incomes lags far
behind that of industrial incomes. That is nor rrue.
Over the last three years in the Commurrity as a
whole, they have grown at almost the same rate. The
impression that agriculture is doing badly is not
founded in fact. Naturally, farmers are feeling the
consequences of the economic crisis 
- 
some even
badly 
- 
but on the whole, no more, as I explained
yesterday, than others, and less than a lot 
- 
the unem-
ployed, small businesses, the pensioners, etc. Farm
incomes cannot therefore be used as an excuse for
ignoring the problem of persisting and growing
surpluses for which there is no potential market,
neither today nor tomorrow. That is something you
cannot get away from. On these surpluses Mr Baas,
who still is not honouring me with his presence,
seems to have found an answer : an energetic export
policy. Let me tell you that we exported, at enormous
cost to the taxpayer, more in 7977 than ever before in
the history of the Community: milkpowder, butter,
sugar, grains 
- 
you name it. We have gone to the
limit of what the market can take. Perhaps we should
concentrate more on processed products and keep
added value in the Community. But we already export
our cereals as flour, our milk as skimmed milkpowder,
our sugarbeet as sugar, and we are increasingly
exporting cheese.
Mr Baas wants bilateral agreements with the United
States. For obvious political and commercial reasons
this is not on. They are not available for that kind of
deal. But multinational trade negotiations are very
much on, including bilateral contacts with the United
States. I had the latest in a series of talks at the
highest level with the United States in \trTashington
Iast week. !7e are seeking better access to the United
States market, in particular for our dairy products and
for our speciality products. It is true that we have this
balance in the trade relationship with the United
States. But you must recall that there are other trading
partners who have a huge deficit in their trade rela-
tions with the Community, a great deficit in agricul-
ture and who are at our doorsteps wanting to increase
access to our markets 
- 
Canada, Australia, New
Zealand, Argentina, Uruguay, Yugoslavia, Switzerland,
Austria 
- 
all countries where our surplus maintains
our overall balance of trade. They cannot be ignored
either.
So, have no illusions, we cannot export away these
surpluses, even if it is part of our policy to have an
energetic export policy 
- 
and we have it. Ve have to
deal with these surpluses ourselves, and we have to
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bear the costs ourselves; and taxpayers are reaching
their limit. They will only pay for a policy they
believe in. That is what I mean when I say the credi-
bility of the Common Agricultural Policy is at stake.
Mr Vitale wants to plan his way out of difficulty.
Leaving aside climatic difficulties, can we have a
coherent policy based not on quotas for individual
farmers, but quotas for countries ? It would in my
view be the end of free enterprise. It would be the end
of free movement of goods. It would be the end, not
only of the agricultural policy, but of the Community.
It would be over my dead body. But if, by planning,
you mean better strategy, a better overall view of
production and consumption possibilities, that is a
different matter. That is what we are trying to build
up. As I said yesterday, a comprehensive strategy 
-yes ; rigid planning 
- 
no I
As I also explained yesterday, and I repeat it once
again, we are not building alone on price policies, but
also on structural policies in the widest sense of the
word. '!(e are, in particular, putting forward proposals,
some of which you will have to deal with later, which
seek to bring about a better regional balance including
agriculture, between various parts of the Community.
Unless we do that, we shall not have any foundation
on which we can build the movement towards
economic and monetary union without which we will
not prevailed as a Community.
We are also trying to bring about a better balance
between various sectors of production, by the use of
incentives. There are possibilities of shifting from
milk production, because, Mr Howell, you are right,
the number of dairy cows must be brought down. But
given a sensible price policy for meat, we can increase
the consumption of meat and thereby make an alterna-
tive use possible. !7e can also develop other produc-
tion lines which will diminish our imports and make
for better balance, regionally and otherwise inside the
Community. That is what we are trying to do and we
should go further on that line.
Lastly, the question of monetary compensatory
amounts. They do distort the functioning of the
policy, and must be brought under Community
control. W'e cannot, as I said yesterday, continue on
the basis of ad hoc changes, which make a folly of
general decision-making by Community bodies on
the price policy. Reduction of existing MCA's must
therefore be seen in the wider context of the price
policy. Mr Nyborg and several others want a 3-year
phasing-out of MCA's. I agree 
- 
and I repeat it again
and again, 
- 
that the MCA's must be phased out and
the sooner the better, because of their cost, their
impact on the unity of the market of the Community.
But does Mr Nyborg realize what he is asking ? A 5 o/o
rise and a 3-year phase-out will mean an average price
rise this year of more than l2'5o/0. Impossible !
Mr Friih, Mr Klinker, Mr Corrie, and others, have
referred to compromises, to a bridge. I have the
deepest respect and confidence for the good will and
wisdom of these gentlemen. As I hope they have in
the end faith in my sense of responsibility and my
ability to negotiate. I must say, however, that the prop-
osals presented in the report by the Committee on
Agriculture do not, to me, constitute the beginning of
a bridge. I understand what Mr Friih was saying
yesterday. And it puts things in a certain light, which
makes it easier. But if I accepted this text, I would end
up having a 5 0/o increase in units of account added to
increases in green rates. I accept the sentiments which
have been expressed by these gentlemen fully without
any reservations. But I do not consider the text to be
the beginning of that bridge. I will take my responsi-
bility when the time is ripe, and it will only be ripe a
little later. Because you know that the Council's deci-
sions will be taken on the price package towards the
end of April. You also know that you have to debate
questions which relate to that overall package, such as
Mediterranean policy, at your next part-sessions, along
with new proposals which we have made in regard to
certain modifications of the intervention systems for
beef and milkpowder, plus continuation of a number
of measures already decided last year. Those are the
measures Mr Herbert referred to as being put on your
table slyly, in a hidden way. Gentlemen, I told you
about these proposals as long as a year ago. I told you
quite candidly they were going to come and what they
meant. In December, they were on your table. You
still have time to consider them before your next part-
session in April, because the Council will not decide
before the end of April. There is nothing sly or under-
handed in this operation, but a serious effort to solve
problems confronting our Common Agricultural
Policy. rUTe will still have time to meet again in April,
before the final political decision has been taken by
Commission and Council in regard to the whole
overall package on agricultural prices and related
aspects of agricultural policy.
But on what I am presented with at this stage, I will
not mince words. There is no alternative to a
moderate price policy. That is the only way to fit agri-
culture into the general economy ; to tackle surpluses
and to secure the future of the Common Agricultural
Policy which, and there we are united is and remains
a cornerstone of the Community. \7hat we are trying
to do is to avoid putting agriculture on the dole, and
instead, to refit it to meet new challenges in a new
and changed economic environment.
(Apltlausc)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Hughes.
Mr Hughes, raf|orteur. 
- 
Mr President, as one
would expect, the debate has both mirrored and
frequently repeated comments and views expressed
within the Committee on Agriculture.
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If I may take as my starting-point Mr Frtih, with his
delightful analogy of the double-declutch mechanism
as regard MCAs I found this, even though not as old a
motorist as some, very entertaining. He also said at
least in the English translation- that 5 % was an inal-
ienable European decision. (I trust the translation did
not in any way distort what he meant.) He then
appeared to be saying that for soft currencies there
should be one adjustment going one way and for hard
currencies an adjustment going another way, and that
this should be done in order to prevent national
measures being taken to assist incomes. I wish that
had been spelt out more clearly in the Committee on
Agriculture. I regret that it was not, because it is a
significant change from the wording that is before the
House today. I only regret that it was not possible to
discuss the implications of this far more deeply in the
Committee on Agriculture, because what I noted
myself when I was listening to Mr Friih was in a sense
that the current German positive MCAS are but a nati-
onally-determined income-support for its farming
community, in the same way as the current negative
MCAs in my own country are a nationally-determined
consumer-supPort af rangement.
Mr Baas is still honouring neither Mr Gundelach nor
myself with his presence, but I think there was some
difficulty in Mr Baas's speech with regard to the trans-
lation. In the English language, the gap between urter
nonsense and sheer luancy is fairly narrow, and I
suspect that as these things get translated differences
in strength of feeling may well be aroused. He argued
very strongly about the micro-economic reaction of
farmers who, with a price fall, were liable to increase
production. The evidence that we discussed at lengthin the Committee on Agriculture on rhis is very
confusing. It does not, however, appear that a
sustained period of cautious price-policy is likely to
maintain that micro-economic reaction of ever-
increasing production.
Mr Baas then used sugar as an example where, with
the levies, co-responsibiliry had been a major success.
I do not find it easy to accept that a situation where
the Community is in net surplus to the tune of over
25 o/o of its production is a notable success. This is
one of the difficulties. It is a bad argument to say that
because we have not the political will to use the
r6gime in sugar effectively, it might work in general.
That is one argument, but to say, as Mr Baas did, that
it has been a great success takes some acceptance.
I now turn to Mr Herbert's speech. I trust he will
forgive me if I suggest that in some of its tone it was
slightly harsh. There were moments of both empty
and vicious rhetoric. He said we could not tolerate the
abondonment of the objective method, but I note
with interest that last year, when the objective method
suggested a 0.9 o/o increase, he and his colleagues
were asking for Ttlz %. They abandoned it last year,
and tolerated its abandonment in their own favour.
Therefore the intolerant element I found difficult to
accept. I found it even harder to accept when one saw
in the latest issue of the Euro-statistical bulletin 
-the manuscript of which was completed only in
February of this year and which was not available
when we were discussing this matter in the
Committee on Agriculture 
- 
the estimate of the rate
of change in the gross value added, at factor cost in
agriculture in 1977, based on information provided to
the European Statistical Office by national govern,
ment. This is not hatched up in some Socialist back-
alley to bash farmers, this is information provided by
the national governments. One sees from this that in
real per capita terms the German gross value added
was 
- 
8 7o : there was a decline. In the case of
France, there was an ipcrease of 8-60/0. In my own
country, the United Kingdom it was + 0 : there was
stability. Then one sees that in real terms, inflation
being taken into account, in Ireland there was a real
increase of 21.5 %. This could also be applied to the
speech of Mr L'Estrange, which was, however, without
the intolerant element. If you are saying you cannot
compare this price increase with income increases in
the industrial sector, I think you can compare 21.5 o/o,
which is what took place under last year's price propo-
sals, with the income trends in Irish industrial life,
which are nothing like as effective as that. Now I
accept fully that Irish agricultural earnings were at a
very low level to start with, and that the year before
had been bad, but that was not part of what Mr
Herbert was declining to tolerate, and I shall watch
with great interest the order-paper of the Dail to see
whether, if the Council of Ministers accept a figure
below 5 %, he will show his inability to tolerate'it by
putting a vote of censure down on our erstwhile
colleague Mr Gibbons. I shall watch that with great
interest.
As to Mr Scott-Hopkins and his other Conservative
friends, I trust they will forgive me if I find the image
that was conjured up during this debate by my Conser-
vative colleagues is of cows being driven to the
slaughter-house with the engine fired by ethyl alcohol
distilled from the surplus wine while, ar the same
time, cauliflowers and lupins are their major cause of
other concern. This is not quite the dynamic change
in the Common Agricultural Policy I had come to
look for.
I think, if I may say so to Mr Gundelach, he was in
his winding-up speech less than fair to the comments
of Mr Vitale. I do not believe Mr Vitale was seeking a
rigid planning in the sense Mr Gundelach opposed it.
I thought it was very much more along the lines of
programmed growth and seeing where, sector by
sector, effective controls, effective changes, could be
induced.
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But throughout this debate there are three things that
have stood out. No one in this House wishes to
dismantle the Common Agricultural Policy. Everyone
in this House is well aware of the problems that are
facing it. The problems are, firstly, that what is
economically optimal in the way of transfer from the
non-agricultural to the agricultural sector may be
politically acceptable. There are some economists who
believe there should be no transfer. That is clearly not
politically acceptable. All I am suggesting, when we
come to the vote in a few moments, is that if an un-
focused increase of an unnecessary amount it is
provided it will preempt the politically available
resources that can be transferred, and that because it is
unfocused it will leave the growth in the disparities of
income inadequately dealt with. Throughout the
discussions in the Committee on Agricultural, it was
this disparity in incomes that we concentrated on,
because is that which is causing the maior problems.
It is the politically unacceptable nature of continuing
along a path that is providing for more and more
surpluses that has led to the differences of opinion
that exist within the Committee on Agriculture.
It is unfortunate that the debate has concentrated on
iust 2o/o or 5 0/0, because there is much more in this
report from the Committee on Agriculture that is of
value. Therefore in summing up, there is a difficulty
in deciding how far you can ask the various Member
States, the peoples living within the Community, to
forego their income disposable for other activities in
order to assist agriculture, and I fear that unless a halt
is called to the direction which the Common Agricul-
tural Policy has taken over the last few years, and
unless this House supports the cautious price-policy
advocated by the Commission, they will get it wrong.
Here I close by suggesting to Mr Klinker that it is no
good espying a Socialist plot within the Commission
as the reason for the proposals that emanate from it. It
may well be that wise thought and righteousness are
the cause rather than a Socialist plot.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
8. Point of order
President. 
- 
I call Mr Prescott on a point of order.
Mr Prescott. 
- 
Mr President, you announced this
morning to the House that the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs was informing the
House that they could not reach agreement on a
report and resolution concerning the pharmaceutical
industry which was presented to this House over two
years ago by .y group, the Socialist Group. I must
inform you, having made enquiries, that the Socialist
Group, certainly the members, on the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs, cannot accept that
this committee should inform the House without
debate that it apparently is not competent to adopt a
motion for a resolution or a report on this matter. I
have made enquiries about the procedures adopted
and it would appear that the chairman, whom I have
not been able to contact, may well have been
informed of the immediate outcome, but this issue is
far too important for a committee of this House parti-
cilarly in view of tha fact that the Committee on the
Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protec-
tion produced its own opinion nearly two years ago to
have to inform this House that it cannot produce a
report : to my mind, this is a reflection on that
committee. So, Mr President, I wish to bring to your
attention 
- 
it is not a matter for debate, but I wish to
state this clearly at this stage 
- 
that the Committee
on Economic and Monetary Affairs was in dispute on
only one clause, admittedly about the profits of the
pharmaceutical industry, where the vote was won by 9
to 8 and that the motion for a resolution was lost by
12 to 18. That is not a sufficient basis on which to
inform this House that an important committee has
been unable to make up its mind. I therefore proPose
to raise this matter at the first opportunity, at the next
meeting of the Committee on Economic and Mone-
tary Affairs and for the moment to give this House
notice that the Socialist Group does not accept the
statement that we are not able to reach agreement at
this stage. It may well be that the rapPorteur should
face the prospect of abandoning his own report, but it
would be premature to point this out to the House at
this stage.
President. 
- 
All I can do in the circumstances is
take note of Mr Prescott's statement.
Mr Prescott and his political friends can raise this
matter again at the appropriate point. I can in any
case promise Mr Prescott that the Presidency will do
everything necessary to see to it that this matter is not
ignored.
Since Mr Colombo is still attending a meeting of the
Bureau and wants to conduct the voting himself on
the motion for a resolution contained in the Hughes
report, I propose that the proceedings be suspended
for a few moments.
The House will rise.
(Tbe sitting was suspended at 11.25 a.nt. tnd resunted
at 11.35 a.m)
IN THE CHAIR: MR COLOMBO
President
9. Staternent by the President
President. 
- 
I can only confirm what has already
been announced by Vice-President Berkhouwer
concerning the kidnapping of Mr Moro.
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I should like to thank Parliament for expressing,
through Mr Berkhouwer, its solidarity with on" of
Italy's most eminent politicians.
I should like to express once again deep concern at
and condemnation of this outrage. I feel sure that in
all our countries we can combat acts of violence of
this kind, which constiture attacks on the state and on
democracy itself.
10. Fixing o.f prices for cutain agricultural
products (uotc)
President. 
- 
The next item is the vote on the
motion for a resolution contained in the Hughes
report (Doc. 579177).
You will have noticed that a corrigendum has been
distributed. It is purely linguistic and does not at all
affect the substance of the motion for a resolution.
I put the preamble and paragraphs I and 2 to the
vote.
The preamble and paragraphs I and 2 are adopted.
On paragraph 3 I have the following two amendments
proposing the deletion of this paragraph:
- 
Amendment No l, tabled by Mr Herbert, Mr
Hunault and Mr Liogier on behalf of the Group of
European Progressive Democrats ;
- 
Amendment No 41, tabled by Mr L'Estrange, Mr
Ryan and Mr McDonald.
\flhat is Mr Hughes' position ?
Mr Hughes, rapporteur. 
- 
The amendments were
moved in committee and rejected. I therefore ask that
the amendments be reiected.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No I to the vote.
Amendment No I is rejected.
Amendment No 4l therefore becomes void.
I put paragraph 3 to rhe vote.
Paragraph 3 is adopted.
After paragraph 3 I have Amendment No 37 rev.,
tabled by Mr Vitale:
After paragraph 3, insert the following new paragraph:
'3a. rVelcomes the statements made by Mr Jenkins,
when presenting the Commission's work
programme on '14 February of this year, on the
wisdom of pursuing a moderate prices policy
designed to reabsorb surpluses i.
and Amendment No 38/rev., tabled by Mr Vitale:
After paragraph 3, add the following new paragraph:
'3b. Recalls the amendment to the 1978 budget adopted
by the European Parliament at the October 1977
part session on the need to set a ceiling on expendi-
ture by the Guarantee Section of the EAGGF and
invites the Commission to take account of this prin-
ciple, which is vital for the reabsorption of surpluses,
when submitting its price proposals for the next
marketing year ;'.
Vhat is Mr Hughes' position ?
Mr Hughes, rd?portclr. 
- 
In the Committee there
was a vote of 13 to 13 on Amendment No 37/rev.:
therefore it had to be lost, and I can give no advice to
the House which way to vote on it this time. I must
abstain.
On Amendment No 38/rev., the vote in the
committee was 14 in favour, l1 against, and again I
must abstain.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 37lrev. to the
vote.
Amendment No 37lrev. is adopted. ,
I put Amendment No 38/rev. to the vore.
Amendment No 38/rev. is rejected.
On paragraph 4 I have Amendment No 19, tabled by
Mr Mitchell, Mrs Dunwoody, Mr Albertini and Mr
Lemp:
Add the followrng to this paragraph :
'4. . . ., and believes in consequence that the Commission
should seek to develop a more appropriate mix of
instruments to maintain incomes of producers, based
on the production and consumption characteristics of
individual secrors;'.
Vhat is Mr Hughes' position ?
Mr Hughes, rap|ortcur. 
- 
This wording was in the
original draft report and was removed in committee.
This amendment is seeking ro reinsert it. As the
rapporteur, I shall therefore abstain, though I was the
originator of this wording.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No l9 to the vote.
Amendment No l9 is rejected.
I put paragraph 4 to the vote.
Paragraph 4 is adopted.
On paragraph 5 I have Amendment No 20, tabled by
Mr Mitchell, Mrs Dunwoody, Mr Albrtini and IvIr
Lemp:
This paragraph to read as follows :
'5. Points out that, in certain sectors, the present intewen-
tion mechanisms baue ltroc,ed o.f linircd c.fJrctir.tncssin marntaining market prices at reasonable levels, so
underminrng producers' incomes and creatrng fircs-
sures o,t trade relationsbips u'ith non-Cornntunitl,
sultltlicr.t ;'.
Itr7hat is Mr Hughes' position ?
Mr Hughes, rapporteur. 
- 
The same applies to this
amendment as to the previous one, Mr President : it
was in the original draft, it was removed in committee,
this amendment is seeking to put it back in. I shall
abstain.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 20 to the vote.
Amendment No 20 is rejected.
I put paragraph 5 to the vote.
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Paragraph 5 is adopted.
I put paragraph 5 to the vote.
Paragraph 6 is adopted.
After paragraph 5 I have Amendment No 2, tabled by
Mr Herbert, Mr Hunault and Mr Liogier on behalf
ofthe Group of European Progressive Democrats :
After paragraph 6, add the following new paragraph:
'5a. Calls for a comprehensive Community policy on
proteins'.
What is Mr Hughes' position ?
Mr Hughes, rdpportcur. 
- 
This amendment was
moved in committee, where it was rejected. I advise
the House maintain the present text and reiect this
amendment.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 2 to the vote.
Amendment No 2 is re.iected.
I put paragraphs 7 to 9 to the vote.
Paragraphs 7 to 9 are adopted.
On paragraph 10 I have Amendment No 3, tabled by
Mr Liogier, Mr Hunault and Mr Herbert on behalf of
the Group of European Pregressive Democrats :
This paragraph to read as follows :
'10. Is seriously concerned at the constant breaches of
the unity of the market ;'.
lVhat is Mr Hughes' position ?
Mr Hughes, rc+Portur. Mr President, the
wording in the text is as it was modified in the
committee. I therefore ask the House to reject this
amendment and maintain paragraph 10.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 3 to the vote.
Amendment No 3 is reiected.
I put paragraph 10 to the vote.
Paragraph l0 is adopted.
On paragraph l1 I have Amendment No 21, tabled
by Mr Mitchell, Mrs Dunwoody, Mr Albertini and Mr
Lemp:
This paragraph to read as follows :
'll. Urges that the Community bodies draw up a realistic
and coherent trade ltolicy wrth Third Countries on
the basis of the difference between what the Commu-
nity produces itself and what lt requires ;'.
\7hat is Mr Hughes' position ?
Mr Hughes, rap|ortcnr. 
- 
In the debate in the
committee, there was an attempt to ask the authors of
the wording that exists in paragraph I I to change it to
'trade policy'. This was not acceptable, therefore it is
put down as an amendment to the House. I shall
myself abstain, although I think the amended version
is preferable.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 2l to thc vote.
Amendment No 2l is adopted.
I put paragraph 12 to the vote.
Paragraph 12 is adopted.
After paragraph 12 I have Amendn.rent No 39/rev.,
tabled by Mr Vitale :
After paragraph I 2 insert the following new paragraph :
'l 2a. Considers that the common agricultural policy
must become an effective means of achieving a
better socio-economic balance in the Community,
based on the financing of structural and production
programmes desrgned to take into account the
needs and characteristics of the different regions;
considers that these measures should be used to
stimulate supply and demand in agricultural
products, taking account of the need to contarn
inflation by bringing the balance of payments of
some Member States into equilibrium and
preventing the formation of costly surpluses ;'.
\7hat is Mr Hughes' position ?
Mr Hughes, rap/orteur. 
- 
I am unable to give the
House any advice on this, since the committee came
to no conclusion on the subject.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 39lrev. to the
vote.
Amendment No 39lrev. is adopted.
I put paragraphs 13 and 14 to the vote.
Paragraphs l3 and l4 are adopted.
On paragraph 15 I have the following two amend-
ments:
- 
Amendment No ,22, tabled by Mr Mitchell, Mrs
Dunwoody, Mr Lange, Lord Bruce of Donington
and Mr Miiller:
This paragraph to read as follows ;
'15. Approves the Commission's proposal for an overall
prrce increase of. 2o/o, but consrders that there
should be no increase for products in structural
surplus ;'
and
- 
Amendment No 23, tabled by Mr Albertini, Mr
Dankert, Mr Patijn and Mr Lemp :
This paragraph to read as follows :
'15. Considers the Commission's proposal of an overall
price increase of 2o/o to be appropriate, but believes
that an upward adjustment should be made for those
products in which the Community has a deficrt and,
in particular, vegetable proteins and certain oil
seeds; while for products in structural surplus an
alternative means to a price increase should be
rmplemented to assist the small family farm ;'.
\fhat is Mr Hughes position ?
they came to a different conclusion. I w
that amendment.
Amendments Nos 23 and 24, taken r, restore
Mr Hughes, rapporteur. 
-
No 22 is
the precise wording of the opinion of the
on Budgets, in contradistinction, as we
yesterday, to the views of the drafts n of the
Committee on Budgets. As for my own ittee,
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Mr Fellermaier. 
- 
(D)Mr Presidenr, I move that we
do not consider Mr Klepsch's second amendment at
all, because it is contrary to the provisions of the
Rules of Procedure.
(Laugbter)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bertrand.
Mr Bertrand. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I should like to
try to persuade our colleagues to be logical. Once a
Member of this Parliament has tabled an amendment
in the House, the amendment no longer belongs to
the Member in question but to Parliament. He can
then no longer lay personal claim to the amendment.
So if he wishes to withdraw it, another Member has
the right to take it over without further ado, as long as
the withdrawal has not b6en officially noted. This is
the practice in all national parliaments.
(fulixed reactions)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Schmidt.
Mr Schmidt.- (D) Mr Bertrand, what you have just
said is unprecedented in parliamentary history.
According to you, if the Communist Group tables an
amendment, it then belongs to you as well. I am not
sure whether you are always so keen on the idea.
I should just like to say that purely according to the
rules the author of an amendment can withdraw it as
long as Parliament has not decided to adopt or reject
it. Legally, the withdrawn amendment then ceases to
exist and therefore cannot be taken over either by
another Group or another Member. So much for the
question of taking over an amendment,
!7ith regard to extending the time-limit, I would
point out that it is a good practice to lay down certain
time-limits for tabling amendments in Pariament. If
this practice is not adhered to, the way is open for
constant requests to extend time-limits, so that every
advantage gained through setting such a limit for the
tabling of amendments is totally destroyed.
For this reason I move that either we do not deal with
Mr Klepsch's second amendment at all or, if we do
vote on it, that we reject it. Otherwise we shall no
longer be able to carry on our work properly, since we
shall no longer have any assurance that time-limits for
tabling amendments will be met.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Brugger.
Mr Brugger. 
- 
(D) I should like to point out rhe
following to Parliament. If it is not possible to take
over an amendment which has been withdrawn, a
time limit must be set so that a new amendment can
be tabled. If this is rejected, we have the following
absurd situation : I can block an amendment by
discovered
abstain on
Lld vote in
form of
withdrawn
set of
void.
k what
,nce lt rs
tabled no
wording,
ment has
of this
assist by
contrary
is impos-
I shall
the original draft of the report, and I
favour of those two.
The Committee on Agriculture rejected
Amendment No 22.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 22
Amendment No 22 is adopted.
I call Mr Dankert.
Mr Dankert,- (F) Mr President, since ndment
No 22 has been adopted, I should like to
Amendments Nos 23 and 24.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Klepsch.
Mr Klepsch. 
- 
(D) Mr President, si
amendments have been withdrawn, I
take over Amendment No 24.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Fellermaier.
Mr Fellermaier. 
- 
(D) Mr President, Mr his
mistaken; he cannot simply take over an
because once an amendment is withd it must be
newly tabled, i.e. under a completely
names . . .
(Criu)
. ..No, it cannot be done that way. In t s case the
been tabled, the deadline has obviously met and
amendment has been withdrawn and is the
(tVixed reactions)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Aigner.
Mr Aigner. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I do not
Mr Fellermaier has said is very logical,
obvious that once an amendment has beer
one will table another one with the
even if he agrees with it. Once an ,
to the practice in this House hitherto, that
sible for me to take over Amendment No
table a motion proposing that the ti
submitting amendments be extended.
(fuIixed reactions)
therefore it can be taken over by any
House.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Klepsch.
Mr Klepsch. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I do not know
what you will now say, but I should like
tabling a second amendment. If it is deci
President. 
- 
I call Mr Fellermaier.
limit for
the vote.
the two
like to
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tabling another one and then withdrawing it before
the vote. That would not be democratic.
(Applause from tbe rigbt)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pisoni.
Mr Pisoni. 
- 
(I) Mr President, in the ltalian Parlia-
ment a withdrawn amendment may be taken over by
another Member.
!7hy are time-limits laid down for tabling amend-
ments before voting ? Precisely to enable everyone to
evaluate the contents. An amendment tabled within
the proper time-limit can therefore 
- 
if its author
withdraws it 
- 
be taken over by any other Member of
Parliament.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Ewing.
Mrs Ewing. 
- 
Could I ask the President to refer the
House to Rule 29 (l), which seems to give the answet
to this ? It states : 'Parliament shall not deliberate on
any amendment unless it is moved during the debate'.
The Rules does not go on to say who has got to move
it or who may not move it. If you wish to alter the
Rules, that could of course be done to accomodate Mr
Fellermaier; but I would agree with the points of
order made by the last two speakers : this would mean
that last-minute withdrawal could be used to prevent
some one from lodging an amendment.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Cifarelli.
Mr Cifarelli. 
- 
(D I leave the solution to this
problem of interpreting the Rules of Procedure to you,
Mr President. I should simply like to add that the
procedure in the Italian Parlimanent 
- 
and I do not
think it is the only one 
- 
allows a withdrawn amend-
ment to be taken over by other Members of the
Assembly. On this point I agree with what Mr Pisoni
has said and above all with the reasons for this parlia-
mentary practice, explained so clearly by Mr Brugger.
Mr Yeats. 
- 
Mr President, I would like to agree with
the points that have been made about the extreme seri-
ousness of this matter because of the possiblity that
people might use this method of withdrawal as a
means of preventing others from moving an amend-
ment. It is, I think, a matter with very serious connota-
tions for the future, and we should therefore proceed
on the basis that has been suggested: that if there is
an obiection to the withdrawal of an amendment, any
one else should be able to take it over. There is no
rule that says you can, but equally, there is no rule, so
far as I know, that actually says you can withdraw an
amendment. I think, Mr President, it is therefore for
you to rule on this, in the absence of any formal rule
either way.
(Mixed reactions)
President. 
- 
I have allowed a good deal of discus-
sion on this problem because it is very important. I
should like to ask Members to disregard the specific
case in point 
- 
paragraph 29 
- 
and bear in mind
the general rule which we are discussing.
There are no precedents in this matter and it is not
covered by our Rules of Procedure. Personally, I am
accustomed to the practice by which a withdrawn
amendment may always be taken over by another
Member. However, since I have absolutely no wish to
take a decision on what is a matter of convention, I
would ask the House to deal with this procedural ques-
tion, namely whether a withdrawn amendment may
be taken over by another Member.
I call Lord Bruce on a point of order.
Lord Bruce of Donington. 
- 
Mr President, I beg
to draw to your attention that the adoption of Amend-
ment No 22 must automatically cover Nos 23 and 24.
The wording of Amendment No 22 is restrictive and
provides for no increase. On those grounds Amend-
ments Nos 23 and 24 .should both fall in any event,
the broad restrictive purpose having already been
covered in Amendment No 22. There is therefore no
necessity for the House to deliberate on the proce-
dural point at all.
(.ilIixed reactions)
President. 
- 
I ask Parliament whether, since this
point is not specifically covered by the Rules of Proce-
dure, it wishes to follow the practice adopted in other
Parliaments by which an amendment tabled within
the time-limit and in accordance with the procedure
laid down in the Rules of Procedure, may be taken
over by other Members of Parliament if its author
withdraws it.
I note that Parliament is in favour of this procedure.
I call Mr Fellermaier.
Mr Fellermaier. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I strongly
protest against this decision. l7ithout careful examina-
tion it is completely out of the question to .. .
President. 
- 
Mr Fellermaier, you cannot contest a
majority decision of Parliament !
(Applause from the rigbt)
Mr Fellermaier. 
- 
(D) .. . Mr President, I regret
that you did not let me finish what I had to say. I I
shall therefore repeat my first sentence. I protest
against the fact that a solution has been arrived at
through an ad boc decision by Parliament without any
examination of how this is to be incorporated into the
Rules of Procedure and without giving the Committee
on the Rules of Procedure and Petitions a chance to
discuss the matter and then to propose, in accordance
with normal procedure, to what extent the Rules of
Procedure must be adapted.
(hlixed reactions)
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President. 
- 
It is not a question of introducing a
new procedure but of interpreting the Rules of Proce-
dure.
(Apltlusc 
.fron tbc rigbt)
I call Mr Broekez.
Mr Broeksz. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I fully agree with
you. Today we should do as you have suggested. But
this is rather different from and goes further than an
interpretation. You said yourself that it is not referred
to in the Rules of Procedure. You cannot interpret
something which does not exist. That is my first
point.
(lWixed reactioils)
My second point is that if the Rules of Procedure are
amended 
- 
and what we are dealing with here is an
amendment 
- 
it must be done with the required
majority of votes. Yoq yourself have on several occa-
sions had to block proposals by Mr Yeats because the
necessary number of votes was not reached. You
cannot now suddenly amend the Rules of Procedure
by interpreting a rule which does not exist. I therefore
agree with you that it must be settled in this way
today, but that does not mean that a precedent has
been set, because that would definitely be wrong.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Sieglerschmidt.
Mr Sieglerschmidt. 
- 
(D) Mr President, after what
Mr Fellermaier and Mr Broeksz have said, my ques-
tion is unnecessary. I also think that it is a good idea
for the matter to be settled today as proposed ; this
can even be done by a decision by the President, but
the final arrangement must be examined by the
Committee on the Rules of Procedure and Petitions
before the House can really decide on it.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Yeats.
Mr Yeats. 
- 
Mr President, I think we should not
exaggerate the implications of what we have done
today. \(e have not introduced a totally new principle.
I should like to point out that the General Instruc-
tions enshrine already a decision of the Bureau of
March 1974 laying down that an amendment cannot
be put to the vote in the absence of its author, and
shall be disregarded unless another representative
moves it or takes it over in his own name. So we have
already established long since the principle that if the
mover or author is not here, any one else can take it
over. It seems to me therefore that we are merely
following what has already been decided.
(fuLixed reactions)
President. 
- 
I call Lord Bruce.
Lord Bruce of Donington. 
- 
Mr President, on the
assumption that the amendment on this occasion may
be taken over and therefore formally moved, may I
now ask for your ruling on my submission that by
passing Amendment No 22, we have already absorbed
the subject matter of Amendments Nos 23 and 24?
President. 
- 
I call Mr Klepsch.
Mr Klepsch. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I should like to
make two comments. Firstly, it is a fact that Parlia-
ment's decision remains valid until Parliament makes
a different decision. Mr Broeksz and Mr Fellermaier,
you are of course completely at liberty to request the
insertion of another provision into the Rules of proce-
dure, and no one objects, and certainly the President
does not do so either, to the question being dealt with
by the Committee on the Rules of Procedure and Peti-
tions. But I should just like to state for the record that
we have now taken a decision on a question of inter-
pretation . . .
Mr Fellermaier. 
- 
(D) For today.
Mr Klepsch. 
- 
(q . . . not for today, since that is
not what the vote was about. The vote remains valid
until we make another decision. Secondly, Mr Presi-
dent, I should like to repeat formally that I am taking
over Amanedment No 24.
President. 
- 
With regard to the question raised by
Lord Bruce, I rule that Amendment No 24 is inde-
pendent of the preceding ones and we shall therefore
deal with it separately.
I put to the vote Amendment No 24, which seeks to
add the following new paragraph :
l5.a Requests, furthermore, that the Benelux countries be
allowed to implement special measures, such as fiscal
relief or a direct income subsidy, to compensate for excep-
tional cost increases which would not otherwise be offset,
on condition that such measures have a social or struc-
tural nature and be strictly limited in a twelve-month
period ;
Amendment No 24 is adopted.
I put paragraphs 15 and 17 to the vote.
Paragraphs 15 and 17 are adopted.
On paragraph 18 I have the following two amend-
ments:
- 
Amendment No 25, tabled by Mr Mitchell, Mrs
Dunwoody, Mr Albertini and Mr Lemp:
Delete the following :
. . . within two or three years at the most'
and
- 
Amendment No 40, tabled by Mr Klepsch on
behalf of the Christian-Democratic Group (Group
of the European People's Party) :
Delete
'and accordingly calls for the elimination of MCAs within
two or three years at the most'.
I call Mr Mitchell.
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Mr Mitchell. 
- 
At the risk of causing another conti-
tutional crisis, I will withdraw my amendment in
favour of that by Mr Klepsch.
(Laughter)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Klepsch.
Mr Klepsch. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I feel honoured,
since I was just about to do the same thing and with-
draw my amendment in favour of Mr Mitchell's
amendment. (Laugbter) In fact we were afraid that
our amendment might possibly be less clear than Mr
Mitchell's, and therefore we would have accepted Mr
Mitchell's wording. Anyway, we shall now leave it as it
ls.
President. 
- 
Mr Mitchell, do you prefer ro maintain
your amendment ?
Mr Mitchell. 
- 
No, I did withdraw it. I prefer the
wording of Mr Klepsch's amendment.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 40 to the vote.
Amendment No 40 is adopted.
I put paragraph 18 thus amended to the vote.
Paragraph l8 is adopted.
After paragraph 18 I have Amendment No 42, tabled
by Mr Ryan, Mr McDonald and Mr L'Estrange:
After paragraph 18 add the following new paragraph:
'18a. Urges that an immediate decision be taken to
reduce monetary compensatory amounts for Ireland by
3 o/o i.
tU7hat is Mr Hughes' position ?
Mr Hughes, rapporteur. 
- 
I do not believe that this
is the correct place to involve ourselves in internal
Irish timing as to when they ask for green pound
adjustments. I therefore ask for the rejection of this
amendment.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 42 to the vote.
Amendment No 42 is rejected.
On paragraph 19 I have the following three amend-
ments:
- 
Amendment No 43, tabled by Mr L'Estrange and
seeking to delete this paragraph;
- 
Amendment No 4, tabled by Mr Herbert, Mr
Hunault and Mr Liogier on behalf of the Group of
European Progressive Democratic :
Add the following to this paragraph :
'19. ..., such decision to be taken in the context of an
overall programme to eliminate MCAs ;
- 
Amendment No 44, tabled by Mr Ryan and Mr
McDonald:
This paragraph to read as follows:
'19. Urges that a rapid decision be taken on the Commis-
sion's proposal to amend the price level to be taken into
account for the calculation of monetary compensatory
amounts for those sectors where the market price is not
determined directly by the intervention price ; such deci-
sion should, however, be taken only in the context of an
overall programme for the elimination of monetary
compensatory amounts ;'
rU7hat is Mr Hughes' position ?
Mr Hughes, rallrorteur, 
- 
I would like to aks the
House to reject all these amendments in whatever
order you, Mr President, choose to put them to the
House, and maintain the existing paragraph
unchanged.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 43 to the vote.
Amendment No 43 is rejected.
I put Amendment No 4 to the vote.
Amendment No 4 is adopted.
Amendment No 44 thus becomes void.
I put paragraph 19 thus amended to the vote.
Paragraph 19 is adopted.
On paragraph 20 I have Amendment No 45, tabled
by Mr Ryan, Mr McDonald and Mr L'Estrange:
This paragraph to read as follows :
'20. Notes the Commission's statement that the present
unit of account is no longer an accurate indicator of the
effective level of price support in the Communiry and
that the use of the European Unit of Account in the agri-
cultural sector would enable the annual fixing ol prices to
be carried out in a more transparent manner; but notes
also the Commission view that the use of the European
Unit of Account would not in itself result in any funda-
mental change in the impact of monetary instability on
the Common Agricultural Policy or eliminate the need
for monetary compensatory amounts ;
!7hat is Mr Hughes' position ?
Mr Hughes. 
- 
I would be happy to accepr this
wording if it is the wish of the House.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 45 to the vote.
Amendment No 45 is adopted.
I put paragraph 2l to the vote.
Paragraph 2l is adopted.
After paragraph 2l I have Amendment No 51, tabled
by Mr Howell:
After paragraph 2l insert the following new paragraph:
'21a. Considers that the abolition of monetary compensa-
tory amounts and the introduction of the European Unit
of Account into agricultural policy are only preliminaries
to the establishment for the first time of a real common
agricultural policy, and accordingly supports as a matter
of prioriry the initiatives of the President of the Commis-
sion, Mr Jenkins, towards the early introduction ol
economic and monetary union.
\(hat is Mr Hughes' position ?
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Mr Hughes rapporteur. 
- 
So long as it is not taken
as a precedent for further referral to the Committee
on the rules of Procedure and Petitions, I am in
favour.
(Laugbter)
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 5l to the vote.
Amendment No 5l is adopted.
I put paragraph 22 to the vote.
Paragraph 22 is adopted.
After paragraph 22 | have Amendment No 12, tabled
by Mr Pisoni, Mr Ligios, Mr Pucci and Mr Brugger :
After paragraph 22 insert the following new paragraph:
'22a. Requests that, in the absence of a Council decision
regarding the definition of average qualiry lor soft wheat
of bread-making quality, the proposed reference price
should apply to the minimum quality and not the
average quality; further requests a review of the interven-
tion system envisaged for the last fwo months of the
marketing year (Article 3 (3), second sub-paragraph of the
basic Regulation No. 272717 5), so as to guarantee
producers the highest intervention price;
!7hat is Mr Hughes' position ?
Mr Hughes, ra.pporteur, 
- 
Opposed, Mr President.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 12 to the vote.
Amendment No 12 is adopted.
On paragraph 23 I have Amendment No 25, tabled
by Mr Mitchell, Mrs Dunwoody, Mr Albertini and Mr
Lemp and seeking to delete this paragraph.
\7hat is Mr Hughes' position ?
Mr Hughes, rapporteur. 
- 
Unfavourable, Mr Presi-
dent.
President. 
- 
Since Mr Mitchell has withdrawn his
amendment, I put paragraph 23 to the vote.
Paragraph 23 is adopted.
On paragraph 24 | have Amendment No 13, tabled
by Mr Pisoni, Mr Ligios, Mr Pucci and Mr Brugger:
Add the following text to paragraph 24l.
'24. . .. points out that there is a shortage of durum wheat
in the Community and that in 1977 production of this
commodity dropped; believes that this demonstrates the
need to encourage its production, not discourage it by
reducing the target price and intervention price;
considers the narrowing of the price ratio between durum
and soft wheat unjustifiable and excessive; requests, for
all these reasons, an increase in the target price and inter-
vention price of durum wheat similar to that granted to
other products; requests that price support per hectare be
maintained in all regions in which it was applied last
year because of the obfective difficulties facing those
regions: difficulties in using the soil for other crops, poor
areas, low yield per hectare, etc.
!flhat is Mr Hughes' position ?
Mr Hughes, rapPorteur. 
- 
My understanding would
be that they would wish to withdraw the amendment
in view of earlier events. I therefore ask the House to
vote against.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 13 to the vote.
Amendment No l3 is adopted.
I put paragraph 24 thus amended to the vote.
Paragraph 24 is adopted.
I put paragraph 25 to the vote.
Paragraph 25 is adopted.
The Committee on Agriculture has not explicitly deliv-
ered an opinion on the Commission's proposal for the
sugar sector, The following five amendments have
been tabled on this sector:
- 
Amendment No 5, tabled by Mr Herbert, Mr
Hunault and Mr Liogier on behalf of the Group of
European Progressive Democrats :
Alter paragraph 25, insert the following new paragraph:
'25a. Notes that in the 1976177 marketing year, sugar
imports amounted to 1 570 000 tonnes, adding to the
surplus in the Community; therefore rejects the Commis-
sion's proposal to reduce the maximum sugar quota from
135 % to l2o/o ol the basic quota'
- 
Amendment No 6, tabled by Mr Herbert, Mr
Hunault and Liogier on behalf of the Group of
European Progressive Democrats :
After paragraph 25, insert the following new paragraph:
'25b. Considers that while the present problems exist in
the sugar sector there should be a ban on new production
of isoglucose and that existing production should be
subiect to the same regime of quotas and levies as exists
for the normal production of sugar'
- 
Amendment No 29, tabled by Mr Mitchell, Mrs
Dunwoody, Mr Albertini and Mr Lemp:
After paragraph 34, add the Iollowing new paragraph:
'34a. Notes that in 1976177 sugar imports amounted to
I 570 000 tonnes and guaranteed price exports to
1779 000 tonnes, while the Community surplus can be
considered to be in the region of 3.5 million tonnes'
- 
Amendmenr No 30, tabled by Mr Albertini and
Mr Lemp:
After paragraph 34, add the following new paragraph:
'34b. Considers it essential, therefore, that the Council, as
a minimum, adopt the Commission's proposal to reduce
the maximum sugar quota from 135 o/o to 120 % of the
basic quota;
- 
Amendment No 31, tabled by Mr Mitchell, Mrs
Dunwoody and Lord Bruce:
After paragraph 34, add the following new paragraph:
'34b. Considers, therefore, that the 'B' quota should be
abolished ;
I call Mr Mitchell.
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Mr Mitchell. 
- 
I withdraw Amendmenr No 31.
President. 
- 
I would ask the rapporteur where he
intends to insert these new paragraphs should the addi-
tional amendments be adopted.
Mr Hughes, ra.pporteur..- At the end of paragraph
36, between the intervention price in fruit and vegeta-
bles and citrus fruits and before the Mediterranean
ones. Paragraphs 29 and 30 reintroduce the original
wording which was deleted in the Committee on Agri-
culture, so that there is no reference to sugar at all in
the report. I would, for obvious reasons, having been
the originator of those in the committee, where they
were lost, wish them to be supported, but I cannot
vote for them.
Amendments Nos 5 and 5 also seek, in a different
form of words, to introduce some comment in this
report on the subject of sugar. I prefer the wording of
Amendments Nos 29 and 30, but leave it to the
House.
President. 
- 
The,amendments will therefore be
considered jointly.
I put Amendment No 5 to the vote.
Amendment No 5 is rejected.
I put Amendment No 29 to the vote.
Amendment No 29 is adopted.
I put Amendment No 30 to the vote.
Amendment No 30 is adopted.
I put Amendment No 6 to the vote.
As the result of the show of hands is not clear, a fresh
vote will be taken by sitting and standing.
Amendment No 6 is reiected.
I put paragraph 26 to the vote.
Paragraph 25 is adopted.
On paragraph 27 I have Amendment No 14, tabled
by Mr Pisoni, Mr Ligios, Mr Pucci and Mr Brugger:
Delete the last part of this paragraph:
'27. ... delays in payment i (rest deleted).
\7hat is Mr Hughes' position ?
Mr Hughes, raPPorteur. 
- 
Against, Mr President.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 14 to the vote.
Amendment No 14 is rejected.
I put paragraph 27 to the vote.
Paragraph 27 is adopted.
I put paragraphs 28 and 29 to the vote.
Paragraphs 28 and 29 are adopted.
On paragraph 30 I have Amendment No 53, tabled
by Lord St. Oswald and Mr Corrie :
Add the following text to this paragraph :
'... and urges the Commission to include lupins among
the crops to be assisted in the vegetable protein and oil
sectors ;'.
What is Mr Hughes' position ?
Mr Hughes, rapporteur. 
- 
I would not be prepared
to make any comment to the House on lupins, Mr
President.
(Laugbter)
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 53 to the vote.
Amendment No 53 is adopted.
I put paragraph 30 thus amended to the vote.
Paragraph 30 is adopted.
On paragraph 3l I have Amendment No 27, tabled
by Mr Mitchell, Mrs Dunwoody and Mr Lemp and
seeking to delete this paragraph.
!7hat is Mr Hughes' position ?
Mr Hughes, ratpportcur. 
- 
I(hatever my personal
preference, I must ask the House to reject this amend-
gent, though I will abs,tain.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 27 to the vote.
Amendment No 27 is rejected.
I put paragraph 31 to the vote.
Paragraph 3l is adopted.
On paragraph 32 I have Amendment No 28, tabled
by Mr Mitchell, Mrs Dunwoody, Mr Albertini and Mr
Lemp and seeking to delete this paragraph.
Mr Mitchell indicates that he wishes to withdraw his
amendment.
I put paragraph 32 to the vote.
Paragraph 32 is adopted.
I put paragraphs 33 and 34 to the vote.
Paragraphs 33 and 34 are adopted.
I would remind the House that the amendments
seeking to insert two new paragraphs after paragraph
34 have already been dealt with.
I put paragraph 35 to the vote.
Paragraph 35 is adopted.
After paragraph 35 I have Amendment No 16, tabled
by Mr Scott-Hopkins:
After paragraph 35 insert the following new paragraph:
'35a. Believes that there should be an increase of the
order of I or 9 o/o in the minimum price of cauli-
flowers ;'.
\7hat is Mr Hughes' position ?
Mr Hughes, rapporteur. 
- 
Unfavourable.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 15 to the vote.
Amendment No 15 is rejected.
I put paragraph 36 to the vote.
Paragraph 35 is adopted.
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On paragraph 37 I have Amendment No 32, tabled
by Mr Mitchell, Mrs Dunwoody and Mr Lemp:
Delete the second part of this paragraph:
'points out .. . wine taxation ;'.
What is Mr Hughes' position ?
Mr Hughes, rdl)l)orteur. 
- 
I myself would wish to
have voted for it, but since I am not in that position, I
must give an unfavourable report while I myself will
abstain.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 32 to the vote.
Amendment No 32 is adopted.
I put paragraph 37 thus amended to the vote.
Paragraph 37 is adopted.
I put paragraph 38 to the vote.
Paragraph 38 is adopted.
On paragraph 39 I have Amendment No 7, tabled by
Mr Liogier and Mr Hunault :
This paragraph to read as follows :
'39. \Telcomes the proposal to introduce a minimum
price for intra-Community wine marketing;'.
What is Mr Hughes' position ?
Mr Hughes, rapporteur. 
- 
Unfavourable.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 7 to the vote.
Amendment No 7 is rejected.
I put paragraph 39 to the vote.
Paragraph 39 is adopted.
I put paragraph 40 to the vote.
Paragraph 40 is adopted.
On paragraph 4l I have Amendment No 52, tabled
by Mr Howell:
Add the following text to this paragraph :
'41. ...; considers that the fatl in dairy cow numbers is
too slow, and that further measures should be taken
to reduce the EEC herd by at least two million
cows ;'.
!7hat is Mr Hughes' position ?
Mr Hughes, raPporteur. 
- 
An identical amendment
was rejected in the committee, Mr President, and there-
fore I must give an unfavourable recommendation.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 52 to the vote.
Amendment No 52 is rejected.
I put paragraph 4l to the vote.
Paragraph 4l is adopted.
On paragraph 42 | have Amendment No 45, tabled
by Mr Ryan, Mr McDonald and Mr L'Estrange:
This paragraph to read as follows :
'42. !7hile considering that it is too soon to gauge the
effect of the action programme to restore balance in
the milk sector, calls for better incentives to
promote diversification of dairy products, thereby
reducing the production of intervention products i.
\7hat is Mr Hughes' position ?
Mr Hughes, rapport(ur. 
- 
Unfavourable.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 45 to the vote.
Amendment No 45 is adopted.
I put paragraphs 43 to 45 to the vote.
Paragraphs 43 to 45 are adopted.
I call Mr Mitchell on a point of order.
Mr Mitchell. 
- 
Mr President, I am not q,iir" .1.r,
what has happened to the proposed new paragraph
43a, which is my amendment.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Hughes.
Mr Hughes, rapporteur. 
- 
It was decided that it
would be more convenient if Amendments 33 and 34
were incorpoarated with Amendment No 8 under
paragraph 46.
President. 
- 
On and after paragraph 46 I have the
following five amendments :
- 
Amendment No 8, tabled by Mr Herbert, Mr
Hunault and Mr Liogier on behalf of the Group of
European Progressive Democrats :
This paragraph to read as follows :
'45. Believes that the co-responsibility levy is ineffectual
and unacceptable to many producers and should
therefore be abandoned forthwith ;'
- 
Amendment No 33hev., tabled by Mr Mitchell,
Mrs Dunwoody, Mr Albertini, Mr Lemp and Mr
Hoffmann:
This paragraph to read as lollows :
'43. Believes that the co-responsability levy is ineffectual
and unacceptable to many producers and should
therefore be abandoned forthwith; consequently, the
proposed price increase of an average of 2 % should
be reduced by an equivalent of l'5 % ;'
- 
Amendment No 34lrev., tabled by Mr Mitchell,
Mrs Dunwoody, Mr Albertini, Mr Lemp and Mr
Hoffmann:
After paragraph 43, add the following new paragraph:
'43a. Feels it essential, however, in implementing this
proposal, that the full increase be paid to the
smaller producers (those in the mountain and disfa-
voured regions and delivering less than 40 000
litres (who had been excluded from paying the levy
in the Commission's original proposal i
- 
Amendment No 35, tabled by Mr Mitchell, Mrs
Dunwoody, Mr Albertini and Mr Lemp and
seeking to delete paragraph 46.
This amendment has since been withdrawn.
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- 
Amendment No 47, tabled by Mr Ryan, Mr McDo-
nald and Mr L'Estrange :
This paragraph to read as follows :
'46. Calls on the Commission to present, as soon as
possible, an initial repon on the application and
effect of the co-responsibility levy in the individual
Member States ;'.
\(zhat is Mr Hughes' position ?
Mr Hughes, rdpporteur. 
- 
Mr President, if you are
taking Amendment No 8 first as being the furthest
from the present text, I would have to give unfavou-
rable advice from the Committee. It was proposed
there and lost. Amendments 33 and 34 are the orig-
inal draft in which the Committee on Agriculture
rejected. On Amendment No 47, I believe that I
should give a favourable opinion whatever the result
of the vote on the earlier amendments.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 8 to the vote.
Amendment No 8 is rejected.
I call Mr Hughes.
Mr Hughes, rapporteur. 
- 
Mr President, in the light
of that, I believe amendments 33 and 34 automatically
fall. Since the co-responsibiliry levy has not been
rejected as ineffectual and unacceptable I ask Mr
Mitchell whether he still wishes to maintain Amend-
ments 33 and 34.
I put Amendment No 47 to the vote.
Amendment No 47 is adopted.
I put paragraph 47 to the vote.
Paragraph 47 is adopted.
On paragraph 48 I have Amendment No 15, tabled
by Mr Pisoni, Mr Ligios, Mr Pucci and Mr Brugger:
Add the following text to this paragraph :
'therefore, in view of the fact that Italy, which has a shor-
tage of dairy products, does not use the intervention
system provided for such products, calls on the Council
to extend the system of privare storage already laid down
for Grana padano and Parmigiano reggiano to 'Provolone'
cheese ;'.
'What is Mr Hughes' position ?
Mr Hughes, rapporteur.- This was brought up in a
slightly different form in the Committee on Agricul-
ture, where it was rejected. I give an unfavourable
recommendation.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No l5 to the vote.
Amendment No l5 is adopted.
I put paragraph 48 thus amended to the vote.
Paragraph 48 is adopted.
On paragraph 49 | have Amendment No 35, tabled
by Mr Mitchell, Mrs Dunwoody, Mr Albertini and Mr
Lemp:
Delete the following :
'Calls, moreover, for this powdered milk to be denatured
through the incorporation of an 'indicator' in order to
prevent its use as food for human consumption rather
than for animal use;'.
'\tr7hat is Mr Hughes' position ?
Mr Hughes, rapl)ortctr. 
- 
I myself will abstain,
because I disagree with this. But I must give a favou-
rable opinion from the Committee on Agriculture.
I put Amendment No 36 to the vote.
Amendment No 36 is adopted.
I put paragraph 49 thus amended ro the vote.
Paragraph 49 is adopted.
On paragraphs 50 I have the following rwo amend-
ments :
- 
Amendment No 48, tabled by Mr Ryan, Mr McDo-
nald and Mr L'Estrange and seeking to delete this
paragraph ;
- 
Amendment No 9, tabled by Mr Herbert, Mr
Hunault and Mr Liogier on behalf of the Group of
European Progressive Democrats :
In this paragraph, replace the words:
'these aims cannot be achieved by a simple intervention
system'
by
'improvements should be made'.
\U7hat is Mr Hughes' position ?
Mr Hughes, ral)porteur. 
- 
I report an unfavourable
opinion on both amendments.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Ryan.
Mr Ryan. 
- 
Mr President, I hope I can keep
everybody happy by withdrawing the amendment in
my name. But if somebody else feels happy about
moving it, I certainly will not object.
(Laugbter)
President. 
- 
Do you maintain your amendment, Mr
Herbert ?
Mr Herbert. 
- 
Yes, Mr President.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 9 to the vote.
Amendment No 9 is rejected.
I put paragraph 50 to the vote.
Paragraph 50 is adopted.
On paragraph 5l I have the following three amend-
ments:
- 
Amendment No 10, tabled by Mr Herbert on
behalf of the Group of European Progressive
Democrats and seeking to delete this paragraph ;
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- 
Amendment No 49, tabled by Mr L'Estrange and
also seeking to delete this paragraph;
- 
Amendment No 50, tabled by Mr Ryan and Mr
McDonald:
This paragraph to read as follows :
'51. Believes that if proposals for a limited direct
payment system are introduced by the Commission,
any such proposals should maintain the guaranteed
income to producers at its present level at least and
be fully financed from Community funds'.
!flhat is Mr Hughes' position ?
Mr Hughes, rapporteur, 
- 
I report an unfavourable
opinion on all three amendments.
President. 
- 
i put Amendment No l0 to the vote.
Amendment No 10 is rejected.
Amendment No 49 thus becomes void.
I put Amendment No 50 to the vote.
Amendment No 50 is rejected.
I put paragraph 5l to the vote.
Paragraph 5l is adopted.
I put paragraph 52 to the vote.
Paragraph 52 is adopted.
On paragraph 53 I have Amendment No ll, tabled
by Mr Herbert, Mr Hunault and Mr Liogier on behalf
of the Group of European Progressive Democrats :
This paragraph to read as follows:
'53. Insists on the early adoption of a common organiza-
tion of the market for sheepmeat based on the esta-
blished principles of the Common Agricultural
policy;'
\7hat is Mr Hughes' position ?
Mr Hughes, roPporteur. 
- 
For the last time I give
an unfavourable opinion, Mr President.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 11 to the vote.
As the result of the show of hands is not clear, a fresh
vote will be taken by sitting and standing.
Amendment No 1l is adopted.
I put paragraph 54 to the vote.
Paragraph 54 is adopted.
After paragraph 54 I have the following two amend-
ments:
- 
Amendment No 17, tabled by Mr Hughes and Mr
Kofoed:
After Paragraph 54, insert the following new paragraph:
'54a. Reserves the right to initiate the conciliation proce-
dure should the Council intend to depart from this
opinion ;'
- 
Amendment No 18, tabled by Mr Caillavet on
behalf of the Committee on Budgets :
After paragraph 54, insert the following new paragraphs:
'Budgetary dspecfi'
'54a. Invites the Commission to propose, fot the 1979
financial year, a system of budgetizing revenue and
expenditure connected with the co-responsability
levy on milk which fully guarantees Parliament's
budgetary rights;
54b. Also invites the Commission to submit, in the preli-
minary draft supplementary budget for the 1979
financial year, proposals capable of solving satisfac-
tory in future the problems connected with agricul-
tural bu{gets;
54c. Reserves the right to initiate the conciliation proce-
dure should the Council intend to depart from this
opinion.'
Amendment No 18 takes in Amendment No 17.
!flhat is Mr Hughes' position ?
Mr Hughes, rctpporteilr. 
- 
I wish to withdraw
Amendment No 17 in fav6ur of Amendment No 18
by the Committee on Budgets, which uses identical
wording.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Klepsch.
Mr Klepsch. 
- 
@ Mr President, Amendment No
18 has three parts. I request that the vote be taken on
each part separately.
President. 
- 
I put to the vote Amendment No 18,
for which it has been requested that we vote sepa-
rately on each of the proposed new paragraphs.
I put paragraph 54a to the vote.
Paragraph 54a is adopted.
I put paragraph 5ab to the vote.
Paragraph 54b is adopted.
I put paragraph 54c to the vote.
Paragraph 54c is adopted.
Before putting the motion for a resolution as a whole
to the vote, explanations of vote may be given.
I call Mr Friih.
Mr Friih. 
- 
(q Mr President, we have had a long
and thorough debate on agricultural prices. In the
Committee on Agriculture the Christian-Democratic
Group got a maiority for its proposal for an average
increase of 5 % in agricultural prices in 1978179
throughout Europe. It has now had to accept defeat
on this point. !7e are convinced that this proposal was
correct from a European point of view because it is
the only way of creating at Community level a basis to
take account, by adapting the green currencies, of the
different developments in costs and incomes in the
individual countries.
!7e wanted to avoid a situation in which particular
cost developments forced certain Member States to
resort to special national measures, and it is an irony
of fate, Mr Brunner, that we were trying to help these
countries at the very moment when this proposal was
not accepted, as a result of which we had to hold a
debate on procedure.
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If we want to ensure the continued existence of the
common agricultural policy, we must prevent an agd-
cultural policy being pursued in the Community
which would enable the Member States, just before
the annual fixing of prices, to cover their require-
mens by helping themselves in a sort of national self-
service shop, leaving hardly any scope for a price
increase at European level.
(ApplausQ
An average ...
(lWixed red.ctions)
Prcsident. 
- 
Please come to the end of your explana-
tion of vote.
(Applause)
Mr Frilh. 
- 
(D) . . . rise at European level of 2 o/o in
agricultural prices, which would be even less for those
countries with hard currencies, is unacceptable. For
this reason, the Christian-Democratic Group reiects
the motion for a resolution in its present form.
Presfdent. 
- 
I catl Mr Broeksz.
Mr Broeksz. 
- 
(NL) Mr Presideng can you read out
the rule which states that it is permissible to make a
statement before voting ? I thought that that was only
possible after voting.
President. 
- 
I shall read out Rule 26 (3) of the Rules
of Procedure:
Once the general debate and consideration of the texts
have been concluded, only explanations of vote shall be
permitted before the matter as a whole is put to the vote.
I call Mr Herbert.
Mr Herbert. 
- 
I merely wish to point ou( Mr Presi-
dent that in view of the rejection of paragraph 15,
which contained the Committee on Agriculture's call
for a 5 o/o price increase, my group is voting againsl
as well as against the continuation of the
co-responsibility levy and the general undertone of
the motion for a resolution.
Presidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr Fellermaier.
Mr Fellermoier. 
- 
(D My Groupl*ill vore for the
motion for a resolution, and one of f,ur main reasons
for doing so is the promising Amendment No 22,
which for the first time in the European Parliament
gives a couraS€ous and far-sighted start to a new agri-
cultural policy, on which we wish to congratulate the
Commission.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Eberhard.
Mr Eberhord. 
- 
(F) Mr Presideng I explained
y9q5rdfy that a 5 o/o increase in prices is still not
enough for us. The fact that this increase is limited to
2 % justifies our decision to vote against this motion.
On the other hand, when I hear a Member saying that
he is opposed to the co-responsibility levy while at
the same time he is a member of the Group to which
the French 'majorit6' 
- 
which has applied this same
levy in France 
- 
belongs, I am rather surprised .. .
(Protests form certain benches of tbe Groult of Euro-
pean Progressiae Democrats)
President. 
- 
I call Mr McDonald.
Mr McDonald. 
- 
Mr President, I should just like to
say that I, for the first time since we joined this Parlia-
ment in 1973, will be voting against this annual
motion for a resolution, because I think it is just ridi-
culous that the Parliament should give an opinion in
favour of a 2 o/o increase, which is even less than the
Commission are proposing themselves. I think it
leaves the farming community far behind the rest of
the population. In Britain they have a l0 o/o offer for
their workers ; in my own country it is the same. I
think the farming community is being iet down badly.
President. 
- 
I put the motion for a resolution as a
whole to the vote.
The resolution is adopted.r
(Applause fronr oarious quarters on the left)
\7e shall now consider the Yeats report (Doc.
t38/77): Amendtnent of tbe Rules of Procedure of
Parliament.
Since the majoriry required is, as you can see, not
present, I propose that the vote be postponed to the
April part-session.
Are there any objections ?
That is agreed.
ll. Urgent debate
President. 
- 
I have received from all the political
groups a motion for a resolution, with request for
urgent debate pursuant to Rule 14 of the Rules of
Procedure, on the kidnapping of Mr Aldo Moro, Presi-
dent of the Italian Christian-Democratic Party (Doc.
7178).
I shall consult Parliament on the adoption of urgent
procedure at the beginning of tomorrow's sitting.
The proceedings will now be suspended until 3.00
P.m.
The House will rise.
(Tbe sitting was suspended at 1.45 p.m. and resumed
at 3.00 p.m)
t OJ C 85 of 10. 4. 1978.
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IN THE CHAIR: MR MEINTZ
Vice-President
President. 
- 
The sitting is resumed.
13. Question Time
President. 
- 
The next item is the continuation of
Question Time (Doc. ll78), comprising questions to
the Commission.
I call Question No 8 by Sir Derek l7alker-Smith, for
whom Mr Fletcher-Cooke is deputizing :
!7hat is the present status of the drafting of the Fifth
Company Directive ; and in particular whether the
Commission proposes to proceed now to the production
of a definitive draft or a further Green Paper ; and what
timetable they envisage ?
Mr Brunner, Member of tbe Commission. 
- 
(D)
Parliament's Legal Affairs Committee will shortly be
asked to state its opinion on this question. The whole
thing is based on a limited number of articles in the
Fifth Company Directive. As you know, this Directive
dates from 1972 and we hope that the process of
getting Parliament's opinion will not take too long.
You will be receiving the working document shortly.
Mr Fletcher-Cooke. 
- 
Is the Commissioner aware
that very much the same sort of answer was given by
Mr Davignon in November last year, when he said
that he hoped the paper would be ready before the
end of the year and certainly before the end of
January this year ? rUfe are now in March and no
paper has appeared. \U7hat is holding it up, if it is only
a limited number of articles ? Isn't that a reason why
it should have come earlier ? And is not the honour of
the Commission and indeed of Mr Davignon some-
what involved in this, since a promise that was given
in November appears to have been broken ?
Mr Brunner. 
- 
(D) I am sure that the paper will be
submitted to the Legal Affairs Committee in the near
future. Ve hope that Parliament will then be in a posi-
tion to give its opinion by the autumn of this year.
The next steps will only be taken on the basis of Parli-
ament's opinion.
President. 
- 
Since its author is absent, Question No
9 by Mr Ripamonti will receive a written reply.r
I call Question No 10 by Mr Osborn:
Is the Commission satisfied that the key Community
languages are being adequately taught throughout the
Community ?
Mr Brunner,lllember of tbe Commission. 
- 
(D)U/e
are by no means satisfied with the state of language
teaching in the Community. English figures in all the
school syllabuses in most Member States, as does
French. Other Community languages, like Danish and
Dutch, hardly ever appear in Member States' sylla-
buses. \fle hope that this situation will improve.
Under the terms of the educational action
programme, we shall do our utmost to develop
exchange programmes for language teachers. !7e hope
that gradually we shall reach a situation in which
every child in the Community learns a second
language.
Mr Osborn. 
- 
Is Mr Brunner aware that in Great
Britain, for instance, young people are less 6nthusi-
astic to learn foreign languages than was the case
three or four years ago ? Is he equally aware that one
of the causes of this is that foreign languages are not
taught as an aid to other expertise and other qualifica-
tions, but as an object in themselves ? I very much
hope the Commission will take a lead in this. I have
in mind the fact that engineers should have language
qualifications to work in at least three Community
countries. But the worst aspect of this is that educa-
tion departments tend to employ their own nationals
at this time of recession. \7hat evidence has he of the
tendency to employ language teachers of the nation-
ality of the school rather than teachers of the nation-
ality of the language being taught ? IUTe have too many
English teachers teaching French and German. And
from my constituents' experience I am certain this is
the familiar pattern throughout the Community, and
unless the Community and the Commission take an
initiative, we shall go backwards rather than forwards.
Sir Brandon Rhys Williams. 
- 
What initiatives is
the Commission taking to encourage teacher
exchanges, so that more children have the opportunity
of learning languages from native speakers ?
Mr Mitchell. 
- 
\7hat is the Commissioner's defini-
tion of a key Community language ?
Mrs Kellett-Bowman. 
- 
\fould the Commissioner
not agree that it would vastly improve the mobility
both of our young teachers and of our young workers
if an improvement were to be made in the teaching of
languages and in the conditions which teachers enjoy
in other Member States ?
Mr Schyns. 
- 
(D) Could Mr Brunner perhaps tell us
what the Commission has in mind to encourage langu-
age-learning on the Continent ? The fact remains that
it is always a problem to incorporate foreign language
tuition into the normal school syllabus and to see to it
that the necessary teaching staff are available. In
taking the initiative in this case, the Commission
could really give a lead.
Mr Btunner. 
- 
(D) It is indeed true that foreign
language tuition suffers from the fact that with
increased specialization at school, foreign languages
often do not count so heavily towards the final grades
as do other subjects. This is a definite obstacle andI See Annex.
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over the last few years, foreign language tuition in
Europe has been going backwards rather than
forwards. This is a subject we are going to have to
devote some attention to.
rVe must find ways of giving lnguage teaching a new
place in school syllabuses, of making it more central
to the educational effort As part of the Education
Ministers' action programme, we are currently
engaged in financing pilot schemes with this end in
mind. The point of these schemes is to ensure that
school syllabuses are better geared to language
teaching and to encourage teacher exchanges. This
should then enable more and more teachers to give
tuition in their own languages to children in other
countries. \U7e do not find the present situation very
satisfactory, in which language teachers are employed
with the sole aim of overcoming unemployment
problems.
To my way of thinking, there is no such thing as a
key Community language. I think we should concen-
trate our efforts on ensuring that every child in the
Community learns one of the other Community
languages, whichever it may be, but at least one
second language.
The conditions for the training of language teachers
in the various Member States is another point which
deserves a great deal of attention. There, too, we hope
that the Education Ministers will finance more
projects. On the basis of the experience gained from
the first pilot schemes, we shall submit proposals for
more ambitious proiects to the Education Ministers in
July'
How can we encourage language teaching in general ?
I think that all these measures taken together 
-better adaptation to the school syllabuses, improved
exchange of teaching staff, greater relative importance
accorded to languages in the overall marking 
- 
are
what are required. Of course they all cost money and
so we shall expect the Education Ministers to make
more funds available. I think that all the Finance
Ministers in Europe will take a sympathetic attitude.
After all, the free movement of people and the free
exchange of ideas depends on improved communica-
tion between peoples.
President. 
- 
I call Question No I I by Mr Howell :
Does the Commission agree that the elimination of the
green currency system is necessary before economic and
monetary union can be brought into effect ?
Mr Gundelach, Vice-President of the Comntission.
- 
Mr Howell asked me whether I agree that the elimi-
nation of the green currency system is necessary
before economic and monetary union can be brought
into effect, and the answer is an obvious 'yes',
Mr Howell. 
- 
I am very grateful for Mr Gundelach's
reply, and I think this is a very big step forward. He
has previously been talking of phasing out the green
currencies over a 7-year period, but yesterday he indi-
cated that perhaps a shorter period would be better,
and he is moving nearer to the 3-year period which
most people think is necessary. I welcome this
change, of course. Furthermore, could I ask him
whether he would agree that it is necessary to elimi-
nate the green currency system before we can think of
any enlargement of the Community ?
Mr Gundelach. 
- 
First, I would like to say to Mr
Howell that there really is no question of a change of
mind on my part: I have always wished to have the
monetary compensatory system restricted or abolished
as soon as circumstances permitted it. The 7-year prop-
osal was a reaction to the inability of the Council to
get anywhere with the previous proposal, which was
more ambitious. If there is a possibility of doing it
quicker, as we have discussed in the agricultural
debate, you will find me on that side always. But your
question really was not that : the question was
whether we can have monetary compensatory
amounts in a system of monetary union, and that obvi-
ously you cannot, because monetary union means that
you have one currency, or a set of currencies which
are unbreakably linked to each other 
- 
otherwise it is
not a monetary union 
- 
and in that system obviously
there is no place for monetary compensatory amounts.
President. 
- 
I call Question No 12 by Sir Brandon
Rhys \Tilliams:
Does the Commission consider that all Member States
adequately ensure that animals transported live for
slaughter are not ill-treated, and when does it propose to
establish Communiry regulations and inspection checks
on this trade ?
Mr Gundelach, Vice-President for tbe Contmission,
- 
The question raised by Sir Bandon Rhys \(illiams
about the conditions under which live animals are
being transported for slaughter in other Community,
countries and third countries, is an important one,
and one which I do not think has been given enough
attention in debates in the institutions of the Commu-
nity hitherto. I am therefore happy that the question
is being put, because it allows me, however briefly, to
indicate what action has been taken, and what action I
am taking, to deal with this matter.
ln 1974 rules were introduced to secure reasonable
conditions under which animals were slaughtered,
which applied to all animals being traded inside the
Communiry. The control of those rules is the responsi-
bility of the Commission. The rules are on the whole
being abided by, but I must report thar we have had
reason to start infringement procedures in two cases,
which have led, or are about to lead, to satisfactory
results. But it is not just a question of the slaughter : it
is also a question of how the live animals are treated
in transport, how they are fed and how they are
lodged en routc from one Member State to another.
Therefore, on my proposal, the Council adopted the
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directive last July which will enter into force on I
August of this year, which lays down rules for the treat-
ment of live animals in intra-Community trade. Here
again, it is up to the Commission to see that these
rules are adhered to by the Member States. In order to
be able to do so, there must be appropriate controls.
Therefore we are about to propose to the Council and
Parliament an implementing regulation which will
tighten the control of the basic provisions in the direc-
tive adopted by the Council on the Commission's
proposal last year.
I twice mentioned the role of the Commission in exer-
cising control in regard to the treatment of animals,
but similar questions also arise in regard to veterinary
regulations, which are often quite serious obstacles to
trade 
- 
that is the other side of the picture.
Consequently, a few weeks ago, I submitted to the
Council an action programme concerning the treat-
ment of animals and veterinary questions 
- 
of which
the matter we are now discussing is a part. This was in
order to have the backing of the Council, and hope-
fully also of this Parliament, and in order to obtain
the qualified personnel to carry out the control func-
tions which we have undertaken, since the rules
would otherwise have remained a dead letter. I am
happy to say that the overall reaction of the Council
was extremely favourable, and we can therefore expect
to make significant Progress. \J7e are left with the
problem of exporting live animals to third counrries.
This problem we have been able to deal with by a
Council of Europe convention with all our neigh-
bouring countries in Europe. $7e still have to find a
solution to the problem of exports of live animals to
North Africa or to the Middle East, which is not very
significant, but which nevertheless exists. It is now our
intention to try to do that using the same method that
we used with our neighbouring countries in Europe
- 
a convention. If that fails, we will have to take
matters into our own hands and introduce the neces-
sary control measures: papers concerning rules of
origin and the like.
Sir Brandon Rhys Williams! 
- 
May I say that the
evidence of continuing neglect and cruelty in the
transport of live animals is giving rise to widespread
concern and to strong pressure for the trade to be
totally banned ? I feel there would be no need for the
trade to be banned if it were properly supervised, and
may we welcome the Commissioner's intention to
propose a new implementing regulation to tighten the
controls on transport and an action programme for
animal protection ? These are announcements which
will be very widely welcomed in the Communiry. \7ill
the Commissioner consider the possibility that the
procedure for documentation should be tightened, so
that animals in transit can be traced through to their
consignees and are not reconsigned for further transit,
particularly further transit outside the Communiry,
and also that their condition on arrival can be made
the subject of appropriate checks ?
Mr Osborn. 
- 
Mr Gundelach has already written to
me on this subject. I welcome his letter and the reply,
but I, like many other Members in the Community,
have a problem. I have an urban constituency with
many animal lovers who are concerned, as members,
for instance, of the Royal Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals, about the fact that animals are
suffering in transport for one reason or another. I have
farmers who specialize in the export of beef and
sheep, and therefore I welcome the fact that the
Commission anticipate taking over responsibility for
this; and will it in fact be the only body with the
appropriate powers, or will it delegate these powers to
national organizations and ensure they exercise the
authority given to them ?
Mr Klinker. 
- 
(D) Mr Gundelach was asked about
slaughtered animals.
Does he not think it far rnore economical and rational
for the slaughtering to take place where the animals
are raised, with a consequent saving of transport
costs ? If this were to happen, this whole question of
ill-treatment in transit would not arise. Cattle for
breeding are another matter entirely. But the Commis-
sion should, in my opinion, give some thought to a
development programme whereby the animals would
be slaughtered where they are raised, which would
mean that they could be graded and marketed far
more rationally. I would ask Mr Gundelach whether
any thought has been given to this at all.
Mr Gundelach. 
- 
I think it would be logical if I
started with Mr Klinker's point first. Evidently, in
normel circumstances, the trade in meat is more
economic when it takes place in carcases or in parts of
the animal, and that is indeed the normal practice.
The Commission is perfectly well aware of that. By
implementing structural proposals and individual
proiects, we have tried to ease bottle-necks by giving
grants to slaughter-houses in order to secure an easier
trade in meat in the form of carcases or pieces. I agree
with Mr Klinker that we should consider that the
normal way. But that being said, there will always be
some trade in live animals for breeding purposes and
the like, and however limited the numbers the kind of
question which Sir Brandon Rhys lfilliams and Mr
Osborn have raised will come up and must be dealt
with. It is evident that whilst we either have, or are
about to have reasonable rules to deal with it, there is
something lacking: that is, an efficient control. That
control must be brought about in a harmonized way.
That means the Commission has to take a responsi-
bility, which it has already been exercising under the
directives. It must then be given qualified personnel,
in order to carry out these control functions in prac-
tice. To Mr Osborn I would say, it will always have to
be done in cooperation with national organizations,
otherwise we can never function properly. And to Sir
Brandon Rhys \Tilliams I would say that it does
involve the necessary documentation, including the
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question of reconsignation, which was the third part
of the statement I made to begin with. Let me end by
saying that, important as is the question of protection
of animals in transport, the question of the free move-
ment of goods and the avoidance of bans or non-tariff
barriers in the form of veterinary obstacles is impor-
tant too, and the action programme I referred to
covers the points raised by Sir Bandon Rhys \Tilliams
and Mr Osborn, but it also covers the question of
dismantling veterinary obstacles to the free circulation
of agricultural commodities.
President. 
- 
Since its authors are absent. Questions
No 13 by Mr Notenboom and No 14 by Mr van
Aerssen will receive a written reply.l
I call Question No 15 by Mr Jensen:
Does the Commission find it disturbing that the tax
authorities of one Member State should arbitrarily
increase the assessable income of individual companies
or of a whole industrial sector as has recently happened
in Denmark where the tax authorities have overruled the
official tax returns of several multinational oil companies
operating in Denmark, and is there a danger that similar
general increases might be imposed on the subsidiaries of
companies registered in the Community in respect of
business conducted both within and outside the Commu-
nity ?
Mr Brunner, ^fuIenrber of the Cornmission. 
- 
(D)The
Commission has taken note of this problem from
newspaper reports. It is an internal Danish problem.
'We assume that the companies have the right to take
legal steps against these decisions.
As you know, there is a directive of 19 December
1977 on business done between legally related
companies. This involves business done between a
parent company and a subsidiary which have regis-
tered offices in different Member States of the
Community. In all Member States, there is a means of
correction in cases where value of such a business deal
deviates from the norm.
Another way of overcoming the problem is to have
recource to double taxation agreements. These double
taxation agreements, however, do not cover the full
range of likely problems. In December 1976 we
submitted a draft directive to the Council designed to
prevent double taxation in the case of parent
companies and their subsidiaries. This directive has
not yet been passed by the Council, but when it is
eventually passed 
- 
which we hope will happen 
- 
it
will of course cover only business relationships
between Member States.
Mr Jensen. 
- 
(DK) I should like to thank Mr
Brunner for his answer. If I understand him correctly,
the Commission takes the view that what has
happened in Denmark could have unfortunate
consequences at both international and Community
level as regards double taxation of European
companies. I fully realize that this is an internal
Danish problem, but the consequences could be of
such great importance for international trade that
disregarding the accounts of multinational companies
in this way will inevitably mean a flight of capital
from the Community, and the question, therefore, is
how the specific case referred to here can fail to result
in a distortion of competition. I should therefore like
to ask a supplementary question. Does the Commis-
sion realize the negative consequences this could have
on the employment situation in the Community ?
Mr Brunner. 
- 
(D) Neither of these possibilities 
-the distortion of competition and the loss of jobs 
-can be ruled out. However, the affair has now reached
a stage in the legal process in which the Commission
sees no need to intervene.
President. 
- 
I call Question No 15 by Mr Herbert :
Is the Commission aware of recent studies linking the
consumption of margarine with cancer and if so what
measures will it take to protect the health of Community
citizens ?
Mr Brunner, -fuIentber of the Comnti.ssion. 
- 
(D/ No
direct link has so far been proved scientifically
between margarine and cancer. Scientists suspect that
certain colouring agents may possibly have some influ-
ence on the development of cancer. The Commission
is examining this question and has commissioned a
study on the subject. Ve should await the results of
this study before going any further.
Mr Herbert. 
- 
I am thankful for the Commis-
sioner's reply and in view of this evidence linking
cancer with magarine consumption, I am glad indeed
to learn that the Commission is taking steps to allay
the fears of vast numbers of Community citizens who
consume margarine in large quantities.
Mr Klinker. 
- 
(D) rU7ould the Commission also be
prepared to investigate whether advertising for marga-
rine 
- 
which always plays on the health value of
margarine 
- 
is at all permissible under the Commu-
nity's competition laws ? After all, the health value of
margarine is disputed by leading scientists in the
Community and there is, moreover, a legal ruling in
Germany, whereby it is unfair to use the health proper-
ties of margarine for advertising purposes, because it
has never been proved that margarine has any health
value at all ? \(ould Mr Brunner be prepared to
extend his investigations to cover this aspect of the
question ?
Mr Mitchell. 
- 
If there is any rruth in this rather
peculiar question, would not the best way be to reduce
the price of butter and encourage butter consump-
tion ?
Mr Brunner.- (D) I do not think there is any need
for me to reply to the question on reducing the price
of butter. You have had the opportunity this morning
to debate many of these aspects.I See Annex
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As far as advertising for margarine is concerned, we
can only say at the moment that we shall carefully
investigate any information we receive on the subject.
I am not in a position to promise you that we shall
launch a special investigation into this aspect.
President. 
- 
I call Question No 17 by Mr Spicer, for
whom Mr Shaw is deputizing:
Why is it necessary for the United Kingdom to impose a
tariff of over 22 0/o on imports of tinned mandarin
oranges when 98 o/o of the supply originates from Spain ?
Mr Gundelach, Vice-President of tbe Commission,
- 
The duty on tinned mandarins is in lact 21 o/o lor
products in packages of more than I kilo and 22 o/o
for those in packages of one kilo or less. !7hy is that ?
Because it was stipulated in the Accession Treaty : it
was agreed it should be like that. That being so, I
want to indicate that in 1973 the Community
proposed to Spain a significant tariff quota with a
reduction in the duty on imports of tinned mandarins,
which mostly come to the Community from Spain, by
40 %. But owing to other circumstances in our rela-
tions with Spain, they have never taken us up on this
offer.
Secondly, I would like draw your attention ro the fact
that imports into the Communiry, particularly into
the United Kingdom, of tinned mandarins are very
small when compared with imports of the product in
the form of fresh fruit 
- 
fresh mandarins in various
forms, with the seeds in, the seeds out, or what have
you 
- 
and there the tariff reductions under the Medi-
terranean policy have been carried out 
- 
80 % in
regard to the Maghreb countries, 60 o/o in regard to
Israel, Egypt, the Lebanon, Jordan and Turkey, and
40 o/o in regard to Spain. So the product which the
consumer prefers does not actually carry the duty of
22 o/o.
Mr Shaw. 
- 
I am given to understand by Mr Spicer
that there is concern that this tariff has been imposed
because of the slowness of the Community in renew-
ing certain arrangements. Now it may be from what
the Commissioner has told us that that is in fact not
so, but I would be grateful to him if he would explain
the position, because certainly this feeling is fairly
widespread in the trade and it will lead, if rhat is so, ro
an unnecessary hiccup in the smooth trade and an
unnecessary temporary rise in prices.
Mr Gundelach. 
- 
No, it is due to no slowness in
acting with regard to that particular product or like
products. It is due to the fact that it has been, for
reasons you have had explained here before, very diffi-
cult to come to an agreement with Spain. First, we
had certain political events which are fortunately now
behind us. Then came the situation where the
Community wanted to regulate its trading relations
with Spain in the light of the enlargement of the
Community. It was in that connection that we
proposed a 40 o/o drop in the tariff. The reply of the
Spaniards was : No, what we are looking for now is a
different type of relationship with the Community
and, that being so, there is no point in negotiating any
special arrangement in the meantime. It is really that
set of general tactical manoueuvres which has led to a
delay in regard to certain specific issues, but I would
like to add, that, having now arrived at a point where
Spain has clearly declared her intention to become a
member of the Community, we can now turn in a
pragmatic way to solving outstanding trade problems
in the interim period. ,
President. I call Question No 18 by Mr
Normanton, for whom Mr Fletcher-Cooke is depu-
rizing:
In the event of an energy crisis how does the Commis-
sion propose that the available oil should be shared and
distributed among the Member States ?
Mr Brunner, Menber of the Contnis-rion. 
- 
(D)
There are two Community decisions to be imple-
mented in a time of crisis, the first of which dates
from March 1977, the second from November 1977.
Neither of these decisions provides for the oil
produced in the Member States as a whole to be distri-
buted among the other Member States in accordance
with a system of quotas. IThat the two decisions do
provide for is as follows. At a time of crisis, when oil
supplies are interrupted, it is possible for one Member
State's exports to another Member State to be curbed
because the former has to look after its own supplies.
In a case like this, the Commission would be respon-
sible for monitoring the restrictions and for helping to
control this exceptional situation.
The second Community decision provides for
economies in refined products and crude oil in a
crisis. These economies would be regulated in the
Member States by reference to a guidance quota to be
fixed by the Commission in consultation with the
Member States. The International Energy Agency in
Paris has a provision going rather further than ours,
and which provides for the allocation of oil at a time
of crisis. As you know, not all the Member States of
the Community are members of this Agency.
Mr Fletcher-Cooke. 
- 
Following on what the
Commissioner says about the problems of 'allocation,
may I ask him about arrangements to prevent the
disruption of supplies and the monitoring of the
curbing and the consequential economies which he
referred to in his reply ? In the light of current events
in the Middle East, can the Commission assure the
House that these measures are all ready to be taken,
that they are equitable and can be speedily enforced
and that they have been accepted by all nine
members of the Community ?
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- 
(D) These decisions taken by the
Council of Ministers are intended to ensure a
minimum level of solidarity between the Member
States in the event of a crisis. These crisis plans have
been approved and would be implemented in a time
of crisis. \flhat they amount to is that the use of oil
and oil products would be restricted to a lower level
uniformly in all the Member States. The Commission
would then have the job of supervising the system and
consulting the Member States to ensure that the
system was working fairly. Things being as they are at
present on the political scene in the Middle East, we
see no need as yet to set this crisis plan in motion.
Plans of this kind should be carried out only when
supplies are already being interrupted. There are at
present no signs of such interruptions occurring in
the near future.
Mrs Ewing. 
- 
\7hile one trusts that in a crisis there
would be solidarity and cooperation, may I ask the
Commissioner to consider that his answer today has
raised quite a serious point of principle on which he
appears, perhaps unwittingly, to be in conflict with
answers repeatedly given in the House of Commons
to myself and other Members as to whether there is or
is not a UK agreement to anything that would inter-
fere with three pledges that were given at the time of
entry 
- 
namely, that the oil resources of the United
Kingdom would, so far as three areas are concerned
(the rate of extraction, the control and fixing of prices
and the choice of markets), not be affected by entry
into the EEC, and that those pledges were given by
pro-Marketeers ? Until such time as the UK subscribes
to a common energy policy, are we not really coming
to one, or something like one, by a back door, because
while one may ask for cooperation, I would suggest
that to demand monitoring of the UK in a crisis,
would actually be to break these pledges before we
had arrived at a common energy policy ?
Mr Brunner. 
- 
(D) I can see no conflict here. The
United Kingdom, in voting in favour of these Council
of Ministers' decisions, did nothing more than
confirm what had already been agreed under the
auspices of the Energy Agency in Paris. The only
thing we are concerned with here is drawing up
advance plans in the event of a crisis, plans which 
-if it came to the crunch 
- 
would be to the benefit of
the United Kingdom. The point is to ensure that oil,
which in the event of a crisis can no longer be
exported to other Community countries to the same
extent as before (because of an emergency situation in
the United Kingdom, can actually be used in the
United Kingdom. So I can see no conflict here.
President. 
- 
I call Question No 19 by Lord Bess-
borough :
In the light of the call during the International Atomic
Energy Agency conference in Lusaka by the President of
Zambia for African uranium enrichment facilrties, in
November 1977, what consideration is the Commission
giving to the inclusion of Euratom provisions in a rene-
gotiated Lom6 Convention ?
Mr Brunner, hlcntbcr of tbc Commission. 
- 
(D)Ute
have noted the President of. Zambia's offer with
interest. The negotiations on Lom6 II give us the
chance to discuss these matters. On the other hand,
we are still participating in the internationl nuclear
fuel cycle evaluation. Under these circumstances, it is
not advisable to go into such discussions with'fixed
ideas. We have an open mind and are prepared to
engage in a free exchange of views. \fle shall draw the
appropriate consequences from this exchange of
views. But we should not act precipitately.
Lord Bessborough. 
- 
Is the Commission really
satisfied that the energy needs of the Lom6 countries
are reasonably well safeguarded ?
Mr Brunner. 
- 
(D) !(i'e have been making efforts
under the terms of Lom6 I to carry out a number of
practical energy projects in coniunction with these
countries, We are also engaged in discussions on
uranium exploration and the improvement of explora-
tion techniques. !7e have carried out a number of
solar energy projects and we believe this to be a
fruitful field for further investigation. \fle shall carry
on discussions with these countries as part and parcel
of the Lom6 II negotiations.
President. 
- 
Questiort Tinte is closed I
I thank the representatives of the Commission for
their contributions.
13. Regulations ot sugar and isoglucose
President. 
- 
The 'next item is the report (Doc.
556/77) drawn up by Mr Scott-Hopkins on behalf of
the Committee on Agriculture on
the proposals from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council for
- 
a regulation amending Regulation (EEC) No 3330174
on the common organization of the market in sugar,
- 
a regulation amending Regulation (EEC) No lllllTT
laying down common provisions for isoglucose.
I call Mr Scott-Hopkins.
Mr Scott-Hopkins, ral)porteur. 
- 
This is really a
rather modest proposal, Mr President.
There is, as the House will be fully aware, a large
surplus of sugar within the Community. We were
discussing this in the agricultural debate which has
just taken place, and indeed we took one or two deci-
sions, concerning isoglucose, which is all part of this,
I See Annex
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during that debate. The situation, as the House will be
aware at the moment, is that there are 3.3 million
tonnes for export, 2.6 million tonnes being the respon-
sibility of the Community, and 240 000 tonnes being
the actual level of exports. lWe have a surplus in this
Community at the moment. The ,.rsoni for it are
irrelevant to this particular debate. The fact is that it
does exist, owing to our commitments under Lom6,
owing to various other commitments, and efforts that
we have made in this field over the past years 
- 
the
levels of sugar beet production and so on. So what the
Commission has come forward with is an attempt to
alleviate this problem to, I must admit, a very small
extent. It is saying, rightly, that liquid sugar can be
exported, and if it is exported, then restitutions should
be available, and therefore they are proposing that this
should take place. They hope to increase the exports
of sugar from this 
- 
I hate the word 'mountain' 
-excess supply of sugar of 3 million tonnes, by l0 %
- 
in other words, they hope to increase the sugar
export position by 20 000 to 24 000 tonnes. This of
course will aid, the situation as far as the storage is
concerned, and so on, but as I must repeat to the
House, Mr President, it is not really a very gargantuan
effort, and the effect on Community stocks will be
minimal. The method by which this will be done is of
course to subsidize liquid sugar which is being used in
manufacture.
There is a problem as I understand it, and perhaps the
Commissioner can, when he is replying, answer us.
First of all I am not quite clear as to what the situa-
tion is as far as the Community and the International
Sugar Agreement is concerned. I thought we had at
last found a compromise which allowed the Commu-
nity to join, but I have just been told by people who
are interested in this that this has not yet been
decided. Perhaps the Commissioner might be able to
explain to us what the situation is, because it is rele-
vant to the whole export situation of the Community.
As I said, the whole Community is in suqplus, and of
course there are other countries who are interested in
third markets, and I do not think that these extra
20-24 thousand tonnes of sugar which are going to be
enported in processed and liquid form are going to
affect those other markets, but it is advisable thaithe
House should be aware of the whole situation There is
the further issue, of much more minor importance, of
sugar used in the manufacturer of pharmaceuticals,
under heading CCT 30.03 B ll. As I understand it,
this is excluded for some reason or other. Yet there is
a fairly substantial take-up as far as the export of these
pharmaceuticals is concerned. Perhaps the Commis-
sioner can tell us why these particular products have
been excluded rather than included. I should say here
that I have been approached by the industry in the
United Kingdom, who are anxious that these products
under 30.03 B should be included and be eligible to
receive this expoft restitution. I do not quite under-
stand why they have been excluded. !7e hope that the
Commissioner can explain that.
That is the first part of the motion which I am prop-
osing to the House, and I think it is fairly acceptable
as it stands. The second part concerns isoglucose.
Here I find myself in a little bit of a difficulty. Here is
a new process, based, to a certain extent, on maize but
which can also be based on other agricultural
products; indeed, it could be based on potatoes, for
that matter. The situation at the moment is that a levy
is imposed on imported maize and on isoglucose
production. Iflhat I am extremely anxious to see 
-and I say this in my own capacity 
- 
is that the isoglu-
cose production should not be halted in mid-track for
lack of profitability. I do not want to see isoglucose
expanding hugely, and indeed in the recent debare on
agriculture we took a decision, as a House, not to
impede new production of isoglucose. Nevertheless,
one does not want to see this vastly expanding. But
this is a nascent industry; the product is cheap. It
cannot be crystallized,' as I understand it at the
moment, it is only produced in fructose liquid state.
Nevertheless, this is a new industry, with a cheap
product which is one of the results of technological
progress. The total production is 85 000 tonnes at the
meoment, and estimated production by the end of
this year or next year is about 150 000 tonnes. I do
not believe that this will damage the existing situa-
tion, though I can understand the anxieites of
producers of sugar beet within the Community. I
think what is being proposed is the right thing : that
there should be an export refund in the region of 1 5
u.a. per 100 kilogrammes, and that the production
levy of 5 u.a. per 100 kilogrammes should stay. And
so I,would have thought that with that and the sugar
production levy of 9.8 and the isoglucose import levy
ol 32.12, this is a situation which can be tolerated by
the agricultural economy.
\Ve have had a long agricultural debate this morning
and yesterday, and I do not want to weary the House
with any further details, except to recommend to it
the report which stands in my name and that of the
Committee on Agriculture.
IN THE CHAIR: MR ADAMS
Vice-President
President. 
- 
I ca Mr Klinker to speak on behalf of
the Christian-Democratic Group.
Mr Klinker. 
- 
(D) Mr President, my Group is in
favour of the motion for a resolution. Ifle also agree in
principle with the rapporteur's explanatory statement
on beet sugar. As for pharmaceutical products, we are
of course very well aware that the pharmaceutical
industry purchases a great deal of sugar as well as milk
powder, but on the other hand we also know that thc
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revenues of the pharmaceutical industry are so high
that basically it is not necessary to break down these
products into their component parts and then work
out how to balance it all out when these products are
sold from one country to another. IUTith the small
units it is, in my view, administratively impossible to
carry this out, and to this extent I suppose that this is
one of the reasons why the Commission did not
include such a provision, since the administrative
costs would be out of all proportion to the effect
which could be achieved by it.
However, my Group completely disagrees with what
the rapporteur said in his explanatory statement on
isoglucose. Since we have sugar surpluses 
- 
as the
rapporteur himself pointed out any further
measures to promote or ease the production of isoglu-
cose will make it more expensive to organize the
sugar market and will aggravate the beet sugar
problem, since this isoglucose is manufactured from
imported maize, and if there were ever a supply crisis
- 
I would remind you that during the Korean 'S7ar
and in both !7orld '$7ars there were major sugar
supply crises 
- 
it will be all the more difficult for us
to tackle the problem if we have neglected European
beet cultivation in favour of a competing product. \fle
therefore hold the view that this new technology 
-this is not stated in the resolution, but that is how it is
presented in the explanatory statement 
- 
with
extremely low production costs is naturally in competi-
tion with beet sugar and that as a result the organiza-
tion of the market in beet sugar may of course
become more expensive.
I had to say this, since in our view the organization of
the market in sugar has in fact been the one which
has worked best up to now, for the very reason that it
includes the producer levy. The case of milk is
different, since the market organization does not
provide for this producer levy. The legal basis as it
applies to sugar is thus perfectly clear.
I would point out that European beet farmers and
sugar producers also pay a levy on the export of
surplus sugar. That is recognized, and I believe that
this whole system would be upset if we were to act
overgenerously, not if the Commission had not
demanded this levy on maize sugar. S7e must look at
the facts as they are. The sugar industry has invested
very high sums in sugar refineries in all the Commu-
nity countries. Hundreds and even thousands of
people work in them, and isoglucose can be produced
in round-the-clock shifts by fully electronic techni-
ques, so that thousands of iobs will be threatened if
we are not careful.
I feel that this is something which needed to be said.
I think that the sugar policy pursued by the Commis-
sion is sensible, and my Group would not like to see
any fundamental changes in it. It would, of course,
merely like to see a better price.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Nyborg to speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats.
Mr Nyborg. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, I go along
completely with what Mr Klinker said and can there-
fore be very brief.
'We must assume or at least hope, that in the future
there will be an increased demand at world level for
sugar or products containing or based on sugar. Ve
therefore feel that we must maintain the existing level
of beet sugar production.
At the same time we must realize that there will be
problems in the sugar sector if we fail to prevent
unfavourable fluctuations in sugar production from
year to year, since this can easily lead to sugar moun-
tains in the Community. In our view, in order to
avoid unfavourable surpluses, which entail increased
storage costs, we must try and increase the export
outlets for this produgt as much as possible.
At the same time, since we are bound by international
sugar agreements, which make it difficult for us to
export white sugar, it is perhaps understandable that
the Commission should propose export aid measures
for sugar-based manufactured products.
In principle, however, any form of aid is undesirable
in that it merely involves shuffling off the problems
from one sector to another and thus assisting one
sector at the expense of another.
It is curious, in view of the fact that the Community
is overproducing sugar, that it is at the same time
importing sugar. I fully realize that this is a result of
the Lom6 agreements, among other things, but it
should be stressed that it cannot be acceptable for the
Community to import sugar as long as it can amply
cover its needs from its own production.
As regards the isoglucose proposal, I cannot recom-
mend that we go along with the proposed support
measure. The Group of European Progressive Democ-
rats has previously given its support to a cutback in
imports of raw materials for isoglucose production
within the Community. This production process,
which makes use of cheap types of cereal, is not neces-
sary in a Community which has a surplus of beet
sugar. The Commission's proposal regarding agricul-
tural prices for 1978 suggests a reduction of the B
quota for sugar beet. This would have serious
consequences for the income of a large number of
sugar beet producers within the Community. !7e
therefore feel that a proposal which will promote or
perhaps facilitate the production of isoglucose is unac-
ceptable and we cannot therefore support it.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Hansen to present the
opinion of the Committee on Budgets.
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Mr Hansen, dra.ftsman o.f an oltinion. 
- 
(F) Mr
President, particularly in view of the detailed nature of
the financial statements and the modest budgetary
implications, the Committee on Budgets is in favour
of this proposal referred to it for its opinion. However,it has made a general observation and expressed a
reservation on one particular point, on which I should
like to comment very briefly.
Firstly, the observation refers to the gradual introduc-
tion by the Commission of the specific levies and
dues_ on given agricultural products, generally ones in
surplus. This practice raises a general problem
regarding budgetary orthodoxy and parliament's
budgetary powers. How must this income be entered
in the budget ? How can the revenue from these levies
be used without infringing the principle of non-alloca-
tion of budgetary resources ? Mr President, can the
European Parliament accept that these levies, which
in fact amount to a real tax, should be introduced via
regulations, without Parliament being called upon ro
participate i This is the present situation and it seems
unhealthy, especially if it proves correct that the
Commission intends to extend considerably this
system of specific levies and dues. For this reason the
Committee on Budgets and the European parliament
have in the past asked the Commission to look into
this situation, parricularly when the co-responsibility
levy for milk was being fixed.
Secondly, the reservation expressed by the Committee
on Budgets concerns a particular aspect of the
proposed regulation. The proposed text is rather
ambiguous, since it gives no definite indication that
the levy comes under Community revenue and is
raised by the Member States on behalf of the Commu-
nity. This has already caused legal problems in at least
one Member State, the Committee on Budgets
considers that an addition should be made to the prop-
osal in order to remove the ambiguity. The two
amendments which the Committee on Budgets asks
you to adopt today are intended to provide this addi-
tion.
The Socialist Group, which is in favour of the
proposed amendments, will vote for the report by Mr
Scott-Hopkins, whom I wish to congratulate on the
thoroughness with which he has studied these propo-
sals on sugar and isoglucose.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Gundelach.
Mr Gundelach, Vice-President of tbe Commission.
- 
Mr President, in view of the fact that we have
discussed agricultural policy, including sugar and
isoglucose, at some length, I do not intend to go into
all the ramifications again this afternoon. I would like
to thank the two rapporteurs for their reports and for
their support for the Commission's proposals. I want
also to thank the rapporteur for the Committee on
Budgets for his comment on the co-responsibility
levy. !7e dealt with rhat subject this morning and
Parliament reached a decision which the Commission,in particular the Commissioner responsible for the
budget, has to study very carefully in order to come
up with a satisfactory reply. And as far as I am
concerned, I will do my best to see to it that this is
the case. I would personally see no objection to his
second amendment either,
I turn now to the substantive questions raised by Mr
Scott-Hopkins, Mr Klinker and Mr Nyborg. 
,yes, as
stated this morning, we have a considerable suiplus of
sugar : 3.8 million tonnes. I7e have disposed of a
great deal of it with export restitutions. In the current
year we will probably arrive at exports of the order of
2'8 million tonnes which is something of a record. Of
course this is not without cost to the taxpayer, because
the prices on international markets have not been
terribly good. But this does mean nevertheless that we
will avoid an excessive accumulation of stocks. I am
also saying, Mr Nyborg, that we have been exporting
more than twice as much as we have been importing
from the Lom6 Convention countries. So we are actu-
ally a net exporter of sugar. That must be borne in
mind. As far as our commitments to the Lom6
Convention are concerned, I can only say we have to
honour them. They are legally binding commitments
entered into in the circumstances where it was
believed that there was going to be a shortage of sugar
by those who were then in charge of these matterJ. I
hope that similar mistakes are not going to be made
in the future, but that is another matter. In the mean-
time, we must honour our commitments.
I do not, Mr Nyborg, quite share your concern that
shifting production will only give rise to new diffi-
culties in other areas. That could be true if one shifted
excessively, but one cannot escape the fact that we are
so much more in surplus in certain commodities than
in others. It is not a question of moving from one
thing to another. It is a question of evening out in a
sensible manner.
I mentioned iust now a fairly successful exporr
campaign for certain commodities 
- 
at a cost. But Mr
Scott-Hopkins was asking me directly about the
future, because it hangs together with the operation of
the International Sugar Agreement. As I have said
before to this House and to the Council, if we do not
come to an agreement on international arrangements
for sugar, our abilities to export will shrink dramati-
cally. It has therefore been a hard battle to get all
Members of the Council to realize that we, the
Community, who have always been the proponents of
commodity arrangements, cannot very well take a
negative attitude towards a commodity arrangement
on sugar, which is decided by the majority of
exporting and importing countries. In the autumn we
did get into a position where our attitude towards a
sugar agreement was such that the other parties to the
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agreement were prepared to discuss. But that associa-
tion has still to be negotiated with the new bodies of
the sugar aSreement now coming into effect. But I
attach the greatest importance to being able to export,
not quantities of the magnitude I have just indicated,
but reasonable quantities in the future. We have to.
Otherwise we cannot maintain our beet production at
reasonable levels. \i7e must be able to export some-
thing ; that is absolutely vital to employment in both
sectors. We must be associated with a sugar agree-
ment. I am glad to report that recent negotiations
with the major parties concerned, including the
United States, have opened the way to early talks
about an association. I hope this will be brought about
very quickly, because otherwise our export possibili-
ties will suffer quite significantly.
The International Sugar Agreement seeks to improve
conditions in the international market in sugar, and to
take into account the fact that there is an overall
supply problem. There is too much sugar on the
world market at present. Being parties to this Agree-
ment, we have to accept a certain discipline. That is
why it is so important to me to have this reduction of
the beet quotas we discussed this morning. Because if
we are not seen by the International Sugar Agreement
to take such steps 
- 
in parallel to steps they have
accepted under the Sugar Agreement to take them-
selves 
- 
we are no longer credible. If we take these
steps, then we are taking steps in parallel with the
other parties and will then be entitled to fair share of
the market and will maintain a fairly good export
performance, even if it is not of the same magnitude
as we have had over the last rwelve months. It will
take discipline on our side to settle this. Given that
discipline, we will also have the fair share of the
market which we need for the sake of employment in
beet sugar production. I agree with Mr Klinker that
this is an important aspect of the Common Agricul-
tural Policy.
Isoglucose is also, to a certain extent, covered by the
sugar policy ; we have come to an agreement about it
in the past, which I hope will also stand up in the
future. But since isoglucose is subject to at least part
of the levies on the internal sugar market, it is natural
that it should also benefit from some export restitu-
tions. That is therefore what we are considering specifi-
cally today. It is an act of justice and fairness, and I
hope as such it will be generally accepted.
Last, tlris specific point which has been raised in
regard to isoglucose in pharmaceutical products. The
answer is that we have not found it necessary to
include it because its share in the value of the product
is so limited that it was not felt worth the administra-
tive complication of including it. If Mr Scott-Hopkins
tells me that there are people who take a contrary
view, and that it does matter, naturally I am willing to
examine it once again.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Scott-Hopkins.
Mr Scott-Hopkins, ,'{t|lrortcu?'- V.ry briefly, Mr
President, I am grateful to those honourable Members
who have taken part in the debate. I hope Mr Klinker
and his firends will not be too antagonistic to what is
being proposed. As our Commissioner has just said, it
is in point of fact an act of justice to include the
isoglucose in the restitution payments. But for the
sake of clarity I was going to deal with a very small
point which I raised, and which Mr Klinker for one
objected to, concerning the use of sugar 
- 
not isoglu-
cose, but sugar 
- 
in the preparation of pharmaceuti-
cals. At the moment, Mr President 
- 
Mr Klinker I
am sure is aware of this 
- 
in bulk, they do get restitu-
tion payments. It is in the export retail pack that they
do not. I do not intend to pursue the point any
further. I will pass the correspondence on to the
Commissioner, who has very kindly undertaken to
look at it again. But I hope the House will be able to
accept the resolution in front of them in both parts:
the export restitution for sugar products, and for
isoglucose too. I think this is helping, to a small
extent, the export of our surplus of sugar.
As for the two amendments which have been
proposed by the Committee on Budgets, I do accept
them.
President. 
- 
I note that there are no more requests
to speak. The vote on the motion for a resolution,
together with the amendments tabled, will take place
at the end of tomorrow's sitting.
The debate is closed.
14. Radioactiae waste and reltrocessing of irradiated
nuclear fuelt
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
576177) drawn up by Mr Flimig, on behalf of the
Committee on Energy and Research, on
measures to be taken in connection with the removal of
radioactive wastes as part of Community energy policy,
and
the proposals from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council for
- 
a draft Council resolution on the implementation of a
Communiry plan of action in the field of radioactive
waste ;
- 
a draft Council decision on the setting up of a high-
level committee of experts responsible for assisting
the Commission in the implementation of the plan
of action in the field of radioactive waste (Doc.
2ssl77);
- 
a draft Council decision on the setting up of an ad
bor committee for the reprocessing of irradiated
nuclear fuels (Doc. 242/77).
I call Mr Fliimig.
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Mr Fliimig, rdppot.tcur. 
- 
(D) Mr president, ladies
and gentlemen, in recent years the European parlia-
ment has made it clear in several resolutions and in
its approval of research and development programmes
that the peaceful use of nuclear energy, and in parti-
cular nuclear fission, is necessary in order that energy
production can make the changeover from traditional
fornrs of energy to those of the future. In so doing,
our position has always been that safety must comefirst because radiation protection, reactor safety,
e nvironmental protection and effective precautions
against unauthorised applications and the misuse of
fissionable material are essential requirements for this
Parliament's approval of the provision of funds for
research and development in the field of the peaceful
uses of nuclear energy. This has always been ih. .rs.
and is still the case today, but now the question is notjust whether we are for or against nuclear energy. That
question has been fully discussed in this House and,
incidentally, resolved with a large majority in favour.
Today the problem is that of completing the fuel
cycle.
As you know, ladies and gentlemen, uranium ore is
mined, the 0.7 o/o fissionable uranium it contains is
enriched, the enriched uranium is used to manufac-
ture fuel elements and these are then burned in
nuclear reactors. The question then is what to do with
the spent fuel elements.
On this question of completing the fuel cycle, we had
originally drawn up, or were in process of drawing up,
an own-initiative report when the Commission came
forward, more or less by chance or perhaps intention-
ally, with three proposals. The first was a draft Council
resolution on the implementation of a Community
plan of action in the field of radioactive waste, the
second was a draft Council decision on the setting up
of a high-level committee of experts responsible for
assisting the Commission in the implementation of
the plan of action in the field of radioactive waste and
the third was a draft Council decision on setting up of
an td lsoc committee for the reprocessing of irradiated
nuclear fuels.
\7e thought the right thing to do, Mr presidenr, was
to include this in our own-initiative report and to deal
with it at one and the same time in this House. To
draw up the report we had to make several trips and
have many discussions, in particular with the respon-
sible research ministries in several Community coun-
tries, but also with the French atomic energy authori-
ties and British Nuclear Fuel Limited.'W'e went ro see
Vindscale and we visited Cogema in La Hague, Euro-
chemic in Mol, the GWK pilot reprocessing plant at
Karlsruhe, the GSF pilot plant for the disposal of
radioactive waste at Asse in Germany, and we also
consulted the European Trade Union Federation and
the CFDT which stated its own position on Cap de la
Hague. In other words we heard specialists for and
against and many specialists tell us that irradiated fuel
elements still contain considerable amounts of usable
uranium together with plutonium and other radioac-
tive by-products.
Now there were two schools of thought, one claiming
that the spent fuel elements should be srored in pond-s
until the short-lived radioactivity dies away and the
elements then stored in a safe place, with appropriate
security measures, and the other arguing that the
spent fuel elements should be reprocessed after
cooling off in ponds. In this way the uranium and
plutonium still contained in substantial quantities in
the spent fuel elements could be reclaimed as valuable
nuclear fuel, the volume of radioactive fission
products very considerably reduced and a contribution
made towards environmental protection and energy
conservation.
The opponents of reprocessing referred to icleas
coming from the US where there seem to be two
main arguments against reprocessing : firstly the fear
that the plutonium obtained through reprocessing
could be secretly diverted and misused for the produc-
tion of atomic bombs and secondly the hope that
scientists will be successful in finding a way of
converting long-lived radioactive materials into others
with shorter half-lives. Specialists call this the nuclear
transmutation of actinides. On these two points I
would like to make a few comments.
A few days ago, President Carter signed the Non-pro-
liferation Act. This Act is obviously dictated by the
concern that the Nuclear Arms Limitation Treaty is
not completely fulfilling its object and that, as the
explosion of an Indian nuclear device sl.rows, or at
least appears to show, a more effective barrier is
needed to prevent the misuse of plutonium.
As the European Parliament, Mr President, we agree
with the non-proliferation of nuclear weapons and
with the Non-Proliferation Treaty. Also, the European
Parliament has always supporte d effective measures
against the misuse of plutonium. But, in our view, this
should not mean the breaking, or at least the threat-
ened breaking, of long-term contracts for the supply
of natural or enriched uranium. All the specialists in
the world of science and industry and also in govern-
ments 
- 
in a public hearing, incidentally 
- 
have
assured us that Euratom surveillance is currently the
most effective control against the misuse of fissionable
materials 
- 
more effective, we have been told, than
the control exercised by the Vienna International
Atomic Energy Agency.
'S7e are somewhat puzzled as to how the suspicion
should have arisen in the US that Euratom is an in-
effective internal control that ought to be replaced.
There will certainly, Mr President, be much to be said
on this subject in this House. !7e only hope 
- 
and
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strongly hope 
- 
that the threat of a ban on supplies
can be averted by the Council. And I myself further
hope that there is nothing to confirm the suspicion
recently heard in industrial circles in various Euro-
pean countries to the effect that, underlying the
American Non-Proliferation Act there is also the
desire to quell European competition on the world
market for nuclear plants. Because 
- 
and I feel that
here we are all of one mind 
- 
the rules of competi-
tion must apply in all sectors and never become a
one-way street.
However this may be, as a result of extensive discus-
sions with European specialists, we conclude that the
reprocessing of nuclear fuels is necessary in Europe.
The technical specialists have also assured us authorita-
tively that it is wholly unreasonable to say that the
advent of a kind of plutonium economy with all its
dangers would be solely the result of reprocessing. It
lfas explained to us that plutonium is produced every
hour of the day in every nuclear reactor based on
nuclear fission. This means that plutonium is being
produced in the 64 nuclear power stations in service
in the European Communiry and will also be
produced in the other 48 nuclear power stations now
under construction and due to go into service in the
foreseeable future. So plutonium is a fission product
and the question is : what is to be done with it ? The
technical specialists tell us: you can either store it or
use it, bury it or burn it as the saying goes. Buried
plutonium has to be kept under careful watch. The
half-life of plutonium is 24 000 years and, in theory, it
would therefore have to be kept under watch for at
least 24 000 years. Up to now no technical solution
has been found for the final storage of non-repro-
cessed fuel elements. Reprocessing, on the other hand
reduces the volume of radioactive fission products to
2 o/o of that discharged from reactors in the form of
spent fuel elements.
There is another argument in favour of reprocessing.
At its last part-session, the European Parliament
adopted the Nod report and therefore declared itself
in favour of the fast breeder reactor option. To start up
and operate a fast breeder facility requires fuel and
that fuel is plutonium. Adopting the fast breeder
option therefore also implies saying yes to repro-
cessing. Admittedly, we do hear that there are
American plans for a so-called non-dangerous type of
breeder 
- 
non-dangerous, that is, in the sense of
preventing proliferation 
- 
but we do not know what
will come of them. No doubt the technologists will
develop something in this connection but the Euro-
pean Community and the Member States which bear
the cost, have spent billions on the research and deve-
lopment of the sodium-cooled fast-breeder reactor.
They cannot now tell their taxpayers that these sums
have gone up in smoke. A further point, Mr President,
is that the American Congress not long ago approved
a substantial appropriation for the further develop-
ment of the fast breeder reactor in America.
Now a few points on the wording of the motion for a
resolution before you. To begin with we list a few
facts, e.g. the European Parliament's earlier opinions
clearly pointing out the need for the use of nuclear
fission in our progress towards future fornts of energy.
It is a fact that a high level of safety has been achieved
in the peaceful use of nuclear energy. I cannot under-
stand how this can still be doubted because fortu-
nately 
- 
and this is another lact 
- 
so far there have
been no fatal accidents attributable to failures on the
nuclear side of power stations. Let us hope that, in the
future too, the great care and technical catrtion that
constructors and licensing authorities have so far
shown will continue to bear fruit and that we shall go
on having no serious accidents although we know that
100 0/o safety is not achievable in any kind of tech-
nology.
rUfe feel that it is a responsibility of the European
Community to help overcome the technological, finan-
cial and psychological obstacles to the development of
the peaceful uses of nuclear energy. In particular there
is the Community's responsibility to infornr public
opinion. rVe need an objective presentation of the
dangers and benefits of nuclear energy and therefore,
Mr Brunner, we believe that publication in the
Community's Official Gazette is not sufficient.
The Commission will certainly have some more ideas
on this and you, Mr Brunner, have already taken the
right road with your hearings. Public response to these
hearings has been good and perhaps, in the Commu-
nity, we could have something similar to, say, the
'nuclear energy' citizens' dialogue in the Federal
Republic.
Mr President, the European Parliament also agrees to
the creation of a Community uranium enrichment
capacity, the recycling of plutonium, and the Commu-
nity siting policy for nuclear power stations. These
opinions are set out in the motion for a resolution.
Today we propose that you should agree to the
Commission's draft Council resolution for a Commu-
nity plan of action in the field of radioactive waste.
\fle welcome the efforts towards a Con'rmunity
strategy on reprocessing and stress that the utmost
importance be attached to the aspect of safeguards
against unauthorised divcrsion and against the misuse
of fissionable materials.
We therefore hope that the result of the ttd lsoc
committee's work will be that the optimum is
achieved, in terms of economic viability, as regards
the number and size of reprocessing plants. At all
events, we would warn against dispersion and national
egoism.
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!7e note that the Commission even proposes joint
undertakings in accordance with the Euratom Tieaty.
'S7e are well aware that there are still considerable
obstacles to be overcome and we wish the Commis-
sion well, here too we would warn against the dangers
of dispersion and national egoism. The objective must
be to set up a limited number of reprocesiing centres
so that_ the_ transport of radioactive materials by road
and rail and their possible exposure to attack by terror-
ists or other criminals be kept to the minimum.
Our opinion on reprocessing closes, Mr president,
with the renewed warning : safety first 
- 
radiation
safety, and safeguards against troubies of every kind, in
other words, in this connection, close coliaboration
with the IAEA, the authority in Vienna.
Now about the proposed plan of action for the final
storage of radioactive materials. The Commission is
proposing to the Council that a high-level committee
of experts be set up to assist the Commission in imple-
menting its plan of action. !7e consider that Commu-
nity research and development into radioactive waste
management should be intensified and we feel that
this is a real task for the European Communiry. This
responsibility extends far beyond national borders and
not merely for geographical or geological reasons. We
readily understand that those countries blessed by
nature with underground salt domes are in an easier
position to dispose of fission products safely and
finally, now that specialists have discovered that salt
domes are the best technical answer because no
ground water can flow in places where homogeneous
salt formations hundreds of metres thick have 6uilt up
over the course of millions of years. I7e trust that
there will be careful investigation to ensure that there
is no prospect of ground water flows in the foreseeable
future as the result of earthquakes, displacements and
so on, in final storage sites. But it must be remem-
bered that not all countries in the Community have
underground salt domes, and the number of final
storage sites should in any case be kept as small as
possible. During our visits we were assured that risk-
free final storage was also possible in clay strata and in
granite formations at high levels. lfe hope that the
proposed Communiry plan of action will be aimed at
providing long-term solutions at the Communiry level
in the field of radioactive wastes. Here, for thi third
tjge, we would give a warning against the dangers of
dispersion and national egoism.
In our view, harmonization of safety requirements and
protection measures in the handling of radioactive
wastes is indispensable and we refer not merely to
rules and regulations but to ensuring that compliance
with these rules is monitored in a iegular, strict and
effective manner. !tr7e trust that the Commission will
draw up the relevant guidelines and that the Council
will then finally take the corresponding decisions. Ve
have some doubts about this, at least to the extent that
we.note a certain disproportion between the objectives
and the resources earmarked for their implementation.
N7e regret, for example, that the Commission refers in
its proposal purely to studies and analyses on some
kind of Community network of final storage sites. \We
hope that further-reaching proposals will be prepared
and submitted as soon as possible. Surely theri will be
no resentment of the European parliament for this
criticism. In full knowledge of the difficulties and the
regrettably little coordination between narioflal plans
for final storage and the setting up of nucleai fuel
centres, as Europeans we maintain that waste disposal
is basically a genuine Community responsibility.
The Committee for Energy and Research therefore
recommends this House to approve the Commission,s
draft Council resolurion and the two draft decisions. I
shall now conclude with a few words on the position
of the Socialist Group.
Mr President, we are sure you will appreciate that it is
not easy for the Socialist Group to reach a common
position in this thorny and controversial technical
field, for there are not only reasons in favour of the
peaceful use of nuclear energy, there are also weighty
reasons, that at least merit consideration, against ii.
!7e did not deal with the matrer lightly. \Vi set up
our own working party, wrestled with the problem
among ourselves and consulted citizens' initiative
groups; we consuked the Friends of the Earth and
took part in hearings in the national parliaments and
at international level. Not all of us in the Socialist
Group are convinced that the fast breeder reactor is
necessary and that the advantages of nuclear fuel repro-
cessing outweigh its disadvantages. I am certainly not,
ladies and gentlemen, giving away any secrets when I
tell you that after a special meeting of the Group,
devoted specifically to questions of the peaceful use of
nuclear energy, a big and clear majority came out in
favour of it.
'W'e respect the arguments against when they are well-
founded. \7e understand the concern for ihe health
and well-being not only of mankind but also of all
ecosystems on the earth. It should be remembered
that it is not the peaceful use of nuclear energy, with
its comprehensive safety measures and strict Controls,
that represents the main danger ; rather it is the
tremendous and threatening potential of nuclear
weapons of all sizes held by East and \Ufest and
produced 
- 
as I feel I must add 
- 
by reprocessing
technologies that are not subject to any - IAEA or
Euratom controls and are made out of the vast quanti-
ties of so-called atomic wastes which also escape any
international control. The Socialist Group puts its
trust in what Mr Brunner has proposed. The great
majority of our Group thanks him for the draft resolu-
tion and decisions whose intention corresponds to
what we regard as realistic energy policy. \tr7e do,
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however, ask for your understanding for those who
may individually take a different view.
In short I am able to state that a large maiority in the
Socialist Group supports the Commission's three prop-
osals and I invite other Members to do the same.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Nod to introduce the opinion
of the Committee on the Environment, Public Health
and Consumer Protection and to speak on behalf of
the Christian Democratic Group (EEP).
Mr Nod, draftsman of an o/tinion, 
- 
0 Mr Presi-
dent, Mr Brunner, honourable Members, before
dealing, fairly briefly, with the content of this prop-
osal, I should like to make two comments. At a recent
meeting of the Committee on Energy and Research,
Mr Brunner said that it will always be essential, in
future, to obtain the opinion of the committee
concerned with ecological problems. I must point out
that this is already the practice, and I am grateful to
Mr Ajello, who until recently was chairman of the
Committee on the Environment, Public Health and
Consumer Protection, for the way in which he focused
attention on environmental needs and, among other
things, arranged for a report to be prepared on the
environmental implications of the whole cycle of fuel,
electricity-producing reactors and nuclear wastes.
Mr Brunner also said that he would try to arrange for
the ecologists to attend future meetings of the
Economic and Social Committee in a consultative
capacity. This evidently caused some misgivings in
the Energy Committee and Mr Fliimig spoke on its
behalf and gave us, so to speak, a picture of the
various types of ecologist. A book has in fact appeared
during the last few weeks and its title sums uP the situ-
ation pretty well, at least in the opinion of many of us.
The title of this book, published-by Plon in Paris and
written by Philippe Lamour is l'Ecologie oui, les Ecolo'
gistes non. According to the author, it is right that the
scientific and technical considerations which help to
protect the environment should be kept constantly in
mind but his advice is not to leave this to the ecolo-
gists. The book quotes the definition of ecologist
given by the Encyclopedia Larousse which is a scien-
tist who studies ecology. !(zell, how many people who
call themselves ecologists are really scientists ? Scien-
tists, yes, then, but ecologists, no.
Anyway, we expressed our concern on certain points
to Mr Fldmig, who has been good enough to take
account of them in the motion for a resolution. But
they did not conflict with what he had written. All we
asked for was greater detail on some Points because
our job is of course to spot those developments which
can damage the environment so that we can protect it
better. One of these points concerns the reprocessing
of the fuel and the subsequent storage of the radioac-
tive wastes which have been extracted. Mr Fliimig had
already come out in favour of this solution both
because of the possibility of recovering the energy still
in the waste and because of the quantities involved
and, consequently, the ecological aspect.
The Fliimig notion makes it clear that there is no tech-
nology today capable of showing how and where
radioactive fuel can be finally disposed of. However,
the knowledge we have of processing shows that this
is the direction in which we should go. This is why I
agree that we should reiect the amendment to the
contrary which was put forward at the Planery sitting.
I referred to the quantities involved. The facts are as
follows: a unit capable of generating I Million Kw.
per year produces a total of 27 tonnes of radioactive
fuel for reprocessing. After reprocessing, about 25
tonnes consist of depleted uranium which can be
disposed of with care. Only 900 kilogrammes consist
of fission products incltrding 4 kilogrammes of trans-
uranic actinides and 200 kilogrammes of Plutonium.
So we really have to store only one out of. the 27
tonnes and that is something gained.
Another advantage is that the 200 kilogrammes which
I have just quoted can be got rid of by using them as
fuel for the family reactors at Present in operation or,
in the future, to feed fast reactors.
It is true, of course, that the remaining 900 kilo-
grammes contain plutonium impurities because the
separation process is not 100 0/o efficient, but the
plutonium content is small and this gives us some
assurance judging by the conclusions of a study
carried out by an OECD Committee which appeared
in September 1977 and said : 'existing techniques of
radioactive waste renioval make it possible to comply
with all objectives of safety, protection against radia-
tion and protection of the environment'. The
Committee was chaired by Professor Polvani, who is a
medical specialist on the subiect of the effects of radia-
tion, and this view was confirmed in a British report
which appeared two weeks ago. I should like to
express particular satisfaction with the fact that the
report argues in favour of solidifying the wastes and
this is along the lines of the Commission's proposal
for the protection of the environment which, on
ecological grounds, recommended submitting the
wastes to vitrification.
!fty is vitrification desirable ? The result of
condensing radioactive material on glass rods is that,
if the rods are subiect to continuous pressure by
running water, only one part in a thousand of the
radioactive material comes away from the rods in, say,
a hundred years. The glass is in fact impenetrable.
!flhen one adds that this glass, which is given a
ceramic or neutral glass coating, that is to say, Slass
which contains no radioactive substances, will be
stored in one of those places of safery mentioned just
now by Mr Fliimig (salt mines, or layers of clay to
prevent access of water to them), one realises that the
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possibility of seepage of radioactive contaminants is
pretty remote.
Some admirable work is also being done by the joint
research centres on investigations into the question of
how glass behaves after alpha, beta or gamma radia_
tion. The approach adopted is the right one because
the glass is exposed to discharges which are a hundred
time.s. more powerful than those which the glass
would in fact receive from all the materials combi-ned,
so in a short period of time it is possible to simulate
the behaviour of the glass over ienturies. This is a
widely. used technique. I need only refer to the experi_
mental procedure applied in connexion with concrete
used in dams situated at 2.000 metres and therefore
liable to crumble through the action of ice. They take
blocks of this concrete in the laboratory and ,ibj..t
them to repeated attacks from frost at frequent inter_
vals and in this way sir4ulate the effect ovei centuries.
The Committee on the Environment asked Mr Fliimigto encourage the industrialization of solidification
processes and he very readily agreed. At the moment
there is only solidification but Commission staff have
told me that some attempts have been made in
Sweden to use installations employed for artificial
diamond production, which work at iow temperatures
and at very high pressures, to produce aluminates and
solids other than glass.
19.y. .yrj carry on with investigations inro all possi-bilities without losing sight of thi fact rhat we are on
the.right road, despite the problem of the off-loading
of these solidified waste products at the bottom of the
sea. It is because of this problem that we were against
this operation in committee 
- 
at least for a consider_
able time to come 
- 
because we do not know
whether or not this waste can be recovered after we
have put it several thousand metres down at the
bottom of deep ocean. As for sending it into space, if,
as they are trying to do at Karlsn:he, it tecame
possible in future to separate the four kilogrammes of
actinides to which I referred earlier, ii would be
possible to discharge small quantities into the bios-
phere. There are also some fascinating investigations
based on the separation of these four tilogrammes of
actinides which would be subsequently birrnt up in
reactors with adequate fluxes, that is to say, the fast
reactors of the future.
The Committee on the Environment therefore
approves the Commission's documents and hopes that
they will form the basis of action of lasting value. It is
also glad that Mr Brunner emphasized the need for
exchange of information between Environment and
En..rgy in order.to get at the facts and keep public
opinion aware of what is being done.
To conclude, it is clear that nuclear power plants are
less polluting than others, such as ih.r-"i stations
mainly using fuels containing sulphur. However, we
have to recognize that the production of electrical
energy in nuclear stations produces wastes which
other generating stations do not. At most, the waste at
a thermal station is only a little ash. Nevertheless the
advantages of nuclear energy are so marked that we
must make it our first concern to solve the problem of
processing and storing nuclear wastes.
In this connexion, you may care to be reminded of
the idea of an Englishman and an American that the
separation of plutonium and uranium in reprocessing
plants should be left until the last moment, which
would mean that if they got into the wrong hands, it
would be necessary to use another reprocesiing plant.
I conclude by giving our blessing to the Commis_
sion's proposals in the knowledge ii-rat parliament will
always support action in this fi"ta Uy Mr Brunner.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Meintz to speak on behalf of
the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr Meintz. (F) Mr president, ladies and
gentlemen, you will agree that it takes a certain
amount of daring to follow the two experts we havejust been listening to, but since the nuilear question
and everything connected with it concerns all of us I
have little hesitation in adding my thoughrs to this
discussion.
In this introduction, Mr Fliimig has already referred toMr Nod's report on fast-breider reactors and my
group would like to congratulate the Commission, asit did for the Commission's proposals on which that
report was based, for the proposals before us today andit would also like to congratulate Mr Fliimig for the
quality of his report and for his energetic .ciiriry. A,
far as my group is concerned, Mr president, the same
arguments that it put forward in favour of the fast
breeder apply to acrion in favour of storing radioactive
wastes and reprocessing irradiated fuel.
In the present situation it may be necessary to store
irradiated fuel elements for a far longer period than
would. belecessary if we had sufficient reprocessing
capacity. This would affect the operation of nucleai
power stations and delay the recovery of uranium and
plutonium. The result would be to increase the
demand for natural uranium and also its cost and to
put up the cost of the fuel cycle as a whole. Lastly it
would delay the completion of the fast breeder power
stations which Parliament wished to accelerate.
The point is that reserves of nuclear materials avail-
able to the Community are insufficient to cover its
future needs and that therefore it cannot afford to
throw_nuclear fuel away. Ve know that the Europe of
the Nine will be one of the biggest consumers of
nuclear fuel by about the year 2000. Today, g0 % ofthe uranium consumed in the Community is
imported and, in the medium term, an effective repro-
cessing policy could reduce our natural ,rrniu-
requirements by an average of about Z0 o/o a year.
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In the longer term, reprocessing would be a first step
towards independence of external supplies, which is
an extremely important point.
At the moment, the development of reprocessing facil-
ities is hindered by technical difficulties and financial
problems. It is also obstructed by the negative attitude
of public opinion and I shall refrain, at this iuncture,
from repeating all Mr Nod's comments, not on the
ideas advanced, but sometimes on the people who
hold them.
Most countries with nuclear programmes have
launched reprocessing proiects but there is no big
reprocessing plant in the world except for that at La
Hague in France.
As a result there could be a world shortage of facilities
in the next few years. In the Community, capacity will
still fall short of requirements up to 1985-89 at least,
which means that the stock of irradiated fuel accumu-
lated since 1975 will not all be reprocessed before
1988. If these problems are not solved in time, the
Community's nuclear objectives could well be in
ieopardy.
The Commission's proposals in this field are therefore
necessary, particularly those suggesting that repro-
cessing facilities be concentrated in regional centres.
This measure would simplify many safety problems,
reduce the number of reprocessing plants and there-
fore reduce the risks involved and the cost of safety
measures.
The setting up of a committee of experts which has
been referred to several times and which would be
responsible for drawing up a plan of action under this
heading is very welcome and it would be desirable for
the Commission and the Council to receive the report
from this committee before the end of this year as,
incidentally, the terms of reference laid down by the
Council provide.
It would, Mr President, be very interesting for
Members of Parliament too, and particularly its
Committee on Energy and Research, to be informed
of the content of this report and we therefore hope
that it will be communicated to this House.
As regards the storage of nuclear wastes, the problem
is to design and develop technical tests which will
ensure riskfree storage. The development of storage
methods is all the more urgent in that reprocessing
capacity in Europe is about to become insufficient as I
have said already.
Efforts need to be intensified 
- 
and the Commission
has stressed this 
- 
in the field of research develop-
ment and demonstration. Present storage methods are
safe. Mr Fliiming has just told us where the real
dangers lie. But at the level of the final disposal of
waste, the Communiry ought to continue with its
efforts regarding solidification method.
I believe we have the necessary scientific and tech-
nical capacity and, incidentally, studies made in
Gaboon have shown that a fission reaction took place
there some I 800 million years ago.
It has been found that the plutonium remained
confined in the geological formation until it disap-
peared. This objective proof is evidence that there are
solutions for the disposal of long-lived wastes.
Apart from the technical problems there is the danger
of the proliferation of nuclear weapons, and the
problems of public and environmental protection. I
do not propose to repeat what has already been said
far more eloquently by Mr Fl?imig and Mr Nod but we
feel that the Community is in possession of certain
skills and has certain instruments availabe to it under
the Euratom Treaty to prevent any diversion of plut-
nium to non-peaceful purPoses.
Also, the Commission organised a seminar last
November in Karlsruhe attended by experts in radioac-
tive effluents from reprocessing plants. They
exchanged their experience and reported on research
and development work. This was a gratifying first step
which should help to reassure the public.
In addition 
- 
and Mr Nod has iust quoted the same
expert 
- 
the experts in the OECD Nuclear Energy
Agency have arrived at positive conclusions and
consider that all objectives as regards safety, radiation
protection and environmental protection can be met
with the methods that have now been developed. It
was thus perfectly reasonable and iustifiable for the
Committee on the Environment, Public Health and
Consumer Protection to approve both the Commis-
sion's proposals and the report by Mr Nod 
- 
whom I
would take this opportunity to congratulate for work
that would do credit to an expert 
- 
and to submit
them therefore for Parliament's approval.
In conclusion, Mr President, since the European Parlia-
ment has already opted for the fast-breeder type of
reactor, it is now up to Parliament to aPProve these
proposals from the Commission as well since they are
necessary to enable those objectives to be achieved.
The proposals are reasonable and logical and their
implementation is a matter of urgency if the Commu-
nity, through joint action, is to equip itself with a
nuclear industry and thus acquire some measure of
energy independence.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Jensen to speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats.
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Mr Jensen. 
- 
(DK) Mr president, on behalf of the
Group of European Progressive Democrats, I should
like to associate myself in the main with what has
been said by earlier speakers on this far-reaching and
important subiect. I should also like to congraiulate
Mr Fliming on the excellent work he has put into this
document.
As previous speakers have dealt in detail with the
need for Community measures concerning the
disposal of radioactive waste and related enuiron-
mental questions, I shall refrain from simply
repeating what they have said.
However, I would like to endorse the remark on rhe
high degree of safety maintained hitherto in the peace-
ful use of atomic energy. For precisely this reason, I
feel it is important, as a matter of public relations, thatin the future public debate on atomic energy the
Community give the people of the Member States as
much objective information as possible on the
problems involved in closing the fuel cycle.
Another point in favour may be that the many
problems in relation to radioactive waste can only be
solved on a broader basis, and this would save the
smaller Member States from having to develop expen-
sive individual schemes for final storage.
Praise is also due to the Federal Republic of Germany
for permitting the experimental storage of waste in
the former salt mines at Asse, in connection with the
pilot plant in the area, and for the factual and respon-
sible way in which this delicate subject has been dealt
with by German scientists and German politicians, as
a rational approach is precisely what is required to
deflate the arguments of the opposition. If this course
of action is pursued, the Community will be able to
achieve a proper measure of coordination, and I am
therefore pleased that we have colleagues on the
Committee on Energy and Research contributing to
an objective attitude to nuclear energy and its
problems.
On behalf of the European Progressive Democrats, I
should like to give my full support to Mr Flhming's
rePort.
President. 
- 
I call Lord Bessborough to speak on
behalf of the European Conservative Group.
Lord Bessborough. 
- 
Mr President, we have this
evening another opportunity to prove the determina-
tion of the Community to meet the energy needs of
our people and our industries safely and at reasonable
cost. Mr Fliming's report is masterly and commands
the full support of our group. I congratulate him on it.
Nuclear power stations have been generating electri-
city for more than a quarter of a century. Some of
these stations may have surpassed their design life,
and this I think is a potential bonus in the operating
cost of a generating plant where capital cost accounts
for a large proportion of the cost of the electricity.
The British nuclear fuels plant at l7indscale has been
reprocessing waste since 19i2. The French COGEMA
plant is operational, and there are other pilot repro-
cessing plants within the Community. These invest-
ments are clear evidence that Member States have
already addressed themselves to the mechanics of
disposing of nuclear wasre in admittedly modest quan-
tities and volumes. We are therefore .ro* concerrid us
to the most appropriate means of processing, storing
and retrieving, if necessary, the waste both of present
nuclear power stations and those which will come on
stream in the future.
The Community has already taken measures to deal
with waste, as Mr Fliimig knows. In 1965 the Commu-
nity financed the construction of a storage vault in
Germany, and since 1973 the Community research
centre at Ispra has been examining the long_term
hazards. The Council of Ministers adopred in IIZS a
multiannual programme of indirect research on the
treatment of this radioactive waste and its storage.
Now it would be absurd if any Member States claimid
that the Community's action plan in the field of
radioactive waste was preempting discussion of the
second action plan for indirect research. It is right
that the public in all Member States should be assuied
that scientists and engineers in one Member State do
benefit from the experience and advice of colleagues
in other Member States. It is particularly incum6ent
on British and French members that they should
press their governments to join wholeheartedly in the
work of achieving the best and most economic solu-
tions to the processing and management of the waste.
The Conservative Group therefore regards the esta-
blishment of a high-level committee of experts as
essential in order, as a priority, to agree the projects
for inclusion in this second action programmi.
The reality of the world energy situation is that a
virtual cartel of oil producers exists. It exists, I regret
to say, to take advantage of the market situation in
which the oil consumers find themselves 
- 
namely
an addiction to oil as an energy carrier. Having very
recently returned from the Middle East, and particu-
larly the oil-fields of Saudi Arabia, I am particularly
conscious of, and have had very much confirmed to
me, the point which I have just made. This addiction
to oil as an energ'y carrier must be brought under
control. It can only be brought under control if the
Community husbands the world's energy resources asit should other raw materials, and also reduces its
dependence on oil by substituting other energy
sources, such as nuclear power and coal. Today we are
concerned with a fundamental aspect of nuclear
power, the desirability as an energy conservation
measure, which is what this is, of reprocessing so as to
secure additional indigenous fuel resources. Regardless
of the substantial deposits of uranium in Canada and
Australia and Africa, the question is : will there be
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sufficient uranium to last ? \7ill it always be avail-
able ? I had a long conversation yesterday with the
Australian ambassador to the Communities, and he
made it quite clear that whereas the Government were
in favour of selling us uranium, the party in opposi-
tion certainly was not. \7ell, what happens if there is a
change of government in Australia or in other urani-
um-supplying States in the world.
It has been said that the cost of nuclear fuel resulting
from the reprocessing operation is of the order of $ 80
a pound, compared with only $ lO a pound for fuel
obtained from the ore. But this, Mr President, over-
looks the need to dispose of the waste anyway. This is
part of the cost of the nuclear operation. Furthermore,
the evidence given to the United States Congress last
year suggests that the United States Federal Adminis-
tration is making a tidy profit, a substantial profit,
from the reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel produced
by American private electricity utilities. Small wonder
that the United States Administration has been
campaigning against the expansion of a British
nuclear fuels reprocessing plant at !flindscale.
The Commission's plan to enable the separation of
uranium and plutonium for future use and to store
waste retrievably is, in my view, prudent and neces-
sary. I can see that the United Kingdom Government
may be hesitant to cooperate in Community-coordi-
nated and financed radioactive waste research and in
drawing up safety standards, on account of temporary
energy self-sufficiency. This may result in complac-
ency and, I fear, possible selfishness. This would be
most regrettable.
I cannot accept that Dutch and Danish Socialists
should table amendments to the Flimig report which
neutralize the firm stance taken by members of all
political groups in the Committee on Energy and
Research and well supported by the raPporteur. I
cannot believe that they understand the realities of
economic life in the firms which employ their constit-
uents. To the Dutch Socialists, or at any rate those
that do take up a certain critical position, I would ask
this : what will be their party's energy policy to antici-
pate exhaustion of their country's gas reserves ? And
to Danish Socialists I would ask this: what will be
their party's energy policy to enable the Danish
economy to sustain imports of oil and electricity at
levels which will enable economic growth ? It is funda-
mental, in my view, that Denmark and Holland
should anticipate the Community's energy future by
facing the problem of energy supplies squarely and
taking the necessary investment decisions now. The
Consewative Group is not prepared to see the
working people of the Community condemned to a
type of slavery where the results of their efforts are
taxed by ever-larger oil payments. It is odd that some
Socialists, and I certainly do not include Mr Fliiming
among them, in some countries, would appear to will
this condition on their constituents.
As the British Government has recently published the
report of the iudicial enquiry into the case for the
expansion of reprocessing facilities at \Tindscale, it
may perhaps be worth highlighting some of those
conclusions which are relevant to this debate. Some of
them have already been mentioned, particularly by Mr
Nod. But a decision not to reprocess cannot, in my
view, be in the best interests of ourselves, or future
generations. First of all, because of the impact on the
total energy economy which I have iust described.
Secondly, because it commits future generations to the
risk, and I think that this has already been implied by
other speakers, of escape of more plutonium than is
necessary. If, by re-processing plutonium, plutonium
is extracted, then the total waste inventory is greatly
reduced. Then, thirdly, a decision not to reprocess
would involve committing future generations to a
greater risk of escape of the remaining content of the
spent fuel, since the spent fuel is likely to be more
vulnerable, Mr President, to leaching by water than
solidified highly active waste 
- 
a point well made by
Mr Nod. If processing is going to take place at some
time, it is preferable to start without delay since the
techniques can then be developed at a reasonable rate
and greater experience can be gained both of the
process itself and of the behaviour and effects of the
emissions involved.
Mr Justice Parker in the l7indscale enquiry has
arrived judicially at the same conclusions as those
contained in Mr Fliimig's report. Furthermore the
recommendations lend themselves to Community
action, particularly as the second action programme is
an embryo. I will not go into all the other details of
Mr Justice Parker's report ; many of them have already
been mentioned by Mr Fliimig and Mr Noi, but I
would say this. There. should in my view be more
monitoring of the radioactive discharges, and there
should be an annual comprehensive survey of all
discharges.
I would conclude by drawing the attention of
Members to the questionable stance of the United
States administration in this regard. The United States
has attempted, I regret to say, to dictate nuclear policy
to the free world on the basis that in one way or
another, the dispersion of nuclear fuel to nations
requiring the fuel in their nuclear power stations
proliferates the risk of spreading nuclear weaPons.
Mankind possesses the knowledge to make nuclear
weapons. That knowledge cannot be expunged. There
will always be mercenary scientists and engineers who
are prepared to sell their skills and, given the financial
resources, nuclear weapons might ultimately be manu-
factured by seemingly unlikely nations. Even were we
to accept the so-called writ of the United States in
nuclear policy, there is no certainty that that policy
would be consistently fair and comprehending of
economic and political needs in the rest of the world.
Indeed nuclear policy might be subiect to dramatic
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change with changes in the Executive 
- 
and who is
to ludge that US standards for nuclear safety and
control are better or worse than those desired by the
Community ?
In these conditions the Community must furnish
itself with secure energy supplies at prices which stim-
ulate economic progress in the industrialized and in
the developing world. Nuclear power is essential to
the attainment of this objective. People of the Commu-
nity will not accept dictation by an American presi-
dent as to what is good or bad for them in energy
policy. The Community has noted the continuing and
substantial investment by the American administra-
tion in fast-breeder reactors and allied technologies
which presupposes a reprocessing policy. It ill-be-
comes the President of the United States to pillory
Britain, France and Germany for developing similar
facilities of their own. The plutonium economy will
necessarily have come to stay when, during the next
generation, oil has run out in the North Sea and in
the Middle East, coal and gas cannor meet all our
needs, and thermo-nuclear fusion will not yet yet have
come on stream. President Carter's failure to under_
stand the rights of 'W'estern Europe in this marter,
combined with the failure of his energy-conservation
programme, makes him a hardly credible chief execu_
tive. I regret to have to say this.
Mr President, the Community strategy and action
programme for the reprocessing of wastes are of the
greatest importance for the future energy require-
ments of the Community, for the Community,s
economic well-being, and for the Community's polir
ical 
_ 
sovereignty. I thank Mr Fldmig foi having
produced such an excellent report. lfe are greatly
indebted to him.
(Applausc)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Brown.
Mr Brown. 
- 
Mr President, I am extremely pleased
to follow my colleague, Lord Bessborough, in his
comments and congratulations to Mr Flnmig, particu-
larly in the way he set about getting down to ihe task
of consultation, which, of course, so many people ask
for. He made it his business in preparing his re ort to
ensure that he visited all those persons who were inte-
rested 
- 
and certainly the experts in the business 
-and therefore his conclusions and the results of his
investigations are, I think, all that much more impor-
tant.
I would like to place on record some of the important
issues that derive from this report with regard to the
irradiation of nuclear fuel. The first thing I would like
to do is to note that in paragraph J of the motion for
a resolution, my colleague, Mr Fliimig, notes rhat a
high level of safety has hitherto been achieved in the
peaceful uses of nuclear energy. \Jfle do from time to
time, Mr President, discuss in this Chamber the use of
coal, and I again intervened yesterday in euestion
Time to talk about the uses of coal and to draw atten-
tion to its inadequacies. I recently got some inter-
esting figures which were prcduced 
- 
in my own
country, it is true 
- 
of the f.atal accidents to
employees in the fuel industries. In the deep-mined
coal industry between 19 57 and I 976, there were
3 582 deaths. That is an average rare of 0.37 persons
per I 000 employees. In the gas industry there were
67 deaths during that period; in the oil refining
industry, there were 43.. But in the nuclear industry
there were nine deaths, with an average rate of 0.0j
persons per 1 000 employees.
I think because of the continuing harassment about
nuclear energy, it is important to place on record that
people do not seem to be so seized of the fact that
large numbers of men in the mining industry are
dying yearly, or are being maimed and suffer irrepar-
able harm through diseases in order to produce coal.
Yet people will continue to keep arguing about what
they think to be the dangers of nuclear power, without
a shred of evidence to support their contention.
Secondly, I think the most impressive thing my
colleague Lord Bessborough brought up was the fact
that the report squares with the results ascertained by
Mr Justice Parker in our own \Windscale inquiry. I
would like again to place on record in parliament
here today some of the substance of that report,
because I think it answers many of the criticisms.
Mr Justice Parker adumbrated three questions he
thought ought to be answered. The first was : should
oxide fuel from United Kingdom reactors be repro-
cessed in the United Kingdom at all ? Second : if so,
should such reprocessing be carried out at Vindscale ?
Thirdly, in that case, should the reprocessing plant be
about double the estimated size required to handle
United Kingdom oxide fuels and the spare capacity be
used for reprocessing foreign fuels ? These were impor-
tant questions, and I should like to give some of the
answers. On the first question 
- 
should oxide fuel
from UK reactors be reprocessed in the UK at all ? 
-Mr Justice Parker said : 'I conclude that a new plant
for reprocessing oxide spent fuel from UK reactors is
desirable and that a start upon such a project should
be made without delay'. He went on to give a whole
series of reasons. The first was that stocks of spent fuel
from the advanced gas-cooled reactors presently
existing and under construction will, unless repro-
cessed, continue to build up and will have to be stored
I would like to confine myself to just two or three
items. It is regrettable to me that on a matter of such
importance we only have about eleven Members in
the Chamber tonight. This matter is continually being
referred to as being of maximum importance to thi
peoples of Europe; to find that only eleven parlia-
mentarians can find it in their hearts to stay to discuss
it seems to me to reflect on the others.
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until finally disposed of in some manner 
- 
which is
exactly the point that my honourable friend was
making. He went on : all the spent fuel stored will
contain fission products and the long-lived actinoids,
including plutonium. The inventory on plutonium
will, therefore, continue to increase for as long as
reprocessing is delayed. This is the precise point my
honourable friend Lord Bessborough made. Moreover,
the prolonged storage of ever-increasing spent fuel
containing an ever-increasing quantity of plutonium
would involve the development of new storage
methods. This would be both a costly and a lengthy
process. And then, if I can just make a final quota-
iion :'To store such increasing quantities of spent fuel
would only be sensible if it was likely that it would
ultimately be decided to dispose of the spent fuel,
with its entire content of plutonium and other radioac-
tive substances, without reprocessing.' He then goes
on to argue that this is not a possibility, and one
cannot face it. Then he questioned, and I think that it
is important that he did so, that the risks of accidents
will, if reprocessing is to take place at some time, also
have to be incurred at some time. At the present time,
they are likely to be containable within tolerable
levels. If reprocessing were to begin suddenly, on a
large scale after a lapse of time, the risk would prob-
ably also be containable but would be likely to be
greater. So that what he was arguing was that you
cannot afford to take no decision.
I do follow the point that Lord Bessboroulh madpl
concerning Mr Carter's ProPosals, and I confirm hisjudgment in that I take it a little unkindly from a
.ornt.y that has absolutely made a fortune out of light
water ieactors. I know everybody does not agree with
my views on light water reactors. I believe they are
dangerous. I argued 10, 15 years ago that they were
dangerous, and I obiected to the way the Americans
weri sending those light water reactors all over the
world, including the mainland of Europe. Fortunately
my own country was a bit shrewder. They did not
have one. But to do that with the absolute assurance'
as Mr Justice Parker said, that you will be obtaining a
growth of plutonium and irradiated material that will
hare to be dealt with, and now to come along at this
late stage and say, 'by the way, if you produce any
form oi plant which is going to take care of the
problem we gave you, then we shall cut off your
iupply of fuel for the very thinSs we sold you': I
ttrink tnis is a highy disreputable attitude that the
American President is taking. I understand what his
rather pure objective is, but he does not" in my submis-
sion, achieve that obiective by threatening in this way,
without coming up with an answer to the problems
that his own country has actually produced.
I will not continue the argument, Mr President. I
think for all the speakers we have had this evening
there seems to be no doubt in our minds. I would
merely speak to my Dutch colleague. Peter Dankert,
because I noticed the amendments that he has got
down, and I looked at them very closely, and I put
them into the places where he suggests they be put,
and I am bound to say to him that I really am not
persuaded that they will in any way help to increase
any safety measures, which I know concern him very
much. I do not go along with those who tend to criti-
cize persons who believe that the safety is not proven
yet and want to put in more safeguards. I think those
of us who are in favour of nuclear Power stations and
the like have an absolute right to answer criticisms
that are made to us and not iust simply push it off as
being unncessary. But I am bound to say to my Dutch
colleague that I have looked at his amendments, and I
cannot really see how he believes that the introduc-
tion of those words he proposes will in any way
change the situation that we have got. On the
contrary, I think it would hinder the work that the
Commission is attempting to do in order to provide
Europe with safeguards for the future.
So I hope Parliament will be able to give the report of
my friend absolute support, and I trust the Commis-
sion will implement their proposals as urgently as
possible.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Dankert.
Mr Dankert. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I am struck by
the contrast between the unanimity in this discussion
on the field of nuclear energy compared with the
great 
- 
to my mind too great 
- 
divisiorr of opinion
among the public in many of our countries. It seems
to me that it may be useful to take a somewhat
different standpoint towards the development of
nuclear energy though by no means reiecting it in
principle. I find Mr Fldmig's report a good and excep-
tionally well-argued document and I have no quarrel
with the substance of his reasoning or the resolution
that he has proposed.
My objections are aimed at what is given as the frame-
work for this motion for a resolution, and against the
profession of faith in the field of nuclear energy that
is once again included in it.
The three amendments that I have tabled in no way
affect the real content of the resolution. Mr Brown has
rightly made that point. My obiect is merely to deal
with a number of general positions that are Postual-
ated in it.
I have no obiections in principle to nuclear energy
but I consider that the exhaustion of some traditional
energy supplies and the problems that this gives rise
to are not without their implications for the energy
policy that we are now formulating and will be
applying in the future. I am well aware that, as far as
this is concerned, we in the Netherlands have perhaps
a little more time than other countries because our
natural gas supplies permit us to look at these
problems at a slightly longer range tl'ran other EEC
countries. However, as I see it, the fact that we must
be careful about giving nuclear energy the place that
is suggested here in the framework of total energy
requirements does not apply to the Netherlands alone.
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Given our growing dependence on oil, it is clear that
alternatives must be found but when we recall what is
possible in the field of electricity generarion, for
example, it is very clear that recourse should also be
had, and high priority given, to the old, traditional
fuels such as coal. lVhat is more, it is now apparent
that nuclear energ'y will not be in a position to cover
more than a tenth of total energy requirements until
the year 2000. That surely leaves some room for
discussion on the problem, although I well know that
we cannot do without nuclear energ.y, that there is
often unjustfied agitation about it and that the argu-
ments in opposition to it are weak.
Saying in the motion that a high level of safety has
been achieved in the use of nuclear energy seems to
me to go too far and to sound too much like propa-
ganda. But a high level of safety has been achieved.
Mr Brown has given us clear figures. It is correct that
relatively few accidents happen in nuclear power
stations compared with the number of accidents associ-
ated with the use of other fuels. But the problem we
are concerned with is that we really do not yet have
the answer for wastes and that is an extremely impor-
tant problem from the viewpoints of both poliiical
and material security.
And this, therefore, is simply the question of whether
the reprocessing of waste and the option of fastbreeder
reactors really provide the answer. Mr Brown has
given a number of quotations which again give rise to
doubt. Will we not have to deal with other problems
which, at this moment, we are not sure of being able
to master ? I also think it is dangerous, at this stage in
the discussion, to invite the Community to overcome
the psychological obstacles to the development of
nuclear energy.
I find this dangerous because I have the impression
that it will further-polarize the debate currently taking
place in Europe and further aggravate the loathing for
nuclear energ'y of certain groups in our society that
have been agitating up to now with exceptional
success and have in fact managed to delay
programmes that have already been announced.
Nuclear energ'y would then ultimately become such a
bone of contention that reasonable discussion on the
subject would be impossible because of the positions
of its protagonists and opponents. It is dangerous to
take that line and to say that it is the responsibility of
the Commission or the Council, for example, to over-
come psychological obstacles.
'We must prevent the Community being rightly
regarded as a propagandist for the use of nuclear
energy. It would seem dangerous to me for the
Community ro have that label stamped on it. One
press agency has referred to the proponent of the
plutonium economy. A number of dangers attach to
the whole development, not purely as regards safety,
that are difficult for us to see clearly at this moment.
They need to be more closely studied so that we can
take final decisions.
Disparaging things have been said about American
policy. Of course it is very easy to accuse president
Carter of inconsistency, to suggest that there are
commercial interests at work and to denounce sudden
changes irr American policy and the pursuit of new
ideas. But none of this alters the fact that the
American government has simply come to the realiza-
tion that in the development of civil technologies 
-atoms for peace 
- 
which used to be an export
product there lurks a tremendous danger and that is
that military and civil technologies are interconnected
and that a development may be set in motion that can
never again be brought to a halt.
At this moment in which Europe too is about to take
this road it also runs the risk of sharing the responsi-
bility for the further spread of nuclear weapons in the
world through the worldwide dissemination of tech-
nology. If we are prepared to take responsibility for
this then we must do so but, at this moment, I am
not, because I have the feeling that it should be
possible in the next few years to develop the interna-
tional system of political and technological safeguards
through which the risks can be kept under control
whatever happens.
I admit that the wording of the resolution in no way
refers to these problems. In fact I regret this but Mr
Fl?imig has said that there would be a discussion on
this subject. That discussion, in my opinion, could
better be held before the discussion we are having at
this moment. This is why, at this stage, I shall leave
things at my three minor amendments, which do not
directly affect the problems essentially dealt with in
the motion for a resolution or the solutions proposed
for them but which cover what, in my view, is super-
fluous in the motion at this stage.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Brunner.
Mr Brunner, m.ember of tbe Commission. 
- 
(D)Mr
President, the debate has been extremely technical
and its level has been high. I must thank Mr Fliimig,
the rapporteur, for his contribution and all those
Members who spoke today. I feel that, in this discus-
sion, you have shown that the subjects that concern
the ordinary citizen in Europe today are also at the
centre of our thoughts in this Parliament and in this
Community. That is the significance of this debare,
politically and from the social policy standpoint.
!7e are always being asked whether the Community
really has an energy policy and everywhere we get told
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that it has none. I wonder whether this blanket answer
is right. This very debate that we have iust had shows
how capable we are even to go into technical details
and how concerned we are to forestal problems that
could possibly not become acute until ten or twenty
years hence.
The three papers you have been dealing with 
- 
a
little while ago the paper on fast breeders, now the
papers on nuclear wastes and the paper on repro-
cessing 
- 
are all parts of a policy. They are parts of a
policy that has clearly defined objectives, that has
quantified these oblectives, that is based on the need
to break out of our unilateral dependence on oil, but
which is not concerned just to define these objectives.
The policy also shows the way. It says how we can get
there and where we have to get to. And because this is
so, we also consider nuclear energy, allocate it a
specific role, assume 
- 
being careful not to exag-
gerate 
- 
that we shall have some 90 Gigawatts by
1985 and consider ways of dealing with these
problems. It is wrong to say that we could simply have
confined ourselves to saying that we have our interna-
tional study on the fuel cycle and can now iust sit
back and wait until the study is finished. Things are
not that simple. No matter how this international
conference turns out, we cannot get away from the
fact that there is nuclear energ'y in Europe.
'Itr(/e have light water reactors ; plutonium is produced
and so is high, medium and low-level waste. !7e must
think about what to do with this waste. \7e might say
that this is not a desperate problem at the moment
and this would be right because, by the year 2000, we
may expect there to be some 12000 m3 of high-level
waste 
- 
assuming an order of magnitude of 90 Giga-
watts. This is a problem, but even with the geogra-
phical conditions and population densities that we
have in Europe 
- 
it is by no means an insoluble
problem.
Even so we must take care of it and in just the same
way we must see what we can do with the plutonium
that arises and which we would like to re-use as fuel.
Here too we could say that the economic loss might
not be very serious at the moment, but we have to
remember that if we do not use this plutonium, if we
do not think about whether we are going to reprocess
or not, then sooner or later prices will go up and we
may then suffer an extremely heavy economic loss.
Finally, we must be attentive to what the populations
and citizens of Europe think about the whole thing. If
we just stand by and do nothing at all, then we shall
naturally create the false impression that it is possible
to solve these problems of nuclear waste or the repro-
cessing of spent fuel simply by bringing the produc-
tion of nuclear energy to a halt in Europe. This is a
big mistake. Nuclear energy is here, and these
problems are here as well. Even if we were to shut up
shop tomorrow, even if we shut down every reactor,
we would still have these problems. \Thether they will
get bigger of smaller is a matter for debate 
- 
but the
problems would still be there. So we have to tackle
them.
This, therefore, is part of a whole, a policy that this
Commission has formulated and which you have
helped to formulate, complete and correct with care
in many discussions and in the Committee on Energy.
It is a whole, we cannot isolate its separate parts. \What
we are doing now is to take precautions so that
citizens know that their concerns are being well
looked after by their representatives. This is the point.
It is in these terms that I see the value of these efforts
and the special service rendered by the high technical
quality of this debate. I think that we are on the right
road. rUTe are beginning to hammer out strategy for
the oil sector, the coal sector, nuclear energy, alterna-
tive energy sources and energy conservation. Thcse
things all go together. They are part of a common
market that is still beset by obstacles and in which we
still have to break down certain barriers, but which is
gradually forming a whole that, apart from anything
else, will be in a position to uphold its own interests
against those of others.
This also applies to this specific case. Here too, parti-
cularly with regard to the study on the fuel cycle, we
must be in a position to mobilize our specialist know-
ledge at this important international conference and
reach a common position. How else shall we be able
to survive as a Community at this conference ?
For me this has a purpose and I believe that Europe's
citizens will see this purpose in the same light as I.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Edwards.
Mr Edwards. 
- 
I did not put my name down to
participate in this debate, but as there are so few
speakers, perhaps you will forgive me for making a
few remarks. Thirty-six years ago I wrote a very
modest book called til'ar on tbe People. (l can say this
because I have reached the age of three-score years
and I am not bothered about egotism). I had a chapter
in that book on the dangers of using uranium in war,
and that was ZVz years before the first bomb was
dropped on Hiroshima. In my modest book, I said
that if only this energy could be used for peaceful
purposes, it might help lift the living standards of our
people right throughout the world, and I still believe
that that is true.
Twenty years ago I was a member with Canon Collins
when we formed the movement against nuclear arms,
CND. Ve thought we would not be negative, and we
advocated the principle of 'atoms for peace', and I
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would, if I may, remind my Dutch friends who so
strongly supported the CND movement at that time
that 'atoms for peace' is still valid.
In my youth we used to campaign against the dreadful
industrial problems of the minewoikers. u7e used to
call the mines dark dungeons of despair, and we
looked forward to the day when no man would have
to go down into the guts of the earth and risk his life
under these dreadful conditions, to dig up the energy
we needed. Vell, today we have n.* sou.i.s of energy
that can maintain and improve the living standards of
our people in Europe and help to uplift the living
standards eventually of the people who live i;
grinding poverry in the Third Vorld. Although I
believe there is room in our Europe and in our world
for 
_those who are opposed to the development of
nuclear energ'y for any purposes at all 
- 
I think they
have a right to be heard 
- 
we also have a right to
contest the arguments they make. Now it just happens
to be a fact that if all the energy of the Unitea
Kingdom came from atomic reactors, in 20 years the
waste material would only amount to I tonne of
dangerous radioactive material, less than a lorryload !
This is a fact, so the dangers are completely overrated.
And then, of course, we have the argument that some
group of terrorisrs might hijack a load of plutonium
and converr it into a bomb. \7ell, the Israeii Govern_
ment hijacked a whole boatload of processed uranium,
200 tonnes ; I understand they spent half-a-million
dollars trying to make a bomb out of it, and they
completely failed. Now a piece of plutonium, moving
about my country, is embodied in a great lead seal. Ii
weighs 30 tonnes. To hijack that, you need a crane
that would lift 80 tonnes ; so it can only be a govern-
ment that could hijack plutonium and turn ii into a
terrorist weapon.
I make these few observations because I think we
should contest the arguments of those who are
opposed to the absolute necessity to find new sources
of energy. \Tithout a continuous flow of reasonably
cheap or relatively cheap energy, we cannot maintain
the s_tandard of living of our people in Europe, or
anywhere in the world. When we experienced the
3-day week, when lifts in hotels and flats had to stop
because there was no energy, when the lights went out
and our cities turned black as night, when the snow_
storms covered America and the whole organization of
a complex society was in chaos, that would be our
future if we refused the necessity to develop new
sources of energy.
Nuclear sources are, as I think the rapporteur has
proved and my good colleague, Mr Brown, has taken
trouble to show, the cleanest and the safest that we so
far know as far as processing energy is concerned.
I would like to support very strongly the report of my
colleague, Mr Fliimig. He is a man dedicaied to this
cause ; he has gone into all these problems. I am
amaze.d at the energy and the thought that he puts
into all his work for our conlmittee, and I accept his
views on this matter. I hope we shall vote down, or
rather I hope our friends from Denmark and Holland
will withdraw their amendments so that it will not be
necessary_ for a person like me, who is absolutely
against the use of atomic weapons in war, to vote
against their 'amendments. So please withdraw them
and let us have a unanimous vote on this vitally impor_
tant report !
(Apltlause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Fliimig.
Mr Fliimig, rapporteur. 
- 
(D Mr President, at the
close of this debate I would first of all like to thank all
those Members who have spoken and particularly
those who support this'report which, after ail, we drew
up together in our committee. I would also like to
thank the Member who has put forward his
viewpoints more fully and spoken, in part, against the
report. Kindly allow me briefly, as rapporteur, to state
my position.
One can easily understand that the representative of a
country producing four fifths of its electricity from
natural gas has a somewhat different attitude towards
things than, for example, the representative of a
country which has no coal, natural gas or oil. On the
other hand, the fact is that these amendments do not
have the effect that they are obviously intended to
achieve. I shall try to demonstrate this in a few
sentences.
The first amendment calls for the deletion of para-
graph 1. Paragraph l, Mr President, is nothing more
than an enumeration of facts. Ve recall that parlia-
ment has already delivered opinions on nuclear
eJrergy. \flhether we delete this or not, nothing can
change the facts. IUfle intentionally referred tJ this,
however, because we wanted there to be a carryover
from earlier reports and earlier research programmes
to the. present report. '!fe therefore wanted 1o bring
out this link.
The second amendment introduces something that
already exists in paragraph 12. The point that the
Member wishes to add, namely that the problem of
the treatment and storage of radioactive wastes is not
yet solved, appears word for word in paragraph 12
which, Mr Dankert, stresses that the proltems
connected with final disposal are not yet solved. This
amendment, therefore, takes care of itself.
Amendment No 3 relates to paragraph 4. In para-
graph 4 we refer to the Community's responsibiiities
in overcoming the technological, financial and, above
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all, psychological obstacles to the development of
nuclear energy. Originally, I wrote something
completely different. In the end we agreed to a
compromise. Some Members, including one from the
Netherlands and one from Denmark said I should be
a bit more careful, etc. Refer to the psychological
obstacles, they said. In our view, Mr President,
removing these psychological obstacles is properly
one of the Community's responsibilities. May I also
refer you to the Commission's proposals on this
subject. It wants to launch an action and, in this
context, even use the Official Journal to explain to
people how these psychological obstacles may be
removed. !7e then said that we had to go farther and
use other instruments in addition to the Official
Journal. To make no further reference to this at all
and to act as though this were no longer of any
interest to the Community would surely not be right.
The explanatory statement says that nuclear energy is
shortly likely to become an important issue and I
believe this too. It is already an important issue and
will become increasingly so. But that, in my view, is
precisely a reason for the Community to do its very
best to enlighten the public. In this, it will be vital not
to paper things over and not to hide or belittle
anything. Problems, risks and benefits must be
compared openly and fully and then it will be seen
that the benefits far ounweigh the dangers and diffi-
culties. But if it is said that we must be careful not to
establish a plutonium economy, then I would refer to
what I said in my short introductory address. It is no
new problem. !tr7e are already in the middle of the
plutonium economy. Plutonium is produced every day
in 64 nuclear reactors in the Communiry alone and in
200 in the \tr(/estern world and the only question is :
what are we going to do with it ?
If we are now criticised 
- 
and this is my last point,
Mr President 
- 
for saying nothing about the safe-
guards system, in other words the prevention of diver-
sions, then I have to say that this is true, Mr Dankert.
'$(e have said nothing about this because a special
report, the Ellis report, is being produced on the ques-
tion : how effective are the controls ? Since this report
is coming out we ought not to anticipate it.
President. I call Mr Dankert.
Mr Denkert. 
- 
(NL) I felt I had to ask to speak
again about the amendments because I have no inten-
tion of withdrawing them and even less do I feel 
-
unlike the rapporteur 
- 
that they are superfluous. I
shall deal with them one by one.
The rapporteur says that paragraph I refers to opin-
ions given earlier by Parliament with regard to the
Community's need for the development of nuclear
energy. That may be. But to recall these opinions is a
confirmation of the manner in which they were given
before. To me this is unnecessary and I feel that it is
perfectly legitimate to do something about it by
means of the relevant amendment.
Regarding the amendment to paragraph 3, which
refers to a high level of safety, the rapporteur says that
this subject is dealt within paragraph 12. My problem
is that paragraph l2 is separate from paragraph 3., that
the issues may therefore be regarded as distinct from
one another and that in doing so there could be argu-
ments 
- 
I do not say that this in fact so 
- 
to the
effect that this is demagogy because all that is said is
'that a high level of safety has been achieved'.
Fine, but that has to be looked at in coniunction with
the real problem raised in paragraph 12. By separating
the two things we give an unfair picture which can
but aggravate the known psychological obstacles to
the development of nuclear energy. I feel that is is an
extremely unhappy use of words to talk about 'psycho-
logical obstacles to the development of nuclear
energy'.
The Communiry has a responsibility to set out facts
and produce information ; but once it uses words like
'psychological obstacles' it helps,.to create such psycho-
logical obstacles, because these words will be regarded
as an attempt at intimidation or demagogy and not at
setting out facts or data 
- 
because that is what the
word 'psychological' implies. Hence my serious objec-
tions precisely to this word. Mr Fliimig may say that
this a compromise reached in committee, but Person-
ally I consider it to be an unacceptable compromise.
President. 
- 
I note that no one else wishes to speak.
The motion for a resolution will be put to the vote,
together with the amendments that have been moved,
tomorrow at the end of the sitting.
The debate is closed.
15. Agenda for tbe next sitting
President. 
- 
The next sitting will be held tomorrow,
Friday, 17 March 1978, at 9.00 a.m., with the
following agenda :
- 
Procedure without report;
- 
Vote on the urgency of the mction for a resolution
tabled by all the groups on the kidnapping of Mr
Aldo Moro;
- 
Zywietz report on a three-year plan of action on infor-
mation ;
- 
Nod motion for a resolution on Community regional
policy;
- 
Bangemann report on the budgetary and financial
policy of the Communities in 1979 ;
End of sitting: Vote on motions for resolutions on
which the debate has closed.
The sitting is closed.
Qhe sitting was closed at 6.15 P.m.)
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ANNEX
Questions wbicb could not be answered during Question Time, utirh wriyen ctnsutfi
Question b1 IVr Ri1>anonti
Subject : Special proiects
rVhat measures does the Commission intend to take in order to guarantee the safety of Europe
against the effects of possible accidents similar to the disintegration olsatellite COSMOS 954 and thefall to earth of radioactive debris ?
Ansuer
The question tabled by the honourable Member raises two kinds of issue. First, there is the question
of preventing such accidents from occurring at all.
The matter does not fall within the competence of the Community. Measures would have to be
agreed at a wider level, especially between those countries which launch satellites. The Commission
could only encourage any initiatives in this sense.
There is no Community control over the efficacity of technologies which might prevent such
accidents.
Irere such an accident to occur over the Community, the Commission has no capacity to deal with
the consequences of such an accident. Its role in nuclear security is restricted to the security of
reactors.
Question by Alr Notenbootn
Subject : Co-responsibility levy on milk products
Can the Commission explain why this levy (amounting to an estimared 214 ZOO 000 EUA in l97g) is
not entered as own resources on the revenue side of the budget but is instead regarded as negative
expenditure ?
Answer
The co-responsibility levy which.was approved by the Parliament last year, and which your Agricul-
ture Committee suggests should be continued, is intimately linked to the Commission;, endeirours
to manage the market in dairy. products and in particular to reduce the existing surpluses. In this
context' the Commission considers that the levy which is foreseen as a temporary nr..rrr. applicable
over a 3-year period can naturally be regarded as an element in the opeiation of the intirvention
system and other market management measures and that, for this reason, it belongs to the guarantee
part of EAGGF.
The Commission recalls the political link which exists between the levy and the measures financed
by the levy. From a budgetary point of view, the co-responsibility levy 
"pp..r, in a new line iust asthe expenditure for the measu-res foreseen in Regulation No loig/7i is'indicated in a special line.
The budgetary effects of the levy and of the related mersures are consequently made iuite clear.
However, the Commission wishes to underline that it considers the co-responsibility levy as a parti-
cular case for the reasons just indicated and not as the application of a general principle.
Question b1 lllr uan Aerssen
Subject: Community loans for the building of nuclear power stations
Can the Commission state whether Community loar,s are being granted by the Commission or the
EIB for the building of nuclear power stations in the Member SLtes, and if so, since when and under
what conditions ?
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Answer
l. In the second half ol 1977 the European Atomic Energy Community (Euratom) issued loans
pursuant to the Council decision of 29 March 1977, and contributed to the financing of nuclear
power stations by lending a total of 95.5m EUA.
The loan issue is lent out at prime cost and the period of validity is between 10 and 15 years.
2. The European Investment Bank helps with the financing of nuclear power stations in accor-
dance with its duties as set out in Article 130 of the EEC Treaty. This financing activity is intended
to promote the Community's energy policy as determined by the Council on a proposal from the
Commission in 1974 and approved by the Council of Governors of the Bank.
Between 1967 and 8 March 1978 the Bank granted 32 loans and 2 guarantees for 18 nuclear power
stations (representing an output of l9 gigawatts) in the Member States. A total of 851.88m EUA is
involved. A further payment ol 49.97m EUA was made for a uranium enrichment plant.
Question b1 frIr Yeats
Subiect: Equal Pay
Vill the Commission now state what replies have been received from the Member States to its
questionnaire on the situation of the application of the principle of Equal Pay between men and
women ?
Ansuer
All Member States have now answered the Commission's questionnaire on how the principle of
equal pay for men and women has so far been applied.
I should like to take this opportuniry of making a slight correction to the ,trt.-.nt I made in Parlia-
ment on 14 February during the debate on Oral Question No. 88/74 by Mrs Dunwoody and others. I
stated then that, up till then, no Member State had completed the Commission's questionnaire. In
fact one Member State (the United Kingdom) had done so a short time before but the reply only
reached the appropriate Commission department on the day I made my statement.
Question b1 llr Bersani
Subject : European Centre for the Development of Vocational Training in Berlin
Does not the Commission feel that the European Centre for the Development of Vocational
Training in Berlin should also cover the agricultural sector, which is not at present included in the
Centre's programme ?
Answer
I should first like to draw the honourable Member's attention to the fact that the Commission is not
responsible for the programme of work of this Centre, but that this is drawn up by the Con.teil
dAdministration which is composed not only of representatives of the Commission, but also of
representatives of employers, employees and the Member States.
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Secondly, apart from the Centre in Berlin, I would also draw attention to the existence of CEPFAR, a
specialized European organization for vocational training in the agricultural sector. The Commission
has earmarked a subsrdy of l3l 100 EUA for this organization in 1978. It should also be noted that
efforts are being made to strengthen existing cooperation berween CEPFAR and the Berlin Cenrre.
Question by l4r Dontlelinger
Subject : Revrsion of the Treaties of Rome
Does not the Commission share the opinion of Mr Brice Lalonde, a spokesman for Europe's ecolo-
gists, that it would be desirable to reword Article 2 of the EEC Treaty, which emphasizes economic
expansion alone to the detriment of environmental protection and the quality of life ?
Answer
Article 2 of the EEC Treaty must be considered in the light of the statement in the preamble to the
Treaty to the effect that one of the essential objectives of the signatories is 'the constant improve-
ment of living and working conditions of their peoples'.
Moreover, as the Commission has already stated on several occasions, the tasks assigned to the
Community by the EEC Treaty, which is a framework treaty, must be interpreted, in accordance with
the body of law handed down by the Court of Justice, as an evolving system subject to prevailing
economic circumstances. Environmental problems have, in fact, created economic circumstances
which have been shown to be of increasing importance as a consequence of industrial growth.
Improvement of the qualitative conditions of life 
- 
whether in the form of combating nuisances or
improving living conditions 
- 
must now be considered as a very important aspect of the obiective of
promoting throughout the Community 'a harmonious development of economic activities' ser out in
Artrcle 2 of the Treaty. The objectives laid down by this article are couched in very general terms and
in no way exclude environmental protection or the quality of life from the tasks of the Community.
'Vhere the Treaties do not make specific provision for such action as may be necessary, the Commu-
nity is therefore empowered, by virtue of Article 235 of the EEC Treaty, to take such action as it
consrders necessary to achieve these objectives.
The honourable Member will be aware that Community action programmes in thrs area have been
consistently implemented on this basis with the approval of the European Parliament.
The Commission therefore considers that, in these circumstances, it would be unnecessary to reword
Article 2 of the EEC Treaty.
Que.ttion by lIr Scbnidt
Subject : Obstacles to EEC/USA trade
Is the Commission aware of any particular obstacles to trade of a non-tariff nature, which make it
difficult for the USA to import ships and ships'equipment from the EEC, and what steps does the
Commission intend to take, particularly within the framework of the Tokyo Round, to dispose of
these obstacles ?
Answer
The United States Merchant Marine Act, the initial text of which was adopted in 1920 and which has
since been extended several times, prohibits the use in United States coastal waters of ships not built
in the United States. In the course of time the term 'ship' has been extended to cover both aircush-
ioned vessels (hovercraft, etc.) for use ln coastal waters and flat-bottomed vessels. Moreover,
subsequent legislation considerably restricts the extent to which American shipowners can use
foreign equipment in their vessels. The use of foreign-buitt ships in the outeruone of the continental
shelf has been prohibited since 1953.
The Commission has repeatedly protested at the increasing application and extension of these
obstacles to trade. It has also relerred the US Merchant Marine Act to GATT as a non-tariff obstacle
to trade.
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The Commission has moreover included the American restrictions on foreign-built ships, air-cush-
ioned and flat-bottomed vessels in the Community list of requirements for the removal of non-tariff
obstacles to trade in the current multinational trade negotiations.
Question b1 lllr Hamilton
Subject : Trade with Japan
Is the Commission satisfied that the Japanese are doing all that is needed to redress the imbalance in
trade between Japan and the EEC; and how much longer is the Communiry going to negotiate
before deciding to take firm countervailing action ?
Answer
The Community has agreed with Japan to hold a series of talks before the end of March in order to
come to an improvement of the EEC trading position with that country.
In December 1977 Jtpan announced a package of measures aimed at reducing the trade balance
surplus (+ 17 000 mio $ in 1977) and the balance of current account (+ 12 500 mio $ in 1977).The
Japanese government aims at a 7 o/o increase in GNP for fiscal year 1978; the surplus on the balance
of current account should be reduced to 5 000 mio $.
At the same time and in anticipation of the Tokyo Round. Japan reduced customs duties on about
320 products, effective from 4 March. Easier payment rules for imports as well as at least a doubling
of development aid is planned for the next 5 years.
It is our intention to use our influence so that the measures will be shaped and applied in such a way
as to show a direct and rapid decrease in the Community's deficit with Japan. At the same time it
will be necessary to urge on Japan the need for the removal of restrictions on trade with regard to
Communiry exports in other specific fields.
28. Question by lllrs Squarcialupi (H-496/77)
Subiect : Approximation of laws relating to cosmetics
!7ould the Commission not agree that the directive on the approximation of laws relating to
cosmetic products, which has recently been implemented by the Member States, needs to be
thoroughly reviewed, especially in the light of the health protection requirements of consumers, who
have not hitherto been consulted on the matter ? If so, what approach does it intend to take ?
Answer
The directive on the approximation of laws relating to cosmetic products will be reviewed as stipu-
lated by Articles 5,8 and ll. The review mechanism is set out in the directive itself. The Commis-
sion's proposals are drawn up with the assistance of a working party on which consumers are repre-
sented and where they can make their views known. Henceforth the Commission will also consult
the scientific cosmetics committee which was set up on l9 December 1977.
Question by hlrs Dunuoody
Subiect : Parliamentary Association for Euro-Arab Cooperation
Can the Commission please inform Parliament exactly how much money has been pard to the Parlia-
mentary fusociation for Euro-Arab Cooperation in 1977 and in 1978.
Answer
A subsidy of FF 30 000 was made available to the
Cooperation in the 1977 financial year.
Parliamentary Association for Euro-Arab
No subsidy has been allocated to this association for the l9TS,financial year.
Question b1 Lord Betbell
Subject : Application of the free competition clauses of the Treaty of Rome to airlines operating
within the Community.
Vhat discussions are in prospect between the Commission and IATA on the application of the free
competition of the Treaty of Rome to airlines operating within the Community.
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Answer
As was stated by the Commission in its reply to Mr Ryan's, Mr Seefeld's and Mr Nyborg's oral ques-
tions on 17 and 19 January, the Commission is about to establish a text of a regulation on the appli-
cation of the competition roles to air transport on which it will, at an early date, invite national
experts to comment.
The Commission does not intend, at this stage, to have discussions with IATA on the applicatron of
the competition rules to air transport, but it will initiate discussions with and seek information from
IATA should the need arise. In any case, these rules will apply to all operators and all organizations
in so far as they are involved in air transport affairs of the Community.
Question by ltlrs Ewing
Subject : Acquisition of land in the Community by non-Community organizations or individuals
Vhat attitude does the Commission take about the rights of Governments, Institutions, or nationals
of non-member countries to acquire land inside the Community ?
Answer
The Commission has no authority to comment on the laws of Member States governing the acquisi-
tion of land within their territories by governments, officials or nationals of third countries, as these
lie outside the scope of the EEC Treaty.
Question b1 iVr Kauanagb
Subject: Purchase of land by non-nationals
'!7hat is the situation at present in relation to the rights of nationals of one Member State to purchase
land in another Member State ?
Ansuer
By virtue of the principle laid down in Articles 7,48 and 52 of the EEC Treaty prohibiting discrimi-
nation on grounds 6f nationality, nationals of Member States of the Community who engage in, or
have engaged in, activities either as employees or as self-employed persons have the right to acquire
property in their country of establishment under the same conditions as nationals of that country.
Question b1 Mr Ryan
Subject : Traffic and transport problems
In view of the fact that traffic congestion, overcrowded public transport and long transit times signifi-
cantly reduce the qualiry of life for urban commuters and their families, will the Commission state
whether any monies are available from Community resources for the improvement of urban road
systems or for other means to relieve these problems and whether the Commission is preparing any
proposals or initiatives aimed at solving or reducing the extent of these problems ?
Answer
The Commission is of the opinion that the complex problems referred to by the honourable Member
are essentially matters for local authorities and administrations. Its own role lies more rn the prepara-
tion and implementaion of Community-wide policies such as the action programme on the environ-
ment and the common transport policy. For these reasons Community funds are not available for
directly intervening either nationally or locally to improve urban traffic conditions.
As an example of Community activities in the environment field, comprehensive coordinated stand-
ards and guidelines are being established to protect and improve the quality of life of all urban
dwellers.
In the transport sector efforts are continuing to determine and impute to vehicle users the real costs
arising from their use of roads. One of the aims of these efforts is to achieve a better balance between
private and public transport.
Finally in the long term the solutions to some of the problems mentioned are likely to be found in
better national arld local land use policies and these too are being studied at Community level.
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Question by lllr Bangemann
Subject : Employment subsidies
'!7hat has been the outcome of the Commission's efforts to induce the United Kingdom to comply
with Community provisions when granting temporary employment subsidies (TES) ?
. Answer
By letter dated 3l January 1978 the British Government informed the Commission, pursuant to
Article 93 (3) of the EEC Treary, of proposals to prolong the Temporary Employment Subsidy for
one year from 1 April 1978. The problems raised by the operation of this subsidy were explained
fully by Mr Tugendhat when replying to the oral question with debate on this subiect in this House
on 16 February 1978.
Consequent to that notification, intensive discussions have taken place ber'ween the Commission and
the British Government on these proposals which were also discussed at a multilateral meeting of all
Member States held on I March 1978. As a result of these discussions, the British Government has
modified its proposal to include a maior reduction (from ! 222 million to i 135 million) in the
overall expenditure on TES in 1978179 and especially in expenditure for the textiles, clothing and
footwear sectors where the figure is reduced from f 105 million to 155 million. In addition restruc-
turing plans will be introduced for establishments receiving the subsidy for more than 5 months and
a detailed system of control instituted to avoid an undue concentration of payments under the
subsidy to certain sectors. At its meeting on l5 March 1978, the Commission, confident that these
modifications will remove the negative aspects of TES, in particular the danger of exporting indus-
trial difficulties and unemployment from the UK to other Member States, and the conservatory
operating aid aspects of its operation, has agreed to a prolongation for one year only of the
Temporary Employment Subsidy.
Question by llr Verbaegen
Subiect: Dutch edition of 'European Communiry'
Is it true that the Dutch edition of the monthly'European Communiry' is shortly to be discontinued
and, if so, what is the Commission's 
.justification for this ?
Ansruer
In its information programme for 1978 the Commission announced that, in view of changed priori-
ties in the field of information, and taking into account the need to reach a much wider public than
hitherto, it would propose a review of its publications programme, including the monthly magazines
published by the Press and Information Offices in the capitals of the Member States.
In accordance with this review it was recently decided to replace the monthly magazine published by
the Hague office by a shorter and more compact monthly publication. This decision was taken in
view of the fact that many other Dutch-language publications dealing with the Community exist, in
particular the weekly'Europe of Tomorrow', published by the Hague office, which contains compreh-
ensive reports on Community activity, and also in view of the need to make extra funds available for
other material, particularly audio-visual material, in the Dutch language.
Subscribers to the,magazine will be informed of the proposed change in good time and asked if they
wish to subscribe to the new monthly publication instead.
I am aware that subscribers to the Dutch-language magazine published by the Hague office include
Flemish-language readers in Belgium. !7e are naturally anxious to ensure that they continue to
receive information about the Community on a monthly basis, e. g. the monthly 'Euro-info'
published by the Brussels office in Dutch. They can of course continue also to receive the publica-
tions from the Hague Office, including the new monthly information bulletin.
Question b1 il4r Kofoed
Subject : Negotiations with the USA on export credits
Can the Commission report on the outcome of the negotiations with the USA on export credits and
on the prospects for the possible continuation of talks on this matter ?
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Answer
The United States and the Communiry have held multilateral negotiations on the renewal and
improvement of the guidelines (also referred to as a consensus or gentleman's agreement) on state-
suPported export credits. The negotiations were concluded on 22 February 1978 with a considerably
improved agreement. The minimum interest rates and maximum period of application were
unchanged. Considerable improvements were made in the following areas :
- 
application of the OECD statement on local costs ;
- 
more specific provisions in relation to commitments previously entered into, and aid and credit
limits;
- 
tightening up of definitions and improvements in the notification and consultation procedures.
The new guidelines will come into force on I April 1978. Agreement has not been reached on a
fixed period of application. The Community will apply the agreement for an initial period of seven
months and will decide on a continuation in the light of experience. It will of course propose any
improvements which may become necessary.
Question b1 )Vr Nlborg
Subiect:DistortionofcompetitioninroadtransPort.
Is the Commission aware of the distortions of competition and barriers to trade caused by the huge
increase in premiums for the insurance of goods transported by road to Italy against theft and
robbery (such crimes being so prevalent) and what action does the Commission intend to take ?
Answer
The Commission is aware that insurance premiums in respect of transport goods to Italy have
increased considerably since 1973. It considers that this increase is due to the augmented risks
mentioned by the honourable Member.
The Commission cannot see how it can influence premium rates charged by insurance companies in
respect of transport insurance, which it effected voluntarily. Moreover, it should be borne in mind
that the proportion of insurance costs, even under the increased rates, does not exceed 2o/o ol the
overall transport cost.
Question b1t Mr L'Estrange
Subject : Particular difficulties facing farmers in the west of Ireland.
In view of the particular difficulties facing farmers in the west of Ireland and the relative lack of
infrastructural development in the area, will the Commission bring forward improvements in the
road, electricity and drinking water supply networks, aflorestation measures, and an improved agricul-
tural advisory service, similar to those proposals which have been made for Mediterranean areas of
the Communiry ?
Answer
The Commission is aware that particular and important problems face west of Ireland farmers. !7ith
this in mind, it has recently made a number of proposals concerning this region, e. g. a common
action on arterial and field drainage, the increase of Community participation rate in the headage
Payments according to the hill farming Directive, the extension of Community financing to cessa-
tion annuities according to Directive 72ll50lEEC. As a Commissioner on Agriculture, I share the
view that these measures might not in the long run prove sufficient and am prepared to consider
after due study o( the nature and scope of the problems further appropriate measures.
The Community can assist by way of the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) in
financing investment in infrastructure for improving road networks, distribution of electriciry ind
drinking water, thereby lessening the difficulties facing farmers in the west of Ireland. In this way, in
1976 md 1977, ll.l million units of account were granted to infrastructure for farming in the less
favoured areas of the west of Ireland in accordance with Article + (l) (c) of Regulation EEC No
724175 establishing a European Regional Developrncnt Fund.
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Question by il4iss Flesch
Subject: UNCTAD negotiations in Geneva on developing countries' debt.
!7ould the Commission state the Community's position on the current UNCTAD negotiations in
Geneva on the remission of developing countries'debt, as the Community Member States apparently
hold divergent views on this matter ?
Ansucr
After laborious negotiations between industrialized market economy countries and developing coun-
tries,.UNCTAD's Ninth Special Session, at Ministerial level, ended on ll March 1978 with thi adop-
tion by consensus of a compromise resolution on debt and development problems of developing
countries. This resolution encompasses, on the one hand, the possible adjustment of terms of past
bilateral official development assistance to many poorer developing countries, particularly the least-
developed among them and, on the other hand, the recognitiorr of certain ie"trres which could
provide guidance for future operations relating to debt problems of interested developing countries.
The European Community thoroughly prepared for this Ministerial session, the first to be held in the
history of UNCTAD. Although, in the past, Community Member States have somerimes expressed
divergent views, the Council on Foreign Affairs at its meetings of 7 February and 7 March, reached a
common position on the subiect matter on the basis of a communication submitted by the Commis-
1io1' Thrgug! on-the-spot coordination, Community delegations adapted this general position in thelight of developments.
Throughout the session itself, the Community thus remained united, played a constructive role, and
Participated actively in the final phase of negotiations: one of the significant stages which opened
the path towards the decision on debt and development problems was the earlylabling, upon the
initiative of the Community, of a draft resolution for the adoption of the joint EEC/Unitei States
proposal on features for the guidance of future debt operations submitted by the EEC, the United
States and five more industrialized countries.
On balance, at the Ninth Special Session, at Ministerial level, of UNCTAD's Trade and Development
Board, the Community and its Member States observed a remarkable solidarity which contrlbuted
decisively to a positive conclusion.
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IN THE CHAIR: MR MEINTZ
Vice-President
(Tbc sitting was opencd at 9.00 a.m)
President. 
- 
The sitting is open.
1. Approaal of tbe minutes
President. 
- 
The minutes of proceedings of yester-
day's sitting have been distributed.
Are there any comments ?
The minutes of proceedings are approved.
2. Documents submitted
President. 
- 
I have received from Mrs Dunwoody,
on behalf of the Committee on Social Affairs, Employ-
ment and Education, an interim report (Doc. 6178) on
equal pay for men and women in the Member States
of the Community.
3. Procedure witbout report
President. 
- 
At Tuesday's sitting, I announced the
titles of the Commission proposals to be dealt with
under the procedure without report, pursuant to Rule
274 of the Rules of Procedure. Since no Member has
asked leave to speak and no amendments have been
tabled, I declare these items approved by the Euro-
pean Parliament.
4. fulotiott for a resolution on the kidnapping of Mr
Aldo hloro
President. 
- 
I shall now consult Parliament on the
urgency of the motion for a resolution (Doc.7178)
tabled by Mr Klepsch, on behalf of the Christian-
Democratic Group (EPP), Mr Fellermaier, on behalf of
the Socialist Group, Mr Cifarelli, on behalf of the
Liberal and Democratic Group, Mr Yeats, on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats, Mr
Scott-Hopkins, on behalf of the European Conserva-
rive Group and Mr Sandri, on behalf of the
Communist and Allies Group, on the kidnapping of
Mr Aldo Moro, the chairman of the Italian Christian
Democratic Party.
Are there any objections ?
Urgent procedure is agreed.
I propose that Parliament consider this motion for a
resolution immediately.
Are there any objections ?
That is agrred.
I call Mr Klepsch to introduce the motion for a resolu-
tion.
Mr Klepsch. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, on behalf of all the groups of this House,
whom I thank for joining with us in tabling this
motion, I would like to express the deep revulsion
which this kidnapping has aroused in all of us. The
text we submit to you says clearly what this House
wishes to express. It does so in words that may be
brief but which fully reflect the feeling of this House.
I would just add that Parliament is deeply shocked at
the events in Italy and that we all hope firstly that
President Moro comes back to us safe and sound and
that the constitutional state of Italy, which is an impor-
tant member of the European Community will with-
stand and survive this severe shock.
There is no question about our solidarity with our
Italian friends because we know that an attack on
democratic institutions is an attack on the liberal struc-
ture of our European Community. I would ask you all
to vote in favour of this motion for a resolution.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Prescott to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
Mr Prescott. 
- 
Mr President, my group wishes to
endorse both the motion for a resolution and the intro-
duction by Mr Klepsch. These increasingly violent
actions pose a considerable threat to democracy as we
understand it in the Community. !7e can only hope
that this violent and sad affair will soon come to an
end, that Mr Moro will be returned safely and that
those involved will give consideration to the threat to
the sort of society in which we live. Ve endorse the
motion wholeheartedly and hope that there will soon
be a conclusion to this incident.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bangemann to speak on
behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr Bangemann. 
- 
(D) Mr President, on behalf of
my group I declare our unreserved support of the
motion for a resolution that Mr Klepsch has already
introduced. My group condemns in the harshest terms
this vile assault on Aldo Moro and the violation it
implies of those principles of human rights and
democracy we wish to see respected not only in the
Community but throughout the world.
I7e all know that such terrorist attacks, which are
directed against human life and, as in this case,
brutally destroy men's lives, are invariably also
directed against the ideals and principles that their
victims represent. This event is therefore another case
in which we have to express clearly that all of us, all
democrats, condemn such attacks because of their
brutality and because of the contempt for human life
they imply, and that we also recognize them as attacks
on the democratic ideals that we intend to defend as
dearly as our own lives. No-one in the Community
should be left in any doubt that all democratic forces
in this Community are resolved not to countenance
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such attacks and to prevent, in this way, further
assaults on human life wherever this may be and,
above all, to show the determination of us all to
defend democracy.
I hope, Mr President, that this determination which
we in this House now have a further opportunity to
demonstrate, will finally have its effect, for the more
we are confornted with such attacks the more
dismayed we are to see them spreading like a plague.
'!fle 
should do everything in our own countries and in
the Community as a whole to bring this evil to a halt,
for men's lives and our democracy are in danger and
we should do everything in our power to protect both.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Yeats to speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats.
Mr Yeats. 
- 
For my group also, Mr President, I
would associate myself with this motion. It is quite
clear that the events that took place yesterday are an
attack, not merely on Italian democracy, but on the
very fabric of society itself. It is an attack, indeed, on
the ordinary people of Italy and on the people of the
Community as a whole. I think we must, in this Parlia-
ment, show clearly that the entire European Commu-
nity stands behind the Italian people in this crisis.
One can only regret deeply the tragic loss of life that
has already taken place and hope with all our hearts
that it will be possible to resolve this matter without
any further tragedies.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Fletcher-Cooke to speak on
behalf of the European Conservative Group.
Mr Fletcher-Cooke. 
- 
Mr President, on behalf of
the European Conservative Group, I would associate
myself with this resolution. It is only a few weeks ago
that, from this very seat, I moved on behalf of the
Political Affairs Committee an anti-terrorist resolution
at a time of an equally violent and horrible assault in
another country. I hope that these two among many,
and increasing, attacks will induce all the countries of
the Community to take instant steps to ratify the
various anti-terrorist and anti-hijacking conventions.
These attacks are accelerating in number and in
gravity, and we must show not only in our words but
in our deeds, as Herr Bangemann and others have
said, that in this we act not as nine but as one. And
the only way we can do that in practice is to see that
if any of these criminals escape into other countries of
the Community they are not shuffled out because
they are an embarrassment or anything of that sort,
but are dealt with as strongly in a neighbour country
as they will undoubtedly be in Italy if they are
captured there.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Giolitti.
Mr Giolitti , ntentber of tbe Com.mission. 
- 
(I)
Thank you, Mr President, for allowing me to associate
myself, on behalf of the Commission, with the
thoughts expressed by Parliament. In a message to the
President of the Italian Republic, Mr Jenkins, the Pres-
ident of the Commission, has already expressed the
feelings of the Commission which wholly concur with
those now expressed by the Members of Parlament
who have spoken, namely a strong reaffirmation of
our democratic values, full solidarity with Italian
democracy and with the democratic feeling and
conviction of the Italian people, resolute condemna-
tion of terrorism and the equally resolute will to
stamp it out in the most effective way and by the
most effective means.
These, Mr President and Members, are the feelings of
the Commission as well, which I repeat here in full
solidarity with what this Parliament desired to state.
President. 
- 
In view of the exceptional nature of
this matter, I propose thit.we depart from our usual
procedure and put the motion for a resolution to the
vote immediately.
Are there any objections ?
That is agreed.
I put the motion for a resolution to the vote.
The resolution is adopted.
(Applause)
5. Decision on a second tbree-1ear plan of ctction 0,t
infonnation
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
552177) drawn up by Mr Zywietz, on behalf of the
Committee on Energy and Research, on a
proposal from the Commission of the European Commu-
nities to the Council for a decision adoptrng a three-year
plan of act?on in the field of information and documenta-
tion in science and technology.
I call Mr Zywietz.
Mr Zywietz, riryporteur. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, as Rapporteur I would like to make a
few brief comments on the proposal from the
Commission to the Council for a decision adopting a
second three-year plan of action in the field of infor-
mation and documentation in science and technology.
At first glance 
- 
or so it seems to me 
- 
one might
be tempted to think that this is none too spectacular a
report because it is a continuation, being the second
report on a three-year plan, unless everything
produced by way of continuation is automatically spec-
tacular for that reason alone. On the other hand it
should be said that unanimous support and a number
of suggestions to which I shall refer briefly later, were
voiced in all the committees that also worked and
advised on this report. Even so, in my view, this report
deserves our undivided attention because, for all
citizens of the Community and for science and the
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economy it will really open a common market in the
truest sense of the word, namely a common market in
the field of economic and technical information and I
think this is something we can all welcome.
The underlying reason for the significance of such a
common market in the field of scientific information
is, you will all agree, the fact that we have to assume
that the European Community is not blessed with an
excess of raw materials resources and that this makes
it all the more necessary, for the wellbeing and
freedom of the Community's citizens, that we should
bring our human resources and their technical and
scientific quality to the highest possible level and that
we should then effectively, unreservedly, and with
equal opportunity for all, communicate these results
of our technical information at its present level to all
those who are interested in it and who wish to
develop it further. I believe the popular dictum that
knowledge is power to be right, and if we take this as
our basis and we agree that we are in favour of distri-
buting power, then we must also take steps to ensure
that this knowledge on technical information is made
accessible as far as possible to everyone, particularly at
a time in which scientific data is accumulating so
rapidly that individuals and even institutions have
difficulty in keeping their bearings in this rapidly
mounting flood of essential information. For these
reasons the Community wants to offer its help which
would express itself in the fact that scientific informa-
tion would be collected and duly processed, then rrans-
mitted over a communications network in all nine
Community States and lastly be available for retrieval
through computer terminals by anyone interested.
I believe that this kind of free circulation of technical
data is one way towards helping us to improve,
through really plural competition in industrial activi-
ties, our chances to enhance our wellbeing and safe-
guard our free way of life. However, it must be added
that this need did not occur to us purely as our own
brilliant discovery. In this field we already have a
small object lesson because these functions and this
market, including Europe, had already been discov-
ered and developed by the US, but that must and
should not belittle the value of our own activities in
the slightest, but rather act as a goad for us to produce
these facilities more quickly, in better form and hope-
fully more cheaply. too, in the Community.
In the committees, the basic purpose and metho-
dology of the proposals 
- 
as I have already pointed
out 
- 
was approved unanimously and a number of
suggestions and comments were added, in particular
to the effect that particular attention should be paid to
ensuring that, in all circumstances, individuals and
small and medium-sized firms should in practice have
equal opportunity of access to this source of informa-
tion because, in our view, it is precisely the small and
the medium-sized firms that form the vital basis and
condition for the ongoing development of technolog-
ical and scientific progress. There is no way that we
can do without them and we must therefore provide
them with this equal opportunity of access.
Secondly, it came out clearly in the committees that
this information network should be so fashioned as ro
admit co-operation with countries outside the Commu-
nity, and a further point is made in a proposed amend-
ment of which you all have a copy, to the effect that
data transmission should in all cases take place over
the public telecommunications network.
Now a brief look at the financial background to this
plan of action. The first plan, spread over three years,
had an appropriation of 5m u.a. No precise figures are
yet available for the second plan ; the most we have is
an order of magnitude 
- 
about 9m u.a. But if the first
and second plans of action are carried through to their
conclusion, the amount would be 45m u.a. which is
certainly big enough to merit our careful attention.
I would add 
- 
the discussions in the Committee on
Budgets and the relevant comments have already
brought this out 
- 
that these 9m u.a. are more in the
nature of an indication and will need to be examined
in more detail by Parliament when they subsequenrly
materialize in the budgetary discussions on cost struc-
tures.
Although this is not in direct and practical connec-
tion with the second plan of action, I would like to
include in these introductory comments a word or two
about what may be of interest to us in the further
course of this plan of action. I feel that care must be
taken to ensure that the quality and breadth of infor-
mation made available via this network is really first
class in order to meet the requirements of potential
users and that we should also make a point of
ensuring that a price policy is followed which really
ensures equality of opportunity for all and parricularly
the smaller kind of user to whom I have referred. rVe
shall also, no doubt, have to examine at the appro-
priate time whether, with this second plan of action,
the general object can be achieved to such an extent
that the project is able ro stand on irs own financieal
feet and be financed from the contributions of the
system's clients. I would like it to be recorded at this
time that we shall have to draw practical conclusions
on this point when the time comes. I would add 
-and this seems to me to have its importance, particu-
larly in this connection 
- 
that it is intended that
Parliament shall receive a detailed report each year on
the practical implementation of this plan of action.
In short, I have the impression that here we seem well
set to open up a new field of Community activity and
that the methods proposed in this service and we can
perhaps do one other thing which is to make the
system as popular as possible, in other words draw the
attention of those concerned to its availability.
Presidents. 
- 
I call Mr Edwards to speak on behalf
of the Socialist Group.
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Mr Edwards. 
- 
Mr President, the speech of the
rapporteur and, as I understand it, his acceptance of
the amendment I tabled on behalf of the Socialist
Group, makes my task a very easy one indeed. He has
explained in very close detail the work of the Commis-
sion in developing communications of this character,
and the prospects for the next three years. There is no
need for me to waste the time of the House by
repeating what has been said so effectively.
I think we will all agree that one of the few and most
important growth industries in the world today is this
one of international communications and the growth
of data-bases throughout the world. Indeed it has been
the rapid development of communications in America
that is most responsible for the expansion of the
United States and, indeed, of Japan. Unfortunately, in
both countries, communications and data-processing
have been developed through the initiative of private
enterprise, so that we find today that a very large share
of the world market in this sector is in the hands of
two of the largest companies in the world, IBM and
Ifi. l(/hilst they undoubtedly make a massive contri-
bution to communications, particularly in the produc-
tion of equipment (and I have no doubt we will have
to rely on their expert knowledge for the supply of
much equipment), I hope that the Commission, in
developing the next three-year plan, will guarantee
that our European industries have the first preference
and that we will not allow outside mlltinational
companies to move in and take control f our Euro-
pean network.
IBM has annual sales of 10 billion dollars and its
profits last year were a billion dollars. It is the tenth
largest company in the whole world. ITT is the elev-
enth largest, with sales of over l0 billion and profits
within the region of a billion dollars last year. ITT
forgive me, but I think we Socialists are entitled to say
so 
- 
has a very sinister record indeed. It has been
accused of corruption, bribery of politicians and
governmental officials and of helping to overthrow
one governement in Latin America, and we have been
protesting about what has happened since in that parti-
cular country. You will forgive me saying that in a
debate of this nature we really have to take these
factors into consideration. I am sure the Commission
will. Although we will want the cooperation of these
companies to make this next three year plan effective
and useful, we must nevertheless be aware of the
dangers and maintain, as the amendment suggests, the
control of this most useful and important European
development in the hand of those who are publicly
accountable. That is the view of the Socialist group on
this matter.
Mr Fellermaier last year raised the whole question of
tariffs. I think maybe the Commission will tell us
something about the lack of tariff harmonization
throughout our Community. I suppose it is quite
impossible in this 
^rea to harmonize themcompletely. I do not know whether this is true or not,
but I heard that in one country in Europe they send a
messenger on a bike across the frontier to purchase
information at half the price they would have to pay
in their own country. If this is true it is a nonsense
that should be abolished. It does not help small firms
if they have to engage in manoeuvers of this nature to
get effective, up-to-date inforn.ration. The whole basis
of progress, whether political, social, industrial or
financial, depends on correct and immediate informa-
tion. \Tithout this kind of information, local authori-
ties dealing with the environment, medical officers
dealing with health problems, governments and
government departments, and so on, cannot plan for
the future. That is why this is a vital development in
our world of automation and electronics. So I hope, in
replying, the Commission will tell us something about
the possiblity of maintaining relatively economic
prices and that prices will be harmonized as far as is
possible. Apart from those ren'rarks may I say that the
Socialist Group welcomes this development as an
important move towards real cooperation ir-t our Euro-
pean Community.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Fuchs to speak on behalf of
the Christian-Democratic Group (EPP).
Mr Fuchs. (D) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, one could be all too easily inclined to treat
scientific and technical information and documenta-
tion and their electronic storage and transmission as a
purely technical process, thereby underestimating
their political significance. But nothing would be
further from the truth or more fatal, as I shall illus-
trate on the basis of two examples.
Over twenty years ago the United States of America
and'the whole of the free Western 'World were in the
throes of the so-called Sputnik shock. \flithout ques-
tion, this was a very great advance by the Soviet Union
and the United States had to spend vast sums to make
up the leeway. $20 million were spent, for example,
merely to decipher the code used by the satellite. And
yet 
- 
my information is taken from the Frankfilrtt,'
Allgentcine Zcitung, a very serious newspaper 
- 
the
necessary scientific data had already been published in
full and clear detail in a scientific periodical months
before. So the knowledge was there but the informa-
tion was not available where it was needed.
At that time, there were no facilities for this kind of
exchange of information, but now there are and there
is no doubt that a considerable amount of exploration,
time and, above all of course, money could be saved
in such cases.
My second point is that the annual increase in scien-
tific books, periodicals, articles, university theses,
patents, conference proceedings, etc., is put at some-
thing over 400 000 for the world as a whole. This is
an enormous rate of growth in detailed knowledge but
the question is how to channel this knowledge to the
point where it is in fact needed. This, therefore, is
another pointer to the political importance of this
issue.
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\7hat is more 
- 
and the rapporteur has already
referred to this 
- 
scientific and technical develop-
ment is of vital significance to Europe and for the
development and improvement of living conditions.
In the traditional and conventional sectors of industry,
our share is being progressively eroded by growing
competition from new industrialized countries, many
of which have considerable lower production costs,
but the early development of new technical methods
depends on the immediate and smooth exchange of
information. Those who say we are at the dawn of the
information age are right and this proves the political
importance of this second plan of action.
Another thought I put to you is that our Community
is primarily organized to facilitate the smooth and free
exchange of goods and services within the Commu-
niry. If that is the case, then this smooth, free and
unhampered exchange is of particular importance in
the field of scientific and technical information. Unfor-
tunately, we have to admit that, compared with the
United States 
- 
and this too has already been said 
-we have fallen a long way behind, the arrears
amounting to at least five years.
Hence, therefore, the urgency of this programme, the
urgency to follow the first step with the decisive
second step whose purpose now is to produce an effec-
tive and practical information system.
For all these reasons, the Christian-Democratic Group
unreservedly approves this second plan of action. We
consider that the main objects have been rightly
stated by the Commission, i.e. firstly to convert
EURONET into a public and directly accessible infor-
mation network, secondly to develop a common
market in technical and scientific information and
thirdly to improve the technology and methodology
of the information network. I would take this opportu-
nity to offer the rapporteur my warm thanks for his
very impressive, concentrated and yet extremely infor-
mative report.
In my opinion, special attention should be paid to the
following points in the execution of the plan of action
in the objectives set for it.
Firstly, the flow of information should be facilitated in
order to save any unnecessary squandering of our
scarce resources. It has been pointed out that intellec-
tual potential is a very important, if not the important,
resource in our case.
Secondly, special efforts must be made to make this
information network available to the small and medi-
um-sized firms as well. This implies appropriate
pricing. As already said in the report, prices in this
sector in the United States, for example, lie far below
those applying in our Community. It also implies a
favourably-priced system of co-operation for medium
and small firms to enable them, for example, to runjoint terminals. Other requirements under this
heading are courses for the training of qualified staff
- 
as already pointed out in committee 
- 
and the
overcoming of any psychological barriers that still
exist, particularly at the medium-size level of industry
and, to some extent as well, in the Community admin-
istration. At all events, we need an effective informa-
tion campaign in order to bring home the importance
of this problem.
Here I would like to add a further comment. There is
one area where some rethinking needs to be done in
the science and research industry. A research scientist
concentrating on one specific point and producing
results is today 
- 
and rightly in my opinion 
- 
held
in high esteem and paid accordingly. But a new type
of scientist, the information scientist, is 
- 
wrongly in
my opinion 
- 
still badly underrated. They are
completely in the shade and a transfer from active
research to an information centre is even regarded, in
most cases, as a kind of demotion.
Nothing would further from the truth, because it is of
no use to us to have the individual and fractional find-
ings of science and technology if we cannot assemble
these parts into a whole. It would lead us nowhere. It
is wrong and even dangerous because it implies a
waste of intelligence and fails to exploit the advantage
of this joint potential that we have in our Community.
But that is precisely what we need to do and this is
another proof of the political significance of the
problem.
But it would also surely be wrong if we were to wall
ourselves up inside the Community. l7hatever
happens, we must maintain or even strengthen our
links with third countries and the recommendation in
paragraph 3 of the motion for a resolution is aimed
specifically and rightly in this direction. Here too the
Community must not shut itself off but, instead, open
its doors. That is the real objective we must strive for.
In the light of all these facts, ladies and gentlemen, I
feel that the need for us to vote for this motion for a
resolution and the proposal for a Council decision
goes without saying. In conclusion, I can only express
the hope that the annual reports which we are pleased
to see the Commission would make will give us docu-
mentary confirmation of substantial and successful
progress in this field and lastly I venture to hope,
above all, that this second three-year plan of action
will enable our objective to be achieved, namely to
create a real information and documentation system
in our Communiry in the fields of science and tech-
nology, a system really geared to users' needs and
making a practical contribution to the common good
in our Community.
President. 
- 
I call Lord Bessborough to speak on
behalf of the European Conservative Group.
Lord Bessborough. 
- 
Mr President, on behalf of
the European Conservative Group I welcome and
\
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support Mr Zywietz's excellent report and indeed this
three-year plan 
- 
what has already been described as
this common market in technical information and
documentation, now known as EURONET.
In offering my group's supporr for the programme
and the motion for a resolution, we are, of course
under no illusions about the difficulties and competi-
tion which EURONET faces. I would like at the
outset to echo Mr Edwards' words that I hope that, so
far as possible, preference will be given to firms
within the European Communiry insofar as the equip-
ment is concerned. Let us be quite clear that
EURONET must operate according to normal
commercial practice, and it must attract those indus-
tries which, at the moment, despatch research assis-
tants to libraries rather than ask questions of a data
terminal. It must offer commercial benefits to small,
medium and large data banks. Indeed it must attract,
Mr President, their input by offering reasonable tariffs
and prompt payment. It must indeed attract the users.
EURONET is going to have to compere with well-
established American systems such as Timeshare, and
the Community's data banks must be encouraged to
challenge the on-line services of firms such as
Lockheed. I hope that the Commission will consult, if
they have not already done so, the International
Council of Scientific Unions Abstracting Board in
order to estabish fair tariffs and royalties for the data
base and for the data base producers. The Commis-
sion should publicize EURONET to industry 
- 
I
hope they are doing this 
- 
and they should publicize
it in such a way as to show that it has become a
by-word for efficiency. I foresee, for example, great
benefits for firms if they could undetake patent
searches using EURONET to obtain inputs from the
European patent office. Equally, rhe system might be
used for the speedier registration of patents. Of course
there are countless other examples of EURONET's
potential use. Firms and professional institutions
should be invited by the Commission to participate in
the development of EURONET, such that it meets
industry's needs as a priority. Industry is the generator
of the Community's economic well-being. During
economic recession, we in Parliament and the officials
concerned need to be more sharply aware in taking
decisions which strengthen the wealth-creating ability
of firms and the people who work in them.
I would like here, in terminating, to ask Mr Edwards
perhaps to withdraw his amendment, since I under-
stand that the nine postal administrations of Member
States have agreed between themselves and with the
Commission on a common tariff for the EURONET
telecommunications network. The PTT's and the
Commission are financing EURONET, which is
planned to be functioning by January 1979.lt is mosr
important that users of the data network should be
capable of dialling any network in search of desired
information. I hope that the Commission will obtain
fair tariffs for these networks, so that the Community's
rules on competition are observed. It would be wrong,
in my view, to distort the information market by
providing EURONET with tariff advantages over
other networks. EURONET must, as I have already
said, prove itself commercially. It has the advantages
that the Community is supporting the launching costs
and its management.
Now just one other point, as I have on either side of
me Mr Bangemann and Mr Shaw, two very distin-
guished Members of the Committee on Budgets. I do
think that they will agree with me, when they look at
the Commission's proposals, that we do need more
details, and I hope that this is a matter to which the
Commission will give their attention and indeed let
the Committee on Budggts have more precise details
regarding the costs. Mr Ziewitz himself referred to this
matter. I congratulate him on his report, and am very
h.ppy to support the Commission's second
programme and his motion for a resolution, which is
before us this morning.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Gioliui.
Mr Giolitti, .fulember of tbe Commission. 
- 
(I) Mr
President, Ladies and Gentlemen, I should first of all
like, on behalf of the Commission and especially Mr
Brunner, to express our thanks to Parliament and the
rapporteur for the warm welcome which your
specialist committees have extended to the proposal
for a second three-year plan of action in the field of
scientific and technical information and documenta-
tion.
You will be aware that the first three-year plan of
action was completed at the end of 1977. Its first
objective was to set up an ultra-modern telecommuni-
cations network called EURONET, the object of
which was to give all concerned in the Community
easy, rapid and cheap access to scientific and technical
information and data without distinction based on
nationality or location. It was also concerned with the
study and preparation of industry's information
services covering most of the field of science and tech-
nology but also, to some extent, the specialized
aspects of other fields such as statistics, Community
law, social policy, agriculture, the environment and
energy saving. Its third objective was concerned with
the pursuit of support activities such as the proposal
for new rules for information and telecommunications
and the development of new technologies and metho-
dologies, and, in addition, the training of specialists in
information, advice to users and the development of a
suitable language system.
'W'e can feel completely satisfied with the work which
has been done in the last three years because arrange-
ments have been made for the EURONET system to
be officially opened at the end of 1978.
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Important as the achievement is from the technical
viewpoint, it has also had a far from negligible effect
in terms of industry and indeed, European integration.
To build a European network is ipso facto to open up
to the Community's industrialists a market which is
no longer ensconsed behind national frontiers. At the
same time it encourages the national posts & tele-
graphs authorities of the nine countries to work
together still more closely not only in the technolog-
ical field by working out and adopting common rules,
some of which have been extended on a world scale,
but also by bringing certain features of their opera-
tions, such as their tariffs, into line with each other.
These are the sort of hard facts which enable our
fellow-citizens to grasp the European reality. But the
inauguration of EURONET must be treated as the star-
ting-point for more comprehensive, genuinely long-
term, efforts towards the co-operation and the sharing
of documentary resources envisaged by the Council in
its resolution of. 24 )u.ne 1971.
The second plan of action is really for the benefit of
users. So it provides for the conversion of EURONET,
a private network, into a public operational network
linked up with existing national networks or those in
course of construction. This will make it possible to
remove national barriers which stand in the way of
the dissemination of information and to provide easier
access to existing services, especially by developing
advisory services. The development of a genuine
common market for scientific and technical informa-
tion also means collaboration based on reciprocal
rights and obligations between the existing informa-
tion services in the Community and improving their
efficiency under conditions of free competition. The
Commission's main aim is to help the user to put
every kind and source of information to good use,
from the practical and economic point of view, in
accordance with his needs.
The third obiective is to promote the technology and
methods for improving the information senices, espe-
cially those of EURONET. Steps must be taken, in
particular, to ensure that scientific and technical infor-
mation benefits from the results of the work done to
develop computer-aided translation. In its plans of
action, the Commission is now determined to make it
possible for users, especially small and medium-sized
undertakings, and private businesses generally, to have
direct access to each other by means of a simple infor-
mation system adapted to the hundred or so data
bases which will be connected with the EURONET
system. Thanks to the new switching technology
employed by the network, the time taken to establish
communication will be extremely short and the reli-
ability of the network considerably increased, while at
the same time the charges for use of the net'work will
be brought down to levels generally lower than tariffs
at present in operation anywhere in the world.
The new common market in information which is
being set up can also be expected to enable those
supplying information and specialized firms (without
whom some scientific and technical areas would be
badly or only partly covered) to work under more
favourable conditions, to extend the range of their
customers and thus work under technical and
economic conditions which, everything considered,
make it possible for them to offer facilities which are
still further improved and are as cheap as possible for
the user. The Commission also hopes that in so doing
it will have made a further contribution to the attain-
ment of the economic and social objectives of the
Communiry.
In conclusion, I should like to say a word or two
about the question of tariffs, which was raised by Mr
Edwards. The tariffs on the EURONET system are
standardized and are in no respect dependent on
distance. The tariffs for accesss to EURONET in the
member countries are in process of being standar-
dized. The Commission is in complete agreement
with the amendment submitted by Mr Edwards.
Finally, on the question of consultation with the inter-
national scientific organizations, I can assure Lord
Bessborough that there has been consultation and
that, obviously, the Commission intends to maintain
contact with the international scientific organizations.
I have also made a note of his request for more
detailed information regarding the budgetary aspects
of this matter.
President. 
- 
I note that no one else wishes to speak.
The motion for a resolution will be put to the vote,
together with the amendment which has been moved,
at the end of the sitting.
The debate is closed.
6. Comrnunity regional policy
President. 
- 
The next item is the motion for a reso-
lution (573177) tabled by Mr Nod, on behalf of the
Committee on Regional Policy, Regional Planning
and Transport, on the Community's regional policy
and aid from the Fund from I January 1978.
I call Lord Bruce on a procedural motion.
Lord Bruce of Donington. 
- 
Mr President, may I
draw your attention to the fact that although ihe
motion for a resolution which is being moved by Mr
Noi on behalf of the Committee on Regional Policy,
Regional Planning and Transport is addressed specifi-
cally to the Council, there is no representative of the
Council here at the moment to listen to it or to reply.
President. 
- 
I note your statement, Lord Bruce.
I call Mr Nod to introduce the motion for a resolu-
tion.
Sitting of Friday, 17 March 1978 t8r
Mr Noi. 
- 
(I) W President, like Lord Bruce, I too
would have liked to see a representative of the
Council here to give the Council's replies to certain
questions.
After the 1972 Paris Conference of Heads of State and
of Government expressed its views on the need to
work out a Community Regional policy, the Commis-
sion submitted certain documents to the Council in
1973, but the Council has repeatedly put off
approving them. It was only as a result of further
prompting by the Conference of Heads of State and of
Government in Copenhagen in 1974 that, in 1975,
the Community Regional Fund was at last approved.
Now these delays are starting all over again because,
as we all know, this time last year the Commission
worked out new guidelines for Community policy
which it submitted to Parliament at the beginning of
the summer. Parliament played its part by approving
them in the shortest possible time, that is, in October
of the same year. However, several months have now
elapsed without the Council taking a decision in the
matter. It met on 5 December and gave it considera-
tion but there was still no decision, and the
subsequent meeting of the Council did not produce
anything positive either. This is the reason why we are
concerned and are submitting this motion for a resolu,
tion.
This is a very serious matter because provision is
made in the budget of the Communities for 525
million EUA in payments appropriations and 581
million EUA in commitment appropriations.
However, these funds are subject to a regulation which
should have been brought up to date with effect from
I January 1978 and this was not done. In the absence,
therefore, of specific legislation covering the Regional
Fund, these monies are bound to be used on the basis
of a regional policy which is on to small a scale to
satisfy this House.
The second urgent matter to which I want to draw
attention (and which is emphasized by the agency
messages which are reaching us about the discussions
in the Council of Ministers) is that the Council of
Minister ought not to'water down', with compromises,
the guidelines put forward by the Commission and
which this House has amplified and approved. \fle are
anxious more than anything else to see the adoption
of a comprehensive approach which alone would
make it possible to work out, step by step, a Regional
policy in the wider sense of the word. If action by the
Regional Fund is merely sectoral in character, unrel-
ated to any general plan or comprehensive support
programme, we shall be unable to stimulate the deve-
lopment of those Regions which need it in order to
bring their standard of living up to acceprable levels.
Another objective to be borne in mind is the non-
quota section of the Fund proposed by the Commis-
sion and approved by this Parliament. It is absolutely
vital to co-ordinate national policies relating to
Regional aid and the various intervention policies,
such as social policies, such as social policy, not to
mention regional and other policies which have the
same aim. 'We trust the Council does not wish to
depart from opinions which the House has expressed
on this subject and that there will be no need ro use
the conciliation procedure provided for in such cases.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Albers to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
Mr Albers. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, although Mr Nod,
the rapporteur, has clearly explained what the trouble
is, there are some things, that I would like, on behalf
of the Socialist Group, to add to what he said. In
doing so, I am taking the place of Mr Delntotte who
has already shown his interest in regional policy on
many occasions. The many resolutions bearing his
name are the clearest evidence of this. Unfortunately
he cannot be here this morning and has asked me to
speak in his place.
The Regional Fund is, of course, a sad story of delay
and uncertainty. On various occasions, Parliament has
expressed itself very clearly on the subject but the
wishes that Parliament voiced at those times have
never yet materialized in the Fund regulation. Vhat
has in fact happened ? \7e asked for a coherent
regional policy. \7e asked that, with the aid resources
in this Fund, a policy should be followed allowing the
big regional disparities in the Community to be gradu-
ally eliminated. But the only thing we have seen
happen is that the time limits set have never been
adheved to and that the requests made by Parliament
first had to be toned down for there to be any hope of
some kind decision being taken by the Council of
Ministers. And when we reached the point where the
Commission's final proposals were ready, we decided
not to table any amendments in order not to delay the
effective institution of the Fund. Our thinking here
was that some revision or reconsideration might be
possible and that things had to be done by 1 January
1978. To my mind, Parliament had done its home-
work, we had had Mr Delmotte's own-initiative prop-
osal early in 1977 and we had Mr Nod's proposal in
October. We had delivered our opinion without delay
and we were able to express our pleasure that the
Commission had followed the policy line that Parlia-
ment had unanimously proposed to the effect that
there should be improvements in the regulation
enabling a coherent regional policy to be followed,
more attention to be paid to infrastructural improve-
ments, the regional policies of Member States to be
better harmonized, and finally the financial instru-
ments of the different Member States and the funds
available in the European Community to be better
co-ordinated. The idea was to arrive at a better
planned regional policy and, as Mr Nod has already
said, to make it possible 
- 
through the special
reserves 
- 
to intervene in difficult situations.
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'We/therefore congratulated and thanked the Commis-
sion for taking account of Parliament's wishes in its
proposals. And what do we now see ? rVe see what we
had already feared, namely that the Council has failed
to carry out its own decision because the decision it
took in 1974 and that led to rhe institution of the
European Regional Fund in 1975 is based on the
assumption that there must be a revision and re-exami-
nation of the Regulation. The proposals are there, the
favourable opinion of this European Parliament is
there, the favourable opinion of the Economic and
Social Committee is there, but no decision has been
taken apart from beating around the bush and opting
for a head-in-the-sand policy. This makes it impos-
sible for us to make use of what has been achieved, if
a different decision were to be taken, to initiate the
conciliation procedure, which would naturally cost us
more time, but which would be necessary in order to
reach agreement between what the Council and Parlia-
ment want. Mr President, this is a particularly serious
matter. It is a matter that is damaging to the image of
the European Community and undermines its credi-
bility. \(ze regret that all the changes we have
discussed this year will not be put into effect, but I
think that what we are doing now is itself far more
damaging than the postponement of changes because
it would appear that the practical materialization of
things for which a clear political will is present is not
possible and that is a bad thing. In our countries, we
are finding that a growing resistance and coolness
towards European integration is beginning to develop.
People do not believe in it very much any more. W'e
have already had enough difficulty in convincing
people that their future and ther interests are at stake,
but if we now have to confess that our discussions in
this Parliament produce no results then it must be
clear to us all that this is extremely damaging for the
image of European integration and represents a major
threat to the further development of the European
Community.
Therefore, Mr President, I declare on behalf of my
group that we demand that decisions be taken without
delay and that we can no longer hesitate, if those deci-
sions differ from the political will expressed in the
European Parliament, to initiate the conciliation proce-
dure. Then, in consultation with the Council of Minis-
ters, we should try, in spite of everything, to make
something out of this regional policy that we wanr so
much to put into effect in the European Community.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Schyns to speak on behalf of
the Christian-Democratic (EPP) and of the European
Conservative Group.
Mr Schyns 
- 
(F) Mr President, in common with our
new chairman, I am sorry that no member of the
Council is attending this important debate, which is
not concerned with the substance of the question but
the way in which the Council is breaching procedure,
in my view deliberately in order to avoid carrying out
the decisions of the Commission and of Parliament.
The European Regional Development Fund, which
was set up in 1973, had first of all to wait until 1975
before it was given practical guidelines on the way in
which it could help the Regions of Europe most in
need of it. The Council had already taken three years
to lay down the conditions necessary for it to operate
and in 1975 it was already being said that those condi-
tions would have to be re-examined with effect from I
January 1978. So we knew in time that, despite
numerous reminders both from Parliament (in Mr
Delmotte's report, which Mr Albers has just
mentioned, and the report of Nr Nod, who secceeded
him) and the Commission, nothing has been done.
It is deplorable that these conditions have not yet
been laid down. 'S7e have already had difficulry with
the Council in fixing the amounts provided for under
the 1978 budget: 525 million EUA in payment appro-
priations and 281 million EUA in commitment appro-
priations.
It was hard enough to get these appropriations. Now
we do not know how to use them or rather, in my
opinion, we know only too well because I suspect 
-I'll go so far as to say I accuse 
- 
the Council Minis-
ters responsible for regional policy of using the
monies provided by ERDF for a different purpose in
their national budgets. If necessary, I can produce
evidence that some Member States submit what I
consider to be fictitious proiects to the Commission,
get themselves subsidized for the work involved
which, in fact, is never carried out, and use the money
to boost their national budgets.
This is an intolerable situation and, not to mince my
words, one of dishonesty, in terms of the budget, Parli-
ament and the CommiSsion. It is, therefore, with the
greatest determination that we ask the Council to
adopt measures which will enable the Fund to be
distributed on the fairest basis and on a basis which
Parliament and the Commission can check as it is
applied, because at the moement they are unable to
do -so. This is the spirit in which Parliamenr, or at
least the groups for whom I am privileged to speak,
are determined to keep a close watch on what the
Council does in this field and we hope that, in the
very near future, it will let us have very firm accounts
proposals and thus implement Article l8 of the regula-
tion.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Damseaux to speak on behalf
of the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr Damsea (fl Mr President, on behalf of the
Liberal and Democratic Group, I hasten to say that
the motion for a resolution submitted by Mr Nod has
our unreserved support.
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'We are told that the Council of Ministers is unable at
the moment to take a decision on the way in which
the European Regional Fund should be used after I
January 1978. Contrary to expectation, the subject will
not be broached in the near future by the Ministers
for Foreign Affairs ; it has been postponed until the
April meeting of the Council of Ministers at the
earliest. This delay is apparently due to the fact that
there is no possibility of agreement on any decision
concerning the introduction of a special common
quota apart from the national quotas, on the considera-
tions to be taken into account in selecting the infras-
tructure proiects to be promoted, or on the establish-
ment of a special quota for the benefit of French over-
seas departments and territories.
I have no desire to repeat what has been said again
and again, at length and in detail, on this subject at
committee meetings and at plenary sittings; you can
find that in the official reports.
There is only one point to which I should like to
return and that is that we talked at the time of priori-
ties, which mainly referred to the creation of jobs
which are permanent and satisfactory from the stand-
point of pay and conditions of employment. Is this
important subject no longer a priority ? Surely no one
would make such a claim.
Even the dangers, known to all of us, which the
persistence of regional imbalances represents for the
proper working of the common market have evidently
failed to make the Council of Ministers shorten its
decision-making process.
In these circumstances, the Committee on Regional
Policy, Regional Planning and Transport has every
reason to condemn the Council's delay in giving a
ruling on the way in which the European Regional
Fund is to be used as from I January 1978 and, as far
as the Liberal and Democratic Group is concerned,
'condemn' is almost too weak a word for the delay in
taking this decision, for which the Council of Minis-
ters is to blame, especially as it was the Council itself
which set I January 1978 as the date for taking it.
For these reasons and on numerous other grounds, the
Liberal and Democratic Group supports the recom-
mendation of the Committee on Regional Policy,
Regional Planning and Transport that, for the time
being, Regional Fund appropriations should be based
on the 1977 scheme, pending a decision on a new
regulation effective from 1978.
But my group attaches very special importance to the
demand made in paragraph 3 of the resolution that 'a
decision should be taken by the Council without
delay'i interim measures are not the long-term
answer !
President. 
- 
I call Mr Brosnan to speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats.
Mr Brosnan. 
- 
On my behalf and on behalf of my
group, we shall support this resolution submitted on
behalf of the Committee on Regional Policy, Regional
Planning and Transport. It is unfortunate that the
Regional Fund has been plagued by delays since its
inception at the Paris summit of October 1972. Ve
have experienced nothing but delays in the adoption
of the original Regional Fund Regulation. Such delays
are always being caused by the Council of Ministers. It
is not really surprising then to see further delays in
the Council when the Regional Rund is being
reviewed. However, it is very disappointing that such
delays should occur. Quite obviously, the Council of
Ministers does not share the same enthusiasm for a
regional policy as the other institutions of the
Community, and in particular this Parliament. This
Parliament has gone to every extreme to assist and
encourage the Ministers to reach a decision. Quite
often this has involved major sacrifices as regards what
we would like to see adopted as the Community's
regional policy. Ve accepted a weak Regional Fund
Regulation and a Fund with totally inadequate
resources. To be face now with further delays, when
proposals had been put forward for improving the
Regional Fund Regulation, is stretching the patience
of this Parliament to the limit.
The less developed regions of the Community have
been bitterly disappointed by the failure of the
Regional Fund to arrest the widening of the imbal-
ances and the economic disparities of the regions. The
present delays, although they slow down in only a
moderate form, will add further to the frustration of
the people living in these regions and convince them
further that the Community does not care and is
merely interested in the welfare of the richer regions.
The credibility of the Community is at stake here.
Doubts and dark shadows are being cast on its
commitment to a realistic regional policy.
It is becoming clearer and clearer that regional policy
is less and less of a priority. $7e see tough action
being taken in other areas and policy proposals being
put forward and adopted which will have a detri-
mental effect on the development of the poorer
regions. By way of example, I would like to cite the
Community's steel policy, which is causing difficulties
for the steel industry in my own country, Ireland. I
can also mention the Commission's oil refining propo-
sals, fishing proposals and this year's agricultural price
proposals. All of these policies and proposals give me
the clear impression that the Community is more inte-
rested in protecting the established wealthy regions
than in promoting the development of the poorer
regions. I fear, and I think the fear has been expressed
in different ways by many of my colleagues here
today, that sectoral interests are being promoted and
getting access to the Regional Fund to the detriment
of the development of the poorer regions. This is
certainly not the best way to achieve the necessary
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transfer of wealth and resources from the richer to the
poorer areas. Looking at the present delays in this
light offers a valid reason for the lack of progress.
There cannot be any agreement in the Council if
there is no real desire for such an agreement.
I would sincerely hope that my interpretation of the
situation is not wholly true, as it would be a sad day
for the Community if its commitment to regional
development was merely superficial. However, I am
not convinced that my interpretation of the situation
is completely wrong, and the only way of converting
me to another point of view is for the Council to
immediately adopt the most fundamental of the propo-
sals before it. In conclusion, Mr President, I would
again repeat my support, and the support of my
group, for the resolution, and I hope that this debate
will encourage the Council to assume its responsibili-
ties in the near future and take definitive decisions.
President. 
- 
I call Lord Bruce.
Lord Bruce of Donington, Cbairntan of the
Committee on Regional Poliq, Regional Planning
and Transport. 
- 
Mr President, I would invite Parlia-
ment to give its full support to the motion for a resolu-
tion submitted by Mr Noi on behalf of the
Committee on Regional Policy, Regional Planning
and Transport, which, in my view, is expressed in
terms of excessive moderation in which I did not have
any very large part.
As speakers from that committee have shown this
morning, we are very disappointed indeed with the
order of priorities which have apparently been
adopted by the Council. The Council's record in the
whole question of regional planning is not very
impressive. The regulations that were going to be
adopted originally by 3l December 1973 were ulti-
mately adopted in March 1975, the time of duration
was until 31 December 1977,yet we still have not got
agreement on the proposals originally submitted by
the Commission in June 1977 and forwarded from
this Parliament, again by our rapporteur, Mr Nod, in
October.
This is a funny sense of priorities Mr President. On
occasions when agricultural expenditure is required,
you can hardly get the Council Members into a chara-
banc to bring them down to consider the matter in
Parliament. If any question of restriction of non-com-
pulsory expenditure by Parliament, including the
Regional Fund, is under consideration, they even fly
here by helicopter. But this morning when this impor-
tant question is being discussed by Parliament 
- 
as
Parliament has every reason to discuss it after this
delay 
- 
we don't, apparently, even have a spokesman
representing the Council. It is not a situation which I
recommend Parliament should tolerate for very much
longer. As previous speakers have said, there is an
entry of some 581m u.a. for the year 1978 in commit-
ment appropriations which can be applied by the
Commission. Presumably at the moment they are
being applied in accordance with the obsolete regula-
tion. But the whole purpose of the Commission's
proposals in June 1977, as enthusiastically endorsed
by Parliament on the advice of my committee, dealt
specifically with the non-quota section which was
going to be available from the Regional Fund for the
first time as aid to offset those adverse factors in the
various regions that were being caused by sectoral
policy. The matter indeed was raised by my good
colleague Mr Brosnan, who I see is not here at the
moment, in the course of the debate that took place
in this House as recently as 13 February when he
raised the question of the possible closure of the steel
works in Cork. Mr Burke replying for the Commis-
sion said the following :
The Commission has to acknowledge that there is here
an especially difficult problem. It arises because the
policy necessarily applied in the case of steel may have,
as I said in my opening remarks, unfortunate effects in a
region which is recognized to be one of the most
economically disadvantaged in the Community.
And he continued :
It is a case where a sectoral policy could well come into
confhct with the needs of the Communiry's regional
policy unless steps were taken to compensate for the
rmpact of a sectoral approach. That is why the Commis-
sion has undertaken not only to mobilize financial
resources for the re-structuring of the sector in question,
but also to involve the Regional Fund for the creation of
alternative jobs.
Mr President, this is a consideration that applies not
only to this, and other, parts of Ireland, it applies to
the Mezzogiorno, it is going to apply in those regions
in the United Kingdom that are going to be affected
by sectoral policies, in connection with steel and
textiles, and in other regions in the Community. So
here we have it. Mr Davignon is proceeding with his
sectoral policy in the fields of both steel and textiles.
Inevitably this is bound to cause further unemploy-
ment in the regions affected, including some of those
that already come within the Regional Fund catego-
ries. The Council know this. The Council approved
with alacrity the proposals of Mr Davignon for the
reinforcement of his staff in order that sectoral poli-
cies can be pursued. It knows perfectly well that those
sectoral policies, when they are pursued by the
Commission, will result in further distress in some of
the depressed regions of the Community. Yet it delays
in giving consideration to proposals which have been
laid before it for a long time for the Regional Fund,
and in particular for the non-quota section which, as
the Commission has said, ought to be used for relief
where sectoral policies are applied which produce
unemployment.
This is a situation which Parliament has to contem-
plate and decide what has to be done. Parliament
should demand that conciliation takes place with the
Council on this question in order that some decisions
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can be arrived at quickly. There is no point in
Members of Parliament 
- 
or members of my
committee 
- 
criticizing the Commission in this
matter, unless it be to urge that they make a greater
effort to wake up their colleagues on the other iide of
the road in Brussels. No reproach can lie against
thenr. But against the Council there is some justifiable
complaint. I know they have their difficulties. So do
we havc ours. But the difficulties that they have are
nothing compared with the difficulties of the inhabi-
tants of the regions, the people of the regions, and it
is to the people of the regions that the Council should
now give its attention.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Ryan.
Mr Ryan. 
- 
Mr President and colleagues, I would
lust like to make a short intervention here because I
am most interested in the debate, and you may under-
stand my reaction to it if I say I had the privilege and
the agony of being Minister for Finance in Ireland in
the initial years of the operation of the Regional
Fund. \(hile naturally, as a representative of a poor
region whose income per head is less than half of
what it is in some of the better-off regions, one is
grateful for such regional funds as have been made
available, but one would be less than frank to describe
them as other than derisory, as of negligible assistancein correcting the imbalances in the Community.
There are regions of immense poverty and industrial,
economic and social deprivation in the Community,
to which national governments are endeavouring to
provide asssistance ; but the Regional Fund, which is
supposed to bring about an effective transfer of
resources from the well-off to the poorer sections of
the Community, is contributing in many cases no
more than about I 7o of the national regional aid in
Member States.
Now, quite clearly, when Regional Fund help is of
such small proportions, it cannot effect this transfer of
resources from the comfortable parts of the Commu-
nity to those that continue to suffer. Evidence of the
failure of the Fund is clear, because since its introduc-
tion the gap between the well-off and the badly-off
has widened, not narrowed. The purpose of the Fund
is to narrow that gap, but the gap has become wider
and therefore the problems of the impoverished
regions all the harder to resolve. I understand Mr
Schyns saying that he believed there was evidence of
national governments not applying regional aid for
the purposes for which the money was granted. I am
not aware of the areas he was referring to, but I want
to say this in relation ro the operation of the Regional
Fund: I am convinced that the rules, regulations and
restrictions under which it operates leads to a suspi-
cion that national governments use the Regional Fund
to aid the national exchequer. !/hen the aid is given
only after 
- 
and in some cases two or three years
after 
- 
the completion of the regional work by the
national government, is it any wonder that people are
cynical about the operation of the Fund ? Therc is a
clear need to change the regulations, to have them
operating in a way whicl.r convinces them that
regional work would never start unless the money was
provided by the Community. I would much prefer to
see, and I would urge this upon the Council of Minis-
ters, the Community take over the whole of a parti-
cular project rather than have a continuation of the
situation where large numbers of the peoplc of the
Community are not at all convinced that the Regional
Fund is in fact a reality. I am convinced myself, from
my own experience, that some regional development
would not have taken place without regional aid ; butit is difficult to convince people of that when the
Regional Fund is equal to only about I o/o or ltlzo/o
of the national aid to a particular region, because most
people accept that in the ordinary preparation of a
budget there is a margin for manceuvre of l, 2, 3 or
even 5 0/o in relation to a particular year's investment.
So there is a clear need, not merely to increase the
size of the Fund, but also drastically to change the
regulations so that it can be operated with conviction
and in order that there will not merely be a transfer of
resources from the better-off to the less well-off but
also this transfer of resources will be apparent and so
convince the people of Europe that we are in fact a
Community where we care for one another.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Giolitti.
Mr Giolitti, fuIcnbcr oj tbc Cornnti.ssion. 
- 
(I) Mr
President, honourable Members, from what we have
heard from Mr Nod as rapporteur and others who
have spoken, it is clear that Lord Bruce was right
when he said that this motion for a resolution is
aimed at the Council of Ministers rather than rhe
Commission. Nevertheless I should like, on behatf of
the Commission, to say how very much we appreciate
this fresh expression of Parliament's support for the
proposals which, on the subject of regional policy, the
Commission has placed before the Council of Minis-
ters concerning the regulation governing the Fund
and which are in line with those made by Parliament
and the Economic and Social Committee. As a result,
there is on this occasion a very marked degree of
agreement concerning these proposals, and this
recently received official expression in the opinion
given by Parliament on 13 October 1977. I should
also like to voice our appreciation for the zeal which
has always been shown in this field by the Regional
Policy Committee and its various rapporteurs, cspe-
cially Mr Nod, who has spoken today.
Having expressed the Commission's gratitude for Parli-
ament's renewed support for its proposals, I should
like to take the opportunity to report to Parliament on
the progress made by the bodies involved in the
Council of Ministers and, in particular, on the rela-
tions between those bodies and those of the Commis-
sion. I have a feeling that, ar this juncture, this is what
Parliament would welcome most.
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Obviously, I shall not deal again with what the
Council has decided regarding the endowment of the
Fund : you are more familiar with that decision than I
am because you have recently discussed it in this
House. I will merely say that, apart from the decision
of the Council on the endowment of the Fund, it
proved possible to reach a consensus on a Council
resolution which will emphasize how necessary and
desirable it is to carry out the Commission's main
proposals for general policy guidelines : more specifi-
cally, on the need for a periodic review of the Commu-
nity's regional problems so that specific guidance can
be given periodically on the subject of Regional
policy, on the assessment in advance of the regional
impact of each and every Community policy, and,
finally on an improvement in the co-ordination
between Community policy and national regional poli-
cies and also between regional policies in the Member
States.
These are the three main features, but not the only
ones, of the new guidelines proposed by the Commis-
sion in order to provide a comprehensive and
coherent framework within which the Regional Fund
can operate as one 
- 
but not the only 
- 
instrument
to be used in redressing the Regional imbalances
which exist within the Community.
The fact that, despite agreement on these basic policy
lines, the Council has been unable to reach a formal
decision on all the Commission's proposals is ciue to
three difficulties of particular importance which are
still unresolved. Apart from the first of these, which is
a major one from a political standpoint, I trust the
other two can be regarded as rather technical; these
are the way in which the extra 2 0/o allocated to the
French quota for the benefit of overseas departments
is to be distributed and the definition of the infrastruc-
tures eligible for payments out of the Fund.
In the light of our experience, which everything,
including recent events, tends to confirm, the
Commission believes that it is necessary as well as
expedient to extend eligibility for payments out of the
Fund not only to infrastructures which are directly
connected with productive investments, as was the
case under the previous regulation, but also to infras-
tructures which, in specified regions, create conditions
in which productive investment becomes possible.
These are requirements on which the Commission is
making urgent representations and, although
unanimity has not yet been achieved, I believe some
degree of agreement is discernible among the compo-
nent bodies of the Council.
But, as I said, the most difficult point politically, and
Members will be well aware of this, is the one
concerning the creation of the non-quota section.
\J7hy ? The reason for this is undoubtedly that the
creation of a non-quota section implies that the
Community authorities will have greater freedom of
action. I am not saying that this in itself means the
transfer of sovereignty from national to Community
level but, as we are at pains to point out in our discus-
sions with those who advise the Council, it is abund-
antly clear that the Council will have the power to
decide, while it will be the responsibility of the
Commission to promote and propose specific Commu-
nity action to tackle problems which may prove of
decisive importance for the development of regions
which are specially difficult or backward. So mtrch for
the position as regards the Council's advisers.
This quick review of the situation does, I think, lustify
the hope that, in the near future, the Council will
reach agreement and, consequently, give its formal
and definitive approval to the Commission's propo-
sals. If this does not happen and as Mr Nod, as rapPor-
teur, and other speakers have pointed out, there is
substantial disagreement with the Commission's prop-
osals and, accordingly, with the views of Parliament,
the conciliation procedure will, as stated in the
motion for a resolution, have to be initiated.
On the question of the management of the Fund in
this, so to speak, interim period, on the basis of a regu-
lation for the first three years and of an amended regu-
lation which has not yet been approved, the Commis-
sion is, of course, continuing to ensure that considera-
tion is given to projects and decisions taken
concerning aid from the Fund on the bais of the
existing regulation. I should also like to give Parlia-
ment an assurance that the Fund continues to be
managed in a perfectly proper manner despite the
precariousness of the position which, if this is substan-
tiated, arises from the fact, mentioned by an honou-
rable Member a short while ago, that we have not yet
fully satisfied the 'requirement designated as the
supplementation and additionalization of the
payments from the Fund in respect of contributions
by Member States. I must, however, make it clear that
there never has been, nor will there ever be, a case
where a Member State or its Government uses alloca-
tions from the Regional Fund for a purpose uncon-
nected with the project involved or where, as was
being suggested, if I understood correctly, they actu-
ally submitted projects which proved to be fictitious
and which were put forward solely for the purpose of
obtaining payments from the Fund. On the contrary,
despite the fact that our arranSements and methods of
control, inspection and verification are limited by the
small number of staff at the disposal of the Director-
ate-General for Regional Policy (Directorate-General
XVI), they are enough to prevent abuses, such as those
which have been suggested, in any form. So, as far as
the management of the Fund, as it is at present, is
concerned, I assure Parliament that everything is done
properly and correctly and with every effort on the
part of the departments involved to ensure that the
fact that we are waiting for the decisions of the
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Council does not mean delay in making payments out
of the Fund or in takirrg appropriate action in
connexion with the variousi projects. parliament will
be aware that one of the Commission's reasons for
satisfaction in the field of regional policy and one of
the things for which it has been commended by parlia-
ment is in fact the efficierrcy of the procedures for
management of the Fund, especially our success in
ensuring that there should be only a short period of
time between allocation arrd payment. I can assure
you that the Commission will continue to act on
these lines. But at this mornent, of course, our polit-
ical task is to obtain the approval of the Couniil of
Ministers for our proposals. I think that we must over-
come the disappointment, voiced by many Mcmbers
in this debate, at the delay rvhich has occurred, with a
firm determination which will enable us to achieve
our goal. I assure the House, that the Commission has
that determination.
President. 
- 
I note that n,r-one else wishes to speak.
The motion for a resolution will be put to the vote as
it stands at the end of the sitting.
The debate is closed.
7. Parliantcnt\ guidelines for tbe budgetary and
financial ltoliE ol the Communities in 1979
President.- The next itenr is the report (Doc. 3/7g)
drawn up by Mr Bangernann, on behalf of the
Committee on Budgets, on
the- European Parliament's guidelines for the budgetary
and financial policy of th,: European CommunitGs in
1979
(Part I: general budgetary and financial policy problems,
institutional matters and budget law questions ionnected
with the revenue section).
I call Mr Bangemann.
Mr Bangemann, ral)porteilr. 
- 
(D) Mr president,
the Committee on Budgets has begun its discussions
on the 1979 budget very early this year and is submit-
ting part of its report to Parliament so that the House
may decide on its positions. This first part deals only
with the general problems of budgetary and financial
policy and a number of institutional matters and
budget law questions connected with the revenue
section.
Part II, which will report on sectoral priorities and
will therefore mainly concern expenditure policy, will
be submitted as soon as Parliament's various commit-
tees have reached their conclusions so that the widest
possible discussion of the problems connected with
the budget may be ensured in all this parliament's
committees. It is not just a question of the Committee
on Budgets considering firrance policy or budgetary
law matters in the sectoral field. Instead we musr
ensure that expenditure structures and priorities are
such that the will of the whole House can be taken
into account. For this reason, this first part of the
report deals only with the general or so-called hori-
zontal problems. Though I say only, this is not quite
the right word, Mr President, because precisely in this
field there are of course a whole number of very
important questions which considerably affect thb
position of Parliament as a whole and therefore kindly
allow me, in spite of the late hour, to deal with these
questions in detail so as to show the importance of
this first part of the report.
First of all we are again taling as read, as Mr Shaw,
the rapporteur, and Lord Bruce repeatedly and rightly
stressed last year, that the budget must nor simply be
a reflection of the measures decided elsewhere by the
Community, in other words just a kind of book-
keeping system. Instead the budget must be the
expression of the Community's political will. If we are
going to keep to this general purpose for this financial
year, then there has to be, in this general part, a selec-
tion of those problems which, in Parliament's
opinion, need to be resolved. These problems, which
we feel we should solve this year or ar least attempt to
solve although they seem to some extent soluble, are
set out in this document. The first point is that we
should establish and implement a coherent Commu-
nity borrowing policy. In some sectors of the Commu-
nity we have such a borrowing policy. I am thinking,
for example, of the special ECSC sector. Here, in addi-
tion to the operating budget which in fact accounts
for by far the smaller part of the budget in that sector,
there is a well-developed borrowing sector in which
the substance of ECSC policy is to be found. It is not
the ECSC's operating budget that is the more impor-
tant part but the reverse. It is the extraordinary
budget, financed from borrowed funds, and this natur-
ally represents the basis for this ECSC policy.
rVe also have an increasingly effective borrowing
policy 
- 
and this has been persistently requested by
Parliament 
- 
in the general Community sector
through the European Investment Bank. The size of
the budget of this Institution has also grown consider-
ably from year to year and basically it constitutes a
kind of extraordinary budget.
Your rapporteur would draw the particular attention of
the House to this point, although we would not like
to have it wrongly understood that we are against a
bank as an instrument of borrowing policy. This
would be completely wrong. Of course we need a
bank, which can probably operate in this field far
more- effectively than an administration can. During
the discussions in the Committee on Budgets I some-
what disrespectfully put the view that if you want ro
have a sensible conversation with a banker you have
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to smell like one and since this is difficult for a repre-
sentative of an administration I feel, and so inciden-
tally does the Committee on Budgets, that this is a
useful instrument. On the other hand it must remain
an instrument. It must not seek to take the place of
the budgetary authority even though it often uninten-
tionally does. In other words we should give some
thought to the problem that the European Investment
Bank, including of course all its organs or, in other
words, the policy bodies that are represented on it,
will increasingly have to take the place of the budge-
tary authority whether it wants to or not, because it
has to take policy decisions on what loans to grant
and when, where and for what PurPose to Srant them.
A glance at the bank's reports makes it clear that it is
increasingly taking policy decisions which we can
neither influence nor check after the event. For these
reasons we should consider carefully and in detail
what should be done. The need for this borrowing
policy, which should in our view have a coherent
structure, to be set out in an extraordinary budget I
need only mention in passing.
Another major issue in these horizontal problems is
the importance of the European Unit of Account.
Parliament has also heard this point referred to in the
reports by Mr Shaw and Lord Bruce. Both have repeat-
edly argued that the European Unit of Account must
not be just a toy for juggling figures with; instead it
should be fashioned into a kind of monetary unit in
which we will able not merely to write out but also to
implement the Community budget.
The purpose and object of this monetary unit cannot
just be to let us juggle with figures, in other words to
put the budget in European Units of Account instead
of Belgian francs and force the Commission to main-
tain a gigantic system for the purPose, because if a
watch is to be kept on all this then, in practice, you
need a currency accounts system as well. Instead, the
purpose and oblect of this European Unit of Account
should be that all the Community's payments, in
other words all financial transactions, loans and so on
can be expressed in this monetary unit. I feel that, on
this basis, we could bring into being the first elements
of a parallel monetary unit which could represent a
step in a direction that would help to strengthen the
Community in this financial sector.
The third point 
- 
and here Mr President, I do not
think we have any general problems 
- 
is that we
must budgetize the Fifth Development Fund. Here
there is a whole series of detailed questions that we
have to discuss with the Commission and the Council
but we ought to come to this general decision and I
feel that the Council will not create any difficulties
now that, as I believe, all the institutions take a posi-
tive line on this question.
The same can be said about the connection between
commitment authorizations and multi-year financial
estimates. Again, the commitment authorization instru-
ment, which we introduced into the budget, acquires
its real significance only if it is used in such a way
that a clear connection is possible, through the use of
this instrument, between annual budget and multiyear
financial estimate. Commitment authorizations
certainly also have their significance in normal budget
operation because they enable the Commission to
enter into commitments whose financial effects
extend over several financial years. But they acquire
their real political significance only if they are used as
an instrument, as a transmission belt so to speak,
between multi-year financial estimates and the annual
budget.
Similarly, as regards budgetary nomenclature, I feel
that after the successful preparatory work by Lord
Bruce and Mr Shaw, there should be no need for a
major debate. Particularly in the field of research
expenditure the differing classification principles were
already an obstacle to the logical classification of the
necessary expenditures last year. \7e should therefore
renew our attempts to standardize these classification
principles both as regards the general budget and also
for the research budget. This helps budgetary transPar-
ency, as does the next measure which the Committee
on Budgets recommends for Parliament's approval,
namely to see whether the so-called satellites should
not be included in the budget. Satellites are all those
institutions which the Commission, partly 
- 
as I
readily admit lest undue blame be laid on the
Commission 
- 
at Parliament's insistence, has lodged
outside the budget, with different administrative struc-
tures and different rules as regards staff and administra-
tive costs; these satellites are difficult to keep track of
and even more difficult to audit and I feel that we are
voicing a concern of the Board of Auditors in urging
the Commission to ensure that these satellites are
brought into the budget.
In the last part of this report I address myself more
particularly to the Council for here it is a question of
important budgetary law and other legal questions
affecting the position of the budgetary authority as a
whole. The point is that we are increasingly encoun-
tering the difficulty that has arisen as a result of the
past history of budgetary powers and that is that
trouble is always developing between legislative
powers on the one hand and budgetary Powers on the
other. When the Community first came into being,
such trouble could not arise because at that time the
Council was both the legislative authority and also the
unrestricted budgetary authority. Parliament, in fact,
had purely consultative rights. \flith the growth of
Parliament's budgetary powers and because of the fact
that we are a part of the budgetary authority on an
equal footing with the Council, the specific difficulty
is arising, of which the Council is also aware, that the
Council decides legislation on the basis of its legisla-
tive powers which has budgetary law effects and
which therefore affect Parliament's budgetary rights,
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without Parliament having any opportunity to partici-
pate in such decisions beforehand.
Here, there are several theoretical possibilities. We are
proposing a wholly practical answer and we hope 
-because we do not want things to come to an unneces-
sary institutional conflict 
- 
that the Council will
declare itself ready, when it takes legislative action(which it should continue to do without restriction
utrder the Treaty), to present the budgetary effects of
such legislative action in the normal budgetary proce-
dure with Parliament- in other words to uphold parli-
ament's right of participation in this budgitary sector,
as laid down in the Treaty, through concertation,
consultation or the other mechanisms available to us.
Here we demand nothing more than what is ours
already under the Treaty, which must be respected,
and I hope that the Council will not just appreciate
this point but come to the necessary agreement with
Parliament.
In this sector there is a number of other detailed ques-
tions to which I shall just refer in passing, for example
the question of the need for a legislative Council aci if
a sufficient foundation for the execution of budgetary
decisions by the Commission has already been created
by the decisions themselves.
Let us take just one very concrete example, that of the
funds that it will be desirable and necessary to spend
in order to educate the public about the importance of
direct elections in the pre-electoral period. There can
be no dubt that a decision is necessary from the
budgetary authority for the expenditure of these sums
- 
after all the Council is a part of that authority 
-but not a regulation. This should really be obvious.
And there is a whole series of other examples. \7hat
about small-scale research programmes which we
iointly decide and for which, in our view, a legislative
act by the Council is not necessary to allow, and more
importantly, to require the Commission to act ? In
this connection I would also like to say to the
Commission that it is not just a matter of giving it
sufficient legal authority to act, but it is also important
that it be under an obligation to Parliament to act if
there is such a budgetary decision; the Commission
should not be able to evade its responsibility on the
grounds that the Council has not passed a legislative
act.
The second special problem in this connection is the
management committee procedure. 'S7e are finding
increasingly 
- 
and this cannot surely be u 
-atter of
indifference to the Commission or to the Council 
-that policy decisions are being shifted ro the level of
the management committees. That cannot be the
intention of the three Community Institutions
involved in these policy decisions because, in the
Community, we want such policy decisions to be
taken by those bodies that are responsible for policy,
namely the Commission, Parliament and the Council,
not the management committees. These, Mr Presi-
dent, are some of the detailed problems that need to
be mentioned in this connection. Next we come ro
the revenue side. Here the vital thing is to put deci-
sions that have already been taken into effect, for
example the incorporation of the sixth value added
tax directive in national legislation. It is not just a
question of agreeing, and deciding on a directive
which the Member States do not have the necessary
resolution to put into practice. The point also is that,
as regards the special forms of revenue, we want to
know what the Community's revenue is for the sake
of budgetary truth and transparency. The same applies
to the customs duties in the ECSC sector, which is
concerned here. Lastly, under this same heading, we
should think about what we will do once the I o/o of.
the basis of VAT assessment has been reached. This,
Mr President, is an important problem that will soon
arise purely through the natural development of
Community activity.
That brings me to the end of what I have to say today.
After discussions with the specialist committees, the
Committee on Budgets will again discuss the sectoral
guidelines with the House. Ve ask for Parliament's
approval for this first part of the report, for one thing
because we would like to meet the Council on th;
basis of a clear mandare from this House. I think, Mr
President and ladies and gentlemen, that the delega-
tion of the Committee on Budgets can bring the
necessary pressure to bear on any still hesitant delega-
tions in the Council, which are dwindling increasingly
into a hopeless minority, and convince them of the
logic of this proposal.
President. 
- 
I 
.call Lord Bruce to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
Lord Bruce of Donington. 
- 
Mr President, my
group would like to give its general but cautious
support to the report by Mr Bangemann submitted
this morning, which deals, as he said, only with the
general problems : we shall have to reserve our final
position as a group until after we have been able to
assimilate Part II, which deals with more important
political questions, and have read it in association
with Part I, which is before us. Nevertheless, we wish
to congratulate him on the diligence he has shown
and generally support the attitude he has expressed.
In particular, we would support the sentiment
expressed in paragraph l, which says:
Adopts the premise that, on the basis of the experience
of recent financial years, even greater emphasis must be
placed on the political nature of the budget of the Euro-
pean Community.
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To those sentiments my group gives its complete
support. These are unexceptional sentiments which
have been uttered year by year ever since I have had
the good fortune to be a Member of the European
Parliament. Each year one says that the budget must
really be a political instrument ; and everybody goes
away well satisfied that the very force of their words
will somehow mysteriously produce a change in the
format of the budget. But, of course, it does not. W'e
have the same old dismal thing year after year. '!7e
have a budget limited to about 0.75 or 0.8 of the
Community's gross domestic product ; we know in
advance that 75 % of it is going on the EAGGF ; we
know that the remainder, the miserable residue, is
going to be spread over projects of a general European
interest on energy and research, on new enterprises,
on regional policy and social policy; we know with
devastating certainly that, when the Commission has
produced its proposals on these lines, the Council are
immediately going to haggle over them and massacre
them in the way Mr Tugendhat described as 'death by
a thousand cuts', we know that there is going to be
some desultory conversation, or conciliation, or concer-
tation, or whatever it is called, between Council and
Parliament, dealing with what in monetary terms are
complete trivia in relation to the total resources of the
Community and that in the end the mixture will be as
before. So once again, in good hope, Mr Bangemann,
my group supports your sentiments that the commis-
sion and/or the Council will make the budget of 1979
into a political instrument.
I am bound to say that it is very unlikely to, even on
the existing showing, because, reading the Commis-
sion's communication of 27 February 1978 (COM (78)
54 final), one finds this in paragraph 9 :
Financing the Budget under the system provided for in
the decision of 21 April 1970 will be a problem in the
medium term, as the available margin may disappear by
the beginning of 1980.
In othe words, the Commission for the year 1979 do
not anticipate that the total budget will exceed the
figure of the I % VAT base laid down in Article 4 of
the Decision of 1970. Automatically, therefore the
budget is going to be the same as before. It is going to
be substantially the same mixture ; there is going to
be no significant impact in the Regional Fund area, in
the Social Fund area, in investment or in research 
-all these will be haggled over, but there will be no
vital change that will change the whole face of the
Community budget. It is bound to be so 
- 
with one
important exception, of which the Committee on
Budgets and my group have already taken note. It has
observed with very great pleasure, following consistent
pressure over the years, that the Commission now
propose to take powers to borrow up to I 000 million.
This presents certain problems. Nobody in my group,
and I think nobody in Parliament, would mind the
Commission's possessing these borrowing powers up
to 1 000 million, because they may well prove to be a
powerful aid in helping redress regional imbalances.
This is excellent ; but these investment funds, this
using of the Community's credits, in effect, for invest-
ment purposes, should not, in our opinion, ever be
taken as a substitute for the revenues that will come
from the VAT and emanate from within the Member
States themselves on an ordinary income-and-expendi-
ture basis. Otherwise, this is the beginning of
borrowing to re-distribute as distinct from effecting a
genuine re-distribution of incomes within the
Community.
Mr Bangemann in his report has drawn attention to
the technical matters that arise on taking up or insti-
tuting this facility. Mr Ortoli, the Vice-President of
the Commission, will become in effect the Commu-
nity's thousand-million-dollar whizz-kid, but we
ourselves want to make quite sure, from the parliamen-
tary standpoint and from the point of view of the
Joint Budgetary Authority, that these matters are dealt
with properly. Now, at the moment. Mr President, as
you will know, the Community's borrowing facilities,
aside from the Ortoli facility, are four : the European
Investment Bank facilities, which are under the
control of a Board of Governors composed of represen-
tatives of the Member States ; the ECSC loan facili-
ties; the Euratom loan facilities; and then the facili-
ties for European monetary cooperation. IUflhen one
adds the new Ortoli facility to that, it will be seen that
the mechanisms for raising capital and making invest-
ments are five in number and somewhat diverse in
nature, and ought therefore to be brought under far
greater budgetary control than they are at the
moment. rUThat Mr Bangemann's report lays the way
open for, we hope in my group, is the progressive
institution of a comprehensive capital budget in addi-
tion to the ordinary Community Commission budget
which exists for ordinary income-and-expenditure
purposes. Because it is here, bearing particularly in
mind the existing 1 % VAT limit, it is here, so far as
one can understand, that a great number of very
important political decision are going to be made over
the next few years, because the decisions as to what
investments should be made out of the Ortoli facility,
taken in conjunction with those available from the
European Investment Bank, are going to be political
decisions about which there must be political discus-
sion. They must, of course, be made subject to the
normal banking safeguards, and nobody will want to
dispense with the technical services of the European
Investment Bank in connection with that ; but the
decisions that are made have to be political decisions.
Now, if political decisions are going to be made, it is
no good Council only and Commission only being
privy to the details : Parliament, if it is going to make
political decisions, must know the facts on which it is
going to base its judgment, and for this reason there
has to be a proper budgetization of the loans. This is
the principal point my group wishes to emphasize in
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connection with Mr Bangemann's report : the insist-
e.nce on an ever-growing budgetary transparency, so
that not only Parliament can be fully appiised oi the
facts and make its own political judgments in the full
knowledge of those facts and of the arguments that
take place upon them, but also the peofle of Europe
begin to know the facrs as conveyed to them by tire
media and know precisely what is happening to Euro-
pean funds.
!flith those words on behalf of my group, I am
pleased to welcome Mr Bangemann's report. I will
comment on one thing only, on which I would like a
specific reply from the Commission, and as is so ofren
the case, the sting is very often in the tail. I would like
to know whether the Commission contemplate during
the year 1979 taking any action on the report of the
Study-group on the role of Public Finance in Euro-
pean Integration published in April 1977 under the
leading authorship of Mr McDougall. rU(/e want to
know whether the Commission intend rn 1979 to
follow any of the recommendations, because if they
do so they will undoubtedly have to apply for an
amendment to Article 4 of the Decision of 2l April
1970. k will be interesting to find out what is going ro
happen in the light of Mr Jenkins' observations about
progressive steps towards economic monetary union,
to which we understand the Council have given fair
wind. It will be interesting to note whether any action
is proposed in connection with that during 1979, or
are we to assume that, as in the case of the Maldague
report, the McDougall report is going to be
consigned to thb dusty shelves in the Commission's
building ?
President. 
- 
I call Mr Alber to speak on behalf of
the Christians Democratic Group (EPP).
Mr Alber. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,
happily, budgetary policy is developing increasingly
into an effective link in European integration and the
purely financial instrument it once was is now
becoming a tool for political action. This means that
Parliament's budgetary powers are growing at the
same time and we therefore welcome the very plain
statement in the report 
- 
and the rapporteur deserves
our thanks therefor 
- 
that the political character of
the budget needs to be even more accented.
I hope that, with his resignation, Lord Bruce is not
right about the 1979 budget and, since his reaction to
this is good-humoured rather than aggressive, his resig-
nation seems unfortunately to have gone a very long
way. 'We hope he does not prove to be right.
Now for a few questions of detail. Firstly we need
complete transparency in the budget. All revenue and
expenditure must be set down in full and this
includes the budgetizing of the European Develop-
ment Fund, the elimination of the clearing accounts
outside the budget and the integration of all the Insti-
tutions' resources for which the accounting has previ-
ously been outside the budget.
Parliament's budgetary rights must be strengthened. I
would once again make the point that parliament can
block budgetary resources and have the last worcl, at
least in the case of non-compulsory expenditure. parli-
ament also has the right to compel the Commission
to put the budget into effect in the sphere of non-com-
pulsory expenditure in cases where the Council is
slow in adopting the legislative acts.
A further point is that the management committee
procedure must not be allowed to result in the
Council reducing the Commission's executive powers
with regard to the budget to the absurd, because any
curtailing of the Commission's rights at the same time
implies a curtailing of Parliament's powers, and this
we cannot accept.
In the short time at my disposal I would like to refer
briefly to only two further points.
As regards the Commission's borrowing policy there
must be close co-operation between it and the Euro-
pean Investment Bank. The Commission must,
however, remain fully responsible for policy and guide-
lines because this is the only way in which parlia-
ment's powers can be upheld.
!7ith regard to revenue, the Commission and the
Council must be plainly asked what additional sources
of finance will be found if the I % value added tax
contribution is insufficient ; if the expenditure for
Lom6 II is included, the level of resources up to now
will certainly not be sufficient.
\7e all want to progress with a unified Europe and for
this we need fresh and additional resources. This is
the only way that the budget can become the political
instrument that Europe so urgently needs and if the
European Unit of Account lhen becomes a European
monetary unit, we shall have taken a major step
forward. We agree with all the points made in the
report and we congratulate the rapporteur on the work
he has done. The Christian-Democratic Group is in
favour of the motion for a resolution.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Shaw to speak on behalf of
the European Conservative Group.
Mr Shaw. 
- 
Mr President, at this late hour I have
two objectives in view. Firstly to prove to you, Sir, that
over the last year I have not forgotten how to make a
short speech, and secondly, and perhaps above all, to
give to Martin Bangemann, our dear colleague, the
100 o/o support of our group in the great task that he
has undertaken, the first sreps of which he has laid
before us today in his document. I will not pursue in
detail the points he made. I will say in general that I
!o no1 take the same gloomy view that my colleagueLord Bruce takes. As far as I can see every step that
we in the Parliament take 
- 
and quite frankly,
looking back as rationally as I can, I d-o believe we
have gone a long way already 
- 
he seems to think is
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leading deeper into the mire rather than moving
ahead. I do hope that as a whole we in Parliament do
not believe that our stePs are wasted. Indeed, if we
look at the advance we made last year, if I may be
allowed to say so, both in financial regulation and
indeed the amount of change that we got in the Coun-
cil's attitude, I do not believe that this is a matter for
scorn or gloom. However, enough of that. Today we
are looking at the first of many documents that will
have to come from the hand of our colleague, Martin
Bangemann, and he is absolutely right : firstly to start
so early, secondly to establish his general approach by
a review of all the existing problems that have come
forward from the past. I believe that on this good,
solid basis we can look forward to a very interesting
and fruitful year under his guidance. There is only
one point that perhaps I would like to stress in his
very interesting document. It is the point about the
implementation of the Budget. Time and time again
we have said how important it is that we should have
a conciliation between ourselves and the Council on
this matter. I do stress once again, in my view, the
urgency of such a conciliation, because frankly I find
it difficult to see very far ahead, in budgetary matters'
unless there is a clear definition as to what implemen-
tation means. There is no clear opinion. Clearly the
Council means one thing. On the whole, Parliament
means another. Although I am bound to say, as most
people know. whilst my end is the same as all my
colleagues, I do not hold exactly the same view as to
what the meaning of the word is' !7hat we must all
agree on is, there must be a need for definition and
clarity on this very imPortant matter. I will not say
more than that we supPort wholeheartedly this docu-
ment and wish him well in the very hard task that he
has lying ahead of him and, in addition, expressing
the confidence that we have in the excellence of the
work that he will do for us.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Giolitti.
Mr Giolitti, tllember of tbe Commission. 
- 
Mr Presi-
dent, the Commission is most grateful to Parliament
and to Mr Bangemann for the contribution to the defi-
nition of guidelines for the budget and financial
policy. The Commission welcomes any initiative
which tends to draw attention outside the normal
budgetary procedure to a necessary reflection on the
genJral 
-pioblems 
concerning the Community's,
budget which can be technical, legal or institutional
and therefore political problems. Such a general
review of budgetary problems at the beginning of the
year was recommended by the European Council in
December 197 5 and as early as April 1975 the tradi-
tion of holding a joint Council of the European
Finance and Foreign Ministers was introduced.
In view of the next Joint Council meeting which is
due to take place on 3 April 1978, both the Commis-
sion and the Parliament have tried this year to outline
what, in their view, should be the future evolution of
the Communities budget.
This is the first time that the European Parliament
has felt the need to lay down its own guidelines for
the budgetary and financial policy so early in the year,
and I am particularly grateful to the raPPorteur for the
1979 budget for taking such an initiative.
I must emphasize, however, that at this stage the
Commission and the European Parliament have
adopted a completely different approach.
In its Communication to the Council and to the Parli-
ament 'on the overall assessment of budgetary
problems of the Community', the Commission has
deliberately laid the emphasis on the different polit-
ical options with which the budgetary authority wifl
be confronted in the medium term and, in particular,
on the role which the budget should progressively
assume as progress is being made towards economic
and monetary union ; moreover it has also selected
the main priority actions for the 1979 budget.
In the resolution which is now before the House, the
rapporteur has deliberately limited his review of the
budgetary policy to 'the horizontal problems
connected with the technical and legal aspects of the
budget, and institutional questions that have en.rerged
frori opinions expressed by Parliament in the past'.
In a way, therefore, the exercise carried out by each
institution can be described as different but comple-.
mentary.
Turning now to the substance of the draft resolution,
and without commenting on every detail of this very
comprehensive survey, I would like, Mr President, to
give the Commission's first reactions to the main
items raised.
Firstly, I would like to assure the House that the
Commission shares Parliament's concern on the
implementation of rwo essential reforms which have
beCn somewhat delayed : the first one is the imple-
mentation of the full own resources system as from I
January 1979; the second is the adoption by the
Council of the Regulation on the procedure for
applying the EUA to the acts adopted by the Institu-
tions of the European Communities.
This is the first necessary steP in the implementation
of the EUA and the Commission can subscribe to the
opinion expressed by the rapPorteur that the aim
should be for the EUA to be increasingly used for
Community's payments. There is a second series of
problems on which I am happy to say, the Commis-
sion is already working, or indeed had made a pro-
posal :
(a) There is no doubt in anybody's mind, I hope, that
the Commission considers the budgetization of the
European Development Fund as essential. This should
occui .t the same time as the renewal of the Lom6
Convention. -
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(b) The Commission is committed to and will soon
put forward a proposal for a revised presentation of
the research budget with possible implications for
Title VII of the Financial Regulation which lays down
the modalities of this presentation.
(c) The present system of budgetization of borrowing
is under review at present in order to improve it, and
the rules which would govern the application of the
guarantee for Community loans are also being
examined. I can add that we share the view expressed
by Lord Bruce on this problem of budgetization of
borrowing.
(a; fn. Commission shares the view that financing
the budget under the system provided for in the Deci-
sion of 2l April 1970 will be a problem in the
medium term as the available margin may disappear
by the beginning of the 1980's. The Commission will
therefore present a report on the question of creating
new resources.
(e) As far as the financing of the ECSC budget is
concerned. Parliament will be aware that the Commis-
sion has already put forward a proposal for the transfer
of certain duties on ECSC products to the ECSC
budget as permanent own resources. It is only on a
provisional basis that the gap of 32m in the ECSC
budget f.or 1978 will be covered by national contribu-
tions calculated on some other basis. The Commission
has proposed to use a key based on the share of each
Member State's gross national product in the Commu-
nity's GNP.
Thirdly, there is one major item on which all institu-
tions have agreed to open a concertation procedure
this year : that is the executive power of the Commis-
sion in the implementation of the budget. This has
been much discussed in different circles in the past.
The question of the 'necessary legal basis' before the
Commission can commit expenditure has been dealt
with last year during the revision of the Financial
Regulation. The procedure of management commit-
tees has been under review in the Legal Affairs
Committee of Parliament. The practice of freezing
appropriations on the line, has been maintained by
this House and consistently opposed by the Commis-
sion. A global approach and the conciliation proce-
dure is certainly the best way of bringing closer
together the views expressed by the different institu-
tions.
Lastly, Mr President, although I understand Parlia-
ment's concern for budget transparency, I would like
to draw the attention of the House to the fact that
some of the remarks in the motion for a resolution
re-opened points which are reflected in the existing
legislation, which has been through the normal
process of the Community, including consultation of
this House. I am referring in particular to the critical
comments on the proliferation of 'decentralized
bodies' or 'satellites', or to the presentation ol para-
fiscal revenue, such as the co-responsibility levy on
milk producers.
Clearly practical difficulties would arise if such legisla-
tion had to be completely revised. However, the
Commission is ready to take part in a re-examination
of these problems, though at this stage I would not
wish to prejudge how far it would be possible to go in
this area. Lastly, I would again emphasize that we
must all do our best to encourage reflection and
exchange of views on the general budgetary problems,
even with regard to the analysis and proposals
concerned in the Mac Dougall report, quoted by Lord
Bruce, to which the Commission pays the attention it
deserves.
I stress the point that this exercise is outside the
normal budgetary procedure, because I feel it is all the
more likely to be fruitful as it is carried out outside
the budgetary process at a time when the budgetary
authority does not have to concentrate on figures 
-the rate of increase of the Community's expenditure,
etc. 
- 
and can consider for a moment the political
and the policy problems involved.
President. 
- 
I note that no one else wishes to speak.
The motion for a resolution will be put to the vote as
it stands at the end of the sitting.
The debate is closed.
8. Votcs
President. 
- 
The next item is votes on motions for
resolutions on which the debate has closed.
'!7e shall begin with the motion for a resolution
contained in the report by Mr Scott-Hopkins (Doc.
t55/77): Regulations on sugar and isoglucosc.
On Article 8 (l) of the proposal for a regulation No
3330174, I have Amendment No l, by Mr Hansen, on
behalf of the Committee on Budgets, calling for the
beginning of the third sub-paragraph to read as
follows :
The Member States shall impose a levy on bebalf of tbe
Contmunitl.
!7hat is the opinion of the rapporteur ?
Mr Scott-Hopkins, raf\orteur. 
- 
I am in favour of
this amendment.
President. 
- 
I put the amendment to the vote.
Amendment No I is adopted.
On Article 9 (l) of proposal for a regulation amending
Regulation No I I I ll77,l have Amendment No 2, by
Mr Hansen, on behalf of the Committee on Budgets,
calling for this paragraph to read as follows :
l. The Member States shall impose a production levy on
manufactures of isoglucose on bebalf of the
Community.
What is the opinion of the rapporteur ?
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Mr Scott-Hopkins, r.tpl)orteur. 
- 
I am in favour of
this amendment.
President. 
- 
I put the amendment to the vote'
Amendment No 2 is adoPted.
I put the motion for a resolution to the vote'
The resolution is adoPted.
We shall now consider the motion for a resolution
contained in the report by fuIr Fltimig (Doc' 575/77):
Raclioacrit'e tudtte 4nd reltrocessing of itadiated
nuclar.frtcls.
I put the preamble to the vote.
The preamble is adoPted.
On paragraph 1, I have amendment No I by Mr
Drniert, Mi Holst and Mr Patijn, calling for this para-
graph to be deleted.
\7hat is the opinion of the rapporteur ?
Mr Fllmig, rdl)portcur. 
- 
(D) I am against this
amendment.
President. 
- 
I put the amendment to the vote'
Amendment No I is re,ected.
I put paragraph I to the vote.
Paragraph 1 is adopted.
I put paragraph 2 to the vote.
Paragraph 2 is adopted.
On paragraph 3, I have amendment No 2, by Mr
Dankert, Mr Holst, and Mr Patiin, calling for this para-
graph to read as follows :
3. Notes that existing nuclear power plants have so far
been reasonably safe, but that the problem of the
handling and storage of radioactive waste has not yet
been solved.
'\tr(hat is the opinion of the rapporteur ?
Mr Fllmig, rdlrporteur. 
- 
(D) I am against this
amendment.
President. 
- 
I put the amendment to the vote'
Amendment No 2 is reiected.
I put paragraPh 3 to the vote.
Paragraph 3 is adoPted.
On paragraph 4 I have amendment No 3 by Mr
Dankert, M. Holst and Mr Patiin, calling for this para-
graph to read as follows :
4. Stresses the Communities' responsibilities in over-
coming the problems connected with the storage of
radioactive waste.
\flhat is the opinion of the rapporteur ?
Mr Flimig, rctplrorteur. 
- 
(D) I am against this
amendment.
President. 
- 
I put the amendment to the vote'
Amendment No 3 is rejected.
I put paragraph 4 to the vote.
Paragraph 4 is adopted.
I put to the vote ParagraPhs 5 to 33.
Paragraphs 5 to 33 are adoPted.
I put th motion for a resolution as a whole to the vote'
The resolution is adoPted.
We shall now consider the motion for a resolution
contained in the report by fuIr Zywietz (Doc' 552/77):
Decision on a second three-1'ear plan ol ctction on
inforntation.
I put the preamble and paragraphs I and 2 to the
vote.
The preamble and paragraphs I and 2 are adopted'
After paragraph 2, I have amendment No 1, by Mr
Edwaris, on behalf of the Socialist Group, calling for
the following new Paragraph to be added:
2a. Stresses that the development of EURONET must
continue to be based on arrangements concluded
between the responsible public telecommunications
authorities in the Member States of the Community ;
lVhat is the opinion of the rapporteur ?
Mr Zywietz' rdl)porteur. 
- 
(D) \(e support this
amendment.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 1 to the vote'
Amendment No I is adoPted.
I put paragraphs 3 to 7 to the vote.
Paragraphs 3 to 7 are adoPted.
I put the motion to a resolution as a whole to the
vote.
The resolution is adoPted.
I now put to the vote the motion for a resolution by
Ur Nii (Doc, 573/77): Contnrunitl' regional poliqt'
The resolution is adoPted.
I put to the vote the motion for a resolution contained
in the report by foIr B.tnge,ndnn (Doc. 3/78): Parlia'
nent\ [uidelites for tbe budgetary and financial
policy of the Communitie-r in 1979.
The resolution is adoPted'
9. Mentbersbilt of comnittees
President. 
- 
I have received from the Socialist
Group a request for the appointment of Mr Ellis as a
-.-t., of ihe Committee on Energy and Research to
replace Mr Fitch.
Are there any obiections ?
The appointment is aPProved.
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10. Dates o.f tbe next part-se.tsion
President. 
- 
There are no further items on the
agenda. I thank the representatives of the Council and
the Commission for their contributions to our
proceedings.
The enlarged Bureau has proposed that parliament
should hold its next part-session from 10 to 14 April
1978 in Luxembourg.
Are there any objections ?
That is agreed.
ll. Altproc'al o.f thc ntinutes
President. 
- 
Pursuant to Rule 17 (Z) of the Rules of
Procedure, I am required to submit to Parliament for
its approval the minutes of proceedings of this sitting
which were compiled during our debates.
Are there any comments ?
The minutes of proceedings are approved.
12. Adjournrncnt o.f tbe scssion
President. 
- 
I declare the session of the European
Parliament adjourned.
The sitting is closed.
(Tbe sitting uas closcd at l2 noon)

